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INTRODUCTION

The modern world is asking questions. Christianity

and its traditional theology have come down to us from
an age very difFerent from our own, an age when the

sun and the stars moved round the earth, when the

meaning of natural law and evolution was only dimly
apprehended, when the psychology of religion, the

historical method and the critical study of ancient

documents were yet unborn. These things touch the

foundations of the old beliefs, and it is about the

foundations that the world is asking.

The world is calling for religion ; but it cannot

accept a religion if its theology is out of harmony
with science, philosophy, and scholarship. Religion,

if it is to dominate life, must satisfy both the head
and the heart, a thing which neither obscurantism nor
rationalism can do. At such a time it seems most
necessary that those who believe that Christianity is no
mere picturesque survival of a romantic past, bu*- a real

religion with a real message for the present and the

future, should set themselves to a careful re-examination,

and if need be re-statement, of the foundations of their

beliei in the light of the knowledge and thought of
the day.



vin FOUNDATIONS

The present volume, the outcome of an Oxford

friendship, is due to the conviction that such a task

might be more successfully attempted by a corporate

effort than by the labours of separate individuals. The
majority of us on many occasions, and all of us more
than once, have been able to meet together in conference

for mutual criticism of the essays previously circulated

in draft form. Four times these conferences have been

of the nature of a retreat continued during three or four

days, and each essay has been thus discussed at more

than one stage before it assumed its present form.

We came to the study of the subject from points of

view which differed widely with our differing tempera-

ments, interests, and ecclesiastical associations, but from

our various conferences there has resulted a far greater

measure of agreement than we had originally anticipated.

Differences, some of opinion, others rather of emphasis,

of course remain. It is neither possible nor desirable

that seven minds should think exactly alfke on so many
complex problems. In a few cases the differences

concern points which some of us would regard as of

the first importance. But nevertheless the book is put

forward not as a collection of detached studies but as

a single whole, and as, in the main, the expression

of a corporate mind ; and the essays are intended to

read as a connected series in the order and context in

which they stand.

Throughout our discussions we have kept in view

the fa t that the problems we are attacking are felt

keenly as such far beyond the circle of professed theo-

\k
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logians. Hence we have made a special effort by the
avoidance, so far as possible, of technical terminology,
to present our conclusions in such a way as to be
of interest to the educated layman, or to the cleric who
makes no claim to be a theological specialist. We
hope, however, that we have not fallen into the error
of bemg " popular " in the bad sense, and that some of
the thmgs we have written may be considered not
unworthy of perusal even by theologians.

A word may be added as to the principle which has
determmed the arrangement of the essays in the book.

The fundamental question for religion, and one of
which our own age is by no means inclined to take an
answer for granted, is that of the existence of God. But

'

the idea ofGod, in the sense in which the Christian speaks
of God, was not given to mankind all at once, nor was
.t arrived at by processes of pure philosophy or abstract
rcasonmg. It came through the direct spiritual appre-
hension of the Hebre^v prophets, the explicit teaching
of our Lord Himself, and the interpretation of the
Person of Christ by the inspired writers of the New
Testament and in the long history of the Church It
would seem, then, that an examination of these sources
of the belief in the light of modern knowledge should
precede an examination into the validity of the belief
'tself. And it is this consideration which has d.ter-
mined the order in which the various subjects have
been treated.

In every department of thought advance is only
made when men will make exi>eriments and put forward

L^lfl



X FOUNDATIONS

suggestions, some of which after due consideration may

win their way to acceptance while others will be rejected.

In theology this task must always be the special duty

of the younger generation. The men whose position

in the Church is such that they cannot speak at all

except with authority can rarely venture on experiments

outside the sphere of practice. It is otherwise with

us. We fully recognise the obligations of loyalty

to the traditions of the Church to which we belong,

we make no claim to irresponsibility ; but we are young

men, and our responsibility is of a different kind. It

is the responsibility of making experiments.

At the Reformation, the last great crisis in the history

of the Church, the principle deliberately adopted by the

Church of England was to "keep the mean between the

two extremes of too much stiffness in refusing and of too

much easiness in admitting variation." The principle

of combining continuity and progress is one which

underlies all sound development, and we write in the

hope that what we have to say may be found to be an

application of this principle to the needs of the present

situation.

We do not profess to have covered the whole field,

and some important problems we have left untouched.

We have confined ourselves to those which seemed to

us the most fundamental, or those on which we feit we

had something to offer. Still less do we profess to offer

a final Theology A final Theology means a complete

account of the ways of God in relation to the universe

and to man. it will not be reached till Nature has
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yielded up her last secret to science, till the philosopher
has attained his goal and " contemplates all time and
all existence," and till the kingdom of God is come.
What we have written is put forward, not as the
solution, but as a contribution towards the solution of
the problems we have approached, not as a last word
even for our own generation or our own immediate
circle, but as a word that has come to us and one which
we believe we ought to speak. Whatever in it is of
value will be absorbed into the common heritage of
Christian thought, whatever is crude, misleading, or
erroneous will be soon forgotten.

B. H. S.

Auguit
1 9 1 1.





THE MODERN SITUATION

BY

NEVILLE S. TALBOT
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SYNOPSIS

I. This generation is modern in the sense that its members are
not " Victorian." In early and middle nineteenth century the
majority of liberal thinkers confidently relied on elementary
assumptions in religion, or at least in morality. This confidence
contributed towards their enthusiasm for emancipation, for escape
from dogma, for education, etc. The political and economic theories
ot the Manchester School implied the assumption of the benevolence
of nature to the individual......

Darwin the sexton to Victorian assumptions. His teaching
contemporary with popularization of agnostic science' and radical
Bible criticism .......

Victorian optimism has been sapped by a "cosmic" uneasiness, by
a philosophy of relativity, by realization of the indifference of nature
to the individual, by the sickness of an industrial order built on a
false political economy, by increased sensitiveness to evil and cruelty
in the world .......

The average man and church-goer have still to realize the situa-
tion. They are bound to suffer in a measure the convulsions already
undergone by a minority ......

II. Who can heal "the hurt of the daughter of My people" ? .

Not moral philosoph/ by itself, unless reasoned convictions take
the place of assumptions in its presuppositions

Not Christian morality by itself: for it seems to be bound up
with an other-worldly philosophy with whirli the mind of to-day
(dominated by commerce and competition) is acutely at variance
What, then, is the position of the Christian preacher ? He

cannot renounce, but must face the world and its facts. His hold
on a supernatural Gospel may be weak. But if there is a crisis in

the Christian faith there is a worse one in any other

III. Hence to-day is a day of new hope for the Christian religion.

It is a day of Jesus Christ. Men are again feeling the need which
He came to satisfy—the need of God. This is best realized by a
study of the mind of the original disciples in face of the "day of
the Lord "

.

Jesus appealed to Jewish faith in God : He found it alive in a
few : He raised it to its highest power in bringing them to acknow-
ledge Hin^ as T/iessiah. This faith was broken by the Cross as
recapitulati.ig 11 that had ever made Jewish faith in God waver.
It was remade by the Resurrection and Pentecost

The essence o*' Christianity was the truth of GoJ put to final

proof. Its disclosure was the supreme disclosure

But the truth of God became a foundation, buried out of sight
and built upon. The disclosure became an assumption and con-
vention. The results of this. To-day the ori'jinal conditions return;
the questions to which the Gospel was an answer are again being
asked, and Christianity as the truth of God will live again in
living men .

II

II

>3
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THE MODERN SITUATION
'« Probably every generation of men has called itself

modern, and more than that, has held its modernism
to be more radical, genuine, and interesting than that
ot any previous time. Certainly this generation—and
by that is meant people of about thirty years of a^e—
IS tempted to do so. A temptation implies a pos°sible
fault

:
here the fault lies in that form of snobbery which

assumes, as a matter of course, that to-day is better than
yesterday

; that what is latest in time is also highest in
value, and that all change must be for the better.

One course is open to tiiose who, whether snobs or
not, cannot rid themselves of the consciousness of being
modern. It is to attempt to describe the change between
to-day and yesterday. Prior to the question whether
the mere passage of time must involve progress, is the
question, what has it involved .? What changes have
occurred.? In short, in what sense are self-stvled
modern men modern ?

This essay represents such an attempt. It has
staggered with difficulty to its goal, for on the way it
has tound itself entangled in the hazards which attend
upon generalization. As it is, it is likelv to furnish
another instance of the inexactness of general im-
pressions.^ But to refrain for that reason from trying
to g€nera:;.:e, would be to yield to a rumour that there
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are lions in the street.' Generalizations serve as lines

of communication between generations, and, if necessary,

risks must be run in order to keep the lines open.

•:
I

) >

5 i

i •

This generation in Great Britain is modern in the

sense that it is not Victorian. Its members were born

whilst Queen Victoria was still alive, but they never

knew—they were not themselves moulded by—the times

before the " sixties." They were not born, as their

parents were, into the atmosphere of pre-" critical " and
pre-Darwinian religion. Their education did not begin

with the statement "Creation of the world, 4004," nor

are their minds governed by the assumptions it implies.

In fact, the change from genuinely Victorian times

to to-day is a change from the reliance upon, to the

criticism of, assumptions.

This is true whether, as we look back, we consider

conservative or liberal, orthodox or agnostic thought.

The mind of the early and middle nineteenth century

was held together in an union which differences strained

but did not break. Yet the differences were violent

enough. On the one hand, neither insularity nor

reaction could keep out of England the movements
which had their source and inspiration in the French
Revolution. A passion for liberty and reform was
a note of the century which had such a beginning.

On the other hand, the religious world in England
in early Victorian days was as an island within an island.

Little of the radicalism and scepticism which did cross

the Channel percolated into a world of immemorial
tradition revitalized by two revivals. Nevertheless, the

gulf between free-thinking, reforming intellectuals and
good Evangelicals or Tnictarians was not so deep, but
that they had moral and even religious assumptions in

' Frovtrbs ixv

in the streets.

siug^ari! saith, There is a lion in the way ; a lion i
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common. They were often united in such mental and
spiritual elements as formed foundations for the religious

negations of the one party and for the affirmations of

the other.

The truth of this is fully compatible with the fact that

a few thinkers, born at the beginning of the century, went

much further than their fellows towards a complete re-

pudiation of all beliefs, as far indeed as anv one to-day.'

But for the most part the minds of liberals in early

and middle Victorian times were rich in an optimism
drawn from a capital of uncriticized assumptions. They
were busy with emancipation from the entail of the

past : their battle-cry was " Liberty." If pain was
involved in the escape from old beliefs and institutions

it was greatly mitigated for them by the conviction that

the essentials of true religion and morality were unaffected

by It. An energy m emancipation was given to them
by—as it were—their " stance " upon a rock of belief,

if not in God, at least in goodness as inherent in the

natural order of things.

Such optimism lay behind their almost pathetic belief

in education as the way of all salvation. It quickened
their impatience with ecclesiastical dogmas and sanc-

tions. It gave heart to men in their struggle with
" Hebrew old clothes." It allowed that expansion of
ethical fervour which, as in George Eliot, seemed but

^ Nu rtoubt, to name one such conspicuoi* exception, there was John Stuart

Mill in existence to separate himit.;:' scornfully from tr. -sc " who r-'ect revelation
"

ana "take refuge in an optimistic Deism, a worship jf -J^e rrder of nature and the
supposed course of prr.vidence, at lea!t as full of contradict'or.s a-id perverting to

moral sentiments as any of the fcrni> of Christianity '

;j. S. Mill, .iutthr.grajiky,

p. 70, ; ar.T to cingratuiaf himself ..pTn his wife's •c-n;plete emancipation fiom
every fcrr,-. ',;' sup:;rni;ion, incluair.- ;hat which att-ib^t-s a prettnr i pirrtection to

the order of nature and the universe " {ihiJ. p. 1C5 .

Th:;re was al?o Carlyle, to wh m at one time as a young man "the L'niverse

was ail v--a of Life, of Purpose, of Volition. ;ven of Hostility : it was one huge,
dead, immeasurable Steam-engine, r'.ling on, in its dead indirt'cr-ncc, to grind me
limb from limb. 0. the vast, olccmy, loUury Golgotha, and MiU of Death !

"

{•*iTtzr Kcarrui^ chap, vii.^

Yet this was the revolt of a minority such as could be neighbours to a majority

possessed of more positive convictions, just as in a parliament tlic vie-.vs of an extreme
radical section can c.-ciist alongside of a mass of more mo ;tTate opinion. Morfovrr,
for Carlyle, at any rate, such revolt was only temp^.rary and a preliminary to his

pssiigc trcu'. "*
i uC L >i.rl.i:t.r.K ..« " to "

i ,. h.ciiaitni.. 'it*.'

-IT

i

'M
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to increase with the loosening of her grasp upon dis-
tinctively Christian doctrine. It reappeared in others
in the assumption of the benevolence of nature to the
individual. Here, indeed, for the heroes of political
emancipation, the upholders of economic orthodoxy,
and the believers in unrestrained competition and the
doctrine of laisser-faire, was the very fulcrum to the
lever of nineteenth-century liberty. Individual man, it

was thought, needed only to be freed from artificial and
traditional restraints, and to be set in a nature similarly
liberated, for it to provide to each his meat in due
season, and for him to fare as w^ll as he deserved.
We can gauge the strength of this optimistic reliance

upon nature it we observe its reaction upon Darwinism.
Though the doctrine of the " struggle for existence "

in
itself cut at the roots of the belief in the benevolence of
nature to the individual, many were quick to infer from
the observation of a continuous upward development in
the past added grounds for their general faith in pro-
gress for the future. " Progress," indeed, was the bottom
layer of Victorian assumptions. It still survives amonp
a superior minority that has disencumbered itself of any
other convictions. It still appears in the "man in the
street's " confidence in times of adversity that, thanks
to the general order of things, " something is likely to
turn up."

Nevertheless, Darwin was the sexton to these assump-
tions. Whether fairly or not, the change from Victorian
to " modern " times is associated with his name. By
his writings it was as though he made a channel through
which waters, long dammed out, flooded in. Many are
alive to-day to recall the swirl of the waters, whether
of dogmatic and agnostic science, or of uncritical Bible
criticism, as they rushed through the formerly impene-
trable bulwarks of Victorian religion.'

"n'rfcc^rmn^^
"^^

"^r-
"^^y Si'lgwicl^'s w„rd, in .860 on /, Mn„orian.

..H.nccthc most important influence of 'In Memoriam ' on mv thoucht
oFincd ina rt-cion . . . deeper tl.an tli<- diff-'e"'- >'e>vi-T- Ti--:,,- r' ' r' " '

"

Ml



THE MODERN SITUATION

This generation is modern in the sense that it never

knew the world *' before the flood." While it has been

growing up the assumptions of Mid-Victorian liberalism

have been going bankrupt. Their capital has been

running out. Even their last survivor, Progress, has

been at grips with a doubt deeper than itself as to man's

place in the universe. For the infection of a kind of

cosmic nervousness has become widespread. Somehow
the world is now felt to be less domestic than it was.

The skies have darkened and men's minds have become
more sombre. In some a sense of the mere scale and

range of the world in size and time has prompted a

philosophy of relativity wherein nothing is absolutely

true or right at any passing moment. Others have

been led by the observation of the effects of physical

environment to ask whether matter is not dominant

over mind and spirit. Others have .been appalled to

realize that nature (so far from being benevolent to

the individual) aims only at the survival of the race,

and cares nothing for its members except as contributing

to the health of the species. In greater or less degree

through all minds is spread the sense that they are in

a world which is indifferent to their interests. And
thereout springs a fear of being thrown upon its mercies

:

a consequent prudential reliance upon the weapons that

it lay in the unparallelrd combinati'in of intensity of feeling with comprehen-

siveness of view and balance of judgment, shown in presenting the detpfu n'-eds

and perplexities of humanity. And this influence has increased nthcr tlian

diminished as years have gone on and as the great issues between Agnostic Sciencr

and Faith have become continually more prominent. In the sixties I <h"uld say

rhese deeper issues wcrj somewhat obscured by the discussions on Christian dogma,
and Inspiration of Scnjture, etc. You may remember Brown. ng's refert.ice to this

period—
' The Essay? and Reviews dcbatf

Bt jins to trll on the public min'!

And Colerso's words have weight.'

During th-sc Vf.ir^ we w : e ahsn-bcd in struggling for freedom of thought in the

trammels of a historical religion. . . . Weil, the years pas", the struesle with what
Carlyle used to call * Hebrew old clothes * is over, Freedom is wnn. and what does

Freedom bring us to ? It brings us lace to face with atheistic science ; the faith in

God and Immortality, which we have been strugglin^r to clear from superstition,

sudilenly seems to be in the air ; and in seeking for a tirni basis for this faith we
find ourselves in the miii't of the 'tieht with ueath ' which ' In Memori,-:ii ' so

powerfully presents " (qut-ted in ifti'jyi?':: A M^fnoir vol. i. p. 30I;.
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money can buy for the struggle tor exv,tence ; and a
doubt whether morality is not the philosophy either of
those who are paid to maintain it, or of those who can
atford to be good.

Furthermore, the mind of society has become morbid
with the sickness of an industrial order which has been
built upon an economic philosophy of half-truths. Ihe
confident optimism of the era of the Great Exhibition
and the Manchester School has withered away. The
faith (which we are told appears agaiti and again in the
writings of Richard Cobden ') " that God is over all,

and that Providence will right wrongs and check
wickedness without our help," has faltered in the face
of the results of individualistic competition, whose
theological motto nas run, "Every man for himself
and God for us all, as the elephant said when he danced
among the chickens."

Here indeed is a main reason for the waning of the
ethical (let alone theistic) confidence which was found
in meii otherwise agnostic. The economic conditions
of morality have beer, laid bare, and the relationship of
all parts of society to one another has been recocrnized.
The parts of the body politic which talk and write
most have been found to be but margins upon a world of
which the facts confute their theories. Yet the solidaritv
of the social whole ensures that none of its members
cm escape from the fortunes of the rest. Therefore
the whole mind of our time is tainted by the moral
powerlessness of men in modern competitive business
where the sway over human volition of uncontrolled
and accidental forces is at its highest ; where the natural
struggle for existence is made many times worse by the
intricate devices of scientific ingenuity ; where men are
as good as they dare be ; where it is most evident that
the world kt'*: to run loose and not battled with is

indifferent to the hopes and fears . f individual human
beings.

1 I-U-
J
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Thus the firm footing of Victorian Liberalism
whether in thought or practice has slipped. The revolt
of a greater realism has proved its bed-rock of assump-
tions to be a false bottom. Discussion has gone further
and invaded its sanctuaries. It seems as though its

representatives sat in a circle in an increasingly hot
room and took off their clothes one by one, upon the
assumption that a point would be reached when they
could sit both in comfort and decency. Their sons
have passed any such minimum point. Some have
tried to do with nothing on ; others are trying to get
either out of their skins or out of the room.

For the heat in the room is thrown off by facts
which are not good,
cruel and evil facts in

out of sympathy with

the rose colour has f.

The collision between tl

It is a greater sensitiveness to
the world which puts the sons
^he fathers. Somehow or other

out of Victorian spectacles.

ideal and the actual, between
belief and experience has grown -nore violent. It was
a relatively tame world within whose empirical facts
as T. H. Green insisted—the ideal was to be recog-
nized, " and not in an ideal world of guess and aspiration
alongside of the empirical." ' The world which Science
presents to-day as that within which human ideals must
find a home is wilder and more fearful. " That Man
is the product of causes which had no prevision of the
end they were_ achieving ; that his origin, his growth,
his hopes and fears, his loves and his beliefs, are but the
outcome of accidental collocations of atoms ; that no
fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought and feeling,
can preserve an individual life beyond the grave ; that
all the labours of the ages, all the devotion, all the
inspiration, all the noon-day brightness of human genius,
are destined to extinction in the vast death of the solar
sy .cm, and that the whole temple of Man's achieve-

' '" " Orcen : ir.rk,, vol. i. p. ,-. j, Cf. his aliusion to tiie outrr -world i% ameans tl:r.iM!;h u-hich thf Deitv. v.':;!! '.•:::r\:: !r.=----. {-}-:-.-1
'•

.. .... i'

lo\i; w^ic'; transrcr:n3 man's capabi.itits into aa; :.li;i<-3
" .^fo/j^, vol.'vZ p 4).

°
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ment must inevitably be buried beneath the debris of

a universe in ruins—all these things, if not quite beyond

dispute, are yet so nearly certain, that no philosophy

which rejects them can hope to stand. Only within

the scaffolding of these truths, only on the firm founda-

tions of unyielding despair, can the soul's habitation

henceforth be safely built."
^

Such is the " modern " situation.

Doubtless, despite all that has been claimed for this

generation, the mass of men in this country—certa'.nly

the majority of church-goers—have still to realize it.

The many hnve still to pass through the transition

which so powerfully staggered the few half a century

ago. Roughly sreaking, the average man has still to

be assailed by tL^ fear that his general view of the

universe derived from Old Testament saturation is

obsolete. He has still to follow in the steps of ivlr.

Wells and " be drawn out of the little world of short

horizons and millennial ex[->ectations
"—the world of the

Father in Mr. Gosse's Father and Son—" into another

world of endless vistas, of years whose blackness and

vagueness are terrifying." He, too, in his measure,
" will be smitten by the riddle : all this scheme

of things, lif*-, force, destiny, which began not six

thousand years, mark you, but an infinity ap;o, that

has developed out of such strange weird shapes and

incredible Hrst intentions, out of gaseous nebulae, car-

boniferous swamps, saurian giantry and arborea' apes,

is by the same token to continue developing—into

what }
" He has still to struggle with something of

the obstinacy of Victorian religion against the destruc-

' Bcrtraml Ru»?iU : PAiiiiiofi:cal Eiiays, The Free Man's Wnrsliip, p. 60 ; cf.

p. 6; : "In tliis lie Man's true frKHom : in detiTmination U) worship only the

Giiil iri'.iti'il hy our own love of the fooil, to respect only the hr:ivrn which inspires

thi' insight of our best moments. In action, in desire, we must su'omit perprtually

to a tyranny of outside forces ^ hut in thought, in aspir.'tion, we are free, free from

our ftllow-men. free from the petty planet on which our bodies impotenli\ crawl,

free even while we live, from the tyranny of death, (.et us learn, then, that energy

of faith which enables us to live constantly in the vision of the t;oiid j and kt u«

drsread in -"'tion int" the world (»f f:Kt. with iliat vision alw.ivs before us."
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tion of the cosmogony which was founded for him on
the acceptance of the whole of " the Book "

as true.
In truth, the biographies and the ecclesiastical history

oi the last half of the nineteenth century, and the state
of iiiind of Anglican congregations to-day corroborate
what we have already said. The engrained dominance
of Scriptural ideas in Hritish minds has given them an
unnatural watertightness against currents v/hich have
been ready to flow into them ever since the time of
Copernicus and the Renaissance. Hence the roar of
waters as through a broken dam, when the Darwinian
movement brought home the implication of the Coper-
nican revolution. Hence the rapidity of the separation
in mind between periods but little apart in time. Hence
the ineradicable consciousness to-day of a modern point
of view. •

No doubt the average man, by virtue of freedom
from the oophistications of cultur-, will be less moved
by the force of currents that carried the more academic
away. No doubt, too, the fact that others have en-
dured the first shock of revolution will mitigate its

effects upon himself He will be spared the more
callovv phases of modernism. But he cannot wholly
escape—he is not escaping—convulsion. He is ever
reproducing the experience of a former generation, of
bemg swept by violent tides out of old anchorages,
both religious and moral.

11

If such be " the hurt of the daughter of My people,"
with what balm can it he healed.? Who can be the
physician ?

Not the moral philosopher.

He, no doubt, will come forward to claim that
morality is unaffected by these alarms, and that no
general commotior can take from men an absolute

,.r -_ .1
Oi mufui uoiigation. Aiui )cl tii-j moral ideiii to
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which a man's conscience is sensitive, and the conditions
ot his struggle towards its attainment, cannot be isolated

from what he thinks—from his general view of things.
The moral philosopher therefore may, if he likes, sit in

his own room composing ethical treatises, but meanwhile
the whole house is on fire. He may occupy himself, but
he will not interest many others, with morality, while
its presuppositions are to seek. The subject-matter of
his exercises is man, and while man's place in the world
is under challenge, he can moralize about man only to
the degree that an artist can draw a motiel that will not
sit still. There is a Victorian ring about the average
British citizen's delusion, so familiar to the ears of
parochial clergy, *hat "it does not matter what you
think, so long as you do what is right." Here
" thinking " means allegiance to distinctively Christian
doctrine, whilst "doing" means the carrying out of
duties implied in a belief in God, as yet undisputed,
or in a morality, assumed to be self-evident.

But how if the undisputed comes under dispute ?

There are questions about which it does matter what
men think if they are to act rightly. The spread
of long-accepted tradition and custom has disguised
this. There have been things which, in the words
of John Stuart Mill,> men have "agreed in holding
sacred ; which, wherever freedom of discussion was
a recognized principle, it was of course lawful to con-
test in theory, but which no one could either hope or
fear to see shaken in practice ; which " were " in the
common estimation placed beyond discussion." Afutility
reminiscent of placards stating that " Trespassers will be
prosecuted " han^s about these words. Discussion,
theoretical and practical, has been more vagrant than
Mill dreami. Something impels his successors to abhor
above all else an evasion of the worst questions. And
as the questions are raised, so, little by little, the weight
of once-accepted assumptions, sanctions, self-evidences,

'
J. S. Mill, Diutr:jt7-ins. viA. i. o. ait.
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and authorities is rerluced, and the range of moral and
immoral possibility is wide:,ed.

Cluo usijue tandem ? Are th=y right who say that

the pass'onate and appetitive elements in human nature,

ever impatient of anything but present satisfaction, will

quickly construe uncertainty about further issues into

reasons why a man should eat and drink ere x.o-

morrow he die ? It is likely, indeed, that in the cool

retreats of segregated English culture the volcanic

capacities of hurr.an nature have been under-estimated.
But where revolt has been really radical and wholesale,

as amor 2 many in the student world abroad, there such
moral an.trchy has followed as makes it plain that in

the future the side of the ar.gels will be maintained,
not '

/ an tdiC confidence in vague and common senti-

ment, but by those who have attained to conscious and
reasoned convictions about ultimate things. ^

The moral philosopher then, as such, will not be
found in possession of the halm in Gilead.

Nor will the ChrisT'an moralist. It is a further
sign ot the changed times that men can no longer b-

satisfied with viewing Jesus Christ merely as a gracious
moral teacher. That was possible last century for

some individuals aglow with the Xachschein cf Evan-
gelical pietlim. It was possible when foundation truths
about God, the world, and man were thought to stand
fast independently of anv C.nnstian doctrine". Only the
slightness of their theolcgica! intc-est— in the strict

sense ot the word— has allowed so manv critics to treat

the Sermon on tile Mount as a purely ethical discourse.

But i.itteriv an ~nxictv over issues that lie deeper
than ethics has de^troved the blindness which over-
looked the theology implied in Chriit's ethic J teachin?.
It ^!s being realized now that His maxims are insepar-
able rrcm His ideas of God and m.an.

Heiicc .1 great ^i;;ord. Just as the colours of a
picrure tor.ed and mellowc,: bv aje stand -.ut in sharp-
ne^s and S-iliiance when it is cleaned, so the ethica!
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maxims in the Gospels as they are re-read by the mind
of to-day acquire an intense sharpness of edge and
sting. The moral injunctions of Jesus stand out as

high-lights upon the picture of the world as He saw
it. And with the world-view implied the mind of to-

day finds itself in jangling discord.' Thought to-day

is this-worldly : the mind of Jesus seems to be im-
possibly other-worldly. He taught that the possession

of riches would make the kingdom of heaven hard of
entry. Ihe difficulty has increased to-day with the

increase of riches whether of the mind or of the body.

And yet it is not enough simply to iccount for the dis-

cord by attributing it to an unworthy worldliness. For
concomitantly with the prevailing absorption in treasures

on earth, there exists a nobler impatience with treasures

in heaven, which is due to the sense in many good men
of the intolerable misery in this world of so many of

their fellows. There is a righteous demand for the

kingdom of heaven here and now, which revolts against

the seemingly illusory promise of a future bliss.

In many cases this demand is backed by the belief

that the kingdom of heaven could be brought in by

the successful adaptation of the wisdon: of this world

to social ends. Gospels of " efficiency " and " agenda
"

movements are the result. Elsewhere, as in a part

at least of the socialist movement, a franker material-

ism views social problems as made and therefore

remediable by money. Yet the confidence of those

who with whatever pliJosophy in mind are " hasten-

ing the kingdom " is increasingly abashed by the fact

that the chief centres of energy in the body politic

are indifferent to their aims. In a real sense the

whole world of reformers and philanthropy, as well

as that of culture and fashion, is parasitic upon
another world of industry and commerce. The latter

' A sense -i' this discnnl h;n led to the precccupriUr'n of thfohii^i.in^ with

e^ch.itilogy. T' is, the question has been fnrreil to the front, wheth( the

otlier-svorlitliness «r,h which Je'us looked at tlie kinpdom of tl.i-< world was not
.liii; to His Kelief t);.it if u-.l'! spepHily tn ..i';i .T.v.iy, R,.r «ee Kj^riy |II, n. 107 rt".
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world is inside and the former outside the actuality

of the social problem, in the sense that a crev/ is in

the race and its supporters or critics on the towing-
path are out of it. In an industrial and commercial
community change must originate from within industry
and business. Yet to-day it is precisely in these regions
that men seem mo^t stricken by impotence to change,
and are most held in the clutch of necessity. Con-
trasting with the chatter ..f social reformers is the
sullen silence of business men, broken at times by
their cry in self-defence that " business is business."

Thus there has come into existence a mind which is at
violent discord with the ethics of Jesus Christ. There is

a hiatus between the philosophy ot necessary and suc-
cessful self-assertion and the promise to the meek that
they shall inherit the earth. It is no deeper than that
between the presuppositions of insurance companies and
the disparagement of anxiety for the morrow. There-
fore the world turns from the advice of the Christian
moralist as from something which at best means only
the hallowing of failure. After all, was not the Preacher
of paradox on the Mount cut short in His prime by
death upon a cross ?

If it is so with the teacher of Christian ethics, how
is it \, ith the preacher of the Christian Gospel ?

It may be that the situation finds him well forti-
fied within his traditional citadel, insensitive to the
cries outside, or only ready to chant the Athanasian
Creed at the heads of his enemies in the gate. If
not, then there is no other escape for him from the
pains of the Christian moralist. He has to share with
him the pain of the discord between this- and other-
worldliness. He, too, is on the bank of the stream
of Hidustrialism in company with the other coun-
sellors. Standing, often with r.n Anglican or academic
dignity, upon a margin of partial immunity, he is
acutely conscious of being less "in the world" and
its conflict than those to whom he preaches. Yet a

'Sff
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sense of solidarity shuts him off from recourse, in

accordance with rich stores of precedents, to wurld-

renunciatlon. He cannot save his own soul by escape

from a naughty world, just because he cannot escape

from the relationship which binds him to his brethren

in the world. In an inmost monastic cell he still must

eat, that is, he still will be in economic dependence upon

his neinrhbours in the market. His saintliness and its

conditions will be inseparable from the traffic outside

111 the souls of men— in a word, as a saint he will

live off the sinner.

Driven, therefore, into the world of secular facts, what

is the Christian preacher's message to it ? Is he, as some

Roman modernists advise, to despair of it ? Is he,

that is, to accept the belief that the world of fact is

aoverned by the hard law of failure, and be content

to surround a bloody reality with a halo spun out of

his " religious " or mystical consciousness of a heaven

beyond?^ Must he recognize the impotence of

Christianity to take modern civilization within its

grasp ? Must he resign himself to limping along

witn it as beside a soteriological ambulance in the

rear of the world's war ?

He is, at any rate, drawn to the Cross. It is of

a piece with the other facts : it matches the darkness

of the world in whose panorama it appears. In it

he sees the climax of a life of selflessness and sacri-

fice. Yet by itself it is empty of any Gospel of God.

Indeed, approached as he approaches it, the Cross by

itself only blackens the tragic in life, and suggests

the question whether, after all, the Crucified was not

wrong in His conception of God's relations to this

present world, and died as a martyr to a great

1 Cdini.ire with this in phiIo«(ip!iy Rirtran.i Russell: PhiloMphual Eaavs, Thu

Free M.in's Worship, p. 65. "... N'ot by renunciation alone c:m we build a

I. mpic f. r tiic worshij of cur own iiiculs. Haunting f.ir.!h:iilowings of the temple

appear in tie realm of ima, ioiiti. , in music, in architecture, in the untrou!:!e.l

king.iom of reason, and in Ju- ..;ol(icn sunset ma(;ic ul '.>rlcs. .-.here beauty shines

and glows, remote from the touch of «orrow, remote fr<;in the fear of cliange, remote

fiom til! failures ami di^Michantnu :U5 of tli; world "I t.n,t."

^1
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mistake. No doubt this question will urge him past
the Cross and on to the Resurrection. There, indeed, he
can see a foundation on which the Christian redemp-
tion of this world—as contrasted with its renunciation—might rest. But then, on other grounds, he may
be nervous about laying such stress upon the Resur-
rection. It brings to a head al.' the reluctance to
commit himself entirely to belief in miracle, which
he shares with his contemporaries ; and as a matter
of " criticism " it is full of its own difficulties.

We can conclude that if the balm which we seek
is in the Christian preacher's possession, too often he
holds it in a trembling hand. For the insecurity
of the situation reaches down to the foundations not
only of Victorian assumptions but of the Christian
religion. This, as we have seen, is not exactly new.
What is new as compared with even the latter years of
last century is that the crisis in the Christian faith im-
plies a worse crisis in any other. The time is past when
men could forsake their Christian allegiance on the
assumption that they were left in untroubled possession
of the essentials of religion and conduct. Unless it be
in that wing of social democracy where a dogmatic
materiulism still is dominant, there is no other ark of
security out of which men look with indifference at what
they take to be the submergence of Christianity. It was
only the unimpaired strength of assumptions, whether
theistic or ethical, which used to put the Christian
preacher into the position of a man making a great fuss
about nothing. Given the immunity from criticism of
those assumptions, Christianity was bound to look
like a fire-briga-le proftcring its services where houses
were not alight.

That at any rate is over. Revolt has gone deeper
than merely rejecting the seeming irrelevancies of
Christian dogma. It has undermined and shaken the
ancient strongholds of belief in God and in man. It

has rounded upon a civilization, the practir.i! niani-
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testation of whose supposed assent to the essentials of

religion, is an industrial order which denies God and

prostitutes man. At the hands of men who, in their

best moments,, desire above all things to look into

the dark and face the worst, the surviving proprieties

of the last two centuries, whether in religion or morals,

are in course of disruption. Once more it is being

realized, and for the first time for many generations in

England, of what strange and terrible elements the

world is made, and how dread a laboratory of good and

evil is in the heart of man.

Ill

Therefore to-day is a day of new hope for the Christian

religion ; the pains of to-day are the travaU-pangs of its

new birth. After all it presupposed an emergency. It

needed a bad day for it to be known as good news. It

could never have brought salvation had there been no

situation for men to be saved fro.n. Not that it did

not find much true religion or good philosophy or right

conduct, much faith and heroism in the world to con-

firm and to fulfil. It could never have been recognized,

nor been understood, nor have taken root but for their

existence. But it did presuppose an uncertainty which

went deeper than all else, a darkness prevailing over

li'^rht, a root need. It was first preached to a civiliza-

tion which for all its achievements was darkened in its

understanding, "having no hope, and without God in

the world."

This has been hard to recognize for many genera-

tions past. It is easier now. Voices of men who seem

to be the chosen vessels of the Zeitgeist, proclaim the

coming again of the days before the Gospel. Driven

on to look at things as they are unblenchingly, they are

giving expression to the nity and fear that life awake ,
in

them. They are char lels of utterance to the d' .nb

and re-ties': h«"nrt=. nf many of their fellows. Without

M
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illusions they are seeking and knocking for a central

clue to the dark mystery of existence.

One day as they seek they will find. With a

revulsion of delight in the truth of what seemed too

good to be true, they will find Jesus Christ. For
theirs is the temper and mind which disclose His
potency. He came to seek and to save those who knew
themselves to be lost. He has been impotent for

centuries owing to the spiritual complacency of men.

He has suffered evsry degree of patronage by intellectuals

who have been interested in Him but have had no
need of Him. He has been degraded by the transfor-

mation of His revolutionary disclosure into an established

and conservative tradition at truce with the world and

in bondage to propriety. But now His day returns,

as human hearts are loosened to receive Him. A
common need draws all the saints, both prodigals and
elder sons, to reapprehend what is the breadth and

length and height and depth, and to learn anew His
love which passeth knowledge.

Nothing helps more to a fresh appreciation of this

than a study of the hearts that did originally receive

Him. It must suffice here rather to point to the

importance of the study than attempt it. The study

required is of Jewish psychology. Jewish hearts were
the solitary medium whereby Christ and His Gospel
were jiven to the world. Jesus appealed to the faith

in God that He found in His fellow-countrymen. He
found the hearts of many very humanly apathetic,

occupied with the necessities of existence, deluded by
the shows of life, drugged by familiarity and tradition.

But amid such cinders of the Jewish religion He found
an unextinguished flame still burning. He ound the

fire of prophetic faith still alive in those who loohed for

the consolation of Israel.

Modern research by its study 01 historical scenes,

backgrounds, climates, and contemporary ideas allows
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us to stand beside those men, not as lay figures in the

calendar, but as fellow human beings. By the same

process, too, the Old Testament has been changed

from a file of books into a line of men.^ Hence in

some measure we can stretch hands across the centuries

and live with the great prophets whose inspired

teaching, before ever its spirit was condensed into

literalism by canon or tradition, led Israel from the

lower levels of local and tribal religion to the heights

of belief in One God of all the earth. Thus we are led

into the very factory of the faith which Jesus Christ

presupposed. Archaism and distance drop away from

the words of psalmist, preacher, and prophet. We
enter the company of men whose national experience

had brought them to interpret the whole world in terms

of God. But we also learn how the very strength of

their acquired convictions gave birth to agony and

distress. For it was faith in God, then as now, that

rendered men sensitive to godlessness. It was the

certainty of God in the men whose mind moulded the

Jewish Scriptures that gave rise to their uncertainty.

The more ardent their belief in God the more quick

their sense of its contradiction by the way of the world.

So the ancient words ring with the dismay and per-

plexity that were created by the collision of Israel's

religion with reality.

When Jesus came He took the world as He found

it. He did not explain away the things that challenged

faith. He appealed to existing faith. He preached no

new theology, but grafted His message of fulfilment into

the stock of Jewish faith in God wheresoever it was alive.

He found that with the mass of His fellow-country-

men belief in God was often no more than an assumption

that iustified traditional observance and conduct. But

for aYew He was able to draw that belief out of the back-

ground of assumption and familiarity, and to quicken

it into being the central impulse of their lives. He
a. 11 t^iist.
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filled it with an expectation that for the time drove out

of mind the thought of anything but glory and success.

He raised it to its highest power in the confession of a

follower that He, for all the smallness of the things of

His day, nevertheless was Messiah. All the more,

therefore, was that expectation overwhelmed by the

events which gathered into themselves everything

that any time had made the quick heart of the Jew

shrink. The darkness of all the hours in which present

fact had made Jewish trust in God falter was con-

centrated into an '* hour of darkness." The hour of

Calvary, when at length it came, recapitulated all the

questions which men have asked about God and His

dealings with the world.

For Jesus had convinced a few Jews that all the

previous ages of hope and trust had been met at last by a

day of fulfilment. But that hope, in so far as it had been

more than a convention, had been ever under challenge,

ever eaten into by a sense of its own foolishness : never

able finally to drive out a doubt of itself—doubt whether

it were more than a projection of its own longings, or

a common assumption, or a tradition from the past,

doomed in the end to confutation by reality. And
therefore in the end, at the climax of the day of fulfil-

ment, the Cross seemed to be the finally victorious

onset of a foe till then only kept at bay, and never

beaten under foot.

Hence the faith that sprang ou*- of the Cross, or

rather, out of what followed it, was built on no lightly-

made assumption about God. Its essence was assumption

put to final proof on the hill where, as it were, the very

nerve of the world was laid bare. The faith in God
which Jesus fcaind was uprooted by His cross to

be replanted in the revelation of His Resurrection and

coming in the Spirit. The foundations of trust in

God were convulsed to be relaid in Him who never-

theless was the Christ. We are sure of this as we read

the latter nart of the New Testament. One thing
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separates us from the men out of whose souls the written

words flowed, namely, their certainty of God and of

His relations to the world. The disclosure that had

been made in and through Jesus Christ was the supreme

disclosure—the one desire of all restless human hearts

—namely, the truth of God Himself, found to be

where it seemed that He could not be. " This is the

message which we have heard from Him, and announce

unto you, that God is light, and in Him is '^o darkness

at all." * That is the infinitely wonderf outcome of

that day of final decision, when God Himself—trusted

to by jesus, adjured by priest and ruler, despaired of

by disciples—came into judgment.

This central truth, while it was still new, answered

all other questions. It was the immediate and domin-

ating fact that absorbed into itself everything else. As

the truth of God it included the truth of man ; it

contained within itself all the inferences and implications

which the increasing energy of human thought in later

days could draw out of it. Hence, for instance, the

seeming simplicity of New Testament ethics. They

can scarcely be disentangled from their plain secret,

namely, the centripetal and mutual relationship of the

soul to God in Jesus Christ. All n.axii. - and ph'Joro-

phies were reduced to the simple task of walking in the

light since the light had come.

But a change soon came. It could not be long

before the one essential disclosure ceased through

familiarity to hold the for 'ost place in human interest.

The foundation of barest and most elementary faith in

God once relaid came to be buried out of sight as men

busied themselves with superstructures. Logical reason-

ing having accepted " the message " could net help but

treat its chief purport as assumption and major premiss

whence to draw out its necessary inferences. The

minds of thinkers quickened to livelier consciousness

were bound, as it were, to stand away from that which

' 1 John i. 5.
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had come to them, in order to direct, analyse, explore,

relate and systematically to understana it

The dangers of this are obvious, and ^^estern

thought has been busy since th Renaissance m pointing

hem out. No one can doubt that the proportion and

oerspcctive of the faith became altered by its intellectu-

klizanon. It wils made to wear the appearance of

ov r-certaintv about God. Because God was taken for

granted. He was almost forgotten. He became the

Lntre whence man's attention could stray to the circum-

ference, to occupy itself with lesser objects ot devotion.

He was so far tVom being in doubt that undistracted

energy could be devoted to precise controversies about

His attributes, or to the dissection of the mystery o.

His sacramental presence, or to the association of His

inspiration with every word of the Scriptures.

We can understand how static and immemorially

founded Christianity came to appear in days when

Europe had become Christendom and Ronie was still

the centre of the world, when the East and South were

far away, when the new world was yet unknown, and

the dawn of the new knowledge had not broken.

We can understand, too, the relatively superficial

character of the Reformation Its convulsions never

shook the foundations of the faith, but rather only laid

them bare. j „ ^u^
Finally, we can understand how, in regard to the

primary elements of belief in God and man and nature, so

many men came to look upon Christianity as rehnvely

unimportant. The foundations once new y laid in

Tesus were buried so deep that men came to look upon

them as a part of the natural structure of '-^x-'St^nce.

In a word, we can understand what we have called the

\' ictorian attitude.
.

But the origin?! conditions are coming round again

to-day. The limes of the impotence ot Jesus Christ

are passing. He was ever powerless ^ylth those who

did not need Him. A knowledge of darkness is needed
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to urge indolent man upon the quest after the light.

Once there was a bonfire lit in the world, of which the

New Testament is a still flaming brand. Once men
were darkness and once they became light in the Lord.

Since then the light has been di.Tused into twilight, and

in half-Christianized Europe generations have had no

knowledge either of the light or of the darkness. But

to-day all changes. The darkness of the far lands

where the Goc lel has never been, let alone grown old,

lies close round Europe. The darkness of the veil of

things seen and pleasurable hangs heavy over luxurious

souls. The darkness of the universe in its incompre-

hensible age and vastness overcasts the vision of post-

Darwinian science. The darkness of human hearts

emancipated, and void of all allegiance but to them-

selves, creeps ever on.

Thfrr'-^re to-day the light begins to shine anew, as

men begin again to know the need of it.

Have not the times arrived the rumour of whose

coming touched the prophetic heart of Robert

Browning ?

. . . what whispers mc of times to coirc f

What it it be the mission ot that age

My death shall usher into life, to shake

This torpor of assurance from our creed.

Reintroduce the doubt discarded, bring

That .ormidablc danger back, wc drove

Lon^f ago to the distance and the dark ?

No wild beast now prowls round the infant ca'iin :

We have built wall and sleep in city safe :

But if 'ome earthquake try the towers that laugh

i" 1 think they once saw lions rule outside.

And man stand out again, pale resolute.

Prepared to die

—

wliich means alive at last ?'

' Tic Rm^ anJ t;e Bto/c, The I'ope, line 1S51,
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Sorrow is hard to bear, ami doubt is slow to clear.

Each luftortT has his say, his scheme ot the weal and woe.

But God has a few of us whom He whispers in the car
;

The rest may reason and welcome.

Tlicse men see the works of tlie Lord : and His wonders in the deep.

To the plain man the Bible is no longer the Book of

Books. On investigation we shall find that the plain

man is wrong, but at first sight there is much to be

said for his point of view. He is no critic and has no

time for critical studies, but he has learnt that the

Bible is not infallible in its statements of fact, in its

ethical teaching or even in its theology. He knows
what modern science has to say with regard to the

creation narratives in Genesis, and he is vaguely aware

that similar stories are to be found in Babylonian

mythology. And in many other places, chiefly

perhaps in the stories of the patriarchs and of the early

monarchy, he suspects that there is a large element of

folk-lore and tradition, and he has not the means of

findinjT out what element of historicity the narratives

contain. Consequently, he is invaded by a general

sense of insecurity, and believing that many of its state-

ments are untrue, he not unnaturally asks how the Bible

can be regarded as in any real sense inspired, or, indeed,

as having any particular value.

Moreover, he is not really interested in " the kint's

:,i

» t

\ i
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of Israel and Judah." Why should he re id t old
stones and legends, even supposing that they „ cuo ?

btill less IS he interested in the ceremonial enactments of
Leviticus or m the symbolism of such books as Daniel
and Reve ation, which he does not the least understand
He has always been taught that the chief value of the
teaching of the prophets lay in their miraculous pre-
dictive powers, and now that he is told that the old
"argument from prophecy" is discredited, nothing
seems to remain. He perceives, too, that the ethical
standpoint of some of the Biblical writers is relatively
crude He cannot but condemn, for example, the
treacherous act of Jael which is singled out for
special praise in the Song of Deborah. What, he asks
IS he to gain by reading such stories as these.? And
he sees almost as little reason why he should read
the New Testament. He already knows, in broad
outline the story of the life of Christ. Why should
he read it again ? Is the Gospel narrative reaHv trust-
worthy in all its details .? And what is he to make of
the Pauline Epistles with their elaborate and obscure
arguments ?

It is some such feeling as this, implicit if not explicit
which accounts for the fact that nowadays men do not
read the Bible This feeling is by no means confined

^ those who have definitely broken with Christianity
The ordinary Christian still clings to the belief that the
Bible IS somehow or other, different from other books
but he finds it hard to provide himself with any clear
or sufficient reason for this belief, and as he has no
definite idea as to why or how or in what spirit he
ought to read the Bible, the natural result is that inmany cases, he does not read it at all.

Yet it is an undoubted fact that up to our own
time the Bible has occupied a unique and a supreme
place as a creative, a moulding and a sustaining powern the spiritual lives of Christian men. " In every
generation and wherever the light of revelation has
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shone," says Coleridge in a fine passage, " n.cn of all

ranks, conditions, and states of mind, have found in

this volume a correspondent for every movement
towards the better felt in their own hearts, the needy

soul has found supply, the feeble a help, the sorrowful

a comfort. You in one place, I in another, all men
somewhere and at some time meet with an assurance

that the hopes and fears, the thoughts and yearnings

which proceed from or tend to a right spirit in us, are

no dreams or fleeting singularities, no voices heard in

sleep, no spectres which the eye suffers but does not

perceive."* Proof or illustration is really unnecessary,

but the words of Heine may be quoted as typical.

" Neither vision nor ecstasy, neither voice from heaven

nor bodeful dream," he says, " has pointed the way of

salvation to me. I owe my enlightenment quite

simply to the reading of a book . . . The Book, the

Bible. . . . He who has lost his God may find Him
again in this volume, and he who has iiever known
Him will there be met by the breath of the Divine

word." But it is not necessary to go to the records

of the past or to the lives of others. There is a court

of appeal closer at hand. It would not be easy to find

any one who habitually reads the Bible in a devotional

spirit who could not add something from his own
experience to give further confirmation to what is, after

all, a fact of almost universal experience.

Accordingly the question we have to ask is whether
this value of the Bible in the past was due to some
inherent quality which the Bible itself possesses or to

that conception of it as verbally inspired and infallible

which has been held up to our own time and is now

' yuoted, Tyrrcil, ^'.w.'j ur.d Chtit\bJ:.^ pp. 66 et sij. Prothrro, 7 -e F:..!r! m
Hurr.jy Lift, provi(ir5 ,in iiucp-ii[',g c.nimcntan-. Nunvrous inn;incfj covenr::! the
whole range ul' Christian Hislt.ry are ^iven tu ihow how r.ica nt' a.i sorts and condi-
tior,= have founu in the Psalms the inspiration anil luprurt ul' their «piritjal livtj.

"F;ir evrry lecurded incident there are miliinns of cases unk-own beyond the
secret chamber) of the heart, in which the Psalmi have restored the faith, lifted he
despair, revivfd the hopet, itceled the courage, bound up the wounai of the struggling,

luffcring hoits of humanity."

li

I' \
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what the Bihr^''' :^''^'^ '" ^^"' '^ ^-« due towhat the Bible u or to what ,t has wrongly been supposedto be. Surey .t ,s more reasonable to think thathe former view ,s the true one ; that the Bible madets appeal m the past not because but rather in sp^e ofthose views of it which we have now abandoned and

eaTnTt^or^^'brT ''''''' '^^ underTand thereaj nature of the Bible, the greater will be the t)ower

"IZl'Tn ^l^^^'-^-^ded^hen.andwh:tthis'esray

ts J ^11' *'•' ^;">ghtforward statement which!

knows well enough what itls^n^^Lk^; is"^^ ^elfe
told that It IS not mfailible. But he does want to kno|what ,t 1. and to what it owes its power : why in thipast, men have read and loved it : wh> thev hav; found

bell ve'd ItTb?'
''''' '•^"^'""^ "^" ^^'y '!^^/h-

sd I ^nJ I u'
'" ^".""^"' '"''^' God's book

: andstill more whether and how it can continue to be forus what It has been for our fathers
The essence of the answer lies in the fact, whichmodern scholarship has enabled us to recognise In kstull significance, that the Bible is God's book because

IS m a unique and universal sense Man's book Itthe record of and the vehicle for transmitting a grea

and o? r
P;."'"'"'"

''''"u"^""
"^'G^d, of human feedand of God s response to fhat need. The authors the

•
editors, the compilers of the various books and of [hei
1.terarv sources are now seen to be men of flesh and

hima^it^' Th"
"^ '" ''' P"^^^^^'°" °^ ^

-"-""

th^r L .hf^n
"%""'' ^' "^^" ^=^d almost come to

JePe [in^ f
°"' °^" ventriloquist, or like childrenrepe t.ng from memory a lesson they have learned butnot umierstood, quoting catch-words and phrases whichare not a part of themselves and find no answer withintheir own experience, but thev are living me. srarin"

our S"an°d" "T"'^' T- '""^^^ ^"^ '^ ^^P^^^^our needs and our fear., facing the problems and per-
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plexities of life, " the old misgivings " and " the crooked

questions " which are the common heritage of humanity,

saying what they feel and know, and speaking with the

conviction which is born of personal experience. It is

because we have a real kinship with them that we are

irresistfcly drawn to them and that their power survives

" deep in the general heart of man."

But though we fi"d in thtir lives an experience which

closely touches our own and makes them, through and

through, one with as, we also find—and it is this which

is the characteristic and distinguishing fact—that their

whole experience of life is changed and transformed by'

a real and living religion. They were religious men.
Their lives were inspired by an intense faith in God and

dominated by a sense of His presence, His holiness,

and His love. They tell us of the faith that is in them
and of the struggle and the storm and the stress through

which they have come to the knowledge of God. They
show us how their faith has brought them out of dark-

ness into light, and how the God in whom they have

trusted has helped and saved them.

This is the real secret of the religious power of

the Bible. To teach religion, as Carlyle said, the first

thing necessary is to find a man who has religion. For
most men, their religion is vitalised and sustained by

their personal relations with religious men. It is only

when we come into contact with men whose lives are

guided and controlled by the hand of God, and see the

power of the faith which makes them stroi^g, that we
ourselves become sure of God and His love. " Soul

is kindled only by soul." This is the experience of all

who have ever known and loved a true servant of God.
And the Bible " teaches religion," leads men to God,
because its writers were men who "had religion."

The more we emphasise their real humanity, the

greater will be the power of their appeal. As thev

write they pour out the secrets of their hearts and admit
us to the innermost chambers of their lives, and as we

if

:i

it;
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read their story our hearts burn within us : we are fired
with their enthusiasm : their faith in God evokes a like
faith in us.

This is why men have always read and loved the
Bible—not because they regarded it as a text-book
of history or of science, or as a code of ethics, or as a
compendium of theological doctrines. It was once
believed to be this, and, as we now see, wrongly, but
its real value then, as now, lay not in this, but in the
irresistible appeal of the writers to the heart and
conscience, and in the power of their faith in God to
uplift men's thoughts and words and deeds, always and
everywhere. Men read the Bible because in it they
found God. The value of the various books for history,'
for ethics, and for theology must, and can only, be
determined by the application to them of those same
principles of criticism which we should apply to any
other book for the same purpose. Its religious value
depends upon the fact that it is a record, a living and
a vitalising record, of religious experience which must
be of worth while human nature lasts.

We may now proceed to examine in more detail the
content and the origin of the religious experience of the
Biblical writers and attempt to estimate its permanent
value.

I. The Content of the Religious Experience
OF the fJlBLICAL WritERS

According to the Biblical writers, religion means one
thing and one thing only, communion with God.'' It

' Sec btlow, p. 67.
» The Biblical writers a,"iime the existrnce of Go,l .ml are aot conarncd with

metaphysical .peculation as to His nature and being. " I; w.i^ as a livin personal
force, not as a metaphysical entity, that Jehovah was aHore.l by l«rael,'.,nd .0 a
living faith was possible in spite of much vagueness nrd v:!cill..t',>n upr'n the very
,-.)int> m the conception of the Go.lhcad which, to our hai)it of mind seem m-'t
central ' (Robertson Smith. Prof/„t> cf hratl, p. 63). As our present purpo,e" is
merely to .lescribe the religious experience of th- Biblical writers, nothing is here
said ot the grouniis on which it is jiistitiable to r,.. ,:me the —jtencc of God Fur
a ('.scussion ci these, see Essay IX.

'vv^
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is essentially and intensely personal. Its primary and
constituent element is the consciousness of Go J and
of the self in relation to and dependence upon Him,
that consciousness which Newman describes when he
speaks of God and his own soul as the *' two, and two
only absolute and luminously self-evident beings." * It

is not the mere assent of the intellect to the statement

that God is, or even to the stateirent that God is good.
Rather, it is the vivid realisation of God and His love,

and the conscious and deliberate throwing back of
ourselves upon Him and His power. It is the inner

conviction of the heart that He loves us and cares

for us, that our times are in His hands, that He
is our refuge, and that underneath are the everlasting

arms.

The deepening of this communion with God is the

one thing for which the religious man cares, for he feels

that this way only may he attain to fulness of life.

" Like as the hart desireth the water-brooks : so longeth
my soul after thee, O God. M)' soul is athirst for God,
yea, even for the living God." This abiding and
increasing sense of God's presence and love brings with
it an inner security and an absolute repose. Not that

the religious man feels himself protected in a sense in

which others are not protected from physical danger,
but rather that he is ready to face whatever may befall

him, through good report and ill report, even rejoicing

in tribulation, because thing can happen to him with-
out the will of God, who loves him. " Thou shalt not
be afraid for any terror by night : nor for the arrow
that flieth by day; for the pestilence that walketh in

darkness: nor for the sickness that destroyeth in the

noon-day."
" The Lord is my shepherd : therefore can I lack

nothing."

" He shall feed me in a green pasture : and lead

me forth beside the waters of comfort."
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Yea though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil : for Thou art
with me

;
Thy rod and Thy staff comfort me "

To the writer of the Psalm, these words were realand expressed the deepest conviction of his heart Hissense of relationship to God, experienced not in some

s^'ui^emff^ fT"''""°"''y
'"'^ throughout life, is thesupreme fact of his experience. It unifies, transformsand animates the whole of his life aud thought and actioT

This consciousness of God and the dwire for closerunion with Him permeates the minds of the BibhS
writers, but closely related to it, so inseparably connectedwitn .t that It may even be described as an^element oftheir religious experience, is the consciousness of thedemand which God makes as the very condition of that

"maTToih ?h: T'r^ '^''
^°r^ "ghteousness!

God^' R I-
'"'''^' ^"1^ '° ^"^^ '^"'"bly with thyGod. Religion, according to the Biblical writers

itseinn'm' T' Tu""^
^'^ '""^^ ^^^^^ ^SItself m, niondity. The sense of God and His aood

"Lord, what love have I unto Thy law: all theday long is my study in it
"

"^^tlV ^^u
''''' ""^"^^ ^° ^'••"t: that Imight keep Thy statutes '

"

"
"^I Sf lo^edl'

'' " "^'^ commandments
; which

thefe'^l^ ''^" ""?, '^'' P''''°" ^°^ righteousness,

Ittain r A
°^"7'^^^'"'"g, ^^"se of the^ failure toattain it. According to the Bible, the consciousne^of sin, not as a mere mistake, but as a deSat^thwarting of the Divine will, is' an essential elememof religious experience.^ Isaiah's account of his cal.s typical. The vision of the Lord of Hosts ooensh-.s eyes so that he sees his own sin, and the To?

' Sec E.say VI. |.j,. 272.3, 278,

jj,.,-..-
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his people. " Woe is me, for I am undone : because
I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst
of a people of unclean lips." This, in fact, constitutes
his call. He is called to fulfil in his own life and in
the world around him that Divine will which is revealed
to him in his perception of God and His holiness.
But he feels he is not worthy of the mission which is

entrusted V him. Conscious of his sin, he dare
not go form as the preacher of God's holiness, and
It 13 not until his iniquity is taken away and his sin
is purged that he can answer "Here am I ; send me."
It was the same with the writer of the 51st Psalm. It
was according to the multitude of God's mercies, and
His great goodness, that he perceived his own ofFe'nces
He prays for forgiveness, the comfort of God's help, in
order that his lips may be opened to show God's praise,
and that he may teach His ways unto the wicked.

Everywhere the sense of God carries with it a sense
of vocation. Life is viewed as a conflict between good
and evil, in which men are called to join. It is the
working out of great issues, and the powers of darkness
are arrayed against the powers of light. But the victory
is with God and with those who submit themselves to
Him, for they shall receive "power from on high."
Sure of God, they can throw themselves back on Him,
with the assurance of ultimate triumph.

It is, of course, really impossible to separate, ever
in thought, these various elements in the religious
experience of the Biblical writers. They do not repre-
sent distinct and successive stages in the development
of the religious consciousness : from the first they are
united in a single progressive movement which is one
of growing intensity and not of differentiation. With
the difl^erent writers the different elements are differently
emphasised, but for all of them religion is a life
dominated and inspired by the knowledge of a Divine
Power working within, a Power which feshions accord-
'iig to its will those who submit themselves to it.

i
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The religious man is the man who goes through life

sure in his heart of the living God and of His love

and care for men, with the determination to do God's

will because God loves him and he loves God, and

with the conviction that God will show him what that

will is and, despite his constant and repeated failures,

will enable him to perform it.

It will be necessary later on to consider the origin

of the religious experience of the Biblical writers and

its value to us. For the moment, however, we are

simply concerned with its existence as a fact, as the fact

of supreme importance in relation to the Bible. It is

the possession by the various writers of this religious

experience, the same in its essential character through-

out, which gives to the miscellaneous collection of

books which form the canon a real unity, despite their

superficial diversity. Separated though they are from

one another by long intervals of time and by the

different environments, intellectual and ethical as well

as social, in which they find themselves, the writers are

united by their conviction of the goodness of God and

in their experience of His compfMing and saving power.

They do not all attain to the same height of religious

insight. It would be absurd, for example, to place

Leviticus and Esther on the same level as some of the

Psalms or portions of Deutero-Isaiah.^ The religious

experience of some of the writers is fuller and richer

than that of others, but though it may vary in its

intensity its character remains constant throughout, and

the difference, where it exists, is one of degree and not of

kind. It is one and the same faith which inspires all the

writers and shines through the pages of their record.

And the purpose with which they write is one and

the same. They write in order that they may com-
municate to others that knowledge of God, that living

faith, which they themselves possess, and that others

may share in that conviction of God's righteousness

' Sm b-ilow, p. 69.
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which has transformed and given meaning and purpose

to their own lives. "These things are written that

ye may believe ; and that believing ye may have life."

A necessity is laid upon them. The secret of God

burns v. ithin their hearts, and they cannot rest till they

have tvild it. "The lion hath roared, who will not

fear? the Lord God hath spoken, who can but

prophesy ?
" Their message, of course, is addressed to

the men of their own age, and of necessity it takes

different forms to meet the different needs of different

times. The faith which is held "in divers portions"

is expressed " in divers manners " and through divers

forms. Sometimes the writers' aim is to embody and

perpetuate their religion in legalistic and ritualistic

enactments. Sometimes they use the past history of the

race, the stories of its great teachers and leaders or of

the origin of national institutions, as the vehicle of their

message. It is not in the facts as mere events of past

history that they are interested ; but rather in those

facts as manifesting God's eternal purpose and revealing

His will. Their method is selective, and they could

not always distinguish between mere legend and reliable

traditions, and they idealise and freely adapt their

material to meet their needs ; and sometimes, as in Jonah

and Job, they do not hesitate to employ a more conscious

and direct form of parabolic teaching.

Nor is it only the past which they endeavour to

interpret. In the light of their trust in God and His

goodness they try to explain the present, th?* facts of

present experience which seem to run counter to their

faith—the fact of sin and suffering, the apparent lack

of coincidence between virtue and reward : or they

try to discover the religious significance of the great

national crises through which they pass—the rise of

Assyria, the fall of Samaria, the exile, the disillusion-

ment which followed the return from Babylon. Some-

times their message is primarily a message of hope, and

with eyes fixed on the future they picture in vivid and

JJ

rii
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highly s)mboIical langinge the glorious destiny of the

nation and the good things which God has prepared

'for them that love Him. The predictive is no

accidental element in prophecy. Life is not what it

ought to be, and therefore, viewed from the religious

standpoint, not what it must and will be. The day

must come when God's will shall prevail, and "the
earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of

the Lord, as the waters cover the sea " ; when God
shall manifest His righteousness, and for His name's

sake, and His people's sake, shall establish His kingdom.
The Messianic expectation in all its varying forms, the

later apocalyptic ideas, the gradually growing belief in a

future life,—the calling in a new world to redress the

balance of the old—these are the product, and in some
sense the measure, of this faith.

Inevitably, of course, each writer expresses and

interprets his faith in the thought -forms of his age,

and, inevitably, as generation succeeds generation and

knowledge advances, these change and develop. A
living faith must express itself in a growing and develop-

ing theology. But theology is not religion, and it is

important to make the distinction clear. Theology is

the science of religion. It is the reflexion upon religious

experience, the attempt to interpret, to understand and

to systematise it. And as such it is necessarily subject

to development with every development of man's under-

standing and knowledge. The same religious experience

will be differently interpreted, not only at different

times, but even by different individuals at the same
time. The Professor and the Blacksmith, in so far as

they are religious, may have the same religious experi-

ence, but their " theological " views, their " thoughts
"

about God, are and must be widely diif-Tcnt. To
comprehend, to be able to understand and give adequate

intellectual expression to one's religious experience—if

and in so far as this is possible—is a higher state than

not to comprehend it ; but the depth of the experience
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is not determined by the capacity to understand it. A
full and rich religious life may express itself in terms ot

a crude theology, and the things which are hidden from

the wise may be revealed to babes. The best theologian

is not necessarily the most religious man.^

This distinction between religion and theology will

have to be borne in mind when we attempt to consider

the religious value of the Bible for us to-day, and ask

to what extent, if at all, later developments of thought,

by showing the inadequacy of some of its theology,

have lessened its value as the self-expression of a deep

religious life. It is, however, sufficient to notice here

that the faith of the Biblical writers is not exempt from

that theological development which always marks a

living faith, and that modern criticism, by helping us

to place the various books and their sources in their

chronological sequence, makes it possible for "s Jo

trace this development through its many stages. 1 he

religious experience of the various writers is consistently

the same in kind throughout, but it is more fully com-

prehended and more adequately expressed by the later

than by the eariier writers.
.

At first the theology is crude and naive ;
primitive

peoples, child races, like children, can only have a criide

Sheology. Just as the writers use the language of their

time, so also they think its thoughts. The neighbour-

ing Semitic tribes, to take a single illustration, were

monolatrous ; each had its national god and owed sole

allegiance to him, but the gods of the other tribes were

believed to be not less real. In full accord with this

Ihcorv of a«,hctic.. A gooJ art,.t may be . bad cr.t c 1 1
s

• • ^
' ™;-;.
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for the theologian.
„,niDle that Ueuteronomv ii not the work
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view we find in the earlier Biblical writers a conception
ot J ahveh as a tribal deity, one among many gods. He
was the God of Israel as Chemosh was the god ofMoab or Milcom the god of Ammon. Israel was
His chosen people. He fights their battles for them,
and leads their armies to victory and to the promised
land. It was not until the time of the eighth-century
prophets that this view was abandoned and a practical
monotheism taught. And it was still later before the
primitive anthropomorphic and materialistic conception
was superseded by the transcendent and spiritual view
of Deutero-Isaiah. Other illustrations might be given
but our present concern is with the religious expenence
of the writers rather than with their various attempts,
often crude and inadequate, to interpret and systematize
It. The contention is that the Bible bears witness to
the existence of a common and constant faith in God
and His goodness, a faith which varies in its intensity
with the different writers, and is expressed in a gradually
developing theology.

^ ^

And side by side with this theological development
we can also trace an ethical development, from a rela-
tively low to a high stage ; but this does not affect the
tact with which we arc at present concerned—that from
first to last the Biblical writers manifest an intense
passion for righteousness, and that this passion for
righteousness is an essential part of their religious
experience Often enough their zeal for the Lord is a
zeal which, judged from a later and more developed
standpoints not, in St. Paul's words, "according to
knowledge No one, least of all a Christian, would
maintain that what was said to them of old time was
ideally perfect

: the " law of Moses," as our Lord Him-
self taught, was adapted to the hardness of the people's
hearts. Inspired and educated by the teaching of the
prophets, the moral sense, in course of time, became
better instructed and more wisely directed. What hadseemed good to one generation seemed to a later genera-
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tion, at a more advanced stage of ethical development,
to be wrong. Thus Jehu's massacre of the descendants
of Ahab is narrated and approved by the author of
2 Kings * as manifesting his "zeal for the Lord," but,
later on, it is denounced by the prophet Hosea* as a
sin which the Lord will avenge by destroying the
House of Israel. But this ethical development consists
not so much in an intensifying of the passion for
righteousness, which manifests itself in the earlier as
well as in the latdr writers, but rather in the gradual
recognition of the kind of act which God demands.
Abraham was willing to sacrifice his only son, the child
of his old age, in obedience to what he believed to be
the will of God. His zeal was not, as the story itself
plainly shows, " according to knowledge "—the story,
in fact, is narrated primarily in order to shor- that
Jahveh, unlike other Gods, does not demand human
sacrifice—yet the crudity of Abraham's view as to what
God demanded does not destroy the moral value of
his willingness to do, at whatever the cost, what he
believed God to command. If this were more clearly
recognised it would obviously remove many of the
difficulties which are ordinarily felt with regard to the
Old Testament.

So far no mention has been made of the specifically
Christian experience which is recorded in the New
Testament. In the New Testament writers we find
the same trust in God and His goodness, the same
sense of His presence, and an even greater apprehen-
sion of His love and saving power.* But there is this

I
1 Kingt X. 50. 1 Hote. i. 4.
Penttrate. little beneath the divenity of circumatancei, an.l it becomea

evident that m Chriatuna of different epocha it ia alwaya one and the aame modi-
fiction by which they are affected : there ia veritably a aingle fundamental and
Identical apirit of piety and charity, common to thoae who have received grace : an
inner itate which before all thing, i. one of love and humility, of infinite confidencem God, and of aeverity for oneaelf, accompanied with tendernes. for othen. The
fruit, peculiar to thi. condition of the aoul have the aame saror in all, under
different aun. and in different .urrounding., in Saint Terrsa of AviU ju.t a. in anyMoravian brother of Herrnhuf (Saint-Bcuve, ,uoted Jame,, rarJu, of KelirhJ,

ff4.|
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difference, which is vital and fundamental. It was the
life of the historical person, Jesus of Nazareth, which
created Christianity. It was from Him that there
came into being the new spiritual impulse, the new
power, which manifested and still manifests itself in the
Christian life. And therefore, for the New Testament
wrters, the person of Christ is absolutely central. He
constitutes the beginning and the end of the religious

experience of which they speak. For them, communion
with God is mediated through and made possible by
Him : it is through Him that they have access to the
Father, and no man cometh to the Father but by Him.
It is in and through Him, and primarily as members of
the society of His followers, that God works in their
lives and communicates to them His power. Where
two or three of His disciples are gathered together in

His name, He is present with them, all the days, even
unto the end of the world, as Revealer, Redeemer,
Sanctificr, giving th^-.m life and abundant life.

Thus a new element is added to the religious con-
sciousness which produced the Old Testament—an
intense conviction that the life of Christ, which is the
source of the power of their inner lives, is God's own act
for man. For every writer this is the starting-point
of his religious life. In the life of Christ something
has been done for him by God. In that life God
Himself has spoken and acted. In time past He had
spoken to the prophets in divers portions and in divers
manners, but now He has spoken in a Son—in One
who stands in such a relation to Him that He can say,

"He that hath seen Me hath seen the Father," and
" what things soever the Father doeth, these also doeth
the Son likewise."' Th-irefore they feel that their

attitude towards God is determined by their attitude
towards Christ—" he that receiveth Me, receiveth Him

' The question it to the authenticity of theie wonii does not artect the argument.
Tlie author of the Fourth Gotpel eipre»«« hil conviction and voicet the primitive
Christian conaciouaneti, that in Chriit God, whom no man hath leen at any time,
hai rrve^ileii Himielf, and tliat ihrnugh Christ mm miv knew Gid.
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that sent Me "
: that on the side of Christ they are on

the side of God, and doing the will of Christ they
are doing the will of God.

But not only has God revealed Himself. In the
life of Christ He has also vindicated His faithfulness

and manifested and achieved His purpose for mankind,
the mystery which from all ages had been hid in God.
Throughout the ages the prophets had looked for some
manifestation of God's moral supremacy and for the
fulfilment of His promises to the Fathers—" so that a
man shall say, verily there is a reward for the righteous

:

doubtless there is a God that judgeth the earth." And
through long ages they had looked in vain. But now,
GoJ has acted. He has wrought His mighty work
and laid in Zion His foundation-stone. He who had
brought the Fathers out of Egypt with a mighty hand
and an outstretched arm has shown His power and His
righteousness in that He has raised up Jesus from the
dead. The prophets of old had looked for the day
of the Lord, when God should pour His Spirit upon all

flesh, and all men, from the least to the greatest, should
know Him. And in Christ, and in the power of His
risen life, that promise has been fulfilled. The salva-

tion which prophet after prophet, in face of constant
disappointment and disillusion, had ever proclaimed as

near, has been achieved, and is now ofl^ered to all men—" to you is the promise, and to your children, and to
all that are afar ofF."

" Blessed be the Lord God of Israel

:

For He hath visited and redeemed His people
;

And hath raised up a mighty salvation for us :

In the house of His servant David
;

As He spake by the mouth of His holy Prophets :

Which have been since the world began."
This triumphant certainty of and thankfulness for a

salvation already won and freely offered, runs through
the whole of the New Testament and strikes a new
note. In place of the old sense of wiul Go. 'cmands
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from His people, there is the new sense of what He
has done for them. The new covenant is made. By
sin men are separated from God, but by God's act in
Christ they are reconciled to Him. "What the law
could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh,"

God, sending His Son in the likeness of sinful flesh,

has done and is doing. Like other men St. Paul feels

the need of a Saviour. He knows that in Christ, and
in the corporate life of the Christian community, he
has found one. Everywhere he sees men's lives ruined
by sin, and not least his own life. The good which he
would, he cannot do : the evil which he would not,
that he practises. " O, wretched man that I am," he
cries, "who shall deliver me from the body of this
death ? " And sure and certain is his answer, for it is

based upon a living experience—he knows the truth
of his own life :

" I thank God, through Jesus Christ."
Through His acceptance of Christ he feels himself,
sinner though he is, at peace with God. In and
through Christ he knows himself able to overcome
the world. " I can do all things through Christ that
strengtheneth me." On the side of Christ he feels

himself driven along by a force that is higher than
himself and brought into the presence of God, and
this gives him, in every trial and every difficulty, the
assurance of ultimate victory. " I know in whom T

have trusted.'* " I live, yet no longer I, but Christ
liveth in me." And, be it remembered, this is not
mere meaningless jargon, the repetition of empty
phrases. It is the perfectly honest attempt of a man,
of like passions with ourselves, to describe the deepest
experience of his life. It cannot be doubted that it

was this experienced power of the life of Christ, as
a real force working in the world, drawing all men
to Himself and to God, which created in the Christian
community the consciousness that it was God who
was working in the life of Christ ' and that He had,

vf.
'i V.

f. ii;.

^^SUm^iiiJi^lS
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in that life, fulfilled His promises to the Fathers.
And it was this same experienced power which enabled
the Church to survive the non-fulfilment of the ex-
pectation of the immediate return of the Messiah on
the clouds of heaven and in great glory, and which
still is the real basis of the conviction of Christian
people that " the gates of hell shall not prevail."

Yet the hope which expressed itself in apocalyptic
imagery, though it was gradually transformed, was
never abandoned. Hope is an essential element of all

,

religious faith, and the experienced power of the life •

of Christ intensified the Christian hope. God had
spoken and acted,—that was the primary element in

the Christian consciousness ; but there was still, as in

the Old Testament, a looking forward, only now the
hope was inspired by a new confidence. What God
has done in Christ is the earnest of what He will do.
It is because He has wrought redemption for His
people, that " the earnest expectation of the creation
waiteth for the revealing of the sons of God "—" even
we ourselves, which have the firstfruits of the Spirit,

groan within ourselves, waiting for our adoption."'
" Now are we children of God, and it is not yet made
manifest what we shall be. We know that, if He shall

be manifested, we shall be like Him ; for we shall see
Him even as He is."

*

It is not necessary, for our present purpose, to
consider the various attempts made by the New
Testament writers to interpret and systematize their
faith. There is considerable theological development
both in the New Testament and throughout the whole
course of Christian history. The experienced fact of

' Romani viii. 19, zj.

" I John iii. 1. " Chriitianity ii—and will ever be—the religion of sure
salvatron, brought by Je«u» and to be experienced by Hit believers already during
their present life. This does not exclude Christian hope. On the contrary, the
more present salvation is experienced in mankind, the stronger Christian hope will
be.

. . . The Christian is a new creature, but he looks for a new heaven and a new
earth, and his prayer will be for ever as His Lord taught him— 7/iy kinidtm comt'"
(Von DoDjchStz, Ei-hjahgjf i,f s'u G^iftU, pp. Xoyfj.

«
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reconciliation to God through Christ (the fact of
atonement) gave rise to the numerous doctrines of the

Atonement ; the experienced power of the life of
Christ gave rise to all the subsequent Christological

speculation.' With this theological development we
are not here concerned ; what is important for our
present purpose is the religious experience itself—the

same in its essential character as that described in the

Old Testament, differing from it, however, in its degree
and in its method—it is through Christ that men enter

into tha*^ communion with God for which their souls

thirst. But it is because they are religious men,
because they are already conscious of communion with
God and assured of His goodness and His love, that

they see in Christ God's self-revelation to men.* No
man can say Jesus is Lord, save in the Spirit : it is only
the eye of faith which can see that Christ is Divine.

It is, as has been said, the existence among the
Biblical writers of this faith in God which is the fact of
supreme importance in relation to the Bible, Viewed
simply as a fact it is, even to the non-religious man, to

the man, that is, who does not share it, at the least an
interesting phenomenon. In the nature of things the
faith itself challenges attention and demands explanation.

How are we to account for its origin ?

II. The Origin of the Religious Experience
OF THE Biblical Writers

" The Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious,

long-suffering and abundant in goodness." *' Commit
thy way unto the Lord, and put thy trust in Him."
•' The Lord upholdcth the way of the righteous ; the

way of the ungodly shall be broken."

» Cf. Eswys IV., v. and VI.
• In this seme, at any rate, we lee how the Old Tettament ii the preparation for

the New Te»t->;nent. It is, of course; also true that the New Testament ii the
climax of the Old Testament, and that the knowledge of God revealed in Christ
must govern our whole attitnHe towards the Bible, Cf. Essay V. p. 2iq,
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It is clear that this belief in God's goodness and
over-ruling Providence is not a mere colligation of
observed facts. To the non-religious man, the facts
of life seem not only susceptible of, but insistently

to demand, a widely different interpretation. Not so
does creation reveal the Creator. Nature, " red in tooth
and claw," hard, cruel and unsympathetic, careful of the
type, careless of the individual life

—

The sin and sorrow in the world, the stream
Of evil, gathering on from age to age.

With all its rocks and all its wrecks of life ;

And men's hearts hardened, and the tender lips

Of women loud in laughter, and the sobs
Of children helpless, and the sighs of slaves

—

all shriek against this faith in the love and goodness of
God. " In the measure that a man tries to live widely,
deeply, and nobly, he is bound to become a pessimist.
If optimism is usually associated with the youth and
pessimism with the age of persons or peoples, it

is because pessimism is the verdict of experience.
Whether in himself, or in the world, if a man has
ideals for both, he is bound to find not only failure,

but an iron law of inevitable failure."' Doubtless
this is an overstatement, but it is so far true that it

makes it impossible to suppose that the faith of the
Biblical writers in the goodness of God has been
arrived at as an inference from the facts of the world.

Nor is it possible to explain the origin and persist-
ence of their faith by supposing that they were blind
to those facts which, to the non-religious man, seem
inconsistent with it. Theirs was not the sheltered
faith of

. . . country folks who live beneath
The shadow of the steeple,

and have no knowledge of what we call " the real facts
of life." It is not merely a shallow criticism, but on
the face of it wholly false, to speak of them as " arm-

II
» Tyrrell. Chrini. 7..;.J?«,- pp. ,,,
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chair optimists." They sec all the difficulties and
state them boldly. They were as acutely conscious of
man's littleness in the vastness of the universe as any
modern. The God who measures the waters in the
hollow of His hands, and metcth out the heavens with
a span, who weighs the mountains in a scale and the
hills in a balance, before whom all nations are as
nothing—what can be the value to Him of a man's
life ? " What is man that Thou art mindful of him, or
the son of man that Thou regardest him .'' " Nor were
they blind to the evil, both moral and physical,
which there is in the world. They see it not less, but
more plainly than other men. The dominant note of
the Bible is not "All's right with the world," but
rather " Who will show us any good ? " Not the least

striking fact about the Bible is that those of its writers
who are most deeply convinced of the goodness of
God, are most keenly conscious of the existence of evil.

" There is none righteous, no, not one
;

There is none that understandeth.
There is none that seeketh after God

;

They have all turned aside, they are together be-
come unprofitable

;

There is none that doeth good, no, not so much
as one. '

Nor did the apparently conflicting facts, what we
call the problem of evil, present themselves to the
Biblical writers in any less acute forms than they do to
us to-day. Nowhere is the paradox of faith more
striking than in the life of Christ. No other teacher
so taught and so firmly held a belief la the love and
goodness of God, and in His universal Providence.
"The hairs of your head are all numbered." "Be not
anxious for the morrow." "Your Heavenly Father
knows what things ye have need of" More than this,

He had a consciousness of a unique relationship to God

' Romant Hi. lo-ll. St. Paul rtpeati and endorie* the Pialmiat'i swctpinir
condemnation.
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and of a unique vocation. No man ever claimed more
for Himself, or so confidently asserted that His work
enjoyed the favour of God. "All power in heaven
and earth hath been committed unto Me." And in no
other life have the facts so plainly seemed to contradict
the faith which inspired it. His mission, judged by
the ordinary standards, was not a success, and from the
very first it was clear what the end would be. The
shadow of the Cross darkens every page of the story.
Rejected at Capernaum, refused a hearing at Nazareth,
driven from Samaria, crucified at Jerusalem—it was all

of a piece and all inevitable. He devoted His life

absolutely to the service of God, and the result was the
Cross. But though the life of Christ is the supreme
illustration of the paradox of faith, it is not the only
one. Calvary sums up in one dramatic moment the
experience of all the prophets. Destitute, afflicted, evil
entreated, they all died in faith, " not having received
the promise." At the moment of his call, Isaiah knows
that his preaching will be of no avail. The warning of
Jeremiah fails, as he knows it will, on deaf ears.

And again the question presents itself to the non-
religious man. Why is it that these men believe in God
and devote their lives to His service, apparently failing,
yet never despairing.? What is the source of their
unconquerable hope and undying faith ? The heroism
of it and the boldness fascinate and attract him.
it is " of faith " and not « of knowledge."
beyond any induction from observed facts,

incapable of complete verification in them.
This does not necessarily mean that it is either

untrue or incredible. We sometimes forget that it is

not only the religious man who must live by faith,

The optimism of religion is, in fact, closely analogous
to the optimism of science. The faith of the religious
man in the goodness of God—or, in other words, his

'

belief that every event has a moral purpose—finds a'
parallel in the faith of the man of science that the

Clearly

It goes

and is

ii
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Universe is a Cosmos, that every event has a cause, and
is ultimately explicable in relation to the whole scheme
of things.! In both cases the belief is incapable of

' complete verification. The religious man fully recognises
that there are some events of which he does not yet
see the moral purpose, and that, so far, his postulate is

not completely verified. And so, too, with the man
of science : the existence of research implies his recogni-
tion that there are some events of which he does not
yet see the cause, and that, so far, his postulate is not
completely verified. Yet neither will abandon the
hope that the unexplained is not ultimately unexplain-
able. The difference is that the one is seeking ar
explanation in terms of moral purpose, and the other
in'terms of self-consistency.

And in each case, too, the hope or the faith is

reasonable and persists only in so far as it finds adequate—though never complete—justification in experience.
What the religious man calls " faith "

is, up to a certain
point, analogous to what the man of science calls
" working hypothesis " ; but, by the terms of the
definition, the hypothesis must " work." The man of
science admits that there is much that he has not
explained in the light of his "faith," but, despite this,

he maintains it because it seems to him to explain more
of the facts than any alternative view, and he makes
a venture of faith—from the known to the unknown.
So, too, the religious man admits that there is much
which he has not been able to harmonise with his faith

;

but despite this, he maintains it because it seems to him
to explain more of the facts of human nature and of
life than the alternative theory of the non-religious man.
He does not glory in a credo quia impossibile. He satisfies

• " Every »yntheBi» of fact to fact, even- attempt to know ... is inspired bv a
secret taith m the unity of the world. Each of the sciences works wiiliin its own
regron, and colligates its details in the light of its own hypothesis ; and all the
sciences taken together presuppose the presence in the world of a principle that
binds It mto an orderly totality."—Henry Jones, Rraivmng a, a Pmh^-piu-^/ and
Rili^wut Ttacher, p. 77.
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himself, and he tries to satisfy others, by appealing to
those facts which are explained by and do justify his
faith, to the manifestations in history and in life of
the power not ourselves, which makes for righteousness

Thus the Biblical writers try to show how behind the
maze of history with its apparent contradictions and its
apparent arbitrary occurrences, there is the hand of God
guiding and controlling it all, and that in it all .nd
through It all there is a Divine purpose slowly fulfill-
ing Itself in the ordered sequence of events. Where
they cannot do this, they, too, make a venture of faith
from the known to the unknown, and trust that some-
how good will be the final goal of ill. Because He
believes in the goodness of God, Jesus Christ is luxc
that His death cannot mean either the end of His life or
the ruin of His work. His faith leads Him to see in the
apparent failure of His ministry the vindication of the
teaching of Deutero-Isaiah as to the redemptive value
of suffering, and therefore He sees in the Cross the
salvation of mankind, and beyond the Cross the triumph
of His risen hfe.* Doubtless this was a venture of
faith, but essentially it was a venture which faith was
bound to make.

But though both with the man of science and the
prophet the faith only persists because those who hold
It find It progressively justified in experience, it still
remains true that in neither case is it arrived at
as an inference from the facts of the world. The faith
interprets the facts, and without the facts it would not
have arisen, but by themselves the facts do not explain
or create the faith.

• Truth is within ourselves : it takes no rise
From outward things, whate'er you may believe.

We may carry the comparison a stage further.
Alike in the sphere of science and of religion there
are the great discoverers and revealers of truth

• Cf. Es«jy HI. pp. 124 ,/ lej.
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men with special Acuities of insight, which enable
them to see deeper and with greater clearness of
vision than other men. The great scientific discoverer
in an intuitive flash sees cosmos where others see
only chaos, and the great religious teacher sees an
eternal purpose of righteousness and love slowly
fiilfilling itself, where others see only blind force
directed to no moral end. The same, of course,
applies in every region of mental activity or spiritual

life. There are great poets and musicians and painters,
just as there are great men of science, each possessing,
in their respective spheres, faculties of insight which
enable them to perceive aspects of truth or beauty
which othere, less gifted, cannot see. Such genius is

mysterious in its origin, and, so far as we can see,

subject to no general laws. We cannot account for the
appearance of a great man of science or of a great poet.
We cannot explain why one man has an ear for music
and another has not, or why the great painter sees
beauty to which others are blind. And it is the same
in the religious sphere. The great painter is differen-
tiated from other men in that he has, in a special
degree, an eye for colour, or a feeling for line ; and a
great prophet is difl^erentiated in that he possesses
special faculties of insight in the region in which man
holds communion with God. In the case of the
prophet these perceptive powers may be called "a
religious sense," and the existence of religion is the
evidence of the existence of this religious sense, just as
the existence of poetry or music is the evidence of the
existence of a poetic or musical sense. There are some
men who seem to have little or no religious sense.' To
them the language in which the Biblical writers describe
their religious experience sounds as meaningless as a
sonata of Beethoven itoes to those who have no musical

'But ttt below, p. 6i. it need not follow that Chri.tbnity has no mrssage
for thote who item to have no religion, tenie. For them, the lupport of their
religion will depend, in the fint inatance, upon thoae philoiophical. moral and
i4.itoncal cuniidcrationi which are diicBued in the later etiayi in thit volume.
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sense. But there arc others in whom this religious
sense exists in a highly developed form, who have a
special genius for religion, as others have for ar : or music.
Whether and to what extent others beside the Biblical
writers possess this genius for religion need not, for the
moment, be considered ; that the Biblical writers do
possess it is a fact which will not be denied.
We may go further than this. The Biblical

writers have their own theory as to the origin of their
faith—a theory which is, in fact, an essential part of
their faith. For them, religion, as has been said, is not
the mere assent of the intellect to a certain view of
God's existence and nature. It is not the mere belief
that God is good and that every event has a moral
purpose—like the belief of the man of science that
every event has a cause. Still -less, of course, is it a
mere hypoth-' is which is held tentatively and laboriously
verified. " nat constitutes religion," says von Hiigcl,

'

"is not simply to hold a view and to try to live a life

with respect to the Unseen and the Deity, as possibly
or even certainly beautiful or true or good ; but
precisely that which is over and above this—the holding
of this view and this life to proceed somehow from God
Himself, so as to bind my innermost mind and conscience
to unhesitating assent."

'

One and all the Biblical writers assert that their faith
is due to the direct action of God upon their lives. This
is the ground of their confidence and certainty—" Thus
saith the Lord," " God said," " The Word of the Lord
came unto me, saying." Their language was probably
more than mere symbolism,* but at the least it represents
their conviction that their knowledge of God was due
to direct relationship with Him.

Thus the analogy which has been drawn between
the faith of the prophet and that of the man of science,
and between the religious and the aesthetic sense is

' Tit Mystical E/tment of Religion, vol. i. p. 46.
' Cl. Eisay 1 1 r. p. 95.
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inadequate, because there is a fundamental difference

between the two experiences which are being compared.
The experience of the religious man in his perception

of God differs from the experience of the painter in his

perception of beauty in the fact that in the former case

the object perceived (viz. God) is regarded as personal

and as personaUy active in the perceptive process.

The knowledge of God which the Biblical writers claim
is conceived of in terms of personal relationship, and
consequently an analogy which includes such relation-

ship may be more adequate. The knowledge of God
which they claim may, in fact, be compared with the

knowledge of a man which his friend possesses, a special

knowledge peculiar to him in virtue of his friendship.

I know that my greatest friend is a good man. * He
is accused of theft, and all the facts seem against him.
Other men think him guilty, but I know that he is

innocent. I cannot prove this either to myself or to
any one else. My belief in his innocence is " of faith

"

and not " of knowledge "—it may not be susceptible

of complete verification—but this does not weaken
the strength of the conviction with which I hold it.

This faith of mine in my friend is closely akin to
that faith in God which is found in the Biblical writers.

•'Though He slay me," says Job, "yet will I trust

Him." Here, too, the faith goes beyond a colligation

of observed facts. To some extent a man's words and
acts reveal his character, and by examination of and
reflection on these all men, without personal intercourse,

may have some knowledge of him. But such know-
ledge is inadequate. His acts and words are capable
of widely different interpretations, and only those who
know him can understand them. So far from judging
him solely by his acts and words, the friend judges and
estimates these in the light of that personal knowledge
which is the result of his friendship. And that this

friendship may exist, that there may be this communion
of soul with soul, two things are necessary. There

m^^^'^ms^
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must be, on the part of my friend, a willingness to
reveal himself to me. " I can only know that person
who chooses to reveal himself to me. I may be in his

presence several hours during each day, and for six days
in each week, and yet at the end of ten years know him
no better than the servant who brushes his clothes. . . .

Unless there is self-revelation, we are almost as far off

from knowing the person as though we had never seen
him." ^ And, also, there must be on my side some
response, a sympathetic insight which will enable me to
understand and apprehend his self-revelation. Where
there is no community of spirit, no essential kinship,

there can be no friendship or personal knowledge.

You must love him, ere to you
He will seem worthy of your love.

And experience shows us that as there are men who
have a genius for science and for art, so also there are

men who have a genius for friendship, a special capacity

for understanding their fellow-men and entering into

the closest relationship with them.

The various analogies which have been given are only
analogies, and the last one is crudely anthropomorphic,

but they suggest the lines along which we may find an
answer to the question we are considering in this section

—What is the origin of the faith of the Biblical writers ?

In other words, they may help us to formulate a theory

of inspiration and revelation.

Assuming, as we have done throughout, that the

communion with God which the Biblical writers claim

is real and not illusory,'' we may draw three conclusions.

First, that tHeir knowledge of God is and must be

revealed knowledge. It is, of course, obvious that man
can have no knowledge of God which God does not

will him to have. I can only know my friend if and
in so far as he wills to reveal himself to me ; still less

' \VMi(.!,

* Tile justification of thir

^'itu! Rtligion^ p. I 2.

^ssum^^tion is discussed in Fssjy IX.
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can I have any kno-^lcdge of God apart from His self-
revelation. And, secondly, that this knowledge of God
IS due to the fact that they possess a special Acuity for
apprehending His self-revelation. If God speaks. He
can only speak to those who have the capacity for
hearing, and in proportion to that capacity. And,
thirdly, that as .he condition of this speaking and
hearing, of this communion between God and man,
there is and must be an essential kinship between the
Divine and human nature ; in other words, if man
is to "know" God, he must, in Biblical language,
be made in the image of God. I can only understand
the picture of an artist if to some extent I share his
mind

; I can onlv know my friend if there is some
real community of spirit between us. " The spirit of
man whereby h-j knows God," says Hegel, "is the
spirit of God Himself." And this is the view of the
Biblical writers. " The Spirit Himself beareth witness
with our spirit, that we are children of God." ' " We
have received the spirit which is of God, that we
might know the things that are freely given to us
of God." *

This capacity for entering into communion with
God, this special insight which enables men to apprehend
His self-revelation, is termed by the Biblical writers
" the gift of the Spirit." It has been spoken of above as
" the religious sense," and for the present we may adhere
to this designation of it. This religious sense, the
indwelling Spirit of God, the spirit of truth which leads
men to the truth, is the condition and the medium of
Divme reyelatior We shall therefore no longer think
of revelation as the communication to man from without
of certain pieces of information about God, but rather
as an act of God within. It is not so much that God
speaks to one man and not to another, as that the one man
has the capacity to hear and the other has not. What
we call inspiration is the quickening and intensifying of

Rnmant viii, i6, ' I Corinlhiint ii.
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this religious sense, an increase of the gift of the Spirit
which produces the religious genius, as, for example!
the quickening and intensifying of the poetic faculty
produces the great poet.'

It is because the Biblical writers possess, in a highly
developed form, this religious sense, because they have
a special genius for religion, that we speak of them as
in a special sense inspired.* " They were holy, spiritual
men says Luther, '« therefore God spoke with themm their consciences, which the prophets held as sure
and certain revelations." What was given to them was
a special insight so that they could apprehend God.
1 heir eyes were opened so that they could see Him
and their ears so that they could hear His voice. Their
sense of God and His goodness is the act of God within
their lives and constitutes His self-revelation to them.
Beyond this we cannot go. " The wind bloweth where
it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst
not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth : so is
every one that is born of the Spirit."

III. The Permanent Value of the Religious
Experience of the Biblical Writers

It remains to consider the value for us of the religious
experience of the Biblical writers. It may, however
first be noted that for them, and for all who share it'
the experience is its own evidence. In this sense, at
any rate, Wilham Uw was right in saying "The
spiritual life is as much its own proof as the natural
life, and needs no outward or foreign thing to bear
witness to it." The Biblical writers are sure and

rMc'uL hr'j'.'h"
'° -' r^^"'.

'' '"" '° "« **«" ' quickening of thrir

r„ t ?h- Vr V"" •PP"'"-"'i°n- of their .rn,r of clL fil„l unity »i,hOo,i m ,hi, l,fr
. . Revelation i. c.lucation, not in,fr.,ct,on."-" The Idc. of

thir^.,;"'
'"^'"^"'^' r*"V«/ ^..-r. pp. Z36-7. I .n, n,uchTndcbtt:,*°i

f=,r'thr'Blhll".'i^""".
""" '"'^ "" """* '" ^^''^ ^' '" "'«*"•"• i^Pi'^d- How
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certain that God is what they say He is. Their faith

in Him represents the deepest conviction of their inner

lives. They neither argue nor reason about it : they

simply state it as true.

Whoso hath felt the Spirit of the Highest

Cannot confound nor doubt hira nor deny :

Yea with one voice, O world, tho' thou deniest.

Stand thou on that side, for on this am I.

On the other hand, to those who do not possess it

—

and except to the extent to which they do possess it

—

it has, in one sense, no value.* It is their experience,

their faith, not mine, and I cannot, at any rate per-

manently, substitute for my own convictions an intel-

lectual assent to the convictions of other people. Faith,

to have any value for us, must be our own faith.

But there is a sense in which the religious experience

of the Biblical writers has some evidential value even for

those who do not themselves share it. There can be no
doubt that the experience itself is real : the only doubt
is as to what it is an experience of, or, in other words,

whether its cause is, as they maintain it is, God Him-
self The experience must have some cause, but it

does not follow that that cause must be God. " The
primary evidence of the existence of any perceived

object must be our perception of it ; and if it is to be

shown notwithstanding that what we suppose ourselves

to perceive, does not really exist, this cannot mean that

we perceive nothing. It can only mean that what we
perceive is not what we think it to be : in other words,

the question is not so much whether it exists as what it

is." * The existence of religion, that is, does not prove

the existence of God. On the other hand if, apart

from the fact of religious experience, we have other and

' " My«tical Uitn, when wrll Htvcloptd, usually «re, and hive the right to be,

abiolutely authoritative over the inilividualt to whom they come. No authority

eni.inatei from them which ihoulH make it a duty for thoK who itand outside of

thim to accept their revelation* uncritically " (James, f^rittiii »f Rtligiout Exptritna,

p. 42 2\
^ Webb. Prohlemt in ikt Reljti:ni »f G»ti and Man. n. 6.
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adequate grounds for believing in the existence of God,
the intuitions of the religious consciousness are facts of
which account must be taken when we speculate as to
the nature and being of God.' Granted even the
probability of the existence of God, there is nothing
intrinsically unreasonable in the supposition that He
may have revealed Himself Rather, the burden of
proof lies with those who deny and not with those who
assert.

Yet it still remains true that the ultimate appeal for
each IS to his own experience. This must necessarily
be the case. It may be possible to justify a belief in
God by processes of abstract reasoning, but there is a
world of difference between the purely philosophical
and the religious conception of God. It does not
follow that the two are ultimately incompatible, nor
does It follow that, even though it was arrived at not
by processes of pure philosophy but rather intuitively
and through direct spiritual apprehension,' the religious
conception cannot be rationally justified. Yet the fact
remains that truth which is spiritually perceived cannot
be fully apprehended by any purely logical process. I
cannot " prove," for example, that a picture is beautiful.
I may point out its merits, but in the last resort my
argument will only carry conviction to those who
possess—and to the extent to which they do possess—
a capacity to appreciate beauty when it is presented to
them. And so, too, it must be with regard to that
conception of God which is found in the Biblical writers.
It may not be impossible to justify it on rationai
grounds, but it is impossible to "ptove" it by any
purely logical process to those, if there are any, who
do not possess a religious sense. " Profane men," says
Luther, " desire and insist to have it proved by reason
that Moses and the prophets were divinely inspired.
But I answer that the testimony of the Spirit is superior
to reason. For, as God alone can properly bear witness

' Cf. Ewjy IX. pp. 501 ct uj. ' Cf. Introduction, p. ir.
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to His own words, so these words will not obtain full

credit in the hearts of men until they are sealed by the

inward testimony of the Spirit. The same Spirit,

therefore, who spoke by the mouth of the prophets

must penetrate our hearts, in order to convince us that

they faithfully delivered the message with which they

were divinely entrusted," The same truth is stated

with equal force in the Westminster Confession :
" Our

full persuasion and assurance of the infallible truth and

divine authority (of Holy Scripture) is from the inward

work of the Holy Spirit bearing witness by and with

the word in our own hearts." Translating this into

the language which we have hitherto been using, we
may say that as it is only the man with a sense of beauty

who can perceive beauty and express it in a picture, and

also only the man with a sense of beauty who can judge

and appreciate the beauty of the picture when it is

painted, so it is only the man with a religious sense

who can truly know God and reveal Him, and also

only the man with a religious sense who can fully

apprehend the truth of the message about God which

the prophet proclaims. That same Spirit which enables

the religious genius to know God enables us—so far as

we share it—to know the truth of what he says about

God. Only those who possess the gift of the Spirit

—

or, as we have called it, the religious sense—are able

fully to apprehend the products of it.

Experience, however, shows that those other senses

with which we have compared the religious sense are

capable of development and cultivation, and, more than

this, actually require it. Ii a well-known passage in

his autobiography, Darwin tells us how in later life he

lost his taste for pictures and music : he even found

Shakespeare " intolerably dull." This was almost

inevitable. If we never look at beautiful things, we
shall ''>on cease to love them. " If 1 had to begin my
life again," Darwin concludes, " I would make a rule

to read some poetry or to hear some music at least once
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a week. Accordingly it is legitimate to suppose—
and experience justifies the supposition— that the
rehgious sense is capable of and requires cultivation not
less than these other senses. It is hardly likely that
men wiU be able to know God without at least that
amount of trouble which is required for the appreciation
of literature or music. Reference has already been
made to the fact that there are some men who seem to
have little or no religious sense. It would, perhaps
be truer to say that in such cases—which are more
numerous than we sometimes think—the religious sense
IS either undeveloped or atrophied through disuse, than
that It IS non-existent. It may weU be that the " light
which lighteth every man" has, for them, become
darkness, because they have failed to " stir up the eift

"

which is in them. ^

But if God is what the prophet declares Him to be.
It follows that this failure to develop the religious sense
by which man enters into communion with God and
knows Him, results in an impoverishment of the whole
lite in a sense because to a degree, quite different from
that in which the failure to develop, for example, the
musical or the artistic sense impo'erishes life. There
are men who seem to have so little capacity for ap-
preciating music that, while recognising their lack of
musical sense as a defect, we should feel that they
might more profitably devote themselves to the develop-
ment of other faculties which they do possess and in a
higher degree. But if that conception of God which
the prophets proclaim is true, the case with regard to
rehgion is wholly different.

Religion's all or nothing ; it's no mere smileO contentment, sigh of aspiration, sir-
No quality o' the finelier tempered clay
Like Its whiteness or its lightness ; rather, stuffO the very stuff; life of life, and self of self.

If God is what the prophet declares Him to be, the
lite ot the man who does not know Him is not merely
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incomplete, but defeated and half unfulfilled. The
revelation of God which the prophet gives is life and

abundant life.'

Further, it is reasonable to suppose that the method

by which the religious sense may be cultivated and

developed will be the same as that by which those

other senses with which it has been compared are

developed. What this method is may be illust ated

from the artistic sense. Most of us begin by liking

bad art, and even continue to do so though we are

conscious that it is bad. " I know which pictures I like,

but I don't know which are good," adequately represents

the position of the ordinary man. And if ever we are

to be able to appreciate or recognise the great masters,

we must deliberately attempt to train and cultivate our

taste. For this purpose we go to the expert, to one

whom we recognise as qualified by his experience and

knowledge to tell us which are the great masters and

why, and then wc study these pictures ourselves. And
the t-esult of this study of the great masters is that

in course of time our taste is educated and stimulated,

and we become able to appreciate the greatness of

their pictures and to pass judgment upon them. We
become, in fact, experts ourselves.

This, of course, involves an appeal to authority, an

appeal which is capable of misuse, and, in the religious

sphere, at any rate, has been misused. But abusus non

to/lit usum. Under certain conditions it is both legiti-

mate and inevitable. As applied in the case we have

considered, there is no authoritative imposition of

beliefs on grounds which are irrational, and there is

nothing which conflicts with the claims of reason. The
appeal to authority is, in fact, based upon reason : it is

simply the recognition of the fact that the opinion of

one man is not necessarily as true as that of another,

but that on his own subject the judgment of the expert

is of more value than that of the ordinary man. Cuique

' Ct. ktsay IX. p. 479.
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tnsua arte credendum. On his own subject, on the
subject that ,s for which he has unique capacities and
gifts the spcciahst has a unique knowledge, and so canspeak with a unique authority, and the ordinary manmust be ready to learn from him, to take advantage of
h,s wider experience, and train his own perceptions by
his help. He must mai e, in fact, the venture of faith

tt TT' P'-o^>s>onally. the judgment of the expert!

fud.mJTfT ^"^ '•' *^*P«^^^*i°" that, since^he

«penence widens and deepens, his judgment willbecome the same as that of the expert. What heaccepts on authority he will afterwards verify in hisown experience, but the acceptance of the authoritative

b^rr.!
*'

-H
'"'""''"^ starting-point.' Faith, it hasbeen well said, is an experiment which ends in an

experience
: it is not believing instead of knowing, but

me^h H T"^ 1- "
'''^^' *° ^"°^- Applying^ thismethod m the religious sphere, we may saV that%s inthe case of music or art we train our perceptions and

cultivate our ta^te by the help of the great musiciansand artists, so also we must train our religious percep-
tions and cultivate our spiritual sense by the help oithose who have a special genius for religion.

But how- arc we to find the religious genius? How
arc we to distinguish the true prophet from the falseand where is the "expert" who will show us whiS
are the great masters " of religion ? Here, too, theanalogy we have drawn between religion and art willhelp us again. How do we recognise or test genius in
art .; I here is, perhaps, a threefold test. First the

insight which enable him to catch some glimpse of truthor beauty which the ordinary man cannot see! « He isthe greatest artist," says Ruskin, -who has embodied i^
tht sum of hjs works, the greatest number of 'the
greatest ideas." And, secondly, he is one who is able

' Cf. EtMy VIII. pp. 366.7.

i
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through the medium of his work to create, in those who
study it, emotions akin to those which in him inspired

that work. Not only does he see a vision himself, but

he opens our eyes so that we can see it too.

For, don't you mark, we're made so that we love

First wher. we see them painted, things we have passed

Perhaps a uundred times nor cared to sec ;

. . . Art was given for that

—

God uses us to help each other so.

Lending our minds out.

By means of his picture, the great painter conveys

to us " thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,"

and as we look at his picture the vision which inspired

him inspires us, and we catch a glimpse of the beauty

he saw. And, thirdly, the work of the genius must

stand the test of time. It must possess " Catholicity."

The power of the great picture is not limited to any

particular age or time : the appeal is to men at ail times

and in all places—not to all men (popularity is not the

test of greatness), but to those whose artistic sense is

cultivated and who have the right to judge.

If we apply this threefold test in our search for the

religious genius—for those by whose help we can train

our religious sense—it is, first and most, to the Bible

that the facts of history and of experience point us. The
Bible is for religion what the great masters are for art.

It is, as has been well said, like " a picture gallery of

the old masters."

As we turn back the pa^es of history we see how
particular nations and peo( les seem to have possessed

special gifts. Rome had a genius for law and organisa-

tion, as Greece had for art and letters. So, too, the

Hebrew people had a special genius for religion. In

an especial and unique sense religion was their life : it

moulded the national constitution, it directed the

national policy, it created the national literature. The
Hebrews, as only the historian adequately recognises,

bav? been the great religious teachers of the world ;
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own lives. Like the first disciples we feel the call of
Jesus, and are irresistibly drawn to Him ; their faith
in Him is communicated to us. It was the Spirit of
God working within their hearts which enabled them
to see God in Christ, and it is the same Spirit working
within our hearts which enables us to see God in the
portrait of Christ which they have drawn.

And the appeal of the Bible is catholic. Religious
men always and everywhere have found in it the
inspiration and support of their lives. It has made
them " wise unto salvation," strong in the Lord. This
fact was the starting-point of our inquiry, and need
not be further emphasised now.* It need only be said
that it is this proved power of the Bible in the past
which really constitutes its authority for us to-day.
The place which the Bible has occupied in the religious
history of mankind, and in particular in the Christian
Church, marks it as "the classical and normative
expression of the religious life." And it must be
accepted as such for the same reason that the works
of Shakespeare or of Fra Angelico are accepted as
•' classics," that is, on the authority of the expert.

For the Christian, this authority is that of the
Church. In religion, it is the saint who is the expert,
and the authority of the Church, the consensus sanctorum,
represents the living and abiding voice of a corporate
experience, wider than that of any individual or of any
age, which testifies to the supreme value of the Bible as
a creative and sustaining power in the spiritual life. We
go to the Bible in order to deepen and correct our
religious lives by the aid of the Biblical writers : we
read the Bible in order that we may fine God in the
way in which religious men at all times have found Him.
" As well imagine a man with a sense for sculpture,"
it has been said, " not cultivating it by the help of the
remains of Greek art, or a man with a sense of poetry
not cultivating it with the help of Homer or Shakespeare,

' Sff almvc, pp. 1J-9.
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as a man with a sense of conduct " (or, we may add,
with a sense of religion) " not cultivating it by the help

of the Bible."

No attempt has been made in this essay to estimate

•the historical value of the various books of the Bible.

It has been contended that the primary purpose of the

writers is religious and not strictly historical, and that, in

many cases, they idealise and freely adapt their material

in accordance with this purpose.' This must not, how-
ever, be taken to imply that their writings have little or
no value for the historian. As regards the Old Testa-

ment, some of the books, viewed simply as historical

documents, are of very considerable value. In the case

of others, the historical value is only slight, or rather,

is mainly indirect.' In the light of modern criticism it

has become necessary for us to modify, in many im-
portant respects, the traditional view of Jewish history

;

still it is mainly in the Old Testament itself that the

historian finds the material by means of which he can,

with some certainty, reconstruct this history. But
the general result of criticism has been to shift the

centre of interest for religious purposes from the his-

torical books to the Psalms, the writings of the Prophets
and the Wisdom Literature.

As regards the New Testament, the case is some-
what different, as we are here dealing with documents
which are contemporary, or nearly contemporary, with

the events narrated. I'he Gospels provide us with the

materials for an account of the life and leaching of the

Historic Christ,' and the other New Testament books
enable us to trace the history of the primitive Christian

community in Palestine and the rise of the Gentile

* Srr ahtivr. p. ^•.

' Soriiriinrcs thf «il"r« iToviiie thr historian with vjluablt- infutnuti'm > to

ilir hiX'Tical litu.itinn ;it tlir iimr at which thry vvitr, ratlu-r th:in mtli re'parii !i'

ilic fvtnti of tlic p.m vvhith ihi'\ pirport to turr.itc. Arwl it it n" p.ir^Hni tn •»¥

lliat thr wntillEJ 111 thp I'n plwt" ar' . ill niiny lasfl, of (ttf.llrt vjlu'- t<' I'Mr hi<tf)r:ai\

than ihr (n-cillrd "hiiti'rical bunlii."

* Ct'. K^sas in pp. 80 ri it'f.
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church in the critical period prior to the fall of Jeru-
salem. It is, however, important to remember that no
ancient historians are, in the strict and modern sense of
the word, scientific. The movement in that direction
made by Thucydides and Polybius was not sustained.'
Later writers were more concerned to paint a portrait or'
draw a moral than to test authorities or to secure accuracy
in minor details ; and even a writer like St. Luke, who
more than the other evangelists possesses something of
the historian's outlook and purpose, is unfairly treated
if he is judged by the standard of a Monimsen instead
of by that of a Plutarch. But though the historical
value of the New Testament is undoubtedly superior to
that of the Old Testament, it is not on this account,
but rather on account of its far greater religious valued
that we assert its fuller inspiration.

Two further points must be mentioned to prevent
misconception. In the first place, it must be statea that
it is for religion, and not necessarily for theology, that
we go to the Bible. The distinction between religion
and theology has already been pointed out, and, this
recognised, it will be clear that the religious value of
the Bible is not determined by the adequacy or
inadequacy of its theology. We can learn more
religion from the humblest saint than from the greatest
theologian. The same holds true in the case "of art.
Andrea del Sarto, " the faultless painter," knew how to
draw and mix his colours, but he is not as great a
painter as Kra Angelico. He is not equally inspired,
and he has less to reveal to us. And in the Bible the
religious genius of the v.riters manifests itself despite the
imiitations of their theology. In some ways our theology
may be more adequate than th.it of St. Haul,- but for
that religion, of which our theology is the intellectual
inter])ret;ition, we niiv, or rather we must, go to St.

' I It Nu.:,.- frrr.i in .. t>^' "Hlv 111.- .„.,kl

• k< .111 ..(ivini- m tlici,|,,j.i
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Paul, and we shall find in his religious experience our
inspirition and the data for our own theology.

And, secondly, it must be explicitly stated—though
the point of view adopted throughout should already
have made it plain—that it is not suggested that all

the Biblical writers were equally inspired, or that in-
spiration is limited to them. Precisely the opposite
is meant. The view that all the canonical books
have the same religious value—though it seems to
underlie the Anglican Lcctionary—is as untenable as
the old mechanical theory of verbal inspiration, and
no one really holds it. "How is it," a modern
writer asks, "that the Bible of the simplest saint
will be well worn and thumbed, perhaps actually torn,
at the Psalms and in the (iospels, and the page quite
clean in Leviticus and Esther ? . . . They might
not acknowledge in words that there are degrees of
inspiration in the Bible : but their markings in the
Bible make it perfectly plain that in effect they do." '

And, further, on the principle we have main-
tained, it is equally clear that some books not included
in the Canon, such, for example, as the Book of
Wisdom or the Imitatio Christi, show a higher degree
of inspiration than some of" the canonical books. Fo
some extent this is partially recognised by the Church
of Englanii, which directs *:he public reading of parts
of the Apocrypha. But it is of the essence of the
position wc have adojited that we should believe that
God is ever revealing Himself, and that all knowledge
of Him is from I Tim.

Goil iciiii'i His tcathers uikd cvtr\ .igc.

To (-very clinii-, .in.i evry race (it tncn,

Willi revel.iih.n-i ti'.tcil to their urmvtli

And -sli.ijx (!* iiiiiu!.

It is because we believe this that we prav that (jod
will inst>ire contiiuiallv His Holv Church and liestow
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upon us the gift of the Spirit, which will enable us to
have a right judgment in all things and lead us into

all truth.

Yet it remains true that all men have not the same
capacity for apprehending God's self-revelation or for

communicating it to others. There are men of religious

genius, men, like Moses, who speak with God "face
to face." These men become the founders of great
religious movements and are the religious teachers

of mankind. We know them by their fruits and
we speak of them as inspired in a unique degree.
That we, too, may speak with God " face to face,"

that we may have that knowledge of Him which
they possessed, we seek the help of those to whom
He spoke in the past. If first and most we go
to the Bible, it is because, as has been shown, the
facts of history and of our own experience lead us
to it. The authority which the Bible possesses is that
of its own spiritual supremacy and its unique spiritual

power. " On the great deep of Holy Scriptures we
float away from our prejudices and preconceptions,
and afar from the creeping mists and rocky barriers

of the narrowing coast, and alone with God, can see
in open vision the vastness of all His loving purposes.
They who haunt these mighty tides ' see the works of
the Lord and His wonders in the deep.' . . . Our
own souls must be continually bathed in those living

streams if we would keep them apt and ready for
heavenly visitations."

'

What is claimed for the Bible is just that which
the facts demand. If less is claimed our religious
life will Ix; infinitely poorer and weaker than that of
our fathers and we shall he disloyal not only to the
past but also to the future. For in disinheriting
ourselves we shall be disinheriting the generations
that are to come. What the Bible has done for
others it can do for us. " As if on some dark night

' Wilbrridric
: Oriimatiun Ait.,ttnrj, IX.
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a pilgrim suddenly lieholding a bright star moving
before him should stop in fear and perplexity. But
lo ! traveller after traveller passes by him, and cjk"-,

being questioned whither he is going, makes answc,
' I am following yon guiding star !

' The pilgrim

quickens his steps and presses onward in confidence.

More confident will he be if, by the wayside, he should
find here and there ancient monuments, each with its

votive lamp, and on each the name of some former
pilgrim and a record that there he had first seen,

or begun to follow, the benignant star."
'

And 9o I go to the Bible, as others have gone before

me, to learn from those who have heard God speak,

seeking by their help to see the vision they saw, and
finding in their words inspiration and power. As I

read, the spark of faith is kindled in me, and, in part,

1 see God as they see Him. But if I cannot see the

visions they see and hear the voices they hear, I do
not conclude that they were deceived and that there

were no visions and no voices, but that the fault lies

with me, because I have not the eyts with which to

see or the cars with which to hear. And so I go back
to the Bible with the conviction that as my own
experience widens an', deepens it will become the same
as theirs, that I shall know God as they know Him,
because they know H m as He is. The day will come
when I shall believe

tlic words that one bv one
The touch at Lite lias turned to truth,

not " lu'caiise of their s;iying," bat because I have seen

for myself and know.

' Cul'ridgi, >j.»n. l)rrcll, iVy//.. j.-i.i Li.iniJu, ^. i. ,.
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Ill

THE HISTORIC CHRIST

The Point of View of Modern Scholarship

Twenty years ago Orthodox Theology was awakened
with a start by the present Bishop of Oxford to a

clear recognition of the fact that the human knowledge
of our Lord was limited within the scientific and
historical horizon of the mind of His own age. And
I imagine that at the present time there are few
theologians by whom this position is not accepted,

not merely as being plain on the very face of the

Gospel narrative, but from the further reflection that

we cannot logically deny it without making His
humanity unreal. To do that would be to capitulate at

the last to that recurrent tendency, against which, under
the names of Docetism, Apollinarianism, or Mono-
physitism, the Church fought hard and long in earlier

ages. Those who would forbid us to consider the

mind of Christ as that of an historical individual

largely moulded by the special environment and the

special culture of His own country and His own
time, virtually forbid us to allow Him a truly human
mind at all. What, then, is left of the "humanity
of Christ "—a humanity without a truly human mind ?

In the last few years the turn has come for

" Liberal Theology " to experience the shock of a

not dissimilar awakening at the hands of Johannes

7S
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Weiss, Schweitzer, and other writers of the " Eschato-
logical School," of whom the best known in this
country are the late Father Tyrrell and Professor
Burkitt of Cambridge. Liberal Theology had always
recognised that on the intellectual side the mind of
our Lord belonged to His (5wn age and not to ours,
but it had quite unconsciously made the tacit assump-
tion that His moral and religious ideals were only a
glorified forecast of those of cultured respectability
in the nineteenth century, " tuning His denial of the
world to our acceptance of it." The name of Christ
in Christendom is so closely bound up with every
conception of what is highest in morals and religion

that all unsuspectingly each man reads back into the
mind of our Lord the ideals of his own class and
culture, his own age and country, or it may be of
his own fragmentary branch of the Church Universal,
and takes for granted that the principles most valued
by himself were central to the Master also.

The Eschatological School protests that this is an
anachronism, and that the key to the understanding
of His life and teaching is to be found in those
religious hopes and ideas which recent researches in

the field of what is known as Apocalyptic Eschatology
have shown to have dominated the minds of so many
of His contemporaries. " As of old," says Schweitzer,
"Jacob wrestled with the angel, so German theology
wrestles with Jesus of Nazareth and will not let Him
go until He bless it—that is, until He will consent
to serve it and will suffer Himself to be drawn bv
the (iermanic spirit into the midst of our time and
our civilisation. But when day breaks the wrestler
must let Him go ; I Ic will not cross the ford with
us. Jesus of Nazareth will not suffer Himself to be
modernised. ... But He does bless those who have
wrestled with Him, so that though they cinnot take
Him with them, yet, like men who have seen God
face to face and received strength in tceir souls, they
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go on their way with renewed courage, ready to do
battle with the world and its powers."

'

Modern lives of Christ, whether written from a
radical or from a conservative standpoint, have been
too modern. The pseudo-Romantic Christ of Renan,
and the " bourgeois Christ " of Rationalistic liberalism'
arc quite as far removed from the actual historical
figure as the personified abstraction of scholastic logic
or the sentimental effeminacy dear to Christian Art.
But if we agree with Schweitzer here, yet it is not
without a feeling that he himself cannot quite escape
the charge of modernising, and that his own boldlv-
outhned portrait is a little like the Superman ot
Nietzsche dressed in Galilean robes.

From the point of view of a purely historical inter-
pretation the advance made by the Eschatological School
IS threefold. Firstly, it approaches the subject not from
the standpoint of the twentieth century, but from one
which recent discovery has shown to have been normul
in the Judaea of our Lord's own time. Secondly it

can accept at their full face value all the sayings' of
our Lord reported in the Synoptic Gospels. Many
of these had to be explained away and interpreted in
an unnatural sense by the older Orthodoxy. The
older Liberalism either did tie same thing or took
the shorter cut of affirming that they were not
authentic. The new school accepts them as thev
stand Thirdly, the "great gulf" supposed bv all
w'ho had felt the influence of the Tubingen School
of Liberal I heology to have been fixed between the
Chnstology of St. Paul, even in its earliest develop-
ment, and that of the Twelve simply disappears, and
with It the paradox that historical Christianity was
created by St. Paul and nor by Christ.'

From the point of view of religion the gain seems
to be no less. Ever since the " Illumination " of the
eighteenth century orthodox theology has been on

' Sell -i^ rirrcr:,^; Jru., p. , ,o. -
Cf. K.s.iy 1 V^ p. , 5;..
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the defensive—obliged to concede this, but still hold-

ing to that ; surrendering * but clinging desperately

to y. A more hopeless position can hardly be imagined

for a religion of which the very life and essence consists

:.n its being an attack and a challenge to the world. A
Christ whom apologists have first to " save " is little

likely to save mankind. Liberal Theology, on the

other hand, seeking, or rather assuming, in Christ

the rationalist's ideal could at best only discover one

less "rational" than the seeker. The student, then,

had to face the uninspiring choice between a Liberalism

that could almost patronise its Christ and an Ortho-

doxy that must needs " defend " Him,—and neither

conception to be found in the Gospels without some

V .'lence to the text. But the Christ whom ihis newer

school reveals is a solitary arresting figure, intensely

human, yet convinced of His call to an office and a

mission absolutely superhuman— a conviction which

one will attribute to fanaticism, another to inspiration,

—calling men to follow Him along a path which to

some will appear the way of folly, to others the way

of life. He came not to bring peace but division,

and to '* separate them one from another as a shepherd

divideth the sheep from the goats."

Fresh light is always blinding, especially to those

who see it first, and new views rarely secure attention

except when pushed to extremes. That this is the case

with the Eschatological School, and especially with

Schweitzer, its literary genius, few will deny. Nor is

the work of the great scholars of the older generation,

the great conservatives of this country, and the great

liberals of Germany, superseded. One who in his

enthusiasm for the things which to-day has found

forgets the discoveries of all the years of yesterdays

will never see but a broken fragment of truth.

Out of the crucible of criticism, kept a^ white-heat

by all the f .hools combined, the metal has been poured,

and as the moulding sand is brushed away we catch a

?-V 1»-F

^i^.i'.t'flrj'H'' ''^lL^-7£'iA^-if;^^^^^^. iff' w«s:w»j3KKiaf;i*#^«'- «.-,".
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first glimpse of the finished statue—a portrait of the
Master alive and life-transmitting, one which His
followfers will not need, or rather will not presume, to
"defend." They will only point to it, and "many
will be offended," but some will "see God." "Two
women shall be grinding at the mill ; the one shall be
taken and the other left."

And this portrait is no other than that which the
ordinary reader, once given the due, can find for
himself in the Gospels. That is the strange thing with
Science, Art, Religion, and indeed all human activities.
Clear, simple, and seemingly obvious results are only
aciiieved as the reward of the long and arduous toil of
many minds, after many an experiment and many a
failure, continued often through many generations.
" Prophets and kings have desired to see those things
which ye see, and have not seen them."

But, some one will ask, what bearing has all this on
that belief in the Divinity of Christ which has been from
die beginning the mainspring of Christian inspiration ?

The subject is treated in detail in a later essay in this
volume

; in this place a single paragraph will suffice.
To the Christian, Christ is the "portrait of the

mvisible God" (Col. i. 15), "the impress of His
essence (Heb. i. 3).' This should mean that a study of
the Historic Christ is a principal source on which to
model our conception of the inner nature of the Divine.
It is a natural instinct to approach the subject from the
other end, and to read into our conception of the
Historic Christ the a priori, and possibly misleading
ideas which we happen to have formed of the Divine
The instinct is a natural one, but in the past it has
often led men to construct a portrait of the Master
which is certainly not human, and can only be called
Divine if we think that in our own minds there is
present a more adequate conception of the Divine before

' In this Essay I have quoted A.V. or R.V.,
ditcrctiun.

or givrn m) own rtnrfrring, at
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we have studied the person and work of the Historic

Christ, than there will be afterwards. Christ we know,
but "no man hath seen God at any time, the only-

begotten Son, ... he hath declared Him."
The discussion of the critical and historical problems

raised by the Gospel records, and the endeavour to

reconstruct the social and intellectual background of

Judaea in the first century of our era, have for the last

hundred years occupied minds learned and acute in

many countries. Few, certainly not the present writer,

can claim to have mastered the immense literature of

the subject, fewer still to adjudicate upon its final

results. What follows makes no attempt at complete-

ness or finality ; it is an individual impression, con-

fessedly and inevitably one-sided and inadequate, of a

few of the more important aspects of that portrait of

the historic Jesus which modern scholarship is restoring

to us. Considerations of space and time preclude a

discussion of doubtful f>oints of evidence or interpreta-

tion. The tacit assumption as fact of what appears to

me to be the more probable conclusion in many a

debatable point is not to be taken to imply a dogmatic

disregard of other views.

. The Origin and Historical Value of the

Gospels

The oldest of our Gospels is that according to St.

Mark. This is not only the oldest, but, according to

the practically unanimous judgment of modern scholars,

it was the principal source of information used by the

authors of the first and third Gospels. I see no
sufficient reason to reject the very early tradition that

it was written by St. Mark, the companion of St. Peter

and St. Paul. It is a probable conjecture that the

Gospel according to St. Matthew owes its name to

the fact that it incorporates, in addition to the story

of Mark, a document drawn ui by the Apostle whose
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name it bears. It will, however, be convenient to

refer by the name " Matthew " to the compilei of our
present Gospel, As for the third Gospel, there are

to my mind adequate reasons for assigning it to St.

Luke the physician, the companion of St. Paul.

About two-thirds of Matthew and about half of 1 1^^.:

appear to have been practically transcribed from Ma. is.,

with trifling alterations, so that in so far as their story

is parallel to Mark's it has no independent value,^ save

as a witness that the existing text of Mark has noi
very seriously been tampered with, and as an evidence
of the high degree of authority attributed to that

Gospel in the first century. St. Mark gives no account
of the birth and infancy of our Lord, and, as is well

known, the evidence of MSS. and Fathers, combined
with considerations of internal evidence, is conclusive

against the authenticity of the last twelve verses of the
Textus Receptus, which describe the appearances after

the Resurrection. The genuine text, after giving the
message of the angel at the empty tomb, breaks oflF

short, in whst appears to be the middle of a sentence,

with the words e(f>o^ovvTo yap—the original conclusion
having obviously disappeared.

The stones of the birth and infancy of our Lord,
and of His appearances after the Resurrection, seem to

be derived by Matthew and Luke respectively from
independent and indeed widely-divergent documents or
traditions, the historical value of which is hotly debated.
With this most important exception Matthew and l.uke
have very little in the way of incident to add to Mark,
and in some cases these additions seem to be of doubtful
historicity.*

The outstanding value of the Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Luke consists in the fact that they are our
main authority for the teaching of our Lord. For His

' Indeed there are not a few cases where an imfortant little pr,int in St. Mji k's

versi.m is lost or ohscured by some sliijht omi(aii)n or verbal alteration by Mattncw
or Luke ; cf. p. q8 tiutt, p. 117 tixt ar.d note.

' E.g. Matt, iivii. 52-53.
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I,

deeds we look in the first place to St. Mark, for His
words to Matthew and Luke. A great deal of this

teaching is found to occur in ioth Matthew and Luke,
and this fact seems best accounted for by the supposi-

tion that they had another written source to draw upon
beside Mark—a source consisting mainly of sayings of

our Lord. This hypothetical document is usually

referred to as " Q." It is generally believed that Q is

older than Mark. I myself incline to the view of those

who think that it was probably the work of the Apostle
Matthew, whence his name got attached to one of the

two later Gospels which, by incorporating, superseded
his original work. It is more than likely that, besides

the passages which Matthew and Luke agree in repro-

ducing, a number of passages which occur in Matthew
only or in Luke only, especially the former, were also

derived from Q.
Besides Q both Matthew and Luke, but more

especially St. Luke, must each have had access to a

rich mine of information inaccessible to the other.

Hence come three-fourths of the parables, including

nearly all the longer ones, and some other material.

So far as St. Luke is concerned, we know of a two-
years' residence in Caesarea which would have given
him access to good traditions. But the great majority

of the parables and sayings peculiar to Matthew and
Luke need no external guarantee ; they authenticate

themselves by showing both in style and spiritual grasp

the clear impress of the same master-mind which speaks
through the other sources.

The Gospel according to St. John has been the great

battlefield of criticism, and only those who have merely
trifled with the problems it suggests are likely to speak
dogmatically on the subject.' There are cases where
in matters of circumstance and date it seems to correct

or supplement the Synoptic account as if with high

authority ; there are sayings which seem to rise too

• The lubject is further diicuised in Essay IV. p. 202 ff.
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profoundly from the very heart of the Master to be

other than authentic ; in particular, in this Gospel is

more deeply felt that element of mysticism so con-

spicuous in all great religious teachers, and therefore

antecedently to be expected in our Lord, of which,

however, only glimpses are seen in the Synoptic tradi-

tion. Yet on the whole I myself feel that the mystical

and theological interest of its auchor dominates if it

does not swallow up the biographical. In his mind,

after years and years of pondering and teaching, the

tacts and their interpreution have become inextricably

blended, and his Gospel should primarily be regarded

not so much as an historical authority as an inspired

meditation on the life of Christ. But in so characteris-

ing it I would underline the word " inspired " as well as

the word "meditation." A theological and philosophical

interpretation of the meaning for mankind of the

person and work of Christ need not be a false or

illegitimate interpretation. "The Spirit shall guide you

into all truth." A literary analogy at once suggests

itself in the representation of Socrates in the earlier

dialogues of Plato, in which it is impossible to distinguish

between the thought of the master and its interpretation

by his great disciple. For the purpose of a complete

life of Christ it would be necessary to attempt to

appraise and incorporate the purely historical contribu-

tion of the Fourth Gospel ; for a sketch like the present

it will be sufficient to use the materials provided by

tne three Synoptic Gospels alone.

The question of the historical value of the Synoptic

Gospels in general next demands consideration. 1 he

special question, however, of the Resurrection it will be

convenient to reserve for a fuller treatment at a later

point (cf. p. 127 ff).

A strong presumption in favour of the substantial

reliability of the general impression given by them of

the life and teaching of our Lord seems to arise from

the following considerations. The main tradition
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appears to be derived from sources which we can
identify as likely to be well informed ; much of it was
stereotyped and committed to writing at a compara-
tively early date

; it reflects throughout a vivid and
accurate local colour ; lastly, each of the separate
streams mto which the tradition can be analysed
presents what is substantially the same portrait of the
same I-igure—a sufficient indication that they are all
generally speaking, faithful renderings of the one
ongmal.

When we come, however, to consider points of detail
a distmction must be drawn between the tradition of
the words and that of the deeds. The Oriental mind is
trained to commit to memory and accurately reproduce
the words of the religious teacher. It was so in the
schools of the Rabbis, it is so to-day in Cairo or Con-
stantuiople. And though the Disciples cannot be
regarded as a "school " in this sense (indeed, even the
Kabbmic schools had not as yet achieved the formal
method and organisation of later times), it is probable
that the saymgs of our Lord were remembered with
tar greater accuracy than would have been possible to
modern minds accustomed to have recourse at once to
vvriting. Nor must we forget that He was a master
ot expression, and the memory more easily retains the
exact wording of a striking phrase than the minor
details of a striking scene. Moreover, the unconscious
reaching after the effective, which inevitably influences
a twice-told tale, has less scope where what is repeated
IS already expressed in an arresting way.

On the other hand, as regards His deeds, it must
be recognised that the case is otherwise. The Gospels
were written mainly for practical and devotional pur-
poses

; their authors had not the same interests as a
modern scientific historian. Hence many facts which
would have been of the greatest interest to us, though
known to these writers, are left unrecorded. More-
over, they are largely indifl^erent to that correct chrono-
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logical sequence of events which is deemed essential by

us moderns. All who study at all closely the com-

binntion of parallelisms and divergences in the first

three Gospels, which constitute the Synoptic Problem

so-called, are struck at once by the numerous omissions

and re-arrangements made by Matthew and Luke in

reproducing Mark's stories ; and we cannot suppose

that Mark in his turn would have dealt otherwise than

they did with his sources of information, whether these

were written or oral.'

Moreover, the faculty of accurately observing facts

and of clearly distinguishing between what is actually

observed and what is merely inferred therefrom, an

essential characteristic of the modern scientific habit of

mind, comes only from a kind of training which found

no place in ancient education. Every one is familiar

with the fact that even to-day, and that not only

among the uneducated, a good story, as we say, loses

nothing in the telling. The narrator has his mind

fixed only on the main point and how he may present

that in the most effective and telling way. Thus quite

unconsciously he emphasises one detail and overlooks

another, and is quite unaware that he has altered the

balance of the facts, until he is confronted in the

witness-box with the cross-examining counsel or

questioned in the study by a scientific observer.

A minute comparison jf the text of Mark with

those passages in Matthew and Luke which are derived

from him, in several instances shows this tendency

actually at work. And if the tendency could operate

even after the tradition had been reduced to writing,

it is obvious that its operation must be allowed for in

our estimate of St, Mark, our earliest and principal

authority for the Life, especially since the author was

admittedly not an eye-witness, and was writing perhaps

' Cf. mv essay on the "Literary Evolution of the Gospels," in the Oxfcra

StuJif! :: the Synftic Pr-hicm (edited by Dr. Sanday), for a fuller account of the

inllucnces wiiicli determined the composition of the Gospels.

4
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some thirty-five or forty years after the events he
records. It is also obvious that the tendency would
operate more especially in stories which have already
in them a strong element of dramatic interest, such as
the miracles. For instance, had the events underlying
the tamous story of the Gadarene swine been reported
by a trained scientific observer, we may readily believe
that some facts would have been added and others
difl^erently presented, the vital significance of which
was unrealised by one who explained what he noticed
on the theory of possession by demons and their
migration.

Nevertheless the realism and naturalness of St.
Mark's representation, and in particular the candour
and simplicity with which he records incidents imply-
mg something of human limitation in the Master, or
of human infirmity in tlie Twelve—incidents which
even in the other Synoptics are toned down, ignored,
or explained away,i—and lastly, a convergence of smaller
indications which cannot be here enumerated, make it

evident that the tendencies noted have only operated
to a limited extent, and that the element of deliberate
or conscious misrepresentation is entirely absent.

One final caveat must be entered. Christ is re-
flected to us only through what His disciples remem-
bered and recorded of Him, and what we can infer
from that. But what great man have his followers
completely understood .'* Christ is greater than His
disciples, greater therefore than the earliest records of
Him. The later records show a tendency to magnify
and idealise. The historian must note and allow for
this, but he should beware lest in allowing for that
which_ has exalted he overlook that which has impaired
the picture. In all transcending genius there is an
element which dudes analysis and soars beyond the
analogies of our experience of lesser men. And if, as
has been said, in the last resort every great man is a

Cf. Lf. ,.v. p. 22, ; nlso Ilawkini. IIc<at Syiwpt.,:,i, 2nd td., p. ii-» ff.

im
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I

Great Unknown, how much more must this be true of

Him who is the subject of this essay ?

Others abide our question—Thou art free !

We ask and ask—Thou smilest and art still,

Out-topping knowledge ! For the loftiest hill

That to the stars uncrowns his majesty.

Planting his steadfist footsteps in the sea.

Making the heaven of heavens his dwelling place.

Spares but the cloudy border of his base

To the foil'd starching of mortality.

Apocalyptic Eschatology and the Messianic

Hope

Prophets of Israel confident alike in the righteousness

and might of their God, and in the consequent necessity

that He would ultimately vindicate His people (or rather

the godly " remnant " of them), in the darkest hours

of danger from without and misgovernment withm

had confidently proclaimed a greater, better, happier age

to come. Plato's ideal State, and modern pictures of

Utopia and the Millennium, normally picture the ideal

state of society as a highly organised system based

on a more or less republican constitution. But the

prophets of early Israel were familiar only with the

simplest political, industrial, and military organisation,

and were entirely without experience, either in their

own case or their neighbours', of any form of state

other than monarchical. Dreamers in such a stage of

civilisation would most n^mra-'v picture their Utopia,

their ideal state, as ar Jeal - ijrchy ; for patriarchal

monarchy was the only forn

an ideal monarchy the prim

king. Hence the hopes of n '

on the figure of such a k

stock of Jesse," a uniquely ^

would restore the traditionn.! ^

whom the name Messiah or C

applied. But the house of

o

state they knew. For

1 requisite is an ideal

if the r phets centre

'a s )Ot from the

.1! of David," who
i )avid's reign—to

L ^ame later on ro be

id failed to produce
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this king
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Unheard of tribuJations, angelic and demonic conflicts,
lead up to catastrophes shaking earth and heaven!
The dead shall rise to judgment, and the rigiiteous
people of God, both those newly arisen and those who
had not experienced death, in bodies glorified and
transformed shall enter into a life of blessedness in a
New Jerusalem on a renovated earth.* Moreover,
instead of delivering his message in his own person like
the old prophets the seer now commits it to writing
under the aegis of the name of some great one of the
past, of an Enoch, Moses, Baruch, Daniel.

Apocalyptic in its more elementary stages occurs as
early as some passages of Ezekiel, but hardly till Daniel

«

(written about 167 b.c, just before the Maccabean
revolt) has it attained its characteristic form. Daniel
was followed by a long series of similar works, the
recovery and historical interpretation of which has been
one of the greatest achievements of modern Biblical
scholarship. The Christian Church continued the
tradition, and produced a number of Apoc?Jypses, one of
them being the book which appears in our Canon as the
Revelation of St. John—both in luxuriance of poetic
imagery and in spiritual power the greatest of them all.

Logically the Apocalyptic hope of the restoration of
Israel by direct and catastrophic Divine intervention did
not need the ideal King—warrior, upright judge, and
pure administrator—dreamed of by the earlier prophets.
The kingdom of God thus established needs no king
but God Himself, and many of the Apocalyptic
writers make no mention of the Messiah. But the fact
that inspired prophets had foretold such a personal
deliverer could not be ignored. In the "Similitudes'*
of the Book of Enoch—a book quoted as inspired

' The belief in a r.W immortniity for the individual is the great contribution of
Apocalyptic to Hebrew religion. In later writers the earthly Mewianic Kingdom lasts
40c to 1000 yearj, an.i not till then is there a giniral resurrection and judgment; after
which the righteous arc sublimated into heaven. A last great conflict precedes in
which the powers of evil are sometimes led by a kind of Anti-Christ, variously nam'ed.

But the short poit-emlic apocalypse Isaiah xxiv.-nxvii. is probably earlier

s

:i
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New Testament' and some early Fathers, and

regarded in the Ethiopic Church—the two
in the

still so regarded m
conceptions are combined. In the Book of Daniel (vii.

13) there had been recorded a vision of "one like unto

a Son of Man coming with the clouds of heaven,"

which the author himself appears to interpret as

symbolising collectively " the saints of the Most High."

But in Enoch this " Son of Man " is interpreted as a

supernatural being, who with His angels shall confound

the kings of the earth, sit on the throne of God, judge

the world, and in general be God's agent in intro-

ducing the new era of the Apocalyptic hope.

" And there I saw One who had a head of days, and

His head was white like wool, and with Him was

another being whose countenance had the appearance of

a man, and his face was full of graciousness, like one of

the holy angels. And I asked the angel who went with

me and showed me all the hidden things, concerning

that Son of Man, who he was, and whence he was, and

why he went with the Head of Days? And he

answered and said unto me, ' This is the Son of Man who

hath righteousness, with whom dwelleth righteousness,

and who reveals all the treasures of that which is hidden,

because the Lord of Spirits hath chosen him, and his

lot before the Lord of Spirits hath surpassed everything

in uprightness for ever. And this Son of Man whom

thou hast seen will arouse the kings and the mighty

ones from their couches, and the strong from their

thrones, and will loosen the reins of the strong and

grind to powder the teeth of the sinners. And he will

put down the kings from their thrones and kingdoms

because they do not extol and praise him, nor thank-

fullv acknowledge whence the kingdom was bestowed

upon them' " (Enoch xlvi. 1-5, Dr. Charles' iranslation).

" And at that hour that Son of Man was named in

the presence of the Lord of Spirits and his name before

' Cf. riji. Juilc i4,"Kn(irh, ^ilsn thi- srvrntli from A.i.ini, pruilxsicil of thesr."

The •cc'tion known as th-- " Similitudes" appear, lo Ujv hcfn wrifrn l-pforr 64 i..i

.
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the Head of Days. And before the sun and the signs

were created, before the stars of the heaven were made,

his name was named before the Lord of Spirits. He

will be a staff to the righteous on which they will

support themselves and not faU, and he will be the

light of the Gentiles and the hope of those who are

troubled of heart. All who dwell on earth will fall

down and bow the knee before him, and will bless and

laud and celebrate with song the Lord of Spirits. And

for this reason has he been chosen and hidden before

Him, before the creation of the world, and for ever-

more " (Enoch xlviii. 2-6).

This conception of the Messiah as Son of Man, that

is, as a pre-existent supernatural being, destined to be

manifested at the close of history to usher in the new era,

is by far the most important if we are to understand

the general outlook of the original disciples and of the

writers of the New Testament. But it did not displace

either the name or the conception of the ideal Son of

David. In the Psalms of Solomon, for instance—

a

collection of Pharisaic hymns of the first century B.C.—

we find the expectation of a new era to be introduced,

not by the sword of man but by the direct act of (Jod

Himself, and accompanied by a resurrection of the

righteous, as in the Apocalyptists. The Messiah in

himself, however, is not described in supernatural

terms, though phrases like "He shall destroy the

ungodly nations with the word of his mouth,"
|
taken

in connection with the statement that he will not

depend upon the ordinary means of warfare, may imply

greater than humai: powers.

Moreover, it is piobably quite incorrect to suppose

that the conception of the warrior Messiah was entirely

eliminated from the popular expectation by this purely

supernatural Apocalyptic conception. The exploits of

Judas Maccabaeus and his line, let alone the belief in

1 Cf 2 Th.-ss. ii. 8. -'Whom the Lor.l Jmus sh;ill tlay with the breath -.f Hii

mouth/ ;.n.l Rev. i. If.. "Out of Hi' mouth went .. t«o-c.lgrH <word."
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"blood and iron" which is innate in human nature,
forbade the extinction of the hope that some day there
would rise One who should draw the sword, and
summon the tribes, like Deborah of old, " to the help
of the Lord against the mighty." Theudas (cf. Acts v.

36) seems to have been such an one, and the immense
response which at a later date Bar-Cochba, who ^/^ claim
to be a Messiah of this kind, was able to evoke, shows
that the older conception, though slumbering, was still

alive. But these various conceptions of Messiah, though
logically irreconcilable, were doubtless combined in the
mind of the average Jew. In popular theology two
and two need not necessarily make four, and dreams of
future happiness find the picturesque language of poetry
more congenial than prosaic logic.

In some circles there seems to have been a curious
amalgam of two phases of the Messianic hope. Dati-ig
from Maccabaean times there had always been two
sections among the Jews, those who frowned down
political unrest and preached that deliverance by the arm
of the Lord alone must be awaited,* and those, like the
followers of Judas of Galilee—the Zealots as the" were
called—who were always ready to draw the sword the
moment a leader or an opportunity appeared. Judas
and such as he were not regarded as Messiahs. It was
believed rather that if Israel had faith to draw the sword
in their support, at the crisis of the war which must
ensue, just at the moment wken a crushing defeat
seemed inevitable, the supernatural Christ would appear.

John the Baptist

Such in brief were the somewhat diverse hopes
passionately entertained by the people, when suddenly
there appeared in the desert the wild ascetic figure of

' Of such would be the circle of quirt devout souls, " lookinjs fur the consolation of
Israel" (Luke ii. Z5), pictured in Luice i. and ii. Prof. Lake {Earlm F.piuiet of
,V FmI. p. 59O tentatively suggests that the existence . f a Zealot propaganda gives an
additional point to maxims like "Ri-sist not evil,"
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John the Baptist, preaching " the kingdom of God is at

hand."' The Day ofJudgment and the New Era, so long

foretold by Prophet and Apocalyptist, are at last in sight.

All great movements, political and religious, have in

them something of the element of reaction, all go back

to an age behind the present and revive a principle or

ideal of the past which the present has forgotten or

obscured. John Hampden made his appeal to the

ancient liberties of England, the French Revolution

looked back to the Republicanism of Brutus and

Cassius, Luther and Calvin to the writings of the

Apostles, Newman and Pusey to the Caroline Divines

and the Fathers of the undivided Church.

But no revival can really bring back the past :

unconsciously its message combines with the concep-

tions of that past to which it recurs, much of that

present against which it appears to protest. The later

centuries of Judaism had produced a great religious

literature
—"Wisdom," Psalm, and Apocalyptic— but

all or almost all was ; .nymous or pseudonymous.

There had been lacking the personal appeal of the

ancient prophet speaking, because he must speak, with

an authority none could question, *' Thus saith the

Lord." The preaching of John is a revival of the

prophetic method of the past : anonymity is thrown

off, he speaks in his own person in the spirit and the

power of an Elijah. But what has intervened is not

forgotten. Apocalyptiot and Prophet, the new and the

old, are in him combined. In the little that is preserved

of his teaching we feel the grand simplicity, the ethical

directness, which is the note of the prophets of the

eighth century B.C. The vision is the apocalyptic

vision of the Kingdom, akin to Enoch's, but it is

preached in the spirit of Amos. Before John, Apoca-

lyptic was largely a literary tradition tied up in in-

genious symbolism. Now it becomes a direct prophetic

message from God to the masses of the people.

' Malt. iii. 2, prubjbly Ironi the y version oT John's preaching.
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The interesting question as to a possible connection
between John the Baptist and the sect of the Essenes
does not here concern us. It is, however, essential to
recognise that he set in motion a "revival" or wave
of religious movement of great importance. This
is attested not only by the considerable emphasis laid

on him and his relations with our Lord in all our
Gospels, and by the hesitation of the authorities even
to seem to speak against one whom " all held to be a
prophet" (Mark xi. 32), but also by the fact that
his influence had reached as far as Ephesus (cf. Acts
xix. 3) ahead of Christianity ;' while Josephus, if the
passage is authentic, speaks of him and of our Lord
as if they were popular prophets of equal importance.
That our Lord felt much in sympathy with the Baptist's

message,—direct, intelligible to all, at cncc prophetic
and apocalyptic,—is shown by His coming Himself to
be baptized by him, as well as by His emphatic refer-

ence to him as one than whom none greater has been
born of woman.

The Call of our Lord and the Psychology
OF THE Prophetic Mind

Like John our Lord appeared to His contemporaries
pre-eminently as a Prophet^ (Mark viii. 28)—that He
claimed to be Christ was not suspected at first even by
the Twelve. And if our speculations as to His inner

mind are to avoid the anachronism of being merely
modern ideas read back into the past, we may only
penetrate the mind of the last and greatest of the
Hebrew prophets by studying the psychology of the
other prophets of His race.

The most striking difference betwe-^-i-^^-'-e Hebrew
prophet and the religious and social reformer of modern
times is the sense of complete possession by the Spirit of

' Cf. also Mark vi. 4. Luke vii. 16, 39, xxiv, 19, ttc.

M'^'"'"^^
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God, the feeling of being a mere instrument, a mere
voice, by means of which the Divine message is to be

given. The modern reformer speaks of his own con-

victions, he backs them up by proof and argument.

The Hebrew prophet says simply, " Thus saith the

Lord." The modern speaks of his enthusiasm for the

cause, of his duty to advocate it. Contrast the words
of Amos, " The lion hath roared, who will not fear ?

the Lord God hath spoken, who can but prophesy .''

"

Differences of national temperament and the tendency

to depend on argument rather than on intuition

—

largely the result of centuries of education, first in the

analytic rationalistic categories of Greek philosophy,

subsequently in those of modern science—have made
it impossible nowadays for any but a half-mad impostor

to speak like this. But the great Hebrew prophets

were the antithesis of that.

Such a conviction of possession and message seems
normally to date from some great moment in the pro-

phet's life—his Call. "The Lord took me from follow-

ing the flock," says Amos. "I saw the Lord sitting upon
a throne," begins the famous vision of Isaiah. Similar

experiences are recorded by Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The
visions and the voices they speak of are no mere pieces

of conscious symbolism or imaginative fine writing, any
more than was the rapture into the third heaven which

St. Paul records in 2 Corinthians.

To certain types of mind, especially at certain stages

of culture, the voice of conscience or the conviction of

vocation at the supreme crises of a life become translated

into what the subject can only regard as visible or

audible experiences. In old days anything that came
by way of a vision came with an added authority. Now-
adays the prejudice is the other way. A vision is

commonly regarded as evidence for an unsound mind,

and as even discrediting the thing " revealed " in it. A
sounder psychology would seem to indicate that both

prejudices are equally irrelevant. The value of an idea,

11
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ii

or the inspiration of its propounder, is to be judged by
intrinsic quality, not by the manner of realisation. Men
do not gather figs of thistles, or creative thought from
lunatics. Kubla Khan, one of its author's finest poems,
came to him in a vision—part of which he could never

recall. Thr. difference between such an experience

and that sudden flash of insight which more usually

accompanies all special moral, artistic, or intellectual

apprehension in modern times, is very largely due to

differences in temperament, education, and environ-

ment. All great ideas, all new solutions, whether in

science,^ ethics, art or practical life arise, apparently

unbidden, to the mind.

Considerable light is thrown on the nature of the

Prophetic Call if it be studied in connection with the

wider phenomenon known as Conversion—conversion,

that is, of the sudden and immediate type—a phenomenon
to which psychologists have of late given special atten-

tion. It would appear that such a conversion differs

from the more gradual awakening of the conscience to

the claims of a higher life, which is in modern times the

more familiar experience, at any rate in Anglican circles,

chiefly in the fact that influences which have been all

along actually at work, have, in the case of a gradual

awakening, been more or less consciously recognised

and even welcomed, whereas, in the case of a sudden
conversion, their operation has been unknown to the

subject or, if known, has been consciously and strongly

resisted.*

The difference between the Hebrew prophet, to

whom his message comes in a sudden unexpected in-

tuition so strong as to be externally visualised or made
audible, and the modern reformer, to whom his con-

victions have come by a more gradual awakening of

interest and a consciously inductive study of facts and
conditions, seems to present a close psychological analogy

' Cf. csp. the description of hit owi experience i. Poincart', Science et M -ihoir, ch. iii,

' Cf. James, I'arieiies of Rcligioui Exferitnces, lectures VIII.-X.
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to that between the suddenly converted and the gradually
illuminated type of Christian experience.

This does not mean that before his Call the prophet
was in the moral state of the " unconverted sinner."
A call is not the same thing as a conversion. The
one is a summons to a new work, the other to a new
ideal

; the one is merely a change of activity, the other
a change of heart. Doubtless the two often go together,
as for instance in the case of St. Francis of Assisi, but
they are separable both in thought and experience.
They are, however, alike in that they both involve an
added stimulus, a changed " focus of interest," to use
Professor James' phrase, a concentration, and as it were
a crystallisation, of tendencies hitherto more or less

latent. Such a change of focus, such a reconstruc-
tion and rearrangement of the balance of interest,

is very commonly (though by no means exclusively)
brought about under the influence of the psychological
ferment caused by a religious re\ ival, and even in modern
times is sometimes accompanied by voice or vision.

"Conversion," as James points out, is only for the
" twice-born," that is, for those who before the crisis

through which they attain inward peace and conviction
have passed through a period more or less clearly

realised of struggle, stress, and doubt. Similarly we
may suppose that a call, even in the cases where it is

not the accompaniment of a conversion, presupposes a
period of intense but baflled interest in some spiritual
or moral problem leading up to the moment of illumin-
ation which provides the prophet with his message.'
Thus the difl^erence between ancient prophet and modern
reformer is more psychological than material. Yet the
man to whom at the last all comes in a flash, seems to
apprehend with a clearness, and to be fired with a
passion unknown to him whose eyes have been gradually
opened. And when a call comes in a voice or vision

So Pomcarc, he. at., emphaiisei concentrnttd intereM as pre-requiiite to tie
flash ot icicntific diicovery,

H

t

'!
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which he who sees or hears cannot but regard as the

act of God external to himself, ic produces a tempest of

conviction not otherwise attained.

It was a celestial vision on the road to Damascus
that made of Saul the persecutor, the Apostle who
" laboured more abundantly than they all." It was
a celestial vision—the vault of heaven rent asunder,

the Spirit descending as a dove, a voice, " Thou art My
beloved Son "—that certified a greater than St. Paul
of His supreme vocation.'

In a psychological crisis like this dim premonitions
and unseen potentialities are brought to a climax ; the

personality, so to speak, comes into its inheritance and
at a bound attains maturity. But the meaning of the

crisis is determined by the quality of the personality

itself, and by the sum of all the influences which it

has assimilated to itself from its environment during
a long course of years. The external stimulus which
precipitates the crisis may be the least important factor

in the final result. In the present instance the external

stimulus is not far to seek. The wave of religious ex-
pectancy stirred up by the preaching of the Baptist would
naturally induce a special susceptibility to a religious

call. The moment of Baptism, the rite of mystic
initiation into the Kingdom proclaimed so near at hand,
would not unnaturally be to our Lord the moment of
illumination as to His own position in that kingdom.*

But though this may explain the moment and
manner of the Call it throws no light on the
growth of a Personality which could be responsive

' In St. Mark's version (Mark i. lo) the Call is clearly a vision personal to our
Lord. " He saw the heavens rent asunder, and the Spirit as a Hove de-cen'iing upon
I lim." In St. Luke's veriion (Luke iii. ^z) it is said that " The heaven was opened,
and the Holy Spirit descended in a bodily form, as a .love"—a materialised inter-
pretation, though probably unconsciously so, ot the original tradition. It is probable
that the stories of the Baptism and Tempution arc ultimately derived from an
account given to tlic disciples by our Lord Himself.

' It will be remembered that later on our Lord expressly (M.Ttt. xvii, 12-13)
I'eutifici John with the Klijah who, as Malachi had foretold (Mai. iv. 5), was to
II war immediately before "the great and terrible day of the Lord." For the
u iginal significance of the rite of Baptism cf. Essay IV. p. 162. /
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to such a call, and which could respond to it in the
particular way in which He did. Nor is it likely that

we should be much the wiser on this po nt if wc knew
far more than we do of the environmenl of His earlier

years—of the family and education, ol' the synagogue
and social life of a Cialilean village. We do not
explain a Shakespeare in terms of t' e Parish Church
and Grammar School of Stratford. Historical research

may reveal the forces which condition but not those

which produce the epoch-making individual.

One reflection, however, is suggested by the facts we
know. " Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall

see God." To see God means—among other things

—

to estimate the world according to a scale of values

other than the common. It is to sec the littleness of
much that man calls great, the greatness of much that

man calls little. It is to consider the lilies of the field,

and to see that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed

like one of these. It is to see the worth of man as

man, undazzled by the external differences that go with
wealth and place. It is to see that whoso would be
truly great must be the servant of his kind. To One
who looked at life like this it might not seem so great

a paradox that the Christ of God should be chosen
from the ranks of those whose lot it is to labour and
to serve. Nevertheless, in all great minds, and notably

in all religious minds, there is an element of deep
humility, and without some such an experience of voice

or vision as that attested by the earliest tradition it would
be difficult to understand His absolute conviction that

He was indeed Lord of lords and King of kings.

Apocalyptic or Warrior Christ ?

The detailed story of the Temptation, found in

St. Matthew and St. Luke (as well apparently as the

Baptism), seems to have stood in Q, the oldest source

which criticism has detected. It may perhaps be
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interpreted as a kind of parable of the events of those
days—our Lord was fain to speak in parables. Or it

may be a reminiscence of something He told the
disciples, insensibly cast by them in the re-telling into
more pictorial form. It is even possible that the effects
of a long hunger combined with the nervous reaction
of the stirring experience of His Call actually caused
His inner conflict to become visualised in the form
related. In any case its psychological appropriateness
to the situation is undeniable. A moment of intense
spiritual exaltation is inevitably followed by a period of
depression. Always after vision comes struggle, after
a call the temptation niost pertinent to it.

The revelation that He was the Christ, attested as
it was by an audible voice divine, did not admit of
doubt. But being the Christ, how He was called upon
to act must have been a problem of no smalJ perplexity.
Once that was decided, the powers, miraculous or
otherwise, necessary for the part might be presumed.
One by one arise before His mind current ideas of
what the Christ should do or be, one by one they are
rejected as entailing faithlessness to the highest ideal.

"Bid these stones become bread." The value He
set on the outward trappings of royalty may appear from
the satirical allusion to those " that wear soft raiment

"

to be found "in kings' houses." Its more material
advantages, the command of all the means of gratifying
physical and other wants, might for an instant attract
one brought up to know the pinch of poverty, and
feeling at the moment the actual pangs of hunger. But
to use for such a purpose the gift of miracle (a gift, be
u remembered, which was postulated by His Messiah-
ship according to contemporary ideas ^) was inconsistent
with the scheme of ethical values of one who could say,
"How hardly shall they that have riches enter into
the kingdom of God."

' The Anti-Chriit even wa« expected to have this power
; cf. 2 The»s. ii. 9, Mark
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i

"All the kingdoms of the earth and the glory f

them." The rejection of this temptation is the fii

rejection of the office of a '* Warrior Christ " w
would " wade through slaughter to a throne "

;

Caesar on the throne of David, albeit ruling, when H
got there, in the spirit of righteousness.

" If thou be the Son of God cast thyself down from
hence." This is usually interpreted as the temptation

to secure a general recognition of Himself as Messiah
without effort and without appeal to any moral interest

in His message, but simply by a dramatic miracle, in

fact, to convert an evil and adulterous gene -tinn by a

sign. I would, however, hazard anothc
based on the fact that St. Luke, preserving

the original order of Q,' plac.-s this after thi

to act as a Warrior Christ. If the kingd

be established by the sword, it can only be ;.

God such as the Apocalyptists picture. ;'

the Christ to wait and work, or should \ ?

startling act precipitate the consummation r

Man was expected to appear in the sky w
angels. Should He then fling Himself froi.n the hu

pinnacle of *' Temple in sight of 3.11 Jeru*'^

trusting that "^ave His Christ from desrrui

would send a fli^. angels to His si. ; ort u>

m attempt to "force the hand" of G* .4. incoi 4l

with the trust in the Heavenly Father *

is decisively rejected :
" Thou shalt n

thy God."
The conception of Warrior Chr-t

absolutely and in toto, there remained only the c

of the Christ to be Apocalvptically manifested !

this fact, and from the fact that our Lord s s
i

speaks of Himself as Son of Man, it would appt that

it was along the lines of that conception that He inter^ reted

His office. But " along the lines of that conception
"

is all we are entitled to say. His independent 'nrer-

•stion,

clievr,

natif n

not ? >

act I

' so, 1'

^ *om'

i ne S< 1 1 !

atten an?

m

.ght

empt

being

tst

' (.'< J.'/J./l.i in Ihr S^tiiyplir Prnfilri' H2 (.),

i
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pretation of the Old Testament and His trenchant
criticism of the traditions of the Scribes, f^hld us to
impute to Him a slavish literalism in the acceptance
of contemporary apocalyptic symholism. But of this
more will be said hereafter (cf. p, 1 16 fF.).

The definite rejection of any political conception of
Messiahship and the acceptance of the apocalyptic
symbol of the Son of Man, even though interpreted in
an original and independent way, brought with it the
determination of His immediate course of action. The
manifestation of the Son of Man was part, and, in the
vision of Daniel at any rate, not even the first part, of
the Great Restoration to be brought about by immediate
Divine intervention. It was obvious, therefore, that
His Messiahship was only, as it were, that of a Messiah
presumptive. Not till the time came for the Kingdom
to be established would He appear as King.' His
obvious duty, then, for "he present lay in the continuance
of the work of John t iiaptist, i.e. in urging men to
prepare themselves for .le Kingdom that was soon to
be :

" Repent ye, for the Kingdowi is at hand."
The fact that the Christ has come, but the time for

His Kingdom has not yet come, ipso facto turns the
ChristHdesignate into a Prophet—a role not originally in-
cluded in the conception of the Christ. Thus as in the
case of John the Baptist, in the first stage of the great
religious movement we are studying, so in the second
stage with our Lord Himself, we have a reaction to
and a revival of the methods and ideas of the great ones
of the past. The ordinary religious teacher of the
time was the Rabbi—professedly only a commentator.
Original inspiration when it existed took an anonymous
or pseudonymous form, rriinly Apocalyptic. Like
John, our Lord came forth - speaking with authority

"

like one of the ancient prophets.

1 .i pa-ti.ii qua; ncJtiju ^f th!) nutrnt-nt will be tju::t! un p. i rg.

^^1^.
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:

P

The Teaching of our Loru : its Themk and

Character

For a while, then, the Christ-to-be becomes, as it

were, His own forerunner, and thus the last of the long

succession of the Prophets. On the interpretation

and application to life of the teaching thus, almost

incidentally, given, treatises have been written and

sermons preached for nineteen hundred years. But

for our present purpose it is not so much with its

practical application as with its relation to the back-

grour J of the thought of the time that we are concerned.

Li the doctrine of the Fatherhood of God dis-

tinguished modern scholars have seen the essence of

His teaching. It would be more correct to {X)int to

this, rather as being the presupposition and background

of His teaching, than as the conspicuous feature in its

actual content. Nothing, indeed, can be more obvious

than that God was ever present to our Lord's mind as

the one great reality, more real and actual than the

external world. In His mind, too, that "fear of the

Lord," which loonv^ so large in Hcb-ew literature, has

been swallowed up in the " perfect love which casteth

out fear," Hence He speaks of God naturally and

normally as " My Father," as " your heavenly Father." '

But this is not- done as though it were some new

conception of God which it is His special and primary

duty to proclaim. Indeed, it was not in itself new,

being found in earlier Jewish thought,'' though, of

' It is njticeabii: that He Is nrvcr rrportf.l ai laying "Our Fsiticr." Tliri may

be accidental, but it mav imply that the difference bttwein Hii <>v.n ii><ciil rcialiim-

ihip to Cod and >hat of other men wa» never overlooked. The opining wordi of

the Lor.l'i Prayer are no eiception, for it is not given as a prayer for His own use.

In the Synoptics the title " Son of God " is commonly a synonym for Messiah, but it

only twice clearly uatu by our Lord, in the form "the Son" (Mk. xiii. 32, Mt. li.

Z7 = Lk. I. 22) ; though it is implied by "Son" in Mk. lii. 6, ,Mt. iiii. 2. In Mt.

li. 27 it .ippears to have a mystical sense as weil ; cf. p. 1 19.

' In the 0,T. the actual word " Father" is never clearly used of the rrlatinn of

:-od to the individual, but the idea of a Providence tender towards the individual

ems tT 'ije the inspiring thought in Psalms like "The Lord is my TShepherd

"
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course, it was new to make it normative and central in
the conception of God's attributes.

The Gospel representation leaves no room for
doubt that the specific message which at that crisis our
Lord felt primarily called to preach, and the message
which He bade the Twelve to preach, was not this. It
was the message of John the Baptist, " Repent ye, for
the Kingdom of God is at hand " (Mk. i. 1 5 ; Mt. x. 7).The message has two aspects, the ethical' " repent

"

and the eschatological, " the Kingdom is at hand," In
the detailed working out of either aspect we see that
same feature of continuity with the present combined
with reaction to older ideals, which has been already
noticed in the mission of John the Baptist. We call
to mmd His saying about the " Scribe instructed unto
the kingdom of heaven, . . . which bringeth forth out
of his treasure things new and old " (Matt. xiii. 52)

Controversy has raged round the question how far
the teaching of our Lord can be called «« original

"

Much of It has been beside the mark. Great minds
do not seek after originality but ifter truth ; incident-
ally, along with the old, they light on new truth. A
more specific characteristic of greatness is the power of
seizing upon the essential and eliminating the irrelevant.
It IS this which in Science distinguishes the discoverer
offresh light from the plodding student, which in Art
differentiates the master from the copyist. It is the
secret of what in letters we name " style." In that form
of "ongmality" which is always straining after
novelties, it is conspicuously absent. In practical life
It appears as that rare gift paradoxically known ascommon sense. In character—the instinctive capacity
tor right thought and action—it is seen as simplicity
directness, and an unerring sense of value.

To understand the main features of our Lord's

(1 ». XXI,,.). or Who.n dwellcth under the defence of (he Mo,t Higi, '
(l', xci >

Ct. I.,ke „ a f.ther pmeth hi, .w„ children " (P,. ci,i. 13). liu, ihe.ule "Faheu applied to God m c»rly portior.s „1 ti.e Tdlmud.
"
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message we need only to trace the operation of this one
principle in His attitude to the chief elements in con-
temporary religion—the Law and the Eschatological
hope. But this simplicity and directness of perception
is not confined to these departments, nor is it the result
of laborious analysis or conscious theory. It flows
naturally from the simplicity and directness of His
whole outlook on life. " If thine eye be single, thy
whole body will be full of light." "What shall it

profit a man, if he gain the whole world, and lose his own
soul ? " It is seen again in the famous word about the
lilies—the one aesthetic judgment of His which has
come down to us- « that Solomon, in all his glory, was
not arrayed like one of these." It lies behind the " one
thing needful " which chides the " fussiness " of Martha,
and it is perhaps the inner meaning of the baffling saying,
" Except ye become as little children ye shall iiot enter
into the kingdom of heaven."

A biting simplicity and directness is no less character-
istic of the form of ilis teaching—more often given in

spontaneous ol^iter iiicta of penetrating brevity than
in set discourse, illuminated with vivid illustration from
the household or the farm, abounding in paradox, irony,
and humour. Too ' ften, however, we miss their point.
Familiarity has dulled the freshness of His words, nor
are we schooled to look for qualities like these in books
canonical; but did St. Francis altogether miss the mark
when he styled his followers jocuhitores domini^ " the
Master's Mt-rrymen "

.?
>

Thk Ethical Teachinc,

(17) /;/ relation to the Law
" Repent."—To the Jew the mora! law was the law of

Moses, there was no other. Hard things said about the

' C(. S[>e,u!um I'erfe.thf:!^, ix. 100. For a disciissio!) of the fiirm of our Lord'i
teaching I would refer to a fascinating study in Mr. Glov.-r's C -Jin: J /J,%',ni „
ihe Roman Emfiri, p. ! 1- tf. The occa.ional humour in the- CojpfK ,j .1!,,, noticed
in Mtmoin .f .ir,),l :,ii,f Ttmple, vul. ii. p. (,;;i.

'i
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Law by St. Paul in the heat of controversy have tended

to make some moderns—children of the Reformation,

exulting in the "glorious liberty of the children of

God "—forget that these sayings give only a one-sided

account even of St. Paul's views. Whatever its short-

comings, a law which could call forth in its praise Psalm
cxix. was a real source of moral and religious inspiration

to a nation ever ready to bleed in its defence.

The casuistry and pedantry of its interpreters are

scathingly denounced by our Lord, but nowhere is a

word said by Him against the Law itself. Yet towards
it His attitude is one of entire independence and
discrimination. He changes fundamentally the whole
method of approaching it, making the essential thing to

consist, not in what the letter of the Law actually

p jcribed, but in those moral and religious ends which
tne Law, in so far as it was God's Law, was intended

to help men to attain. Like all great educationalists

He aimed at leading men to understand and to originate,

not merely to accept and to obey.

He goes back behind the Law to the ancient

Prophets, and in the spirit of him who said, " I will b'

mercy and not sacrifice," He lays down principles lu

which are implicit a complete revolution in the methods
and content of the Law. " The Sabbath was made for

man, not man for the Sabbath "
;
" because of the hardness

of your hearts, Moses permitted divorce "
;

'• not that

which goeth into a man defileth a man, but that which

Cometh out "
;
" whosoever look^^th on a woman to lust

after her hath committed adultery "
;
" love God, love

man, on these two commandments hang all the Liw
and the Prophets." Here are great ethical and religious

principles which sift out in a word the wheat from the

chaff and supply at the same time a new stimulus, a new
outlook, and a new approach to the moral ideal.

I have argued elsewhere' that the actual form of

our Lord's own teaching may have beer, to some
^ StuJiei m :he S\'tj-jt;i^ Prcbiem, p. 22' t.
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extent determined by His clear apprehension of the

innate human tendency to conceive of right conduct
as a system of rules, of which Pharisaism is only an

extreme instance. It is at any rate remarkable that

He nowhere lays down rules. A rule as such neces-

sarily invites a casuistic interpretation ; we cannot

help asking whether such and such a thing is or is not

"within the meaning of the Act." But, by means of

Parable or Paradox, principles can be laid down without

this danger. Even the most ingenious could not

extract a cut and dried rule as to the comparative

claims of the family and religion from the saying " He
that hateth not his father and his mother . . . cannot

be my disciple." Yet in the mouth of One who taught

a gospel of love its meaning cannot be misunderstood.

The principle that morality is a disposition of the soul,

not a code of rules, has a further and specially character-

istic application. If it is the change of heart, the

direction in which a man is moving, that matters most,

it follows that the stage of actual achievement which he

has already reached at a particular moment is relatively

unimportant.* Hence the Publican, who clearly sees

the great gap between himself and his ideal, is ethically

in a more hopeful state than the Pharisee, natvcly

unconscious that there is a gap at all. Progress is most
possible where it is most desired, and the messenger
of God has more in common with admitted sinners

than with the grave and solemn personages ironically

described as *' needing no physician."
1 (

((^) in relation to the eschatological background

Such principles commend themselves at once as self-

evident and of universal application. But there is

another element in our Lord's teaching of which this

' Similarly St. P.iui 'pc.ks of a man bcinj; "ju'lirini " oner .mil fur all at liii

conversion, in spite of his frrq'ifri cxpTirntc that tl.c protr'i of " lanctilicition,"

the buililing up of a sia'ulc characi»r, »:n in m.iny ca»r» painfully ilovi.

•
i

t ^1

I- ;

: fl
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cannot be said. I mean those " world-denying " injunc-
tions which have always provided such plentiful food for
discussion. The discovery of the eschatological back-
ground of the Gospels has turned the discussion into a
new channel, and the question has been raised of late,

whether it may not be the case that He Himself regarded
much of His teaching as a merely temporary ethic, valid
only for the few short years or even months of strain
and stress, which were expected to intervene before the
Kingdom of God should apnear.

As we shall see later the Gospels imply, and the
early Church certainly believed, that He taught that
the Kingdom of God, and with it the end of the present
world-order, was very near. Supposing Him to have
held this, had this expected catastrophe no influence
on His view of the appropriate conduct for mortals in

the brief interval remaining ? If «' the hammer of the
world's clock had risen to strike the last hour," ought
not in fact His teaching to have been an interimsethik '

—

the morality for a short period of transition }

It may help towards attaining the right point of
view for a solution of this lately formulated problem if

we note that the same question might be asked with
regard to St. Paul's ethics, for he, too, held the same view
of the "shortness of the time." Yet, save in one
passafre concerning marriage,^ there is little obvious
reaction of his eschatological views upon his ethics.

There is something timeless about the great ideals of
Righteousness or Beauty, and it would seem that the
specific genius of Prophet, Poet, or Artist cannot but
seize and body forth the things it sees in forms of
eternal meaning. The fine frenzy of intuition soars
above the logic of the world-view of its possessor. A
close examination seems to show clearly that the rule
holds good in the present instance. Doubtless had the

' It Is worth rfmarking that tor the bciievtr in immortailtv cvtn in the
twfntiftii cfntury, this life of threescore veurs anu ten migiit maiie !<onie use ev.-n
ol an inter imitt'uk.

' Ct. I C>ir. vii. j6.!i.
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Master explicitly contemplated the centuries of slow

development still awaiting humanity, the actual form and
phrasing of many a precept would have been difVcrent.

Doubtless, too, He v'ould have let fall a word or two on
the creative moral value of institutions like the I'amily

and thi. State. But the heart of the question is not

here, but in those great anti-worldly paradoxes which
have ever constituted the "offence" of Christian ethic.

" One thing thou lackest ; sell all that thou hast, and
come> follow Me." " Be not anxious for the morrow."
" Ifa man smite thee on one cheek, turn to him the other."
" Lay not up for yourself treasures upon earth," and the

like. Do precepts like these represent the Master's

estimate of real and fundamental values .- Or did He
only mean that wealth, forethought, self-assertion were
good enough things in times past, and that preoccupa-

tion with tfiem is foolish now only in view of the

approaching catastrophe .''

Two main reasons seem to preclude this interpreta-

tion. Firstly, the approaching end of the world is not
as a matter of fact adduced as a motive in the case of
many o^ the most startling of these precepts. Men are

urged not to be anxious for the morrow, not for the

eschatological reason that to-morrow they may awake in

another world, but because (iod's providence is dailv

shown in His feeding the fowls of the air and clothing

the lilies of the field. Whether the end be far or near,

moth and rust will still corrupt, and thieves break

through and steal, and wealth is disparaged primarily

because the love of it distracts the soul in conflicting ways

:

"No man can serve two masters" ; "Where your treasure

is, there vill your heart be also." " Love vour enemies
"

is commanded, not because the time is too short for

petty squabbles, but " that ye may be sons of your
F"ather which is in heaven, for he maketh his sun to rise

on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the

just and on the unjust."

But a fiirther consideration arising even more f ^m

ll
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the very heart of the matter is this. Every word and
act of our Lord makes it clear that the love of God and
man which was for Him the fundamental principle of
hfe was not a mere emotional sentiment, neither was
It a mere academic criterion for discriminating between
the essential and non-essential elements in traditional
morality. It was a consuming passion for service, that
passion which dedicates whosoever is inflamed there-
with to a life of renunciation, conflict, and reproach,
and which demands the absolute sacrifice and surrender
of all that would hinder devotion to the cause.

" Whoso hateth not his father and his mother—yea
and his own life also—cannot be My disciple." Sayings
such as these are no doubt intentionally paradoxical in
their expression, but they spring not from the eschato-
logical expectations of His age but from His own
inward passion for God and man, and he who would
neglect, explain away, or tone them down has missed
the secret of the Master's power. Herein lies the
heroic element in Christianity, which alone has made it,

and alone can make it, a religion fit for heroes.

Give all thou canst : high heaven rejects the lore
Of nicely calculated less or more.

(c) in relation to the Divine Forgiveness

Yet to lay emphasis only on this stern summons to
absolute singleness of purpose and absolute surrender to
the ideal at whatever cost would give a one-sided impres-
sion of His message in its totality. Equally con-
spicuous is the tenderness and sympathy for those who
have fallen short, even of a far less exacting moral ideal
than that which He Himself both taught and lived, for
the publican, the sinner, or the man whose sickness was
due to his own sin (cf. Mark ii. 5). The ideal is infinite

;

infinite, too, is the compassion for those who miss it.

After the pattern of the ideals of a man's own mind
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are the predominant characteristics of that image of the

Divine nature which he is capable of realising. To the

old prophets God was pre-eminently a God of justice,

stern and terrible, a God " that loveth righteousness

and hateth iniquity." Another note, indeed, is struck

from time to tl.ne in the Old Testament, and we hear of
" the loving-kindness of the Lord " (cf. Psalm Ixxxix. i).

In our Lord's mind it is this aspect which lies upper-

most, though the sterner side is not forgotten. In His
teaching, the stress on the Divine forgiveness at times

almost drowns the warning note of judgment. Parables

like the Prodigal Son ; sayings like " your heavenly

Father knoweth that ye have need of these things before

ye ask "
;
" not one sparrow falleth to the ground with-

out your Father "
; must be set side by side with " strait

is the gate " and " let him take up his cross," if we
would realise the full meaning of His call to repent.

Just as the duty of man is no longer taught as the

negative " thou shalt not harm," but the positive " thou
shait do good," so the Divine compassion is no longer

conceived merely as that negative mercy which remits

the just penalty for offences done, but as the over-

flowing tenderness which goes forth " to seek and to

save that which is lost." It is under the figure of the

Good Shepherd that the mind of Europe has loved best

to think of Him who thus taught, and perhaps this

aspect of His teaching is that which His Church has

least conspicuously failed to keep alive.

The Kingdom of God

"The Kingdom is at hand." His attitude towards
contemporar;' eschatological conceptions seems, as we
should expect, to be characterised by that same blend
of acceptance and independent interpretation that is

shown in His attitude towards the Law.
Jewish Apocalyptic was based on a geocentric

f '1

I
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picture now long outgrown, of Heaven. Earth, Hell

highest of aU God in supra-regal splendour seatedon an almost material throne. Its concentions Sthe method of the Divine working n h^tor^ are

.nd th.t . 1. f"'. ""^''^ '° '^' »"«" "< that ageand that culture found a natural embodiment in thieforms was a passionate faith in the Divine justL and

Lction'o?' P'-^^lf^^^^r
^hich, in a dointrodden

cTrrunt anH \ T'''""
""^'^^'^ ^^'^ <^^"turies bjcorrupt and powerful empires, is not one of the leastheroic manifestations of the religious spirit of ma„.'

Just as in His ethical teaching our Lord di<;enf.n„I«=
and develops the weightier .atlrs of tl^ Uw, '^^

^

H.s language about the eschatological Kingdom a«ention is concentrated on the essential nnjJ!? ? '

and Eternal T ifi. r .
^^^""^1 points, Jucgmentana r^ternal Lite. Contemporary Apocalyptic doesno lack conspicuous ethical and prophetic^ erments

and
'?

r;"/^°'"''
"^

'^IP'^^'^
in elaborating fancSand detailed pictures of the precise nature of thenbdations the demonic conflicts, the catacJysm^

celestial and terrestrial, which are to precede theSdeiverance; m giving mysterious signs to calculat^el?date
;
or in vivid descriptions of the various stages of

tltt^lT^loT'"'' ^" ''' '"^-'"^^-^ --" in

the?e'ctlng oftri!:rd"°^'TJ^
'"" *° ""^''"^ '"

the great p^t^o^tt ^X:Z::^^7^^
detail and the stress is all devoted to L .7S and

hou.vcr. good re.s..,, L bcl«ving ,ha ""f. , 1:;
""^' \r''-'>Tfc. Th.re arc,

una-.,thentic »vinp
; cf. mv remarks n SJ' ,W I c

""""" " '"«' ^^mixtur. of

»>.",.. u, O, Mark and Matthew^h.re1, a d ,,
' " '"'^'''''''."''^''"'''S'^''

m.k.n, o,.r Lord's savings confor,^, mor clot^ n
"."'"' '" "" '^"'''°" °f

P.it:>-rn. The fact i, an imrortart on" thoulh K
,' 'i''-""'"^''--'! »pocal;otic

.0 draw fr.n, i. ... , noJ.n,„^ ^S^^tr:;:^™' ' "" "" '"'^"'^
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religious exhortation, while the " Day of the Lord

"

looms out dimly in the future, awful, certain, but
undefined. What the Day of the Lord is to the old
prophets, that the coming of the Kingdom is to our
Lord—an essential part of His message, but not its

main content.

Another trait of independence in our Lord's preach-
ing of the Kingdom must be touched upon. I'wo
different types of teaching about the Kingdom occur
in the Gospels. On the one hand words are frequent
which imply or expressly state that He taught that
that present "generation should not pass away till all

things were accomplished," that the disciples would
not have time even to " go through the cities of Israel
before the Son of Man be come," and that the final
consummation of the Kingdom would come "like a
thief in the night," in sudden and catastrophic form.

Such sayings are so numerous, and in many cases
are so intimately bound up with the context and with
othe.' sayings, that they cannot be explained away
without grave risk of explaining away along with
them the historical character of the Gospels altogether.
Moreover, even if such language cor' i be eliminated
rrom the Gospels, the universal belief of the primitive
Church—testified to in practically every one of the
Epistles—could hardly be accounted for, except as
based on something in our Lord's teaching.

On the other hand i must needs think, in spite of
the opposition of some distinguished scholars, that it is

equally unscientific to explain away the collective fo ce
of certain passages of a different tmor.' Such are the
Parables of the Mustard Seed and Leaven, the Seed
growing secretly, the Hidden Treasure, and the Pearl
of great price, also certain shorter sayings like, " If I by
the finger of God cast out devils then is the Kingdom of

'Both siuts of tht question ar- nrrscnted in some .leta'l in a scrifj of aiiiclcs in
rht Inttrfilter, ]in. to Oct. 191 1, which contain a Iricndiy controversy bttwe-n
l-role.!or Burlcut, Archdeacon Alien inn myself on the luhjrct,

I
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God come upon you," " the Kingdom of God is within

you," * or again the mention of the fact that " the blind

see, the lame walk . . . the poor have the Gospel

preached unto them," as a token to John the Baptist

that our Lord was the Expected One. And there are

other less striking utterances, all of which seem to imply

that there is a sense in which the Kingdom is already

present. Many of them, indeed, also imply, and all are

consistent with, the view that in another sense it is still

future, and that only in the light of the richness of that

future will the real importance of the present be seen.

The future, indeed, is the harvest, but the present is the

seed.

The conviction that the salvation of God is in one

sense here and now, yet in another and larger sense still

awaiting consummation, that in the present life man
can enjoy a foretaste or "earnest" of that which

shall be, is fundamental as much in the religious

experience of the world's great mystics as in that of

the ordinary man. It is perhaps especially characteristic

of that age-long strain in Hebrew religion represented

in the Psalms. Hence the attempt to eliminate this

double element from the central theme of our Lord's

teaching by explaining away the sayings last enumerated

is not merely a tour de force of exegesis but runs counter

to the analogies of the religious consciousness.

But there is not really even a verbal inconsistency

between the two classes of sayings. " Kingdom of

God "is on the whole a misleading translation of the

original. " Reign or rule of God " would usually be

the better rendering ; cf. especially the paraphrase in

the Lord's Prayer " Thy kingdom come," that is, " Thy
will be done on earth as it is in heaven." Wherever
the forces of the evil one are put to flight, whenever
the sick are healed, whenever men hearken to the

^ I must iifcds think that ''wsthin )ou,'*and not "amcng vou." is the natural

rcndrring ol kvrh^ vy.{^v. This, ot course, oces not rule out speculation as to

whether tlie Greeic correctly represents the Aramaic phrase used by our Lord, but

the bufflen of proof lirs with thptr tti'n n'.^intain that it i* -i 'Tii«t''?P.*Ut!oni
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call to repent, these things are no mere sign that the
Kingdom IS near

; they arc, so far as they go, an actual
instalment of the realised reign of Ciod on earth. ihey
are not the flash-light from a distant coast, the mouth
of the harbour is already reached.

Here again our l.ord reverts back to an earlier
conception. The latest stage of Apocalyptic, as Dr.
Charles points out, differs from the earlier Apocalyptic,
and still more from the old prophetic view, in despairing
of the regeneration of this world by any means however
supernatural, and in hoping only for a new Jerusalem
coming straight down from heaven on to a new earth.
But the Kingdom of God as preached by our Lord
entailed also a regeneration of this earth, of which it
had been written, "The earth is the Lord's, and the
fulness thereof." Thus His conception, combining the
earlier Prophetic with the later Apocalyptic, includes
two ideas which modern thought must needs hold apart— the idea of a corporate national regeneration on
this earth, and the idea of individual immortality in a
supersensuous sphere.

We see here that same reinterpretation of con-
temporary religious beliefs in the light of their under-
lying principles, which wc have already seen in His
treatment of the Law. The essential idea of the
Kingdom is the realisation of the rule of God ; wherever
then evil is being rebuffed and good is triumphing, the
Kingdom IS, just so far, in the act of being realised.
In St. Paul we find that " the Kingdom of God is not
eating and drinking, hvl righteousness and peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost" (Rom. xiv. 17), and that the
present indwelling of the Spirit is "an instalment of
our inheritance " (Eph. i. i4).> In this, as well as in his
more definitely eschatological hopes, his teaching is
essentially implicit in his Master's.

' Cf. ai>o 2 Cor. i. jz, ». e.

i
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The Son of Man

So much for the Kingdom—what of the King?
The importance of His deliberate choice of the title,

Son of Man, has been aheady indicated (p. 102), but
it is not easy to be sure of the exact meaning He
attached to it.

A word must be said as to the actual phrase itself- In
the Old Testament, Son of Man is a poetical equivalent
for man. " Lord, what is man that Thou art mindful
of him, or the son of man that Thou regardest him ?

" '

The equivalent phrase in later Aramaic simply means
" man "

; whether this was already so in the dialect
used in Galilee in our Lord's time is a disputed point
among Aramaic scholars. In any case the title may be
fairly represented in English as "the Man."
We have seen, however, that the Book of Enoch

shows that, at any rate in some cir.:les, it had acquired
also a technical sense as a Messianic title. A confusion
between the ordinary and the technical use of the words
was thus possible, both in the minds of the original
hearers of our Lord and in the tradition of His sayings.
For instance, the saying, " The Sabbath was made for
man, not man for the Sabbath, therefore the Son of
Man is Lord also of th*; Sabba»:h," scii^s more pointed
if the latter half means, not that the Messiah, but that
man as such is master of the Sabbath. Again, the diffi-

culty that the saying (Mark ii. 10), " The Son of Man
hath power to forgive sins," does not seem to have been
interpreted as an open claim to Messiahship, would be
met if the Pharisees had understood, possibly misunder-
stood, Him to mean by the words no more than
" man."

As a rule, however, in the Synoptics the phrase is

Mt is notable that it U usually found in passages where the contrast of man',
lowliness with God s power is implied. Thus Ezckiel is alw.-,ys addressed by God
as

•_
son of man." In Gen. vi. 2 the parallel phrase " daughters of men " = wom-n

^- air- ••.:«-! in contrail to -ions ul UoJ."
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clearly used as the tide of the Apocalyptic Christ. It

is used in two sets of passages, in the one with the
emphasis on His glorious coming in judgment ; in the
other, almost in irony, to illustrate the Christian
paradox, " Whoso would be greatest let him be servant
of all." For instance, "The Son of Man hath not
where to lay His head "

;
" the Son of Man shall suffer

and be put to death "
;
" ihe Son of Man came not to

be ministered unto but to minister, and to give His
life " ;—passage-, of which half the point is lor^t if we
forget that Son of Man was the title of a King of kings,
the Vicegerent of God Himself.

Some difficulty is created by the fact, abundantly
clear from St. Mark's Gospel, that His claim to be the
Messiah at all was a secret, unknown even to the dis-

ciples till at Caesarea Philippi it was divined by St. Peter
in a moment of inspired intuition. I believe that

Schweitzer and others are correct in inferring from the
form in which the cries of the multitude are given in

St. Mark, the oldest version of the story, that even at

the Triumphal Entry they still regarded Him, not as

being Himself the supernatural Messiah of the apoca-
lyptic hope, but as a Prophet, the forerunner of the

Messiah—in fact, a second John the Baptist, as Herod
had once satirically named Him (Mark vi. 16). Even
if they had heard some of those sayings about the Son
of Man, to us so clearly personal in their reference,

they would naturally have supposed He could only
mean them of some glorious being yet to come.^

Hence from the first there was an element of
mystery about His use of the title. However, His

' Cf. Burkitt, Amtriian Journal of Theology for April 1911, pp. 180-190.
Schweitzer argues that John's question, "Art thou he that should come > " (Matt.^ xi. 3', means, not "Art thou the Christ ?" but "Art thou the Elijah who is to^ pn-trde the Christ?" (Mai. w. 5 j cf. Mark viii. i8, ii. 11), the "baptizcr with

S ''^ whom he himself had lorctolH. This may be correct. The view that John
•M recognised our Lord ar, Mcsiiah at the Baptism is implied no doubt in the Fourth

•^ Gospel, and in Matt. iii. 14-15," I have need to be baptized of Thee," etc.—an addition
^^g to the Marcan version, -•. hich on other grounds has been reganlrd as inauthentic

—

cu: u\^y ut ri liiiaiaKfM iiiicrcncc of i.*tcr Christian tradition.

m
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reply to the solemn adjuration of the High Priest

makes it dear that the passage in Daniel (vii. 13-14)
in connection with its personal application in the Book
of Enoch must be taken as normative, though not

exhaustive, for any sound interpretation.

" I saw in the ni ^ht visions, and, behold, there came
with the cloud- Oi Jica'-Pti one like unto a son of man,

and he came vcn to the Ai-?cient of days, and they

brought him t. ar before hiri. And there was given

him dominion, nJ glo;-y, and a kingdom, that all the

peoples, nations, and languages should serve him : his

dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not

pass away, and his kingdom that which shall not be

destroyed" (Dan. vii. 13-14).

To this day the Oriental mind expresses itself with

a luxuriance of imagery unfamiliar to the West.
Especially characteiistic is this of the Hebrew Prophets.

Their language is the language of poetry, not of sober

Saxon prose. And even beyond the norm of these the

language of our Lord is rich in parable, metaphor, and

paradox. If iri the agony in the garden it was natural

for Him to speak in conscious metaphor of the cup
that He must drink, we may not press too literally a

direct quotation of an ancient Scripture whose whole
style was avowedly symbolic. Again, His answer to

the challenge of the Sadducees with regard to the

Resurrection of the Dead-^-another of the central ideas

of contemporary eschatology—shows a clear perception

of the inadequacy of the more materialistic imagery of

Apocalyptic (cf p. 137).

But while all due allowance must be made for these

considerations, we may not read into ancient Galilee

our own modern rationalising interpretation. Such
language would be to His mind neither purely meta-

phorical nor absolutely literal—the word " quasi-sym-

bolic " may be coined to represent the case.

A further consideration of no small importance is

this. We have seen that the Kingdom, was in the main
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still future and yet in part and in germ already present.

It would seem to follow that His Kingship is already

realised in just such a partial and germinal way. "All
things have been delivered unto me . . . neither doth

any know the Father, save the Son, . .
." (Mt. xi. 27,

cf. p. 103 «.) implies at least a Messianic Sonship

already mystically realised in the present. Moreover, if

to His mind, the essence of Kingship is service (Mark
X. 42-45), in so much as He was already serving He
was already King ; in so much as He had not yet

performed the supreme service He was as yet uncrowned.

That supreme service, that coronation act, as our next

section will make clear, was to begin when He should
" give His life a ransom for many." ^

The Value of the Apocalyptic Idea

The eschatological teaching of our Lord is a simpler,

wider, and greater thing than ordinaryJewish Apocalyptic,

but for myself I am coming more and more to feel

that to water down and explain away the apocalyptic

clement is to miss something which is essential. Much
of the unique moral grasp of the New Testament is in

one way directly a result of the eschatological back-

ground of the period.

The summits of certain mountains are seen only at

rare moments when, their cloud-cap rolled away, they

stand out stark and clear. So in ordinary life ultimate

values and eternal issues aie normally obscured by
minor duties, petty cares, and small ambitions ; at

the bedside of a dying man the cloud is often lifted.

In virtue of the eschatological ^ ^e our Lord and His
first disciples found themse' .

<^ standing, as it were,

at the bedside of a dying Wv.id. Thus for a whole
generation the cloud of lesser interests was rolled away,

and ultimate values and eternal issues stood out before

' Cf. tht interpretation of tht worris " from henceforth \r shall srr," given in

Essay V. p. 162 :exl und nat 4.

\ i-
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them stark and clear, as never before or since in the
history of our race. The majority of men in all ages
best ser e their kind by a life of quiet duty, in the
family, m their daily work, and in the support of certain
definite and limited public and philanthropic causes.
Such is the normal way of progress. But it has been
well for humanity that during one great epoch the
belief that the end of all was near turned the thoughts
of the highest minds away from practical and local
interests, even of the first importance, like the condition
of slaves in Capernaum or the sanitation of Tarsus.

"Men feared," says Schweitzer, "that to admit the
claims of eschatology would abolish the significance of
His words for our time ; and hence there was a feverish
eagerness to discover in them any elements that might
be considered not eschatologically conditioned. When
any sayings were found of which the wording did not
absolutely imply an eschatological connection there was
great jubilation—these at least had been saved uninjured
from the coming i/el>cicle. But in reality that which is

eternal in the words of Jesus is due to the very fact
that they are based on an eschatological woild-view,
and contain the expression of a mind for which the
contemporary world with its historical and social
circumstances no longer had any existence. They are
appropriate, therefore, to any world, for in every world
they raise the man who dares to meet their challenge,
and does not turn and twist them into meaninglessness,'
above his world and his time, making him inwardly fi-ee,

so that he is fitted to be, in his own world and in his
own time, a simple channel of the power of Jesus." '

But we have something more to learn from Apo-
calyptic. The conception of evolution has proved so
illuminating in every department of thought that it has
inevitably distracted men's attention from the fact that,
in human history at any rate," the greatest advances

' SchweitziT, i^anr of lie Ilhtori.al Jews, p. 400.
Hut src remarks on "the unprrcc.lcntcii in Nature," p. 13- fi„. ijg.
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are frequently per saltum. They occur in epochs or
moments of crisis, as in the Apocalyptic parable of
" the Day of the Lord." ' The Reformation, the French
Revolution, or the rebirth of the Far East in our own
time, are conspicuous examples, but in a measure this

is no less true of nearly all considerable movements.
Such crises, no doubt, are the result of causes which
can to some extent be traced, and have been prepared
for by a slow and gradual development. But in their

realisation they are catastrophic, and take even the
wisest by surprise. " As in the days of Noah they
were eating and drinking and knew not until the flood

came," so it has ever been at " the coming of the Son
of Man." In each such epoch we may see a partial

Advent of the Christ, but is the Apocalyptic word amiss
that Anti-Christ is also then abroad .-' Such times are

times of tribulation, devastation, and demoralisation as

well as of deliverance and advance.

And what is true in the history of the great world
holds good no less commonly in the inner history of
the microcosm of the individual soul—" in an hour when
he knoweth not his Lord cometh."

The Death of the Messiah and its Significance

For the moment our Lord was called to play the

part of prophet ; one day He would be manifested as

the expected Son of Man. We cannot but ask the

question whether irom the first He had a clear con-
ception how the 'transition from the one to the other
was to be effected, or whether He was content to wait
for this to be shown in God's good time, letting " the
morrow be anxious for the things of itself." The
answer to this question depends on the answer given to

a further question, Did He from the frst clearly

anticipate that His earthly career would end in death }

The evidence at our disposal does not allow of a certain

' Cr. l.jke, cf. cit. p. 45S (f.

ri

'wKa:^ jiiiK>
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answer being given, but it would seem probable that His
realisation of this was progressive, changing gradually
from a dim premonition to an absolute certainty, as

though the Cross towards which He journeyed cast a

shadow, faint at first but darkening at every step.

At any rate, some time before the end, if r\ot from
the first, hard facts, the opposition and plots of Scribes

and Pharisees, not to mention the lessons of history,

must have made it evident. Written broad across the

face of history—and not least conspic .ously of the

history of Israel—is the fact that humanity persecutes

its prophets. Written broad across the Gospels is our
Lord's clear recognition of this. "So persecuted they
the prophets which were before you "

;
" Ye build the

tombs of the prophets and hereby bear witness that

ye are the true sons of the men who slew them "
;

"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets
and stonest them which are sent unto thee." '

The idealist temper hopes all things, and the story

of Gethsemane shows that even to the last He thought
it was just possible He might not have to drink the cup

;

just as the soldier who volunteers for a forlorn hope does
so, not expecting, yet just hoping, to return alive.

According to St. Mark, He several times distinctly

and clearly foretold His death.* Critics have sug-
gested that the exact correspondence of some of these

prophecies with the details of their fulfilment casts

suspicion on their authenticity
; perhaps this may be

admitted as reg.irds some of them, even perhaps as

regards the exact wording of all of thern. But a

parallel tradition in St. Luke, perhaps derived from

(J, guarantees the main fact that He foreboded the

•-nd. " I have a baptism to be baptized with, and how
am 1 straitened till it be accomplished " (Lk. xii. 50).
" Go and say to that fox, Behold I cast out demons and

' Cf. aUo l.uktr xi. 50, "the blood of ill t!ie piophrts," an.l Mark vi. 4, "a
prophet 19 not without honnur, «.ive,'* etc.

Cf, Nil,-, viii. 51,11. i:,ii. 31, X. 55-34. «iv 2--2!' ; in nearly al! of these passages
the P.^ ^urrection is also fori told.
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perform cures to-day and to-morrow, and on the third

day I am perfected. Howbeit I must go on my way
to-day and to-morrow and the day following, for it can-

not he that a prophet perish out of Jerusalem " (Lk. xiii.

32). Such a foreboding, too, is clearly implied in the

reply to James and John, " Can ye drink of the cup
that I drink of? " (Mk. x. 38) ; in the Parable of the

Wicked Husbandmen (Mk. vii i ff.); and again in the

saying " She hath anointed my body beforehand for the

burying" (Mk. xiv. 8).

In this connection scholars have asked why was it

that our Lord went up to Jerusalem ; was it to preach

or was it to die ? To those who have studied the

psychology of great religious leaders the question is

irrelevant—as well ask. Why did St. Paul go up to

Jerusalem v/hen the Spirit in every city testified that

bonds and imprisonments awaited him .'' The modern
reformer may study tactics and opportunities, but the

great prophets of old on great occasions follow without

questioning the admonition of an inner voice.'

Designated as that Christ whom Prophet, Psalmist,

and Apocalyptist had foretold, on whom were con-

centrated the hopes of Israel; guaranteed by the Divine

voice to be that Son of Man at whose manifestation

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the righteous dead
were to arise and sit at meat in a new Jerusalem, the

centre of a renovated world; He went up to that city of

immemorial sanctity with more than a foreboding, with

an expectation, that there He was to die. Here is a

situation challenging the most searching thought. Can
we suppose that as the time drew near He, who felt so

irresistibly called to face it by Divine compulsion, had
given no thought to find ,the reason of that death, if

haply such should be required of Him. May wc
speculate as to the line His thought would take ?

' Cf. Acts ivi. 6-9, the a imoiiitiuns which determined the plan if St. P.Mil't

second missiona-j journey. The experience kno.vn in somi- ."Ii ious -.rclcs ai

"leading" is not essentially different though u»»a".y fainter in Heprr.-.

:;H
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He was face to face with a mystery—the mystery
of mysteries and the problem of problems. Man's
instinct for justice demands that the bad should suffer
and the righteous should escape. The course of this
world is ordered otherwise. " He maketh his sun to
rise on the evil and on the good," and it would some-
times seem as if the vials of His wrath were poured
out alike upon the just and on the unjust. In some
of the Psalms, and more especially in the Book of Job,
the problem is raised but hardly answered. But there
is one place in the Old Testament where it is faced,
and a profounder answer is suggested— the 53 rd
chapter of Isaiah. Our Lord's answers to Satan at
the Temptation, His reply to John's question " Art
Thou He that should come ? " His answer to the High
Priest, and the cry on the Cross show that at all great
crises in His life His mind instinctively found a natural
expression in Scriptural phrase. Especially familiar to
Him was the Book of Isaiah. At times He quotes it

directly, more often His own language is coloured by
its phrasing. Can we believe that His thoughts did
not recur to it in such a crisis ?

'

" He was wounded for our transgressions. He was
bruised for our iniquities : the chastisement of our
peace was upon Him ; and with His stripes we are
healed. All we like sheep have gone astray ; we have
turned every one to his own way ; and the Lord hath
laid on Him the iniquity of us all. . . . When His
life shall make an offering for sin. He shall see His seed.
He shall prolong His days, and the n jasure of the Lord
shall prosper in His hand. He shall see of the travail of
His soul, and shall be satisfied : by His knowledge shall
My righteous Servant make many righteous : and He
shall bear their iniquities. Therefore will I divide Him
a portion with the great, and He shall divide the spoil
with the strong : because He poured out His soul unto

• He .-xprfMly quntr'i Is. liii. ii (I.k. xitii. 5-). 3n,i Xi'rrpoi. dfrl t^WC, IMk x.
4O 19 probably reminiscent of iroXXotij . . . dHf cO^ ira,:fvoth: in the same verie.
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death, and was numbered with the transgressors : yet

He bare the sin of many, and made intercession tor the

transgressors" (Is. liii. 5-6, 10-12).

There is no sufficient evidence that this passage had
ever hitherto been interpreted of the Messiah. The
thoughts of the Prophet himself would appear to have
been directed mainly to the problem of the purpose
of the suffering and oppression of Israel, or of the

righteous element in Israel, symbolically spoken of as
" the Servant of the Lord." But the words of genius,

or, shall we say, of inspiration, have always an eternal

application far wider than the actual occasion of their

original utterance. The Prophet's solution is profoundly
true over a far wider field. Prosperity and suffering in

this world are not proportionate to desert, yet it is by the

labours and the suffering, not only of the great idealists,

martyrs, and reformers whose names are known to

fame, but equally of the great multitude of humble,
quiet, honest toilers ; it is by constant sacrifice to the call

of duty, or to the love of family and friend, and by
these alone—that the effects of human ignorance and
guilt are mitigated, and the very existence as well as the

progress of the race made possible.

" His life shall make an offering for sin " (R.V.
marg.), '« He shall bear their iniquities." The words are

suggested by the ritual of the Temple sacrifice. The
unique distinction of the long line of Hebrew prophets
is their protest against the crude external ideas of
sacrifice universal in early religions. " Behold to obey
is better than sacrifice," " 1 delight not in the blood of
bullocks or of lambs," "The sacrifices of God are a

broken spirit, a broken and a contrite heart, O God,
thou wilt not despise." Yet it was a deep and sound
instinct that still kept alive the reformed sacrificial

system of the second Temple, burdensome, trivial, and
superstitious though so much of it seems to us.

Penitence and obedience, indeed, are the only sacrifice

that has value in the siG[ht of God, but how little of

f--
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this can each one ofFer, even for the sins he clearly

recognises? And what of the sins to which his
hardened conscience is insensitive, what of the sin of
the community—that atmosphere of false ideals and
evil customs which enters insensibly into our inmost
being ? Something more than individual penitence for
the sins which the individual knows as such is wanted,
something that shall avail to " take away the sins of the
people," something thar shall set a different standard,
start a fresh tradition, create a new power.*

It has been seen already how in regard both to the
law of conduct, and to the eschatological hope, our Lord
went back behind contemporary ideas to the prophets
of old in such a way as to unite the quintessential
elements of both. The last act of His life was to do
the same for the third of the chief features of the old
religion—the Atoning Sacrifice.

The Prophet had written that the ideal Servant of
the Lord was to suffer and to die, to " bear the sin of
many." And who, we may conceive the Master
asking, should act as the ideal Servant of the Lord if

not the Christ the Soi. of God ? Already He had
rejected the Satanic offer of all the kingdoms of the
earth, for the part of a hungry, homeless teacher.
The foxes have holes and the birds have nests, but the
Son of Man, designate the Monarch of Futurity, has
not where to lay His head. He had taught "Blessed
are ye poor," "Blessed are ye when men persecute
you." One a ' one lesson more was left.

"And Jesus called them to Him, and saith unto
them. Ye know that they which are accounted to rul*?

over the Gentiles lord it over them ; and their great
ones exercise authority over them. But it is not so
among you : but whosoever would become great among
you, shall be your minister : and whosoever would be
first among you, shall be servant of all. For verily the
Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to

> Cf. E«s..y VI. p. 294, p. 2g^.
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minister, and to give His life a ransom for many

"

(Mark X. 42 fF,). Not enough was it to have pro-
claimed the new ideal in penetrating phrase, not enough
to have lived a life of service and self-denial. Of him
who was to be the supreme agent in the regeneration

of mankind, the supreme sacrifice of all is asked. From
such an act there goes forth power. One thing more
is lacking ere humanity is redeemed from the miseries

of this present life. Before the Kingdom of God can
appear, a price must be paid—and the price is the life

of the King.

The future is now clear. The Servant of the Lord
whom Isaiah told of, was by his suffering and death to

bring about redemption, and to him a triumph beyond
the grave, glorious and complete, is promised. To the

Son of Man is predicted a coming with the clouds of
heaven. Both prophecies are to be realised through
one act. That He may return in glory He must first

depart in suffering and shame. Standing, therefore,

before the High Priest, mocked, deserted, helpless,

marked down for death. He can confidently answer the

question " Art Thou the Christ the Son of the Blessed .''

"

with a triumphant reference to Daniel's prophecy, " I

am, and ye shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right

hand of power, and coming with the clouds of heaven
"

(Mark xiv. 62).

A few hours later hanging on the Cross He uttered

the cry " My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me ? " And after nineteen centuries the end that 1 le

proclaimed so near has not yet come.
There is matter for reflection here.

a i
j

The Resurrection

Years before the belief in a life beyond the grave,

at least for the righteous, had been taught by Jewish
Psalmist and Apocalyptist, by Greek philosophers, by
many of the Sages and Prophets of the Kast. If we

ll
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may suppose that there is anything of justice or

benevolence in the Power which upholds the Universe,

the startling contrast between merit and reward so

often seen in this world seems almost to compel the

belief that our present life is but the porch to a wider

and more glorious edifice. To a similar conclusion we

are led by the reflection that even the noblest lives on

earth, lives seemingly on the road to a perfection which

would be a worthy end and crown to the toil and

moil of all their efforts, and (if we may say so) of all

God's efforts, break off, so far as this world is con-

cerned, before that end is reached. Those again who,

like the psalmists and the saints, have felt themselves

to be, at any rate in supreme moments, in spiritual

communion with the Divine, have always felt the

confidence that to this communion death could not

be an interruption—rather would it remove i barrier.

Lastly, all who believe that there is a dignity and

worth in any individual life, which constitutes it a

thing of permanent and intrinsic value, must see that

its extinction would be an irreparable loss to the

totality of existence. " Ye are of more value than

many sparrows," and the loss of a single soul is the

detriment of God. It was a thought like this on

which the Master Himself based His argument for

a resurrection, " the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of

Jacob"—a God in whose sight the individual is of

worth—"is not the God of the dead but of the

living." No one who really believes in a Divine

Providence at all, least of all one who believes in a

Heavenly Father such as our Lord spoke of, can

believe that the life of Jesus ended upon the Cross.

Much in this Universe in which we live seems to

reveal a great creative mind ; much in the history of

mankind, much in the experience of each individual

points to " a divinity which shapes our ends, rough-hew

them how we will." But there are things that seem to

point the other way. And in moments when our
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faith is low, when it seems that Heaven is blind to

human suffering, dumb to human cries, a great doubt
arises. If that Man who alone in the history of our
race solely and single-heartedly lived and worked and
gave all for che love of God and man, died as a

criminal, mocked by His enemies, deserted by His
friends, forsaken, as it seemed to Him, by God Himself,
the question which rises instinctively to our minds is

a very fundamental question. The spectacle of the

ideally good man brought to the ideally bad end
raises a question which concerns, not the immortality

of man, or the Divinity of Christ, hut the very
existence of a God at all. Surely, if ever in history,

this was the moment for God, if there be a God, to

lift the veil which hi.ies His working and within the

sphere of visible and palpable experience vindicate His
governance of this visible and palpable world ; we
desiderate some proof, like the men of old we ask

"a sign.

Herein lies the force of the persistent demand of

man for miracle. It is not so much to prove that

Jesus lives, nor yet that we shall rise again—both these

would follow if we could be sure that God rules all.

Rather it is because in this, the test case as it were in

human history, we in the weakness of our faith demand
a sign that God does rule.

"An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a

sign and there shall no sign be given to it." " If they

hear not Moses and the prophets neither will they be

persuaded though one rose from the dead." Doubtless

in proportion as our hearts are set against the ethical

ideal He taught, and dumb to the united witness of
the prophets of our race, we must expect to find no ccJn-

vinc'ng proof forthcoming. But is there no sign given

to ...ose who would wish to follow Him, but whose faith

is dim and halting, as there was given to them of old,

" not to all the people," still to a faithful few, " witnesses

that were chosen afore of God " CActs x. j. i ") ?

I 'I
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" For I delivered unto y^u first - all that which

also I received, how that Christ died for our sins

according to the Scriptures ; and that he was buried ;

and that he hath been raised on the third day accord-

ing to the Scriptures; and that he appeared to

Cephas; then to the twelve; then he appeared to

above five hundred brethren at once, of whom che

greater part remain until now, hut some are fallen

asleep ; then he appeared to James ; then to all the

apostles; and last of all as unto one born out of

due time, he appeared to me also" (i Cor. xv. 3-8).

This is the eariiest and best authenticated record ot

the sign which was given to them, a sign which was lo

them all-sufficient and convincing. But if that same

siffn is to be a sign equally convincing to up, we must

needs ask what exactly was the nature of those ap-

pearances whereby they were convinced. We must

ask for details as to the time, the place, the manner of

them.

Our most reliable authority would, of course, have

been the original conclusion of our earliest written

Gospel, St. Mark. But that has gone, and we have

only secondary authorities to fall back upon. And

the accounts derived from these and from St. Paul

cannot be fitted into a consistent story without

rearrangements and cross identifications largely hypo-

thetical.

We are bound also to consider the evidence ui

relation to the background of contemporary thought,

fhe resurrection of the dead was < iie of the most

conspicuous features in apocalyptic eschatology. It

is often mentioned in the New Testament as one of

the points which divided the Pharisees, who repre-

sented the main body of religious (orthodoxy, from the

Sadducees, the party of an imenthusiastic but highly

placed minoritv. It was believed that with the advent

of the Messianic Kingdom the dead would be raised

with the bodies in which they had been buried.
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unchanged, it might be even wounded and mutilated, as
they had been at the moment of death, and that these
bodies would then he to bome extent transformed and
" glorified." The degree of transformation thought to
be necessary to fit the body for eternal life naturaIN
varied very considerably with individual writers. It
has iiiways been the case that some minds ir.ternret
religious phraseology in the most literal and material-
istic sense, others with greater refinement of spiritual
perception. There were those who thought that
eatmg and drinking and marrying would still go on,
others believed that the righteous "shall Ik made like
unto the angels and equal to the stars" fAnoc
Baruch 52).' ^ i

•

Now the various accounts in the Gospels of the
appearances of the Lrjrd to His lisciples after the
resurrection imply a conception of the resurrection
body as b-ing physically identical with the body placed
in the tomb, yet as having undergone some measure of
transmutation and, so to speak, dematerialisation in
general accordance with these popular eschatological
ideas. Hence we cannot refuse to consider th-
possibility that many of the details in the stories a.
we have them may have been insensibly read into the
facts actually observed from the popular presupposi-
ti^ons in the light of which they were interpreted.
Pew even nowadays always distinguish between a fact
observed and a secniingly obvious inference madt from
It at the time

; and the ofwation of such a tendencv
must be allowed for the more since there is reason to
believe that the stories as we have them arc not
accounts at first-hand by eye-witnesses.

But leaving on one side the question of evidence,
th;; theory that the actual physical body laid in the
tomb was raised up seems to involve (as indeed Article
IV. baldly states) that it was subsequentlv taken up^

f- I!

'
Cl'. H. St.

f. Ti;:r:err,-, P., Rt.. 'J^ / .S>. Fau.
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" flesh and bones," into heaven—a very difficult con-

ception if we no longer regard the earth as flat and the

centre of the solar system, and heaven as a definite

region locally fixed above the solid bowl of the skies.

In the mediaeval universities the question was seriously

debated whether the body of our Lord was taken up

into heaven clothed or naked. To us the very idea of

such a debate seems irreverent and absurd, and I know

of no living theologian who would maintain a physical

Ascension in this crude form, yet so long as emphasis is

laid on the physical character of the Resurrection it is

not obvious how any refinement of the conception

of " physical " really removes the difl!iculty.

A further difficulty of a purely religious nature

arises from the following consideration. All recognise

the fact that the material particles which enter into the

constitution of our fleshly bodies are constantly chang-

ing, and that the actual material particles which form

part of our bodies when laid in the grave may and do,

through the indirect medium of vegetation, enter into

the composition of other human bodies. For this and

other reasons the belief is gradually being abandoned

that the mode of being—or " body," if that be the term

with which to describe it—in which we ourselves hope

to enter into immortality will be materially identical

with the physical body we have had on earth. The

essence of what we mean by the hope of the resurrection

of the body is surely contained in its emphasis on the

survival of a full and distinct personality, and in the

idea which finds expression in the lines of Tennyson

—

Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all beside ;

And I shall It ow him when we meet.

But if this be the case, then for us, with our changed

philosophical and scientific outlook, to apply literally to

the resurrection of our Lord the naive eschatological

conception of the resurrection of the body natural to the
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men of that day, is to differentiate, in a way which the
writers of the New Testament would have vehemently
repudiated, between the nature and the manner of His
resurrection and of ours. "Christ the first-fruits
afterwards they that are Christ's," loses much of its
essential meaning if the resurrection of our Lord was
in one wise and our own is to be in another wise.

Nevertheless, however much we may recognise the
difficulties involved in the traditional conception, the
fact remains that the disciples were convinced that the
Master had risen and had " shown Himself alive by
many infallible proofs," and that this conviction was
the cause and the inspiration of the Church they
founded. If the traditional explanation be rejected,
the historian is bound to seek an alternative.

An alternative which commends itself to a large
number of scholars and thinkers of the present day
more especially on the Continent, is that which is

commonly known as the " Subjective Vision " theory.'
It IS suggested that what the disciples saw was a series
of visions caused by some acute psychological reaction—
the hopes which He had raised in their hearts, the
impression of His personality upon them, refiising to
submit to the hard fact of His death. Might not such
appearances retold from mouth to mouth in the lapse
of years be insensibly materialised into the stories in
our Gospels.? I do not think that conservative
theologians always do full justice to the considerations
which may be urged in favour of this hypothesis. On
the other hand the holders of the theory do not seem
to me to give due weight to the considerations which
can be advanced against it. In the main these amount
to pointing out that none of the psycholocrical analogies
adduced exactly cover this particular instance; and

'This »h„uld (* carrfully .il.fingui.h-d from the '• Objective Vision ' theory-
;.. inrv.ew, hat, though the form of the vision wa. determine,! to ,onie extent by

ivin," tCT'' Q 'k
'''"'''''; '' *f ""'""'y ""*"' ^y '*" Spir.t of the ri.en andhving Chnst. Such a w should be clas.H among the poMibilitie. mentioned on
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further that although, and indeed even because, the men

of that age were in the habit of taking visions very

seriously as Divine messages, it is difficult to resist the

impression that they did very clearly distinguish

between the appearances of the risen Lord and the

ordinary visions which are so frequently mentioned in

the New Testament and elsewhere ; and considering the

vital importance to them of the question, one ought at

least to weigh gravely the prob:\bility that they had

reasonable grounds for making the distinction. And

lastly, any purely subjective theory seems inadequately

to account for that conviction of spiritual communion

with the Risen Christ which has been a determining

factor throughout the history of the Church.

The discovery of the empty tomb, assuming the

story to rest on adequate historical evidence, which

personally I believe to be the case, is often supposed to

determine the decision in favour of the traditional theory.

This, however, is not really so, for with a 'ittle ingenuity

it is not difficult to imagine more than one set of

circumstances which might account on purely natural

trrounds for the tomb being found empty. Various

suggestions have been put forward, as for instance that

the Ron\ans, fearing a possible disturbance, took advantage

of the Sabbath quiet to remove the body out of the reach

of the disciples. Of course neither this nor any other one

definite suggestion has any claim to be regarded as in

mt'/y particularly probable,^ but where a natural explana-

tion of an event is at all possible, there must be very

special reasons for falling back upon an explanation of

a supernatural character.

The possibility of a naturalistic explanation of some

kind or other would doubtless be assumed as a matter

of course were the story told of any ordinary person.

But it may be urged that the case in question is not

' It netd hardly be laid th:it (lie Irast probable ol in is that which i • al«o the

oldest, "Hi» disciples came by night and stole him away while we slept" (M-tt

xxviii. n\
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that of an ordinary person. If, on other grounds, we
are in general impressed witb the claims of Christianity,

are we not entitled, or rather are we not bound, to
approach the evidence for this particular event in the
light of these other and wider considerations? Such
are—the uniqueness of our Lord's {person, the place
occupied by the resurrection in Christian experience,
its relation to the whole view of tlie world implied by
belief in a God who might be supposed to be ready and
willing to manifest His moral governance in the sphere
of physical existence. Moreover, if it be allowed that
the discovery of the empty tomb was to some extent a
factor in confirming the Apostles in their belief in the
resurrection, the admission of a naturalistic explanation
carries with it the admission that to just that same
extent the founding of Christianity was assisted by,
even if it did not rest upon, a mistaken inference. It

may be argued that these and similar considerations
render it fitting and natural to suppose that the body
of our Lord would not have been "suffered to see
corruption," and that historical evidence which would
be inadequate to prove an occurrence in itself intrinsic-

ally improbable may well be accepted as sufficient when
the contrary is the case.

Such a view is entertained by many whose opinions
I am bound to regard with respect, including several

of the contributors to this volume ; but for myself I am
not content to regard the Traditional and the "Sub-
jective Vision " theories as alternatives which exhaust
the possibilities of explanation. Behind most dilemmas
lurks a fallacy. The fact here ;o be explained is in

the first place one which was a turning-point in the
spiritual history of mankind ; and in addition our inter-

pretation of it is in a sense normative of our ipprchen-
sion of so spiritual a concept as the nature and mode
of human immortality. It is a fact in a twofold way
both spiritual and unique, and to shut up the range of
possible explanation within the limits of our experience

'::|
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of things material is virtually to deny the existence of

the spiritual altogether.

Both the alternatives suggested above seem to me to

be materialistic, only in different ways. Apocalyptic,

on the one hand, is more closely allied to poetry than

prose ; it is " picture-thinking," and naturally expresses

the belief in immortality in materialistic symbols. On
the other hand, much of modern thought is materialistic

in another way ; it thinks in terms of the lifeless cate-

gories of matter and energy mechanically conceived.

But I decline to consider nryself bound to explain an

event of such spiritual significance in the terms of one

of two materialisms, whether it be the imaginative

materialism of Jewish eschatology or the philosophic

materialism of modern naturalism.

Only if the possibility of personal immortality be

J ogmatically denied can there be any real difficulty in

supposing that the Master would have been able to

convince His disciples of His victory over death by

some adequate manifestation ;—possibly by showing

Himself to them in some form such as might be

covered by St. Paul's phrase, " a spiritual body " ;

possibly through some psychological channel similar

to that which explains the mysterious means of com-

munication between persons commonly known as tele-

pathy ; or possibly in some way of which at present we
have no conception. On such a view, the appearances

to the disciples can only be styled " visions," if we mean

by vision something directly caused by the Lord

Himself veritably alive and personally in communion
with them.

No visual shade of some one lost.

But he, the Spirit himsclt, may come
Where all the nerve of sense is numb ;

Spirit to Spirit, Ghost to Ghost.

If it be objected from a conservative standpoint that

there is something strange and novel about this way
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of regarding the subject, I would reply that this is not
the case. The argument used above is neither a new
one nor my own ; it is only another way of stating the
self-same argument used by our Lord Himself on the
only occasion in which He is recorded to have directly
dealt with the question of the nature and manner of
the resurrection of the dead.

When the Sadducees (Mk. xii. 18 fF.) endeavoured
to pose Him by the story of the woman who was seven
times married, and the question :

" In the resurrection
whose wife shall she be of the seven ? " the whole point
of their argument lay in the tacit assumption of the
dilemma that either the resurrection must be conceived
ofin the materialistic terms of the cruder popular eschato-
logy. or, as they themselves held, that there could be no
resurrection at all. To them our Lord replies: "Do ye
not therefore err, because ye know not the. Scriptures
nor the power of God, for when they shall rise from the
dead they neither marry nor are given in marriage, but
are as the angels in heaven." " Ye know not the Scrip-
tures," that is, ye interpret the words of prophets and
apocalyptists in a crude materialistic sense ;

" nor the
power of God," that is, ye limit the possibilities of
Divine action within those conditions which are familiar
to your

^
own experience ;

" they are as the angels in
heaven," that is, the nature of the resurrection life

must be conceived of in spiritual terms. Accordinfflv
the suggestion made above, that there is a via me'c/ia

between the cruder conceptions which traditional theo-
logy has inherited from Jewish eschatology, and the
pure rationalism of many moderns, is merely a re-
affirmation—hardly even in form of statement modern-
ised—of our Lord's own explicit teaching on the matter.

Nor is it a valid objection to such a view to say, as
is sometimes done, that it postulates an occurrence of
an unprecedented kind, and is therefore as difficult on
the score of" miracle " as the traditional theory.

In Nature the unprecedented is always occurring.

.11
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Upon that fact rests the possibility of evolution. The

whole modern theory of the origin of species depends

on the assumption that the parent of each new species

is a variation or mutation or the type, which in relation

either to the type, to the environment, or to both, is

unprecedented, and recent biologists are emphasising

the view that such mutations have been frequently of a

striking and outstanding nature. The continuity of

nature does not mean that the unprecedented does not

occur, but that, when it does so, it appears as something

organically related to what has preceded and not as a

catastrophic intrusion. It is to the occurrence of

an unprecedented event of this description that the

probabilities and the evidence taken together app.^ar to

me to point.

Whether the Resurrection so conceived can properly

be called a miracle is entirely a question of definition.

In popular usage the word Miracle includes two con-

ceptions, in themselves quite distinct and of very

different value. First, a miracle is rt:garded as an act

or event which, to adopt a current phrase, shows

"God making manifest His moral governance in the

physical world " ; that is to say, it is an occurrence

which, though from the point of view of God it may

possibly be predetermined and in that sense can be

regarded as in accordance with Law, is from the point

of view of man, and as it stands related to the rest

of our experience, a special and ad hoc manifestation

or "intervention" of the Divine, for a definite end

ethically determined.

The second element is the assumption that such

Divine action occasionally, if not normally, takes

the form of an interruption of the ordinary course

of physical nature and that of a catastrophic kind.

The scientific, metaphysical, and historical difficulties

which arise if this element in the conception of miracle is

insisted upon are too well known to be worth repeating.

Only the first of these elements—the belief in Divine
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guidance and " intervention "—is really essential and
valuable in the popular conception of miracle, and this, I

would affirm, is essential to Religion. It may be
admitted that the evidence for it falls short of mathe-
matical demonstration, yet the view that the Universe is

not the result of, and governed by, blind forces acting in
accordance with rigid mechanical law, but rather of a
process guided by an overruling Providence, does rest
upon a reasonable basis of extended and verifiable experi-
ence and legitimate inference. I would mention only
the fact, no less stupendous because usually taken for
granted, that in the past the evolution ofapparently blind
forces has led to Progress; the reflections suggested
by the crises great and small in the history of nations

;

the evidence for "guidance" in the lives of individuals;
cases of answers to prayer ; and the less tangible
phenomena to which the term Religious Experience
is applied.

Miracles in this sense are occurring every day, but it

needs no pointing out that in these the Divine is seen
to manifest i*self by using, if we may so speak, and not
by superseding, the ordinary working of nature. It may
be, as some philosophers maintain, that such manifest-
ations, seen sub specie aeurnitatis, arc determined. Or
it may be, as I would myself hold, that they are to
some extent contingent, and act as a corrective to the
havoc wrought by the vagaries of the human will. In
which case it would •cm as though the Divine " Per-
sonality " has in this respect an analogy to human per-
sonality in that its •' freedom " operates by combining,
arranging, and directing, rather than in adding to or
subtracting from, the system of forces which make up
the normal working of nature ;—though of course the
analogy must not be pressed to the extent of conceiving
the Divine activity as being in a Deistic sense external
to nature.'

The Resurrection Appearances of our Lord, if con-
Cf. also tlic remarks on Miradr in E^«av !V. :;. iS?
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ceived in some such way as I have endeavoured to

suggest, should then be regarded as a Divine intervention

of this kind. There arc some, I know, to whom such

an interpretation of them seems lacking in reality and

substance, but for myself I feel I am on firmer ground

than if I were to rest all on a view of miracle which

the lapse of time and the growth of knowledge seems

ever to be making less secure, and which in the last

resort appears to mean that God did things in Palestine

nineteen hundred years ago which He will not or cannot

do for us to-day, and that Christ was raised from the

dead in a way that we shall not be.

Here, however, we are brought back to the point

we started from. We set out to seek a sign. But

the brief sketch g'ven above makes it quite clear

that the nature of the historical evidence is such that

the empty tomb and the series of appearances—the sign

which satisfied the Apostles—can, from the nature of

the case, be no convincing sign to us. It may be that

the old interpretation of the facts is right, and no one,

I imagine, would abandon it without a pang, hallowed

as it is by old associations and venerable tradition.

But it can only be sustained, if at all, after a complex

analysis of philosophical presuppositions, and after

difficult and delicate discussions, critical and historical,

which the plain man cannot follow, and where the

experts are not agreed ; and to call a conclusion so

reached " a sign "
is only to mock that cry for patent

proof we fain would gratify. Christian theology will

never be more than an ineRective, purely defensive

" apologetic," until it has squarely and candidly faced

this fact.

But facts fairly faced soon lose their bitterness, si

crucem portas portabit te. The sign which was given to

them is and can be no convincing sign to us. But it

does not follow that we are left without a sign at all,

that is, without anythin? in the sphere of the visible
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and material world which we can point to as a vindica-
tion of God's rule and of His Christ. To us another
sign is given, and that one which was not and could
not be given to the disciples nineteen hundred years
ago. Every century that passes makes the sign which
convinced them, to us more remote and less convincing

;

every century that passes adds conviction to that other
sign which is given to us— I mean the vindication in
history of the claims He made.

The Jewish people, it was believed, had always stood
in a quite special relationship to God and had enjoyed
a unique revelation of His character and will, and the
long history of God's dealings with them, and inci-
dentally through them with mankind in general, was
to reach its climax in the appearance of the Messiah.
Thus the Christ was, so to speak, the " last word "

in
the dealings of God with man. Our Lord believed He
was the Christ—a remarkable belief for one obviously
sincere, disinterested, and sane to hold. He believed,
moreover, that His own death was the means appointed
for the accomplishment of His mission, and that after
this He would be vindicated in some complete and
startling way. This was an even more remarkable
belief, but it had one obvious merit. It admitted of
being put to the test of experiment. He put it to the
test—and the experiment did not fail.

liH

The Vindication—"Vicisti Galilaee"

We have seen that though the force of isolated texts
may be impugned, though the influence of the beliefs

of His followers on the tradition of His sayings may
be fully allowed for, yet withal it is impossible for
candid criticism to doubt that He expected the con-
summation of the present course of this world to come
at least within the lifetime of those who heard Him.
No doubt, unlike some of the old prophets or apoca-
lyptists, He gave no date. " Ye know not the day nor

141
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the hour." " Of that day or that hour knowcth no

man, no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither

the Son, but the Father." Still, nineteen hundred

years have passed and the end is not yet ; nor will be, so

far as science can foresee, for uncounted years to come.^

Then was the message, " the Kingdom is at hand,"

that message at once of judgment and of hope, an

empty dream ? He rebuked those around Him who

could prognosticate the weather but could not read the

signs of the times. The hollowness and formalism of

the established religion, the corruption and oppression

of the ruling powers cried aloud, " And shall not God

avenge His elect, who call day and night to Him, and

He forbeareth .'' I say unto you, right soon shall He
avenge" (Luke xviii. 7). That judgment did falJ.

Forty years after these words were spoken His prophecy

about the Temple was fulfilled that "not one stone

should be left upon another," after a siege of vi^hich the

horrors have no parallel in history. The special glory

of Israel, the task of being a "light to lighten the

Gentiles," was left to the little remnant that acknow-

ledged Jesus. Not three and a half more centuries and

the stupendous fabric of the Roman Empire, the

" world" as it was called (Luke ii. i), undermined by

slow internal decay, came crashing down—and of all

that magnificent civilisation only that survived which

could shelter itself under the protection of the Christian

name.^ The judgment did fall.

He taught that the leaven which He brought was to

leaven the whole lump. The process has been slow

indeed, the lump is far larger than could have been

contemplated in that age, yet it cannot be denied that

the movement which He initiated, at a time when the

highest civilisation the world had yet seen was con-

sciously
"^ decadent and despairing, has been the great

' Thi« i' really as trii.- of tht surviving Eastern Empire :is of tin' West, since its

inner cnhcrctice ami stability wen- ilue almost entirely to the Church.

' The optimism leflccted in the literature of the Augustan Age disaypenrs with

Tii'e! lue.
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ethical turning-point in the history or the race AnJ
that leaven is working still. Theologies ami churches
may seem to totter, but p.;;ver before in history has the
real spirit of Christianity had more influence on nation:-!
and social life. His Kingdom has not yet come, but
salvation is surely nearer now than when men 'first
believed.

But His claim went far beyond the prophecy of an
impending judgment and the preaching of a new
ethical message. " Ye shall see the Son of Man sitting
at the right hand of the Almighty,^ and coming in the
clouds of Heaven." Granted that the words were
"quasi-symbolic," at least they are a confident asser-
tion that the God and Father in whom He trusted
would signally vindicate Him and His cause—vindicate
Him not only in the eyes of a select and spiritually-
minded few, but also before the eyes of worldlings and
decners—vindicate Him not only as a good man, or
a true prophet, but as that One to whose appearance
Prophet and Psalmist had looked forward, in whom
was to be consummated, as in its finest blossom, all the
previous history of Israel, as the spiritual if not also
the temporal Lord and Judge of humanity. The
claim was a tremendous one. Was this an empty
dream? ^ '

Shortly after the appearances which convinced His
disciples that He was still alive, there came upon them
an immense influx of spiritual power. Ihey had been
men, they now were giants, and the secret of the
change in them was not merely that they believed the
Master /la^/ risen, but that He was sti// and now their
constant though unseen Companion. The lapse of
time, instead of weakening, increased the intensity of
this conviction, and all ti.rough the ages since a similar
conviction, or rather experience, has been the central

' T^i Svyii^twt. U «:;s common in Jcu-ii, a. InHe-.l often in modern Eneiisli
usage, to nse synonyms for the name of God, r^-. "He;:ven" fM.:rk xi ,o • nd
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element in the lives of innumerable of His followers—

"to me to live is Christ." And, broadly speaking,

those who have felt this most strongly have m their
,

lives brought forth fruits consonant with the view that
.

the experience was no illusion. An intense mystica

consciousness of the presence of Christ is not universal

among Christians, or even among good Christians, and

from the nature of the case can only carry full convic, '-n

to those who have themselves shared it strongly. Yet tne

phenomenon is sufficiently widespread both in resr.ct of

time and place and race to give it a reasonable claim to

the serious attention of the dispassionate observer.

But there remains a " sign " palpable and visible to

aU a sign unconvincing, indeed, to the "evil and

adulterous generation " whom no sign will convince

but sufficient for the only class to whom when on earth

the Master cared to give a sign, those who are drawn

to His teaching but whose faith is weak.

To found an institution which shall outlive the

centuries, to create an influence which shall dominate

the future to mould the mind and outlook of mankind,

to leave a name which posterity shall venerate with

wonder and admiration,—this has from the beginning

been the ambition of emperors, statesmen, and warriors

with nations and armies at their back to achieve their

aim it has been the ambition of thinkers and poets

with all the wisdom and culture of the ages at their

command. In the roll-call of fame are names like

Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne, Napoleon There

are names like Plato and Kant, Newton and Darwin

Dante and Goethe, and on the history and the mind

of our race each or these has left a great and enduring

mark They have left their mark ;
their nanie and

their 'influence is still a power. But which of them

has done a work, has left an influence or a name like

th" viUape Carpenter, unlettered and unarmed who

dreamed that God would redeem the world^ through

Him. and died to make the dream conic true

:
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"For He shall deliver the poor when he criefh • ^^,needy also and him that hath no helper
" '^'

froM o/a i-
^^^' ^"'^ ""'° "'"^ «hall be given of the

?n?dt!„^tn Hrj;:s i^ "-^^ -- -- "=-

r.mi"'u„tr,ht"
"-"''"" ^" "" ! "» Name shall
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" Spirit " which had wrought in Jesus came upon the

disciples and wrought in them. An overmastering

inward Power laid hold of them and transformed them.

Those who in the hour of Calvary had been a rout of

terror-stricken fugitives now stand forth as the pillar-

Apostles of the infant Church. They are found

witnessing boldly in the name of Jesus.

It is not the purpose of the present essay to follow

out in detail the external history of the early Christian

community. Our task is rather to ask what were their

distinguishing beliefs, to trace the process by which

they came to develop their thoughts about their

Master, and to show how thoughts and beliefs alike

sprang out of their experience. It is of the last

importance to recognize that the development which is

traceable in early Christian ideas about Christ was not

the product of abstract speculation in the study. It

was something beaten out by the stress of immediate

controversial and apologetic necessities : even more,

it was something determined by the disciples* own

inherent need of giving progressively less inadequate

expression to the dominating fact of Christ and

the transforming experience of His Spirit in their

lives.

If we ask what was the Christology of the earliest

Christian community we must find it in the document

called "Q," and in the speeches in the earlier part

of Acts. "Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved of

God unto you by mighty works and wonders and

signs, which God did by Him in the midst of you,

even as ye yourselves know ; Him being delivered up by

the determinate counsel and for. -knowledge of God, ye

by the hand of men without the I.aw did crucify and

slay : whom God raised up, having loosed the pangs

of death. ... Let all the house of Israel, therefore,

know assuredly, that God hath made Him both Lord

and Christ, this Jesus whom ye crucified." Every one

in the Jerusalem of that day was familiar with the
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career of Jesus—His preaching, His mighty works,
His astounding claims. And every one knew, too, that
He had been crucified. It was of Him—this well-
known, ill-starred Prophet and Healer—that these men
declared that He and none other was God's Anointed,
the Christ who should come. How (we are constrained
to ask) did they come by so amazing, and, as it seemed
to contemporaries, so blasphemous a conviction ? The
documents themselves have only one answer to give,
namely, the Resurrection and the coming of the Snirit'
It was by these and by these alone that the disciples
were finally convinced that Jesus was verily and indeed
the Christ.

The Lord Himself, it will be remembered, had
interpreted His mission in terms of the Jewish doc- nine
of Messiahship or Christhood. The disciples in the
course of their association with Him had been led to
recognize Him in that capacity, or rather, they had
recognized in Him One vho, in the counsels of God
was destined to be manifested as Messiah hereafter'
But all this for them was shattered by the Cross ; and
the numbing effects of that disaster nothing short of
the Resurrection could ha/e availed to undo. It is
true, indeed, that the appeal of our Lord's personality
and the impression of His life and teaching upon ^he
disciples' ninds had been such, that whatever happened
they could never be as though they had not known
Him. It IS true, again, and most important, that "

if
there had been in the disciples the least trace of .1 do-iht
as to the purity of Jesus—if they had marked in Him
but a breath of ambition, of self-seeking, of irrelirrion—
the Easter experiences would not have had the^'power
to overcome this impression, and to keep the disciples
true to Jesus through persecution and death. The
purity and truth of Jesus had become for them so
self-evident that nowhere in the New Testament
writings IS the smallest attempt made to vindicate or
to prove Mis guiltlessness. This was the source o^

In
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the scandal of the Cross,

appearances were for the first

their power to overcome

However important the

settlement of their faith, the firm anchorage of—as

we say—an * ethical ' conviction was rendered possible

only by the fact that the pure and sublime Image ot

Jesus exercised a lasting power over the disciples' souls

and banished every doubt."' The disciples were, indeed,

convinced that the Lord's life on earth had manifested

from first to last a flawless perfection of moral beauty,

truth, and goodness, which the negative term " sinless-

ness " fails utterly to express.* Nevertheless by itself

such a conviction could but have served to deepen

the gloom of Calvary and to render more heart-

breaking and poignant the shattering of ail their hopes.

To-day it is possible that men may be found who
are content to see in the Cross simply the sublimest

climax of all tragedy, and who have no wish to look

beyond. The first disciples of Jesus were simple

peasant folk who were incapable of so essentially

literary a detachment : to them the Cross even as

viewed in the light of Easter remained something of a

scandal—until by the Pauline paradox it was trans-

formed from a gibbet into a throne.

The problem of the Resurrection, considered as an

event in history, is discussed in the preceding essay."

We are here concerned rather with the disciples' faith

in it. That faith for them certainly involved not

merelv the sight of the Risen Lord, but also the

knov.'ledge of the empty tomb. No doubt to the

minds of men to-day this emptiness of the tomb is

attended by serious difficulties either way : orthodox

explanations of it suggest metaphysical difficulties and

unorthodox explanations historical ones. But in the

case of the disciples it was certainly a providentlu

circumstance which turned their thoughts away from a

dead body and a grave and centred them upon a living

Person exalted at God's right hand. Had they known
- Ci.

1 'H-
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or believed that the dead body of the Lord was lying
somewhere in Jerusalem "seeing corruption," ' the
1 entecostal proclamation would have had a completely
different rmg. Explanations would have been demanded
and devised for the existence of the mortal remains.
In all pn^bibility we v'lould have heard either of the
veneration or of the desecration of the sacred relics
But that very emptiness of the tomb, which has
rendered it perhaps un.iuly prominent in recent
apologetic, caused ir in the earliest days to pass quite
mto the background. The Apostles had something
tar more positne and overwhelming to which to bear
witness in the actuality of the Living Lord and the
present power of the Spirit.

If we ask what precisely for the Apostles was the
significance of the Resurrection, we discover that this
was not for them at first what it subsequently became
for a St. Paul or a St. John—the overcoming of death
by life. I hey did not as vet speak of Jesus as the
firstborn from the dead who has opened unto us the gate
of everlasting life. Rather to them the Resurrection
was the vindication of their Master and the justification
of His claims. God by raising Jesus from the dead
had openly declared Him to be His Chosen, had
exalted Him to His own right hand in heaven, thereby
making Him " both Lord and Christ." The Resurrec-

^J?"
was emphatically not regarded as a "return into

this life " ; It was rather a necessary means to the
Ascension and Glorification of Jesus and to His Advent
as Messiah.

According to this earliest thought, the Lord in the
days of His earthly ministry had not as vet becomem thc-^full sen>e " Messiah." The document which
New Testament critics have agreed to call " () "—the
source containing "sayings of Jesus" which underlies
portions of our first and third Gospels—regards Him
indeed, as having been designated Messiah and as havine
received rhe " ^n^nfMir- " -^^-i c- ••., . .

o

it

-f the Spirit at His baptism
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and of course the signi icance of His sayings as of His
life, which made it worth while to compile either a

collection of the former or a narrative of the latter, lay in

the fact that they were the life and sayings of 1 lim who
was the Messiah, and who was shortly to be revealed

in that capacity. It remains true, however, that the

Messiahship during the earthly ministry was looked

upon as something veiled or concealed : it was a secret

about the future. St. Peter in speaking of his Master's

earthly ministry and crucifixion uses such titles as

" the Holy and Righteous One," " the Prophet like

unto Moses," the " Servant," that is, the " Servant of

the Lord " ; ' it is now, as the result of His Resurrection

and Exaltatio"., that He enters uf>on His full Messianic

dignity : and l'though for the present "until the times

of restoration of all things " the heaven must receive

Him, He is expected shortly to be manifested as " the

Judge of quick and dead " to inaugurate the Messianic

The dominant note, therefore, in the religious life

of this earliest band of Christian disciples was that of

expectancy. They were looking for the visible return

of their Lord in triumph on the clouds of heaven, and

the great event was daily and hourly awaited. What
was necessary in the meanwhile was that men should

repent and be baptized and believe the Good News that

the Messiah was at hand, and that He was none other

than Jesus.

No doubt in considering the form of this eschato-

logical hope which so manifestly held the central place

in the thoughts and beliefs of the earliest disciples, we
ought to allow something for a certain crudeness of

mind in them and a defect of spiritual perception which

persistently interpreted the sayings of the Lord in a

sense more crass and materialistic than that which thcv

had originally been inter Jed to bear. It is possib'

•

that a tendency of this kind has influenced t :ie form

! ;. 16. Ilaii is th¥ Ssptuieint rcndr of " Sfrvant ** in \*:^ h iii'.
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of those sayings as they have been reported in the
Gospels.* So, again, the apologetic need of exnlainine
away the scandal of the Cross in controversy with
Jewish opponents might easily operate in the same

c°^\„
'^^

*!''= difficulty "Why was the Messiah
crucihed ? the disciples made answer that in the first
place It was necessary that He should fulfil the
prophecy of the Suffering Servant in Isaiah liii., but
that, secondly, the time was at hand when every eye
should see Him and they also which pierced Him should
then acknowledge Him.

Nevertheless, whatever weight may rightly attach
to either or both these considerations, they are quite
insuificient in themselves to account for an emphasis
and a mode of thought which was surely no invention
of disciples, but in essentials goes back—as is now
beginning to be generally recognized by scholars—to
the teaching of the Lord Himself. It has been pointed
out in the preceding essay* that it is one of the great
gains of recent criticism that we are now enabled to see
the Christology of the Twelve as organically continuous
with that of our Lord and the Christology of St. Paul
as organically continuous with that of the Twelve
Christianity from first to last—in its origin quite as
niuch as in its developments—appears as a doctrine
about the Messiah, never as an ethical or religious code
to which the Person of the Founder is irrelevant » And
yet when this has been said we must go on to add that
the Christology— the Messianic doctrine—was not in
Itself new, any more than was the eschatological hope

f u ^T^'^•°!"
'^^^^* "^^^ "^^ ^as 'he identification

of the Messiah with Jesus, and the proclamation of the
Kingdom as immediately at hand. The assertion of
the disciples was not so much that "Jesus is the

^

^^r 0^/orJ StudU, w ,/,, SyncpM Hr^i^, Appen-lix, pp. 425.436;
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a notn

Mes-iah," but rather, " The Messiah is thir. Jesus and

therefore the Kingdom canr.ot be long ilcl lyed."
'

II

Of V. .s nearness and immediacy of the Kingdom

they found yet a further pledge in their consciousness

of possession by the Spirit. The events of the Day

of Pentecost are interpreted by St. Peter in terms of

the prophecy of Joel (whose ' wk has been justly

described as "an important ? u.'.-neglected apoca

lyptic work "), according tf .

of the Holy Spirit was . .

approach of the "great

that is to say, the I> v

which the Kingdom '. . :

ingly is consistently ''f.'

as the pledge or instai .- t /

the fulness of the future - .1

Nevertheless, although

the thought of the disciples

significance, it was in their ac

than a mere earnest of the future.

Reality which dominated and possessed them, a trans-

forming Presence by which they were moulded and

inspired. Outwardly it was manifested in ecstatic

utterances, in the enthusiasm of prophesyings, in healings

and woi-ks of power. Inwardly it wrought in them as

a fountain of love and joy and peace, a certainty of

salvation so gird and strong and .-ee that it could face

rulers and kings, suifer:rg and persecution and death,

and " count all things but loss for the excellency of the

knowledge of Christ Jesus " their Lord.

Herein, surely, lay the secret oi their attrat >'n

and of their power. It was not the thought of .a

disciples, not their Messianic doctrine as such, which

' It h.is bcfii pointcil out iiv I'ro.cssor Lake tli . n AcU xviii. ?, 2X, tlio wor.U

ffi/ai Thv Xpicrrdi- 'Uaoiv ..ught tu K.- transUte.l ' tii.it _th;. Meis.„h ws. Jc5U»,"

•u- m:u . 'U

ufpouring

he near
'.- Lord,"

I' c with

>ii: ; , .cord-

s', ^ jtament
'

., larantees

jV • J appear,

ssessed for

Us est latological

: ..^£ far more

It was a present
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won over those to whom they preached and caused
souls to be added to the Church. It was this magnih-
cent, irresistible certainty in them, this rriumphant
consciousness—hardly as yet articuiated into a doctrine
—that m Jesus, God, according to His promise, Aa^
visited and redeemed His people :

• it was the reappear-
ance in their lives of the lineaments of the self-same
spirit of love and sacrifice which had wrought in
Christ, whereby men were constr:.ined to " take know-
ledge of them that they had been with Jesus."

The Spirit at work in them was the Spirit of
Jesus—recognizably and manifestly such, even to the
eyes of those without. St. Paul, when, years after-
wards, he had come to know the Cliristian Spirit both
from intercourse with others and from experience of
Its working in himself, v.t himself in one of the
epistles which have come down to us to sketch t'.e
type of character in which the Spirit should near
fruit - Love, joy, peace, long-suiTenng, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance "—we recognize
the well-known lines of the picture in the Gofpels
In like manner the familiar thirteenth chapter of
I Cormthian*—the Apostle's lyrical ode to Charity-
is virtually an inspired portrait of that Master whom
in the flesh it is probable that St. Paul had never seen

And if the Spirit was the Spirit of Jesus, the Spirit
of Jesus was the Spirit of God. This new life of the
bpu-it which possessed .hem was something veritably
and mdeed Divine. It was God n Je manifest in
the flesh. It was the disclosure of God's niture as
an eternal passion and energy of love. In the love
ot God shed abroad and made known throi-gh the
grace of the Lord Jes-s Christ, and realized in human
hearts and lives through participation in the Spirit
bestowed upon believers,' we find ourselves already

' Cf. I'lsay II. p. ^i.

Col ^ ^,c'^;ti;:^;;i]' H^c;!:'.
'"' '-^^ '^''" •*"" "^^ --^ -^

J .1
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in the r.-^.^ence of all the elements of that Divine

self-discio jre which later Trinitarian theology was
elabora.cd i:o express.

As the intellectual expression of a religious experi-

ence so rich and vivid and actual in its contents as

this, the Christology of the earliest preaching, already

outlined, was utterly inadequate. The Person of

Jesus was too great to be fully expressed in terms

of Messiahship and coming Kingdom, and soon

burst through the categories of that early faith. It

has been recently pointed out with truth as a fact

full of significance that every one of the terms in

which men have tried to set forth the Person and

work of Jesus—Messiah, Son of Man, Son of God,
Sacrifice, Passover, Lamb of God, Logos'— so far

from making Jesus more intelligible to us than He
is without them, needs interpretation to-day. " These

are the accounts that men have given of Jesus Christ,

and He has been more than they. He has transcended.

He has gone through one picture of Him and another,

one description and another : He has been more, far

more, than any of these conceptions, taken by them-
selves or taken together, have been able to represent.

They are inadequate, and there is He, the great fact." *

In the movement of expansion which resulted in

the formation of a larger Christology the first impulse

was given by St. Stephen, and by the great disciple

of St. Stephen—Saul of Tarsus. In order, however,

to make clear the precise significance of the work
of these men, it is necessary to revert to the subject

of the original Christian Community, and to consider

the relation in which they conceived themselves to

stand towards the Judaism of their upbrlngini: and

environment.

' '* N iiiu- ^in^iB * Mow ^wfft ihi' n.ini; of I.ogoi ^niinH^ ' " (lini el Harri';,

quotrcl by (iluvcr in T .t Ihjiii ^^f Cf.n.i),

'^
'I'. R. Glover. T^f I)ra:h cf Christ, an iHiircns Hchvcrrd .it a ConfVrrncc nt

thr StU'ltnt Cliiitii.iii Muvc.ii.'nl, l.ivrrpool, 1912, anii prinlcii in Ci.tnt ar.l Human

AVf./.
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III

iJH°JH'?'"'^'!;^l,''°"P°^'^'''^'P'" '^ ^'d not occur-.ndeed, ,t is hardly too much to say that to no bodyof devout Jews could it ever possibly have occurred-to regard themselves as adherents of a new reHgionor as consftutrng a new Church other than thf ofthe anaent Commonwealth of Israel. Our U)rd "t

of "Sir cTV'-r '^"^^ ^P'^'^- - one^casionot His Church, ' as something destined to b*.foumkd on the rock of St. Peter: but it is cLrfv
'"

t?:: T"?." ^,--h-whether present or Yuurl—that He utters the words. The Church of tZ
Mess.ah-the Messianic Congregation-was not a ..«Church to be d.stmgu.shed from the old : it wasTChurch the mhentance of all faithful Israelite' thesame Church which (in St. Stephen's phrase) had 'beenin the wilderness," which had lived through all theexperiences and vicissitudes of Israel's hisfory andwhich was now most trulv represented by thJe' whorecog„,z,„g ,„ Jesus the true Messiah,' awXd i"'patience and hope the coming of His Kingdom.

not fiJtheT' "^r
'^"^'^^ ^^'"' "^ ""^^ --1^

the fl. h rU V-
''?'' '^^'-^^^"sive with Israel afterthe flesh

: the Kingdom would be inaugurated by aJudgment^ There would be a separatfon o7whe.ttrom chaft, a " thorou-h purlin/" f.. I'h. .u
Baptizer had put it) of the flL.^'"lhis£ vt bet

t Sroftfer^^-'r'-''^'^^""^^ ''«" ''^' d--tne Uay o the Lord. It is in view of this extvxted
visitation in judgn,e„t-the ''wrath to come - ^
.TrcaciiHirorR"'"' ^'^

T^"^"^ ^' *^^ "'^P-'^'iprcaJiHicr of Repentance and of Baptism. It wasnot enough, after all. simply to be a Jew : membership

M
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1^

of the chosen people would not necessarily of itself

ensure silvation. What was all-important was member-

ship in the " remnant " who would be able to stand

in the day of Messiah's Judgment, and to whom would

be given an inheritance in Messiah's Kingdom.

It is from this point of view in £.11 probability that

we must understand the original significance of sacra-

ments, and the stress which from the first appears to

have been laid upon them. Baptism—the rite of

admission into the immediate circle of the adherents

of the Messiah— was at once a token of repentance

and a plec'ge of the remission of sins. It " sealed

"

those who received it as the destined inheritors of the

Messianic salvation. The laying on of hands, which

formed the complement of baptism, was the reception

of the baptized into the fellowship of believers, with

prayer that they might receive " the earnest of the

Spirit." The Eucharist in like manner was probably

regarded as an " earnest " of the Messianic Banquet,

—

that "eating and drinking in the Kingdom of Heaven
"

which was an element in the traditional apocalyptic

hope.'

But just as in the case of the doctrine of our Lord's

Person, so also with rhe theory of the Sacraments, the

origiii;il :houyht-forms bv which they were interpreted,

with their predominating emphasis u^on the future,

proved inadequate to express the fulness and richness

of spiritual experience in the present. In actual ex-

perience Baptism, with the laving on of hands which

normallv accompanied it, was discovered to itivolve

a break with the past an.i a transforming access of

spintuii I'ff and power which made of it a veritable

" n-ew birth." In actual experic-nce the iMicharist was

1 If \^r n tv I'u-t iM till, farticul.tr tt-.- rrcor.i in tiic <iu«pri«, thit thought

i. -nt- ' h,ivf (x-ril m <ii;( l.,.rl\ trM\ n.i'Ul at the '..i^l S i;'piT, in .i^Mti-tntn,

h".\rx t. With i.itvi- .i-'i\..i trniu tj<.' i^Mtituti Ml nt s.u-nntT, in«t .t in\siic..t

l.it'iltri. it! .n ! Hmu. 1 wilr-. ,!ir- Vi^Iuii ^*hii<r otirrril il(r lliuald in.tU)<uratr a

" Nc\^ t'..\.K.F»i ii. jrtffiiwih xixi. ^1) in \li% " niooil," wliich fvciitiiaUy

nil -.;r-ti I, !• *• "I..! -' .in in! fj.r t.'Mn i l!.r Kt'h.i'*' in 'acri'ivMi [ run.

I f I
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di'^covered to involve a present consciousness of realizedcun,mun.on w.th -he Lord, a fresent gladness adftof sp,ntual strength and refreUment ier rene/edwhKh broke through and transcended the purelv

Fetr'Tn'lhe'ff" ."' '' ? X'
^^^""^ ^' ''^^

of ?h J t 7^'""^ ''^ '^^ ^'•^•"•^ the Presenceof the Risen Lord was made known to the disioles

VJrvf '""^
'^^r^ ''^''^^ ^-- and now "^dhe actual,

ty and vividness of Euchar.stic experienceue-nanded a more adequate Euchar.st.c theology^
in the development of New Testament thought thetwo processes of reinterprctation .t which wf h veh nted went on s>de by s.de and reacted upon eachother: the fuller sacramental doctrine at once suggestedand was suggested by, -.he larger Christologv. Nc thiprocess can profitably he studied in isolation butneither could reallv begin so long as Chr stir"tv' con-tmued to exist merely as a movement within the closed

circle Of orthodox Judaism. The larger theoo'v
required for Its development the freer atmospher ffLiberal Judaism as it existed outside Palestine in thesynagogues of the Dispersion, and Liberal Judaism m
t^raeco-Koman civilization and its Hellenistic cultureUpon tl.e existence and the nature of Liberal Judaism•n the period immediatelv antecedent to the comingor our Lord the researches of modern scholars Tx"!hrown considera!.le light. We learn bv imp catK ,rorn a passage

-

;
Philo ' that ,n the cities' o

Dispersion in his day vnu might meet w.th jeus whonot only -vvith i>hilo hn.self-saw a symbolical I iddmc-amng m the institutions and ceremonial of the I uvhut who even maintained that the hidden mean,,,, 'wasthe only vahd meaning, and abandoned the literal
Fi'!
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observance of Judaism, m so fn-as r? was a ritual and

ceremonial system, as unnecessary ^mi burdcnsf>mc.

Extremists of this type were doubtless comparatively

fev- but there were many who, while mamtaini' ' the

literal observances as binding upon Jews by rth,

readily waived their necessity in the case of Gen' les,

and encouraged the growth of a class (if '* God-f<«irer=
"

or Gentile adherents of the synagogue who, though

not actually circumcized, accepted monotheism and

endeavoured to fulfil the "weightier matters" of the

moral as distinct from the ceremonial law. It was in

fact inevitable that in the case of Jews domiciled out-

side Palestine the ritual law and the ideal of the Temple
worship and sacrifices, however important in theory,

should in practice fall more or less into the background.

By sheer force of circumstances the perspective v as

wholly different with regard to these things according

as one lived in Jerusalem under the actual shadow of

the Temple, or remote from Palestine in one of the

Greek-speaking cities of the Empire.

II. The Work of St. Stephen

Bearitig these points in mind we can understand the

significance of the work of St. Stephen. Himself a

Hellenist Jew, as his name suggests, he came to com-
bine the Hellenist .ittitude ••owards the Feniple and the

ceremonial i.i / with the Messianic hopes and ideals of

the early Christian disciples, with the result that the

whole balance of emphasis in th»" Christian preaching

was profoundly modified. Our Lord Himself, it will

be remembered, had been accused of undermining the

I^aw, and had foretold the destruction of the Temple.

It was by outspoken utterances about l-aw and Temple
that the hostility against Him which culminated in the

Crucifixion had been primarily aroused. It was ii'ot,

indeed, that our Lord was fundamentally opposed to
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these things

:
He claimed not to destroy the Law but

^ fulfil .t, and that He venerated the true ideal o7 rhTemp,, , ^,de evident by His cleansmg of t Hhad. however set the spirit of the Law above its letter

or tK^ '•'' ''fr °' "^^"
=
-d "^ hVd look"'

would rendertLr'''^
."'" supernatural order whichwouia render the Temple unnecessary. His oripinalfollowers proved incapable of entering into H sS'm.nd upon these subjects. As devout Jew wX

rth en "^'^""L
'^'y ^'""g ^° ^he ideals of PharS

tg Uw " "^ """^ "^'°"^ '" '^' observance

TeJX '*"%"?"'"''' ^^^"P*^^"' °" ^'^«^ other handTe.nrle and Law were not merely transitory butcmcs^nca!
:
too much reverence for them was ?ndecdmo., wrong, so soon were they to be .wept away atthe g^.^ous appearmg of the Messiah.' As^ the ereadeeds ^ God m old time .n His dealings with^the

fhVv ?^ '*' worship, so would it be now inhe \.w Age rH,t was on the point of dawning. W"can u,Kierstanci -..w it came about that such tt^achL

fn'stiter"'"'"-
'"' ''.'' ''^ ^""^^ was thetmf>n bt Stephen s cas.- as m his Master's : another deithfor blaspnemv ensued. Nevertheless a great step'orward had I.en t:,ken. The religion of Jef^ hanksto btephen, began t. en.erge clearly^s a syst.m ,nposedto inst.tutH.nal Judaism : and morl .ci oLl of IVs'as he kept the clothes of then, that sto d SteXn'had .narked how one in whom the Spirit of [esusvvroupht couU die. Our next task, a^cc dmglvto follow out the results for Christian thought ot theconversion ot St. P.-niJ

'""gnt or tne

lA

Kfth lloi ijjrjk M
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III. The Conversion of St. Paul

St. Paul regarded his conversion as miraculous. To
his consciousness it presented itself from first to last

as an event which burst in upon him in spite of him-

self: it was against his own will that he had been taken

captive, at a time when he was kicking against the

pricks. By a free gift God had been pleased to reveal

His Son in him ; that was enough.

No doubt it is possible for us to-day to see predeter-

mining psychological causes at work in him by which

the way was in all probability subconsciously prepared.

A Pharisee of Pharisees by education and conviction, a

man of intense piety and zeal for " the customs which

Moses delivered," a patriot ardently longing for "the
hope of the promise of (iod made to the fathers," he

had been unspeakably shocked by the contention of

the Nazarenes that the Messiah was to be identified

with the crucified Jesus. He embarked with enthusiasm

upon the task of persecution and repression, yet found

himself, as we must needs think, increasingly abashed

and perturbed bv the bearing of the Christians in their

hour of trial. The witness of Stephen and others could

not have been without its effect, and the contrast between

the glad confidence of Christians in the possession of

the Spirit, and his own restless conscience and sense of

spiritual dissatisfaction (as he describes it in the seventh

chapter of Romans) could not but have suggested, were

it only subconsciously, a lurking doubt whether it

might not be that these people were right after all.

Obviously we have here all the conditions which—given

favourable circumstances—might be expected to lead

to one of those " sudden " conversions of whi. h religious

history affords numerous examples. The vision of the

Christ on the Damascus road, for all its apparent
•' objectivity," might quite well turn out to be more
or less explicable along psychological lines, as a product
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of auto-suggestion induced by the inner conflict of
Sauls spirit. Such a view of the matter has a
plausibihty in his case which does not attach to
similar explanations of the appearances of the Risen
Master to the original Apostles. The fact remains
none the less that to St. Paul's own mind his conversion
was an act direct from God-a miracle; and this fact
IS of fundamental importance if we are to understand
the origin and growth of his Christology

It may be remarked in passing, that it is hitrh time
that a protest was made against the prevalent notion
that we are not to see the work of God in the processes
of the human mind, such as go to bring about a great
spiritual crisis. God is not a God of disorder-the
words are St. Paul's own-and the laws which govern
human thought and affection and work themselves out
in character are just as much God's laws as are the
laws by which the flowers grow or the stars move in
their courses. The recognition of predetermininy
psychological causes as operative in St. Paul's conversion
does not make that conversion, when it came, any the
less real or remarkable, or (for the matter of thar{ any
the less miraculous. A miracle, in any sense in which
the term is defensible, does not mean, as we are too
often apt to suppose that it means, a sudden and
unexpected jerk, as it were, of the Almichty hand that
controls the machinery of the universe.

'

The best
definition of a miracle is that it is something which
when we are confronted by it compels us to say, " This
IS the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in ouV eves" •

It is no less marvellous if after our first sense of wonder
has calmed down we are enabled to see a little further
into the divinely-ordered process hv which the event
was brought about. St. Paul's conversion was the
Lord s doing

: and it is marvellous in our eyes, as it
was in his.'

In any case, whatever the account which we may
' S« further on thr .ulnrc. ot nm.cU,. i;„..j ,11. j-,-. . ,S s^^, «J t.„> V. p.

:,.',

I
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give of the vision which came to St. Paul, to St. Paul's

own consciousness it presented itself as something

wholly objective. He had seen the risen Christ—seen

Him as truly and objectively as any of the original

Apostles—revealed in the blinding radiance of heaven.
" He appeared to Cephas ; then to the Twelve ; then

... to above five hundred brethren at once . . . last

of all . . . He appeared to me also." True, the

essence of the revelation was inward : the light that

shone round about him above the light of the sun and

that blinded his natural eyes would not have converted

him, were it not for the light that broke inwardly upon
his soul, the overwhelming realisation which forced itself

upon him that the voice of Jesus was one with the voice

of conscience and the »vords of Jesus were the words of

the Spirit of God. But the fact that he believed himself

to have actually seen the risen Lord as a glorified

heavenly Man was not without its influence on the form
of his Christological thinking. In common with Peter

and James and the others who were Apostles before

him, St. Paul believed our Lord to be the Messiah, not

because of the excellency of His teaching and the

sublimity of His character while He lived as man upon
the earth, but because he had seen Him manifested

alive after His Passion, and manifested in glory. It

was the Saviour, risen and glorified, whom Paul

worshipped and Paul preached, the Son of Man who
had apprehended him on the Damascus road, who had

laid hold of him and made him henceforward His slave.

IV. St. Paul's Early Preaching

If wo ask what was the Gospel which Paul preached

we shall find that it did not differ essentially either in

substance or in form from that proclaimed by the original

disciples. It was the Gospel ot the coming Kingdom,
the hope of the glorious appearing of the Son of Man
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from heaven. How thoroughly " eschatological " was
the earlier Paulinism is plain from the Thessalonian
Epistles : the suggestion that " the Day of the Lord
has set in," or •• that we are already living in the Day
of the Lord," is emphatically repudiated,' and the
thought of the Apostle moves within the received
lines of Jewish Apocalyptic, from which the doctrine of
the "signs of the end" and the anticipated manifestation
of the Antichrist or " man of Sin "

is borrowed. The
account in the second chapter of Galatians of St. i umI's
colloquy "after fourteen years" with "them who were
of repute " is a further proof of the substantial identity
of his preaching with that of the original Twelve. There
was, however, a difference. St. Paul in the days before
his conversion had as an orthodox Jew lived " afier the
straitest sect " : he had taken his stand upon the
exclusive Covenant, the promise made to Abraham,
and had sought to attain to salvation " by works of the
Law." One result of his conversion was a violent
reaction from all this. He passed over at a bound to
the extreme Liberal camp of Judaism, which minimized
the significance of Uw and temple and literal observance,
regarded Gentiles as admissible to the covenant of
Isr.iel "after the Spirit," and preached a doctrine o'

salvation by faith.*

In this respect he appears as the follower of St.

Stephen rather than of the Twelve ; but his changed
attitude towards the Lnw was not simpiv a doctrine
taken over upon Stephen's authority. "For I make
known to you, brethren, as touching' the gospel which
was preached by me, that it is not after man. For
neither did I receive it from man, nor was 1 taught

' 2 Then. ii. z. Afyn.-.-.W "sayingi" or " IftteM " chiming St. Paul's
authority had been circul.itcd to t:iii effect ( ws tviarrjKcr 17 V^/ja tou Ki'/xokV The
won) iviaTitKev doe» not mean -• ther "is past " or •' i« imminent' but "is '-resent."
(See Lake, n^. cit. p. 9+.)

' It is an interesting fact that :hc question wliefhir Abrah.iin was justified by
faith or by works was not new, but had already been debated in Judaism prior to the
rise of Christianity. Gen. xv. 6. snd Hab. ii. 4, were already in all prob. hility
•ccognized '• prouf-texts" upon tlir l.ih-rai side before they were -iuoted hv Si. I'sul.

"'Jt
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it, but by revelation of Jesus Christ." In other

words St. Paul's teaching in this as in other matters

flowed from, and was determined by, his own immediate

personal experience. He had tried and found wanting

the method of salvation by meticulous legal observance :

it had brought him only a growing consciousness of

sin, of failure to fulfil the ideal. As the result of his

new-found relation to the Crucified all was changed.

Instead of the burden of the outraged law and its

terrors, there was a new joy and deliverance. The
" free gift of God " which he had experienced in Christ

Jesus had brought with if peace in the present and

strength and hope for the future, a veritable resurrection

of his soul from spiritual death.

When all is said, it is in his witness to this experience

that the kernel of St. Paul's message is to be found.

It is here that we discover most profoundly his signi-

ficance for the spiritual life of humanity. The eschato-

logical gospel, the hope of the near approach ot the

Kingdom, which is prominent in his early preaching,

is never indeed discarded ; allusions to it are to be

found even in his latest epistles, and we need not

remind ourselves that, in a transmuted form, that which

we know as the " Advent Hope" is an integral element

of permanent value in the Christian consciousness of

to-day. But the present experience in himself and
others of redemption from the power of sin was from

the first a central and dominating element in St. Paul's

witness ; and the doctrines by which he endeavoured

to give intelligible expression to it are his most dis-

tinctive contribution to Christian thought about Christ.

St. Paul was one of the world's great thinkers, but

he was in no sense what we should now call an exact

theologian. His thought was continually living and

growing : and it was expressed, moreover, not in the

precise and formal categories of abstract philosophy,

but in the pictorial imagery and concrete symbolism
of Hebrew Scripture and Rabbinic tradition. Some
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acquaintance with the leading philosophical conceptions
of Stoicism and such other Greek systems as were most
in vcigue in the pagan world of his day it is possible
that he may have possessed ; but his mind never moved
easily in Greek channels, and he remains " an Hebrew
of Hebrews " to the end. These considerations must
be borne in mind in approaching the study of his
doctrine. We must not expect to be able to fit together
everything which we find in him into a single coherent
and logical system. For one thing, he has nowhere
left us a formal exposition of his teaching—we have to
infer its main outlines as best we may from casual
allusions in his letters and from discussions of particular
points which happened to have been misunderstood or
controverted. But even apart from this it is probable
that his doctrine did not exist in the form of a completed
or rigid system in the Apostle's own mind. We may
nevertheless discern with sufficient clearness the main
lines along which his thought developed.

1^1
til

|i|

V. The Development of Paulinism

We have already seen that to St. Paul the compelling
fact of spiritual experience for which expression and
explanation must be found was the consciousness of
salvation through Christ and deliverance from the yoke
of the law. In the effort to give an account of it his
thoughts concentrated themselves instinctively on that
which to him had been the greatest paradox and
stumbling-block—the Crucifixion. For the first dis-
ciples the death of their Master had been almost for-
gotten in the wonder of its reversal.' St. Perer, for
instance, according to the account given in Acts of his
discourse on the Day of Pentecost, was content simply

' Thu ita'rmfnt is base 1 upim the irvi.lrncr r,t the farlv chaptrrs of AcH Thr
occurrcncr howrvfr, ,>f the words "how that Christ d.oi yir o.r „« according to tht
Scriptures," ,n St. Paul's accm:r.t of the rrimitive trartition (i Ccr. xv. i ijf.) may
possibly be held to j.islily the view tl.^it ihe antilhoj, hrtweei. his d.Hrtrine and that
of the 'Iwiive on this point via< uss -harp than vie have represented it ai bfiiig.

't|
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to refer to it in passing as a crime of the Jews which
God had foreseen, and would forgive if they now
repented. St. Stephen in like manner regards it merely
as yet another instance of the Jews' wilful rejection of
God's messengers. But Saul, the Pharisee, had been
among those who had approved of the death of Stephen,
and a fortiori, therefore, of the death of Stephen's
Master. For him the Crucifixion stood out with awful
vividness as the great and central mystery in the life
and character of Him whom he had been so strangely
brought to acknowledge as the Christ. He could not
be satisfied with the view that it had merely been per-
mitted by God in order to give Him an opportunity to
show His power and vindicate His Christ. Somehow,
he felt, m the death of the Lord there must be discover-
able a vast positive significance

; bound up in some
manner with the Cross of Jesus was the secret of His
saving power. He looked for light to break upon its
mystery

; and when the light for him had broken, we
find him preaching the " word of the Cross " with ever
uicreasing emphasis. Here, in fact, was the verv core
and centre of his message. " God forbid," he' cries,
" that I should glory, save in the Cross" ; and again!
" We proclaim a Messiah or a Cross, to Jews a scandal,'
and to Gentiles an absurdity, but to those who arc
called, both Jews and Greeks, a Messiah who is God's
power and God's wisdom."

What were the conceptions which enabled St. Paul
thus to interpret the Cross no longer as a stumbling-
block but as a Gospel } The first Christians had already.
in all probabihty, quoted the 53rd chapter of Isaiah
as a Scriptural justification of the idea of a suffering
Messiah. The same idea, moreover, based upon the
same passage of Scripture, seems to have formed part of
our Lord's own conception of His mission.' " Thus it

behoved the Messiah to suffer, and to enter into His
glory." We cannot doubt that St. Paul had .Iteply

' Cf. Ess..) III. p. 114.

\
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pondered the line of thought thus sugfrested. " He
huth borne our griefs," the prophet had written, "and
carried our sorrows . . . The Lord hath laid on Him
the iniquity of us all." St. Paul has the same thought—

" Him Who knew no sin " God " made to be sin on
our behalf." Christ " became a curse on our account,"
and thereby " redeemed us from the curse of the law "

;

God "delivered him up" (i.e. to death) "for us all."

It is not perhaps, strictly speaking, true that St. Paul
here preaches a doctrine of vicarious punishment, but
undoubtedly he preaches—what is indeed clearly implied
not only in his own phrases but in the Isaianic passage
which underlies them—a doctrine of vicarious suffenn<r.
To say, however, that our Lord suffered on our behalf,
and died that we might live is, after all, rather to state
the fact of an atonement than to render it intelligible

;

and St. Paul's doctrine did not stop short with a bare
assertion of vicarious suffering, but included other
elements of the highest interest and importance. In
order to understand what these were we must go back
to the conception of the Son of Man.

Except in the words attributed to the dying Stepht-n,

the actual phrase " the Son of Man " does not occur in

the New Testament outside the Gospels ; but the concep-

tion implied in the phrase underlies St. Paul's doctrine of
our Lord as the " last Adam " or " Man from heaven." '

It will be remembered that it was as a human figure
revealed in bright light that St. Paul had seen our Lord
in vision on the Damascus road ; and that the primitive
Christian Gospel had procl.iimed Him as the Messiah
who should come upon the clouds of heaven in the
glory of the holy angels. We have seen, moreover,
that this latter conception goes back ultimately to the
vision of Daniel as interpreted and amplified by the
Book of Enoch."

' Oft 7fpos avl)puwo% (i oOpaff' i Lor. xv. 47). The unr.ls 6 Kirpios which
uiviorlic the A. V., "The jpcon.l Man is i.te Urd frnni Iimvch,' ,iie proba'lya
^ic'<. The V arc onutti'd from th^' text uf ihc Rrvijui V\ r<iiin

' Ct. E.«.iy lit. p,. 90 Yl-
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Now, in the Book of Enoch the " Son of Man "
is

not regarded as coming into existence for the first

time at the moment of His manifestation upon earth,
but as pre-existent from all eternity, dwelling in
righteousness with the Ancient of Days " before the sun
and the signs were created, before the stars of heaven
were made." Jesus, therefore, acknowledged to be the
" Son of Man " of apocalyptic expectation, must be
conceived to have pre-existed in heavenly splendour
before His life on earth : from the beginning He had
dwelt with God, " chosen and hidden before I^im before
the creation of the world." His appearance upon earth
at all, then—at least under conditions so remote from
the surroundings of supernatural glory which were
expected to herald the coming of the Son of Man
could only be explained as an act of sheer grace and
loving-kindness. He who was to come in glory had
stooped to come in lowliness—not having where to lay
His head. " Ye know the grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ, that though He was rich yet for our sakes He
became poor, that ye through ' His poverty might
become rich." '« Let this mind be in you which was
also in Christ Jesus, Who, being in the form of God,
thought not equality with God a prize to be grasped,'
but nullified ^ Himself, taking the form of a servant, am!
was made in the likeness of men : and being found in
fashion as a man, He humbled Hims;lf, and became
obedient even unto death, yea, the death of the Cross."

Theologies have been built upon these passages, but
St. Paul's words are not exact theology, and it is absurd
to treat them as precise metaphysical statements : in the
contexts ^ in which they occur in his letters they are not
even introduced for their own sakes, but merely as the
ground of an appeal, in the one case for generous alms-
giving, in the other for the avoidance of self-seeking, by

' It i> clear from other paM.iucs in uhlcli the word is used {e.g. Rom. iv. 14,
I Cor. i. 1-, i«. 11;) that «i'oi;i' in late Greek had come to bear the meanin.r "to
make void," "to nullity," ratlier than "to make empty."

' 2 Cor. viii. 7 «<)(). ; Philipp. ii. ; sqq.
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reference to the Lord's example. It is all the more
significant of the lines on which the Apostle's thought
had developed that he is able thus allusively to take for

granted as common ground between himself and his

correspondents a conception so striking and suggestive.

From the throne of glory to the death of the Cross !

Here, indeed, was a theme for wonder and thanksgiving.
If the Cross meant that, then it was something more
than a mere unexplained mystery of suffering : it was
something voluntarily sought out and endured, an act

of love surpassing anything that it had ever entered
into the heart of man to conceive.

And, moreover, the love shown forth in the Cross
was not simply the love of Christ : it was the love of
God. Any separation between God and Christ was here
unthinkable. God had " sent forth " His Christ—the
" Son of His love "—to be a " propitiation " for our sins.

We must not press too insistently the force of the word
" propitiation "

: St. Paul adopts the term in passing
from the sacrificial system of Judaism, but he does not
stop to enquire too closely who or what is being " pro-
pitiated." He seems, indeed, to regard the death of
Christ as intrinsically necessary to display the severity

and justice of God—human sin could not be passed over
lightly, and it was only at this tremendous cost that

man could be " ransomed " from its power ; but his

main thought is of the love of God as manifested in the
Saviour's self-forgetting sacrifice—a love which had pre-
vailed in spite of men's ^ins and of the " wrath " which
in themselves they must have aroused. " God was in

Christ reconciling the world unto Himself" and "God
commendeth His own love towards us, in that, w/iile we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us.'"'

Clearly (St. Paul felt) it was with a great act of the
Divine Love o,)crative for man's redemption that in

the death of Christ he had to do. But this was not
all. The recognition of the Cross as a revelation at

' Cf. E»8Jy VI. pp. 314-515.
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once of God's love and severity was still not adequate
as an explanation of his experience. The Law, as St.

Paul understood it, had pronounced upon sin the
condemnation of death, and St. Paul himself, under the
Law, had been " dead," that is, morally and spiritually

powerless, the slave of sin. By his union with Christ
he now knew himself to be "alive." What had
happened ? Had God repented of the condemnation
pronounced ? That surely were impossible. Does
God, then, receive the wicked as if they were righteous ?

To do so would be to combine injustice with falsehood
;

moreover, the proof that the "enmity" between
St. Paul and God was at an end lay precisely in the fact

that the power of sin in him was broken, that in Christ
Jesus he was " a new creature."

Who, then, was Christ Jesus, and what was this
" new creation "

? St. Paul recalled the story of the
original creation in Genesis, and was led to express,
and to endeavour to explain, the contrast between the
old creation and the new—between the life of sin and
the new life in Christ,—by the help of the conceptions
of the first and the secc^nd Adam. " Adam "

is simply
the Hebrew word for " man," and Adam in the ancient
legend was the ancestor of mankind. Now, an ancestor,

according to the Hebrew way of thinking, already im-
plies and, as it were, includes the whole of his de-
scendants. Thus, for example, the writer of the Epistle
to the Hebrews speaks of Levi as paying tithes to

Melchizedek, because " he was yet in the loins of his

father"— Abraham—"when Melchizedek met him"
(Heb. vii. 10). Accordingly "Adam" for St. Paul is

not merely the ancestor of mankind : he represents,

and in fact he is mankind ; the sin and death of Adam
is the sin and death of all men. But Jesus Christ is a

second Adam. He, too, stands for, and as it were
includes, all mankind ; and as in the first Adam all

died, so in the second Adam all shall be made alive.

The first Adam—formed, accordinrr to the story in
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Genesis, of the dust of the ground—was " of the earth,
earthy " ; but the second Adam, the glorious, pre-
existent Son of Man, was from heaven. From the first
Adam was derived man's natural life—" the first man
Adam became a living soul " ; from the Christ, the
second Adam, man's new-found spiritual life was de-
rived—"the last Adam became a life-giving Spirit."
As Adam reproduced himself in his descendants by
physical begetting, so in Christ men were spintuallv
begotten anew, and He in them was reproduced.'

Clearly if this way of stating the " v.ork of Christ
"

can be maintained, whatever is morally objectionable in
the idea of the Redeemer's sufferings as vi-arious is
thereby eliminated. The point after all is not so much
that Christ died for us as that we died in Him. In
Him we died, and in His resurrection we rose. His
death is identically our death and His resurrection our
resurrection, and all who come to share the manhood
of the second Adam are dead and risen—dead to sin
and alive unto God. Moreover, since Adam stands
for mankind, so Christ is or represents all mankind.
The thought is all through intensely corporate and social.
Man is corporately sinful, and corporately redeemed.
The ancient mind, it is often said, was defective in its
failure adequately to recognize the principle of in-
dividuality

; and this, no doubt, is true. But the
abstract individualism of much modern thinking loses
sight of the deeper truth of human solidarity, and it is

just here that ancient thought is strong.''

There are, hcvever, difficulties in St. Paul's con-
ception. There is, for example, in his use of the terms
" life " and " death " a recurring ambiguity. Thev
denote, of course, in the first instance life and death in
the ordinary physical sense of the words ; but they are
used also to denote spiritual life and death—the new-
found capacities of spiritual achievement in souls that
are "risen with Christ," the moral impotence and

> C(. Eaeiy V. y. 246 and py. 253 scjq. » Of. Essay VI. pp. 297.29S.
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1,

spiritual entombment of souls " sold under sin "
; and

in St. Paul's thinking the two senses run into one
another and cannot be clearly distinguished. Thus the

physical death and resurrection of Christ are regarded
as carrying with thein the " death to sin " and rising

again to spiritual life of all men ; but further, the

physical death which is the common lot of all men is

regarded as the " wages " of sin ; inasmuch, however,
as all men died in Christ's physical death, the " wages

"

have already been paid and received—" he that hath
died is justified from sin "

; consequently all shall rise

in Christ's resurrection : He is " the first-fruits of them
that slept."

Again, since the first Adam involved the whole race

in sin, the second Adam ought in strict logic to have
imparted the new life to all ; and, moreover, inasmuch
as in Him they died and rose again—died to sin and
rose again to righteousness—sin in strict logic ought to

be henceforward impossible.

All such criticism, however, is really beside the mark.
St. Paul, as has been already insisted, was not a

strictly logical thinker, still less a theologian con-
structing a system. He was a supreme religious

genius struggling to express and make intelligible new
facts of religious experience. He does not as a fact

conceive redemption in the static fashion which his

argument, considered logically, would require. On the
contrary the Christian salvation, theoretically and
potentially effectual for all men, requires to be
individually appropriated by *' faith," and " faith " for

St. Paul, whatever else it may be, is certainly not more
"belief"; it is not a "hearty assent" to anything,
neither is it independent of "works"; it is "active
through love" (Gal. v. G)} How far St. I'aul's

doctrine of the Atonement is from being nanowly
logical is clear from the fact that ^'^.ere is still some hinrr

F.iith lor St. Paul hjs its beginning in prr-onal loy.iit) to Christ .ind its

contummation in nivstical union wi;:. Him.
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left for man to do. We have to walk worthily of our
new hte

; to bring forth fruits worthy of our changed
mind

;
to eject sin from our members and " yield them

as instruments of righteousness." St. Paul is not
afraid of a paradox. " If ye then be risen with Christ
seek those things which are above." The Atonement
IS complete, and yet it remains for us to complete it.

On the other hand, St. Paul is clear that the power
of faith in us, " active through love," is a Power not of
ourselves. It is Christ operative within us. It is the
Spirit of Christ indwelling and possessing us " Christ
in you," as he expresses it, " the hope of glory." " To
me to live is Christ," he cries, " to die is gain " "

I
live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me, and the life
which I now live in the flesh, I live by the faith of the
Son of God, who loved me, and gave Himself for me."
In this intensely mystical consciousness of the indwell-
ing Christ, ever with him as the guiding and inspiring
principle of his life, St. Paul is typical of all the great
Christian saints

; and, indeed, the experience is shared in
greater or less degree bv sincere Christians in all ages

Christ and the Spirit of Christ : St. Paul does not
sharply difl^erentiate the two conceptions in the way
that later theology came to do ; his is the spontaneous
and unstudied language of experience, and the Power
which wrought in him and in others to the subduing of
passion and the conquest of sin, the Power which gave
life meaning and purpose, a new vision and a new joy
which inspired to suffer and to serve and if necessary
to die, was as plainly the power of Christ as Christ
Himself was the power of God. That a man should
have the Spirit of Christ in him was the same thing as
that he should have Christ in him or that he should
have the Spirit of God in him. " Ye are in the Spirit
if so be that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you. But if
any man have not the Spirit of Chri<!t, he is none of
His. And if the Spirit of Christ is in you, the body is

dead because of sin ; but the Spirit is life becnuse of
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righteousness." " Now the Lord is the Spirit ; and
where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty."

"Stand fast, therefore, in the liberty wherewith Christ

hath made us free."

Righteousness, life, freedom— it is because St. Paul

(and the Christian Church following his lead) was thus

able to grasp the inner significance of the Personality

of Jesus the Messiah, and to express it as a life-giving

Spirit, that Jesus has been for humanity what He has

been. It was this which made St. Paul pre-eminently

doctor gentium—the Apostle of the Gentiles. So long as

the Christian preaching was merely the proclamation of

a Jews' Messiah it could have had to the pagan world

no more than a passing interest, comparable to the

interest which we ourselves feel when we read in the

papers of the appearance of another Mullah, mad or

sane, in Somaliland or elsewhere. If there had come
into the world one who was to be a Saviour for

Greeks and Romans, Barbarians and Scythians, learned

and ignorant, bond and free, he must be one of whom
more could be asserted than that he was the Messiah
of the Jews.

St. Paul in fact came, as we have seen, to assert far

more about our Lord than the bare fact of His Messiah-

ship : and although we have seemed to find in the

Apostle's personal history a clue to that modifie

J

emphasis in his preaching whereby the present grace

of salvation came to assume an even greater importance

than the future hope of the Kingdom, we need to

remember also that his experience was not simply the

experience of a Christian but of a Christian missionary.

It was not merely that the first Apostles had known
Christ first in the days of His humiliation, and had
only afterwards come to understand His glory, whereas

in St. Paul's case the experience had been reversed,

and for him the Chri=' seen in glory on the Damascus
road was less a man who had been exalted than a

heavenly Being who h^d condescended to become

^^?-
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human. It was not merely that for St. Paul the central
tiling was h's deliverance in Christ from the power of
s:r. and the curse of the law. The Gospel with which
he ha^ gone out mto the Gentile world, so far as we can
gather ,t from the Thessalonian Epistles, was (as has
been already observed) the Judaic, eschatological Gospel
unaltered even in form : and if St. Paul came to modify
or supplement it, to find modes of expression which did
taller justice to his own central experience, we may be
sure that, like every teacher, he learnt much from those
he tar.ght.

It was not, indeed, that for his own part he at any
time ceased to be essentially a Jew, or that his thought
_noved rpon other than Jewish lines. But he discovered
by experience that some ways of putting his message
were intelligible to Gentile minds, as others were not. In
particular, the conception of a Divine Being—a God—
who had died and come to life again, and .vhose dyine
and rising, mystically shared by the initiated, were
the pledge of their salvation in this life and the next
was one which-as it is now coming to be generally
recognized—was already familiar in the Graecc-Roman
world of the day.

Throu^rhout Asia Minor, in the great cosmopolitan
Greek towns, and in Rome itself, what are known as
"Mystery Religions," derived from Egypt and the
East, were widely popular. They seem to have had
their roots, far back in the dim past, in primitive
nature-worships. In the Phrygian system Cvbcle, in
the Egyptian system Isis, representing the Earth
Mother, bewailed the death in autumn of the vegeta-
tion -spirit, Attis or Osiris,' and celebrated joyfully
his resurrection in the spring. This original crude
basis, however, was allegorized and practically dropped

> The worship ,)f Mi,l:r,-„=. :h. b..t kno«-n of ,h«e mvsterv rrli^ions, md not a,u would ,,prenr, become «,ad> d,3,<:,„n;,te , in the Ronian Empire U,rc the end ohe hrst century ot our era It present,, externally at least, many close parallel, toC„r,st,an,ty, an., <h;rm, the period of it, greatest vogue it was hr some time,seious rival to the Church. .
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out of sight in the later developments of vhcse cults,

and in the forms in which they spread over the civilized

world of Greece and Rome the mythical fi<Tures of
Osiris and Attis appear rather as redeemer-goJs who
represent the principle of life out of death and guarantee
a blessed immortality to their votaries. Men were
initiated by means of solemn washings and purifications,

and in sacred "^ als and mystic sacraments participated
in the divine drama, constantly renewed and re-enacted,

of the life, death, and joyful resurrection of their god
In spite of ritual survivals which were m some cases of
a savage and even revolting kind, it must be recognized
that much of what was highest and most spiritual in the
religious aspirations of the age sought, and in some
measure found, both outward expre sion and inward
satisfaction in these mystic cults ; ' and although their

direct influence upon Christianity may easily be ex-
aggerated, it will readily be seen that familiarity with
the language and ideas of the mysteries would provide a

point of contact in the Gentile mind which rendered
intelligible St. Paul's Gospel of the death and resurrec-
tion of the Christ. In this sense Christianity may be
said to have fulfilled the unconscious " Messianic
prophecies " of the Mystery Religions.

But if the Gentile mind thus tended to accept
Christianity as a " mystery religion," it was certainly a
mvstery religion of a new and superior kind. For one
thing, its Christ was no mere mythical figure of the
past, but an actual Person whose life and death and
resurrection were attested by men who claimed to have
seen and known Him, and whose living Spirit,

operative in their lives, bore fruit in a type of character
which the mystery religions could not boast. For

' For a valuable account of the Mystery Religions »ee Cunont, Ln Re/ifhns
crU-ntalt! dam It Paganhn-.c remain: a discussion of their b«rii : i,n the Gospd as
pir.ichci l.v St. Paul will be found in Lake (op. cit. pp. 40 jj;.). There is nothing
in the cvidenci- to suggest that any of the funHani-nlal conceptions of St. P.iul's
Gospel cr:r„.aud in the Mystery Religions : the utmost th:it ought tn be a-scrted
IS that the> may have come to have some influence upon the forms of its
orcsentation.

^ _- .-
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another, the appearance upon earth as Man of this
WOP lerful Person whose sufferings and death were-
effectual for man's redemption was proclaimed as a
voluntary act springing from sheer love, and that the
love of God. And in point of fact, although the
theology of the mysteries helped to make Christ in-
telligible to the Gentiles, as the theology of Messiahship
had made Him intelligible to the Jews, it remains as
true in the former case as in the latter that the secret
of the Gospel's power, and the explanation of its
victories, is not to be found in the doctnnal forms of
Its expression. In Greece and Asia Minor, as truly asm Jerusalem, the really effective Christian apologetic
vvas the Christian life. " It is the Spirit that quickeneth
the flesh profiteth nothing."

It is probable, indeed, that the influence of the
theology of the mysteries did not always operate
wholly for good. It suggested in some cases an
unethical and even a magical interpretation of the
Gospel—as though a man, having once been purifird
in baptism, and having duly received, through participa-
tion in the Eucharist, the risen life of the Redeemer
uas henceforth " safe " and might with impunity ignore
rhe obligations of morality, as one who was in any case
secure of ultimate salvation. The Christian sacra-
ments, that is to say, were in danger of being interpreted
as magical charms justifying antinomian practice. It is
this problem which St. Paul has before him in his
discussion of the significance of ^he Eucharist in the
first Epistle to the Corinthians

; and the manner in
which he deals with it nmkes clear incidentally the kind
of development which Christian thought had sustained
in relation to sacranie:.t.il doctrine, and specifically in
relation to the Eucharist.

Attention has alread\- been called to the close mutual
connexion and interaction of Eucharistic and Christo-
logical thinking

: wt are prepared for the discovery that a
less exclusively eschatological interpretation of the Christ
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had brought with it also a less exclusively eschatological

doctrine of the Eucharist. The primitive thought of

the Kingdom is still, indeed, a part of its significance

—

" ye do proclaim ' the Lord's death /;// He come "
: but

combined with it we now find other conceptions ex-
pressive of what the Eucharist was discovered to be in

the actual experience of the faithful. It is, for example,
a " memorial " of Christ : that is to sa), not merely a

reminder of His death as an event in the past, and not
merely a foreshadowing of His Kingdom as a hope for

the future, but rather something which brings home to

the hearts and minds of the worshippers the whole of
what Christ is, the Redeemer, Crucified and Risen, as a
present fact of the spiritual world. So, too, tue thought of
sacrifice ^ has been introduced ; the " table of the Lord "

can be both compared and contrasted with those sacrificial

meals of Paganism which St. Paul calls the " table of
devils." In the Eucharist the Christian ci,,oyed a true

and actual communion with his Lord, as the pagan
worshipper conceived himself to hold communion " with
the idol." The blessing of the Cup and the breaking
of the Breed involved a partaking of or sharing in the
Body and Blood of Christ-, analogous to sharing in or
partaking of the flesh ot a sacrifice. The Eucharist,
in other words, was the spiritual meat and drink of
Christians ; and as it united them to the Christ on Whom
they fed, so it united them in Him to one another ; by
virtue of participation in the " one Bread " which was
Christ, they who were many were *' one Bread, one
Body."

The description of Christians as the " Body of

' what is the niMning of «oTa>7A\€-f ' Or rather m wAi-m i? the " procljnu
tion" made = One Is incline.! to say not to man, for thcie wouM be none but
believers present at the Eucharist, and Christian believers did not nee. I tn proclaim
10 one ancti.er tbe fact that Christ had died : on the other han^l )caro>7,\\eTe is

har.ily the natural word to use for " proclaiminj; " or "pleading" before (iod. St.
Haul seems rather to regard tlial death of shame which had become tin- Churcii"'
f;!ory as proclaimeil in triumph '.lefore the unseen presences or the spiritual world.
Cf. Kph. iii. lo.

'^ It is important to distinguish the ancient iilea of sacrifice from that which
became curr-nt in mediaeval times. See below, pp. 194 sqq.

.1
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Christ," already established in i Corinthians and de-
veloped at length in Ephesians, has to-day become so
familiar as a synonym of the Church that men forget to
notice its extraordinary character or to ask themselves
how St. Paul originally arrived at it. Here, as else-

where, it is probable that it was the Eucharist which
gave the clue. If the Church was called the Body of
Christ, it was because her members partook of that
Eucharistic Bread which was also so described. " The
Bread which we break, is it not a communion of the Body
of Christ ? seeing that w«, who are many, are one Bread,
one Body

. for we all partake of the oiie Bread." ^

A double process was in fact at work : the doctrine
of Christ influenced that of the Eucharist ; the fuller

doctrine of the Eucharist suggested in its turn yet
further developments of the doctrine of Christ. This
will become clearer as we proceed. Here we would
only notice that the motive of what St. Paul has to say
about the Eucharist is not so much to set forth a
positive exposition of his doctrine with regard to it, as
to correct the unworthy views of the Corinthians, who
were interpreting it ex opere operato, to the detriment of
Christian morals.

The Corinthians had in fact failed to grasp the true
nature of that Divine Spirit whereof they had been
made to drink. The same people who regarded the
sacraments as mechanical guarantees of salvation are
found preferring the more external and superficially
striking manifestations of the Spirit, in "speaking
with tongues * " or healings, to that inner transformation

' The .loctrinc of Baptism in like manner now arpcars as closely reiiiit-.i to the
jamrconcci't.cm. Cf. i Cor. xii. 13 "In one Spirit Aere we all baptized into one
Hody." Baptism is no longer merely a pledge of forgiveness .md "seal" of the
future Kini;ii(im

: it is rc.iardcd as the outward veliicle of a spiritual incorjxration
i[ito the " I'ciiy " of Chrit, here and now.

' Tlx phrase "speakinj; with tongues" (7X16(77;; XaXeic) in i Cor. xW.-x'w.
appears to denote th<- .istatic utterance of unintelligible sounds under tlx stress 01
religi.iui emotion. The phenomenon is not unparjllck-.l in the h'.Xiny of religion.
CI. Schmiedel in th rn.y./np.J:^ Ihllua (s.i: Spiritual Gifts' ; Weincl, On H^ir.
kunj^m Je! Gealts u-.J ,h-r (,",, r.f. pp. 71 ,<)i|. j and for moaern psjchulogical theories
see Lake. afi. .1/. -.-n. j 11 «, q^
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of character and motive which to St. Paul was all
in all.

St. Paul's view, as contrasted with theirs, is ethical
through and through. The mere fact of participation
in the Eucharist (considered simply as an external rite)
no more guarantees the Christian's salvation, inde-
pendently of his moral state, than the fact of having
received the Manna and the water from the Rock
guaranteed the safety of the Israelites of old. Of those
vvho desired not to "eat and drink judgment unto
themselves, ' it was required that they first " examine
themselves," that they " discern the Body," that they
" eat not the Bread nor drink the Cup of the Lord
unworthily."

So in like manner with regard to " spiritual gifts
"

"Speaking with tongues," healings and the rest, remark-
ab e though they might be, were not of any intrinsic
value in themselves. At most they were the' transitory
forms of the Spirit's manifestation, and the Spirit vas
more than they. In its inmost character and essence the
Spirit was the Spirit of Charity, the Spirit of Love • and
" though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels
and have not charity ... it profiteth me nothing "_
I mignt as well be beating a piece of brass, or clanging
a cymbal in the orgies of Dionysus.

The praise of Charity is St. Paul's supreme delinea-
tion of the Christian Spirit, and there is implicit in it an
entire transformation of the crude popular view of
spiritual workings which was current in the primitive
Christian communities. "The community," writes
Professor Gunkel, "regards as pneumatic or spiritual
the extraordinary in the life of the Christian, Paul the
r dinarv

;
they that which was peculiar to individuals

I'aul that which was common to all : they that which
occurs abruptly, Paul that which is constant : they
the special in the Christian life, Paul the Christian life
Itself Hence the value which the primitive Church
attaches to miracles, Paul attaches to the Christian state
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No more is that which is individual and sporadic
held to be the divine in man: the Christian man
is the spiritual man."* But if we thus express the
difference by saying that St. Paul regards the Spirit as
manifested in what is normal or ordinarv in the Christian
life, this must not be taken to imply that the Christian life

itself, as St. Paul conceived of it, is something ordinary.
If it is odd that a respectable citizen should suddenly
begin to speak with tongues, it is at least equally odd
that he should love his neighbour as himself,

The Eucharist as spiritual food and drink, the Spirit
as the Spirit of Love—what was the reaction of these
conceptions upon the Apostle's Christology ? We
have already noticed that St. Paul Jiscovered an analogy
to the Eucharist in the Manna and the v/ater from the
Rock which had sustained " the Church in the Wilder-
ness." To his mind this was more than a fanciful
comparison, it was an actual fact. The story as given
in the Book of Exodus is for him literally true he
even accepts and mystically interprets a Rabbinical
legend to the effect that the " Rock " with its miraculous
stream of life-giving water followed the Israelites
from halting-place to halting-place in their wilderness
wanderings : and he boldly identifies the Rock with
Christ. From this identification it at once followed
that the Christ, pre-existent in glory, had also been
effectively operative in human history from the begin-
ning. Not merely had He been hidden with God
before times eternal : in some degree and in some sense
He had been already manifested in the entire age-long
process of revelation and grace. Calvary was but the
climax and consummation of a vast Divine Purpose of
redemption and love in Christ Jesus which was the
supreme law of the universe according to the eternal
world-plan of God. The Christ, in whom Christians
were created anew, was the same Christ through whom

' Gunkcl, D:e ffirku,,;', .,- j>j ntiiijrrn dcirrs, (juoted iiy G. H. Sic vons Thnl.n t: the
Nrttj Tf'i^- c-.t, p. 44c. "

I 'I
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in the original Creation, " all things were made." He
assumes in the thought of the Apostle a significance not
for human history alone, but for the Cosmos : redeemer
of men and goal of corporate humanity. He is also
"before all things, and in Him -'' things consist."

Such was the tremendousand evcr-growingsignificance
which the Christ who had taken him captive, and made
and moulded and transformed his life, came to bear in the
thought of the Apostle : so to know Him was to know
Him, as St. Paul expressed it, " not after the flesh but
after the Spirit." This is not to say that for St. Paul
the Christ had ceased to be a living Person and beconu^
a mere abstract idea or principle. On the contrary, his
doctrine from first to last is rooted and grounded in
concrete facts of expe-ience, and that an experience of
One whom the Apostle affirmed unhesitatingly to be
none other than Jesus of Nazareth. F'cw critical judg-
ments are more perverse than that wliich persists in
taking the knowledge of Christ " after the flesh," which
St. Paul informs us he h;id abandoned, to mean an
acquaintance with the facts of our Lord's human life

and death. The Apostle's entire Gospel implies the
precise opposite of such an idea. For him the spiritual
Christ and the human Jesus are one and the same Person :

It IS not a « Christ after the flesh " but a " knoivledge
''

of Christ " after the flesh " that is devoid of spiritual
value. I o know Christ after the flesh is to knov Him
as St. Paul had known Him before his conversio : it is
to know merely the bare external facts of Hi; career
and to see in them only a stumbling-block and i blas-
•-.emv. 1 o know Christ after the Spirit is to know Him
. St. Paul now knew Him • to see in those very facts, as

well as in the power of the present Spirit, the gospel' of
God's grace and the ground of Christian glorying.'

'It wuul.l follow from tins that the effect of •• I'aulinism " *a,'not to dr.trovmens interest m thr- en-thly life an.l Pa,»ioM „f ,Ii,, Lori, but rather t- .timul re
It

j
to this tact rt may be that w.> ..a-c the existence of St. Mark's C.nMel It i.

curious to oUerve that the critical school which has insisle.! mi.s; stroojv up .n the
alleged md.lierence of St. Paul ,., the " Jeiu. of history" ha. also be.-n' the most
quick to discover m St. Mark tlie o|-e.ation of a " t'ailine tendency "
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VI. The Latest Stage of Paulini;m

Thus far our exposition of Pauline thought has been
based almost exclusively upon the Epistles of St. Paul's
early and middle periods, though already in touching
upon the Apostle's doctrine of the cosmic significance

of the Christ we have drawn one of our quotations
from Colossians.' In the group of writings which
inay be held to represent the maturest expression of
his thought—the Ephesian and Colossian Epistles

—

wc have presented to us a conception of the Christ
and an interpretation of His significance which is in

some ways even more profound and far-reaching than
any we have yet considered.

We have seen that St. Paul had originally shared
the standpoint of those who looked for an immediate
coming of the Lord, and that although he never
abandoned either in word or in fact the hope of
the Kingdom as the first disciples had conceived of
it, yet as time went on it came to occupy no longer
the central place in his teaching. We have seen,
again, that the d(Ktrine of the second Adam, in the
term in which St. Paul had stated it, involved certain
difficulties or paradoxes which appeared to run counter
to facts of experience. If we died in Christ's death
and now live with His life, sin henceforth should be
impossible to us. Already, however, in the circum-
stances which led to the writing of Galatians the
Apostle had found himself confronted by what must
have been a constantly recurring problem—the problem
of converts who for a time " were running well," but

' The Pauline Icttci.. may be thus classified :

J-'ar!\ P,:uitmsm : i and ii 'I'liessait^nlan'.

Miuiile fau.mum : Galatians, I and u Corinthians, Romans.
l.a-c P^ulwism : Pliilippians, E()hi-sian5, Colossians, I'hllenion.
The Pastoral Kpistles (i and ii Timothy and Titus) are d.,iibtfully P.miinr, the

Epistic to the Hrbrcv s di-finitcly non-Pauline. Mmy critics «till lii'pute' the
Pauhnc authorship of CoIos«ians, ?-v\ an even Ux^cr numlxT refuse to regard
F.phesians as the worl< of St. Paul, though in our judgment without any very
sutKcii-nt reason : in m\ case the Epistles in question represent a legitim.ite
development of Pauline ideas.
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who afterwards showed signs of falling away. Ex-
perience showed that the " old Adam " died hard

;

that evangelisation was not necessarily conversion.
More and more it was borne in upon the Apostle's
consciousnesb that the process by which Christ was
formed in the human soul was the work not of a
moment but of a lifetime. He came to realise that
the work which must be done before the Christ at
His coming should find a people prepared for Himself,
fit to be citizens of His Kingdom, was vaster than
he had ever imagined when first he set out upon
his task. He no longer expects to see with his own
eyes the consummation ; he is ready to depart, and
to be with Christ,^ leaving it to others to continue
what by God's grace he had been enabled to begin.

As his life of missionary labour drew to its close

he sends forth from his Roman prison " one supreme
exposition, non - controversial, positive, fundamental,
of the great doctrine of his life—that doctrine into
which he had been advancing year by year under the
discipline of his unique circumstances—the doctrine
of the unity of mankind in Christ, an.l of the purpose
of God for the world through the Church."" He
sees in the Christ, whose he is and whom he serves,

the secret of that increasing Purpose which runs
throughout the ages, the supreme end and goal to
which the whole creation moves. The world as
we know it is not the world as it shall become.
Humanity as we now know it is not the humanity that
shall one day be. Imperfect, partial, divided, un-
balanced, and untempered as it now is, mankind is yet
in process ot being completed and perfected into One

;

and the Christ, who all in all is being fulfilled, though
He stands already in His own divine-human nature,
perfect and complete in Jesus of Nazareth, waits, as

it were, at the consummation of history, until all men

' riiiiipp, i. 2;.
' Armitagr I-Vbiiis-ii, T>,iJ'f:tU to the Fp/:trji.i. p. 10. Cf, also E-i.iv VI!.
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have grown up into His ideal and come into realized
oneness with His Person, "until we all attain unto
the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the
Son of God, unto a full-grown Man, unto the measure
of the stature of the completion of the Christ." The
Christ that is to be, the unity of the New Man fuU-
t,rown—that is to be the goal of Christian striving,
and the promise of it standeth fast like the strong
mountains. The Apostle, who for his own par't

"counts not himself to have apprehended," strive?
still towards the mark, for the prize of that high
calling, and with Christians then and since " yearns for
the sign" of Christ's fulfilling, and "faints for the
flaming of His advent fet-t."

St. Paul has travelled far indeed from the form of
the original Gospel preaching : but has he departed
from its spirit .? Is his doctrine, in all the magnificent
range and reach of its development, anything more
than the drawing out in more adequate terms of
implications which were already contained in the
revelation of the Son of Man in the Gospel ? The
answer is written broad across the face of Christian
history, in which multitudes who have found in St.
Paul's experience the echo of their own have been
content to express its significance in words and phrases
no other than his.

'

i

u

VII. The Epistle to the Hebrews

Influenced by St. Paul, and yet approaching the prob-
leni of the interpretation of the Christ from a stand-
point and with antecedents which were wholly unlike
St. Paul's, the next great Christian writer whom it falls

to us to consider is the anonymous author of the
Epistle to the Hebrews. St. Paul had been nn ortho-
dox Jew, brought up after the straitest sect at the feet
of Gamaliel. The Judaism of the author of Hebrews
may, in a certain sense, be said to be orthodox, but it

r ;i
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is no longer the Judaism of Palestine or of the
Jerusalem rabbis. It is the liberal, Hellenized Judaism
of the Alexandrine school of Philo : a Judaism which
saw in the earthly Law and Temple only the shadows
and patterns of things eternal—fleeting symbols in
time and space of the abiding realities of heaven.

Thus, for example, " faith," as understood by this
writer, is the faculty in us whereby we are enabled to
grasp, behind the outward show of the wcrld as it

presents itself to our senses, the inward substance of
"things not seen." To have faith is to "endure as
seeing Him who is invisible "

; and Jesus is regarded
as faith's Pattern and Example—" He who trod the
path of faith before us, and trod it perfectly to the
end."' We find, accordingly, great emphasis laid
upon the human experience of the Saviour, the inner
struggle in Him against the temptations which in all

points beset Him even as they do ourselves, the
perfecting of His life through suffering, the " strong
crying and tears " by which He learned obedience and
was enabled to offer up His life unto the Father,
thereby becoming "the author of eternal salvation
unto all them that obey Him."

Yet Christ is more than the pattern of the life of
faith—more even than the author of salvation. For
the writer of Hebrews as for St. Paul, He is the
crown and consummation of the whole long process
of God's self-revelation to man. "God who of old
times spake unto the fathers by divers portions and in
divers manners, hath at the end, in these days, spoken
unto us by His Son, whom He appointed heir of all

things, through whom also he made the worlds ; who
being the effulgence of His glory and the express image
of His substance, and upholding all things by the word
of His power, when he had made purification of sins,
sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on high.''
The terms and phrases of Philo lie behind this descrip-

• Tin r^t rlffTtus apxvyt"' Kai TtXeiwriiv 'hiaoLU (Hcb. xii. >).
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Hon
: -image" of God,' " effulgence " of the Divine

Glory. 1 hese were expressions which Philo, combining
Judaism with the philosophy of Plato, had applied to
the "Word"— the Divine Utterance or Creative
Reason—by whom, as a "second God" side by side
with the Supreme, all things (according to Philo's way
of thinking) came into existence and were maintained
in being. In his use of them thfc unknown writer
approximates very closely to the thought which was
destined in the Fourth Gospel to become explicit—the
thought, namely, that in the life of the historical Jesus
the " Word " became flesh, that in Him the Mind,
Reason, or Character of God was once for all embodied
and revealed. The Christian idea of Christ, without in
any way losing its grip upon the concrete facts of historv
and experience, is yet in process of becoming more re-
flective, more philosophical, less Jewish and more Greek.

Yet the Epistle has a practical purpose : it is written
to warn Christian converts against apostasy, and more
especially against the danger, which is evidently
regarded as a serious one, of a relapse into mere
Judaism. The contrast between the New " Covenant

"

and the Old, with which the major portion of the
Epistle is occupied, is intended to enforce a very
definite moral—that of the greater responsibility which
goes along with greater privilege. It is in the drawing
out of the details of this comparison that the author
introduces what is in some ways his most distinctive
contribution to Christian thought, viz.—the interpreta-
tion of Christ in terms of priesthood and sacrifice
derived from the Jewish Law.

St. Paul had applied sacrificial analogies to the
Eucharist, and a background of sacrificial ideas is

suggested in the terms of its institution. A Christo-
centric sacrificial rite implied ipso facto a sacrificial

Mt ihould _b« miticcd, howtver, that tht phrast " image of the invisible God "

. \flKuv Tou Idtov rov aopdrov) already occurs in Coloisians i. i 5, and "imaee ot God"
{flKuv Toi- BtaC) in i Cc7. iv. 4.
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interpretation of the Christ, and we find accordingly
that already in St. Paul Christ is spoken of as " our
Passover, sacrificed for us," as " making peace by His
blood," as being in some sense a "propitiation." What
for St. Paul is an occasional illustration or a momentary
point of comparison,* is for the author of Hebrews a
substantive idea, which is worked out with great fulness
and elaboration of detail in an argument which extends
through several chapters.

Ideas of sacrifice and priesthood are apt to appear
remote and uncongenial to modern minds, and the evil
associations of controversy cling round the ancient
phrases in a manner which renders it difficult for us to
do justice to the thought contained in them. If we are
to arrive at any understanding of the argument of
Hebrews, it is before all things necessary that we should
nd our minds of mediaeval and modern conceptions of
sacrifice, and think ourselves back into a world in which
animal sacrifice was an actual and familiar religious usage.
The word "sacrifice" to-day bears primarilyametaphoricai
sense

: to the men of New Testament times it signified
prmiarily a concrete rite, a religious action : something
done, not something thought or believed. No doubt
the external rite of sacrifice represented and embodied
certam ideas

: sacrifices were ofFered for definite reasons,
with specific ends in view, and were understood to
have a more or less definite meaning. Nevertheless,
It remains true that the ritual of the sacrifice was

' Apart from the three phrases quoted in the text, and the .tatement inEphe„an, v 2-" Even a. Christ al.o loveH you. and gave Himself up for u, anoffermg and a sacr.hce to God for an oUmr of a .weet smell "-where the self-
oblation ot Chr.st .. compared not to a sin-offering but to a burnt-offering, there donot appear to be any pas^.j^e. m St. Paul which interpret the work of Christ in
sacr.hcial terms fhe statement in Galatians iii. i 3 that Christ " became a curse

clZ; 7' ""'.'"''S 'o,;'" «'!' "crifice, but is an inference from the manner ofChr St , death m the l.ght ot Deut. x,i. 2,-" He that i, i^ang-d is accursed of

a, "m .,]",'.' c
'"',"" r"""" "-•"''•'I " " """"-^'i " but, on the contrary,

n\,hZT,
'/*

•.?" V^' "*^\°^ "'"'""" '"^"'"8. f^'Sutnt in St. Paul, ha,nothmg to do w,th sacnfice. The only animal in the Lev.t.cal system which i,

IZ\ i."Z? -fi
'. r '"" ' " "" " '"P'^-K"^' " "f Lev. ,vi. But the scape-goat ,s not sacrjhced, but escape.: and, moreover, it i. not a "goat for the Lord "

but for Azazedev. xvi. 8 [R.V.]) : it. function is ,0 bear :J,y the fo g «n ,1
of the people to Azaiel, the demon of the h ildern-ss.
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determined with greater precision than its significance,
that the deed was regarded as of greater importance
than the doctrine. In a general way sacrifices of a
certain kind were understood to take away sins ; so
long, however, as this was admitted, the question 'how
or why they had this efFect was left conveniently vague.

Certainly the theory of mediaeval times—that in
order to meet the requirements of justice the death
penalty was by a legal fiction inflicted on the sacrificial
victim in the sinner's stead—does not correspond to
the ancient thought of sacrifice. The nearest approach
to a theory of sacrifice contained in the Levitical Law
is to be found in the words, " The life of the flesh is in
the blood : and I have given it to you upon the altar
to make atonement for your souls : for it is the blood
that maketh atonement by reason of the life " (Lev.
xvii. ii). In other words the efficacy of sacrifice, in
so far as any orthodox rationale of it f i at all, was
understood to lie in the fact that it wa iOt primarily
an infliction of death, but an oflTering of life. The
death of the victim was merely incidental and pre-
liminary to the sacrifice proper, viz,—the ofi*ering of
the blood (representing the life) upon the altar. The
offering of the blood was the work of the priest : the
slaughter of the victim was performed by a Levite or,
in the case of private sacrifices, by a layman.'

The attitude of the Liberal Judaism of Alexandria
towards the sacrificial system of Jerusalem was a some-
what equivocal one : it was necessary on the one hand
to justify the provisions of the Law, but on the other
hand it was impossible seriously to regard sacrifice, in
so far as it was an external rite, as having any positive
or intrinsic efficacy. The argument of Hebrews on
its negative side is a rationalistic criticism of animal
sacrifice from this point of view. '« It is impossible
that the blood of bulls and goats should take away
sins." But the Law. with its " sanctuary of this world

''

' Ct. Essjy VI. p. 306, footnote i.
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and its system of sacrificial worship, was nevertheless
God's ordinance: in the unreal and transitory . sphere
of things visible it was ordained to be the symbol and
shadow of the true sanctuary, the " pattern "

laid up in
heaven, which was " shown " to Moses on the mount.

In the historical Jesus shadow and sulretance h-A
become one. It was the assured testimony of Christian
experience that what the blood of bulls and goats had
been powerless to effect Christ had finally accomplished.
It followed that His sacrifice was the reality which
Jewish sacrifices had all along foreshadowed. Christ
had died once for all upon Calvary. ; but the significance
of His sacrifice was eternal ; nay, the sacrifice itself was
an event not of the temporal but of the eternal order.
" If He were on earth. He would not be a priest at all."

The symbolism of the ritual law is in fact maintained
strictly. Calvary, which corresponds to the slaying of
the victim, is but the preliminary to the sacrifice proper

:

that sacrifice consists in the ofl=ering of tiie life which
is the blood. It is conceived mystically, as a reality
eternal in the heavens, Christ, according to the thought
of the author, " abideth a priest for ever "

: He " ever
liveth to make intercession " for His people : He offers
eternally^ in the heavenly sphere the sacrifice of His
" blood." ^ Thus for Christians the true altar is nr>t the
altar of Judaism but the altar in heaven : it is not the
type but the reality. Of that true altar they which
serve the sanctuary upon earth "have no right to

^f*'"*
.*^0"gh Christians, receive its virtue in the

Eucharist: Judaism and Christianity, in other words, are
incompatible, and the "Old Covenant" is in prin-
ciple abolished by the coming of the " New." " He
taketh away the first, that He may establish the second."

Tlie theology of the Epistle to the Hebrews under-
lies all the Catholic t 4charistic liturgies, and it is only

' Of. E«!ay VT. p. U2.
" "We have an altar, w

tabrrnade" (Heb. liii. 10).

hereof they have no right to eat which serve the
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in the light of it that they can be understood.' To the

modern mind the entire conception is apt to seem
merely fantastic ; propounded as a theology of atone-

ment and a rationale of Christian worship it appears

frankly unintelligible. Granted that the author's

Platonic philosophy enabled him to regard the earthly

worship as the symbol of a heavenly worship which alone

was real, to us who do not share his Platonic premisses

these relations are reversed. The heavenly altar

becomes a symbolical conception, modelled upon the

earthly altar of Judaism and less concretely real than

its prototype : and moreover the imagery of tabernacle,

altar, and sacrificing priest, which to the ancient world
suggested much, to us suggests little.

Yet as the vehicle of worship a symbolism of some
ki.. :ifter all inevitable in practice : and for Christianity

the s iibolism of the New Testament must as inevitably

bear somethinjj of a classical character. It is the part

of wisdom not to discard tradition but to understand
it ; and wc may still give a real meaning to the ancient

language of sacrifice, provided we are at the pains to

recognize the symbolism for what it is, and to penetrate

to the essential meaning of the ideas for which sacrifice

and priesthood stand. To such an v iderstanding of

sacrifice the author of Hebrews himself gives us the

clue : for him as for ourselves the essence of sacrifice is

after all discovered to reside not in any merely external

ritual, whether on earth or in heaven, but in the

voluntary oblation and dedication of life for others'

sake, in uttermost obedience, even unto death.

Wherefore, when He cometh into the world, He saith,

Sacrifice and offering Thou wouldest not.

But a body didst Thou prepare for Me :

In whole burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin Thou hadst no
pleasure ;

Then said I, Lo, 1 am come
(In the roll of the book it is written of Me)
To do Thy will, O God.

11^
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^he oblation of the eternal Priest " after the order
of Melchizedek," and the obedience of the Servant of
the Lord whose life is given " a ransom for many," are,m effect, not two things but one; and the Sacrifice
which is the ground of the Christian's confidence " to
enter^ into the Holy Place .... by a new and living
way IS Itself offered through that same "eternal
Spirit of Jove and service whereof the Christian too
partakes, and in whose power he is enabled also to
offer himself a living sacrifice to God.

The theology of sacrifice in the Enistle to the Hebrews
is assuredly no unworthy thing ; ^nd the work of its
unknown author fitly takes its place in the New Testa-
ment -anon side by side with the writings of a St. Paul
or a St. John.

VIII, The Apocalypse

We have used the name of St. John : as a matter of
fact It IS quite uncertain by whom—-/hether by the son
ot Zebedee or another—the books which in the New
Testament canon are ascribed to St. John were actually
written

: it is still more doubtful whether the Apocalypse
and the Gospel can be the work of .he same individual
>or our purposes the question is largely irrelevant •

the Apocalypse, Fourth Gospel, and Tohannine Epistles
are in any case closely related, and represent a type of
Christian thought which was current at Ephesus towards
the end of the first .-entury of our era ; and the
Apocalypse, upon any showing, stands somewhat apart
from the Gospel and First Epistle of St. John, and is
probably of rather earlier date.

The author of the Apocalypse is a Christian prophet
His wnt!ng is in line, indeed, with the jreneral apoca-
lyptic tradition of late Jewish and early Christian times

^i^b.

^..^-tfl^ ^::-;!r^!'
-—

,f-..
-- .--r ..„.

oner n, thr significancr .( ..-.cr.ficr .nH o, ,he ..crific.l v,ew of tl„ i„.
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and can only be properly understood and appreciated

by those who have made themselves familiar with the

apocalyptic literature as a whole. Nevertheless, in one
most important particular it differs from almost every

other writing of its class. Instead of throwing what he

desires to say into the form of a vision supposed to

have been seen by one of the worthies of old time, the

author writes in his own name,' and openly sets forth

his message as a "revelation of Jesus Cirist, wlilch

. . . He sent and signified by His angel unto His
servant John." In common with the New Testament
writings as a whole his book is the record at first hand
of an immediate personal experience : it is instinct from
first to last with the consciousness of that "spirit of

prophecy " which is the " testimony of Jesus."

Dwelling in Asia Minor at a time when persecution

had already befJlen the Church, and a further persecu-

tion was plainly imminent, " John " writes with the

primary purpose of cheering and encouraging the

Christians in their hour of trial. He has " in the

Spirit " found himself " in the Day of the Lord " :

" things to come " have been revealed to him, and he is

charged with a message " to the seven Churches which

are in Asia." He shows them the Christ as He has

revealed Himself to him, risen and reigning in glory.

He who was dead is alive, and has the keys of hell

and of death. The " Lamb that was slain " is the

object of the adoration and the praises of the heavenly

hosts. The despised Man of Nazareth is exalted to

the throne of the Universe.

Nevertheless the exalted Christ still shares in the

warfare, the trials and the suffering of His Church on
earth. He knows very accurately and minutely what

* Tilt' .luthor'd name was .ilniost certainly John, though it does not to!' iw that

he was John llic son of Zebciicr. Dr. Charles has pointed out that the literary

expedient ot prieuiinnyniity was aiioptcii by the apocaivptic writers of Judaism in

deference to the late |ewit!i doctrine that tite age of prophec" had ceased and the

prophetic canon was (inaliv closed. In tlie Christian Church proj>]ifcy had t-ieen

revived and was recognized and lieUi in hon^air. U was no longer necessary, there-

fore, for the writer's identity to \h .oric.-alcd.
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IS going on m the communities of those who profess
His name. He sends to the several " Churches " by
His servant John messages of comfort, of warning, and
ol; counsel, according to the needs of each, together
with

_

the assurance of ultimate victory to those who
remain faithful in the «« great tribulation."

There follows a vision of the future in the approved
apocalyptic manner. Symbols and pictures, to modern
taste often bizarre and fantastic, follow one another
across the stage in quick succession like the phases of a
kaleidoscope, and the Church's conflict with her perse-
cutors is set in the context of a vast titanic world-
stru,i^-Ie between Good and Evil, between Christ and
Anti-Christ, between God and Satan. Rome appears
as the Mystic Babylon and the Great Harlot the
woman drunken with the blood of the Saints, and Nero
as the Beast' whose death and reported resurrection is
a diabolical parody of that of the Christ. The " tribu-
ation reaches its climax in a series of plagues, which
lead up to the "war of the great Day of God theA mighty the last great battle in "the place which is
called in Hebrew Har-Magedon," the final triumph of
the Christ, and the "marriage supper of the Lamb."
1 he book concludes with a description of the heavenly
Jerusalem and the ultimate blessedness of the saints.

1 saw a new heaven and a new earth : for the first
heaven and the first earth were passed away ... and
I Joh.1 saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down
from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned
ror her husband.

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to arrange the
successive visions of the Apocalypse in any coherence
ot logical scheme or order, and some of the scenes
appear practically in duplicate. A few sch.^lars hold
that the book IS composite, while others, who agree that
as a whole ,t proceeds from a single author, consider

1
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that "John" has incorporated fragments of earlier

Apocalypses with his own. In one or two instances this

may be the case : and even where the visions are
plainly original they are described in the terms and
phrases of earlier writings, echoes being especially

frequent of the language of Ezelciel, Zechariah, and
Daniel. Yet the resultant impression is certainly very
far from being that of a mere literary patchwork. The
author's mspiration is living and immediate, and we
are to explain the literary characteristics of his writing
rather after the analogy of the modern preacher, who,
in moments of high exaltation, is moved to speak of
spiritual things not in words of his own, but in the
familiar phrases and cadences of Holy Scripture, bor-
rowing the language and imagery of the Bible as the
best instrument at his command to express his meaning.

The symbolism which, whether we will or no, some-
times weighs upon our spirits to- ''v with a ce.tain

sense of incongruity, was in the when the book
was written luminous and manifoldly suggestive.
Apocalyptic was then a living tradition, and the forms
of its expression congenial and familiar. Its imagery
had not as yet been translated mercilessly into colour
and shape by a too realistic religious art, and the
prosaic literal ness of the Western mind was wholly
lacking in the ancient East. To-day we stare so hard
at the technique as to miss too often the point of the
picture ; but for those who have eyes to see, the visions

of John are still pregnant with spiritur' meaning, and
the spirit which inspires and breathes through them is

still—if we except one or two passages in which under
the stress of persecution, the fiercer spirit of Judaism
breaks out in cries for vengeance upon the oppressor

—

the Spirit of that Jesus whom John owned as Master
and Lord, and whose voice he had heard speaking to

him in the solitudes of Patmos.

^1
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IX. The Fourth Gospel and the First
JoHANNiNE Epistle

The Fourth Gospel, unlike the Apocalypse, is
anonymous, though its contents almost inevitably
suggest, and the twenty-first chapter—added as an
appendix, perhaps by the author, perhaps by a later

5?"^Tl^^^"'^'=^y
states, that the author is that " beloved

disciple" who appears frequently in the narrative and
IS most naturally identified, at any rate upon a prima
facte view, with St. John the Apostle who was of the
number of the Twelve.

Controversy has raged, and rages, as to the character
ot this Gospel, whether it be history or s holism or
both

: in the present state of opinion with regard to
It no individual estimate of its significance is likely to
command general acceptance. A full discussion could
not in any case be attempted here : and what follows
IS accordingly put forward—to adopt words used by
St. Augustine in connexion with a profoundcr theme
non tit ilhid dicereiur, sed ne tacereltir}

When ail is said, the religious value of the Fourth
Gospel is in a very great degree independent of the
question of its authorship or even of its value as
history. Critical complexities and historical scepticisms
are alike powerless to destroy (even for those who share
them) the simplicity and depth of its spiritual appeal :

the words and phrases of the Evangelist strike home
with irresistible force and directness to the hearts ot
learned and simple .like.

' Wf have tritd to draw attention to a few of the points in which the FourthEvangelin , in,. rprrtation of tlu- Cl>ri<t i, most distinctive : but in th. main we ',.,v
conniK-.l ourie vcs to ihesusgrnion of a mode of approach to his Go.pd : .„,! what we
hav.. wntten .houl.l be read a. an introduction to it rather than a.

'
n in,, , ^r'ution

ot Its tcichmg. I„ particular we have .lesignediy omitted 'o consider afresh in this

'r.hrr" "kT'"" T-
"'''

"^ "'"'''"" '""" "'" '-"^''^ '' ^'™' "''i^'> -" common.o the Fourth Kvan^ehst an-, to St. Paul ; though the Gospel, in so ,ar a, it reaffirm,
:.uhn,sm, Moes so w,th the add,d w.dghi o, twentv-fiv. ^,a^s• rx,Hrienc,-. It, very...•nc.smth,, ser.seadd. to i„ v:,!u.-j for it is a paradox to maintain that theIon. ,r u,™ thought about our Lord the le?, thev understooU Him
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And the secret of the strange power of this "precious

and only Gospel, far to be preferred above the others,"

lies in the fact that the writer has lived it. His work,
even if it be regarded as history, is surely history as

seen through a medium of Christian experience and
reflexion: a "spiritual Gospel," as Clement of Alexandria

called it iong ago, the work of one of those " men
of the spirit " in whom the early Christian communities
recognized a peculiar faculty of insight and illumination.

Like the author of the Apocalypse, the writer lived

at a time when men still had revelations to give to the

Church, revelations confessedly new and wonderful,

which were accepted for that very reason as proceeding

from a spiritual source identified with the Holy Spirit,

because displaying the operation of the same spirit which
the community already possessed. Professor Weinel
has suggested that the very form of the sentences and
discourses in the Gospel is due to this : that the

evangelist's dark, mysteriously suggestive manner of

expression, with its short, simple, co-ordinated sentences

and almost mesmeric rhythm, betrays the " man of
the Spirit " as author ; and that he instmctively repre-

sents the Lord as speaking thus because He was, above

all other, the ideal " M;m of the Spirit " to whom the

Father had given the Spirit "without measure." " He
shall take of Mine and shew it unto you "—words
which the Johannine Christ is represented as saying to

the disciples with reference to the Spirit—express a

truth of which the Gospel is itself the most conspicuous

example ; and as it conceives our Lord as the Way,
the Truth, and the Life and Light of the World, so in

its doctrine of the Spirit it presents us above all with the

conception of the Holy Ghost the Illuminator who is

to guide the Church into all truth.

Yet the Gospel is no vague allegory ; so far from

sublimating the life of Jesus into dreamy speculation,

it is a protest against an idealising tendency which the

.Alexandrine doctrine of the Word or Logos wis bringing

r ;

i!

r
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into the Church.» The point of the Gospel is not so
much the doctrine of the Word as the insistence that
the Word became flesh. It is not " truth embodied in
a taJe by htcrary genius: it is the drawing out of
that revelation of Divine iruth which had been embodied
not by man but by God, and not in allegory but in
Jact. The writer insists on the reality of the Gospd
facts, the manifestation of the Word made flesh in the
historical life of Jesus, in order to claim a like reality
for the spiritual manifestation of the Christ which had
rollowed it.

In a word, the author of the Fourth Gospel shares
the common characteristic of the New Testament
writers

: he is less a theologian than a witness. He
IS speaking in the Spirit the things which he has seen
and known If we may assume, as we surely may,
that he is the same person who wrote also the first of
the Johannine Epistles, the tremendous declaration
with which his Epistle opens forms his own com-
mentary upon his Gospel. " That which was from
the beginning, that which we ha^e heard, that
which we have seen with our ey.^s, that which
we beheld, and our hands handled, concerning the
\\ ord of life (and the life was manifested, and we
have seen, and bear witness, and declare unto you
the life, the eternal life, which was with the Father
and was manifested unto us) ; that which we have seen'
and heard declare we unto you also." Behind these
words lies half a century of Christian experience, and
the writer gives his message to the world in the form
ot a Gospel, a written narrative of the life and Passion
and Resurrection of the Saviour, precisely because he
IS absolutely persuaded that for those who had insight
to perceive it, the whole of that which the Christ had
come to be m the experience of the Church, all that
wealth of meaning which Christians had discovered in

th.

' Thr trndrncy r«chcd it,
, .-nin.ting point in tht later Gnostic .ystem, For

.ogi.s Hoctnnc ?ri- aUn Essay V. pp. 214 ,,,
t p-rmanciit valur ol the ha
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His Person and in His work, was actually implicit

from the beginning in the historical facts of His life

and mission.

Of those historical facts he may or may not have

been himself wholly or in part an eye-witness ;' nor is it

in either case probable that he describes them exactly

as they would have been described at the time by those

who saw them. It h an " after-Gospel," reflective,

interpretative, in a certain sense mystical. Incidents

arc selected for their symbolic value, and the medita-

tions of fifty years have coloured the words and deeds.

Nevertheless it is emphatically not the case that the

writer is consciously idealising : he does not deliberately

substitute parable for history, neither is he indifferent

to historical truth. His emphasis throughout is on the

living and the concrete ; and the eternal truth which

he discovers in the facts is not, he feels, a reading into

them of what was not originally there, but a reading

out of them of what was implicit from the first.

So, too, with the words which he puts into the

Saviour's mouth : they may not be always the literal

words of Jesus in the days of His flesh : but the

evangelist feels that they are the words of " the Christ

that speaketh in him " * even as he writes. If the

Gospel had been written in our own time by a modern

evangelist the third person and not the first would in

most cases have been used; ancient literary canons differed

from ours,' and in this Gospel t'-e Church's controversy

with the Jews and her beliefs about her Lord are put into

the mouth of Him who is the Truth because the

evangelist is assured that they are true. The discourses,

v; ' ij

• I'pon lhl» point ihe authors t^ttliis voIuitt irr not unaiiimoi;«.

* Ct. 2 Cor. xiii 5, toO iy ^^oi XaXowTos X^kttoC.

' it is worthy of rcni^irk that in Greek and Latin litcraturi- (witii thr possible

exceptions of the Atntwaiinj oi Xcnophon and the discourse* of Epictrtus) there

appears to lie nowhrre anv instance ot an attempt to reproduce r ipsissima inia

of connected speeches vr discourses attriliuted to any of the characters introduced.

The practice of Rabbinical writers was, of course, very difttrcnt, and the !i\io[>ric

Cioipcls clearly conform in this respect to the Jewish and not to the Greek

tradition.

'
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if they are to come home to us with their proper force
require m many cases to be turned for modern purposes
from the first person to the third.

Thus, for example, it is really the Church who in
the person of Christ is saying to the Jews, '« Ye search
the Scriptures, because ye think that in them ye have
eternal life, and these are they which bear witness of
///«, and ye will not come to Him that ye may have

L?" ,?TT^^*'"'
"^''^" ^^°"g^ He bare witness of

Himself, His witness was true, for He knew whence
He came and whither He went ; but ye knpw not
whence He came or whither He went." . . "It is
Another that bearcth witness of Him, and we know
that the witness which He witnesseth of Him is true."
It is the Spirit in the Church who is witnessing to the
truth of Christ, and men are rejecting His witness.
The evangelist writes his Gospel for a testimony against
all such, and he claims that the interpretation which he
gives of the significance of the rejected Messiah is itself
the fruit of an inward experience of Him, as real a;id
concrete as the outward and palpable knowledge of
Jesus in the flesh.

^

Nay, it represents a fuller knowledge and a further
revelation. At the time the disciples had not under-
stood

: the Fourth Gospel is at one with the Synoptists
here. "As yet they knew not the Scripture." We
even read that " there was as yet no Spirit "—a startling
phrase indeed, yet one which bore no such meaning to
the Evangelist as it would have done to a Greek
thinker of the fourth century. For the Spirit the
sphere in which Faith and Knowledge, Light Life
Liberty, and Truth have their being, is to him a' power
rather than a substance. The conception of revelation
which pervades this Gospel is essentir^lly dynamic. It
colours all the characteristic words of f :. John. Instead

.

"
^^'f'\" Tf

^^''^ ^^'^ ^^'^ " ^« believe," instead of
;« knowledge the verb " to know." Both are processes
incomplete, nav only inchoate in our experience, but
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stretching out before us into the infinite. " The Light

"

in this Gospel is not the white radiance of eternity

but a light that comes into the world and burns and
shines more and more unto the perfect day. It is "the
light of life." The " Truth "

is not a collected body ot

facts, a summa theologiae : it is the power that makes
us free. " The Life "

is not the deferred reward of
goodness, but an inexhaustible spring of divine energy
—a divine energy which transforms and makes eternal

even the life that now is. And so in the days of His
flesh "there was as yet no Spirit, because Jesus was not yet
glorified "

; and therefore " it is expedient for you that

I go away : for if I go not away, the Paraclete will not
come unto you ; but if I go, I -vill send Him unto you." '

It is often said that in the Fourth Gospel what is

Jewish is replaced by what is Greek : that in particular

the doctrine of eternal life is substituted for that of the

resurrection and the future Kingdom, and the contrast

of the temporal and the eternal for the antithesis

between the present age and that which is to come.
This is an overstatement. Eschatology is not discarded

in this Gospel any more than in the later Epistles of
St. Paul, and so far from being wholly Greek the

language £.nd ideas of the Gospel are at bottom Hebraic
through and through. The prologue alone brings us
face to face in the Logos doctrine with a definitely

Greek conception ^ ; and this it is probable that the
writer did not himself introduce for the first time into

Christian thought, but rather took over from the lan-

guage of those around him. It is, however, true that the

Jewish idf'as of the Gospel are transmuted and coloured
by the mental atmospl •'•e of a Greek environment, and

' The substance of the abuvc par.igrapli is drawn (for the most part iciarir:) iVum
a ''praelectioa " rleiivertH by Or. Inge at Cair/'iridgc in ii.c-.

' Many scholars, however, h')ld that the affinities even C'f the Logos (inctriae are

ra,:ior with the Gua^i-personifier) " Menira " or " Wor<l '" of Cr i in iate lew;,-!!

Wis(iom Li'.-rature than with the Platonic or Philonic Logos. Certainlv the idea
ot the pre-existencc of the Clirist {e.g. " Before Abraham was, I am "), whicii is often
thought to bt a distinctively Greek comcption derived from the Logos-theology, is

already implicit in our Lord's use of the title, "the Son of Man " (cl. ;.,"'«, p. 1-4,
and Kstay !IL p. qi)

I
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that the process by which eschatology became less

central in the Christian outlook here reaches its

culminating point within the New Testament.

The reason is not far to seek : there is all the difference

between a young man's hope of the future and an old

man's reminiscences ; and in this Gospel the wonder of

the Christian life, as the writer has lived it in the

power of the Spirit and seen it lived by those around
him, swallows up the future and illuminates the past,

so that he sees revealed in the Saviour's earthly life of

lowliness and suffering the glory of the Son of Man.
" The Word became flesh, and we beheld His glory."

The suffering of the Messiah had been to the first

disciples a stumbling-block ; and if St. Paul had found

in it a ground for glorying, it was because in His
sufferings the Son of Man had emptied Himself of His
glory for our sakes. The " beloved disciple," taught

by the Spirit, has penetrated more deeply the mind
of the flaster. He has grasped the great unifying

thought that to serve, to suffer, and to save is itself

supremely the essence of the Divine Glory, in such

sort that the human life of Jesus is the veritable

incarnation of the Word, the revelation of that ( d
and Father of mankind whose nature and whose name
is Love.* Therefore at once in all that Jesus did a new
significance is discovered. The words were the words
of eternal life ; the deeds were " signs " manifesting

His glory. Even in the first miracle at Cana of Galilee

His Messiahship was declared : it could not be but

that even then. "His disciples believed on Him."
There was no room for a gradual dawning, as in tiic

Synoptic story, of the truth of His Messiahship. His
glory was manifest : surely everybody must have seen

it ! The Jews, too, ought to have seen it. How blind

people had been ! The Evangelist is angry with those

who had rejected Him, and his indignation breaks

through in what is often felt to be the slightly rasping

* Of. KsBav V. D. 21Q.
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tone of the polemic against the Jews which is put into

our Lord's mouth in this Gospel.

Christ is the revelation of the Father, and the

revelation is a revelation of love. The Fourth

Evangelist is here at one with St. Paul. To know
Christ is to know the love of God which passeth

knowledge. " Herein is love, not that we loved God,

but that He loved us, and sent His Son to be the

propitiation for our sins." " Beloved, let us love one

another : for love is of God ; and every one that loveth

born of God, and knoweth God. He that lovethIS

not knoweth not God ; for God is love." In these

sentences from the Epistle the Evangelist sums up the

substance of the Gospel : for him as for St. Paul the

kernel of the whole matter is love, and we may match

with St. Paul's great praise of Charity the hymn of

mystic love in the Johannine First Episde.

"God is love, and he that dwelleth in love, dwelieth

in God, and God in him."
" God is light, and in Him is no darkness at all."

" This is the true God, and eternal life."

"
I

i'

M

St. John's writings close the Canon ; the develop-

ment of Christology in the New Testament has run its

course.^ It has been the aim of this essay to exhibit

it in the rich variety of its manifestati( ns as the

product of a single process, determined throughout by

a living experience which amid all diversities remains

essentially the same. " All these ^orketh the one and

the self-same Spirit, dividing to each one severally even

as He will." Certainly it has not been the verdict of

Christian experience that the writings which are latest

in date are furthest removed from the Spirit of the

Master. We have recognized frankly a development,

' The Epistks of St. Junes ari'i St. Juiic and the Frst Epistle of St. Peter have

been otnittcd from our survey, not because they are not import,mt, but l-fc.Tiise they

add little that is new to Christologica! (ievclopment. They are all, pr-ob-ihly, earlier

in date than the Fourth Gospel. The Second Kpiatle ascrlHed to St, IV-tir nmy be

ifil
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a shifting of emphasis, a modification of values. Wc
have seen the clear-cut, realistic expectation of the
Lord's immediate Coming, which marks the earliest

Christian writings, pass half a century later into
the quiet mysticism of St. John—" Beloved, now are
wc sons of God, and it is not yet made manifest what
we shall be. We know that, if He shall be manifested,
wc shall be like Him ; for '• shall see Him even as

He is." It is probable that ; language of St. Paul in

Thessalonians is closer to the letter of our Lord's own
words : shall we say that it is closer to their spirit, or
represents more truly that which essentially He meant ?
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THE DIVINITY OF CHRIST

"Lord, she'- us the Father, and it sutficcth us."

I. The Fact and the Problem

The central doctrine of Christianity has been made
unduly difficult by the way in which believers inevitably

tend to state it. It is really a doctrine about God
;

but it is made to appear as if it were primarily a

doctrine about a historic Person, who lived at the

beginning of our era. We are presented with the

story of a historic life, and we are asked whether or

not we regard the Man who lived it as divine. It is

thus assumed that wc know already what is meant by

the w jrd "Divine" ; and to some extent no doubt we do;

the religious experience of mankind and the labours of

philosophy have to some extent determined its mean-

ing. But two difficulties arise at once. The " logical

attributes " of God do not seem applicable to the

historic Christ ; and the " moral attributes," which

are conspicuous in Christ, are not obviously character-

istic of the Ruler of the Universe. Thus, for example,

the word "Divine" suggests Omniscience ; then where is

the evidence that Jesus of Nazareth was omniscient ?

He suffisred surprise and disappointment and openly

stated that He did not know the hour of the Judgment.
The word suggests Omnipresence ; what can be meant

313
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by saying that Jesus of Nazareth was omnipresent ?

It suggests Omnipotence ; where is the evidence that
He was omnipotent ? He "could do no mighty work"
in face of unbelief.

When we pass to the moral attributes the difficulty

is of another kind. Does the word " Divim " mean just ?

In a world where the wicked flourish, what is the
evidence that the Ruler of the Universe is just ? Does
it mean loving ? Look at the only part of the Universe
we know.

The fact is that most of us are not able to attribute
any such meaning to the word "Divine" as will enable us
to use that word of Christ, unless we have first seen
God in Christ Himself To ask whether Christ is

Divine is to suggest that Christ is an enigma while
Deity is a simple and familiar conception. But the
truth is the exact opposite to this. We know, if we
will open our eyes and look, the life and character of
Christ ; but of God we have no clear vision. " No man
hath seen God at any time."

I is this which makes St. John the most modern of
theologians. He can meet the agnostic on his own
ground. There is, admittedly, some governing force
which (if anything is) must be Divine. In the language
of that day, the name of this supreme power is the
Logos— the Word.* To begin with the doctrine of
the Logos is as if a writer of to-day should begin with
the doctrine of Natural Law ; only philosophers could

1 The hi.tnry of the term Logoi begin, with Hriaditus of Kphesus. He wj3
Frofoundly impreMed by the uniformitiei of nature, ami to the principle of Natur.il
Law suggested by them he gave the name Logos, whose authority he nttributcd to
r.oi : "The sun will not transgress his measures ; wen- he to do so, tlie F-nyes
aiders of Justice, would overtake him. He who speaks with undersLinding must
take his foothold on what is common to all, even more rirmlv th.m llic city st.inds
on the foothold of law

; for all human laws are nourished' by the divine law.
Though this L'.gos—this fundamental law—eiisteth from all tin. , yet mankind
are unaware of it, both ere they hear it and in the moment that they hear it

"
(GoiTiperz, Grtti Thmieri, i. p. 74). With the last clause cf. John i.' 5, 10 11
With the Stoics the term Logos had come to stand for the principle not oniy of
.rdcr but of life ; cf. John i. +. Phiio had combined it with tlie Word of the Lord
in the Old Test.inient, and had made it the mediatini; term between tin- Infinite
fctemal God and the finite transitory world,
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give a full account of it, but every one would know in

general terms what was intended, and every one would

accept the starting-point.

Whenever the human mind has been active for a

considerable period, it is brought back to the belief

that the world is a rational system governed by a

rational principle. Science will trust reason against all

appearances, and believes that the conclusions to which

it leads are indubitable facts. It believes, because

Reason leads to it, that the earth goes round the sun,

and that the chairs on which we sit are composed of

whirling electrons. It assumes that reality is rational,

that the principle of Reason governs it. But still it is

possible to ask, what is the character of this principle of

Reason ?

The belief in the unity of the world, which the

advance of science has made a dominant idea in the

minds of our contemporaries, gives an altogether new
prominence to certain problems and particularly to the

problem of evil. The Supreme Being is not now
conceived as acting only here and there or now and

then ; He (or it) acts everywhere and always. " Apart

from Him hath not one thing happened," as S«-. John
declares ; and he goes on to declare that the character

of this Unknown Almighty Power is revealed in a

historic Figure—Jesus of Nazareth. And in what

follows we shall, accordingly, not start with theological

presuppositions which have to be fitted on somehow or

anyhow to that historic Person ; we shall begin w-'h

the historic Person Himself and see what the experience

of those who know Him compels us to say concerning

Him. God we hardly know ; but Christ we know,
and one who knew Him best declared that in Him
" the Word became flesh . . . and we beheld His
glory."

But why are we to take Jesus as the embodiment of

the Supreme Principle, and to believe that its nature is

the character of Jesus ? Historically, men came to do

f
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so because of the effect which He produced upon them.
Men found that as they associated with Him, power
came into their lives ; evil habits that had been irre-

sistible disappeared ; the sense of alienation from God
vanished

; even after His Death, they were conscious
o^ His living Presence among them—whether visibly

or invisibly. And as they looked back, with their

knowledge of what had happened to them, at the time
they had spent in His company, the Figure seemed
perpetually vaster and more august ; the words were
the same, but their significance grew

—

vV'hat first were guessed as points I now knew stars :

the actions were the same, but they were charged with
new meaning ; the Death was the same, but it detached
itself from its place in history and became something
eternal—something enacted from the foundation of the
world. The whole meaning of infinity was packed into
that one event

—

Ye would withdraw your sense
From out eternity, strain it upon Time :

Then stand before that Fact, that Life and Death,
Sfy there and gaze, till it dispart, disprcad,
As though a ^tar should open out all sides.

Grow the wor'd on you, as it is my world.'

And this impression is not limited to those who
lived with Him in Galilee or in Jerusalem. Through
all the centuries from then till now there have been men
who have been conscious of the presence of one who
seems to them no other than the historic Jesus, and
whom they are irresistibly impelled to worship as the
Ruler and Sustainer of the world.

'I'hat one Face, far from vanish, rather grows,
Or decomposes but to return pose,
Become ray universe that feels and knows.

Just as He Himself must needs state His Mission in
terms of the Messiahship, because no less exalted con-

' Rrowninj;
: ,-? /)„,* /- t.ht D,::r! (thf hr.t .-r.mmrntary on St.

J-,!:::".
Gnsprl).
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ception was adequate to the work that He had to do,

so His disciples, and all who in prayer or work or

surtering have sought and found communion with Him,
are impelled to exalt Him above other men, and to

render to Him worship which can only he given to

God. Historically, it is men's actual experence of

Christ that has led them to believe that i.. rlim the

Supreme Power is made known.'

But this is not a final justification of any such belief;

this belief, like any other, can only be justified by the

fact that it makes sense. And this must mean that it

justifies experience alike to the moral and to the

theoretical reason. It is not enough that we should at

the end of our philosophy have merely vindicate 1 the

postulate of all science and philosophy,—the conviction

that the universe is a logically coherent whole ; we
must have found satisfaction for the moral side of our

nature also.' Now the only tenable explanation of the

world is the doctrine that it proceeds from and expresses

the Reason and Will of an Absolute Being.' A com-

plete theology would also be a complete metaphysic, and

would give us not only the solution of all problems in

the moral and spiritual life, but also the explanation of

the motions of the pLmets and all other physical facts.

But it has never been supposed that the revelation of

God in Christ is directly relevant to such questions,

though, of course, truth 'n one department cannot

be isolated from the whole body of truth, or indeed be

fully grasped without an understanding of the whole.

If, however, the Christian doctrine is true, it must

contain the solution of all spiritual problems of actual

human hfe ; for it claims that God is revealed in Christ

so far as that revelation can be made in the mode ot a

human life, and such a revelation must give the :;nswer

to human problems.

Chief among these is the question, What is the

* Cu F.s5ii\ H. pi . 4 1 -4'i ' Cf. Hssa\ IX. pp. 471-4-7.

i
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Purpose of God for Mankind ? Till that is known,
nothing IS of any consequence. It is only lack of
imagination that enables men to say that duty and
ideals can retain their full hold of us even though L he
true that the whole Universe is indifierent to us and
all will be at last as though we had never lived or
striven. But if God has a purpose for us, what is the
meaning of all the evil in life, and how, if at all, is it
being justified or even remedied ? Wliat is the nature
of the Life Divine or of the ideal life for man, and how,
ir at all, are we to enter into that life.?

Let us trust for a moment to the guidance of the
mipulse which led men to take Christ as the embodi-
ment of the Divine, and see what light it brings. Does
this belief make sense ?

(i) It is important to understand what we are
doing. We are to make trial of the bdief that God is
absolutely and completely revealed in Christ so far as
the Divine can be expressed in human terms at all
Some would say, " No aoubt, Christ is Divine ; but so
IS Buddha, and Socrates, and many another." In that
sense everything is the self-expression of God, and to
Christ and Buddha and Socrates we must add Nero
and Cesare Borgia and Mont Blanc, and moreover all
dull and commonplace things imaginable. God is the
Maker of the Universe

; knowledge of anything in it
is knowledge of His work ; and if we see any part in
Its context we shall therein see something of the purpose
of God. But the position of which we are now making
trial, is not merely that Divinity is to be found in
Christ, but that the Character of God is the Chamcter
of Christ

;
and if so, it cannot also be the character of

Socrates or of Buddha, for these are not the same.
(2) But also we : eed to remember that if the

Character of God is the Character of Christ, it is not
also the character of Jehovah as set forth in certain
parts of the Old Testament (e.g. Isaiah Ixiii. where
Jehovah is represented as red with the h!oo 1 of Edom\
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We are to take Christ Himself as the climax, and

therefore the standard, of the revelation ; whatever in

Old Testament or other revelation is in conflict with

His, must be pronounced as due to the imperfection of

the prophet or other medium throurrh whom the

revelation is given.

(3) Moreover, the belief is that in the historic Life

of Christ the Life Divine is manifest. St. Paul some-

times speaks of His life as a period of humiliation

between two eternities of glory. No doubt we must

appreciate the truth in this view. The Almighty Lord

of Life need not concern Himself about us ; and if He
reveals Himself as loving us constantly and boundlessly,

even as suffering on account of us, this is a self-

emptying of joy and peace which He has foregone

for love of us. But this view is not the deepest ; it

suggests that the heavenly glory is something quite

different from the earthly Life of Christ—a splendour

which He left and to which He returned. But if we
are to believe that in Christ we see the Father, we must go

further and say with St. John that the self-humbling

and self-emptying and the self-forgetting sacrifice are

themselves part of the eternal glory of God. There was

no leaving of Heaven when He came on earth. " The
Word was made flesh . . , and we beheld His glory."

This impulse to worship Christ is in harmony with

the ineradicable ii.-.cinct of mankind to conceive of the

Supreme Power as good. But both are apparently

contradicted by the evil in the world which God has

made. And the evil of the world can only be justified

before Reason or Religion if it is being destroyed ; it is,

moreover, so deeply rooted in the nature of things that

only God can destroy it. And in a world so full of

sin and misery, the Creator can only be worthy of our

worship if He is bearing the burden of it.'

If we may say—as for myself I should wish to say '

1 Cf y«fi:i\« VI. pp. 11;, i2i-;22. and IX. p. cii.

- Cf. Rosaiiquil, Ir:J,x;Ji.a.ity u'.i ra!ui\ vi. : «()ccialiv pp. Ji4-25^. tr

\
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—that a world redeemed is better than a world that
had never known evil ; if the great mome-ts in human
history or m our own lives are not the mo .lents of un-
disturbed enjoyment, but the moments of victorious
struggle, even at great cost, against some form of
evil—then we shall say that if there were no evil,
much of what is best in our experience would be
impossible.

But this would only show that some evil may be
justified

;
It does not justify the world we know, where

innocent suffering is common, where evil seems often
to be triumphant, where, in the animal creation, speak-
ing broadly enmity and fear are supreme, and lives are
wasted wholesale. Pain and Sin, as we know them,
cannot be dismissed by general considerations about the
excellence of sympathy or moral victory; we must find
real sympathy for all real suffering, real conquest of
ail real evil.

^

Let us first consider the lesser problem of Pain,
it God is revealed in Christ the sympathy and the
conquest are sure. God suffers and God conquers.When we suffer, we share the experience of God.
In all our afflictions He is afflicted ; and all the
pain IS permitted for the joy that comes out of it
the joy of hearts united for ever in the bond thatcommon suffering makes; and because our fellow-
sufferer is God, we can believe that for all innocent
pain there IS the sympathy that redeems it. This is not
proved, of course, but it is credible

; it makes sense,
and nothing else makes sense, of Pain.

It may be doubted whether suffering is altogether
evi

. It IS apparently not only a condition of the
realization of some forms of good, but also an essential
part of much that is best in life—heroism and self-
sacrihce. But sm is unquestionably altogether evil.
Sin IS se fishness

; it is the assertion of a part agains:
the whole-of part of a man's self against his whole
self, or of a man against the society of which he is a part
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i

This selfishness is the law of animal life ; though already

in their devotion to their young and, in some species, in

their corporate existence the animals have the germ of

a life that is human and even divine. But selfishness,

as we know it, must always yield to love, if only the

love is really understood. How does Christ, assumed

for the time to be the revelation of God, meet the

selfishness of man as it thwarts His purpose and

conspires to kill Him .' " When He was reviled. He
reviled not again ; when He suffered He threatened

not." "Father forgive them, they know not what they

do." His bearing throughout the Passion is the exact

counterpart of His own teaching about God. We
are to love our enemies and thereby become like to

God. " Love your enemies and pray for them that

persecute you that ye may be sons of your Father

which is in heaven ; for He maketh His sun to rise on

the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the just and

the uiijust . . . yc therefore shall be perfect in the way

that your heavenly Father is perfect."

If we would realize what our sin means to God, we

see it in the Cross. If we would know how He
regards us as we wound Him, we see it in Christ

during the Passion. No man can go on for ever

wounding one who bears the blow like that ; no man
is insensitive to love if once he realizes that he is loved.

We may wantonly persist even in the injury of love,

but not for ever. Love, if understood, always prevails

at last ; and it does so by making itself known ; and

it makes itself known by sacrifice. The sacrifice of the

Love of God is the means by which sin is conquered
;

it is God's sacrifice of Himself, and therefore may
reach and conquer all at last. And in conquering the

sin, it justifies it ; for the love thereby developed and

won back is richer and deeper than is possible without

the struggle.' The Principle of Reason which governs

the world is the eternal victory of Love over selfishness

» C!'. L:-kr rjj. 47 ; iv. j-ie

la I
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at the cost of sacrifice. This is not proved, of course,
but it is credible ; it makes sense, and nothing else
makes sense, of Sin.

But this same Sacrifice is the very Essence and
Glory of the Godhead. Heaven is not the selfish

reward for unselfish conduct ; it is self-forgetfulness in
the fulne. . of love. Some day the love will be re-
turned, and Heaven will be " pleasure for evermore "

;

but that pleasure is one that a selfish man is by his
selfishness incapable of enjoying. The life Divine is

the Christ-life, the life of utter self-forgetfulness ; and
in this period that means real sufl^ering and sacrifice

until all love is returned. It is not a man only of a
certain time or place, but it is God who says :

" If any
man will come after me, let him ignore himself and
take up his cross," and who answers our desire to share
His glory with the words " Can ye drink of the cup
that I drink of.' " It is God who pleads with us when
we are slack or weary in discipleship, " Could ye not
watch with me one hour ?

" The age-long agony of
Redemption is the glory of God ; can we think of any
greater glory ? Other glories no doubt there are,

For God has other Words for other worlds,
But for this world the Word of God is Christ.'

God is Love ; that is His Name and Nature ; and all

that is meant by that is true of Him
Thus we find, not only a clue to the mystery of

evil, but the revelation of the Life Divine which is the
ideal life for Man, Not only of the vision of truth
but also of the life of love we may use the great words
which Aristotle borrowed from Plato—"Such a life

would be more than human ; for it is not by his human
powers that a man will live thus, but in virtue of a
divine element within him. . . . We ought not to
listen to those who bid us, being mortal men, to
content ourselves with what is human and mortal, but

' Mil. Hamilton Kine : Tie P,t,,n/,,^

. I
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we should to the uttermost live the life immortal."*

What, then, are we to say is the Divine element within

us ? It is the love which love calls forth, and we enter

the life immortal as we yield to the irresistible appeal

of the Love of God made manifest in the Life and

Death of Christ.

The instinct that has led men to worship Christ as

God is not illusory ; this faith makes sense, and it

alone makes sense, of our experience.

God has revealed Himself in Jesus Christ : that is

the central truth. But if so, we are driven to ask who

or what is Jesus Christ. Is He a man like any other

man ? or is He a Divine Being breaking in upon our

world, a God in a human body ? Neither suggestion

can explain what He has done. Somehow or other He
must be " Perfect God and Perfect Man."

n

II. The Classical Attempts to Solve the

Problem

(a) The Theology of the Eastern Church

Before attempting to suggest the lines along which

our own thought may profitably move in its effort to

solve, or at least to restate, the problem, it is desirable

that we should trace th'.- attempts to express it in the

thought of previous ages, which led to the formulation

familiar to us through the Creeds, and to the phrases

of traditional piety in hymns and elsewhere.

It is important to remember the main intellectual

differences between our own day and that of the early

theologians ; for only so shall we rightly understand

their meaning or find how to express it (supposing we
wish to do so) in our own language.

(l) We have first to ask what was the intellectual

apparatus with which the early theologians had to work.

It was a philosophy derived from Plato and Aristotle,

* K:fi. Nic. X.
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but cruder and coarser than it had been in the hands of
those great masters. It attempted to explain the fact,

that many individual objects may be called by the same
name in virtue of a common quality, by regarding th!-

quality as an independent suhstarjce which was som'eho-.v
present in each of the objects. I'hus if two objects were
green, it was because greenness was present in both ; if

two objects were beautiful, it was because beauty was
present in both ; if two actions were just, it was because
justice was present in both. The greenness or beauty or
justice, in virtue of which things become green or beauti-
ful orjust, wereregarded as independentlyexistingobjects.
Whether, or in what sense, this was really the view of
Plato and Aristotle does not now concern us. It was with
this belief in independent real qualities—the belief called

Logical Realism— that the early theologians had to
work

; and students of Logic will remember that
Realism was long insisted on by the Church, Roscellinus
being condemned at the instance of St. Anselm for
teaching that a Universal

—

e.g. green, beauty, justice

—^is only a name that may be applied to different
objects, the latter alone having real existence.'

This led to the view that "Humanity" is a sub-
stance or substantial entity independent of all individual
men, but possessed by them ; and " Divinity " was
another such. Now the realm of objects, according to
the philosophy of the period, had two" great divisions
the transitory or perishable, and the eternal or immortal.
Humanity belonged to the former and Divinity to the
latter. As there was in Greek philosophy no real

doctrine of progress, it was impossible to represent
Humanity as capable of developing, under the r'^ht
influences, into something Divine ; and if we attempt

' AtSoitsons, 1092: hut thtChuicd aftrrw.irrfs cjnic to terms »iih Nomin-li^n
Irnlced It » js i.ut Nuniinalism nirrpiy as 1 lo;,'ic.il doctrine th. t w:,s objected to, but
the tritlitntic statement of the dnctriiu- of the Trinit\ to which it ii-d.

it must not of course be inftTrc.i fruni my rqruion of RiMlijm that I acci-pt
Nommalism; both of these doctrines rest on that b .,r-f in •• abstract universjH,'
the rrpuHiation of which 1= one of the great :,chir^ - nit-nts of modern I.oiric.
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to bridge the gulf between the imperfect human and
the perfect divine by any other theory than that of a

development of the former into the latter,' we shall

find that we are degrading the conception of God by
assimilating Him to what is imperfect and evil. The
early theologians therefore had to express themselves
in terms of Humanity and Divinity conceived as sub-
stances absolutely distinct from one another.

(2) These writers had very little grasp of personal
individuality

; they did not see clearly that because 1

am I, I cannot be any one else ; thus we find that they
did not at first perceive any difficulty in regarding the
same Person as both God and Christ, though certainly
in Old Testament and Apocalyptic thought God and
the Messiah are different Persons. And this lack of
any vivid sense of individuality is bound up with their
lack of any psychology of the will ; the importance of
this defect will become plain as we proceed. These
two defects explain the ease with which they came to
speak of Christ's Humanity as impersonal, maintaining
that in Him there was united to the Godhead Humanity
as a whole— that whole "substance," by sharing in which
any individual man is human. The Incarnation could
thus be represented as the deification— potentially at
least—of all men.

(3) The intellectual machinery at their disposal and
the defects in it which we have just noticed made it

inevitable that the change of spirit, which, as a fact
ot undoubted experience, followed acceptance of the
Lordship of Christ, should be expressed as i- com-
mingling of substances. Humanity is one of the
perishing substances, and we therefore shall perish
unless there be infused into our substance another
which is imperishable. This Chi^st has done, for by
His Incarnation, especially as continued in and mediated
through the Sacraments, He has united our human

Dynamic Monarchuni.m.

I
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substance with the Divine. For the Greek Fathers

Redemption is rather a change of substance than a

change of will, and that from which we are delivered

is rather death than sin. I am speaking, of course, of

tlieories, and we may well remind ourselves at the outset

that a man may be a great saint though his theology is

defective ; and it is an undoubted fact that complete

personal devotion and a vast wealth of religious ex-

perience shines through the theology of the Fathers.

We shall endeavour to sec what were the chief elements

in this experience at the close of our investigation. At
present we need only remind ourselves that they were

etideavouring to formulate the real facts of their ex-

perience, and not to elaborate mere fancies.

Logical Realism, then, as described above, was the

tool which the early theologians had to their hands, and

all theology has been influenced by the fact. Psychology

was not yet ready to be used in such an enterprise, and

is only now beginning to be of service. In 1857
Archbishop Temple wrote to his old Oxford tutor,

Robert Scott: "Our theology has been cast in a

scholastic mould, i.e. all based on Logic, We are in

need of and we are being gradually forced into a theology

based on psyc'..ology. The transition, I fear, will not be

without much pain ; but nothing can prevent it."

'

Wd shall endeavour in the last part of this essay to

sujTgest lines on which this transition may be carried

out. But we must not forget that there was a very

early attempt to accomplish it ; such an attempt was

made by Paul of Samosata, who was condemned in

268 A.D. He saw serious difficulty in the formulation

of the Church's beliel concerning Christ so long as this

was expressed in terms of substance, and tried to express

it in terms of will.''' Owing to his defective psychology,

' A/imc;rt, vol. ii. ;i. ^17,

" Cf. [lain itk, /// /n -./ Ilv^ma, vol. iii. pp. 4^-42, snd the pn<^agc« thrrcquofrH

—(~n'*ciai!y to. Kparoiixtpa rifi \oyi^ t7/5 ipi-atu-, oiV 1 xn ^naivov^ ra 5' a\^afi

tpiXia'i Kftaro ^xti'a i tti iKXiVtirai. Throui;!iout this hiatoricji section I am i.ufcbt'.ii

tu llainiwk's grc.it work.
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however, he made will appear less real than substance, and
therefore made the unity of God and Man in Christ less

real than it was represented by the orthodox formulae.
The Church, rightly insisting that, whatever else this
unity may be, it is undoubtedly real, condemned Paul's
view as heresy. The mere fact that Paul sharply dis-
tinguished between "will" and "substance" or "nature"
shows that his own conception of will was rudimentary
and far from being sufficient to support a theological
superstructure,

Paul's failure, or rather the general intellectual con-
text which conditioned it, necessitated the formulation
of Christian experience in terms of substance ; and
so the Church was inevitably involved in the Arian
controversy. The Johannine identification of Christ
with the Logos had originally meant, in the writings
of the Evangelist, " You believe in a single world-
principle, but you do not know its character ; we do

;

it was made flesh in the person of Jesus of Nazareth."
But the philosophers who had given currency to the
term Logos had been occupied with a different problem

;

their aim was to bridge the gulf between the eternal
changeless God and His imperfect transitory creation

;

the Logos therefore had been practically a second God—Seure/jo? 0e6^ : and unless this secondary character was
emphasized, the term was useless as an explanation of
the created world. Hence Arius was logically right,
from his own point of view, in pressing his logical point
that a son cannot be co-eternal with his father. If
Chri: . is " of one substance with the Father," He could
not be the Mediator of Creation in the terms of con-
temporary thought, because He could not act as the
link between the eternal God and the perishable world

;

to fulfil this function. He must in His own Nature be
something between the two.

But on the other hand, in the terms of that same
thought, He cannot he the Mediator oi Redemption unless
He is of one substance with the Father. For, as we

n I
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have already seen, if we are to think and speak in terms

of substance, and without the help of any doctrine

of development, we must either regard the division

between God and Man as absolute or else trifle with

the problem of evil. Mediation by an Intermediary

is impossible, because the Intermediary Himself must

either be perfect (and therefore, in the terms of that day,

of one substance with the Father, and not intermediary

at all) or imperfect (and there'bre incapable of im-

parting perfection).* Hence if we attend to the problem

of creation we are logically required to be Arians ; if

to that of redemption, to follow Athanasius. And
quite clearly Athanasius was right, though his position

is defective in its failure to account for the origin

of finite existence and evil ; he was right because

Redemption is a matter of primary religious importance,

whereas the explanation of the world's origin is at least

secondary. Here the world is, sure enough, howevtr

it may have come here, and our explanation will not

alter the fact ; but the means of its redemption is

something to which we cannot be indifferent. The
real significance of Athanasius is this : at a time when
there was great danger that the Church would become

a philosophical society upholding a particular modifica-

tion of Neo-Platonic Cosmology, he insisted on its

religious and practical function, and by the triumph of

his cause perpetuated the formula by which, at that

time, this function was represented. The distinction

between " like substance " and " same substance " seems

to us abstract enough and quite remote from most
men's living interest ; at that time it represented the

whole difixrence between philosophy in its narrower

sense and a full, living religion.*

' Athan.uiui commonly itated this distinction in the tfrn\j "Corruptl'nlr " and
" Incnrruptibif."

' The spiritual valur of Srmi-Ariani«ni, with in Clirut who it not Goil but is likt

God, has bcfn cpigrammatic.iUy expressed in the following fiMe :
—

Ckild. I want Mother.
f^urit. I don't know where your Mother is, but here's Auntie,

RHT^/
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II

The religious value of the Athanasian doctrine lies

in the union of the two natures or substances ; God
united Himself to Humanity (the Incarnation) in order
that in and through that act Humanity should be united
to Him (the Atonement). " He became human that
we might be made divine." ' The effort of orthodoxy
in the next epoch was to retain this fusion of natures
without detriment to either of the natures so united.

But Athanasius had not explained his theory

—

probably he was not interested in explanations. His
analogy of the King, who by living in only one house
in a city does honour to the whole city,^ does not
explain how Christ by uniting His Divine Nature to
Human Nature in one instance can glorify or deify the
humanity of every one else. Later on this achievement
was made logically plausible by the use of complete
logical Realism; the Human Nature which Christ
assumed was that of all men, not only in the sense of
qualities discoverable in Him and in others, but in
the sense of an indivisible essence which inheres in us
all. The complete formulation of this doctrine was the
work of the Cappadocians and of John of Damascus.

The triumph of Athanasius raised the question how
this union of Natures was to be related to the historic

Jesus. Thus the Church was involved in the Christo-
logical controversies. The starting-point of all parties
was the complete division between God and Man.
Apollinarianism saw that, in that case, to be both
God and Man in the full sense is not merely inex-
plicable but impossible ; Christ is then a Divine Spirit
in a Human Body, not a Divine Man. This doctrine,
however, destroys that unity of human nature with the
Divine on which the Atonement depends ; it also
abolishes the disappointed, suffering, historic Christ of
the believer's affectionate trust. On the former ground

Ai5t4s yif irrivepiiw-qddi'Lra riti,ls (^foiroiTjflii^fi.. Atlianaiiui, Dt Im. LIV,
^ Di Inc, IX.
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it was condemned,^ and on both grounds it prepared

for the reaction of Nestorius which virtually attributed

to the historic Christ two personalities, one human and

one divine. Nestorius saved the historic, human Christ,

but again broke up the indispensable unity of God
and Man in His Person. His condemnation ' led to

a revival of the main position of ApoUinaris, with

modifications, by Eutyches, in whose doctrine the

Humanity of Christ was merged in His Divinity.

The condemnation of this view* led ultimately to the

secession of the Monophysites, who would not accept

the formula of Two Natures in One Person which was

declared as orthodox by the Fourth Ecumenical Council.

This formula is peculiarly interesting. Cyril ot

Alexandria had accepted " Two Natures " in 433 ;* but

the authority of the phrase came from the West. Leo's

celebrated letter became, by a chapter of accidents, the

basis of subsequent orthodoxy. This was due partly

to the fact that both Leo and the new Emperor Marcian

wished to lower the pride and power of Dioscurus, who
had succeeded Cvril as Patriarch of Alexandria, but

much more to the fact that Leo was provided with a

way of speaking which was legal in origin, and which

to the Greek world meant nothing in particular, and

therefore nothing plainly disastrous.

The formula of Chalcedon is, in fict, a confession

of the bankruptcy of Greek Patristic Theology.' The
Fathers had done the best that could be done with the

intellectual apparatus at their disposal. Their formula

had the right devotional value ; it excluded what was
known to be fatal to the faith ; but it expi.iint^d nothing.

To the Latin mind there was little or nothing to be

explained ; the same man may be both consul and

augur, the same Christ may be both God and Man.

' At Constantinciplc, i8i. It setnvs doubtful whether thf views actually con-

Hrmr.rii ai ApoUinarian really represent t!ie deepest thought of Apallinaria himself.

" At Ephcsus, 431. The remark above applies also to Nestorius.
' At Chalcedon, 4^1. * Cf. Harnack, r.fi. cit. vol. iv. pp. 1S8 IF.

' But it preiervrd belief in ovtr L.nrd't real Hum.inity I

*
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:

This is true if one is thinking of functions, but is

irrelevant if one is thinking of substances. The formula

merely stated the fact v. hich constituted the problem
;

it did not attempt solution. It was therefore unscientific

;

and as theology is the science of religion, it represented

the breakdown of theology.^

That breakdown was inevitable, because the spiritual

cannot be expressed in terms of substance at all. The
whole of Greek Theology, noble as it is, suffers from

a latent materialism ; its doctrine of substance is in

essence materialistic. For the root difference between

matter and spirit is not that matter is extended and

ponderable and impenetrable while spirit is none of

these ; it is that matter is dead while spirit is living,

matter is only an object while spirit is subject as

well, matter can only move in space or enter into new
combinations while spirit thinks and feels and wills,

and exists in these activities. The "substance" of the

Greek Fathers, whether divine or human, has the

material, not the spiritual, characteristics ; it is, in fact,

an intangible matter.' God consists of one sort ;

man of another. The Incarnation (which is also the

Atonement) is found precisely in the communication of

the divine substance to man through the union of the

two natures. No doubt this was most fully expressed

in Cyril's own original formula fiia ^uo-t? rov deov \uyov

<T€(rapKO)fievT],^ and it is hard to see how Cyril could

accept the "Two Natures" of the Creed of Union in

* To Western T!ieolr!:\' th- !iic:irnition wn^ always a tact, vvlirn-.u tn tin- lirccks

it wa*^ also a philosophy. When Western' Theflngy devclopct! a complete sJicmc
of its own (in Anpelin), t!ic Iiic irnation appeared as merely the n ct-s^ary prelinii.i.ry

to the Death of the Incarnate Oo i which was the pivot of the nesA- s\«tcm. With
the Greeks the vital pr.int wa< the Inc irnation of Go<i ; with the Latins it was the

Death of (loil Incarnate.

* It is no accident that Grej^ory "f Nv-'-a should be at once th- ..hief i^xp :,ei t of

the conception of a stnylc and i.ndiviiied human nature which Christ took ;ih ii /^ tt

which He has and which, incnticiily, we also have, and :ilro th'' 1- a.i'-T in the tl\ ry

which ni.iktitiir Encharistic Sac- anient a continuation of the Incarnation, hv vvliich

the reci'ivcr takes into Ins own substance the divine snb-tanie. On this cf. hssay

VII. pp. •!4t 347-
^ *'One nature incarnate .tf the divine Wor i." The fulUwiri., words- •'* not as

though the oitierence of natu ere aboh-heJ on account of the union"—save liie

orthodoxy of the formula at thv it of its intelligibility.
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433. But Cyril's phrase was not clear as to the real

humanity of Christ, which was and is of vital importance
for devotion ; and consequently the philosophically

valueless formula of Chalcedon was preferred.

The chief result of Greek theology so far was to

show (not indeed to contemporaries) the impossibility

of a theology in terms of substance. But in addition

to this it has one great defect and one great merit.

The defect is its relative neglect of the moral problem.
Redemption for it is primarily not from sin but from
death. The distinction between God and Man is

represented, not so much as a distinction between the

Holy One and sinners, but rather as between the

Eternal One and the transient generations. This is

part of the inevitable failure of a "substance"-
Theology. In emphasizing difference of substance and
a change of substance as the method of redemption, it

inevitably ignores the will and with it the moral
problem. The Greek Fathers are not to be blamed for

this ; they had to use the current intellectual coin, and
they did with it the best that can be done. It is true

that in the two great masters of Greek thought a more
perfect appreciation of spiritual facts can be found—in

Plato's doctrine of the soul as the self-mover and the

controller of creation^ and in Aristotle's doctrine of
Energy or Activity, especially as combined with Plato's
" self-mover "

;
* but their successors had not been able

to carry on the argument at that high level. The
more spiritual view appears, indeed, in the most
philosophical of the Fathers, when Origen insists that

Christ must have a human soul because only with the
soul could the Logos be united. But this does not
take us very far. Thought was still largely under the

dominion of imagination— not issuing in it and
controlling it, but starting from it and controlled by it—and the imagination is in its very nature static and

' Cf. PJuuJrut 245 c-246 p.

• Cf. Et/i. Nic. vii. 1154 b 26 ; x. 1176 a 30-1178 a 8 ; Mit. A, 1071 b i.
i=rft 3 5,
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materialistic, except when some great artist forces his

images to suggest what they manifestly are not.

Hence comes the particular form of the great contro-

versies, and hence, too, the failure of the Greeks to

construct a fijUy satisfactory theology.

In its substance-doctrine we find the key to the

chief defect of that theology—its comparative neglect

of the moral problem. But this same doctrine—and

that, too, in its worst form—enabled it to express with

unsurpassed force the unity of the Christian with his

Master and the spiritual elevation of the race accom-

plished by the Incarnation. If a man can really believe

in a Human Nature existing as a separate and indivisible

thmg apart from all human beings, so that the adoption

of this by the Divine Word deifies all who have that

nature, by all means let him use this conception to

express the central fact of Christian experience—the

fact which a man of God in our own time expressed in

the words, " If I did not believe that Christ had by His
Incarnation raised my whole life to an entirely higher

level—to a level with His own—I hardly know how I

should live at all." * This central point—the unique

value of the appearance of the Divine in human form

in the person of Jesus of Nazareth—has never been

more powerfully emphasized than by the Greek
Fathers ; and therein lies their great service to the

Church.

:

-;

3.1

r-i'i

i.

(b) The Theology of the Western Church

Western Theology represents a very real advance on
the Eastern, because it is always consciously concerned
with the moral problem, and uses relatively spiritual

terms ; for the juristic method of handling the matter

at least recognizes that the problem concerns " persons,"

the subjects of rights and duties, not " substances."

' Mmoiri tf ArckhUhop Temple, vol. ii. p. 709. Cf. St. Paul's

Uv» is Christ" ; "Christ livrth in n-.r " 'Phi!, i. ii, Cs!. ii. loV
'To me to

I
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But it purchased this advance at a great cost ; for the

juristic method necessarily insists on the complete

separateness of the individuals concerned, and conse-

qut'ntly sacrifices to a great extent (and entirely when
it is quite logical) the conception of a corporate life in

Christ which the Eastern Church so nobly emphasized ;

worse still, it concentrates attention on deliverance from

the penalty of sin rather than on deliverance from sin

itself, and thus remiins incompletely spiritual with a

tendency to a self-centred pietism.

Western Theology commences its independent

career with the Pelagian controversy ; it was in that

controversy that it first combated a Western heresy

with Western methods. The heresy of Pelagius turned

entirely upon the problem of the Will ; being vitally

interested in morality, and therefore in moral responsi-

bility, he emphasized human freedom in such a way as

to make God otiose. With him and his friends (as

with Kant) morality came first and religion afterwards ;

God does not make us good, but rewards us when we
are good ; we are under no necessity to sin, and can

resist temptation if we will. As Harnack remarks,
" Cicero's words, ' Virtutem nemo unquam acceptam

deo retulit,' could be inscribed as a motto over

Pelagianism," * It may well have been no accident

that Nestorius befriended the doctrine and that its

condemnation was finally pronounced at Cyril's Council

of Ephesus in 431. For its very essence is an extreme

individualism which would make havoc of the whole

scheme of redemption constructed by the Eastern

Church. Atonement through the union of the Divine

and Human Natures can have nothing to do with a

doctrine that calls on each man \o work out his own
salvation, or at least his own claim to salvation, in his

own strength.

But Pelagianism was useful, and that mainly in three

ways. First, astageofindividualism was necessary to allow

' H:::cry if D:gma, voi, v. p. iji.

d
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a sense of individual moral responsibility in connexion

with Christianity to develop, .ind this Pelagianism and

Semi-Pelagianism provided ; secondly, the controversy

brought the whole problem of the will into the fore-

front of theological discussion ; thirdly, it was the

occasion of the full doctrinal development and self-

expression of the profound religious genius who was

its chief opponent.

St. Augustine shares with Origen and St. Athanasius

the glory of being one of the three formative powers,

after the Apostles, in early Christianity. Much about

him was not specifically Western ; much that is most

admirable was Neo-Platonic—almost all in fact of that

which afterwards became, through St. Bernard, the root

of Western Catholic mysticism. But his great con-

tribution lies in his revival of the Pauline experience

of forgiveness and his insight into the nature of the

human will which accompanied it. His answer to

Pelagianism is, in effect, to pose it with a profounder

problem than its own :
" We can resist temptation if we

will," but how are we to will ? What of his own state

when he prayed, " Give me chastity, but^ not vet' '
?

'

How is a man to heal thatT " At last, in the fever

of my delay I made many movements with my body,

which men sometimes wish to do and have not the

power, for that they have not the limbs, or have them
not at their command, being either bound, weakened
with disease, or otherwise hindered. Por instance, if

I tore my hair, beat my brow, clasped my hands round

my knees ; what I willed, I did. But I might have

willed and not done it, if my joints had not the power
of movement. So many things then I did, when ' to

will ' was not in itself ' to be able ' ; and I did not

that which I, with a longing incomparably greater,

wished to do, and which soon after, when I willed, I

could do ; because when I should will, I should will

entirely. For in such things the power was one with

' CuiftUUM, viii. 7.

i
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the will, and the will with the power ; and yet it was
not done

; and more easily did my body obey the
slightest willing of the soul, in moving its limbs at its
desire, than the soul obeyed itself to accomplish in its
will this great act of will. Whence this strange con-
duct?

. . . The mind commands the body and it
instantly obeys

; the mind commands the mind, and is

resisted. The mind commands the hand to be moved
and is so readily obeyed that the command is scarcely
distinguished from the execution

; yet the mind is
mind, and the hand is body. The mind commands
the mind to wiU, that is, its own self, vet it does not
obey.

. . Why is it.? It commands,' I say, to will
something, which it would not command it to do unless
It had already willed

; yet that is not done which it
commands. Sed non ex toto vult ; tton ergo ex toto
mperat.

. . . Non utiqiie plena imperat, uieo non est
quod mperat. Nam si plena esset, nee imperaret ut essct
quia iam esset." *

'

There Augustine touches the root fact. If our will
were a single and complete faculty bestowed on us at
birth, Pelagius would be right. But the moral struggle
Itself shows that it is a faculty to be slowly built up out
of numberless conflicting impulses." To speak of the
opposition of the Will and the Desires is, strictly speak-
ing, nonsense, though it may be provisionally useful
When Augustine prayed "Give me chastity, but not yet

"

he really wanted to be pure, and he also really wanted
to indulge a little longer ; and it was the same he who
wanted both. To say to such a man that he must
strengthen his will is mockery

; his will is just himself,
and how shall a man strengthen himself except by
coming deliberately, when the good desire is uppermost,

» C<.<„;/<,«, Bk Vlll. chap. viii. and ix. (Il.tching,' Translatiun). ' i.ut ,tdo« not w,U „.,th .h. whole will, therefor, it ,!.., not comn.an.l with the wholewul.
. . .

Assuredly ,t Hoes not command with its whole power, and therelorc uhat
.t command. ..not realised. For if i„ whole power were concentrated, u would nogive c.mimand for the thing to be, because it would already be."

" Ct. mv vnlumr Tit \a'u" '' "-- — ' -
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under some external influence? And how shall that

good desire ever be uppermost except through the in-

dwelling Spirit or communicated Grace of God ?

No doubt Augustine never shook off his Manichaeism
completely ; no doubt he drew his distinctions too
sharply, and held a doctrine of the Church and particu-

larly of Baptism which requires a Manichaean basis
;

no doubt his form of the doctrine of original sin rests

also on such a basis ; but he apprehended clearly the
nature of sin and the need of redemption ; he reached
the true conception of the will and its freedom—not
fatalism, not libertarianism, but self-determination.'

And the self which determines is the same as the self

that is to be determined ; the self which, according to
Pelagius, is to make me good is the bad self that needs
to be made good. We can be good if we altogether
will to be good ; for that act of will is itself the being
good. But the whole difficulty is that we only will in

part to be good ; we do not altogether will it. The
disease is in the will—not in some part of ourselves
other than the will which the will can control. How
can the diseased will provide the cure ? I can only
be brought to will what now 1 do not will by some
external power—and this Augustine calls Grace. It is

a free gift, for ex hypothesi I cannot deserve it ; it is just
because and in so far as I am sinful and have no merit
that I need it. It is the free gift of God in Chi-ist.

It is to be noticed that hitherto there has been no
mention of the Death of Christ in our account of either

Eastern or Western Theology. Of course the Fathers
dealt with it—chiefly regarding it as a ransom piaid to
the Devil, by which God bought us back from the just
dominion of the Devil under which we had fallen

through sin;* rven in Augustine no inner connexion
is shown between rhe operation of Divine Grace and

' I am speaking here of the religiom fxperience which finds eipresiion in the
Confessions, and not of his completed theological system, w';ich was, prrliaps, something
far less attractive. Cf. AUin, T/it .lu^jsiiniait Rt-volution in TheoU^i.

t ;t. ^-vpuiar:.}- 'j: ^s:.z :z z'^z t3 ;;3 pQS;tiG« in tiit «.urk» ui Utt^t

\
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the Death (or, for matter of that, even the Life) of
Christ.' In their theories there is, in fact, no room for
the Cross as the means of Salvation. Among the Greeks
all the emphasis is upon the Union of Natures through
the Incarnation ; ' with Augustine it Is upon th_ psycho-
logical effect of mystical communion with God, mediated
by the sacramental system of the Church, This lack
of emphasis on the Cross is a grave defect in their

doctrines, for it was as clear to them as to St. Paul
and to us that the saving power of Christ is focussed
in His Death, as the rays are focussed in the centre of
a burning-glass. So Athanasius appeals net to the
Incarnation but to the Crucifixion when he wishes to
point to the efficacy of Christianity as compared with
other systems.' So, too, Gregory of Nyssa gives us his

sister's dying prayer in his biography of her : " Thou,
Lord, hast for us destroyed the fear of death. . .

Thou hast snatched us from the curse and sin, having
ihyself become both for us. . . . Thou hast paved the
way of the resurrection for us, having shattered the gate
of Hades and destroyed him who had the power of
death. Thou hast given those who fear Thee the image
oi Thy holy Cross for a sign for the destruction of the
adversary and the safety of our life. . . O I'hou
Who didst break the flaming sword, and didst restore
to Paradise the man crucified with Thee who begged
Thy mercy, ren . niber me too in Thy kingdom, because
I also am crucmcd with Thee, piercing 'mv flesh with
nails from fear >.f Thee, and fainting in dread of Thy
jud^'ments !

" *

That c^MiiCb from the Eastern Church, but it might

» But it is uw tlL.t AuB.-ti' r ha.i a livi.l arprcci .tii-. ol' the j.irrrinriiy cf
Chrirti.mity t.) Nr-.-I'ljicni.m ii. mat it pre'ente.i thr truth fmbmlie<: m u I't-rion
an-i thu5 ha,i power over ilic hen

; ^luch of the truth w:is in the : hilosophtrs, but
uii rrar ilia Ji.i-f.cam carirji a Urulamni': .*uK;,,r..-f;i, ^uqJ ia Ckri.fas Jrr.. T

- I'he Cross can of cnurn- be intrnuuct ' h.-ri- inci.l-ntally. Ct". lir-ri F.
f>aeJfu!ii, p. 2-4: -'Sein Schm^-/ war .in- Tr;"" ner Einheit dcr giittiidit'n u
mrr'chliifi:-;! N.itiir im LcSrn un i Lei'ien,

"

' V.Wrivjj)' oi if>i\6ac<poi fif-a Ti"ai'JT7)Tos Kal T/vi'ijt N '-jcjv ttoW ftypa-^ap-
Ti o.'^ roaouTof iyaov 6 rou Xpu.' ru, uravptit t'lrf '.n.uro ;

(Ur 1-,^. L,,.

Pr,.

* Ouoted bv Harnlclc. att. rit
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almost come from St. Bernard or St. Catherine uf
Genoa. Yet the Fathers who knew that experience
did not know how to niike their doctrine express it.

Even St. Bernard, though he makes it central, can onlv
repeat the theory of ransom pait' to the Devil. The
bringing of the Cross into its true doctrinal promine:;t.e

was the work of St. Anselm anri Abclard.

Anselm is the first theologian to approach his

subject wholly from the juristic pomt of view. His
scheme is subtle and cannot be fairly represented by an
outline. The main steps of the argument, however, are

these. God's claira upon us is for absolute obedience,
because He created us. This daim we cannot satisfy,

because, even if we obey Him for all the future, that
is only our bounden duty, and leaves our debt already
contracted wholly unpaid ; and if we cannot satisfy

His just claim, still less can we make good any
claim upjon Him (this is the juristic way of putting
Augustine's main pc^int against i'clagius—the incapacity
ot man m his own strength to 1)C pleasing to God).
We are guilty and our guilt is infinite, for its degree is

that of the Divine M;;j:;sty we despise. An infinite

restitution must be maJ.e ; and this only God can
make ; but it must be made by Man, for it is Man
that sinned ; hence GoJ must become Man to make
the restitution, for otherwise God will have been
permanently robbed, which He caiinot permit. Beintr

sinless, the God-Man need not die, and His Death wiU
therefore be more than His Duty, and may be regarded
as the required restitution ; it is infinite, for it is God
Who suffers ; it may be accounted to us, because the
Father must rec(!gnize the obligation He is under
through the infinite offering made, and the Son leaving
all, requires nothing, so that the advantage may accrue
to those who by His Incarnation are the Son's feliow-
men, if they will approach the Father in the name and
according to the precepts of the Son.

: ii--^i :iaiiy Liiw ^ 'ai uiuivuity of lwIo cncury is tn^t it
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does not show how the death of Christ was meritorious ;

He was sinless, so He need not die ; but that does not

prove that it was meritorious to die. Yet the advantages

of the doctrine are obvious. It deals with the whole

subject from the standpoint of guilt ; it is concerned

with the claim of God upon man, not a supposed claim

of the devil upon man, which God has somehow to

buy off ; it brings the Incarnation and the Crucifixion

together, and both into close relation with the

experience of forgiveness, and it leaves a part for the

individual to play.

But it is open to three serious objections, {a) It

represents the Death of Christ as the means of appeasing

the anger of God, not as the outcome of His Love and

of that alone, {b) And though it insists, and that

beautifully, on the part we still have to play—" Take

Mine only-begotten Son and give Him for thyself"—it

seems illogical in this, for the infinite restitution made

by Christ may, at least, be regarded as covering all

ofl^ences. {c) Moreover the correlative of restitution is

offence ; but what we need is the assurance, not only

that our offences are pardoned and their penal con-

sequences abrogated, but that the alienation of our wills

from God is at an end.

With this need clearly before him Abeiard con-

structed his theory. For him the Death of Christ is

the main evidence of the Love of Christ, and thence

derives its power; as proof of that Love it breaks

down our self-will and draws out from us answer-

ing love. That is almost the whole of his theory.

It was condemned as heretical at the instance of St.

Bernard, whose objection seems to have been simply

that it included no "transaction." He needed a

transaction. He could not escape from the dominant

Western mode of thought—the juristic ; he could only

understand the Atonement if it were a transaction.

The real distinction is this : Did the Crucifixion alter

God's will and purpose for us or our attitude to Him ?

i
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Clearly the latter, and the latter only, though, of course
a change in us leads to i change in His ireatment of us.'
His attitude to us has always been Love. But this
simple truth was concealed from earlier thinkers by two
considerations. In the first place, having no theory of
development in these matters they were not at liberty
to regard the Old Testament conception of God as
incomplete without, and therefore in its peculiar
features abrogated by, the revelation of Ciod in Christ

;

somehow therefore the Jehovah of Moses and BLzekiel
had to be transformed into the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and the " placating sacrifice " of the
Cross was supposed to achieve this. We remember
that Marcion had tried to solve the problem by suppos-
ing that there were two Gods—the Just God revealed
in the Old l^stament and the Loving God in the New,
and It is a similar instinct which makes St. Anselni
personify Justice in the Father and Mercy in the Son.
I hi. view depends upon the tacit assumption that
justice consists essentially in the awarding of appropriate-
penalty. If by His justice we mean that God is « no
respecter of persons," then no doubt we are right to call
Him just

; but if we mean that He accurately balances
wickedness with pain, He is not "just" at all. Such
"justice" is no virtue ; and if it were a virtue in man.
It would not be morally possible in God. It is non-
sense to talk about God's justice in this sense of the
word.

O Thou, who Man of baser Earth did'st make,
And ev'n with Paradise devise the Snaise,

For all the Sin wiiercwith the Face of Man
Is blackcn'd, Man's forgiveness give—and take !

Punishment which is merely retributive is always non-
moral or immoral ; in the case of the Creator it would
also be outrageous.

It is customary to admire the piety of Abelard's
theory, but to object that it is too "subjective" and
makes the whole sphere of the Atonement " psycho-

i
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logical." But what else is it to be ? Salvation is of

souls, or in other words is psychological. For an

occurrence to be "subjective" does not make it any

the less real, or, for matter of that, any the less

" objective." If my whole will is changed, no matter

how that is accomplished, that change is a real and

objective fact, though it is, of course, wholly psycho-

logical.' But there are two real defects in Abelard s

theory, though it is the best of the post-Apostolic

theories ; one is that it does not show how the Death

of Christ is a manifestation of Love. If it was a

vicarious satisfaction, it was such a manifestation, but

(at first sight) not otherwise. Christ was indeed full

of love ; but how can that love lead Him to die ?

The suffering of One so loving may awaken sympathy ;

but we need to see how the suffering itself flows from

the love—and in this respect the " transaction " theory,

whether of Anselm or of Bernard, is superior to

Abelard's. The other defect in Abelard's theory is that

it gives no expression to the antagonism between sin

and God ; it leaves no room for God's " hatred " of sir.

and here again the " transaction " theory has the ad-

vantage of it.

III. An Attempt to restate the Fact

Our task now is to search for some way of at once

retaining the peculiar merits in the various attempts we

have reviewed, and finding room for all in our own

construction. We have Abelard's exclusive insistence

on the Divine Love calling out our answering Love
;

we have in Anselm a perception of the impossibility of

1 Cf. Eway VI.
, , „

" The compUint of subjectivity in thi. theory seonn to l.ttray a confusii.i. \Vc

need «utely, to itijiU on two f>.int». The Aton<ni<rnt is wruupht/or u», no' by u. ;

but also it is wrought in us and not o:.u,Jt us. At the same time the Cross is, no

doubt, something more Jiin a mean, of producing a certain effect m us
;

it is th.

revelation of the eternal character of God—of Hi. Love and of the a^ony wluch •
-

infticti upon Him. (Cf. Essay VI. pp. }ii-3i»i 33'-)
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a Holy God merely condoning evil and of the moral
necessity which He is under of expressing His hatred
of it, and we have also the mtroduction of the Death of
Christ as the mediating force ; this latter we have also
in Bernard's strong insistence on the necessity of a
" transaction," though the precise form of it which he
took over from Origen and the Greeks is untenable

;

in Augustine we find a recognition of the impotence of
the human will ; in the Greeks we find that sense of
corporate union with Christ, and thereby with God (for
Christ is Humanity and Divinity in One), which is the
central fact in Christian experience.

St. John's doctrine of the Logos or " Word "
is our

natural starting-point, for now as then it, or something
like it, is what every one dimly believes in. A hundred
and fifty years ago it was generally supposed that God
had made the world and then left it to behave according
to laws He had imposed, interfering now and then by
way of miracle ;

^ God acted, in short, here and there,
now and then. But gradually science explained this or
the other "intervention," and it seemed that the sphere
of the Divine activity was being curtailed. At last men
came to regard all events as instances of " natural law

"

—and there seemed to many no need for the hypothesis
of God at all.* But in coming to this belief they had
really come to believe in the world as a single system
governed by a single principle—which is essentially
what was meant by the Logos. Religion is learning
again to claim all creation as the sphere of God's
operation ; He works not here and there, or now and
then, but everywhere and always. Science has not
curtailed His sphere ; it has restored us to that belief
in His omnipresent activity which we should never have
let go. But this is to anticipate. What we all instinct-
ively believe in to-day is not, perhaps, God, but only a
World-principle, the Logos of the Stoics.

• Or of what Iiuurancc Agencies still call "The art o(*Go.|."
• Cf. Laplace's saying " I had 00 need of th.it ii\ rothesis."
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Political developments have had the same result.

Always popular religion is conceived on a basis of

unconscious political analogy. When nations were

governed by Kings it was natural to extend the analogy

to the Universe and think of God as a cosmic Emperor,

ruling the world by laws which He imposed on it from

without. When (in the eighteenth century) our fore-

fathers th.ought that respectability required a belief in

the constitutional necessity of a monarch, but that

political prudence required that he should not be allowed

to do anything, the analogy was again unconsciously

emoloyed, and the strange phenomenon of Deism

appeared. Now that democracy has established its

claim, a new change is observable ; the only power before

which the individual citizen will bend his will is the

collective will of the citizens as a whole, and the power

of government operates not on the subjects from

without but through them from within. It will be

right therefore to begin with the conception of God as

Indwelling, because that is the conception most easily

grasped.

To begin with it—but not to end with it—for what

" indwells "
in the physical universe cannot be a Person

even though it may be Personal in the sense of being

the work or activity of a Person ; it must be a principle,

therefore it is not the God of religion ; it is It and not

He. I might worship It, but could not pray to It ; I

might be devoted to It (as a man is devoted to his

country, which is a whole " immanent " in its parts, of

which he is one), but I could not love It as I love

another man. We must follow St. John here strictly ;

we begin with the Lc^jos—the world-principle which is

the intellectual explanation of all things ; but we go on

to the Father (" He Who sent Me "). And this is

required by re;ison ; for if the explanation of the world

is a Purpose, that Purpose must be rooted in a Will.

To speak of an immanent Purpose is very good sense ;

but " an immanent Will "
is nonsense. Shakespeare's
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thoughts and feelings are immanent in his plays but
not Shakespeare thinking and feeling.

Our great concern then is to know the character
of this World-Principle. We do not begin with Christ
and ask whether He was divine ; we begin with the
World-Principle, in which every one believes, and ask
what must be its character, if it is to be adequate to its

greatest achievement. And if we declare that it is fully
revealed only in a Person, we shall at once be involved
m the belief that it is something more than could ever
be immanent in its fulness in the physical world.

St. John proclaims that the World-Principle was
manifest in a human life—the life of Jesus of Nazareth.
" The Word was made flesh "

; " He that hath seen
Me hath seen the Father." This is his great advance
upon St. Paul, who tends to begin with the conception of
a supernatural Christ, and as a consequence sometimes
represents Christ's life on earth as a period of humiliation

;

to St. John that Life, and more particularly that Death,
are the revelation of the eternal glory of God—a glory
which is moral, not spectacular, and is pre-eminent
through sacrifice and not through force. Some of St.
Paul's metaphors, as has been already said,' micrht
suggest the idea of Heaven as a place or state ''of
enjoyment as we ordinarily understand enjoyment, and .

that Christ consented to an interval of thirty years'
humiliation in the midst of an eternity of such happiness.
This would be a wholly distorted view of St. Paul's
doctrine as a whole, but St. John takes us beyond all
possibility of such misconception bv his insistence that
in the Life and Death of Christ we see the eternal (Horv
of God.' ^

Rut this is only credible if we regard the Life of
Christ as something more than an isolated event in past
history. We are making trial of the belief that in
Christ we see the Power hy which the world is governed
—the Almighty, liut the world, if we regard its

' P- •^'9- " Cf. EiMys VI. ind IX.

P
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present condition in isolation, is most manifestly not

governed by any such Power. The Sin and Pain of

the world we know cannot be themselves the goal of the

Purpose of God, if God is the Father of Jesus Christ.

Either then Christ is not the revelation of God, or else

the world as we see it does not express its real meaning.

Only, in fact, as Christ is drawing men to Himself from

generation to generation is the victory over evil won,

and His claim to reveal the Father vindicated ; we can

only regard Him as Divine, and supreme over the

world, if we can regard Him as somehow including in

His Personality all mankind. If the Life of Christ is

just an event in human history, what right have we to

say that the Power which directs that history is manifest

here rather than in Julius Cassar or even Nero ? Wc
can only say this, if He is drawing all men to Himself

so that in Him we see what mankind is destined to

become. This doctrine of the " representative " or

" inclusive Personality " of Christ was expressed by the

old theologians in those terms of " substance " which

have become meaningless to people of our day who have

not had some training in the history of human thought ;

we need to find new vehicles of expression.

But would it not be better, some one may ask, to

give up the untenable theologies, and simply return to

the Historic Christ ? Let us by all means come as

near to Him as we can ; but that will not involve a

repudiation of theology, for He Himself interpreted

His own work and person in terms of " the Son of

Man "—the Apocalyptic Messiah. He was " despised

and rejected of men," and He claimed to be the

glorious Judge of the world. Here already is the

problem of Human and Divine.

Let us then try to express in our own language

the meaning and value of Christ's Life and Death. St.

John is always seeing the Divine in the Human ; their

unity is a presupposition of which he is so confident

that he makes it unconsciously ; this unity is the theme
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of the Greek Fathers, and the fact ' to be explained or

articulated has been tersely summarized in the words
of the late Dr. Moberlv, " Christ is God—not generically

but identically. Christ is Man—not generically but

inclusively," * or, as we may paraphrase the words,

Christ is not a God (or a Divine Being), but God ;

Christ is not only a man, but Man.
As we begin our attempt to elucidate this " fact,"

let us remind ourselves of the impossibility of a com-
pletely satisfactory exposition. This fact is unique,

and for that very reason cannot be fully set forth in

terms drawn from our experience of other facts. We
can never reach an adequate Christology, but we can

press on from the more to the less inadequate.

Before doing so we may remark that to ask whether

Christ differs from us in kind or in degree, as is often

done, is to state the problem in a misleading way.

The distinction between "kind" and "degree" is in

itself so indefinite that no answer can be given until

these two terms have been carefully defined. Does
beauty differ from ugliness, or a man from a boy, in

kind or in degree .? We shall therefore not try to

answer the question in these terms, but try to set forth

positively the relation of Christ to His Father and to

His brother-men so far as we are able to do so. The
reader may then employ the terms " kind " and
"degree" in whichever way he likes.

Let us take first the Divinity of Christ and try to

interpret it not in terms of substance but of Spirit

—

that is of Vv^ill. I'his will not be a repetition of the

attempt of r*aul of Samosata, because we shall not

distinguish between Will and Substance. For, after

all, Will is the only Substance there is in a man ; it is

not a part of him, it is just himself as a moral (or

indeed " active ") being. And a man's will is most

' This "fact" is no doubt a hypothais, but it' it rxpUins the other "larts," it

justihi-s its claim tn he called by thr name.
'^ .!!j-imeii anil I'lrs^rulin. p. xi (Contents Table, n 'Vrrini; to pp. 81-9;).

Mv Hebt to ihis great book will be eviiicnt !' all wi.o ha\c read it.

!
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" free," not when he may do anything and no one can

count on him, but just when he is quite dependable

and must do this or cant do that. Consequently in

putting all the emphasis on will, we are not, as

Apollinaris supposed, driven to accept a " changeable

Christ." Christ cannot be other than what He is,

—

could not for example yield to the three Messianic

temptations at the opening of His ministry,—because

He is Himself, that is. One in Character and Purpose

with God. Nothing outside Himself prevented His
yielding to the Temptation ; and in that sense it was
possible for Him to yield, and the Temptation was real.

But, being of the Spirit that He was, He could not yield.

The actions of a spiritual Being are not determined from
without ; but they are determined from within.^

What then is the relation of the Will—that is, the

entire active Personality of Christ to the Father? It

is clerr that no final answer can be given until

philosophy has provided us with a final account of

Personality, both Human and Divine. But it may be

possible to make some real advance by following the

line of thought which has guided us hitherto.

Christ's Will, as a subjective function, is of course

not the Father's Will ;
* but the content of the Wills

—

the Purpose—is the same, Christ is not the Father

;

but Christ and the Father are One. What we see

Christ doing and desiring, that we thereby know the

Father does and desires.* He is the Man whose will

is united with God's. He is thus the first-fruits of

the Cre2ri6n—the first response from the Creation to

the love of the Creator. But because He is this. He
is the perfect expression of the Divine in terms of

human life.* There are not two Gods, but in Christ

' Cf. Tr.i Nature cf Personality, pp. 12-^2.
^ To say it i«, would be tu combine ihf Sabelliari ami Monothflite here»ic« in thrir

most objectionable forma.

' Cf. John V. II), io, and generally the controversial lectic \ of the
Gospel, v,-xii.

* By the idriitilication of Will and Substance there is, T think, effected a

reconciliation of the*' Incarnationiat " and " Adoptionist " positions.
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we sec God. Christ is identically God ; the whole
content of His being—His thought, feeling, and
purpose—is also that of God. This is the only
" substance " of a spiritual being, for it is all there is

of him at all. Thus, in the language of logicians,

formally (as pure subjects) God and Christ are distinct

;

materially (that is in the content of the two conscious-
nesses) God and Christ are One and the Same.' The
Human Affections of Christ are God's Affections

;

His Suffering is God's; His [.ove is God's; His
Glory is God's.*

Our account has already fallen into verbal contra-
diction. We have said that the whole " substance "

—

("all there is")—of Christ is identical with God, and
yet that in " subjective function " Christ and the
Father are distinct. No doubt we must expect to have
recourse to paradox if the fulness of truth concerning
such a theme is to be stated.* But a large part of our
trouble arises from the inadequacy of our language and
the false suggestions which it conveys. In all experience
there is a subject and an object ; but in the last resort
they are not separable. At any rate the subject is

nothing apart from its object. Will is distinguishable
from Purpose, but apart from Purpose there can be
no Will ; the activity of thinking is distinguishable
from any thought, but apart from thoughts there
is no thinking. We easily fall into the notion of a
self which " has " various thoughts and purposes ; but
in truth the self exists in thinking its thoughts and

' ^f- BoMnquct, op. at. p. 172. CIcjrIy it it the Logos—the Divine Hum mity—that prc-eiiits. The "finite centre of consciousness " (Jesus) had a bcginnli g.
Ct'. Browning, An Ef>:u.t

:

"The very Coil ! Think, Abib ; .lost thou think,
So, the All-grc.it, wire the All-lcving too

—

So. through the thunder comet a human voice
Saying, ' O heart I made, a heart beats here !

Face, my hands fashioned, sec it in Mvscli '

Thou hast no power nor mayst conceivr uf miiir.

But love, I gave thee, with Myself to luve,

And thou mult love Me who have dieii for thte '"

Cf. also Saul. § xviii.

Cf. Essay IX. pp. ;20-;2l.

Ml
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willing its purposes, and apart from its thoughts, pur-

poses and the like, it is just nothing at all.'

When, therefore, we say that in "subjective

function " Christ is distinct from God, we are speaking

of something which, w hile distinguishable in thought,

is not in fact a separate " thing " from that " content
"

which was said to be the whole ' substance " of Christ,

and in which Christ and the Father are one. After

all, the problem is not peculiar to theology ; it, arises

with regard to the relations between ordinary human

beings. When two people have the same thought or

the same purpose, there is a real sense in which they

are " of one mind " or " of one will "
;

yet they are not

simply merged in one another.'^ And in such a case

it is to be remembered that the identity extends to a

very small part of the content of consciousness, while

in the case which we are considering it extends to the

whole.

It is not pretended that there are no difficulties in

this position— difficulties arising, for example, from

the limitations of our Lord's human knowledge. But

what we are forced to by the work of Christ in the

world is not the belief that He is the Absolute God in

all His fulness of Being—(" The Father is greater than

I ")—but the belief that in all which directly concerns

the spiritual relation of Man to God, Christ is identically

one with the Father in the content of His Being—(" I

and the Father are one
"

'). And so, while conscious

that our formulation is far from adequate—(for, as we

have suid, no adequate formulation is as yet philosophi-

cally possible)—we may proceed on the basis of our

statement that in content of heart and wilP Christ is

identically one with God.

But if this is true, something else immediately

follows. If God can he revealed in a life of human

' Cf. p. 251, ani Rss.iy IX.
(
p. 496-498.

* Cf. Essay IX. pp. SOI-JC-. « m' :
m

I.:, the w»! an! whni'- mi-ihnd of His Stif. Limitinons i

due lo Time ami IMjcc seem to iie strictly irreirvant.

kiviwleilgc)
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1

love, human love must be, and must from all eternity

have been, an attribute of God. Jesus of Nazareth

was born at a certain time and place ; but in Him
there was active in the world the Eternal Spirit ot

God, and in Him we touch the divine I lumanity which

wa; always in the Godhead but only then was made
fully manifest.' The Everlasting Son of the Father,

the Humanitv of God which is eternallv obedient to

the Divinity of God—if the expression may be allowed

—took flesh in the fulness of time, that, seeing Him,
we might learn to love God.

It is sometimes asked how the Infinite God can be

revealed in an individual Person, and whether the

whole of Gvnd or only a part was in Christ. Before

we answer that question we must remove a source of

misunderstanding. In ti cir strict sense the words
" whole " and " part " are not applicable to what is

spiritual it all, but only to what is material. Quality,

not quantity, is the onlv relevani category under

which to conceive the spiritual ; and the widely felt

difficulty as to how the Will of Jesus of Nazareth can

be the expression of the infinite God rests upon a

confusion of these two categories.'

But while it is thus quite possible that the Will of

the Infinite God should be revealed fully in Jesus of

Nazareth, so that Christ and the Father are one, it is

also true that the Father is greater than He. There

is a sense, no doubt, in which we must say that some-

thing less than the whok- Godhead is revealed in

Christ. There are otiicr attributes and functions of

the Divine besides those made manifest in Christ
;

but it is these—the Divine Hun mity—which would

without Christ he unknown and t( Know which imports

more than all else. I know Goa is Infinite in Know-
ledge, and I am dumb ; I kn(.>\v He is A'siiighty, ai-.d

* The recognition of this 1 itt is one great a intake '

Sabcilian doctrine of the Trinity. Cf. /'. Xamrc ifPtm
* It may also be pointcti out that, if spirit is the oni

f the Cath'ilic over the

ty, p. 115.

-u: stance in question.
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I fear ; I know He is All-Holy, and I worship. But
what shall make me love ?

He who did most shall bear most ; the strongest shall stand the
most weak ;

'Tis the weakness in strengtii that I cry for ; ray flesh that 1 seek
In the Godhead. I seek and 1 find it.'

But while this line of thought helps us to understand
in part t"- e double aspect of he IVrson of Christ which
is familiar to Christian experience by stating it in terms
which we employ in other departnctits, it still fails

to satisfy. Some further light may be thrown upon
our problem by the experience of the great mystics,
who, in the moment of vision, feci that they are utterly
lost in God. But the parallel is not complete, for the
typical mystic is extremely conscious that there is a
self other than God which must be h st, and that he
only loses it in the mystic trance ; whereas in Christ
we find nothing that must be lost before we ^. nfess
Him very God, and certainly He is not one who lives

in a perpetual trance.

In fact any attempt to state in terms of cJinary
thought the whole meaning of the Divinity o^ Christ
must be inadequate. For, in the first place, we know
that Logic has never yet solved the difficulty of stating
the relation between Universal and Particular, anu here
(as in the case of a perfect work of art) we have a
Particular (Jesus of Nazareth) which is a perfect
instance of its own Universal (the Deity) ' ; the
difficulty therefore, from a logical point of view, is not
peculiar to this subject. It is really the theological
form of one of the unsolved problems of philosophy,
and is in no sense a " mystery " artificially constructed
by theologians. But there is also another reason for

' R^-wninj;. Sau/. It is important to rraSizr that the Divinity of the Man
Chri-t Jmus involvct ih- <-t.rr.al Humanity of G.iJ. This truth la wh.it nukes
plausiblt and even partMM) j.isf.iio chc " Wonhip of Humanity," which many in
our own Hay have wishcil to lubiiitute for Christianity.

Cf, alio p. J?8, where the «ame point is urged in relation to the inclujive
u ...... „* f'L-;-.
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should find

the partial failure of our attempt to which we must
return when we have considered the other part of

Dr. Moberly's statement which we took as the basis

of our inquiry.

How then is Christ " not gencrically but inclusively
"

Man ? Not ^y way of " substance "
; that would lead

^'fficulties of Greek Patristic doctrine

L of thi" moral problem. Christ's " in-

-r -jintial " but spiritual, not

'ut ,..]•', -that is, it is accomplished

; V ' .^ ..e We are in Christ as Christ

^'i; til .n.rs.*'i'(i and not He; but His
: .^ me upon us, and we have

- o it. We do not surrender

; V. vi- Him (a little) because He
..I •. • vhat we are—and we believe

^ li.i-. V lolly and took His Purpose
' .1! ''

, pains that must involve, we
in that the true consummation of our

being. " This is life eternal, that they might know
Thee, the only true Ciod, and Jesus Christ Whom Thou
hast sent." But we are also fond of pleasure and we
shrink from self-sacrifice ; and we pray " Make me
Christ-like, but not yet." Gradually, as we contemplate

'.hat Life and Death, or as we associate with those

who have con. under its spell, as we commune with

the Living Christ, the Influence that streams from Him
moulds our own affections and purposes

;
gradually we

are drawn to return His love a"d ?ccept His Purpose

as ours; gradually He beco». •; all-inclusive— not

because we are merged in Hin" )Ut because I le is

revealed, and we become like Him when we see Him
as He is.

We are ourselves, and not He ; but we are social

through and through. Modern thought is only

just returning from the exaggerated protest of indi-

vidualism to a just appreciation of the fact which
was the basis of Greek political thought, the fact that

I
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we are born members of 01 families, of our nations,

of our race, and that all are linked together in bonds
of mutual sympathy and influence. None of us is

constitutionally capable of complete indifference to

the iove of others ; and to the Love of God, perfect

in self-forgetfulness and unshrinking in sacrifice, we
must, at last, respond. Our hearts and wills are drawn
to God, so that we take His Purpose as our own ; as

we do so, we vindicate the claim made for Christ that

His Personality is representative and inclusive. To
say that He represents humanity, as humanity now
is, would be absurd ; when we call His Personality

representative we mean that in it we see what all men
shall become. But He builds us up to the measure

of His own stature by drawing our hearts to Himself
and filling our souls with His Spirit, so that in His
Purpose the issue of our lives is included. His
Personality is representative because it is potentially

inclusive ; and it is both one and the other because the

appeal of His Love is irresistible. To the appeal of

that Love, if we understand it, we cannot fail to

respond.

It is for this reason that we can rightly " plead the

sacrifice " of Christ and say that

between our sins and their reward
We set the Passion of Thy Son, Our Lord.

By what right, men sometimes ask, can you plead

on your behalf the sacrifice of Another.' And we
answer that we can rightly do it because that sacrifice

itself has transforming power ; we believe that as we
come to understand it more fully and to realize more
perfectly the Love of the Victim-Priest, " we shall be like

Him, for we shall see Him as He is." And so we plead

His sacrifice on our behalf because we believe that one

day, in the inspiration of that sacrifice, we too shall offer

ourselves in like manner " to be a reasonable holy and
lively sacrifice " to the Father, even as already, in its
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power, we offer ourselves in some degree. It is because

potentially His sacrifice includes us in itself that we
can plead it.

Look, Father, look on his Anointed Face,

And only look on us as found in Him.'

We surrender ourselves to it freely ; our wills are

not paralysed or annulled
;
yet in the degree in which

that surrender is made our lives are governed by the

Lord to whom we have given ourselves, till at last we
may say " I live, yet not I, hut Christ liveth in me."

"

The Atonement was made when the revelation of God
was completed upon Calvary, for then the Atoning

Power came fully into the world ; but the realizing

of the Atonement in human history and individual

experience is the work of Christ's Divine Spirit

operating in our hearts.

The Greeks held fast to Christ's inclusive Hu canity.

Abelard taught that the Atonement is wrought by

Christ's love which draws out our love in return. But

we find that if we interpret the word " inclusive

"

spiritually, these two are the same. Christ "includes"

us in this sense ; we freely will His purpose, because it is

His, and whatever is true of Him is therefore true

of us, if and iii so far as we are as yet devoted to Him.
Thus we may bring into the Greek theory a recognition

of the exclusiveness of jiersonality

—

{qua centre of

consciousness each is himself and no other ^) ; and yet

retain the Greek the )ry of Christ's inclusive Personality

by considering the nature of spiri'ual activity—affection

and vohtion ; and, adding to this a doctrine of develofv-

ment, remove the absolute opposition of the Divine

and Human while still fully recognizing the evil in the

world. Because humanity is not alien troni (iod,

but is spiritual as He is spiritual, God can be revealed

' Of. Essav Vll. f. ?44.
• St. Paul's " lailh " (itiittis) is that whtreb) thit iuciUiriLjliuii witli Clirm ii

atlrctcH.

• But tee Eway IX. pp. 501-507.
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II

in a human life ; because nr.en are sinful, it takes all

the ages for Gcd's self-revelation to win them to

Himself.

We art also enabled in this way to recognize the

absolute truth of Augustine's central position. The

seat of the problem is our wills ; we could be good, if

we would ; but we won't ; and we can't begin to will it,

unless we will so to begin—that is, unless we ilready

will it. " Who shall deliver me from the body of this

death ? I thank my God through Jesus Christ our

Lord." I am told to repent if I would be forgiven ;

but how can I repent .'' I only do what is wrong

because I like it, and I can't stop liking it or like

something else 'oetter because I am told to do so—nor

even because it is proved that it would be better tor

me. If I am to be changed, something must lay hold

of me and change me—not by force or by deception,

for then my will is unchanged after all, but by winning

mv free devotion. And what shall do this if not iUa

aeJifiitiHS cariuis a fundixmento humiliuitis, quod e<t Chrisiiis

Jesus V
Redemption is by Christ only—that is, by the Spirit

of Christ. Christ is Divine, and therefore His Spirit is

the Spirit of the Universe. His Spirit of service (which

is only perfect in love) is the spirit of all life. Hiology,

Ethics, Politics, all te;ich the same lesson ; a sjiecics h is

significance through its assistance in the evolutionary

process ; moral advance means widening th" boundaries

of the sphere of our service till all humanity is included ;

political progress is the growth of insistence on the

duty of e.ich to serve iili. .\ik1 maMy may he brought

to u high degree of excellence without coming per-

sonallv iiiuicr the direct influeni.> .>f the historic Christ.

Hut ill llim alfine the Di\!nc Sj irit of service to ti.e

point <'>f ^iicritue :uui s.tcritice to the point ot death is

kiliv manifest. ()th(.is h.ue tht.' Du'.nc Spiri; in their

J^

i liji ciidrit) w!uih (..ui.iU un li.'- 1 ilttioti t'f h aiiiii! \ Chut
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degree ; He alone is altogether God. When all else

fails the Cross must at last prevail.

And so we come to the merit of Anselm's (or even
Bernard's) theory, which gave it superiority on one
side to Abelard's or the Greek—the central position
given by it to the Cross. We saw that the defect n
Abelard's doctrine was its failure to show how the
Cross is a revelation of love. Following St. John's
guidance we can see this. In Christ we see the Father.
In Christ's way of meeting opposition and the death
His opponents inflict we see the Father. That is to
say, the pain our hostility (which is sin) brings to God
can only be figured in the Cross and Passion of Christ

;

and how does God bear the pain we give Him, or
regard us as we inflict it ? " Father, forgive them, for
they know not what they do." His love does not wait
till we are loveable ; His forgiveness is not withheld
till we are reformed. At the moment when we wound
Him, He yearns for us. And in the moments when
we realize that, we cannot sin ; we should dread to add
a wound to One Who bears our wounds like that.

We are, indeed, filled with fear—but it is not rear of
His anger or of the punishment it will inflict ; our fear
is lest we stab with our ingratitude the most loving of
all hearts. " There is mercy with Thee ; therefore shalt

Thou be feared." Christ upon the Cross is the image
of God's relation to our sin—what it costs Him and
how He regards us as we inflict the blow. " When
He was reviled. He reviled not again ; when He
sufl^ered. He threatened not." The Agony in the
Garden, the longing that the Cup might pass, and the
Cry of Desolation on the Cross are the human analogue
and expression of the Divine Agony in Redemption.'
God 50 loved, and so loves, the world ; He that hath
seen Christ hath seen the Father, and in Christ also the
response of Man to the Father's love is pledged and the
earnest of it given.

' Cf. K«»ay VI. pp. Jti.jii, 3JI.
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But wc have imperceptibly fallen back upon the

language of devotion : we have no scientific vocabulary

that helps us here. The logical difficulty already

mentioned confronts us here again : wc are dealmg

with a Particular (Jesus of Nazareth) which perfectly

embodies its own universal (Humanity). And we

have used language about the influence of Christ upon

the souls of His disciples which is almost ludicrously

inadequate to the Christian experience of the power of

the Spirit and the presence of the Lord. Christ is

present in His Church, not merely as Arnold is present

at Rugby ; Christ inspires His Church, not merely as

Gladstone inspires the Liberal party ; He is present as

our most intimate friend is present, and even that is

inadequate.

Our analogies break down. Wc may help our-

selves towards an understanding of His Divinity by

means ot the formula, "The form of His consciousness

is Human, while its content is Divine "
; we may help

ourselves towards an understanding of His Humanity

by interpreting its inclusiveness in the terms of our

social nature ; but we know that neither attempt leads

us to the heart of the mystery.

But this is what we should expect. If it is only in

Christ that wc have any dear vision of God, it is also

only in Christ that we have any clear vision of Man.

Our attempts to formulate the doctrine of the Incarna-

tion are attempts to state a unique fact in terms which

are drawn from our ordinary experience ; and that is

from the nature of the case impossible. We use terms

Divinity and Humanity—whose meaning is only

revealed in Christ, to account for the fact of Christ.

We arc involved in the mistake against which the

opening of this essay protested -the mistake of regard-

ing Christ as the problem, instead of regarding Him as

tlie solution of the problem.

We do not know what Matter is when we look at

Matter alone ; only when Spirit dwells in Matter and
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uses it as a tool do we learn t».' capacities of Matier.
The sensitiveness of eye -tryj ear the delicacy oi the
artist's touch, are achievement* wh.«-h we should never
anticipate from the .tudy of the l^^less So, too, we
do not know what Humanity really is, or of what
achievements it is capable, until Divinity indwells in it.

If we arc to form a right conception of OmI we must
look at Christ. The wise question is not, " 1« Christ
Divine?" but, "What is God like.''' AnK th^
answer to that is " Christ." So, too, we must r^y torrr

a conception of Humanity and either ask if Christ i*,

Human or insist on reducing Him to the limits of our
conception ; we must ask, " What is Humanity ?

" and
look at Christ to find the answer. We only know
what Matter is when Spirit dwells in it ; we only know
what Man is when God dwells in him.

And what do we find ? We find that if a man is

thus united to God, Nature is his servant, not his

master, and he may (so the story tells us) walk upon
the water ; the fetters of social influence cannot bind
him, and he may be sinless, though tempted, in a sinful

world. The incapacities which we thought inseparable

from humanity are accidental after all, just as the

stubbornness of lifeless matter is no necessary quality
of matter. The machine-like character of the Universe,
with its rigid laws and uniformities, is given to it by
our unspiritual way of handling it ; to a man in whom
Cjod dwells everything is plastic that he may mould it

to God's Purpose.

But if so, it is clear at oi ce that neither Deity nor
Humanity can be expressed in terms which are drawn
from the unspiritual levels of our ordinary thought

;

still less then can the unity of Deity and Humanity in

Christ he so expressed. Thus we reach a perfectly

definite and dogmatic conclusion. But it is a new kind
of dogmatism. Allusion has already been made to

Archbishop Temple's statement in 1857 that " we arc in

need ot and are being gradually forced into a theology
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based on psychology," ' and we have tried to assist the

movement which this indicates. We may find in

another of his early letters a description of the dogmat-

ism to which that efFort leads us; in 1850 he wrote :

"I cannot help thinking that a dogmatic theology is

yet to be looked for, which will avoid both the difficulties

(putrefaction and petrifaction). I cannot help thinking

that much of that will consist in distinct refusals to define

;

a dogmatism hitherto never practised by the Church." '

" Distinct refusals to define," coupled with repeated

efforts to restate and understand as far as may be,

must be our method, not because definition is an evil

thing nor because the fact is in its nature unintelligible,

but because all our language and mental apparatus is

constructed to deal with a different class of data. "We

have to go back to the old story, see God and Man

there made manifest, and then reinterpret human

history and human psychology in terms of Christ.

Thus we read the narrative again, with the words

perpetually in our ears, " He that hath seen Me hath

seen the Father." We watch the Lord as He becomes

conscious at His Baptism that He is entrusted with a

Mission which must be called Messianic if it is to be

expressed in words at all ;
* He goes into the wilderness

to meet the Temptations which arise from this conviction.

The Temptation to use His Power for His own comfort,

even though no one else be injured, is set aside.* The

Temptation to interpret His Mcssiahship in the light of

the expectation of a Warrior-Christ, such as we find in

parts of Isaiah, is set aside.' The Temptation to

interpret it as a literal fulfilment of Daniel's apocalyptic

Son of Man, descending from heaven and upborne by

angels, is set aside." Nothing is left but the great

' Cf. p. 226. " Mtmoirs. vol. li. p. 513.

• Mark i. 10, II. ' Lukr iv. •), 4. ' Lukr iv. <;-«.

• I.ukr iv. 9-1 1. Thf Mf« iHoptfii in thit «krt> h in in luhttantiil harmony, hul

i, not <juite iil.ntical, with Mr. Strfrtrr'j ; U. Ksiay III. pp- 99-'o». i«';i.'-

Kur a fuller pipnsjtion nf my rra.InK of Christ's Mciiianic con»cinutnf«t, cf. the

firit of my Itclurti on Tki KmgJim af G»d.

\
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commission to proclaim the Kingdom of God. He
comes proclaiming. It is a message of joy and
emancipation, and He Himself is full of love and
joy and peace. He is absolutely unfettered and
spontaneous. He will have no regulations to fetter

the action of His free spirit. Men are to fast when
they need it, not when it is prescribed ; ' they arc not
even to keep the Sabbath except when it is good for them
to do so.* And when all this brings upon Him the

opposition of the Pharisees, He recognizes the necessity

of the breach in words that show appreciation, not
censure, of what He discards. It is the old cloth that

suffers, not the new piece, when new is grafted on to

old ; if the new wine is spilled, the old skins arc burst

;

the man who knows the goodness of the old will not
desire the new.' So He lives—frank, spontaneous,

generous,—a life reflected in His teaching, in which all

the images are drawn from out-door life or the homes
of simple folk.

But a change came. The indifl^crcnce and opposition

of men turned the Teacher to whom men flocked into

the Fugitive with His twelve companions, until at the

last we see Him striding on before them with face set

hard to go to Jerusalem, and His disciples following,

wondering and afraid.* Three men came to Him on
that journey. One came of his own accord ; he was not

welcomed, but only told that he was choosing to follow

an outcast. Another He calls, and will not let him
wait to see his old father into his grave. And another

who would follow is not allowed to say Good-bye to

his family.' Why is He so stern .? Surely because of
the strain He is putting upon His own will and spirit ;

He dare not be tender then. For He sees now what
conception of Messiah He is to adopt and realize. He
points out that in kingdoms of this world rulers

i.

i f
I

I

' Mark 11. ij-ic » Mark >i. 2-.

" yidvk ii. 21, 12 ; I.iikf V. jg
• M.<rk I. ;;. ' l.nkt n. ^- 62.
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exercise authority, but not in the Kingdom which He
is founding.' There the governing power operates by

drawing the hearts of its subjects to itself. By preaching

and healing, even by living the Life Divine, He has

failed ; there is one more appeal—the appeal of the

uttermost sacrifice. The Son of Man—the heavenly

Messiah—came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,

and to give His Life a ransom for many.* He says the

end is near. Daniel's prophecy regarding the Coming

of the Son of Man and the inauguration of His Kingdom

is immediately about to be fulfilled ;
* and before the

High Priest He claims that its fulfilment is accomplished

—" From this moment there shall be the Son of Man
seated at the right hand of the Power of God." *

" I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men

unto Me."

»

We often think of the Love of God as the august

pursuit of a purpose of universal benevolence, or we fix

all attention on its supreme sacrifice. But we must

watch the whole story. The Love of God is the Christ

of the early ministry, lavishing benefits on deserving and

undeserving alike ; but, under the pressure of hostility

and indifference, the sunny, frank, spontaneous, generous

affection is changed to the passionate intensity of the

tragic Hero who marches before His followers to

Jerusalem and who goes out in solitude to die. God so

loved, and so loves, the world ; He that hath seen

Christ hath seen the Father.

As this image fastens on our mind, our hardness

disappears. We become repentant, then receptive ; at

last wc surrender ourselves freely to the infinite Love ;

we take His Purpose as our own ; He becomes to us

no longer an imposing and attractive Figure, but an

indwelling and inspiring Presence, the breath of our

lives. St. John records the gift of the Spirit in the

' Mark x. 42-44. * Mark «. 4S- ' Mjrk liii. ^o.

l.uke nii. 69; cf. Matthew i«»i. 64 awo roi' Hf dw' ipri :
thr agm-.

mfnl of Luke and Matthew agaiait Mark, which lack, the »..r.l-. may well be the

more original;. ° John iii. ji.
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words, "When He had breathed on them, He said,

Receive ye the Holy Spirit." Thus slowly we arc
all drawn in, till all men have one Purpose, and that
the Purpose of God ; till all men come to constitute
" One Perfect Man, the measure of the stature of the
completion of the Clirist."

Then for the first time will the Divinity of Christ
be fully manifest ; then for the first time will the God
revealed in Christ be fully known.

i?' I
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Rex tremendae majestatis.

Qui salvandos aalvas r ratis,

Salva me, fons pietatii

!

Nothing in my hand I bring,

Simply to Thy Cross I cling
;

Naked, come to Thee for dress

:

Helpless, look to Thee for grace :

Foul, I to the Fountain fly
j

Wash iiic, Saviour, or I die.

This was once the natural language of piety : tovery many
it is so no longer. The mental outlook of the average
educated man has been greatly transformed in recent
years, and, as we all know, this has affected his theology.
But nowhere is the change more marked than in con-
nection with the theology of Atonement. For centuries
the Atonement was the centre of Christian belief—not
only with men of an extreme type such as the Father in

Mr. Gosse's Father and Son, but with the great mass
of sober Christian men. The Forgiveness of Sins
through the Death of Jesus Christ was the heart of the
Gospel message ; trust in that forgiveness was the hall-
mark of the individual believer ; and to become a
Christian was truly to enlist in a "salvation army."
To-day such language no longer rises naturally to men's
lips. This does not necessarily mean that the world
has grown less religious ; for among religious as well as
irreligious men the 'Atonement has receded into the
background.

269
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The reason is not hard to find. The modern mind
no doubt has its peculiar weaknesses ; but its strength

certainly lies in an unusually resolute effort "to get

down to moral values " in its use of religious terms.

It asks of any doctrine submitted to it, " What is its

cash-value in terms of moral experience .'' " Tried by
this test, much that is traditional is set aside as unim-
portant or obscure. On any showing, we do not believe

some things that the ordinary patristic or mediaeval

churchman believed. But such change docs not usutiUy

come through any formal repudiation of old beliefs, but

by a tacit and gradual shifting of emphasis ; the out-

worn parts of theolc^ quietly drop out of private

devotion and practical teaching. Something of this

sort seems to have happened in regard to the doctrine

of Atonement.
The cause of the change is largely intellectual.

When the average man asks himself what the inner

meaning of this doctrine is, he is unable to find an

intelligible answer. If he considers the explanations of

theologians in different ages^ he is chiefly struck by
their diversity and inconsistency. They are generally

metaphorical, but the metaphors difler ; they are some-
times commercial, sometimes military, and sometimes

legal, and none of these seem to him to touch the

realities of life and moral experience. Nor is this the

worst. For, so far as he can understand the doctrine

at all, it seems to him actively immoral. Jesus saved

men, it seems to teach, from the penalties of sin—in

fact from hell—by undergoing those penalties in their

place. But such a transaction seems doubly immoral.

On the one hand, it postulates a God who would other-

wise condemn men to endless misery for their sins.

And a God capable of this seems to the present genera-

tion no God but rather a devil. On the other hand, if

we once entertain " the conception of an Almighty
Chief Justice," the notion that the guilty could be

acquitted in consideration of the punishment of the

!
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innocent strikes us as involving a trifling with justice
and morality. If men are to be "judged " at all, they
must be judged by what they really are.

On these grounds, our generation tends to drop, or
at least to lay little emphasis on, the doctrine of Atone-
ment. How far, we must ask ourselves, is this tendency
to be acquiesced in ? And there are some things to be
considered which should give us pause.

I. In so far as we Insist on going behind signs and
symbols to investigate their inner meaning and value
for life, we are on sure ground. Not to us is omne
ignotum pro magnifico ; we cannot worship where we
cannot, at least in part, understand. But it does not
follow that the belief on which our fathers lair so much
stress must disappear. It would be rash to conclude
that, because the intellectual explanations of Atonement
are obscure or even repellent, there can have been no
experienced reality to be explained. On the principle
that smoke proves the presence of fire, the reverse is

more probable.' And, though we are right to appeal
to experience, we should not be too narrow or insular
in our reading of experience. We must not take the
kind of experience that is common in a particular
people or a particular generation as necessarily ex-
haustive. John Bull is not the measure of the spiritual

possibilities of the human race. We shall be slow then
to reject what has played so large a part in the personal
religion of many generations as unreal or obsolete,
because it does not immediately come home to ourselves
or readily find a place in our first hasty conception of
the universe.

2. This general caution is justified by recourse to
the inductive study of religion. William James in his
Varieties of Religious Eiperience finds something similar
to the Christian conception of Atonement at the heart

' So Dale {Atr.<,meni, p. 299) argues that the very diffieultiei which theolorian.
have liad in explaining the Atonement are themselvei a tribute to the vitality of
the Idea. '

I! .
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lit i

of all religion. He defines the religious consciousness

as consisting in a sense, firstly, of present uneasiness, of
something wrong about us as we stand ; and, secondly,

of a solution for that uneasiness—of a sense that we are

saved from that wrongness by making proper connec-

tion with the higher powers. Where religion is moral,

man is " conscious that the higher part of him (the true

self) is conterminous and continuous with a More of the

same quality, which is operative in the universe outside

of him, and which he can keep in working touch
with and in a fashion get on board of and save himself,

when all his lower being has gone to pieces in the

wreck." 1

3. If we try to investigate the doctrine of Atonement
historically, we shall go back to St. Paul ' behind the

explanations of Schoolmen and Fathers which may seem
to us fanciful or incredible. It was he who first

formulated the theory ; and on this point he is a

modern of the moderns. For his appeal is, first and
last, to moral experience. His theology is rooted in

the most vivid personal experiences of his own ; and he
is no merely hysterical enthusiast, but one of the world's

great men.

Redemption through Jesus Christ is to St. Paul no
mystery accepted on authority. On the contrary, his

theology is a generalization from his own personal

experience. The starting-point in his theory, as in

his own mental development, is the perplexities of moral
experience ; and particularly the overwhelming con-

sciousness of moral failure, inevitable in a man of his

high Ideals and sensitive conscience. *' The good that

I would I do not, but the evil which I would not, that

I do. . . . Who shall deliver me from the body of this

death." It is this discrepancy of ideal and attainment

that specially ihocks him ; the deadliest sin is sin against

the light. Such wilful transgression is universal ; and

' yarieliei 0/ Religious Exferienct, p. 508.
' Cf. Essay IV. p. 176.
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so are its consequences ; for every sin increases the
liability to sin and past sin involves present disability.

And, worst of all, his sins have put him wrong with
God. His moral life is not merely weakened and dis-
ordered, it is cut off from its natural source of strength
and guidance. St. Paul is a Jew; and the whole
outcome of the history of Israel is the branding in upon
the Jewish mind of the righteousness : -hi holiness of
God. He who would walk with God must be pure in
heart

; and that is just what the sincere man knows
fhat he is not. Nor is he capable of mending his ways
and becoming righteous. The very fact of sin makes
unaided recovery impossible, for the sinner is wanting
in will-power and is incapable of sustained moral effort.
He cannot wage war successfully: there is a traitor in
the camp. The Old Testament sacrifices, and the works
prescribed by the Law are no remedy, for it is man's
heart that is corrupt.'

St. Paul's problem then is the problem of moral
corruption and consequent estrangement from God

;

the story of Jesus of Nazareth comes to him as the
despaired of solution. Jesus is not to him merely the
latest of the prophets. The life and death of Jesus
appear to him as the supreme and central event in the
history of the human race. They make possible what
had seemed impossible— moral recovery and the
renewal of right relations v/ith God. They are to him
the key that fits the lock, the light that dissipates the
darkness.

The question which in this essay I shall try to con-
sider is : Has the modern world the same problem as
St. Paul ; and if so, can it accept the same solution ?

We must, I think, in dealing with these questions,
distinguish roughly between two main divergent lines
of thought—the Liberal or Modernist, and the Con-

' Cf. Essay V. pp. 235-237. St. I'auls revolt on behalf of reality and eiperience
.igainst the Jcwuh remedies for lin it in many ways parallel to the modern revolt
against tradition- 1 theoriei of the Atonement.
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servative or Evangelical. The position of this essay is

that each contains much truth, but not the v/hole truth.

And the method adopted is, at each stage, to state the

two sides and then to try to reach some "Tertium

Quid " which shall combine what is true in cither.

I

I. The Problem—The Existence and
Nature of Sin

We are met at the outset by a denial that the

modern world has the same problem at all. Sir Oliver

Lodge has said, in words that have become famous :

" As a matter of fact, the higher man of to-day is not

worrying about his sins at all, still less about their

punishment ; his mission, if he is good for anything, is to

be up and doing."^ On this view, the whole Pauline con-

ception of Sin is a nightmar-; and rests on ideas of God
and Man which are unworthy and untrue. If Chris-

tianity is on this point committed to Paulinism, so much
the worse for Christianity ! If not, we must go back

behind St. Paul's legal conception of the relation

between God and Man to the trustful optimism of the

Synoptic Gospels.

This amounts to a claim for superiority for the first

of the two types of religious consciousness, which

James distinguishes as the Once-Born and the Twice-

Born. It is worth while therefore to consider that

distinction.

(i) The Once-Bom

The first is the joyous type represented by the 23rd

Psalm. " The Lord is my shepherd ; therefore can I

lack nothing. . . . Thy loving-kindness and mercy shall

follow me all the days of my life : and I will dwell in

the house of the Lord for ever." James himself

describes persons of this type as " sky-blue souls

* Miin anJ the Vn^versey p. 2zo.
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whose affinities are rather with flowers and birds and
all enchanting innocencies than with dark human
passions

; who can think no ill of man or God ; and inwhom religious gladness, being in possession from the
outset, needs no deliverance from any antecedent
burden To such men, absorption in sin, and
especially in past sin, appears to be morbid and to
imply a want of proportion. James quotes Whitman,
as expressmg this feeling with some bravadc

I could turn and live with animals, they are 50 placid and self-
contained,

I sund and look at them long and long
;They do not sweat and whine about their condition.

1 hey do not he awake in the dark and weep for their sins.

The consciousness of evil, such men feel, should be

wsif- °^u •"•'^^ ^^^^ consciousness of communion.
Within Christianity they would lay more emphasis
upon the joyous side, on peace on earth and good will
towards men. *

(2) r/te Twice-Born

The second type is marked by a consciousness, similar
to St Pauls, of the divided self. Ir starts from a
radical pessimism. It only attains relip « peace
through great tribulation

; and even then
of sadness still persists. James associate
with the Germanic, as contrasted wi:h
character. Where the latter is aware of '

can be expiated in the confessional, the to
of " Sin," an inward disease of the soul vr

external can cure. So James contrasts
religion of the "sick soul" with the
" healthy-mindedness."

James' own conclusion is that there is r-

need in the world for both types. " If a" h -

were forced to be a Wesley, or a Moody forced "t

' yarittiit cf Riligious Exftritnet, p. go.
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Whitman, the total human consciousness of the divine

would suffer." * But—somewhai to the surprise of the

modern reader— it is the second type which James takes

as deepest. Such have been the greatest religious

leaders ; such is the most forcible ; such alone sounds

the depths of the human heart. " No prophet can

claim to bring a final message unless he says things that

will have a sound of reality in the ears of victims such

as these." * If this type in extreme cases becomes

morbid, the other may easily degenerate into shallow-

ness. In view of the facts of life, the simple reiteration

of " God's in his heaven, All's right with the world " is

to many minds simply irritating. And if it is true that

the sense of sin is decreasing, that may only prove the

shallowness of the modern mind ; for the sense of sin is

apt to be in inverse ratio to its actual presence. What
men need of religion is power. And '• modernism," it

is often felt, is losing the dynamic, world-conquering

force of the older gospel. In hoc signo vinces.

We have lately been warned ' that we cannot without

loss substitute the Manger for the Cross as the symbol

of Christianity.

The " Liberar View of Sin

The distinction between the " liberal " and the

" conservative " vieTS of moral evil * corresponds

roughly to this distinction of religious "types."
" Liberalism " builds largely on the conception of

Evolution. To it, sin marks a stage in moral progress

which is higher than the stage of innocence
;
just as,

' rarieliei of RfUgicus r cperinee, f. ^Sy.
• The same icfnn to be the view of a writer «o littli: tainted with eccle8iastiv:ism

as Lord Mcrley {Mii<:eL'anies, i. p. ^44). He criticizes Emerson, as having never

really faced "that horrid impediment on the soul, which the churches call sin, and

which, by whatever name wc call it, is a very real catastrophe in the moral nature

of man."
' Johnston Ros", in the Hihtert Journal, April 1911, The Crou : iht Rtfott 0/

* 'Ih.e term " Sin " may itself be felt to be questiun-beg^ing.

>i^) ---
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to St. Paul, the stage of consciousness of the Law is

itself an advance. We know that " the man who never
makes mistakes never makes anything," and sins are
the moral mistakes incidental to moral progress. Indeed
there is an element of truth in the saying, Pecca
fortiter. The best man will not be he in whose life it

is most difficult to pick holes.

Further, sin is largely ignorance. The Christian
conception of human brotherhood is specially congenial
to the spirit of this age ; and, in accordance with that
conception, the essence of sin is selfishness. But an
analysis of the nature of Choice will make it clear that
selfishness is always a mistake. The peculiar mark of
rational choice as distinct from animal appetite is the
conception of the object chosen as affording satisfaction
to the chooser. A " motive "

is not a mere desire but a
desire identified with the idea of personal good.* But
Plato and Aristotle were right in holding that man
is naturally a social being, whose rational life depends
on the width of his interests ; hence selfishness is always
self-contradictory. Even when we should say he is

acting wilfully, the man who chooses the selfish course
is making a mistake. He aims like the good man at
self-satisfaction, self-expansion, self-expression. But in
acting selfishly he chooses what, owing to the con-
stitution of human nature, must in the end fail to
satisfy. In Dr. McTaggart's vivid phrase. Sin is like
drinking sea-water to quench thirst*

But if sin is largely ignorance, and sinners truly
"know not what they do," our conception of the
attitude of God towards erring men must be modified.
The sinner merits pity and education, not the hostility
of God or man. So much is due, had we the skill to
trace it, to heredity and environment. Tout com-
prendre^ cest tout pardonner. It may be doubted

This is r. H. Green's way of putting it.

' To ckoiic is always to ,n:oic ji g^d. This ii sugjencri even by the defiant
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whether the traditional theology has sufficiently purged

itself of elements which belong not to the true Christian

message, but to the barbarism of the peoples among

whom Christianity first spread. Anything that suggests

"an angry God"—still more a God whose wrath is

quickly stirred and lightly laid by such trivial causes as

move human princes—is rejected as falling below the

best secular morality of to-day.' God is Father rather

than Judge ; and the parable of the Prodigal Son gives

a truer and more Christian view of His attitude to the

human sinner than all the imposing imagery of the

'jreat Assize.

The Conservative View of Sin

{a) By the other school sin is viewed not so much

as selfishness but rather as rebellion. It is indeed

egoistic ; but its egoism is directed not so much against

society as against God. It is not due merely to the

survival of the animal in man. it is positive rather

than negative, and springs not so much from low-grade

and undeveloped personality as from the perversion of

personality at its highest. Increase of civilization, it is

suggested, does not necessarily carry with it decrease of

sin. And it has been pointed out that the sins towards

which Jesus was most severe were not such as sensuality,

which spring from animal instincts, but the more

subtle and deadly sins such as hypocrisy, malignity, and

spiritual pride against which culture and intelligence are

no sure defence. The climax of sin would then be not

the brute but the devil.

{F) Further the sin of a responsible moral agent has

the special character of " guilt." The sense of responsi-

bility is an ineradicable element in moral experience.

' Dr. McTiggart suggests that theological notions of the propriety of eternal

punishment have at this moment a retrograde influence on our practical treatment

of criminals. And Mr. Holmes traces most of the evili of our elementary education

to the prev. Icnce of the ecdesiaitical conception of the natural depravity of child-

nature.

-X 1 1
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We must look at sin, it is held, if we are to view it

truly, not so much with the eyes of the criminologist
who is only an external observer as with the eyes of
the sinner himself. If a man who has done wrong is

worth anything, if he still retains a healthy sense of
right and wrong and any power of being sincere with
himself, he does not acquit himself of responsibility for
his own sins on the grounds which might satisfy the
external observer. His sin weighs on him as guilt, and
he feels that it deserves punishment. Human justice,

no doubt, is an external and imperfect thing, to which
he may or may not be amenable ; not all sins are
crimes, and not all crimes arc in fact detected and
punished. But, though he may escape all human
punishment, he cannot escape the inner tribunal of his

own conscience ; and, tried at its bar, he knows himself
guilty and punishable.

(c) If modern thought denies any validity to the
belief that sin incurs the wrath of God, it has overshot
the mark. Indeed, its whole estimate of moral values
is challenged. The humanitarian movement of the
nineteenth century, it is held, has swept us off our feet,

and has degenerated into softness and sentimentalism.
A certain fierceness against wrong and wrongdoers is

involved in a real ardour for goodness : it is necessary
for moral health, and, if we have lost it, we need to
recover it.* This will apply to our conception of God.
The mere amiability of " le bon Dieu " of much modern
opinion is but one step removed from the moral
indifference of Omar Khayydm's "Good Fellow."*
The use of " anger " or " wrath " in connection with
God is only objectionable, in so far as it suggests an
arbitrary, private, and personal emotion. But judicial

' Dr. Holland telli u» that the late Dean Churcn, the gentlest of men, wu
capable of a white heat of indignation against anything really vile, which recalled the
phrate, " the wrath of the Lamb," and wis altogether terrifying.

- "Wl>y," said another, "some there are who tell

Of one who threatens he will toss to Hell
The luclclesi I'ots he marr'd in makini;— I'i«h !

He's a Good Fellow, and 't wjU all be 'v-l!."

L
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retribution is impartial and impersonal. "Vengeance

is Mine "
: this limits, but at the same time consecrates,

the notion of retribution. The disinterested infliction

of retribution is sometimes a moral necessity. " Indigna-

tion against wrong done to another has nothing in

common with a desire to revenge a wrong done to

oneself. It borrows the language of private revenge

just as the love of God borrows the language of

sensuous affection." ' " Be done by as you did," is the

law of a moral universe.

II f

The Influence of Metaphor

It is to be noted that the cleavage we have traced

between the two conceptions of sin corresponds roughly

to a difference in the kind of symbol or image chosen

as tl e vehicle of thought. From the time when the

still small voice was recognized as a truer representation

of God than the fire or the earthquake, theological

advance has largely consisted in the improvement of

the mental forms or " categories " in which we think.

We arc forced therefore to consider the comparative

adequacy of different sets of images
;
just as the artist

or craftsman has to decide not merely how best to

execute a design in a given medium, but which medium
is best for his purpose. Thus " a knife is properly

made of steel ; you can only make a bad one of iron,

or copper, or flint, and you cannot make one at all of

wax." * Sir Henry Maine, m a brilliant chapter in his

Ancient Law, calls attention to the enormous and

largely harmful influence which conceptions drawn
from Roman Law have exercised in the history of

political thought, and hints that the same might be

shown to be true in Theology. In politics, as with

the contractual theories of the origin and basis of

political obedience, it had a cramping influence, against

' T. H. Green, Princifiles of Political OiJigation, § i8j.

' Bnianqurt, EiuntiaU of Logk, p, 50.
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which Burke finally protested, when, in language now
fanious, he declared his inability to "draw up an
indictment against a whole people," because " the thing
was too big for his ideas of jurisprudence." In "Western
theology, this influence has been' equally strong. In
the conception of an universal rule of Justice, and of
sill as guilt deserving punishment, we have the moral
relations of God and man conceived in terms of
criminal Jaw.

This has met with drastic criticism from modern
thinkers

; with whom, in theology as in politics,
biological are tending to oust juristic metaphors!
They feel that the legal imagery makes the relations
of God and man, and of one man with another, too
rigid and external. They feel further that such ideas
imply an exaggerated notion of individual freewill
and too sharp a separation between voluntary and
involuntary actions. Leslie Stephen even ventures to
assert that the conception of God as an Almighty Chief
Justice is too antiquated for serious discussion. And
some theologians hold that the great obstacle to a
satisfactory theology of the Atonement in the past has
been the dominance of the popular imagination by the
ideas of the Latin, as opposed to the Greek Fathers.

But the older-fashioned thinkers do not so readily
surrender. They contend that metaphors drawn from
Jurisprudence preserve an important truth which the
language of Biology obscures. Law deals with the
relations of persons; while Biology blurs what
Coleridge calls " the sacred distinction between things
and persons." Moral evil, they insist, like moral
goodness, belongs rather to " will " than to " nature "

;

the evil from which men need deliverance is "sin"
rather than " death "

; and physical metaphors such as

^1

disease " and "medicine," "the infection of sin" and
" the infusion of grace," are largely misleading.*

• Cf. Essay V. pp. 231 ft.
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Original Sin

VI

So far we have been concerned with moral evil in
the form of voluntary acts (" actual sin "). When we
come to " Original Sin," the case is different. There
is the same contrast of liberal and conservative, but
their use of categories is partially reversed.

Here, too. Sir Oliver Lodge is voicing a widespread
feeling when he roundly denies the existence of
Original Sin. It is a figment so impossible, he holds,
that no one but a monk could have invented it. The
following are some of the difficulties which the Liberal
finds in the conception of Original Sin.

(i) It is connected with the belief in an historical
fall from a primitive condition of perfection. But the
conception of a Golden Age in the remote past, though
common in antiquity, is impossible to reconcile with
the facts of evolution and the knowledge spread by
modern science of the early history of the race.

(2) But no doubt the historical side of the belief is

not of primary importance. Not the origin but the
fact of mutual entanglement in evil is what is really
asserted. That the individual does not start free ; that
he is hampered by a sinful "nature" and sinful
impulses even before his first voluntary sinful act

;

that he inherits a bias and predisposition to evil ; that
behii j individual sin there is corporate sin and corporate
liabil ty to punishment ; these assertions are the real
nerv. of the doctrine. They are met by the Liberal
with an emphasis on the distinction between sin itself
and what is often called " the matter of sin." Sin is

wilful : solicitations only become sin when yielded to.

Within the self we are accustomed to the distinction of
" person " and " nature." Heredity is chiefly physical,
as the mode of its transmission is physical. We are
largely interdependent physically and in regard to the
" matter " of our moral life ; but spiritually each man
is, in the last resort, a free man. And particular

L
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theories of the mode of transmission are inevitably
materialistic'

(3) Even if Original Sin were conceivable, Original
Guilt would be inconceivable ; for individual responsi-
bility is limited by individual power. To primitive
morality it seemed natural that a whole family or clan
should suffer for the wrongdoing of a single member,
and that the sins of the fathers should be visited on the
children. But the world has not stood still ; and the
growth of civilization and of moral understanding has
b^en precisely in the direction of greater discrimination.
Civilization has moved, in Sir Henry Maine's phrase,
from Status to Contract ; i.e. from a condition in which
a man's fate is determined by birth and other circum-
stances over which he has no control, to one in which
each man is increasingly the architect of his own fate.

And when it comes to moral payment each man, an
English sense of justice suggests, must settle his own
accounts.

The sin that ye do by two and two
Ye must pay for one by one.

These are difficulties which we all feel : but, to each of
them, the Conservative has, I think, a sufficient answer,

(i) The projection of an ideal into the past is a
natural tendency of the human mind. In the history
of political theory we know that thinkers were at one
time mainly occupied in reconstructing the origin of
society in ways which better historical knowledge has
shown to be entirely fictitious ; ' and we have learnt to
see that, though historically false, their theories were
not necessarily valueless. They spoke of origins ; but
they were really concerned with the practical question
of the basis and limits of authority in their own time.
The same is true here. What is important is not an
historical Fall, but the tact of " fallenness." It is the
sense of contradiction involved in human experience of

' See Tennant, Tie Origin of Sin.
• E.g. the de^-trine nf sn nrigir.a! C--Fitr»ct.
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sin which it is desired to emphasize. 1 am not, I feel,

what I was meant to be : the whole human race is not
what it was meant to be. Sin is universal, but it is

unnatural, and this is well illustrated by the common
phrase, " Be a man !

" • There is a feeling of home-
sickness in our yearnings for goodness.

(2) Any sharp division between "will " and "nature
"

is unsound psychology. The self is always a great deal
more than the content of consciousness at any given
moment. The conscious and the unconscious shade
off into one another. There are probably very few
conscious acts in most men's lives which express the
character of the doer at all fully. But dispositions, as

well as acts, have moral quality. And all that lies

below the threshold will form part of a final moral
estimate of the man.*

(3) Behind particular theories of transmission, we
find in the Old Testament an impressive consciousness
of corporate solidarity in good and evil, A benefit to
an individual is a benefit to his whole family ; an
injury to an individual is an injury to the whole family.

And perhaps we shall be less ready than Maine and his

contemporaries, fifty years ago, to assume that this is

simply a relic of primitive moral stupidity. It is less

plausible now than then to maintain that society is

moving towards a sort of glorified individualism. Is it

simply an unreal sentiment which makes us hold that,

as Englishmen, we have some share in the glory of
Trafalgar and Waterloo, and of the abolition of the
slave-trade, and some share in the shame of the loss of

' Thi§ is put with his accustomed vigour by Mr. Chesterton. " If t wish to
- dissuade a man from drinking his tenth whisky and soda, I slap him on the b.ii k
and say, ' Be a man !

' No one who wished to dissu.ide a crocodile lioni eatin?. iu
tenth eiplorer would slap it on the back and say, ' Re a crocolile ! '

"

• Cf. Browning

—

Thoughts hardly to be packed
Into a narrow act.

Fancies that brolce through language and escaped,

All I could never be,

All mep ignored in me,
This I wii worth to Cod V.'huse *htei the piuUci shaped !
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America and the South African disasters, even though,
as individuals, we contributed nothing to either ?

In truth, neither in its causes nor in its consequences
is sin a purely individual afFair. The havoc in our
own lives is often not the worst result of our sins

;

and if lack of imagination did not prevent our realizing

the sin and misery our own sins have caused in the
lives of others, we should need no further hell.' The
individualist may continue to asseverate his inde-
pendence :

It matters not how strait the gate,

How charged with punishments the scroll,

I am the master of my fate ;

I am the captain of ray soul.

And on such terms a vicarious atonement would be
neither necessary nor possible. But the boast is simply
unfounded. With such individualism we can make no
terms. In the spiritual world, whether we like it or
not, there is taxation without lepresentation."

In this section we have distinguished two types of
theology resting on two types of religious experience.
It has already been suggested that neither has the
whole truth ; but, for the moment, I do not attempt to
combine them in a synthesis, but have simply tried to
clear the issue. The direction in which they may be
combined may become more clear in the course of the
next section.

' Cf. Vkt BnJ^t ofSigh—
In she plunged boldly,

No matter how coldly

The dark river ran
;

Over the brink of it

Picture it,—think of it,

Diisolute Man !

Lave in it, drink of it.

Then, if you can !

• At this point, the combatants seem to have exchanged weapons. The Liberals
insist on individual personality ai the source and limit of responsibility, and hold
that the moral quality of the individual's own character entirely determines his
status in the eyes of God ; while it is the Conservatives who find an exclusively
moral view inadequate to life. This uncertainty of touch accords with our conten-
tion that either view by itself is one-sided and inadequate and hence demands the
other for its comnl^tion.

a
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II. The Conditions of a Solution

(i) Here too we find the same line of cleavage

between a liberal or modernist, and a conservative or

evangelical view. Liberal thought, taking a less

gloomy view of the problem, is naturally more
optimistic as to the possibility and nature of a solution.

On the one hand, it is no use crying over spilt milk.

The past cannot be undone ; to put the dock back is

not only impossible but meaningless.

fwvov yap avTov koi Oihs (ntp'uTKerai,

dyivrfra n-oicif Sxrv av j irfirpay/jiiva.

On the other hand, it holds, we are not in practice

enslaved to the past. " Let the dead bury their dead,"

the future is ours. The secret of redemption, for us

as for Faust, is work in the service of man ;
" not

brooding and lamentation, but putting in so many
hours of work per day." In the older view, it is

suggested, there is a moral defect, in that it implies an
unhealthy pre-occupation on the part of the individual

with the fate of his own soul. There are some sins which
it is the best policy to forget ; to put them resolutely

out of mind, "getting away /torn sin, not groaning and
writhing over its commission." The dangers of the

opposite course may be seen in some of the more
repellent developments of casuistry. Here, indeed,

there is place for a judicious pragmatism. The extra-

ordinary power for good often exercised by those who
"think no evil" is proverbial. To treat a man as

good, and to expect the very best from him, has often

proved the surest way of eliciting the best. It may be

that we should treat ourselves on the same principle.

The greater demands we make on ourselves, and the

less we dwell on the possibility of our own failure, the

more likely, it may be, we are to succeed.

With regard to our relation to God, sin no doubt
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means remoteness from Him and incapacity for com-
munion. But all that is needed to bridge the gulf is

moral improvement on our part ; there is no barrier

between us and God over and above our moral unfitness

there is no need to propitiate an angry God. God
does not change ; He is always loving, like the

Prodigal's father. Vengeance is not a motive worthy
of a moral being ; a fortiori it can have no place in the

character of God. Love, indeed, is not inconsistent

with discipline ;
" whom He loveth. He chasteneth."

But this is only a means to an end. Purely retributive

punishment, inflicted with no merciful purpose, would
be immoral. To bring man near to God, all that is

needed is to build up his character, and consciousness
of sin is not a help to this. All the Old Testament
metaphors of sacrifice are to be discarded. To express
the truth in such terms may not be absolutely impossible,

but it is to put new wine in old bottles. It is unnatural
and unreal for a Western world to try to interpret to
itself the deepest spiritual truths by means of an
Oriental imagery that has no place in the living concerns
of to-day. The process of character- building may
very probably involve suffering. There will be plenty
of room, as Sir Oliver Lodge says, in the long struggle
humanam condere gentem for ennobling self-sacrifice and
voluntary suffering in the service of others. But there
need be no penal suffering. The various metaphors
of a " burden " which weighs men down, or a ' debt

"

which they must pay antecedent to moral recovery, are
pure mythology. The only burden is the burden of
actual imperfection ; the only " debt " which men owe
is obedience to the moral law, and that is a debt which
nothing can remit.

(2) To the Conservative, such optimism seems too
cheap and easy. It appears to conflict {a) with the
necessities of the moral government of the world ;

{b) with the facts of human nature ; (c) with the witness
of religious experience.

I.- w
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{a) Wc should not lightly assume that the infliction

of retributive punishment must be impossible to God.

Indeed, if we take the conception of " divine govern-

ment " seriously, such retribution would appear to be

not only possible but necessary. The infliction of

punishment may be a duty, because, apart from any

ulterior effects, the moral order has to be maintained.

Something like this feeling of a moral obligation to

punish is familiar to the experience of all who have

exercised authority. Private and personal oflTences may

be forgiven, but public wrongs cannot so lightly be dis-

missed. It is not that repression in the abstract is

good ; but such repression is only the other side of the

miuntenance of a moral order, i.e. of a system of rights

and duties, the existence of which is itself a good, and

which must be supported if necessary by force. Noblesse

oblige. The ruler is not a free agent, and cannot freely

indulge his private wishes, whether for his own pleasure

or in indolent good nature towards others. The necessity

of retribution rests not on barbarism, but on " a stately

and austere conception of order."

This sense of obligation to punish has found power-

ful expression in literature. Kant, for instance, made

the famous declaration that "even if a civil society

resolved to dissolve itself with the consent of all its

members, so. that punishment would no longer be

required for deterrent purposes, the last murderer lying

in prison ought to be executed before the resolution

was carried out. This ought to be done in order that

every one might realise the desert of his deeds, and that

blood-guiltiness might not remain upon the people."*

The same feeling of moral obligation pervades the

Pope's deliberations on the fate of Guidb in The Ring

and the Book :

I may die this very night.

And how should I dare die, this man let live ?

' I'ailosofi/iY of Law, tr:injlate<i by Hastie.
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No doubt there is in all this much that is metaphorical.

We cannot without reservation apply to God the

necessities of the human ruler. But this is largely true

of any terms in which we may think. Does there not,

we must ask ourselves, remain a large residuum of
truth which must find a place in any theology we can

construct ?

{b) When we penetrate behind what is conscious and
voluntary to the sphere of the natural constitution

of the human mind and the natural laws of its working,
we may see more reason for a somewhat pessimistic view.

Liberalism appears "to be offering a pill for an
earthquake." To prescribe inattention as a remedy
for sin suggests too readily the adage, " Let us eat and
drink, for to-morrow we die !

" But the past contains

tht seeds of the future ; and the theology which treats

/ast sins as a " burden "
is not frightening us with

b iS, but is merely giving a rather metaphorical
staiement of actual facts. We here no invention

of priests, but something that ib ially endorsed
by modern psychology. " We are ^, iiing our own
fates, good or evi and never to be undone. Every
smallest stroke of virtue or of vice leaves its never so

little scar. The drunken Rip van Winkle, in Jefferson's

play, excuses himself for every fresh dereliction by
saying, ' I won't count this time !

' Well, he may not

count it, and a kind Heaven may not count it ; but it is

being counted none *he less. Down among his nerve-
cells and fibres the molecules are counting it, registering

and storing it up to be used against him when the next
temptation comes. Nothing we ever do is, in strict

scientific literalness, wiped out." * This conception has

abundant support in the world's imaginative literature
;

conceptions such as that of the Greek " Furies " are

really based on this inner, "self-acting" retribution.

And those who bear it in mind sometimes show a certain

impatience of optimists who appear to have forgotten it.

* Jamci, Prirtiif.'ei ej' Ps}\hc/cgy^ vol. i. p. 127.
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I

(c) Important as are moral character and conduct,

they are not the whole of life. The supreme question

about a man is not, What is his inner character ? but.

What is his relation to God ? And though the two are

connected, it is not the inner change but the outer that

is primary and causal.

Now religious ex[)eriencc has continually been an

experience of individual impotence. To this we have a

great body of witness from men who were neither fools

nor weaklings. We are caught as in a net :
" tied

and bound with the chain of our sins." This is the

experience not of the few but of the many.

Not the labours of my hands

Can fulfil Thy law's demanf* ;

Could my ztal no respite ku.

Could my tears for ever flow

All for sin could not atone ;

Thou mutt save, and Thou alone.

To neglect this because it does not immediately come
home to ourselves, would be worse than foolish.

(3) So far we have been collecting evidence : we

must now try to formulate our own attitude in view of

the evidence. We may perhaps venture to put forward

three assertions.

(a) We shall, on the whole, agree with the Liberal

in holding that the problem is really a moral problem.

Our status in the universe— or, in religious language,

our relation to God—depends on character. The truth

of what we are in our inmost souls, this, and nothing

that is comparatively irrelevant or external, determines

our fate.

The whole history of religious development supports

us in this conclusion. Early mythologies contain truth

with an admixture of irrelevant spectacular machinery

that " half conceals " as well as " half reveals " the truth

it symbolizes. Growth in apprehension takes the

form of increasing discrimination between sub&cance and

accident, and a consequent elimination of irrelevancies.
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The phenomena of primitive sacrifice suggest that the

early gods might take pleasure in all sorts of unimportant

things. The Jews, however, were gradually educated

to understand that character is the one thing that

matters to the true God. Because God is good, the

only godliness is goodness. To love righteousness and

hate iniquity is the only way to find favour in God's

sight. " The word Goc means always Righteousness

and Truth, and the Love vhich is the Love of Righteous-

ness and Truth. Nothing can ever afFect God's relation

towards us, which does not affect the relation towards

us of Righteousness and of Truth. If God loves us,

they love us. If they love us not, neither does God." '

This principle is absolute, and must regulate all our

thought.

(^) We shall then agree most with the Liberal

on the relative value of different " categories." The
metaphor of Ruler or Sovereign is on a lower plane,

and describes the relation of God to man less truly

than the metaphor of Father or Icving Friend. In

the argument from the obligation of the judge to

punish irrespective of the present moral condition of

t'ie criminal, solely because he has done wrong in the

past, so much obviously depends on human limitations.

The human judge has no power to measure repentance

and amendment ; he has frequently to sacrifice the

welfare of the individual to the good of the community.

To transfer such limitations to God is to indulge in

quite superfluous anthropomorphism. To suggest that

the past binds God to act irrespective of changes of

circumstances, is to conceive of Him very mechanically.

In particular, it seems to leave no room for the all-

impcrtant distinction between the sinner and the sin

which is so prorr lent in the New Testament. It

seems to assume tK it the sin is always a true expression

of the sinner's personality ; whereas in truth it never is

so. So far as our past sins affect cur present character,

I [
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i

and no further, will they affect God's treatment

of us.

(f) But we shall agree with the Conservative that

the magnitude of the change demanded in man is much

greater than liberalism allows for. It is no reform of

superficial qualities in me, which "I" might effect.

It is
" I" who am to be changed, not superficially, but

fundamentally. " How can I, if I have lied, be not a

liar ; how can I, if I have murdered, be not a murderer

;

how can I, if I have sinned, be not a sinner ?
" ' For

my sin is part of myself. It is not like a debt or

an illness which leaves me at bottom the same person,

whether solvent or insolvent, whether well or ill. So

true reformation is intrinsically very difficult, and for

myself unaided impossible, because / am the obstruction.

The far-reaching nature of the trouble and ^he need

is well illustrated by Mr. Temple's distinction of

Augustinianism from the Pelagian heresy.' " Pdagius's

position put shortly was :—I can be good if I will.

God rewards me when I am good, but does not make

me good ; His reward is, of course, an incentive to

woodness, but it is no more. Augustine in effect

replies : I could be good ifJ would, but I won't. And

that =s the whole difficulty ; I can't move my will.

My will moves everything else. But what is to move

it, if it is diseased and is set on the things I know are

wrong ? What in the world \/ould cure that ? The

whole difficulty is, that when the opportunity of wrong-

doing comes i always choose it. How am I to cure

myself ?"

And because moral revolution is difficult, forgive-

ness is difficult. If forgiveness meant merely not

resenting, dropping the matter, not prosecuting or

letting off a penalty, it would be easy enough ; but

we are purposely putting aside forensic imagery as

misleading and inadequate. And if it means, as it

8 Ue Failh ,ir I Mcir-n T.xuirkt, p. 1 ^o ; cf. also Ksjay V. pp. 2? 5-237. ^S*-
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must, the full restoration of delicate personal relations

between friends or between parent and child, then it

is exceedingly difficult. How often we hear it said :

Yes, I will forgive him, but I can never feel the same

towards him again 1 Such " forgiveness " is a mere

parody of divine forgiveness of sins. But sin is a

barrier to intimacy. And intimacy with the sinner

can only be renewed if the context of the sin is altered,

so that it is seen that it did not really express him.

But if it did ever really express him, even in part,

then he must be altered, and such an alteration is very

costly.

We have then to consider how we can formulate in

terms of our familiar experience the moral transforma-

tion which would, if it were possible, constitute an

atonement for sins ; i.e. which would in removing the

cause of estrangement remove, as it were automatically,

the estrangement between God and man. And perhaps

the experience of penitence for wrongdoing is the most

enlightening for our purpose. Penitence is a word

which is often abused ; and if it is to serve our purpose,

we must use it with its fullest meaning ; and understand

by it no easy emotion of self-loathing or self-contempt,*

but a real change of purpose of heart and of mind.^ If

this were ideally complete, it would constitute a breach

with the past so fundamental that the man might really

be said to be morally a " new man." What he used to

love, he now loathes ; the principles he used to ignore,

he now strenuously follows. This would be a change

of character—-so far we agree Vvith the Liberal. But

it is penitence, not mere obedience or amendment, it

' !t's imt rnough to say.

*' I'm sorry and rept-iU,"

An.l tli''ii ti) go on afterw.ifis

[list .13 you always went.
' The wor«i ''penitence" h;i« irrh.ip^ an ecciesiasticjl rtii\o;ir wlncli nuy damage

it in tlie eye« of some. Rut 1 cannot tiiink of any substitute tiiat is better. The
point is its douhie-faceHness, the combination of shame towards the past and new
lesolve I'or the future. And iveo toward! the future it siigL^efts a certain humility,

a certain distrust of self and trust in God, which Liberalism a little misses.

I \\
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directly faces and contemplates, and does not ignore

the past—and so far we agree rather with the Con-

servative.^ It is sometimes felt that there is something

morbid about this, as when Sir Oliver Lodge prescribes

work rather than " brooding and lamentation." And
it certainly can be morbid and exclusive. But the

man to whom religion is a reality will have learned to

distrust these clear-cut antitheses. He knows, for

instance, that the antithesis of prayer and work is true

for a narrow logic rather than for life. And he may

reasonably suspect hat the same is true with regard to

the antithesis bei. een regret for the past and resolve

for the future.

But complete penitence is merely ideal ; and

penitence which is real in experience is only imperfectly

transforming. Complete penitence demands great will-

power, and this is just what is not forthcoming. " I

can be frightened at my sin ; I can cry out passionately

against it. But not the tyranny only, or the terror, or

the loathing, but also the love of it and the power of it

are within me. The reality of sin in the self blunts the

self's power of utter antithesis against sin. Just because

it now is part of what I am, I cannot, even though

1 would, wholly detest it. It is I who chose and

enjoyed the thing that was evil ; and I, as lowg as I

live, retain not the memory only, but the capacity, the

personal affinity, for the evil taste still."* Penitence

in experience then does but otfer a hint of .-. moral

regeneration to which it never attains. It is not

ordinarily atoning ; and here we are at one with the

> Tlii« inttrcst in the past, which ii 'he diitinguishitig marii of the synthetic

view as contrastcil with Liberalism pure and simple, may seem unprofitable and

superfluous. But I believe it is connected with a profound dilVcrrncc in mttaphysic

between the two. If the idcjl were a mere blotting out of past sin, making it a?

though it had never been, tlifn concentration on the past vmuiM be waste of time.

Bu" if such a blotting-out is literally incredible, being purely mythological, and

having no intelligible meaning for experience ; and if the ideal is not the aholitwn

b'.'t the iraiiforirMiion of the past, not mere happiness but the bliss of the redeemed

(cf. Essay V.) ; llu-n we should naturally lay stress on continuity, and our attitude

towards our past history would have a very practical importance.
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Conservative. But again we find ourselves nearer to

the Liberal when we consider the reason of this failure.

Penitence, we hold, is insufficient atonement for sin, not

because it is merely penitence {i.e. only a change of

character), but because it is incomplete penitence {i.e.

only a partial, and therefore very probably a transitory,

change of character).

We have then at least a glimpse of what salvation

would mean. But we see also that the individual

cannot save himself We must therefore consider what

are the agencies known to us in experience by which

individual effort can be stimulated and supplemented.

These range from forcible interference in the form

of punishment, through all the different degrees of

education, up to the most delicate and spiritual influence,

by way of affection, of one person upon another.

{a) Punishment.—The moral influence of punishment

is often denied. It tends, it is sometimes thought, to

degrade and brutalize rather than to elevate ; and in

any case its results can be only mechanical, and a

compulsory morality is no morality. But here agam

we must protest against too sharp a division between

the physical and the moral. Force and persuasion shade

off into one another. Between them there is every

variety of influence ; at no point is it possible to draw

a line and to say, Above this line there is morality ;
below

it there is none. What begins as non-moral external

force need not end there. The true object of punish-

ment, so far as the person punished is concerned, is to

awaken in him a sense of disgrace ; that is, to arouse

in him such a realization of the true meaning of his

wrongdoing as may induce him to repudiate it and to

change his ways. " When we kick against the pricks,

and it reacts upon us in pain, this pain has subtle connec-

tions throughout the whole of our being. It brings us

to our senses, as we say ; that is, it suggests, more or

less, a consciousness of what the habitual system means

and of what we have committed in offending against it.

I. I
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I:

When one stumbles and hurts his foot, he may look up

and see that he is off the path." ^

Even this may seem too exclusively intellectual.

Increase of knowledge, it may be felt, will not by itself

make a bad man good. It is his will, not his reason,

that needs to be changed. Once again we must
deprecate sharp divisions. Reason and will are inti-

mately connected. " The first step towards moral

reformation is to rouse reflection in a man or people ;

to give them a new insight into the significance of moral

alternative. . . . All moral awakening is primarily an

intellectual awakening, a repentance or change of mind
(fierdvoia). ... A moral truth does not remain a merely

ir^^Mectual apprehension ; it rouses the emotions, and

dciuands expression, through them, in action or in life."
-

(If) Love. —Though punishment is a genuinely

moral agency, it is only a humble one, and deals after

all only with low beginnings. The higher we get in

the scale the less is there any question of " infliction,"

the less anything like a collision of wills. But the best

chance for the sinner is the existence of a loving friend

who has not shared in the moral disaster. There is

fine and true psychology in the picture in David
Copperfield of the attitude of Daniel Pejgotty to

Em'ly after the catastrophe. There is no passing by

on the other side. There is no diminution of affectioti.

There is from first to last no doubt or hesitation, but

an attitude of unquestioning love and welcome. In a

real sense, the old fisherman may be said to have joined

in bearing his daughter's sin and shame just because of

the bond of love that existed between them. This

instance is illuminating : we may note, firstly, that there

is no compromising of moral values nor blurring of

the extreme sinfulness of sin. Though Mr. Peggotty's

love for his daughter " is not in the least diminished by

her fall, it is henceforth coloured by the fact of it.

' Tofi.inquet, PMlcit,fr.i.iil Thury of tin Siaic, p. 225.
' J.imcs Srth, h.t'.uai Vr'incipUiy ;>. 9.

•' Literally "niece," but *' daughter " b\ ailoption.
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The mental attitude in which father and daughter
eventually join is penitential. We have here not only
penitence, but vicarious penitence. It is easy to say
that the sin was the sin of one, and that it is impossible
for one individual to be penitent for the sins of another.
But how clearly irrelevant is the objection, and how
obviously is life too wide for that kind of logic ! And,
secondly, though there is external help and no external
imposition of penalty, there is here no question of
"getting off easily" or avoiding suffering. To see
another bearing the shame of one's own sin is indeed
to learn to loathe the sin and to know it as it is. But
it is not to escape shame or penitential suffering, but
rather to feel these with a keenness otherwise impossible.
"There is no agony like the agony of returning
animation."

'

So far Atonement would seem to consist in the
thorough -going moral regeneration of the sinner,

which would by itself constitute a true " reconciliation
"

or at-one-ment between himself and God. But we
have not yet exhausted the truth of the Conservative
contention that no change of character in the individual
sinner is by itself sufficient atonement. The time has
gone by when we could treat either sin or restoration
as a simple transaction between God and the sinner
without the intervention of third parties. " A gospel of
the Atonement is singularly parochial which covers
only the relations of the individual with God." * Sin,

we have already agreed, is more than merely individual
in its causes and its nature : its consequences also are
not confined to the individual sinner. The dreadfulness
of our own sins lies not merely in their effects on
ourselves, but in their devastating effect on the lives

and characters of others. But, if this is so, and if the

' Lodge, of,, lit. The rrality of vicarious penitence in human experience, as
illMstrated especially m the relation of mother to child, has been very carefully worked
uut in Atonement dv.i Personality, ch. vi.

' Dinsmore, 'I'he Aicncmtnt in Lntrjrure a':d Life, p. 119. My obligations 10 this
moat sujjgfstive book are very great.
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sinner is a man of the smallest generosity of mmd, his

own restoration to moral purity and to favour with

God, while the fate of the victims of his sin is doubtful

or worse, will afford him a very partial satisfaction.

We have here not merely an inner, but an outer

limit to the atoning efficacy of human penitence at its

best It cannot by itself restore the broken lives an^

stunted characters of those who have been influenced

for ill by the past sins of the penitent. For our com-

plete satisfaction it would be necessary that we Jould

see that our very sins against others and the offences

we had induced in them had in the end been turned to

their good ; as Joseph's brethren found that their very

sin had been an instrument in the providential shaping

of Joseph's life. But such a consummation is quite

beyond the reach of our own private efforts. An ele-

ment in Atonement is suggested which is intelhg?ble in

terms of our moral experience, and yet is quite outside

the range of individual transformation.

On this point many will feel that the traditional

theology has been defective. A recent writer has said

that, for whole centuries, faith was occupied with self :

" To die so as to escape the Devil was an art, the Jrs

Moriendi." * In this there is no doubt much caricature,

but there is also some truth. It is important to insist

that the problem is never simply :
" Should I be sate,

if I were to die to-night?" Any ^redemption worth

having must be a social redemption.*

III. The Work of Jesus Christ

We have been considering the nature of the more

fundamental human needs. We have now to ask in

1 Mr Dinsmorc put. this very strongly. Ht quotr. Adam Bed-.-, "There'! a

sort of;.rongZtJn never be made up for." Arthur Donn.ti..,ne ., pen.tent

n Aam Be'de ha, forgiven h^m, but he cannot do much to repa.r the consequence.

:rLl.n,nthelifeofHeay. They have pa.ed out o^h,. control.

^ _^^^
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what sense the life-story of the Founder of Christianity

suggests a satisfaction for those ncjds. What is the

meaning of the offer, " Come unto Me "
?

(i) The Liberal View

Different views of the work of Christ correspond

roughly to different views of his person. The Liberal

generally emphasizes the reality of his humanity : a

supernatural conception of him is not only difficult to

accept on intellectual grounds, but has also the special

disadvantage of introducing a magical element which
would impair the religious value of belief in Christ.

In the same way, the chief work of Christ is, in the

eyes of the Liberal, his revelation of the true character

of God. The real Incarnation consisted in the demon-
stration that " God is Love," that His relation to men
is more fitly symbolized by the relation of father and
child than by the relation of sovereign and subject. In

regard to man the chief work of Christ was to provide a

pattern of character for imitation. The moral appeal

which he makes to the human heart is so familiar that

it need not be laboured. By example even more than

by precept, he taught that the life of obedience to God
and of service to man is the highest life that man can
live and the life which most truly satisfies his deepest

nature. His mission was to make others what he was
himself ; and thus to be the first - born of many
brethren.

On this view, too much attention has, in the past,

been concentrated on the death of Christ. It is his

life, not his death, that is really of central importance.

It is true that, in an imperfect world, the service of
man "»arly always involves sacrifi e, and the power of
self-sacrifice to move men's hearts has been attested

over and over again : Sanguis martyrum semen
ecclesiae. But the difference between the death of

Jesus ,Tnd that nf every other martyr to human progress

I
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is a difference of degree not of kind. To apply con-

ceptions drawn from the Old Testament to the death

of Jesus will then be misleading ; for the old sacrificial

system is abrogated in favour of something better.

That death is not a sacrifice except in the sense of " Lo,

I come to do Thy will, O God." "It is not only

permissible but obligatory for us to eliminate from our

thought of the reconciling work of Christ every trace

of expiation or penalty except as illustrations such as

might be given in parables or metaphors." * Indeed,

to this school, the whole conception of a need of

expiation rests, as we have seen, on a false and unworthy

view of the character of God.

(2) The Conservative View

Its Method. — The Conservative view claims to

be inductive and not deductive. It starts from the

authority of Revelation as guaranteed by religious

experience rather than from a priori considerations of

what is morally probable or fitting. Fhe fact of

salvation through the death of Jesus is our primary

certainty and our most practical concern. We must

expect to understand but imperfectly its Why and

Wherefore. There is here an element of mystery,

something not directly translatable into the terms of

our ordinary moral experience ; and it is just at the

point where our explanations most fail that we are most

conscious of the need for worship. We shall be wise

therefore to cherish a certain reverent agnosticism.

This attitude is well described by Dr. Sanday :
" I have

the greatest reluctance, even upon what seem to be

obvious propositions of morality, to lay down laws for

the Almighty. ' Shall not the Judge of all the earth do

right ? ' is no doubt a maxim that stands absolutely fast.

But it isanother thing to say that we shall always be ableto

see what is right. The lines meet, no doubt, somewhere,

S
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but that meeting-point may be beyond our ken." ' If
then we criticize the Conservative account of the
rationale of Atonement, it is only fair to remember that
this is put forward as partial and secondary, and that
the main grounds of its authors' belief lie elsewhere.

{a) The Death of Christ primary.—St. Anselm dis-
tinguished between Christ's life of obedience, which was
only what is due to God from every man, and his
voluntary death, which was more than was due. He held
that it was in virtue of the exceptional merit of his
death that Christ was able to claim from God the
remission of the punishment due to man." No one
would now hold St. Anselm's theory in its literal form

;

but the distinction of the death from the life, and the
ascription of an unique value to the former, underlies
much that is accepted. Tlie life was within the human
sphere

; it is in the death that we reach the supernatural.
And the Conservative holds that the death was, or at
least set in m.otion, an event, act, or transaction, in the
supersensible world, tlie results of which are of tran-
scendent importance. This event may be differently
envisaged. And the fact is much more certain than any
particular imaginative setting.

{b) Its Significance in Military Terms.—The signifi-
cance of the death of Christ has constantly been con-
ceived by the popular mind in military terms, as the
culminating point in the cosmic struggle between the
forces of good and evil. On Calvary was fought the
supreme "decisive battle" in the world's historv.
There the devil and his angels met their Waterloo'.'
Such is the imaginative setting of the death of Christ
in many of our hymns and much of our popular
devotion.

(0 Its Significance in Juristic Terms.— The mili-
tary metaphor has exercised some sway over popular

' In a review of ^nm-reii ami I'en:r.al:ty in the AVrwiwr, Ap-il igoi, afterwstd*
repnntrd in T/ie Life of Chriu ,n Ruent Rcstar.h. p. 238.

° Cf. Essa) V. p. 239.

h: \

' Cf. fiirr.-v-.r,, ' Fa::
r '

'i
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thought. But, at least in the centuries since the

Reformation, the legal metaphor has exercised a much

greater influence, not only over popular thought, but

over scientific theology. The sinner is conceived as

subject to the "wrath of God," by no arbitrary fiat,

but by the necessity of the moral constitution of the

universe. In virtue of his personal identity, he is

responsible for the past. He needs to be cleansed not

merely from the present power of sin, but from its

guilt The problem is, how he can be excused, and

how God can remit the penal results of sin consistently

with the claims of Justice. The answer is, that it is

not possible for one holding a position of responsibility

simply to pass over offences. Punishment can only be

remitted if the hostility to evil from which it springs is

adequately expressed in some other way. In this case,

this is done by the voluntary substitution of another for

the guilty. The obvious objection to such a theory

is that it only proves the nobility of the substitute

at the expense of the justice of the judge ;
for no just

judge CO lid possibly accept the substitution of the

innocent tor the guilty. In answer to this objection,

emphasis is placed on the identity between the judge

himself and the substitute as expressed in orthodox

dogma. We are familiar with a trivial example of the

same principle on the not infrequent occasions on which

the magistrate on the bench pays a prisoner's fine for him.

Hi- official position makes it impossible for him not to

enforce the law ; but the circumstances of the case may

have roused his pity, which can only take effect in

this way. . .

(d) Its Relation to God.—The result accomplished

by the death of Christ is greater than any conversion

or moral change within man. By it the attitude of

God Himself towards men is altered. They had been

justly subject to His righteous wrath and hostihty.

Now, without detriment to His righteousness, that

hostility is removed. This is clearly suggested by Dr.
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Fairbairn :
* " What do we conceive Christ accom-

plished by His death ? What was its purpose, its

terminus ad quern as it were ? Is its influence exhausted
in what it enables man to do or become ? Or does it

so concern God that, because of it and through it, He
has new relations to man ?

" The death of Christ makes
repentance not only possible to me but acceptable
to God.

((f) hi Relation to Sin.—The death of Christ has a
direct relation to the past sins and consequent guilt of
men. It is therefore rightly and appropriately described
in sacrificial language. And the widespread feeling of
the necessity of sacrifice—though it sometimes takes
barbarous and horrible forms—is to be taken as a
fundamental human instinct and as really sound.

But we must distinguish within the conception of
Sacrifice between its primary aspect of sin-offering or
propitiation and its secondary aspect as moral self-

dedication. In virtue of Christ's sacrificial death in

the former aspect, something is done in the eternal

world, whose causes we can understand but dimly if at

all, but whose effects we can appropriate and enjoy.
Apart from the Atonement, men are in a double
difficulty : they are not only unable to do right in the
present and fiiture, but they are estranged from God
by their guilty past. It is this burden of the past that
the death of Christ has removed. There must there-
fore have been in it something which transcended any
merely moral work :

" Penitence cannot undo, and
Christ did."*

Further, the essence of Christ's sacrifice, the sin-

offering or propitiation, is unique. It is a finished

work, done for men and not by men, " a full, perfect,

and sufficient sacrifice, oblation and satisfaction for the
sins of the whole world." It is in this thought that
the triumphant character of Evangelicalism consists.

' In Dr. Samlay's Prits:/::sJ aa.i S.i.nrir, p. i-n.
'^ Dr. Forsyth in Priistioci .:nJ Sacrifice, p. 124.
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The final salvation of the individual is, indeed, still

conditional. There are still moral dcmanH.s to be

made on men ; they are called upon to share the

secondary moral aspect of Christ's sacrifice, the life

of perfect obedience to God, which involves continual

readiness to suffer. But the greatest part of his work

they neither do nor could share, though moral effort

is still necessary. By Christ's atoning work they are

given a fresh start. What is restored to them once for

all is freedom of approach to God.

(3) The "Inclusive" yiew

(a) A Caution.
— "When Evangelicals distinguish

between the experienced fact of salvation through the

death of Christ and all theoretical explanations of that

fact, we shall have much sympathy with them. We
are trying to find human analogies which may enable

us to translate an old dogma into the language of our

own moral and intellectual experience. But we can

only expect a very partial satisfaction. It is claimed

that the fact we are investigating is unique, in degree

if not in kind. Ex hypothesi, therefore, we should not

expect to match or parallel it at all exactly. The most

we can hope is to find such approximations to it in

familiar experience as may make it intelligible and

credible. If we succeed in this the relation will be

mutual. The phenomena of experience will help us

to understand the work of Jesus ; and that work,

understood by these means, will cast back light

on the phenomena by the help of which it is itself

understood.

{b) Neither Liberalism nor Conservatism is by itself

satisfactory.—(i.) We cannot expect to be satisfied with

the Liberal explanation of the contribution of Jesus to

human welfare ; for we have already seen reason to

think that its conception of human needs is minimizing

and inadequate. It has thus no room for, and is forced
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to explain away, much that is central in the religious

experience of the past.

(ii.) The Conservative explanations of the Atone-
ment are based on a legal conception of the relations

between God and man. And, as we have held, this

not only shares the inevitable defects of all human
analogies, but is also not the best of such analogies
available for our purpose. In particular, there is too
much emphasis on tne need of " keeping up appear-
ances," and on the risk of misunderstanding. These
play a part in the policy of the human judge or
statesman ; but they seem demonstrably to belong
to human weakness and limitation. To ascribe them
to God appears crude. Again, the suggestion of a
change in God seems open to grave risk of misinter-
pretation. God's external treatment of us no doubt
may change with changes in ourselves. But we need
to inst«*- that His inner mind, the principle on which
His treatment of us is based, never changes. That
principle is always Love, and Love only ; never an
artificial compromise between Love and some other
principle such as Justice.

(c) IVhat we take from Liberalism.—We shall agree
with the Liberal that what is of primary importance
is not the death of Jesus, taken in isolation from his

life ; but the career as a. whole, taken as an exhibition

of character. It is character only that has intrinsic

value in the sight of God. Ai.d character is shown not
so much at a single dramatic moment, but is continuous
throughout life.^ That character has two faces, the one
towards God and the other towards man. Towards
God, his attitude shows the serene confidence of un-

' The trailitional cxpri'SsiDn for iht morjl perfection of Jcsus Is " Mi'lcsancss."
There is in mo lern times consiiicrable liiss-itisfaction with this expression ; not »o
much because the nior.il elevation it ascribes to Jesus is felt to he excessive and
incredible, but bec.nse it is loo negative. It $~em» to suggest tuo mucii the
Pilaris.'!, conception of the moral life as a continual anxious avoidance of
...oumerabl. ^ ,ht occasions of stumbling ; or 'liat false puritanism of which
Mr. Cliesti jpeaks as "chopping up life into sm»''. sins with a hatchet." We
need to cmp. .size the positive principle wliich underlies avoidance of sin. Cf. K«iav
iV.p. ,54,
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disturbed prayerful communion. On this his outer

conduct is based. He " walke.i vkh God." And

because man is meant for Go i, avd ouly resizes his

true nature when in union vvi' Tod, the life of Jesus

was the highest achievemen. ..i.d example of the

possibilities of unspoiled manhood. A.;:.! tliis Godward

attitude issues dir'ictly in a burning love for his fellow-

men—the love that "belicveth all things, hopeth all

things, sufFereth :t'l things." ^

(c!) IVhat we take from Conservatism.—Though the

Liberal view is true, it is not the whole truth. The

death of Jesus is of one piece with his life and cannot

be understood in isolation from it, but it is essential

to the completeness of his work, and is in no sense

accidental or irrelevant. The nature of this necessity

we must now try to make cl- ir to oiirselv"s. Why
could the cup not pass from mm, if mankind was to

be saved ?

(i.) Jesus was an historical figure and his death had

historical causes.* As his ministry proceeded it roused

opposition and produced a collision of wills. It soon

became clear that only at the cost of conflict could he

proceed with his mission—that is, with the furtherance

of the Kingdom of God by " doing good," directly to

his own countrymen and indirectly tc the human race.

And conflict, to one who practised non- resistance,

meant suffering and death. So far he may be said to

1 This agrees with what we arc now told as to the true and original meaning ol

Satritice; so that the traditional Oriental metaphor would jecm, after all, to

harmonize with moHern thought. The chief meaning of primitive sacrifice appears

n..t t.i liavc been the idea of an n,'iatory gift to the god, which might appease his

an.;er and remove the offence; but rather the idea of a common meal or com-

munion for the family, and the god it a member of the family ami akin to the

worshipper. He is probably the totem animal ; aiio the family or tribe thus eat

their god and derive strength from him. "Without «iiedding of blood," it is said,

" there is no remistion of sin." But blood is originally a symbol of life, not of

death, and the purport of the sacrifice is commuiiic.ition of life-force. It is only,

as it were, by an accident, that it is necessary to kill the victim in order to get at the

blood. Any suffering is entirely irrelevant ; and there is no tliought of any ante-

cedent offence. Even in the developed sacrificial system, which involved atoning

sacrifices, the Jeatk of the virtim remains incidental. The idea is of atonement

through offering of life, not through infliction of death. Cf. Kssay IV. pp. 194-4S.

» C!'. K!«:!V III, PPi I'? ff
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have died as the soldier dies, at the call of duty ; only
the work which he would not abandon was a work of
benevolence, and his death was therefore, in the plainest

way, a death incurred in the service of others.

But self-sacrifice has always power. And it has
this in transcendent degree when it involves the
sacrifice of life itself. "Greater love hath no man
than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends."
There is no appeal to the human heart that can
compare with this appeal. So, again, we rightly feel

that the patriot's death for his country has a creative
and life-giving influence : it is by such means that
nations are forged.'

(ii.) The spirit that governed the life and death of
Jesus was the spirit of love. Now, love involves sym-
pathy, sympathy with those in trouble involves sacrifice,

and sympathy with those in sin demands vicarious peni-
tence. Here we reach the very heart of our subject ; for
this, in our interpretation, goes to the root of human
need. An atonement for sin is necessary in the shape
of something that will abolish it by doing away with its

effects and transforming the sinner. And the experi-
ence of penitence seemed to afford the only indica-
tion of how this might be. And here the phrases
of the New Testament—" He bore our sins "—" He
was made sin for us"—seem to suggest such a self-

identification of Jesus with sinners as would make
penitence for the sins of others possible to him.

But before trying to work this out, we shall h :o
meet a serious objection. The old trouble, it may be
said, with the traditional theories of the Atonement
was that they seemed unreal and untrue to moral
experience

; a theory which is to satisfy the modern
mind must be morally intelligible. But that is just what
the conception here suggested is not. Penitence is

" "Here and here did England help me: how can I help Enpland » say."
Con.p.Tf Lincoln's iperch at G<tt\shur.c— " that Ironi theic hnnourcd .lead we take
incirascd dcvntinn to that cause for which they gave the la-t full measure of
devotion, '

I
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certainly an experienced fact ; but in experience it is

directly connected with the sense of responsibility. I

may feel sorrow, but I cannot intelligibly feel penitence

for the sin of another in which I had no hand and

which I could not have prevented. "Vicarious

penitence" is really a self- contradictory conception.^

Behind this objection there is a further feeling of

dislike for an ecclesiasticism which treats men in the

lump and makes them all declare themselves in church

to be " miserable sinners," though many of them are,

and know that they are, nothing of the kind, unless

words are twisted out of their natural meaning. It is

felt that there is a certain insincerity about this false

humility or Socratic elpmveia ; and when insincerity

enters in, there is an end of true religion.

To this objection we may answer : (a) If vicarious

penitence is unmeaning and impossible, the problem of

atonement is insoluble ; for penitence that is not

vicarious, the unsupported penitence of the sinner him-

self, is never complete or whole-hearted. It sounds

reasonable in superficial logic to say that penitence can

only be proportional to the sinfulness of the penitent

;

but this is to ignore moral psychology. We are dealing

with living persons, not with dummies or with logical

machines. And, in life, the more sinful a man is the

less is he capable of the penitence that really cleanses.

(b) The objection proves too much. For vicarious

penitence is not only an hypothesis framed by theologians

to account for the work of Jesus, but is, in some

degree, as illustrated by the already quoted case of

Mr. Peggotty and Em'ly, a familiar experience. The

girl was redeemed by her father. Two conditions were

n 'cessary to make such redemption possible ; the

completeness of his love for her, which enabled him

to identify himself with her in her shame, and his own

1 It ii this fi-r'.ing, mure than anything rise, which ha» hind_«d the acceptnnct-

of the conception of Christ's atoning work as "penitential," which is the main

argument of .licmment aid Prrscnjlity. I believe it is sutficiently answered there
j

inieed i ii.ivf iv-thin^ t-s i-.rj;- -Ahicli is cut there anticipate!. But the fact rcrn.ilin.
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undimmed goodness and purity which enabled him to

bring her also to a true attitude towards her sin and
towards the Moral Law.^

The individualistic theory on which the objection is

based at once breaks down when tested by life. We
may then continue to assert that vicarious penitence is

the most " saving " thing in experience ; that it is

possible, not in direct but in inverse proportion to

the degree in which the penitent is himself tainted ; and
that the work, of Jesus is to be conceived as the same
thing raised to a much higher power.

How is vicarious penitence saving ? It is by doing
more perfectly what punishment does imperfectly

;

namely, destroying the sin-taste in the sinner by "show-
ing up " sin and so producing such an intense realization

of the true nature of sin and goodness as must find

outlet in action. This happens best in our experience

when we come to see our sins through purer eyes than
our own, and this is made possible by mutual affection.

-

Thus, when we see the trouble and suff"ering that our
faults have brought on those whom we love, our eyes

are most likelv to be opened to a true understanding

of spiritual values. And this will be so most when rhe

trouble and suffering thus produced is least the accidental

or external consequence of sin, but just the shame which
mere knowledge of our sins produces in those who love us.

We note (a) that such moral regeneration is initiated

outside us ; it is "he goodness of others which may
arouse a beginning of goodness in us. But (/>) it takes

effect within us, and until it does so there is no re-

generation. Mr. Peggotty does not bear the shame of

' Any one who doubts the pojslbllity of p'nitrncc for faults whicli an; those of
citluT'! rather than of the individual penitent may lie referred to Daniel ix.

"'* Cf. Laurence Binyon's lines :

" O World, be nobler, for her sake !

\i %hc but knew thee what thou art.

What wrongs .if borne, wh.it dee'ls are linne

In thee, beneatfi thv daily sun.

Know'st thou not that her tender heart

For pain and very shame would bre.ik .'

O World, be nobler- for hei ,inke '
"

I
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Em'ly's sin in order that she may escape it. She is

indeed to escape from sin ; but the consciousness of

shame is the means of her redemption. It is present

first in the father in order that it may be aroused in the

daughter. Vicarious penitence is only redemptive when

it succeeds in becoming more than vicarious.

The application of this to the death of Jesus is clear.

There can be little doubt that He went up to Jerusalem

for the last time, expecting, and even courting, death.

And it is suggested in Essay III. that the reason for

such a martyrdom may have been conceived by him

in the light of the picture of the Suffering Servant in

Isaiah liii., and of the sacrificial system. The Kingdom
of God was to be realized by a voluntary seif-ofFering

of one man on behalf of the people. At the same time

the Crucifixion was a crime, and a crime committed by

those whom he was trying to help. It is .he who is

sinned against ; and yet he rises so far above private

feeling or passion as at the moment of greatest stress

to identify himself with his persecutors : "Father, forgive

them, for they know not what they do." And this is

only a vivid example of his consistent attitude to his

fellowmen. Vicarious penitence, we said, destroys sin

by " showing it up." Was sin ever " shown up " more

luridly than here .' Christian devotion has rightly

insisted on the striking character of the love and selfless-

ness here shown. To most of us ugliness and discord

arc minor disagreeables : to the artist or musician they

are an intolerable pain. But sin is to the saint as

ugliness and discord to the artist and musician. Sin

is moral leprosy, yet we are here confronted with one

who, with the instincts of an Apollo, yet acted like

Father Damien.

(iii.) We have not yet fully understood the intrinsic

necessity of the death of Jesus. We have seen that it

is due to the spirit of self-sacrifice ; and that, as the

service which men most need, is rescue from sin, this

Rut it is sti!!takes t- form of vicarifnis penitence.
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not entirely clear why this must have involved death.

We can see, indeed, that it involved willingness to die,

and that, in a naughty world, such willingness was only

too likely to be put to the test. But we do no^ seem

to see any reason why in the nature of things it ri._„.

have been 1. We have, as it were, discovered an

historical, but not a philosophical reason for it. Yet
we are conscious of a strong instinct in the experience

of the Christian worshipper that the death, which is

outward failure, is itself the triumph and the Cross

itself the throne of glory. To understand the basis

of this instinct, I think that we should consider the

individual career of Jesus and the way in which his

human character was humanly perfected. We must
not ignore the fact that he had an individual human life

with an individual value. " Our Blessed Lord did not

endure temptation in an official capacity."^ To the

perfecting of that character the death was necessary in

two ways.

First, we may remind ourselves that the practical

outcome of Christianity, strenuously reaffirmed by at

least one great modern philosophy, may be summed up

in the maxim, " Die to live." " He that saveth his life

shall lose it, and he that loseth his life shall save it."

And this is the principle of all life. T'^ot only death

but all life as well, Nettleship reminds us, is a process

of change. The difference between what we call " life
"

and what we call " death " is that the former is a change

into something which we consider higher, ^^etter, more

developed, etc., while the latter is the reverse. " To
'live,' then, is to 'die,' inio something more perfect."

Spiritual life consists in self-surrender, and physical

death, voluntarily incurred, would be the supreme

example of such self- surrender. We are not here

merely making the stoical reflection that " death does

not count to a man who is within his duty" It is

rather true that death " counts " uniquely ; and that,

' Simp»oi>, fuel and ha:ii., p. j?.

r
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in spite of the apparent paradox, death is the most
fruitful experience in life. We all must die ; and it

may be that, to all of us, the experience of dying is the

greatest opporiunity of soul-culture. But martyrdom
—which is death voluntarily incurred in the exercise of
life—is the form of death cf which this is most true.

And the death of Jesus is the most conspicuous
martyrdom in history.

Secondly, the death has a special relation to sin.

This is not easy to see at once. Death is physical and
sin is spiritual ; the connection between them seems
strained and artificial. Yet it is by a natural and
familiar analogy that sin is likened to death—

a

"spiritual death." And, then, later, the position is

reversed. When men consciously adopt the moral or

religious scale of values, the soul becomes more real

than the body, and sin a more real destruction than
that which is physical ; so that now it is physical death
which is a pale copy o^- suggestion of sin. At this

stage the notion naturally arises that it may be possible

—and if it is possible, it will certainly be well—to

sacrifice the lesser good to save the greater, " If thine

eye offend thee, pluck it out." This principle is vital

to the understanding of the theory of punishment. In

punishment the suffering inflicted is the outward
symbol of that inner moral decay which is the natu-n'

result and the true retribution of sin. But it is also, in

intention, the means by which that natural process of
decay may be arrested ; the bitter medicine by which
the microbe of sin may be exterminated. The symbol
is the means of averting the reality ; so that what is

outwardly failure is really the rally that precedes
success. This paradox goes deep.

Then, Soul, live thou upon thy servant's loss,

And let that pine to aggravate thy store,

Buy terms divine in selling hours of dross ;

Within be fed, without be rich no more :

—

So shalt thou feed on death, that feeds on men,
And death once dead, there's no more dving then.
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In the light of this principle we can dimly see how
the fact of sin and the requirements of holiness made it

necessary that Jesus should die. Whatever theory of

"Original Sin" we may hold, we cannot doubt that

«-he f::ct of sin colours all human life. We are certain

that, whatever else Jesus was, he was fully man. Wc
are certain that he deliberately identified himself in love

and sympathy with the disabilities and responsibilities

of his fellowmen. His own moral life and holiness

then, to have been really human, must have been
coloured by the fact of sin. The mode of his own
moral perfecting must have been through resistance to

temptation and the overcoming of human tendency to

sin. And this always means pain and self-surrender.

He was tempted at all points like as we are. It

may be doubted whether orthodox thinkers, in their

fear of Irreverence, have always emphasized sufficiently

this vital truth. We feel a natural distaste for

attributing to any saint the sort of temptation with
which we are familiar in our own experience. And no
doubt a saint's temptations are more subtle and less

coarse in form than our own ; but they exist. Still

more naturally do we feel it irreverent and presumptuous
on our part to attempt to pry into the inner mind of

Jesus. Yet we can see—and it is a false and not a true

reverence which would prevent our dwelling on it

—

that he must have lived under the constant temptation

either to neglect his mission owing to the difficulties

which confronted him, or, still more, to be untrue to his

ideal of its nature, and so to fail in perfect dutifulness

and loyalty and in perfect oneness of will with God.
Now selfishness at least comes near to being the essence

of sin, and self-surrender to God and to the welfare of

man to being the essence of goodness. Hence the call

to the sacrifice of life is the supreme test of the spirit of

self-surrender. It involves the climax of temptation
;

and successful resistance to temptation at its strongest,

we instinctively feel, is itself the means bv which the

i:
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:

tempted is finally rendered immune, and carried quite

be ond temptation's reach, It is the consummation of

goodness.

We have now tried to trace the significance in

relation to sin of the life and death of Jesus in their

human aspect. But the orthodox creeds assert that he
was not only human but divine. Now, we are not

concerned here with the exact meaning or formulation

of the identity thus asserted between Jesus and God.'
But it is within our scope to notice certain practical and
religious motives for asserting some kind of identity.

Moral evil, we have said, is always sin against God ; it

is a rupture of personal relations which are vital to our
well-being. " Against Thee only have I sinned and
done this evil in Thy sight." And the well-being

with which sinfulness is inconsistent is a condition of
comiiiunion with God. Hence all human needs can be
summed up into one,—the need of God. " My soul

is athirst for God : yea, even for the living God."
Only by the action of God Himself can this thirst be
slaked.

In the particular case of the Crucifixion, Jesus was
the person immediately sinned against. And his death
has a regenerative effect, because, though the offence is

against him, he identifies himself in love and penitence

with the offenders. But that Jiis regenerative effect

should be universalized and exercise a healing influence

not merely on the principals and accessories of that

particular crime but on all sinners of all times, it is

necessary that we should feci it to be in a special sense

the act of God Himself " God was in Christ, re-

conciling the world to Himself" ; it is of this that

we need to feel certain." The elaborate Christologies of
the creeds are only exercises on this theme. If our

sins are to be forgiven and destroyed through the death
of Jesus, that death must be unlike the death of

Socrates, and not merely one more dramatic episode in

' rf. F. Cf. £•

i
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the varied history of the world. " If He were not God,
the fact that He was good . . . would be a fact of no
more moment to me than the fact that Samson was
strong, or Solomon wise, or St, Paul intrepid, or St. John
beloved. They are, but I am not ; and that is the

difference between them and me ; and that is all,"
^

It has often been pointed out—and it is argued in

this book '—that some doctrine of the divinity of Christ

is necessary to any adequate Theodicy, and that the

Christian message is first and foremost a message about

God.* The spectacle of Jesus bearing the sins of his

persecutors, and, by so bearing them, initiating their

overthrow, is the guarantee that God is bearing the

sins of the world ; that sin exists only to be caught up
and transmuted in the love of God ; and that such a

heart-subduing, world-conquering sacrifice is an eternal

" moment " in the Divine Life, an essential part of the

activity whereby God is God.

This brings us to an idea which is out of harmony
with the general trend of modern thought ; namely,

that in the little group of historical events which were

the terrestrial sign of these eternal truths, the Resurrec-

tion as well as the Crucifixion was necessary to the

scheme of salvation. The exact nature of the Resurrec-

tion is discussed elsewhere :
* we are only concerned with

what it stood for. Now the Resurrection is apt to

seem to us something of an anti-climax ; as when a

'- happy ending " is introduced into some story which

by all the canons of art should have been a tragedy.

So here, we are apt to feel, the lesson should have been

" the world well lost " and love and goodness shining

out more brightly by contrast with the extreme black-

ness of the outward circumstances amid which they are

set. But what the Resurrection stood for was the

approval of God, the fact that the strongest forces

in the universe were behind Jesus. And this— the

* Atonemtnt and PriC'nahty, p. Si.
" Cl. Eiiivi I. .m.i V.

' Cf. Exay v.
' Cf. Fs'ny !!!. pp 12- 141
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triumphant issue of his sacrifice— is essential to a
complete Atonement. The moral appeal of Calvary
by itself would be insufficient. So much of what is

wrong and "out of joint" even within us and still

more without is beyond the control of our wills. If
we are more th, 1 selfish individualists, we need an
assurance of the triumph of good in the world at
large

;
and for such assurance we need to believe that

the life and character of Jesus were, in a pre-eminent
sense, the life and character of God.

There is one difficulty which may probably be felt

at this point. The Jesus who died for the sins of the
whole world, it may seem, is a metaphysical figment,
or, at best, a superhuman being far removed from
ordinary experience. We seem to lose the real,
human, historical Jesus. What sense can there be, it

may be asked, in saying that Jesus of Nazareth died,
e.g., for atrocities perpetrated in Armenia or on the
Congo in the twentieth century ? He died, no doubt,
from love of God and of his fellow-men. But this love
was: not an abstract metaphysical affection for the human
race, but a love for Peter, James, and John, and the
other disciples, and for the publicans and sinners, the
poor in the goods of this world or the next, who flocked
to him in Galilee and Jerusalem.

There underiies this difficulty a truth which we can
accept. We have learned not to be afraid of the
frankest recognition of the real humanity of Jesus, or
of all that that implies. But the method of counting
heads is beside the mark. It was not, directly, for in-
dividuals, whether few or many, that Jesus died, but for
"the kingdom of God"; and this kingdom has no
historical or geographical limitations. The conviction
of the modern worshipper, " He died for wf," is entirely
sound in principle.
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IV. The Relation of the Work of Jesus

Christ to other Men

When we put aside everything that is merely pictorial

or allegorical and confine ourselves to moral realities, it

is difficult to see how the moral quality—be it what it

may—of a life or death in Syria in the first century

of our era can make a vital difterence to the lives

of Western Europeans in the twentieth century. No
explanation of the Atonement which does not face this

difficulty squarely can be worth much. The difference

between Liberalism and Conservatism, which we have

traced throughout, appears once again at this point.

But it need not now occupy us long ; for we have

already seen reason to think that neither view is more

than partial. Here, too, we can accept neither view

simply as it stands ; and, in each case, one-sidedness

brings a speedy intellectual Nemesis.

(i) According to Liberalism, what we find in Jesus is

an example for imitation. In spite of the differences of

detail which changes in civilized life involve, he furnishes

us with a pattern of true human life. And his teaching

is the highest teaching we know about the nature of

God and man, and about their mutual relations. The
effect of his personality on the character of the true

Christian to-day may be summed up in the term
" influence." One man may always influence another.

But to use any stronger term is to travel outside the

sphere of character and moral experience altogether.

For character is not a .nachine-made product, and

cannot be put into a man from outside. The nearer

we approach to compulsion, the farther we are from

moral values. And as it is character alone which in the

last resort has value, no man can be " saved " except by

himself. There are clear limits to the power of one

man to help another ; he can at best co-0(/erate with

the person he wishes to help. And these limits, being
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dictated by the very nature of goodness, apply also to
the power of Jesus to " save " men.

The difficul;/ of this view is that the salvation it

allows for seem<? not to meet human needs. It is not a
moral standard or ideal thut we need so much as power to
live up to it. Our defect is weakness of will. If my
salvation depends in any degree upon myself, then it is

beyond hope ; for I know that /shall always fail when
the strain comes. And this view meets with a curious
Nemesis. It sets out to exalt the importance of morality

;

but it ends by limiting the possibilities of moral influence!
There is apparently a residuum of hard fact, a citadel
of self, where it cannot penetrate :

The hold that tails not when the town it got,
The heart's heart, whose immured plot

Hath keys yourself" keep not !

'

The inmost Ego is what it is, and nothing can touch
it or save it.

(2) The Conservative is at one with some modern
philosophers of distinction in insisting that ' Religion
is more than Morality." The growing moralization of
religion through history will have ended in exaggeration
if it leaves us with nothing but " morality touched
with emotion." So here, though, in the old language,
" sanctification " is a natural and necessary supplement
to "justification," justification is not sanctification, but
something greater and better. It is a great objective
blessing, over and above personal sanctification. Our
status is changed once and for all, previous to any well-
doing or deserving on our part. What is now demanded
of us is not so much conduct as faith ; i.e. whole-souled
adhesion to Christ and his cause. Responsiveness to his
personality, as v/e feel its Influence in prayer or mystical
communion, is the mark of the religious man. Hence
arises the distinctive flavour of the Evangelical type of
piety, with its sense of gladness and immediate assurance.

' Fi.iiR.j 'i hompion, .1 taiUn lew.

%'
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We are to be perfected m goodness, and we have been
put right with God. Bur it is the latter which is

primary and causal. It is the conscioustiess of this

which is the essence of religion :
" It will not comtort

us so much, in our moments of weakness or dying, to
be adjured to remember the dignity of our being, as to
be pointed to the scene enacted once for all upon the
Cross." ^ This is where power dwellcth.

But here again one-sidedness briiigs its own Nemesis.
The whole intention is to magnify the work of God :

" See what God hath done unto my soul !

" But when
justification is separated from sanctification, the result

is the reverse of what is intended. It is much ea.-,ier to
alter a man's status than to change his character. So
far as forgiveness means merely remission of {^nalty, it

is a small thing : it is easy for a juryman to vote for
the " acquittal " of a guilty prisoner, If he is never to
see any more of him. But if it means, as we have seen
it must, a renewal of intimate personal relations, and
hence a real change in the character of the sinner (for it

is his character which is now the bar to intimacy), then
it will be much harder. Mere acquitt.-il is formal ; and
hence is, to moral experience, no salvation, or a.< most
a very imperfect one. " It says ' Go,' but leaves the
prison doors shut."* And the suggestion of ihc
" imputation " to men of a righteousness that is not
theirs implies an atmosphere of artificiality and
insincerity which is intolerable.

(3) We must turn without further delay to the

"inclusive" vittv, which is to combine the truths

one-sidedly expressed by Liberalism and Conservatism.
And we can at once lay down two conditions. First,

our salvation must involve a change in our character :

it must be a change within us. Anything else would
be unreal. " The response of the Gospel to the human
sense of actual sin and unattainable h( ess is not the

l;:.^

1^

I

* Bu^hncll^ The t'Ua'icui iiairj/i,e, p, 360,
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half-grace of forgiveness but the whole-grace of redemp-
tion and deliverance."* And, secondly, the psycho-
logical change required is much more fundamental than
any which we could effect for ourselves. For certain
purposes, we are accustomed to distinguish between a
wider and a narrower use of the term " self" On the
one hand, the Self includes everything that is ours,
everything which a psychologist might observe in us

;

on the other hand, we sometimes treat it as an inner
Ego, which presides over the whole kingdom of the
self, which contemplates the wider self as an object and
sees in it some things which it approves and some
which it deplores and therefore resolves to change.
But the ."istinction breaks down at this point ; for the
inner Ego itself needs to ' suffer a sea-change." Q.uis

custodiet ipm custodes? Though salvation must take
place within the self, it must be initiated from without,
for it must go down to the very roots of the will.

Bearing these conditions in mind, I believe that we
may see that Christian theology has not neglected, but
has provided a reasoned account of, the carrying of the
lifework of Jesus into effective relation to the livcsmnd
characters of men of other races and other times.

It is the remoteness of the life of Jesus in time and
place from our own lives and circumstances that con-
stitutes the difficulty in understanding how there can
really be a living relation between them. If there is

any truth in the view of the possibilities of personal
influence which we have already taker we can under-
stand how his personality might have power to trans-
form and mould the characters of those, such as his

own disciples, with whom he came into personal con-
tact ; and we can even see how, in a fainter way, that
influence might be mediated through men like the
apostles, who were full of his inspirat^ion, and so reach
men such as St. Paul, who had never actually seen him.
But with every new generation such influence would

' Uu Bjif, Tht Goifel in Sr. iuui, (j, loj.
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become less, and to speak of a personal influence
exercised across the centuries would be more and more
fanciful. And now that the whole episode is wrapped
in the mists of history, how can we, inhabitants as we
are almost of a different world, both intellectual and
practical, in any intelligible sense share the experience
of the early disciples ?

The answer is to be found in the assertion which we
huve already been forced to make of the divinity of
Christ ; by which we meant at least that God was in

Christ in such sense that the work of Christ was the
work of God, and the character of Christ a clue to the
character of God. From this certain consequences
follow :

—

{a) The historical facts of the life and death of
Jesus Christ can only affect the whole universe in so
far as they are more than merely historical. They
have a genuinely "sacramental" character, being, in

the words of the Church Catechism, " an outward and
visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace." They
embody a principle which is a structural law of the
universe.

It is easy to see what principles these historical

facts embody. It is the spirit of inexhaustible love of
men and readiness for self-sacrifice on their behalf.

And the practical meaning of the assertion of the
divinity of Christ is that these qualities characterize
God Himself,' and so belong to the very structure of the

universe. " What has made Christianity an invincible

power in the world h:is bc<;n the conviction that some-
how or other the life of love is the best, the divinest,

life we can conceive, and, that every one who even for
moments knows what it is to lose himstlf in others is

doing what God does eternally." 4nd this is a iiasis

for the universalizing of the effect of the life and death
of Christ on his immediate disciples. " As the flash of

' et. F.s>.i;,< I., V. .mH IX.
' NcttlMhip, R,maiKs, vol. j. p. 10;. {Extracts from I-fttcm.)

. I
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the volcano discloses for a few hours the elemental

fires at the earth's centre, so the light on Calvary was
the bursting forth through historical conditions of the

very nature of the Everlasting. There was a cross in

the heart of God before there was one planted on the

green hill outside of Jerusalem. And now that the

cross of wood has been taken down, the one in the

heart of God abides, and it will remain so long as there

is one sinful soul for whom to suffer." * The historical

facts were, like all historical facts, limited to a particular

time and place. The timeless facts for which they
stood are equally true for all times and places.

{b) Just so far as we do think in terms of Time it is

a commonplace of theology that Jesus is alive and is

influencing men just as much in the year 1912 as in

the year 29. To Christian theology, he not merely
died on Calvary, but is alive, and has been ever since

the Ascension at the right hand of God in glory. Not
that he is merely glorified; his death for men on
Calvary is not merely a past and distant episode ; the

having died is a predicate eternally true of him, and
is part of what he now is. The theology of the

Atonement has been largely expressed in terms of the

Jewish sacrificial system ; as, notably, in the Epistle to

the Hebrews.* In those terms, it asserts that the

sacrifice of Christ is not merely something that took
place nearly nineteen hundred years ago. It is some-
thing which is eternally offered in heaven by the

glorified Christ. " He abideth a priest for ever."

(f) It is also a commonplace of theology that the

bodily presence of Jesus to his disciples was to be
replaced by something at least as real—the presence

of his Spirit. That Spirit is the spirit of universal

love ; and the community of followers of Christ, which
ideally should be the whole human race, is the sphere
in which the Christ-spirit comes home to the individual.

The Chu-ch so far as it embodies that spirit is the

Dinsn'.orc* rp^ 272-211. - Cf. above. Essay IV. p-j-.. 153-158.

wmsxmiiS'.
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channel of communication between the believer and the
living Christ. (Just as " he who has done it unto the
least of these, has done it unto Me," so the community
and its corporate life and institutions are the means by
which Christ acts on the individual.) We are not
concerned with controversial questions arising out of
ecclesiastical divisions : we are only concerned with
ideals. Ideally the Church is one, on earth and in

heaven.* The Sacraments, the preaching of "the
Word," the personal influence of holy men are means
of access to Christ ;

* ways by which the individual
Christian of to-day may be brought into the same
personal contact with him as the original disciples.

Theology, then, has not been blind to the provision
made for the extension of the saving work of Christ to
modern times. Calvary, it has been said, can only be
understood in terms of Pentecost. The work of the
Spirit in the Church is an essential part of the theology
of the Atonement.

But this is not realized. This part of traditional

theology is difficult for us to apprehend, because it is

expressed in language which does not convey much
meaning to the average Englishman, unless he has
special ecclesiastical associations. On the one hand, we
do not think naturally in terms of the ritual of sacrifice

;

and, on the other hand, the imagery of two distinct

spheres or regions, a heavenly and an earthly, the latter

ot which is dependent on and in communication with
the former, has become unnatural to us, though we
have not any alternative imagery at present by which
to replace it. The translation of this branch of
theology into modern language, it may be hoped, will

soon be undertaken. But what we are now emphasiz-
ing is, that there is a fairly coherent theology to be
translated.

' 'C(. Ess^y IV. pp. 196-11 -, .inil Em.iy VII. /;.: <;.->i.

' 1 inpthrBf injtanco by way if il'm-iration onl). 1 am not hrrf "ugjciting that
ev are r.i.fxmrv or :x.:-^',:z:x rVitsr.'-.
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This has certain consequences, practical and
theoretical.

1

(l) Practical Consequences

(a) Inward.—Religion, to be worth anything, must
issue in character. But character—at least for the
mass of men and in its highest developments—must be
based on religion. For the Christian, as for Christ
himself, the secret of power is not self-assertion in any
form, but the attitude of conscious dependence on God
to which prayer is the chief avenue, and the quiet
confidence and i ust m which it issues. And, for the
Christian, Christ is the way to God. This is the
experience of the great saints. The moral inspiration
which transforms their lives is directly connected with
Christ :

" I live
; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me."

The practical moral, then, would be that what men
really need is to " find religion " or to find Christ as

the first stage on a journey, the ultimate goal of which
would be to become Christlike. But this is a mode of
expression which is always corrected by the insight of a
more advanced religious experience, which substitutes
for " I found Christ " the truer assertion " Christ found
me.

{b) Outward.—If man's need is to become Christ-
like,—to "grow incorporate with " him in Browning's
phrase,—with the Christian as with Christ the godly
character must issue on its outer side in love and service
to men ; and this in a world in which sorrow and sin

are so prominent means vicarious sacrifice and vicarious
penitence. It is here that Evangelical theory—not
Evangelical practice—seems sometimes deficient. It is

a deep-rooted religious instinct «-hat insists on the
"finished work" of Christ. But it is also a deep-
rooied religious instinct which bids us " fill up that which
is lacking in the sufferings of Christ." The Gospel
invitation is not merely an invitation to unalloyed bliss ;

F^f5^t'^yr^s^r*"-i.

'
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it is an invitation to each man to " take up his cross
"

(though the Cross is never merely the symbol of

suffering but of victory through suffering). The

Gospel gift is not merely a remission of pains and

penalties ; it is a gift of strength to do and bear

something of what Jesus did and bore. The

Christian life is a life of service to men based on the

love of men, and where the missionary spirit is absent,

there is no true Christianity.

Our ordinary, respectable, lukewarm Christianity,

then, is in sharp contrast to the heroic fervour of

primitive Christianity. And the great outbreaks of

spiritual life in the history of Christianity, from the

Friars to the Oxford Movement, have been reversions

to the ardour of those early days. The real Chris-

tianity is constantly breaking out in unexpected places.

To those who can read the signs of the times, such as

the Student Movement, it may appear likely that the

present generation will witness not the least of these

outbursts of power.

y i

t\

(2) Theoretical Consequences

(a) Justificction.—Justification cannot properly be

separated from Sanctification, the "great objective

blessing" from its subjective effect. The process of

salvation can only be understood as a whole. The only

true "justification "
is not a mere preliminary acquittal

which averts the condemnation merited by past sins, but

rather the removal of the power of present sin ; it does

not consist merely in God's forgiving men, but rather

in His making them forgivable ; it is not the " imputa-

tion " to us of a righteousness that is not really ours,

but the imparting to us of an actual righteousness. And

therefore it takes time. Acquittal, forgiveness, imputa-

tion, might all be the act of a moment ; the far greater

miracle of a real salvation must be a gradual process,

because it involves the fashioning of personal character

*
-.;ll

H
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It need not take long to pronounce a verdict, but it

takes long years to make, or remake, a man.
On the one hand, then, we shall reject any suggestion

• of artificiality or make-believe. God is Truth and sees
men as they really are. His treatment of them may
outrun their present achievement ; He may treat them
as they are not now, but as they are becoming

;

but, if so, the man that is to be is more truly the real
man than the " thing of shreds and patches " which
exists at the moment. On the other hand, we do but
magnify the work of God. The gradual moulding of
character is wholly the work of " grace." God does
not simply adapt Himself to a psychological material
which is independent of Him, but slowly fashions a
material fit for His purposes.

(i>) Personality.—The experience of the saint, we
have said, is naturally expressed as " I live

; yet not I,

but Christ liveth in me." This carries us some way
from the hasty assumption of superficial theory that
"impenetrability" is an attribute of personality— as
though persons were solid things in space exclusive of
one another I » Yet it is this assumption, latent more
often than explicit, which, by excluding all vicarious
action or suffering from a moral order, would make the
Atonement impossible and unintelligible ; since nothing
done or suffered by Jesus could make a vital difference
to the characters of men. This assumption we unhesi-
tatingly reject, but it is difficult to find a theoretical
statement which shall do justice to the facts of religious
experience. On the one hand, we want to safeguard
personal identity. When the sinner through penitence
becomes a saint, it is the same individual with the same
natural temperament and gifts who was a sinner and is

a saint. Simon Bar Jonah, who denied his Lord, becomes
St. Peter, fhe rock on which the Church is built. Saul
of Tarsus, who persecuted the saints, becomes St. Paul,
the apostle of the Gentiles, who laboured more abun-

' Cf. Eiuy IX. p. 49II.
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dandy than all; yet in each case it is the same

individual who was one thing and became another. On

the other hand, in the process from sin to holiness,

there is a change of character so complete that the

difference between the two stages may seem greater than

the identity, and this leads to paradoxical expressions.

The religious man seems only to have become a self, in

any full sense, by abandoning himself to the inspiration

and will-power of another, so that the strength and

goodness and purity of that other gradually become his.

But even this expression is inadequate, for it suggests

an unchanging Ego with changing properties ;
whereas

it is the very " I " that needs to be changed in the

sinner and that has been changed in the saint. There are

analogies to this, as we have already suggested, though

much lower in degree, in experience that is not specifi-

cally religious.'

This is what the Greek Fatiiers were trying to

express when they thought of Christ as uniting in

himself the substance of Divinity with the substance of

Humanity which is present in all individual men. The

expression was imperfect,* because too materialistic;

but the idea which they were trying to express is vital

to any theology of Atonement. Jesus wa? not merely

one among men, separate from all otheti. He was not

only a man but Man.'

V. Some Objections and Final Summary

At this point two objections must be faced, (i)

Are you not, it may be said, leaving out of your

philosophy much of what was strongest and most

prominent in the old Evangelical position.? After all,

Christianity is a religion, not a system of ethics, and are

I "The timr, whtn one f«U that one is met truly oncelf are ju.t thosf in

which the consciousness of one's own individuality i. mo,t absMutrly swallowed up,

Zhether in sympathy with nature, or in the bringmg to l„r,l> of truth, or .n

enthusiasm for other men " (Nettleship, p. 53)- ^nVT ^^\T\I^-\^1

\
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you not in your anxiety to moralize religion, coming
perilously near to reducing it to the consistent observ-
ance of a moral code? Dr. Simpson' reminds us that
bt. i'aul was a man of lofty character before his con-
version while yet he had the profoundest conviction of
sm. It "sin to him meant merely a low level ot
morality, the language he uses about himself would be
stupid hypocrisy In fact, it means to him estrangement
from God; and this can coexist with a high level of
morality. So also we may think of J. S Mill andmany another, who without conscious religion has livedon a high plane of moral achievement. The fact is that
' conversion touches the personality at a point above the
^vel of ordinary morality." The essence of the old
Evangelical religion of faith in the Atonement was an
influx of new ife that raised the whole self to a higher
power Good conduct naturally follows on this. But
to make good conduct the primary thing is to invert
the true proportions of religion and morality, and it

TkfVhl ^pt'"" '", ^" °^^/-^"^'°"s type of pietv, which,
hke the Pharisee, looks for salvation to the laborious
acquisition of merit by a long course of good works.
Ihis IS to trammel the force of grace within "themeshes of a pettifogging morality "

; it is based on the
spirit of Martha rather than on the spirit of Mary

(2) On the one hand, we are accused of confusinc
religion and morality. On the other hand, we may
probably be charged with dissolving religion in a vague
religious philosx,phy and with identifying Christianitv
with Christian Platonism. To the theoris?, it may seeman advance to treat historical facts as illustrations of
eternal principles

; but this is not an attitude which willever commend itself to the practical man. He holds
by/acts I hese to him are the data of thought ; and
all speculation upon them is more precarious that, the
data. But Christianity is a religion for the multitude

' F<i, r and Faith, p. 68.
'

„-',p-. S'"'i::°". P- ">• "Al the risk of ,ipp«rin^ hurrl«.lv „n„I,;u.„...:. , ._.
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and has always successfully resisted etforts to transform

it into a philosophical sect. A nebulous mysticism is

not the religion of power.

Further it may be felt that our method is responsible

for this result ; and that it is too deductive and too

little inductive, too self-confident and too little humble,

that it builds too much on a priori theory and too little

on practical experience ; and that it rests on a much
exaggerated assumption of our power to understand the

ways of God to man. Had we gone to school with the

great multitude of holy and humble men of heart, we
should have been less content with a theory which

appeals mainly to the student in a University. What
is really needed and what our merhod will not supply is

such an understanding of the Atonement as will carry

the plain man through life and death.

To these objections we must try to make some reply.

(i) Here we seem to find re-emerging something like

the old opposition of types which we have traced all

through. Each of these is continually supplementing

and correcting the other. We shall expect therefore

that such a protest will rest on a positive aspect of truth

which must be included. The special attraction of the

view here urged against us is that it seems to make the

Atonement applicable in its fullness to our present

situation as sinful men, rather than to some far-off ideal

of consummation that is very remote from present

reality. But we must ask whether the opposition is as

considerable as it seems. Each is really pressing for

a larger and more living conception of the religious

significance of the Atonement ; the one as against a

legalistic and " pettifogging " moralism, the other as

against an external and superficial view of forgiveness

(" not the half-G;race of forgiveness but the whole-grace of

redemption and deliverance"). They can really agree

{a) that salvation is nothing less than a moral trans-

formation of character, and (^) that so far as

" morality " is used in a narrow sense as something

.:'
i;

; I
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less than the whole reality of personal life, the trans-
formation is " supermoral." *

On the other hand, we have tried to guard against
certain dangers which the Evangelical view does not
entirely escape. In the form which we are now
considering, its aim is to find expressions which shall
include the whole personality at its fullest, something
for which even morality is too narrow. But the con-
ception of the •' supermoral," like the conception of the
Superman, is very difficult to grasp, and is apt to end in

a morality which is not the highest. So here we find
metaphors, such as " debt " and " acquittal," which are
wholly human but are drawn from the more external
and artificial relations of persons instead of those which
are more intimate and vital, such as the relation of
father and child or friend and friend. But this is a
retrograde movement.'

No doubt, it is impossible to reach a complete
understanding of the process of salvation as an in-
telligible whole in terms of Before and After. Dif-
ferent stages are separated in Time which can only be
understood fully as parts of a single whole. But, as I

understand it, the difference between the Evangelical
mode ot statement and ours is precisely that it claims
to treat justification or an objective atonement as com-
plete in itself apart from a subjective issue, while we
deprecate any such separation.

' Df- Simpson (pp. 151 ff.) hat guarded hinnclf in anticipuion against this
suggestion of a "higher synthesis." The issue, he contends, is a real one, because
the two different tvpes of theory issue in practice in two diticrent types of piety;
ne that dwells more anxiously on observance, and one which is closer to the joyous'
and almost exuberant Pauline sense of free grace as a present possession, li'ut I

cannot detect either in Dr. Du Bose or in Dr. R. C. Mobcrlv, the two wri'crs
Jiramst whom his strictures are mor.- particularly directed, anv kick 01' the feiliiii; of
conlidence and vitality which he desiderates.

A statement in eitreme caricature of the kind of misconception against which
the Evangelical formulae do not seem to guard sutticientlv is to be found ir, the
following verse <juotcd by Newman in a lette- to I-a! r. [I'ije^ vol. i. p. 224.)

" Man is but 'accounted rij;htenus'

And, though justified, must si.u

Grace d les nought but wash the surface,

tjjv:::^; him ail-foiii wiihiw."

^^
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(2) With regard to the other objection, we must

deny that our universalizing of the historical facts in-

volves any diminution of their objective reality. In

terms of the old pictorial dualistic language, a " fact in

heaven "
is more and not less of a fact than a " fact on

earth." And what we are suggesting is the equivalent,

in less pictorial Torm, of the " fact in heaven." An
Atonement that lasts ten thousand years is not a smaller

fact than one which lasts three hours. And we are not

arguing that the power of the Cross consists chiefly in

its appeal to human sympathy and human affection, but

in its evidence that—in pictorial language—God is

bearing the sins of the world. And the universalizing

is necessary. Only by making the self-sacrifice ot

Calvary a witness to the eternal love of God Who
indwells in the world and in all men, and Who is about

the path and the bed of every one of us, can we do what

at the outset of our inquiry we saw to be essential ;

namely, to explain to this generation the significance of

the Atonement for modern religion in tcms of moral

experience. Only so can it be made intelligible ; and

what is not intelligible will form no part of personal

religion.

Finally, there is a difficulty which affects all ex-

planations of Atonement. Even if it is admitted that

the influence of Christ can reach and transform not

merely those who " knew him after the flesh " but

Christians of all times and places, there is the difliculty

which we cannot but feel that Christians are only a

small fraction of the human race. How can we

possibly believe in a divine scheme of salvation for the

human race which " leaves whole continents out of its

ken "
? If, on the other hand, we hold that the work of

Christ is not confined to those who are consciously his

followers, are we not abandoning the whole of our

explanations ? With what possible meaning can

assert that Christ is the saviour of Confucius

Buddha, of Plato and Caesar ?

we
and

!

'
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To this difficulty we have no complete answer
But we can see the direction in which an answer is to
be sought. If explicit consciousness is necessary to re-
ligion, edit quaestio. But if it is not, then something
in the direction of an answer might be reached by
holding fast to the idea which the early theologians
expressed in terms of the Logos-theology

; the idea of
a bond uniting all men, in virtue of their manhood, to
the perfect man. In any case, we shall insist on the
truth of the old stanza :

'

Many man for Cristes love
Was martircd in Romayne,

Er any Cristendom was knowe there
Or any cros honoured.

And this is not all. The Christian does not believe
that terrestrial history exhausts even that part of
reality which concerns human beings. He believes
not merely that there is an unseen world, but that
our abidmg city is there and not here. The doctrines
of the descent into hell and of the communion of
saints, as stated m the Creed, stand at least for this ;—
that the long task of human perfecting, of building
the city of God, is not confined to the ftw years oft
man's life on earth. The Gospel message of salvation
may yet reach that great majority which in this life
has never heard of it. If, then, we are inclined to
believe that the highest possibilities of human character
can only be realized through conscious allegiance to
Jesus Christ, since only so are men brought to the
fullest knowledge and service of God, the limitations
in space and time of historical Christianity need form
no insuperable obstacle.

The career and personality of Jesus Christ are the
revelation of the eternal God. It is this that gives
them the- universal reference. In the saying, "He
that hath seen me hath seen the Father," is summed

' yuuicu' by Dr. inge in u.nunna ytritatit.
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up the whole Christian Gospel and the whole hope of

the world.

The general purport of this discussion should now

. clear. In religious as in secular thoutrht there is

a modern point of view ; and this we have called

' Liberalism." Where Liberal thought prevails, the

Atonement has tended to drop out of personal

religion. It is natural that the Liberal should not

easily accept any distinctive doctrine or Atonement,

for he does not feel the need of salvation. " Convic-

tion of sin "
is not a prominent part of his religious

experience, as it was of the reli^^ious experience of his

ancestors. In other words, modern thought is favour-

able to the Once-Born rather than to the Twice-Born

type of religion.

But if there is any truth in the argument of this

essay, a religion in which there is not a large

ingredient of the latter type is fatally impoverished.

The issue is one of psychology ; and we have argued

that human nature is so constituted as to need a

radical change to which individual effort is inadequate.

The Liberal is, no doubt, in reaction against much

that was morbid in older views. There may be hclthy

sincerity in his refusal to think of himself as a miser-

able sinner. But when every admission is made, it

remains true that modern optimism is too facile and

superficial. Those who are not conscious of deep-

seated moral disorder in themselves do well not to

make pretences. But even if we were comparatively

unscathed, only narrowness of sympathy could keep

the mass of evil iti the world from being felt by us as a

personal burden. And such narrowness of sympathy

is itself sinful. If we realized more fully that sin

consists even more in what we leave undone than in

what we do, it would hardly be possible tor any man

to be without sense of sin. The problem of sin and

.atiun iS as urgent to-'-tay "s ',* Ttr for Runvan.

't hi- ii
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But even if the need is admitted, it does not follow
that the traditional Christian doctrine will commend
Itself to-day to the sincere inquirer as being either
morally edifying or psychologically sound. The diffi-
culties which men feel in making Atonement a real part
of their religion are, at bottom, largely intellectual ; they
are difficulties of understanding. Moral ideas have not
stood still

; and the older explanations of Atonement
seem to sink below the level of the best secular morality
of to-day. So far as this is so, the " modern mind "

rightly rejects them. It will not listen to any theory
of the dealings of God with man, which represents Him
as actuated by anything but the highest goodness that
we can conceive. But the fault is not all on one side.
The modern thinker is right in making mori.1 experi-
ence a touchstone of the nth of religious doctrine

;and in insisting that, if s .n doctrine does not alto-
gether correspond to the conclusions of experience, it

shall differ from them only by way of development
and further illumination. But, in fact, his own ethics
and psychology are often crude ; and it is because
of thr, that any belief in Atonement seems to him
impossible. In particular, an over-individualistic con-
ception of the nature of personality stands in the way.
And the chief object of this essay is to make clear
and to criticize the psychological presuppositions with
which the modern inquirer is apt to approach these
questions. For it is in this region that the case is

really determined.

On the other hand, the Conservative thinker is

wrong in so far as he relegates to a secondary place the
whole method of appeal to moral experience. And he
is apt to make the ways of (Jod to man seem Qnaccept-
able to conscience and to experience by failing sufficiently
to exhibit the process of judgment and salvation as a
whole. St) far as there is truth in the conception of
God's judicial condemnation and punishment of sin,
this has always a saving character. It is not as though
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God began as Justice by condemning sin and instituting

a penal hell ; and then, as it were by a happy after-

thought, intervened as Mercy to arrest in part its

operation. The condemnation cannot be separated

from the salvation : only as intended to lead to it, has

it place or justification.

Our method throughout has been to exhibit the

Liberal and Conservative views side by side, with

the suggestion that they are mutually dependent half-

truths. To preach that the way to truth is by

reconciliation and combination of opposing views may

seem an empty platitude. But the aim has been to

show in some points how and -why the two views involve

one another. The Liberal thinks in terms of moJcrn

ethics and psychology. But these leave us with a

problem, for the solution of which we need the dynamic

power of the atoning work of Christ, as the Con-

servative conceives it. The Christian Gospel, then,

is the great need of this generation as of St. Paul.

And to us, as to him, it is a gospel of salvation and

atonement.

i
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" And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven

irom God, made ready as a bride adorned for her husband."

I. The Church in Essence and Fact

When the earthly ministry of the Lord was ended, the

fruit of it was not a body of teaching or a collection of

writings ; it was a little society consisting of those who
had been His companions and had been given, by the

fact of His Resurrection, an unshakeable conviction that

in Him God had taken action and had redeemed the

world. This primitive Church is before all else the

Church of the Resurrection. The Resurrection was

what changed the dispirited disciples into the founders

of the Church militant and triumphant ; the Resurrec-

tion was the burden of their preaching ; the Resurrec-

tion was itself the condition and type of their own
lives. For St. Paul claims outspokenly for the Church

that it lives the Risen and Ascended life. We are " in

Heaven" now. "God being rich in mercy, for His

great love wherewith He loved us, even when wc were

dead through our trespasses, quickened us together

with Christ (by grace have ye been saved), and raised

us up with Him, and made us to sit with H-m in the

heavenly places, in Christ Jesus." ihe Church, the

Society of thv«f whn are risen and ascended wth

339
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Christ, is called the Body of Christ,'—that is, the
instrument of His will ; and the Bride of Christ,—that y
is, the object of His boundless love. It is conceived
as something altogether perfect ; its individual members
are, by virtue of their mere membership, " Saints "

; it

is " a glorious church, not having spot or blemish or
any such thing."

To us this sounds remote and unreal. We do not
feel that death and sin are conquered in our lives ; the
vast chaos which for us represents the Church, with
its hateful cleavages, its slow-moving machinery, its

pedantic antiquarianism,' its indifference to much that
is fundamental, its age-long ineffectiveness, its abundant
capacity for taking the wrong side in moral issues-
how can this be described in the language of St. Paul r

His dream was beautiful ; but was it not after all only
a dream } Or if the early Church could be so described,
has it not long ago forfeited its splendour ?

We are bound to ask these questions. But before
we attempt to answer them we must remind ourselves
that the Church of St. Paul's experience was not free
from grave moral scandals, as is clear from his letters ^

to the Church at Corinth. The Church which is the
spotless Bride of Christ cannot be simply the group of
believers to whom some of his warnings are addressed.
Is the Apostle then simply painting an ideal which, in
moments of exaltation, he treats as an actuality } Or
is there something in the Church deeper than all the
phenomena of its history } Is there an ideal Church
which the actual Church only imperfectly represt.its }

^
The Church, he says, is the fulness, or completion,

ofHim who all in all is being fulfilled.* A philosophical

' This phraie, like to much else in the Theology of the New Testament is
probably taken from the Eucharist—the rite suggesting the doctrine : cf i Coi' i
i6, 17. Cf. Essay IV.

» This happens to be peculiarly out of place. The earth will in all probability br
habitable for myriads of years yet. If Christi.inity is the final religion, the ChurUi
IS still in Its infancy. Two thousand years are as two days. The appeal to the
" primitive Church " is misleading j we are the primitive Church.

" Eph. i. 15. Cf. -Irn-.itag- P.~.hiiH,... „d h.

I
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conception of God, as is shewn in another essay,'

requires us to regard the world and its history as

essential to the very Life and Being of God. The
Church is "a community, whose life is nothing

less than the life of God." ..." In the Christian

doctrine the life of the Church is the life of the Spirit,

and the Spirit is the Spirit of the Son, whereby he is the

Son." * From our experience of the Love of God in

Christ we are led on to conceive the perfect object of

His Love—the Bride of Christ ; and this conception

is not disturbed by the imperfection of the Church

militant here and now on ea. th. That is a society

only half complete, and consisting of members who are

also members of the secular and still half-pagan societies

which make up Christendom,—half-pagan, because the

standards of our social, commercial, and political life are

not even professedly the standards of Christ. Of course

it does not realise the ideal of the Apostle's vision.

But yet there is in it a life which flows from Christ

Himself, and which gives the promise of a completed

Church deriving its life from no other source than Him
alone. In the sight ofGod —in the experience ofGod

—

that perfected Church is t.e true reality.

The society which Christ founded to proclaim and'''

carry on His redeeming work does not depend for its

distinctive character on the men who join it ; that char-

acter is given to it by Christ alone. The Church was'^

founded" by the Life, the Teaching, the Death and

' Cf. Fs<jy IX. pp. 510-511.
' Wibb, Prohlemt m tht Re/aacis of God and Man, pp. a 30 and 249.

• Tiiis is true for all moitcin and practical purpoaes. The early Christian Church,

however, regarded itaelf aa the true Iir.icl—the " remnant " of the I'rophets—which

irswered the Divine requirement, and was now alone the "chosen people," since

•• Israel after the fleih " had forfeited its cl lim by rejection of the Messiah (cf. Essay

IV. pp. |6|-|64). Before the coming of Jesus Christ the eternal Church had its repre-

sentative on earth, juit a« the "Word " had lighteneil every man before it became rtesli,

I'he Jewish Church was such a representative, and in St. Paul's view Christ nid not

foMnd the Church but redeemed a t'':r.rch which wis already there. But we cannot

limit the pre-Christian Church to Israel any more tharf we can deny the presence of

Clirit's
'J

irit in persons and bodies other than Christians and the Church. Abraham

and Isaiah, Socrates and Phidias, Buddha and Confucius, must all be reckoned as,

rtcn in hii degrtt, 1 representative ind nriran of the eterui'i Ciiuivii.

N -
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Resurrection of Christ, and by the consequent outpour-
ing of the Holy Spirit ; it was not made by men ; its first

members did not construct it, but joined it ; and if it"

should happen that, through the infidelity of men, the
Church on earth should cease for some years or some cen-
turies to exist, yet even then the first man, who, by
reading the New Testament or otherwise, should become
a disciple of Christ, would not be a second founder of
the Church

; he would merely join the Church—One,
Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic—to which all the saints
belong. There is, and there can be, only one Church.
However multiform its organisation, however varied in

degree of adequacy its interpretation of the feet of
Christ, still in its adherence to that one fact it is one,
with a unity not made by its members but by Christ,
when in utter loneliness He bore the Cross from
Jerusalem to Calvary.

Christ is the whole life of the Church ; from Him
comes whatever is distinctively Christian in its several
members

; our function is to receive life from Him,
and express His one Truth, realise His one Purpose,
according to our capacities. For though we ca.i bring ,,

nothing to the Church's life, each of us has part of
that life entrusted to him. So St. Paul tells the
Corinthians, " Now ye are the Body of Christ, and
members each in his part." There is some part of the
Church's life which waits till we are willing to live it.

And because we are not willing, the language used
about the Church by Saints and Theologians seems
often to be exaggerated. What a contrast between the
life of Christ and the life of the Society which calls

'

itself His Body ! What a contrast between the tiny
band of followers at supper with their Lord, and our
well-dressed congregations worshipping with impressive
ceremonial—and no agony or cross to follow! But
that is what we should expect. This contrast reflects

discredit upon Churchmen but not upon the Church
or its true life. The Church on curth is a sacrament,
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an outward and visible sign of the Church Universal,

and criticism of its outward form no more exhausts its

spiritual significance than the geometrical treatment of

curves exhausts the significance of their beauty.

The Catholic Church is universal, not only m space ,/

but in time ; the living and the dead alike are members

of it.
" The gates of Hades shall not prevail agamst

it" Death is no ultimate division in that society.

Just as the old members of a School or College are still

members of it though they have "left" or are "gone

down," so those who have "departed this life are

members of the Church equally with us which are

alive Indeed, we who are united by faith to Christ

are even now, as St. Paul declares, in heaven. " God

. quickened us together with Christ . .
.and

raised us up with Him, and made us to sit with Him

in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus. And when

we think of our Lord's Ascension, we pray that these

great words may be true of us, and that " hke as we do

believe ... our Lord Jesus Christ to have ascended

into the heavens, so we may also in heart and mmd

thither ascend and with Him continually dwell.

All of this is expressed in the one great rite of the

Christian Church, the Rite of the Holy Communion,

that is of the Communion of Saints. We come to

receive the Body and Blood of Christ "which are

verily and indeed taken and received by the faithful in

the Lord's Supper." He Himself is veritably there.

Just as there is beauty in a great picture, though a man

of no artistic training cannot see it, so Christ is truly

present in His Sacrament. Two men may look at the

same picture ; in one sense both are looking at the

same object—the same lines and colours ;
but it may be

that only one of them sees the beauty. Yet the beauty

is there ; he finds it there, and does not put it there.

So the faithful find Christ at His own Table. But we

find Him there, not because our worship draws Him

down to us, but because as we wnr.hip He draws us to

fV 'f

I
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Himsel
. His sacrifice is perpetual ; His will is wholly

given to the Father.' Once in the history of men the
whole nature of that sacrifice was set forth ; but the
sacrifice itself, which is His obedience and the submission
at His Will, IS eternal. And if we use aright the
li-ucharistic and Sacrificial Feast of the L rd's Supper
we there lift ourselves "in heart and mind " into
the heavenly region where Christ dwells and wherein
unceasingly His eternal sacrifice is offered :

And now, O Fither, mindful cPthe Love
That bought us once for all c Calvary's Tree,

And having with us Him that pleads above.
We here present, we here spread forth to' Thee

That only Offering perfect in Thine eyes,
The one, true, pure, immortal Sacrihce.

Look, Father, look on His anointed Face,
And only look on us as found in Him.

The elements upon the altar, the Bread and Wine
which we receive, are signs and vehicles of the Life which
is obedient unto death, and which we receive that it may
become our own. But as in heart and mind we are lifted
into that heaven where the Ascended Christ eternaUy
offers the sacrifice of Himself, what is the congregation
in which we find ourselves .? It is not the few people
assembled in Church at the moment ; it is the whole
Communion of Saints. We hear the Absolution and
the Comfortable Words

; we lift up our hearts unto the
Lord

;
and thereupon it is " with Angels and Arch-

angels and with all the company of Heaven "
that we

laud and magnify His glorious Name. Patriarchs and
Prophets, Aposdes, Evangelists and Martyrs, and all
who have tried to put their trust in the God an(i Father
of Jesus Christ—these are the real congregation in the
service of the Holy Communion or Holy Fellowship
into whKh we enter as we receive into ourselves the
Life of Christ.^

' Of. Kssay V. pp. 250-251.
* Cf. Van Hyck's well-known picture. "T!ir A'!""'!"" -f •>•-

J ,„<- " *'
peupie .,1 every type and period unite in worship. ' '""
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Moreover, the proof that we receive that Life is

our incorporation into its Fellowship. The climax of

the service is our dedication of ourselves ; in the

strength there given to us we say, " Here we offer

and present unto Thee, O Lord, ourselves, our souls

and bodies, to be a reasonable, holy, and lively sacrifice

unto Thee." A man whose life is not offered to God
in practical service has certainly not received into

himself the Life of Christ. But if that Life of Love

and service and sacrifice has taken, or is taking,

possession of us, we are thereby knit to all others who
share it, whether in this world or in that beyond.

Our faith is so feeble that this great company is

usually hidden from us. We think of Christ as

present only in the consecrated elements, or only in

the souls of those who faithfully receive them ; we
think the worshippers are just the few who are present

wih us in the same building. But this is plainly

wrong. Christ is present wherever God is present
;

and that is everywhere ;
" Heaven and earth are full

of Thy glory" ; only we need aids and helps if we are

to realise His Presence and appropriate His gift of

Life ; the congregation at His " Service " is the whole

Communion or Fellowship of Saints, and the "Service"

itself is the Service of the I loly Fellowship or Holy
Communion. It is not the movement of our bodies

up the chancel, but it is the accompanying movement

of our attention and care from selfish or worldly aims

to the Purpose of God it is our ascension " in heart

and mind " to the Heaven which is ever about us

—

that gives the " Service " its significance.

We have spoken of our approach to Christ ; but in

truth we can only come because He draws us. It is

the whole point of the Sacrament that Christ gives and

we receive. No other "aids and helps" can ever take

the '^lace of these, because they are the means appointed

by iiiniself, and carry us buck to the moment of His

supreme revelation of the Father in the Passion. The
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sacrament is a cnmmunior ;cause it is a memorial.
Christ's Human Nature is l veil which hides from us

His Divinity unless we pass through the veil by receiv-

ing that Human Nature as our own ; but as we share

His Human Life we rind, as the beloved disciple found,
that it is the Life Divine. But prior to our cominp' ->

Him must be His revelation of Himself to us.

Word was in all the world from all eternity ;
'

.. • v

when it became flesh did men behold its glory \ . ,

the Incarnation, so in the Eucharist, He c :f. in

His own, and only because He comes to u< 1 . e 1 .

sure that' we may approach Him. It is all ' . ^j ",

not ours. He givcb, and we receive ; whei' • ']-••• u'\
it is because He draws us. But the realm .v'.i. ;

•

draws us is not merely the sanctuary of a C' r'"^. ^

an Upper Chamber in Jerusalem ; it is the prc-'-iuc ' {

God Almighty, where He is worshipped by the he;

'

host with hyr: IS that are never silent, and than..
giving'-, that never cease.

For we "are not come to a mount that may be
touched," nor to an altar that may be seen with bodily
eyes, " but we aiC come ... to innumerable hosts of
angels, to the general assembly and church of the first-

born . . . and to God the Judge of all, and to the

spirits of just r.en made perfect, and to Jesus." ^

Thus the one great " Service " of the Christlaii

Church emphasises the true nature of thv Church.
We have lost sight of a great part of this truth in

England. Abuses and errors had become associated

with parts of the full doctrine, and in the abolition of
the abuses the truth itself suffered. Prayers for the

dead dropped oat of use ; but they represent >.

spontaneous and generous impulse of the huma.i heart
and the right to offer them is implicit in the doctrine

of the Communion of Saints. The Invocation of

Saints passed out of use, because men not only asked
the Saints to present their prayers, but prayed to the

' Hebrews «ii. 18, iz. Of. Ea«y IV. pp. i96-i9g.
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Saints themselves instead of God ; but if "with Angels

and Archangels and with all the company of Heaven

we laud and magnify God's glorious Name,' wny

should we not ask that company to assist our prayers

as much as our praises r
- , . j

For the Church is one, and the gates o\ death do

not prevail against it. The Church as it exists for the

Omniscient Love of God is the all-embracmg arm-

munion of His children, the worthy object of His

Love, the Bride of Christ.

%-A

V \

IL The Church Militant hfre in Earth

Of this spiritual Communion the Church as visibly

organised on earth is a sacrament, and its organisation

should express at once its sacramental character and the

character of that whose sacrament it is.' But it is also

the instrument through which the Holy Spirit works

in the world, as He builds up in successive generations

the Body of Christ.

We have already alluded to the problem involved

in the fact that the body contains imperfect and even

vicious members. That difficulty will always be the

greatest obstacle to the Church's life and work, out it

is not unanswerable.

The answer is thr.t the Body itself is still imperfect;

;ird therefore the Power of Christ that work, in it is

Jill imperfect. I.i the final exposition of St. Pauls

doctrine on this point, which is contained in the

Epistle to the Ephesians, this is made perfectly clear.

The Church is the completion {irXT^pwi^a) of H:m who

"all in all is being turned" (i. 23). And only

when this process of development has reached its goa.

will the full measure of rhe Power of Christ be known ;

it is when we are all come to a perfect muu that we

shall also come to the measure of the stature of the

> Cf. ^.ni) VIII. pp. 391-594.

1
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completion of the Christ (iv. 13). For all humanity
is to be gathered in ; Christ has broken down "the
middle wall of partition " (the symbol of all exclusive-
ness), " that He might create in Himself of the twain
one new man" (ii. 14, 15); and the whole com-
munity thus constituted is so closely knit together, by
the one Divine purpose which controls it, that it may
be called " one new man," or " a perfect man "

; each
of us individually being members or limbs of that one
Body.

All possible diversities are required :
" If the whole

body were an eye, where were the hearing ? If
the whole were hearing, where were the smelling ?

"

(i Cor. xii. 17). And so "He appointed some to be
aposdes,and some to be prophets, and some evangelists,
and some pa'^tors and teachers ; for the perfecting of
the saints . . . unto the building up of the Body of
Christ, till we all come ... to [constitute] a full-
grown man, the measure of the stature of the completion
of the Christ . . . from whom [meanwhile] all the
Body fitly framed and knit together, through that
which every joint supplicth, according to the working
in due measure of each several part, maketh the
increase of the Body unto the building up of itseK in
love."

It may be worth while to call attention to the
affinities between this great conception and the leading
features of modern sociology, (^a) The unity of the
whole is realised, not despite hut through, the diversity
of the parts

; (i>) the conception is dynamic, not static
;

(c) the social unity is spiritual ("in love"), not
mechanical. Perhaps it may be wcl! to show this in
more detail.

(a) Students of the suhjvct are familiar with the
idea that in primitive tribes the unity of the whole
overrides all individuality

; this is th^- condition of
"Coniinunism," in which 'the rights and claims of the
individu;il are simply ignored. As socini life develops
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the individual citizen gains more liberty, and the

differences between individuals are more fully allowed

for. This may proceed so far that "individualism"

threatens to break up, or at least to thrust into the

background, the unity of the nation. The result

is a partial reaction which endeavours to realise the

unity of the nation not through the elimination of all

differences but by the harmonismg of them. This airn

becomes conscious in "socialism." ' The "Communist

"

unity is like that of a jelly-fish, different parts of which

are barely distinguishable from each other ;
the

"Socialist" unity is hke that of a human body, where

the single life of the whole absolutely depends on the

diversity of the parts alike in form and function.

{b) Again, whereas the social ideal of early political

thinkers was fixed and static, however long and

gradual the process by which it was to be reached,

modern tnought is not content with the hope of a fixed

perfection. Mr. H. G. Wells claims that his Modern

Utopia is the first work which recognises that growth

must be an inherent element in the ideal itself So

the members of St. Paul's ideal society labour for "the

increase of the body, unto the building up of itself."

(f) Thirdly, the recognition of the diversities of

the individuals and of their "freedom" involves the

necessity that the citizens should not be merely held

together in the state, but should consent to being

so united ; that is, they must be united in a community,

because each in his own will desires such union with

the others. But this is not far from the "love"

which St. Paul recognises as the uniting power in

the Body. In short, his inspired insight has leapt at

once to the most modern conceptions of ideal social

relationship.

But we are only now emerging from an age of

' It nijy br w^U m point ..ut that tlni may l)c .lutncratic. ariit"(ijtlc, hurr:i'i-

cr;.tic. or dfn.oirMic. Germany i« <>n the whole the mc»t •otialiit Jljte iii hur-je,

but ill locialism i», .i» yet, nut i-mowratic.
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individualism, and many find it hard to sympathise
with the conception that the society is, or may be,
prior to its members. Yet we know it well enough
of our own families ; a man is not first himself, and
afterwards a member of his family ; he is born in it,

and membership of it is a part of what he himself is'

So, too, the member of a school knows perfectly well
that while ^he members make up the school, its life is

something continuous, into which successive generations
enter, and from which each derives far more than he
can ever contribute to it. And, in moments of
patriotism at least, every citizen knows that this is

true of himself and his country. So, St. Paul insists,
the Church is the Community of those who have been
drawn to Christ and in which His Spirit lives. Those
who are " members incorporate " in that Body will be
governed in all their lives by the Spirit which thus
takes control of them.

This conception has many practical results. The first

ot these is that, however various the manifestations,
we should "give diligence to watch the one-ness of
the Spirit in the bond of peace " (iv. 3).' We must
realise that all diversities of spiritual gifts and activities
are required for the lite of the Body. The Prophet
will not despise the Pastor, nor the Pastor liepreciatc
the Prophet

; and if we see devils cast out, we shall
not say tluit it was done by Beelzebub, on the around
that those who did it either are or are not members ot
an epLeopalian body. It has been partly through
torgetfulness of the immensit) ot its task, that the
visible Church has had so fat;'I a tend-ncy to take its

eyes off the one-ness of the Spirit, .md to quarrel about
the diversity of gifts and nuthods, till it broke into
little pieces. Now that we reaii <• again to some
extent the greatness of the Church's M 4, in converting

' >),«i» mrai:! ••!„ naith' rai hrr li.m-i^ k,-, ;
, ,„ ..ni. , .,, ,t w<,„i,i ,,.

n.UM-mc I„ bid rrnplr " k-ri- ih,- „im> .,1 ll,r S, .il,'' I.., ,f i, ^.n,„„ |,^ e.Kift
broken or 1<,« . St. P4„r. f,,,-! i, that we .,- .., |«.rp w„-rr our niin.li i!,r l..ct
Itijt 111; S,.ir;t ,. ^ .:, Iiunrvrr : irts, may br re :;.,,.,„ „f ,-

. ,r:.! i ".n.
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the world and conforming the practice of the Christian

nations to the standard of Christ, we arc again

conscious of the need for Christian unity ;
and we are

beginning to realise that it must come by "com-

prehension" and not by "compromise," and that wc

arc therefore required at' once to insist on what we have

found to be true, and to search earnestly tor what is

good or true in the practice or belief of others.

Still more important perhaps is St. Paul's contention

that when the one Body is fully i^yilt up, we shall be

" no longer children, tossed to and fro and carried about

with everv wind of .ioctrwie " (iv. 14). For it is only

when all men atrree in ililth—when " wc all attain to

the unity of the faith " (iv. 13^— that the taith ot any

individual will be secure. Our doubts come very

largely from the tact that some men do not believe

at ail,'and that those who believe interpret their faith so

differently. Much of the unbelief of our own time

rests on no reasoned arguments, but on the knowledge

that many men—and some of t!iem able and learneii

men—have -ejected enrirt !y or in part the traditional

faith. If our individual taith were supported, by the

faith of all mankind doubt would be almost impos-

any case there would not

ioctnne, by wiv.ch v.e could

be

be

divers

tossed
sible ; in

winds ot

io and fro.'

A purely individu;d faith is bound to be precarious,

partly because of doulus suggested frum without, and

partly because the whole Spirit of Christ can only

operate in the whole Hody ..nd not in a sinyle member.

Ni) one person and no one gnuip ot persons could

claim to have exhausted the unsearcli.ible riches ot

Chri St. Tile;e is ama/.ini: confusion ol thought on

1 C'f I u.i<. I>c .Wl-u-j ;i .!."., ill'. 1. CJli. <. "r.-KCUu rii. llSilS, 4UI ».-

.,,,,,,.1 .l;rl, I J.'i,- .rl.il; .nliir. ..d.Lil..l.i<-o.gct m, t,..lnioruni 1 i un, .Ir n,..x,m.

Ni, (1, 11 'lit- thirf C.1UW .1 i^t|.;r»itv n tha: Cl.i •-:><.% ".u m b<- no ;«-Urr

,„ .i.iiiluct ih.,:-: niur ni li. r ••. u:l h.iur. Mm ., «.!'• s, nu,,., li..,l

Chn.ti.in. ..•l.T lli.ni . lli,-,:. 1 n : -i'. ..' '•^r. , ^n) tlir I- .:: 1 Il.c ..|i.,l.

t-v.', only ill opinion (iw'w fn.i.nr . (S( r. iJ. /•/'. im.'.;
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this subject. In no other department of life does any
individual suppose that his experience contains all the
datu neccssui y for the solution of its problems. We
obey the laws of our state and follow the conventions
of our civilisation without insisting that wc personally
should see their necessity. But for some reason people
resent the idea that in relation to the most difficult of
all problems we should admit that the wisdom of the
community is likely to be greater than our own,
bcciuse of Its experience being wider. The conflict
between an individual and the Church in matters of
behet is not a conflict between reason and faith, but
between the reason of an individual working upon
certain facts of experience and the reason of a whole
community working upon other facts of experience

; it

is always possible that the Church is wrong, but the
weight of probability is always on its side.'

And so it is just silly to reject an article of the Creed
or a traditional custom of the Church because "

it is no
use to me,'' or " I do not see the use of it." If we
consider, after full examination of the evidence, that an
article of the Creed is false or a custom of the Church
injurious, we must, of course, reject. But we must
still remember that the ficts we have considered have
protiably been considered by the Church, which may
well have had other evidence which ha. not been before
us. The accumulated experience of Christcndoni is the
basis on which the belief and practice of the Church is

grounded
;

it may be the duty of an individual to set
himself against the belief and practice current in his day
--every true prophet does so to some extent. At any
time the synthesis already made is bcjunti to be inade-
quate, and progress is won through the perception of
this in:uiequacy by the individual man or genius ; but
he can only appeal to principles alre.idy accepted', and

' 1 liu taUi-t Ki

i)f Chn^ttIl

i.i points
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when he differs from the Church he must realise the

'iit..il probability that the Church is right.'

There may be some parts of the Church's whole
belief which are not part of the religious life of this or

that niiividual believer, and are yet a necessary part of
the whole Christian doctrine, and will be needed by
other* ; and thus, because only in the whole Body can the

whole Spirit kve, 'hey become indirectly part of the

support of his iUff! -th. What comes home to me will

only be part (^ tin- wh/le truth : I may be the eyes, sensi-

tive to light i)ut in>' to >()und ; 1 may be the ear, sensitive

to sound but nor t.; li^nt. The whole fact of the world
is known, if at all, or when each of the senses has

received its own itn: sion and contributed to con-
sciousness what it ca!i ell . rhe whole fact of Christ is

known, if at all, onir w ien all men have found in Him
the satisfaction of th-. nec-l of .;ach, and have brought
to the total experience of the Church the manifold
experience of all disciples.

-

From this various vonclusinns follow. In the first

place a man must he a j.iyal member of the Cliurch if

he is to come under the full
[

aver of the Spirit of
Christ. In his own soul iie will lir.d something of that

power ; but only m the whole Church will he find it

in its fulness -only indeed ii the whole Church when
the Church includes all mankind. It is through the

Church that the p(.v.tr of Christ reaches the individual

Christian. It is by other Christians that he is taught,

and they again were taught bv others. The Church is

thus the medium ot -.aivatior. in this sense at least;

but it is so in a further sen u .ilso. just as the spirit

ot a school is not to be found ;n its i iitiretv in a single

member of the school or any gTiup of mei7ibers
;
just

as the temper and life of a nation is not fullv re[iresented

ui any one citi/en or group of cuizens, but only in

n-<- itv it It ilijt mdiMilu,.! im 111.

'I'iic more unit!
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the whole history of the people, so the Spirit of

Christ can only operate in its full power through the

one Church of all lands and all ages, and only in its

fellowship therefore can the individual's salvation be

complete.'

Again, in teaching we are bound to present the

whole Christian doctrine, and not only those elements

in it which are of vital importance to ourselves. No
doubt we shall teach the latter with far greater force

;

that is inevitable. But we can never be sure that what

matters most to us will also matter most to those whom
we teach. To one the Forgiveness of Sins will be

almost everything ; to another the Communion of Saints

or the Holy Catholic Church. Logically, no doubt,

they all stand together ; but in experience they will

affect different people in very varying degrees ; and a

man has no right consciously to endanger the fulness

of another's life because of the limitations of his own ;

but, conversely, it is not to be demanded of every

individual that he should here and now obtain a personal

hold upon the whole Christian doctrine.

Above all, we find that the primary duty of the

Christian is not (of course) the saving of his soul ; nor

is it the saving of some one else's soul. The primary

duty of the Christir.n is the building up of the Body of

the Christ, whicfi, as we saw, will carry individual

salvation with it. We are therefore confronted with

problems in relation to the various branches of the

Church, to the whole life of Christendom, and to the

unconverted peoples ; and all of these prol)lems are

inexf-.icahly intertwined.

The prayer in which the Lord Jesus deiiicatcd

Himself for the tinul sacrifice is a prayer for the unity

of His disciples. The Master and eleven disciples

stood in the Temple Court in the darkness of nitrht.

And the M.istcr was about to be

those eleven men hung the hope

' vs. Eijay V'l. p. i<fis.

with'irawii ; upon
of the work). If
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they began to quarrel, all was lost. And He prays,

not chiefly that they may be good, but that they may
be united, for that is what is vital for the spread of the

Gospel. " Holy Father, keep them in Thy name
which Thou hast given Mc, that they may be one, even

as we. . . . Neither for these only do I pray, but for

them also that believe on Me through their word ; that

they may all be one ; . . . that the world may believe

that Thou didst send Me." The conversion of the

world is the Church's task, and only a united Church

can accomplish it.

The problem of Re-union lies outside the limits of

our discussion.' But we may refer to the general

principle that, as a rule, men are right when they assert

and wrong when they deny. Those who have insisted

on the value of liturgical worship are right ; so are

those who have insisted on the value of ex tempore and

open congregational prayer. Those who have insisted

on a ministry of order are right ; and so are those who
have insisted that the wind bloweth where it listeth,

and the spirit of prophecy may light on any man.

But while only a united Church can accomplish the

Church's task, even a united Church will fail if it is a

mere fragment of the nations from which its members
are drawn. The possibilities of our spiritual achieve-

ment are limited by our whole spiritual environment.

A Christian Church whose members are also members
of an almost pagan society will not achieve very much.

Only when England is Christian will the Church of

F.ngland be altogether so. While trade and business

are dominated by c<nnpetitive selfishness, and while the

community is possessed by the spirit that leads to

industrial wars, no effort for the world's evangelisation

will come to very much. The members of the Church

are also members of '• the world," and cannot escape

from "the world's" influer.ic. 1 am, as 1 hope, :i

Christian Englishman ; but then I am only an English

' I i K • IV Vlll. pp. 4o-,-+o-.
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Christian, and my character is moulded not only by

the Spirit of Christ but also by the spirit of con-

temporary England, which is not the same. And this

is inevitably true of every member of the Church, and

therefore of the Church itself as an active force in the

world. The Church cannot be more than a limited

distance ahead of the society in which its members live.'

The early Church tolerated slavery ; the contemporary

Church tolerates sweating.

Not only is loss of power involved. But the

heathen world is watching the so-called Christian

nations to see what Christianity works out at ; and

what they see does not attract them. There is a

Hindu journal which lately published from time to

time accounts of the slums of our great towns, and

added on each occasion the refrain—" This is what

Christianity has done for England ; do you want it

here ? " The civilian, the trader, or the soldier, who
is selfish or contemptuous, is taken by those among
whom he lives as a representative of Christianity ; and

rightly so, for his character is the measure of the

Church's failure. Moreover, our Western nations are

full of students and others from the unconverted lands,

who carry back reports of what thv.y found in

" Christian " England. Eiiglish Christianity can do

little to convert the world till England is Christian, not

only in profession but in lite. To this end those who
are members of the Church must do what they can to

live by Christ's principles of utter self-forgetfulness

and complete indifference to wealth. In the conflict

with the devil and the flesh, "Christian " society upon

the whole is on our side ; in our conflict with the

v/orld it is decidedly against us. It is here that the

real issue lies. "Blessed arc the poor in spirit, for

theirs is the- kingdom ot heaven.

"

* 'Ihii 1« ihr JLslthL.itM.ti lit miind^ln..'ia. liul ilu.n.,- .| n t'Mt.rc* the tul

that iconomic.vll), .it imt, "ilif «aint 1im» ort llic >iii:ui " ^i .
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It is the tact that we are members both of the

Church and of our half-pagan nations which makes

our Christianity and the Church's work so ineffective.

We read with amazement Christ's praise of poverty

and disparagement of wealth, because it seems to us

that the best things in life—the society of refined

people and even the affection of our intimate friends

—

are dependent on at least a moderate supply of this

world's goods. If a man loses all his money, he must,

in our day, lose most of his friends as well : they will

not deliberately leave him ; but he will have to live

where expense can be avoided, and they will not follow

him. If we had the true spirit of fellowship, such as

ought to bind together the various members of Christ's

Body, this would not he so. The sting of poverty

is often the worldliness of a man's friends ; and

poverty can only deserve the blessing which Christ

pronounced upon it when the sense of fellowship

between His disciples is strong enough to overcome

the worldliness of men.

How are we to acquire that sense of fellowship ?

It is the gift of the Holy Spirit. The best way to

bridge class-divisions and the like is always to bring

men together under the inspiration of a common ideal.

And strongest of all such bonds ought to be that

which arises from common devotion to the greatest of

all causes—the growth of the Kingdom of God. But

for most of us there is no link w'th other men to be

found in our relip;ion ; we have no fellowship of (or

in) the Holy Ghost, no sense that we belong to

one another because wc all belong to Him. If some

stranger came up to me and claimed a somewhat

intimate acquaintance on the ground that !,o worshipped

the same God in the same Church, I misint regard it

as an outrage. Tliat is all wrong. Wc allow people

t(i claim our acquaiiu.uice <in the ground that they

were at the same school or College ; that is recognised

as a real bond of union ; but merelv to be worshippers

r^'J
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of the same God is not enough to draw us to one
another—because our worship is something laid over
the sur^ce of our lives, not something bursting from
their inmost depths. We go to Church in families,

and sit in our own pews ; we say our own prayers, and
pay our respects to our own God ; and then we come
out again and go to our own homes, to eat our own
luncheons or our own suppers. We do not concern
ourselves with the people in the next pew, unless they
sing out of tune, when we brace ourselves for the

extreme measure of turning round to look at them.
How can we hope to realise our fellowship with the
whole company of believers in the Communion of
Saints when this is our attitude to those who worship
at our side ? We know some little fragment of the
Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ and of the Love of
God ; of the Fellowship of the Holy Ghost we know
virtually nothing.

But if we have failed hitherto, where is the power
that can enable us now to succeed ? It is in Africa, in

India, in China, in Japan. As Bishop Montgomery
has said, " the Body of Christ is a torso." Only when
the glory and honour of all nations are brought into

the Kingdom will the true greatness of the Kingdom
be known. A meeting of devout Christians a little

while ago was startled to hear a well-known missionary
say something like this : "What are the characteristic

virtues of a converted Englishman ? Honesty,
manliness, truthfulness, trustworthiness. And what
are the characteristic virtues of the converted Hindu .''

They are love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,

goodness, faith, meekness, temperance." But what
will be the result when the mystical and spiritual

nations of the East, and the affectionate and childlike

peoples of Africa, are quickened by contact with the

perfection of their own virtues in the Person of Jesus
of Nazareth ? Inevitably the whole Church will be
filled with a new spirit or devotion and selfles-^ness.

lb
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Sta^e by stage, then, the Church must build iiscU"

up, its work at home rendering possible more work

abroad, and the work abroad bringing new inspiration

for the work at home ; until at last the one Purpose

of God will govern all mankind, and the measure of

the stature ofthe fulness of the Christ is made known.

For the Church is the Bouy of Christ ; and its

growth \s the growth of the Body of Christ. He is

the Hc.id—the source of all its purpose, the guiding

and dominant fact. But a head without a body, or

with a maimed, imperfect body, is inefFcctive ;
its

purpose may be excellent, but its achievement will be

small. So Christ in Himself is complete; in His

earthly Life the whole character of God was manifest.

But in power over the world He is incomplete until

the Church, His Body, the instrument by which He
accomplishes His will, is complete. For it is His

Body, "the completion of Him who all in all is being

fulfilled." As Origen remarks in commenting on this

phrase :
" We may conceive of a king as being filled with

kingdom in respect of each of those who augment his

kingdom, and being emptied thereof in the casc^ of

those who revolt from their king. . . .
Wherefore

Christ is fulfilled in all that come unto Him, whereas

He is still lacking in respect of them before they have

come."' And our task is not only to extend the

power of Christ over the nations who do not know

Him, but thereby to develop to its completion that

power itself.

It is not the historic Life of Jesus, cut off trom its

historic consequence, but it is the work in human

history of Jesus and His Church, that brings men's

souls to God and establishes God's Kingdom on the

earth.

"To Him be glory in the Church

and ir Christ Jesus."

' ef. Arnilu _c H- binsoii. ii /*.
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SYNC PSIS

I, Authority and Truth.

The modern opposition of "authority" a ' "the Spirit"

rests on a misunderstanding. The idea of authority has been
interwoven with that of inspiration and stereotyped by legalism.

If "authority" be taken in its clissical sense (i.e. as auctoritm)

it will be recognized as a principle on which men ordinarilv

act in every sphere of human interest : why not, therefore, in

that of Religion?......
Discussion of the inter-relation of religious " authority " and

" 'nspiration." An inspired authority not necessarily infallible.

Infaliiliilist view of authority developed as the logical corollary

of an over-mechanical view of inspiration. Problem of the

"seat of authority" the nemesis of this. An appeal made
successively {a) from the "prophet " to the Bishop (as custodian

of tradition)
;

(A) from the individual Bishop to the Synod
;

(c) from the Synod to the Council. Authority conceived as

vested in officials. Papal Infallibility the logical outcome of a

one sided development . ....
Repudiation of the idea of authority by Protestantism

equally one-sided. Historically, Protestantism untrue to itself

in substituting infallible Book for infallible Church. Modern
Kitscliliauism reverts to the position of Luther in falling bark

upon " witness of the Spirit "
: inadequacy of Ritschlian view .

An attempt at restatement must start from the classical

meaning of "auctoritas" and from a itudy in the Ii.;iit of this

of actual religious psychology. Three phases in the life of

the educatetl Christian :

—

[a) Tutelage or "bondage to authority"—the stage proper

to childhood. The'failure of "simple believers" to traiisieiid

this stage impoverishes their intellectual but not necessarily

their religious life.

(A) The stage of "abstract freedom," i.e. the assertion of

the right to criticize and, if necessary, to lieny : leading on to

(f) The final stage of "concrete freedom," i.e. voluntary

assent on grounds of reason to what was fortnerly beli^'. j.i

"on autliority." Tlie tinal stage represents an ideal pro-

grissively realized but never completely all:iined

\(J1
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The critical stapre is the srcond : the con<litions ot a true

solution of the individuat problem are lacking it" the authority

of the Church is ignored. But by the authority of the Churcli

must be understood the corporate luitness of the saints tu the

valUity of the spiritual experience on nx^hich their li'ves are

hase.i: and what is guaranteed by the consensus sanctorum is

rather a life than a theology •
• •

Nevertheless the hypothiiis of the validity of spiritual

experience must inevitably involve dogmatic implications : ami

the truth of the spiritual and moral values of the Christian life

will be found in the Ion? run to carry with it the substance ot

traditional "orthodoxy

"

. . • • •
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II. Authority ani; Church Order.

Conceptions of the Christian Ministry are of two types,

"Catholic" and "Protestant," " priestly " and "prophetic":

these terms defined: they determine controversies ot Church

Order, which are misrepresented wlien treated as disputes

about origins .•••••
Inconclusiveness of argument from history :

(a) Ambiguity of historical evid'^nce as such.

{>)) Nature of our Lord's Messianic outlook as affecting

the problem.

(c) Legitimate appeal on Protestant side to post-Retorma

tion experience ....
I. Statement of " Protestant " view of Ministry and Sacra

ments ....•
Some criticisms of this from " Catholic " standpoint

II. Statement of "Catholic" view of Sacraments: the

"Catholic" view of Ministry as corollary of this—("One

Bread, One Body," thirefore ideally One Ministry)

Catholicism compared and contrasted with Congrega-

tionalism ...••••
The historic Episcopate defended :

(i.) As embodying principle of continuity with the past.

(ii.) As exprrrsing the idea ot an authority wider than that

of the local Church,

(iii.) \% magnifying the otbce rather than the man.

(iv.) As recjuiied for the mediation of the "Catholic" t)pe

of piety . . . •

On the other hand, Episcop.iry need not imply titner—

(a) a vicious "clericalism," or

^b) prelacy, or

(f) autocracy, or

(</) a magical view of Orders ....
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The Ministry of Sacraments and the Ministry of the
Word : the latter requires in the minister a personal endow-
ment, the former (on the Catholic theory) an ecclesiastical
commission. That the minister of Sacraments be also a
mmister of the Word is desirable but not essential. Need in
Catholicism for more general development of lay preaching

The discussion has been of abstract principles : existins<
Christian " denominations " are neither consistently " Catholic

"

nor consistently " Protestant." Probable narrowing of issues
in the near future. Is a synthesis possible f .

PAGE
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HI. AUTHORITV AND REUNION.

Reunion can only be possible on a basis of comprehenMon
and synthesis. Protestants will not abandon Protestantism
nor Catholics Catholicism. Each must Itarn from the other

What Catholicism has to give to Protestants

What Protestantism has to give to Catholics

The individual, like the Church, should aim at a synthesis

The existence of Anglicanism is evidence of the possibility
of comprehending Christians of both types within one fold

Right and wrong ways of seeking to forward the cause of
Reunion
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The Historical Origins ok the Christian Ministry 40S

So!;d,ure de Dieu et des autres pour otre et pour vivre, on est aiissi
soiulaire de Dru et des autres pour savoir ce (lu'oii est et ce quon doit
taire en vivant. ^

L.ABERTHONNIERE.

Ad discendum item necessario dupliciter duciiiiur, auctorltite ft ratione
1 einpore auctoritas, re auteiii ntio [jrior est.

Aug De OrJ ii. 9.
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VIII

THE PRINCIPLE OF AUTHORITY

I. Authority and Truth

Ego vero cvaii'

auctoritas.

,'eli(> non crcJeretn, nisi me citliolicae eccl'siae commoveret

Ace. Contra Eftit.funiiamenti, § 6.

It is the fashion in modern books to oppose the religions

of authority to the religion of the spirit, with the object

of discrediting the former. The idea of authority is

out of favour, largely because it i^misunderstood :

more particularly because it is populafly confused with

infallibility. It suggests to the modern mind the

notion of an irrational despotism, imposing by external

and arbitrary fiat belief in what is incredible. The
" religion of the spirit," on the other hand, is taken to

mean a nebulous atmosphere of religious idealism which

refuses to embody itself as a concrete faith in anything

in particular. The early Christian standpoint was very

difterent. " The Spirit " in the New I'estament is not

the antithesis of authority, but its source :
" authority

"

is not the tyrannv of an ecclesiastical despotism but

the witness of the Spirit to the truth of God.

Ecclesiastical history— and more especially the

history of the Western Church—exhibits a gradual

modification of the conception of authority as the

« Church's system hardened and crystallized and became

more and more eftectually dominated by the legalism of

305
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the Latin mind. The immense edifice of Roman law

—

the one considerable legacy of the decaying civilization

of the Western Empire to the new barbarian kingdoms
which arose upon its ruins—was taken over and absorbed

into the mind of the Catholic Church of the West, the

heiress by default of all the great ideas for which
Imperial Rome had stood. The legal spirit reacted

with transforming effect upon the conceptions alike of

authority and of inspiration. It would be an interest-

ing investigation—though one which would require

more space than an essay affords and greater learning

than the writer can command—^to trace fully the course

of this modification. F"rom the first the two conceptions

have in Christian thought been intertwined.

In itself the word authority signifies primarily a

statement or an opinion for the truth of which some-
body is prepared to vouch : more particularly an
expression of responsible and competent opinion. This
is the classical meaning of the Latin word " auctoritas

"

—" auctoritas Patrum," for instance, means properly

not " the authorjiy of the Senate " in the modern sense

of the words, but rather what we should call a resolution

of the Senate, the expression of the considered judgment
of the Fathers upon a question submitted for their

deliberation, with the further implied suggestion that

such an expression of opinion carries with it a certain

weight. The weight to be attached to any *' auctoritas
"

varied with the assumed competence and knowledge
of the "auctor" who vouched for it. "Authority"
attaches in general to the utterances of " authorities,"

that is to say, of persons of wide experience and ex^ lert

knowledge in the spheres, of whatever kind, in which
they are " authorities " : and that upon a perfectly

sound principle

—

cuique in sua arte credendum.

In all spheres of human interest this is the principle

upon which men act. Artistic appreciation is trained

and developed not by indulging immature and Philistine

preferences, hut by sitting at the feet of recognized

f%^x< '^j^sasn^^mai&mmm
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masters and asking not whetner, but why, they are

good. A youth desirous of becoming a doctor studies

medicine under skilled guidance, and does not dream,

so long as he retains the consciousness ot being a

beginner, of questioning the diagnosis of an experienced

physician. In like manner if we would become good

(so Aristotle teaches in the Ethics) we must begm by

doing good actions suggested to us by " the legislator," •

even though our actions be not, properly speaking,

virtuous, until rationalized by that insight into the

principle underlying them which only subsequent

reflection can give. Is it so very paradoxical a conten-

tion that in matters of religion we must go to school

with the saints, that in the religious as in other spheres

there are experts, who as such are entitled to speak

with authority ?
^

Thus far upon grountis of mere reason most persons

would in the abstract be prepared to go ;
for it is but

applying in a particular relation a principle of universal

acceptance. The case is complicated, however, when

we proceed to apply the principle concretely in the

sphere of religion, by the considerations hinted at above.

The notions of authority and inspiration have reacted

inextricably upon each other • they can hardly in their

relation to' Christianity be studied apart : and bo^h have

been injuriously affected by that spirit of legalism,

begotten ultimately of the Roman imperial system, from

the cramping tyranny of which in one form or another

the whole of Christendom still suffers.

Authority in religion, for all believers in the

guidance of the promised Spirit, becomes the witness

not simply of the expert but of the inspired expert ;
and

there has been a persistent tendency both to take the

inspiration of religious " authorities " for granted, and

also to assume that the effect of inspiration is such as to

render their witness infallible. The nature of ii'spiration

is discussed elsewhere in the present volume." Here it

1 Cf. Essay II. pp. 61-63. ' '^'"> "• I'?" 5^"57-

!l
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may be sufficient to remark that \vc have no more
reason, a pnsri, to look tor infaliibilitv in the sphere of
intellect, as the result of that operation of the Divine
Spirit which u'e call inspiration, than we have to look

• for impeccability in the sphere of conduct, as the result
of that parallel operation of the same Spirit which we
call grace. In practice, as a matter of fact, we find
neither the oiu- nor the other : the Church, the school
of saints, IS yet the home of sinners : the Church, the
pillar and irround of the truth, has vet been endciwed
with no miraculous exemption tVom ' liability to human
error. Nevertheless, just as we may believe, in spite of
immoral popes and worldly bishops, nay, in spite of the
sins which form the matter of our own daily confessions
that the heart of the Church has beaten true upon the
whole, and still beats true, to the moral ideals of her
Divine Master

; so we may believe, in spite of Robb.T
Councils and Erastian Confessions, and the chaos of
sects and parties in modern Christendom, that the
Church has been, and is being, guided into an ever-
deepening apprehension of divine truth. A morally
stainless Church, it may be, would grasp intuitively the
whole truth of God without admixture of error or taint
of inadequacy

; though here, again, we may well refrain
from anv too confident assertion, as we remember that
even He, Who though not formally impeccable » (for
He suffered being tempted), was yet actually sinless,
nevertheless was in nowise exempted from 'such in-
tellectual limitations, or even (within the spheres of
science and history) from such erroneous conceptions of
tact, as were inseparable from the use of the mental
categories ot the age and gener ition among whom He
came.

Considerations such as these, however, if they were
ever in any form entertained in the Church (which may

' It nj- ,, • that ui.r I.. Ill V,;-

the moral struggle in \'i <. and t!

vit il to the truth ot the Incjrr.atlo.,

t ST. but tliat He -ic^uid n t. The realii c'
• c: >,t His actuil •iinlts.-ncss are Lotli equa.K
C' Es6a\ V. |.. z^V,,
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well !)-• doubted), dropped early out or sight. The notion

of inspiration was taken over by the New Isr.iel troni the

Old uncriticized and at its crudest, pretty much in the

form which it had assumed in late Jewish speculation.

Ar.y utterance, of course, which is taken as inspired is

as such in some sense the voice of God : the true

prophet speaks with a certain measure of divine authority.

Moreover, inasmuch as the ultimate truth of things ii

the truth as God sees it, the " authority " of God would

be absolute, could it oe adequately ascertained. Inspira-

tion having been for the most part taken as plenary, ^

and no degrees being recognized, it was all too readily

assumed that the divine authority in this absolute sense

belonged to the prophetic witness, whether as manifested

by individuals or by the Church corporately in her

prophetical office. Already in the Didache we find it

!aid down that when once the Christian prophet has

successfully surmounted certain tests of his genuineness

and been recognized as inspired not of Si.tan but of Goci,

to question henceforward his lightest word amounts to

that sin against the Holy Ghost which has never forgive-

n ^<^s :
" A prophet that speaketh in the Spirit ye shall

neither test nor discriminate : all sin shall be forgiven,

but this sin shall not be forgiven." ' Already, in other

words, the intrinsic appeal of prophetic inspiration to

the light that is in man, to the eye which, if it be not

deliberately darkened, must recognize the truth, is in

process of being externalized into the dogma of a

mechanical infallibilitv which st;!nds superior to reason

and must be accepted without criticism at its ov.n

valuation.

The process, however, which we here dete:t in its

beginnings, received an early check in its developmetit.

arising from the practical difficulty of a conflict ot

authorities. Prophets with equal claim to the divine

yixo uua,-ria diptt)r!Jt7-oi, airr] Ot ''; il^l.a.^Jr. : oCk d<;'ft?'-j«rai fii^j.'^t i'.. , The
date -i ir.r DiJdche is disputed, but most criiici assign it to about :oo a.d. The
authorship is unkr.ovvn.

2 B
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afflatus were discovered to be contradic-ing flatly each

other's message. It was necessary in these circumstances

to set up a criterion of inspiration in the shape of an

appeal to tradition. The depositaries of tradition were

inevitably the bishops, and more especially the bishops

of those sees which claimed to be of apostolic foundation.

It is probable that this, rather than the doctrine of

order, was the original significance of the emphasis

which so t.rly as Irenaeus' we find laid upon the

apostolic succession of the bishops. As original prophecy

declined and was discredited, n. i fell back more and

more upon the authority of settled Church order and

the norm of the common life in faith and practice.

No doubt, as the canon of the New Testament gradually

took shape side by side with that of the Old, the ultimate

appeal in matters of doctrine tended to be to Scripture,

o , more strictly, to Scripture as interpreted by apostolic

tradition ; but of this tradition the bishops continued to

be the natural depositaries and custodians. The bishop,

it came to be held, possessed as such a spiritual gift or

'charism" of truth ;' if in spite of this his teaching

was questioned, the appeal lay to the synod ot his brother-

bishops—ultimately, in later times, to an ecumenical

council of the bishops. These questionings and develop-

ments in any case affected not so much the general

conception of authority and inspiration in the Church as

the problem of its rightful seat. That an inspired

authority existed no one doubted ; nor was it doubted

but that inspired authority was tantamount to infallibility.

The increasing concentration of the authority and

witness of the Church in official—that is to say, in

episcopal—hands must undoubtedly be regarded as due,

at least in part, to the influence of the legalist temper,

increasingly operative as the Church at once conquered,

and was conquered by, the Kmpire. The tendency to

claim for the hierarchy the exclusive custody of revealed

* lfei,.i us wrote probably about iSc h.d.

- Cf. Iren. aji\ Hjir, in. iii. i.

^4&^k
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tiulli, and a plenary inspiration for the determination ot

disputed points of doctrine and practice, grew with the

grcivth of their administrative authcjrity. Already by

the time of Cyprian* the belief existed, if not in an

infallible Pope, at least in something like a colkctively-

infaliihlc episcopate. The right to speak with authority

in spiritual things v as conceived as vested no longer in

the saints, or corporately in the Church considered as

the school of saints, but in the Church's administrative

organs acting in virtue of their apostolic commission ;

and hence the rise of an ecclesiastical authority more and

more despotic in its form, conceived more and more not

as representing and voicing, but as dictating, the con-

victions of the spirit-bearing community ; as not merely

speaking the truth in all things, but as mechanically

infallible in its utterances, the truth of which was

supposed to be externally guaranteed by the mere fact

that they had been dogmatically imposed. The process

finds its logical culmination in modern Romanism of the

ultramontane type, and may be said to have reached its

historical climax in 1870 with the decree of Papal

infallibility.* It is not extravagant to suggest that this

represents a one-sided development of the idea of

authority, which however explicable historically is none

the less disastrous in its outcome.

Equally one-sided, however, and as we are constrained

to think, equally disastrous, is the logical issue of that

repudiation of the idea of authority in religion which is

the characteristic aberration of Protestantism. There

is a sense, indeed, in which "-he so-called orthodox

Protestantism, which for three hundred years dominated

Northern Europe and in which our fathers for the most

part believed, was not Protestantism at all, but only

mutilated Catholicism. Its intellectual basis, that is to

say, was equally authoritarian with that ot Kome, from

* Martyred a.d. 258.
' It is perhajij fair to oV-scrvt that in the numerous .,,i,iiityinj; c-u^fi unrrtrd in

this lifcriT the influence t-ust be triced of 1 moderate party within the I'apal Curia

itself which ^vi" orposc! to th^ mor^ extretr'* claims of I 'Uramnntamsm

I!
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which it differed merely in the substitution of the in-

fallible Book for the infallible Church : a substitution

which in itself was by no means an improvement.

Such, it is only fair to say, had not been the position

of the original Reformers. Luther, for instance, found

the seat of authority not in the letter of the Bible, but

in the self-authenticating witness of the Spirit of God
speaking through its pages and disc-Tned by the spiritual

man ; he proceeded upon this basis to exalt such of the

Biblical books as particularly appealed to him and to de-

preciate others. Such a conception of religious authority,

however, was too subtle for popular theology, and

was, moreover, defenceless against the perils of an

arbitrary subjectivism such as Luthei sown. Historical

Protestantism as a whole lost sight of it and fell back

upon infallibility and verbal inspiration. In so doing it

was, however, as above hinted, untrue to itself ; and the

shattering to pieces by the criticism . f the last century

of this particular mode of conceiving the ground of

Christian faith is but the working out after three hundred

years of that principle of religious individualism which

was a lar^e part of the inner significance of Protestantism

from the first.

Roth infallibilities, we may say, are to-day discarded :

the infallible Book has gone the way of the infallible

Church. It is not surprising that under these circum-

stances there should be in some circles a reversion to

the position of Luther. The claim to be in the true

Lutheran succession and the only logical Protestants

is made for themselves in Germany by that school

deriving ultimately from Ritschl, of which the most

notable living exponent is Professor Herrmann of

Marburg, whose book, The Communion of the Christiiin

with God, is readily accessible in an English translation.^

Space forbids discussion of it in detail : it must suffice

' Crown Theological Library, vol. xv. (Williams and Norgatf, 1906). The
late Auguste Sabatier, in his Relii^iori of Authority and the Religion ;/ fhe Sfnit^

Bets turth ^ view wiiich ia substantially identicnl with tint o(" Professor Hi'rrni.inM
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to say, somewhat dogmatically, that while it contains

positive teaching of very great value, the general view

of religion which it is designed to expound appears

to be lacking in objectivity, and is in any case too

difficult a doctrine to be made intelligible to the plain

man. Such, conceivably, might be the religion of

univcrsitv professors; such, assuredly, could never

be the faith of the millions ; and its patent inadequacy

in the latter r61e might even suggest a doubt whether,

in the last analysis, its spiritual atmosphere might

not turn out to be too rarefied even for the soul of a

professor.

What is needed is rather a restatement of the

principle of authority which shall avoid either con-

fusing it with infallibility or legalizing it as despotism.
'

Our suggestion in this essay is that such a restatement

may profitably find its starting-point in a return to some-

thing nearer akin to the classical meaning of the word
" auctoritas." When St. xVugustine writes " evangelio

non cred'^rem, nisi me catholicae ecclesiae commoveret

auctoritas," is not his meaning much more nearly

represented by some such rendering as " corporate

witness," ' or even " inspired witness " of the Catholic

Church, than by the paraphrase " infallible voice "
?

Meanwhile not a little may be learnt from a con-

sideration of the course of actual religious psychology

in the normal individual life. Authority (in the sense

of " auctoritas ") is the form through which all truth,

and a fortiori all religious truth, reaches us in childhood.
'

We accept implicitly what we are told by parents,

pastors, and masters, as being the teaching of
" authorities " who would not willingly deceive us, and

of whose competence to speak we have no doubt. Our
teachers represent to us, however informally, the

authority of the Church Catholic in her teaching office :

we accept their utterances, as a general rule, in un-

questioning faith and docility. In this, as a matter

' Cf. li"' t'amous snving, " • -cunH iudicat orbis tciranim " (Aug. Aiiv. Puihar.um).

!
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of fact, we are but following the law of all life. Every

living organism is born into a specific environment and

inherits a specific tradition, which it disregards only at

its peril. For a child to manifest a precocious mdepend-

ence by refusing to avail himself of the knowledge and

experience of older people, as a protest against the

authoritative form in which alone he is as yet capable of

receiving it, would be generally recognized as a piece

of culpable folly. "A fool despiseth his fathers

instruction ; but he that regardeth reproof is prudent."

If we describe the status in question as that of tutelage,

we are constrained to admit that tutelage has its right-

ful and inevitable place, at least as a stage proper to

childhood, in the development of all our lives.

But we must go a step farther. If we are to be

true to the facts of experience we must recognize that

the status of tutelage (we may, if we liice, paraphrase

it as "bondage to authority") is one w lich even m
adult life is never transcended by the mass of mankind.

Academic theology is always being tempted to overlook

the obvious fact that only a minority of Christians can

ever be fitted by opportunity, training, and habit of

mind to work out an individual reconstruction of the

traditional theology which forms the intellectual vehicle

of their spiritual life. The average man, if he^ is

religious at all, accepts his religion " on authority
'

—
whether the authority in question happens to be that

of the parish priest, the nonconformist preacher, or

the "naked Bible "—as inevitably as he imbibes hts

political views from the leading articles of his favourite

newspaper. It is of the last importance, in view of

these facts, to recognize that tutelage, though repre-

senting a lower intellectual level than that of "thinking

for oneself," by no means necessarily involves a lower

level of religious life. A man's creed— /.^. the

intellectual expression of his faith—is but a single

element (though admittedly an element of regulative

importance) in the rounded whole of his religion ;
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and the religious value of this element is in any case

largely independent of the particular form of mental

process by which it was attained. It is as much the

exaceeration of Protestantism (or, more proper.y

sneaking, of intellectiialism in religion) to despise the

faith of " babes in Christ " and to aim at makmg every

charcoal-burner a theologian, as it is the error ot

Romanism to aim at making tutelage umversal, to

treat the charcoal-burner as the type of all.

Nevertheless, normally all educated persons ought

in their measure—in religious as in secular matters—

to emancipate themselves from tutelage part passu

with advancing knowledge and experience, masmuch

as growth ought to be harmonious upon all sides o

a man's nature, and the attempt to combine intellectual

maturity in all other relations of lite with a theology
.

stereotyped in childhood is only too apt to lead to

shipwreck as touching the faith. To criticize becomes

in such circumstances at orce a right and a duty. A

sta^e is reached in the inner life of the spirit at which

the'' individual claims, and is bound in the name of

intellectual honesty to claim, the right to question

and, if need be, to deny, the validity of inherited and

traditional dogma. It is this which is the underlymg

truth represented by the much-abused Protestant prin-

ciple of the right of private judgment—which should

perhaps be more accurately described as the private

richt of judgment. We may designate this claim " the

abstract freedom of denial." It is the phase or moment

of scepticism, and stands for the assertion of the indi-

vidual self-consciousness over against the social whole.

The legitimate assertion, however, ot such an

1 The implied .!ichot<m>v of mankin.l as nil' ' "educate.!" or " unci icated
"

.. of cour'.'adop.ed n,crely for clearne,..of expositu.n and ,, - "o -n- m,

to ,u,t.'n the notion of .,n «clu,ive aristocracy ot '^''''''' "T'l^^"^"^l
circle' tut, la.e con>rul=or,ly reign, and on,mal thmk.ng torbu den U

,^

p„„ible to combine the .l.-ire tlat all the Lord, P-'F''' ^';'"::. ^''^
j^ I ,,",[,,

^he adn.is.lon that not all. .n .ff.-ct, are «uch. so „ .t po
.
K t° '""-^ ^ '

Piou, wish that all sl-.ould be capable ot g.vmg a reason for the hope that

them with the recognition of th. tail* i-et fotin .u.r,.
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abstract freedom to deny need not necessarily involve

actual concrete denials, and ideally it should not do so,

except in cases where the previous dogmatic teaching

has been faulty or untrue. In any case the stage in

question ought not to be n le than a temporary phase

mediating the transition from the simple faith of child-

hood to the mature convictions of manhood, thought

out and justified at the bar of reason, and knit into the

texture of a living and growing spiritual experience.

We may name this final stage " the concrete freedom of

voluntary assent." It is of the nature of a return to the

faith of childhood, the same in substance but trans-

formed. The content of belief at this stage is in no

necessary antithesis to the teachings of authority, but

it is no longer " upon authority " that it is believed.

Whereas formerly a creed was held true because

authority imposed it, it is now increasingly perceived

that *' authority" imposed it only because (as experience

and reason combine to assure us) it was and is true.

" Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free." So, too, the claim of the individual to

religious self-realization is found to be in no necessary

antithesis to the claims of the Church upon individual

loyalty, because it is discovered to be only in and

through the Church that the individual is capable of

religious self-realization. ("Ai/^nwTro? (pvaei ttoXitikov

^wov—" it is not good for man to be alot ;.")

That the foregoing sketch represent not unfairly

the intellectual development of the av. -age educated

Christian in its broad outlines will hard 7, I think, be

denied ; though, of course, in concrete cases the stages

may be less clearly defined. The final stage, in particular,

is never, strictly speaking, complete ; for as experience

continually broadens and deepens, so ought the intel-

lectual aspects of the faith to be grasped with an ever

surer insight and the theological synthesis to be glowing
in adequacy, even to the end.

This, however, is a process which may safely be
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left to take care of itself. It is in the critical inter-

mediate phase, the stage of transition from tutelage

through abstract to concrete freedom, or as Carlyle

would say from the "Everlasting No" to the "Ever-

lasting Yea," that the problem becomes one of practical

urTency. No one can have any experience, however

slicrht, of educational work from the religious standpoint,

whether among undergraduates or pul)lic school boys,

without becoming thoroughly familiar M\ith the pheno-

menon of intellectual " unsettlement " resulting from a

species of spiritual growing-pains. In such cases little

can be done beyond urging the importance of preserv-

ing even in scepticism the religious temper, the spirit of

reverence, and something of the humility of the child.

But as regards the outcome of the struggle (for a

struggle it usually is) not a little may turn upon the

attitude taken up in relation to authority.

The individual, indeed, must in such cases in honesty

justify his faith at the bar of reason : the vocation to

do so is the meaning of the trial. But the judge,

nevertheless, is not to be confused with the evi^ience ;

and individual experience by itself may well prove too

narrow a basis of evidence to work upon. The true

Christian apologetic, after all, is to be found in the lives

of the saints ; if, looking upon these, we are to

pronounce them grounded in the last analysis upon

illusion, we may reasonably ask what in human

experience is to be pronounced trustworthy. " I had

almost said even as thev, but lo I then should I have

condemned the generation of Thy children." It is a

sobering reflection, and one which may reasonably lead

to the recognition that, after all. authority and tradi-

tion prima facie hold the field, in rel-gious as in

other matters. The corporate witness of the Church

frc.'.'.rded as the summed experience ot the sair'ts)

cor titutes a wei2;hty "' auctoritas " which is at ie.ist

a provisional iustification of the venture r)^ faith : an

" auctorita<5 " f'mm which it ib not the part of wisdom

i
gnnng
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lin-htly to depart. Criticism of tradition there must

indeed certainly be ; but it should be criticism from

within and not from without, and inherited orthodoxy

should serve at least as a guiding-line, a preliminary

orientation of the mind as it embarks upon its voyage ot

individual discovery and construction. Broadly speak-

\n<r, it may be taken as an axiom that the community is

wiser than the individual, and that authority attaches to

the corporate witness and the common mind of the

spirit-bearing Church as against individual aberrations.*

It should be the individual's aim (under the guidance

of the Holy Spirit of truth), both during the transition

period and subsequently, to appropriate and make his

own, in so far as he may, the whole complex fact of the

Christian life as historically manifested in the experience

of the Church—the living concrete whole of which the

formal pronouncements of official " authority " (creeds,

and conciliar decisions, and judgments as to the

inspiration of Scripture) are the intellectual symbols ;

not necessarily concluding that such elements as he has

already been able personally to assimilate and justify

represent all that is of truth and value, and that the rest

is husk and dross. Religious teachers are, as a rule,

right in what they affirm, wrong in what they deny :

inasmuch as systems are partial, and no one ot the

convictions in the strength of which men live but has

something of essential truth behind it.

Throughout the constructive part of this essay

authority has been understood in the sense of the

witness of the saints, individually and corporately, to

the validity of the spiritual experience upon which their

lives are based. The question may reasonably be

asked how much, strictly speaking, this witness covers.

Admitting, that is to say, the legitimacy of the appeal

to authority so interpreted, how far do we stand com-

mitted to the t/ieolog)' of the saints— to the intellectual

concepts and thought -forms by which they have

V!:. l;p. ICI !--3.
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interpreted their experience—or to what extent is it

true to say that the aegis of this authority of theirs

covers only the moral and religious values which their

lives exemplify ? We are here entering upon admittedly

difficult ground. Primarily, no doubt, the experience

of the saints is te-^timony rather to the essential validity

of a certain wav of life than to any particular mode of

formulating or attempting to formulate its intellectual

implications. Nevertheless, the modern tendency to

distinguish sharply between fact and interpretation,

theology and religious experience, may easily be carried

too far. In the concrete the two are often hardly

separable. Doubtless we are not committed in detail to

the systematized theologies of the past, or absolved

from the obligation of formulating our own by our

conviction that" behind them was a solid basis of reality.

Doubtless, too, the notion of authority has often been

stretched unjustiiiably, and made to cover intellectual

deductions and historical judgments for which, as we

now perceive, religious experience afforded no warrant.

But it by no means follows from these admissions that

the hypothesis of the validity of the Church's spiritual

experience will not be found to involve dogmatic

implications as to the nature of the universe or of God,

or even to carry with it certain judgments of tact in

matters of history.' It is difficult, for instance, to see

how the spiritual and moral values of the Christian lite

could be regarded as independent of the existence of God,

of freedonCand of immortality ; or, again, of the historical

existence of our Lord, the fact of Hi> resurrection, or

the truth of I lis divinity ; and, speaking generally, it

may be said th;it in each of the dogmatic statements ot

> "Alth' igh it may be r.ghtiy .aid that btat-t in particular hi<torical fact, is

m rJh in.lirterent, this i« not th<- lame thing as to say that M Rf. :£::, when it ha.

cmie'to reflect upon itselt. its hiitoricnl circumstance. mi;h: just as well be other

,hm they are. I., the simpiost lan.-u.ge usea by religion it=cir, tr.e way in w^uch

"God ha. chosen to manifct Him-eif must be the best; m .-...re phi.csophical

phraseol-^tv. we shall not in the last resort be content to ascnk- to the univ^ersal a

comrlete'inoifferenceto the particulars in ano througli which .ilone it has its being

;C. C. I. Weblj. Ptct.'cmi •: !ki R,:jli:r$ if GlJ jnJ Mu . p. icT.

1
1
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the historic creeds we are to sec the intellectual reflex of
an experienced fact, which we are at liberty to express

(if we can !) in other terms, but to whose validity we
must in any case do justice.

Christian theology may perhaps be defined as the

process of drawing out and formulating in intellectual

terms the inferences, historical and metaphysical, which
are legitimately involved in the present and past

experience of spiritual persons ; and more especially, no
doubt, in the experiences—"classical and normative" for

Christianity—of the apostolic age. Forms and habits of
thought change from age to age, and thus in a limited

sense new theologies are required ; but unless we are to

suppose the Christian thinkers of the past to have done
their work wholly amiss, we ought not to expect to find

the new theologies turning out to be radically at variance

with the old. Human nature, after all, varies but little

from age to age, and " Jesus Christ is the same yester-

day, to-day, and for ever."

Summing up, we may lay it down as the function of
authority in religion neither to compel assent nor to
override reason, but to testify to spiritual experience.

Its province is not to define truth for the intellect, but
to guide souls into the way of peace. Nevertheless it

is bound to assert that that which has been discovered
has also been revealed : that the way of life and peace
is equally the way of truth ; and of the underlying truth
of every dogma, whether ecclesiastical or biblical, it

should be the aim of each of us to take account.

Towards the Church with her wider life and her age-
long experience the individual must ever stand related

as a disciple towards his teacher, and he who would
teach a new truth or reject an old (and to do so is a

vocation to which in every generation some men are

called) must both expect to meet in practice with the
persecutions by which true prophets are assailed, and
must also face the prima facie likelihcjod that his own
prophecy muv turn out false.
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II. AUTHORITV AND ChURCH OrDER

Qui maior est in vobis, fiat sicut minor, et qui praecessor est, sicut

ministrator
Evang. Sec. Luc. xxii. 26.

Prophet or priest—which .' Is it by virtue of a

delegated commission to act for the Church, or by

virtue of a prophetic vocation to speak for God, that

a man becomes a minister of Christ ? It from the

problem of Authority and Truth we pass to that of

Authority and Church Order, from a consideration of

the corporate " auctoritas " of the Christian Society as

bearing witness to spiritual values, to th-it of the nature

and sanction of executive and administrative authority

within the Christian Body itself, we find ourselves

confronted, upon the very threshold of our inquiry,

by a radical divergence of view as to the very nature

of that Christian ministry which forms the subject of

discussion. "By what authority doest thou these

things, and who gave thee this authority .-*" The

question asked of the Master is the question still, and

men debate the old antithesis
— " From heaven, or

of men ': "—in many cases without having considered

whether it may not, after all, he a false one, and whether

the true answer should not be " From both."

It is well to begin by a definition of terms. By

"prophet," accordingly, shall be meant, for the pur-

poses of the present discussion, a mun called and

empo'-joered of God to preach the Gospe! ; by " priest
"

a man nnnisterially commissioned and authorized by the

Church to act for certain purposes as the organ of her

corporate life. It will be obvious at the outset, that

amid all the diversities of doctrine and practice with

regard to the ministry which characterize existing

Christendom we may distinguish two broadly-contrasted

types—we mav call them "Protestant " and " Catholic
"

respectively— of which the one tends to regard the

'1

I 'I
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ministry as primarily prophetic, the other as primarily

sacerdotal. Doubtless in practice this antithesis is nevei

quite absolute : that is to say, the " prophet " or pastor

is commonlv " set apart " by some form of" ordination,"

while in the candidate for priesthood evidence of voca-

tion is required. Nevertheless, it is from a divergence

of respective emphasis upon the prophetic and the

priestly elements in the ministry that whatever is

distinctive in the two great historic Christian positions

proceeds. Upon the one hand wc have the ministry

of Sacraments subordinated to that of the Word ; a

tendency to depreciate "forms and ceremonies "; and

the interpretation of ordination not primarily as the

bestowal of an endowment or commission, but as the

" recognition " of a gift already bestowed from on high.

On the other we have the ministry of Sacraments given

the primary place ; stress laid upon institutions as the

media of the Spirit's operation ; the conception of

ordination, not as the recognition, but as the bestowal

of an office, and therewith of the " charisma " or gift

of grace needed to sustain it ; and the strict requirement

that men shall not take upon themselves the discharge

of functions in the Church to which they have not been

formally commissioned.

It will be necessary later on to develop this anti-

thesis at somewhat greater length ; but before doing so

it may be well to point out that if discussions upon

the subject of the Christian ministry have hitiierto

resulted in little that is determinative, the reason is to

be found in a failure to recognize the real point at

issue. Essentially, as we have said, what really rnderiies

the dispute is a radical divergence in the conception of

the ministry itself; but in a majority of controversial

discussions of it, the case has been represented as

depending on the alleged form assumed by the ministry

m the first age of the Church. Writers upon the one

side have sought to show that the continuous succession

of the bishops from the original Apostles is in the

vi »iv ....M*
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strictest sense a literal historical fact : to demuiistratc,

either that the threefold ministry u\ something like its

present form goes back to the beginning, or (at the

least) that there has from the beginning existed in

the Church an ordained hierarchy commissioned by

recocrnized ecclesiastical superiors in rca;ular succession,,

andW from the beginning no " valid " ministry, at

least of Sacraments, could be exercised in the Church

except by ministers so ordained and commissioned.

Writers who represent the opposite standpoint have

soufrht to disprove this assertion on historical grounds,

and°to account for the existing evidence upon some

alternative hypothesis.

Now, it may fairly be said, with regard to this whole

method 'of approaching the subject, that the resultant

position is one of stale-mate. In its strictest and most

traditional form the theory of an original Apostolic

succession has perhaps broken down ; but the liberalized

restatement of it, which is to be foun he writings

of Duchesne and Batiffol abroad and the esent Bishop

of Oxford at home,' is at least a tenable mterpretation

of the evidence as viewed in the light ot certain ante-

cedent presuppositions. It is not, however, hkely, in

the nature of the case, to carry conviction to those who

do not approach the evidence with the presuppositions

in question ; for though a view with which the facts

are compatible, it is not one which they necessitate.

The same, mutaiis mutandis, mav be said ot the goodly

variety of competing theories which divide with those

of Bishop Gore and Catholic investigators abroad the

1 Ducl.esnt-, W,rJre .-In.itnrr de PFcase and Or,>m„ Ju Cuitt Chitkn ;
Batiftol.

i:FtJ,M Ni.uante ; Gnrc, '/><• ChurU ayj tht Mimury and OrJaia-J I7':!n: Svc

.,hA\.imihon. Tie Pcctlc c/GoJ.m\.'u.
, „ , u u- .

2 The point of controversial weakness m B.shop Gore s treatment oi the subject

i. the D...ition assimeJ to the itiner.ting " propliets an 1 teachers who appear m

the P:.hche as taking prece<lence, at the celebration ot the Eucharist over the local

•bishops and deacons.- The Bishop apparently hientihes them «ath the

"apctoHci viri" of Tertullian (Pert. De rracur. Haerir. ixx.i.) and describes their

office as " oua.i- Apostolic
" It is not made clear, however, ,n « hat way these men

received their authorllv, or upon what groan., of prmciple they are lo be dirteren-

tiatcd, for example, fr an the Irvingite " Ajostles " ot m aern times.

^ll^<}l''^^r. .-ta*'.'^--. H :^:
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world of scholarly opinion on this subject. All arc-

more or less legitimate interpretations of the evidence :

no one is certainly demonstrable : and none is likely,

so far as can be seen, to win its way to universal

acceptance. It follows that the attempt to reach

precise agreement upon grounds of history alone is a

fundamentally mistaken one, and that the problem must

really be decided, as we have already hinted, in a quite

different inhere.'

i his apparently unsatisfactory conclusion may serve

in passing to illustrate the nature of historical evidence

in general. There is always in its interpretation a

certain margin of ambiguity. It is no doubt perfect.

y

true that " the facts happened in one way, and in one

way only"; but when to this remark is added the

dictum that " History is a science, no more and no

less," it becomes important to enter a caveat as to the

sense in which this holds good. History is indeed a

science in the sense that it employs scientific methods

of criticism and research, and has by so doing in our

own day won many notable triumphs and gamed in

some cases assured results. It is again scientnic in

having as its aim the recovery of objective truth

undistoited by prejudice. But inasmuch as "history

never repeats itself," historical conclusions, unlike those

of the physical sciences, are unverifiable. They can

never be subjected to the test of experiment, and

consequently they can never be "proved." They

represent the individual historian's guess at truth—

a guess made, of course, only after weighin?i and

estimating, the evidence by the best methods available ;

but still "at best the intuition of an individual, and as

such impatient of objective tests ; a probable Judgment

not a "scien ic" certainty. What we have ventured

to call the margin of ambiguity can never, therefore,

be entirely eliminated ; and this margin is necessarily

> A brief indication of the writer's pt-r.onil aitituoc ui-n t!.e historical incstioD
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at its maximum where, as in the case under discussion,

the available evidence is fragmentary and disputable.

There is another and an even more fundamental

objection to the determination of this question upon

grounds of history, and it is this. A close critical

examination of the New Testament documents is

making it more and more difficult to conceive of the

Master as having definitely and explicitly legislated,

upon this or any other matter, with regard to His

future Church. If the view of His self-consciousness

as Messiah, advocated elsewhere in the present volume,'

is at all well grounded, He must be regarded rather

as Prophet than as Legislator ; and it is at least

probable that His vision of the future (like that of the

prophe's generally) was preoccupied, to the exclusion

of otn.. .onsidera'tions, by the single dominant thought

of the manifestation of the Kingdom in ultiniate

triumph, conceived as a thing ever upon the immediate

verge of accomplishment. It is doubtful, to say the

least, whether anything resembling the long course of

Christian history which has actually supervened was

explicitly contemplated by our Lord under the conditions

of His earthly life. If therefore we are debarred from

considering the form of the ministry 's constituted

and determined for all time by actual legislation pro-

ceeding from our Lord's own lips,'' its authority must

on any view be regarded as mediated through the

Church, by which under the guidance of the promised

Spirit it was evolved. To those who are interested in

controversies of Church Order primarily as they bear

upon the practical problem of Reunion, this is a con-

sideration of capital importance. For what the Church

has determined the Church might conceivably alter.

There is no longer any rigid necessity, at any rate in

theory, for the future to be determined bv the past.

'•

St;- Essay III.

2 Th; suggestion thjt Hominica; Iriji'lati.;!!, ol which no record ha< •;rvivf:. ir.-.y

ivt talc.-n place upon this suk-ifct curing the " forty days" of Acts i. 3 can h-.ri.!y
ha

be taken seriously.

2 C

nii
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Strict Catholicism regards it, indeed, as beyond the

competence of a section of Christendom to vary m

this respect from the institutions of Christendom as a

whole; but that Christendom as a whole, supposing

the Church to be reunited and agreed upon the point

would be theoretically competent to vary the form ot

the ministry, the strictest Catholicism might allow. It

follows, therefore, inasmuch as the ideal of a reunited

Christendom involves and postulates ultiniatdy some

corporate action of Christendom as a whole, that any

requirement of a particular form of Church Order as

a term of eventual reunion must be justified upon its

intrinsic merits, and not based merely upon antiquarian

precedents.

It is to be remembered, moreover, that the argument

from history can by no means be regarded as making

wholly for one side. The first few Christian generations

may be capable of ambiguous interpretation, the un-

broken reign of episcopal institutioiiS may be undisputed

from the third century to the sixteenth, but the non-

epiicopal communions which date from the ReformaMon

can now point to some three hundred years cf vigorous,

spiritual life and Christian experience, and may claim,

not without reason, to be regarded as something more

than a temporary ancimaly. No one of the existing

Christian communions, in view of the past, is in a

position to throw stones at its brethren; and it is

unreasonable to expect either the disappearance ot

Protestantisn-, or the unconditional repudiation by

Protestants of the significance of their spiritual history.

The ministries of the various Protestant denominations

may quite legitimately point to the witness of the souls

they shepherd, and with St. Paul exclaim, "The seal

of our apostleship are ye in the Lord "
;
and \t wert

well if the further bandying of epithets like " vahd

and " invalid
" could be abandoned by consent, as the

c^amnosa heredttas of an age '.f legal metaphors and

embittered controversy.
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Recurring therefore, in the confidence that our

starting-point is the right one, to the point from

which we digressed, we proceed to draw out in detail

the principles which underlie severally the diverse

conceptions of the ministry which characterize the two

great schools of Christian tradition : a clear grasp of

the antithesis between them, and of the truths for

which they respectively stand, is an essential preliminary

to any future synthesis.

I. For Protestantism,^ then, the supreme and

determining principle, to which all else is subordinate,

is simply "the Gospel." By this term is meant, of

course, not any particular written or oral statement,

but the glad tidings of the love and grace of God,

as made known in the Christian revelation : tliat

evangelical mess ge of salvation and forgiveness which

the Apostles preached and the Church received. We
may perhaps in this connexion paraphrase the word as

"a revivifying message of Divine grace and power."

"Grace," writes Dr. Bartlet, "comes through the

Gospel as written in the Bible, preached in faith, and

visible in Christian lives, rather than through special

sacraments or orders." This notion of the Gospel or

Good News is, it is claimed, the centre of the New
Testament perspective and emphasis ; and that it

should be so is more than accidental, for Christianity

IS essentially the appeal of personality to personality,

and the Word as proclaimed by the preacher is

therefore its characteristic and normative expression.

" Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach the

Gospel." " It was God's good pleasure through the

foolishness of the proclamation to save them that

' In whit follows I am in li'litcil to nn notes of an opening jpccch contrbuteH

In a confiTincc on this subjcrt by my fritnd Dr. Vernon Bartlet, of MrinshelH

College, Oxiorii ; though Dr. Itjrtlet must not be held dinctly resp(.nsihle in details

for what is thus imlircctlv ascribed to liim. See, however, liis e«».iy, • The Protestant

Idea of Church and Ministry as rooted in Early Christianity," in the volume

entiled E--i\i<r^rlual Cr.r:itijnjty : iti Ui-'ory and H'tinta, fublishcJ under the

editorship of Dr. \V. B. Seibic, I'rincipal of Manslield.
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en

cucvt All the New Testament language, so it

ur^ed, is in terms of this type of piety, and the place

of Sa-raments is in such a setting subordmate. Baptism

and Eucharist are to be retained indeed, but it is in

the light of this conception of " the Gospel that they

are to be understood: they are seals, covenant rites,

•'verba visibilia";> they must be defined m terms of

personality and not of any lower category. " is ' by

the hearing of faith" rather than through Sacraments

that the Spirit is received; and not Sacramnits,

but Christians, are the true " extension of the Incarna-

tion
" In the last resort, therefore, it would - ^ei

be possible to dispense with Sacraments altogv.her

—the spiritual vitality of the Society of Friends is a

proof of this.
, ^, • •

In harmony with these ideas the Christian com-

munity is not to be sought primarily in any outward

and visible network of ecclesiastical organization, but

is a purely spiritual entity begotten of, and constituted

by "the Gospel," and the working of the Spirit ;«

human heartt. Where Christians are, there is the Spirit :

and where the Spirit is, there is the Church.

The genius of Christianity, therefore (so it is

claimed), inevitably makes the Word primary and the

Sacraments secondary and derivative ; and this emphasis

is preserved in the Church polity contemplated in the

Didache, according to which (see the note on p. 383)

the " prophets and teachers "—the supreme organs ot

the Word—take precedence over the local bishops and

deacons. Later on the emphasis gradually shifts as

Christianity develops upon Greek and Roman, that is,

upon foreign, soil : the ministry of the Word is thrust

into the background and the Sacraments usurp the

primary place. The grace of the Sacraments, moreover,

comes to be viewed undor quasi-physical, or at least

sub-personal, categories : the original personal emphasis

is lost. But the new emphasis must he judged by its

' The phrase is St. Ausuiti-ic's,
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conformity to the New Testament type, and not vice

versa. It is no true development, but an aberration of

the original Christian idea.

There can be no doubt that this position, as stated,

is a strong one ; and full justice must be done to it.

With the positive stress which it lays upon the Gospel

it is impossible not to be in warm sympathy ; and to

criticize the entire position in detail is not our present

purpose.

Nevertheless, from the "Catholic" standpoint it

inevitably appears somewhat one-sided : it has the look

of basing everything upon personal religious experi-

ence (the " mystical element ") to the virtual negation

of what is " institutional," if not also of what is

"intellectual."* This latter criticism must not be

misunderstood : it does not, of course, mean either that

the Protestant position cannot be int " ctually appreci-

ated or that it does not require . .)e intellectually

grasped : but there exists in modern Protestantism a

widespread tendency (traceable, no doubt, very largely

to the influence of Ritschl) to deny to the intellect the

rights which legitimately belong to it within the religious

sphere ; a tendency to deprecate " theology " and to

eschew " metaphysics " : a refusal to face the duty of

thinking out the implications of religious experience

and formulating them as positive dogmatic truths about

God, and Christ, and the world,—which in extreme

^ases comes near to reducing Christian'-y to a mere

inward glow or fervour of subjective
_
piety, not

consciously related to any definite belief whatever.*

No doubt in the past the intellectual element in religion

has from time to time been given an unbalanced pre-

dominance : that is to say, orthodoxy has been pre-

' The concpption of religion a* ,i synthesis of three " elements '—iT-.-ntutiDiial,

intellectual, and niystit.il— is especially ass..ci,itr,l with th;> mine of Karon von

Hiii;cl. See the In'fnluction to his great work, 7"*e Mmucj! H.-n:,r.: ;>: Rf.'.^.o'..

< Cf. the remarks upon Professor Herrmann's book m Part I. of thii etuv

H
"A
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ferred to charity. But this does not justify the modern

,• llZh reiects the dogmatic principk as such.

¥hrparadofoXLhlianism^, whlcf would eliminate

leLpVcrfrom religion is _the evil genius of con-

•'ThrrLrfXry^/'tuf modern Protestant position

fwhTch i fits mostVcal »nd consistent form involves

:e re ection, upon g-unds "f Princip e o s,„amen«

:fi7^^ '^^ ^'^
'°™\ht

S^drS^Sn^fjrel^rS^^

^^^ShS5S=
dispense

Xce^at s^X a co neither dogma upon

tt\^tZ "sSutlons upon the other canever

reallv be eliminated either m prmc.ple or m tact
,
tor

hey are the indisrensable vehicles of expression w>thou

uvi, fhpre ran be no corporate rehgion. The anti

t^^ Tno^uncomnlly ^''^^^-^^
and sDirit is therefore a false one ; the cr ticism 01

dogmS'c or institutional forms as m -hf"-'- j'^^
• •.„.) " "external" or "mechanical is beside tne

rr Beingfof ««h and blood can share no spintua

«per e"ce i-'mmon which Is not "«=™' ^
""^f

"1^

'

itt^^o"rlS:y»=-dtftf;
Sdh:ls^j;rrj^7«S
nerve-shock, whereof physical -nd. physiokjical science

have their several accounts to give. The true anti

Ss is therefore not between matter and spint, or

U ccrt.ninly cann.it be ci.argcd .i;-,"^^'
ho great ^h 'O^ o

^^^^^^ ^ ^^^

If, "they c'u,.,nate,i .io?->
-".-"['^X „"« f Ts onW ..eco.nry ,0 think of

v.,lue to orthodoxy. In ^'^f'"'""" °' '"
, . "rem of Protectant dogmatics, .ccufu-,

^''r'::'^'^^^::^^
::::'"ri^^r:a.o,ot., to th. occupic hy the
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between spirit and form, but between a spiritual and

an unspiritual use of the material vehicles of worship.

II. These principles, if conceded, form the bridge

which may serve to carry us over from the Protestant

to the Catholic doctrine of Sacraments. Certainly no

Catholic would be prepared to admit that in the

emphasis upon Sacraments which is characteristic of

Catholicism there is a lapse from personal to sub-

personal categories ; rather would he describe the

Sacraments, with the late Canon Bright, as " points of

personal contact with Jesus Christ."^ Moreover, in

the very challenge to the superficial reason which is

involved in the seeking of God, not vaguely in the

void, but here and now, in this definite way and through

these definite concrete means—a challenge of which he

is at least as conscious as his Protestant brother ; in the

appeal to a faith that can pierce the /eil of sense and

find in seeming " outward things " the medium of the

spirit's access to the Presence, and the vehicle of Divine

grace and power ; in these very stumbling-blocks of

the natural man he seems to himself to experience in

unique fashion the touch of God upon his soul.

Seiisus, visus, gustus in Te fallitur :

sed au litu solo tuto crcditur :

credo quicquid dixit Dei Filius :

nil hoc verbo Vcritatis verius.

In a sacramentalism so conceived is the true democracy

of the spirit, in which kneeling expectant at the altar-

rails prince and pauper together may become " as little

children."

Fortified by convictions and experiences such as

these, the Catholic is bold to identify himself, where

the Protestant hesitates, with the main stream of

Christian thought and devotion in the past ; and greets

his spiritual kin across the centuries or across the

1 Of. E«say VI. p. 323.

!
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ocean, wherever the Sacrament of the Body broken,

the Blood shed, is offered, received, and pleaded. Crude

ways of stating the Sacrifice and cruder theoriqp of the

Presence count for little as compared with the richness

of a common underlying experience which such

doctrines are struggling to interpret, and which the

negative cautions of Protestantism appear to Catholic

minds unduly to minimize. For there, somehow, in

the Eucharist—so in all ages Christian worshippers

have felt—heaven meets earth and earth heaven ; and

the Lord's Body discerned by faith, is That by which

man is made one with God and God with man. The

Sacrifice is one and eternal : the sacrifice of a perfected

obedience offered perpetually in heaven, where is the

true Altar, of which our earthly altars arc the types

and shadows : and from that heavenly Altar in Holy

Communion we are fed ; it is " in the heavenly sphere
"

that our worship is enacted.' The keynote of the

whole is in the Collect for Ascension Day :
" Grant,

we beseech Thee, Almighty God, that like as we do

believe Thy only-begotten Son our Lord Jesus Christ to

have ascended into the heavens ; so we may also in

heart and mind thither ascend, and with Him continually

dwell, Who liveth and reigneth with Thee and the

Holy Ghost, one God, world without end."

'

It is to a religious consciousness of the type which

finds the devotional traditions of Catholicism congenial,

that the requirement in the minister of the sanction of

an authoritative Church commission tends to present

itself as at least ex parte hominum essential. For if the

Eucharist is one, not many : if it is a question, not of

a plurality oi commemorations independent each of

each, but of an app'-oach through appointed media

to a single spiritual reality of tremendous significance

"within the Veil": if as the Eucharist is one, so also

the Church "o one, according to the thought of St.

Paul, "one Bread, one Body" : it follows that in each

' Cl. Essay IV. p. 196. » Cf. T-sjy VII. pp. 343-344.

-«kl«^<i
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particular eucharistic celebration not merely the " two

or three " gathered in bodily presence, but the whole

Church in earth and heaven is ideally implicated, and a

ministry representative in claim and commission of the

"whole state of Christ's Church" is by natural

consequence desiderated. To the question "Who is

sufficient for these things?" the answer is, that no

individual and no sectional community is sufficient :

that as the eternal Priest is Christ, and none may

derogate from His royal priesthood, so nothing short

of the whole Church as ecumenically manifested is the

adequate Vicar of Christ upon earth.' Only in a

united Church would there be possible a perfect

Sacrament ; and the goal of unity lies in the future,

not in the past. The " babes in Christ " have bickered

from the beginning with all the quarrelsomeness of

children, and the process of growing out of the

childishness of individualism and schism " mto the

corporate oneness of the full-grown Man " is still far

indeed from its accomplishment. Nevertheless the

episcopate, and the ministry episcopally commissioned,

represents in idea and principle an authority wider than

that of the merely local Church, an authority which in

claim and potency is that of the Church Universal.

Behind the stubborn insistence of Catholicism upon a

ministry commissioned in the historic succession lies

the instinct, deep if seldom "rticulate, that the minister of

Sacraments must exercise his function not in virtue of

any personal endowment or individual prophetic gitt

which he may possess, but as the " living instrument

"

{iix.-^vx<iv opyavov) of the Christian Body :
that in

every act of ministerial priesthood it is never the

minister as such, but the Church through the minister,

and Christ through the Church, Who baptizes, blesses,

absolves, offers or consecrates : it is required of such

ministers only " that a man be found faithful."

It is in a sense no small paradox that the point of

' The Vicar of Christ i« propfrly the Holy Spirit npfntivc in thr Church.

i
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view which in one way most nearly approaches that of

Catholicism, though in another it diverges from it most

widely, is that of Congregational Independency. Both

Tre at' one in conceivinf the Church as primarily a

mystical and religious entity eternal in ^he heavens, a

spiritual communion of the elect people of ^od which

is of a higher order than space and time ;
and both

agree in conceiving the assemblage of Christian peopk

for worship as a manifestation visibly upon earth ot

this invisible or ideal Church-«^i tres, ibt eccksia.

Their difference is, that whereas for Congregational^m

each or any " two or three," gathered in Chnst s name

is an independent and autonomous manifestation ot the

"Jerusalem that is above." Catholicism conceives that

not the local community in its independence but the

"whole congregation of Christian people d'^p^se^^

throughout the world "
is the manifestation ot Christ s

Body upon earth, and that the unity which already

invisibly and ideally subsists between Christ s members

ought to seek and at last to find for itself a visible

sacramental analogue in an outward umty of world-

wide organization%nd corporate hfe_" sacramental

Tn the sense that the external unity of Church Order is

at once the effective vehicle, and the "outward and

visible sign," of the unity already ideally subsisting

The historic ministry is valued, because in it th^pnncple

of such world-wide organization and authority, in

those who are the vehicles of the corporate life ot

Christ's Bodv (as mediated by the Sacraments which

they administer), finds proleptic if inadequate expression:

an expression whose completeness and adequacy would

postulate a perfect Church, united in
'^'Z^^'^^'^^l'^

in charity, and fulfilled, by th : ingathering of all men,

« unto the measure of the stature of the completion

of the Christ." ^ . , ^

What, then, in brief is the precise nature of the plea

which we would put forward on behalf of the historic

Episcopate ?
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(i.) The Episcopate represents and sacramentally

embodies the principle of continuity with the past. It

forms a concrete link between the Church of to-day

and the Church of mediaeval times and of primitive

Christendom. The pure Protestant, discarding such

links, may yet indeed claim spiritual kinship with true

Christians always and everywhere ; but in practice

inward and outward tend to react each upon the other.

It is difficult not to think that those Christian com-

munions which at the Reformation broke off from the

historic succession of the ministry ^ have suffered (with

whatever compensating advantages) an impoverishment

of Church-consciousness t.nd a weakening of the idea

of Churchmanship. " The Church " has tended to be

conceived as national or cectarian, rather than as ecu-

menical; the "Reformation" has been thought of, not

as a crisis or paroxysm in the continuous life of Christen-

dom, but as a fresh beginning of everything de novo.

(ii.) The Episcopate, as it has already been pointed

out, is historically representative of an authority wider

than that of the merely local Church. It stands in

idea and claim " (and therefore in prom.ise and potency)

for the authority of the whole Church Catholic dis-

persed throughout the world. It therefore secures that

the ordained man shall be regarded not as the minister of

a sect but of the Church. Acquiescence in anything less

is only not intolerable to Protestants because they do

not really conceive the minister institutionally at all,

but prophetically : that is to say, not as the organ of

the Church, but as the spokesman of God.

> Historinns of thf Ref..: mritiin tell u! that in many cases tlie bre.icli was made

only with i-xtrcme reluctance. Nun-c^ '^coi-al theories of the ministry of the early

Church dill not determine it, but were rather evolved controversially to justify it

afti'T the event.
•i Not, of coursi, at present altogether in tact. The Roman Church disai;()ws

Anglican ordiniti.ins and regards those at the Greek Churiih as irregular. The

attitude of the Creek Church towar.ts Anglican orders is non-committ-il. Protes-

tants (with the exception ot tlie " High Church " party among the Scotch Pres y-

tcriai.<) regard the whole conception of validity of orders as unmeaning. Ct. the

remark tufra that only in .1 united Church would there be possible .1 perfect

Sacrament.

J-
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(iii.) Ordination in the historic succession embodies

a guarantee which is at least subjectively necessary for

both priest and layman. The latter in seeking the

ministry of communion or of absolution claims, and

has the right to claim, that the priest from whom he

seeks these things shall act not In virtue of any personal

fitness of his own, but as one bearing the commission

of the Church ; the former in presuming to minister

requires to be able to feel that he has not taken the

office upon himself, but is merely fulfiUing a com-

mission which he has received. Herein is the great

safeguard against "clericalism"—an abuse to which,

para°doxically enough, the prophetic view of the ministry

is liable in proportion as it takes itself seriously,'

(iv.) Episcopacy, and the ideas which have histori-

cally gone along with it, is alone, probably, capable of

r.ediating a certain specifically "Catholic" type of

Christian piety. The suggestion of a variation of

type and spiritual flavour as between Protestant and

Catholic saints respectively will seem to many at first

sight fanciful: and no doubt the two shp ^e off into

each other in concrete cases by imperceptible _,radations

:

the attempt to distinguish them will be necessarily

impressionistic. Nevertheless the impression is at least

difficult to resist that the two types are really very

different, and that the Church would be the poorer

for the loss of either. Uprightness, strength, and

veracity we look to find in Protestantism; a certain

peculiar tenderness and humility in Catholicism. The

most conspicuous examples of saintly character in

Catholicism have been built up and fostered not only

by the sacramentalism of the Mass but also by the

spiritual discipline of Confession ; and from this point

of view it is of real importance to retain an ordinal

which includes the charge based upon St. John xx. 22-23.

1 Cf. the nriking pa,.:,^-- tr^m the D,ix -i.-quotcd i.i Part I. of this «.,ny,

p. -,6<)-in which to question the prophet's word i. regarded a, .m against the Holy

Ghost.
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The words in question are no doubt capable of varying

interpretations ; and they were not inserted into the

Latin ordinal (of which the present English rite is an

adaptation) until a comparatively late period. But it

does not follow that their removal, when once they

have been inserted, would make no difference. Private

penance itself is a comparatively late usage, which
appears to have grown up as a mitigation of the

severer primitive discipline of public penance. In

spite of the abuses by which it has from time to time

been attended it may be s.iid, upon the whole (when
not suffered to become mechanical by being made
compulsory), to have been justified by its fruits : the

liberty of recourse to it is certainly among the things
" in any wise to be retained in the Church." As things

stand at present, those ordained to the priesthood in

the historical succession are bearers of a definite com-
mission to mediate forgiveness of sins on behalf of
Christ through His Church, and are differentiated

thereby from the ministries of denominations in which
confession is either unknown or is only informally

practised : as, for example, in the " class meeting " of
old-fashioned Wesleyans or the "enquiry room" of
a Revival Meeting.

On the other hand, it is well to bear in mind certain

cautions, and to distinguish what is genuinely involved

in the episcopal principle from certain parodies of
episcopacy, and from coincident abuses bv which from
time to time it has been attended.

(a) Episcopacy does not or need not involve the

notion of a clergy whose priesthood is vicarious in a

vicious sense, that is to say, as transcending that of the

Body whose organs they are. As the Father sent our
Lord, so our Lord sent the Apostles, not to lord it

over God's heritage, but to preach the Gospel to every
creature. " Go ye therefore and teach all nations "

—

the mission of the Church to the world must not be
converted into a mission of the Apostles to the Church.

u\

v.l
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Neither the Pope nor the clergy but the Church is the

Vicar of Christ upon earth. An uncritical application

of Old Testament analogies (which begins as ear y

as Clement of Rome>) has no doubt worked untold

mischief and is largely responsible for the abuse of

" clericalism." But it is possible heartily to eschew a

vicious clericalism, an
' ;et to retain the conception of

an official priesthood, w.io shall be (in the classic phrase

of the late Dr. Moberly) ministerial organs of the

priesthood of the Church. Kings, like priests, were

frequently regarded in mediaeval thought as set over

the people by God and responsible to Him alone :

subjects and lav people had but to render a passive

and unquestioning obedience : our own annals exhibit

the dominance of this theory in its most exaggerated

form so late as the age of the Stuarts. The divine

right of kings has disappeared from modern political

theory but not so the kingship as an institution. In

modern England the King rules as the representative

and organ of the people, with whom the ultimate

sovereignty is .c'----d tc reside. The clergy in like

manner are the organs and representatives of the spiritual

people of God, with whom resides the ultimate priest-

hood The essence of priesthood, which is the

dedication of life to God's service on behalf of

othei is the privilege and duty of every Christian ;

if for certain purposes the Church exercises her

corporate priesthood through ministerial channels, it

is without prejudice to the priestly character of the

Body as a whole.
.

(h) Episcopacy is not the same thing as prelacy.

The Puritans of the sixteenth century objected with

far more vigour, and with greater reason, to the

notion of " iorJ bishops " (as thev called them) than

to that of bishops per se. It is an accident which is

not of the essence of episcopate that bishops should in

this country inhabit "palaces" and be addressed by

' Clement wrote about a.d. 9ft.
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compliiientary titles ; it is a more serious matter, and
one which approximates to a scandal, that by reason of
the unwieldy size of their dioceses they should be
"unknown by face" to the majority of their laity, and
comparative strangers even to their clergy ; the modern
diocese should undoubtedly be drastically subdivided.

(f) Nor, thirdly, need episcopacy mean autocracy.

The principle laid down by St. Ignatius'—that the

flock should "do nothing without the bishop"—wai
in early times rightly supplemented by the rule that the

bishop did nothing without the counsel and support of
his presbyters. The laity, in like manner, must claim

and exercise that due share and voice in Church affairs

which belongs of right to every member of the laos or
" people " of God.'

{d) Lastly, ii is not necessary to interpret magically

the grace of orders. It is not a question of episcopal

hands being charged with virtue in a quasi -material

sense. There is even no abstract necessity for ordina-
tion to take place through tactual laying on of hands at

all. Laying on of hands must be regarded simply as

the mc.ns used by the Church to show that she is

making the appointn.cnt and bestowing the authority
;

some such " outward and visible sign " to mediate the

commission is doubtless required, but not necessarily

this particular sign. What the doctrine of "grace of
orders " really stands for is the recognition that the
work of the ministry is such as no man could undertake
in his own strength, and the belief that in response to
the prayers of the Church those commissioned bv the
laying on of hands are endued with the needed strength

' Mjrty-rri about a.d. iio.
" Srf the Rev. R. B. R.^kham's iii«$ertat:on, "The Position of the Laitv in the

Early Cimrcii," in the volumt^ ot Eu^y\ in .lij c>' the Ref.m •'
thi Church,

publisheil in 1S98 un.ier the editorship cif the pesent Bishop of 0>fird, ami the
speech delivered by the late IJishop of Salisbury upon the proposal tn establish a
Ri-preaertatiie Church Cotmcii. at a Joint Meetinf '• th.: Coi.- -v „ nns 01 Canterbtiry
ami York, 1903 (Report published by the Church Historica. -.v. It should be
obvious that the rights of the laity must include .in etiective c in the selection
and appointment ot Bishops and other clergy.

l
\
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and power from on high ; upon the principle that no

Christian man is rightly called to fulfil duties of any

kind without a corresponding endowment of grace

sufficient for his needs.

In all that has been said about episcopacy we have

been thinking primarily—perhaps exclusively—about

the ministry of Sacraments. The ministry of the Word

stands, surely, upon a different footing. Effective

preaching requires a personal ^ift. The preacher is

born and not made— or rather he is a man raised

up and empowered by the Spirit of God to utter a

message, and his gift is independent of institutional

channels. It must be admitted that Catholicism in

the past has been unduly suspicious of the liberty of

prophesying. It has indeed allowed in theory that

there is no reason in the nature of things why the

layman should not ^
reach ; but in practice lay preach-

ing has been but meagrely and grudgingly recognized.

In point of fact, the distribution of the "charisma of

the Word " cuts transversely acros- the distinction

of clergy and laity, and many laymen are excellent

preachers as certainly as many o'f the clergy are exceed-

ingly poor ones. Admittedly, men with a certain

preaching gift are, ether things being equal, the most

suitable recipients of ordination ; and many besides the

sixteenth-century Puritans have felt a prejudice against

" non-preaching Prelates." Bishop Gore,' for instance,

would conceive the ideal Christian ministry as synthe-

sizing, in the conception of Pastorate, a complex of

functions, regal, priestly, and prophetic. Nevertheless

there are "diversities of gifts," and there is no a prion

reason why they should not, in some cases, lead to

" diversities of ministrations." From a Catholic point

of v;e\^ ^here need be little or no difficulty in recogniz-

ing the Protesta- ^astor as a "godly minister of the

Word "
; though .night appear difficult or impossible

!.l I'nily. p. 55.
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to recognize him, apart from ordination, as in the
Cu.;:Ci ^ense and for Catholics a qualified minister of
SucratiR-nt/-.

It v<'il! be urged, doubtless, that Catholicism as we
!_uv'i;^rmTprcrea ii !s a late development, not to be
toui-.'j ;.-. the earliest Christian records.^ The con-
tention is one which might easily be disputed, for
Catholicism equally with Protestantism claims to' find
its startiiig-pomt in the Church of New Testament
times

;
the germs both of sacramentalism and of in-

stitutionalism are to be found within the pagf^s of the
New Testament,'' nor is any attempt here being made
to plead for a loftier doctrine of the Church than that
which 13 set forth in the Epistle to the Ephesians.
The point of the present argument is not to represent
the Cath )lic ./pe of piety as the only primitive one, or
as the type to which all Christians nnist conform ; but,
rather, in the first place, to claim for it the considera-
tion to which it is legitimately entitled as representing
onevvhole side of the historical working out of the
Christian idea

; and in the second place *to exhibit its

dependence upon the conception of a conmiissioned
ministry ideally representative of the authority of the
Church as a whole, and upon the existence in the
Church of certain specific sacramental or quasi-sacra-
mental institutions.

The aim, in short, has been to exhibit two con-
trasted principles in sharp antithesis, and to show the

' P-c the st.it,-m<'nt of the ProtP!t.int case outlinrH above, pp. jSt ,,,
Prolfsor Kir-.p,, l..,ke-a critic who certainiv hol.h nu brief for Cih.^Pcism

-.l,.covers a stronitiy Cilhoiic .ucrainentahvi, already develope.l in the «r,i of
St. la,i,. an.l con»„lcrs that the apper,! to pri.„itive Christianity in luppon ot%he
l_rou-,,t.jt yu-w of Sacratnent. h.., tailed ; though he a,l,l, the interen nq remark
the L.fohL a,iyocate, ,n winnm;; his ca^e, hai prove., still m,.r,- : tile type of

.Ixtrine which he .ttcn.is is n>.t only primitive, but pre-Chri^t ,in." Chri.tiini!
in other worHs, was preache.l by St. Paul, and certa.nly umhrstoo.i by St P,„'

j

converts, as a sacrainenlal .y«t.-m analos;ous to ihr ••m^5tery relipnn. "w, h «huh
tne ..ncient uorUi was fnniliar (Lake. T,„ Karlur /,>„,/„ ,f s. Paul , mOSee tarther, F.ssay IV. pp. ,8, ,„. ,( j. p,rh,p, «.„„!, rem.irkinj th ,t t!,.' t ."t^,,
cert.nn elements iemcr common prouml between Christianity and . tlu-r n :

i ,nsm.y be rcg:,r.l.-,l not .„ discrediting thn.e elementi, but r.i'tlier as rrovm I'u-W
sseiitial congruity with a universal instinct of rcliginni h,j,.,j,utv.

2 D
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manner in which they determine respectively the

Protestant and the Catholic view of the ministry, i-or

the sake of clearness the discussion has been made

abstract : few, if any, of the existing denominations of

Christendom are either consistently "Catholic or

consistently
" Protestant." Even the Church of Rome

recognizes "spiritual communion as conferring a

grace equivalent to that of the Sacrament where the

latter is not to be had; even the Society of Friends,

which has abolished Sacraments, cannot entirely eliminate

from its worship the mediation of spirit through form :

it does not limit religion to the " prayer of quiet
.

Broadly, we have taken the issue as being between the

Catholic episcopate and the various types of non-

episcopal ministry. This is not to ignore the fact that

there are non-episcopal denominations— the Presby-

terians of Scotland and the English Wesleyans may be

cited as examples—which in some respects approximate

more nearly to Episcopalian than to pu-'fly P'-f"^^"^

ideas of the ministry. But it may well be doubted

whether, in the period of general criticism and re-

construction which is upon us, existing lines ot

denominational cleavage and distinctive denominational

conceptions of the ministry within the general unity of

Protestant Christianity will prove capable of survival •

and whether, therefore, the alternative possibilities will

not in the future be narrowed down to a broad choice

between Protestantism and Catholicism much as we

have defined them. Is a synthesis possible between

the two elements of this residual antithesis? Or is

the future reunion of Protestant Christians among

themselves to have for its result merely the driving

deeper of the line of cleavage which already separates

Protestants from their brethren in Christ ?

i :;
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III. AUTHORITV AND ReUNION

Ecce quam boiium et quam iucundum habitare fratres ,n unu:.i.

Hialm cxxxiii. i.

Charitas hoc facit suum quod amat in altero
;Proprium sic singulorum commune ht nmnium.

Peter Damiani, Dt Gloria Paradtsi.

The Christ-Spirit has manifested Himself historically
in divers forms and in divers manners ; the divisions
of contemporary Christendom represent severally the
various partial embodiments and aspects of His
working. No proposed scheme of Christian un>y can
be regarded as satisfactory (as assuredly none has any
prospect of ultimate success) which fails' to comprehend
and to do justice to them alJ. If reunion is ever to
come about it can only be b> Protestants seeking to
appreciate and to make their own the truths for which
Catholicism specifically stands, and by Catholics in like
manner seeking to appreciate and assimilate the positive
truths of Protestantism. Each has to reckon with the
" auctontas " of the other.

Nay, just as every individual Christian is called to
make his specific contribution to the life of the Church
as a whole, so we may believe that each smallest sect
exists to bear witness to some neglected fragment or
aspect of Christian truth which is vital to the balance
of the whole. Each has something to teach, and each
has a great deal more to learn. If the Pope must learn
to appreciate and value the Methodist praver-meetina,
the Puritan in his turn must learn to worship with
insight and devout intelligence in St. Peter's at High
Mass. The temper of mutual suspicion and unchristian
prejudice, and the attitude of mind which proceeds
upon the naive assumption of a speedy conversion of
a

1 opponents to one's own sectional standpoint, are
almost equally inimical to the cause of real reunion
1 rote^^.tants can no more expect Catholl.s to abandon

I
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the soecifically Catholic institutions which are to them

as the very breath of their nostrils, than Catholics can

Txpect Protestants to submit to an intellectual strau-

tvUstcoat or an unreformed ecclesiastical discipline.

The essential prerequisite of any ,r^^. rapprochement ,s

a teachable spirit and a readiness to find the truth ot

God lurking beneath the crudest exterior or m the

most unexpected corners. The Church can afford to

Lve no element unrepresented in the
^f.^y^^'^'^.

The precise form which that synthesis will take

time and experience alone, no doubt, can show
;
and

vet it is not difficult to single out certain elements a

hkely to form part of the specific contribution of the

one side or the other. Thus we have seen tha

C holicism stands in an especial sense for >-titutiona

religion : for the use and value, that is to say, of rite

and sacraments as being neither dead forms nor ,llogical

excrescences upon a religion otherwise wholly spiritual

but as being themselves spirit and l>/e, the natural and

normal media of the operation of the Word-made-

Flesh. So, again, Catholicism witnesses to the glory o

Chur hmanship, the sense of spiritual kinship and

unity, not with a section of Christendom, but with the

whole ; to the idea of worship, as pnor m religion to

that of edification ; to the communion of quick and

de-id in Christ's mystical Body, as not to be denied its

na ural outlet in mutual prayer ;
to the legitima e

place of the '' religious
" life as one 7-gJhe manitoU

workings of the Spirit in the unity of the Body
,

to the

possibilky of a science of the soul and a specific type >n

Christian sanctity, most characteristically mediated bv

the Confessional and the Mass.
. , , ,

These things are inseparable neither from the abuses

with which in the past they have been entangled, nor

from whatever h.s'been iU-advised in the orms

their expression: they represent elements of h.ston

'Son which neither Protestantism nor the Universal

Church of the future can afford o lobe. " I'.xcc^
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these abide in the ship, ye cannot be saved." Yet we
have argued that their retention is hardly conceivable
apart from the retention, in some form, of the institu-

tions by which historically they have been mediated : it

follows that Protestap-3 must not discard ins*- tutions,

but rather, wheresoevv.T they have been .00 hastily

abandoned, recover them.
But it Protestantism has thus many things to learn

from the Catholic witness, it bears in turn a specific

witness of its own. At its best it stands for the power
of personal religion, for the spiritual freedom of the
individual as answerable in the last resort to his Maker
alone, for the prophetic word as the dynamic which
alone can vitalize the ritual of the priest, the word of
God which is not bound, the wind of God that bloweth
where it listetn. Protestantism has borne splendid
witness to the truth of evangelicalism and the liberty

wherewith Christ hath made us free. It has warned
us impressively, and not always unnecessarily, of the
deadness of the letter, except as expressing and
mediating the Spirit. The Catholicism of the future
certainly cannot afford to disregard the truths of the
Protestant witness, and must to a certain extent
reinterpret and revalue (without abandoning) its

institutionalism in the light of them.
Each of the two great Christian types has need to

be at once the scholar and the teacher of the other.
The final unity (which must assuredly be outwrouo-ht
in God's good time) will come not by way of
compromise, but by way of comprehension. '

Truth is

a synthesis, not an elimination, of differences, and the
claims of conflicting "authorities" must be harmonized
b\ being included and justified, not negated, in the
ultimate whole. There shall not be one lost good

;

for " Wisdom is justified of all her children."

'•The law shall not perish from the priest, nor
counsel from the wise, nor the word from the prophet."

As with the Church, so also with the individual.

5n

m
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The aim should be a comprehension and a synthesis.

Varying temperaments, doubtless, will result inevitably

in variations of individual emphasis upon th'S side or

upon that. What is inexcusable is the recognized and

conscious onc-sidedness of outlook which springs from

asking not purely and simply what is true, but what is

taught respectively by Paul, or Cephas, or Apollos. No

loyalty is in the last resort due to any lesser authority

than that of truth ; and only the whole truth will

ultimately satisfy the hunger of the soul of man.

To-day men's minds are turning to the thought of

unity with a new urgency and a new longing ; is the

unity they look for to be pan-Protestant or pan-

Christian.? It is distinctive of that portion of

Christendom which is in communion with the see of

Canterbury, that alone among existing bodies of

Christians it combines within a single fold representa-

tives of both the two great Christian types. We trust

we are under no illusions with regard to the Church of

England : the time is past in which it was possible tor

Anglicans to speak or write of her with any smugness

of self-satisfaction. Nevertheless, with all her defects

and shortcomings, with all her insularity and leg?lism,

and with all her sins and blunders, the English Church,

as holding both principles together (albeit juxtaposed

for the present in somewhat unstable equilibrium),

seems not to her own sons merely, but also to not a

few external observers. Catholic as well as Protestant,

to bear .vithin her bosom the promise of a reconciliation

and of an eventual synthesis, such as in the providence

of God may one day be the means of peace not only

within her own borders, but (as we dare to hope) for

Christendom at large. The way and means thereto is

assuredly not hastily to seek* the readiest compromise

or to sacrifice the whole to the part. Neither by

the empty interchange of facile compliments, nor by

alleging " unity of spirit " as an excuse for acquiescence

in actual disunion, nor again by the effort to " break
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down denominational boundaries " by irregular and
spasmodic acts of intercommunion which represent no
real or abiding unity of principle—not by any such
impulsive attempt to "heal lightly -the hurt of the

daughter of My people " ib true ui;ity to be won.
''Rather by thought and prayer and study ; by the

slow interchange of opinions, and the perhaps slower

spread of charity ; by the intellectual toil of scholars

and theologians, and the eventual leavening of the

popular mind by their results ; by the dissipation of
prejudice and the mutual learning of each from each

;

after many days, in the appointed time, the " Vision of
Unity," which it has been given to our generation to

see afar off, shall come, and shall not tarry. Meantime
we need to remember that slow advances are the surest,

and that he that believeth shall not make haste. We
men, as Bishop Butler said, are for precipitating things

;

but it is the lesson of history that the mills of God
grind slowly.

Jerusalem is builded as a city

That is at unity in itself.

O pray for the peace of Jerusalem !

They shall prosper that love thee.
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APPENDIX

THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS OF
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

THE

If wc adopt the views set forth above (p. 385) as to the

nature of our Lord's Messianic consciousness and outlooic, and

if we consequently regard it as improbable that He made

explicit provision or gave direct instructieis as to the form

of the ministry in His Church, we shall find it difficult not

to see, in the view which reads back the hierarchical system in

something like its modern form into the actual beginnings of

Christia.iitv, the working of an historical mirage, the same in

kind if not in degree as that which reads back into the age of

Moses the legislation of the Lcvitical Code, or crowns S. Peter

with the triple tiara of the modern Popes.

No doubt the germs of institutionalism were present in the

Church from the first : no doubt the Apostles in particular

enjoyed a large measure cf prestige and personal authority,

both as being the authentic witnesses of the Lord and also as

being the " begetters in Christ " of their own spiritual children.

Nevertheless, shaking broadly, it is probable that we ought to see

in earlv Christianity what we may roughly call a pre-instUntional

phase or moment, a great prophetic outpouring of the Spirit,

which overflowed all regular channels, and had as yet no fixed

and uniform organization or institutional embodiment. The

crystallization of what was at first formless or only loosely

institutional into fixed and definite Church Order and regular

form was a later, thou;j;h an early and an inevitable, development.

It does not follow that we ought to-day in the light of

hisvorv to seek to undo the past by reverting to the primitive

conditions. No solution of the problem of ecclesiastical uni-^i'

will ever be achieved along the lines of a self-conscioir, and

artificial archaism which ignores the work of the Spirit of God

408
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in the facts of history subsequent to Apostolic times. The
"institution" is in effect the divinely-constituted heir of the
"charisma," and "if the claim of Apostolic Succession as

commonly understood be questionable, that of general ecclesi-

astical continuity remains unassailable." ^ There is here, in

fact, a suggestive parallel to be drawn between Christianity and
Judaism. Of both religions it would be true to say that,

speaking broadly, the Prophets came before the Law, and that

the Law gnthered up, embodied, and conserved the results of
the work of Prophecy. In both, again, as the result of the
operation of the " historical mirage," legalism has been tradi-

tionally read back into the prophetic beginnings.
What follows does not claim to be more than the writer's

individual impression of what was probably the actual course of
events. It will be convenient to distinguish two questions
which have too frequently been confused together, viz. (a)

the form of the ministry, and (b) the mode of its appointment.

A. Ihl: Form of the Ministry in the
Primitive Church

By the end of the first century of our era there were
scattered throughout the Roman Empire—more especially in

the large cities, in the seaports, and along the Roman roads

—

a number of small groups of men and women united in reli<xious

fellowship. They consisted of people who in one way or
another, usually by the preaching of some missionary Apostle
or Evangelist, had been brought to believe in Jesus the
Messiah, in the Gospel of salvation from sin as the result of
His Cross and Passion, in the possibility of redemption from
the power of evil through the gift of God's Spirit in their
hearts.

Believing these things they had been admitted by Baptism
into the Messianic Remnant of the true Israel. They conceived
of themselves as the People of God, elect before the foundation
of the world, and they met together in assemblies which in
each locality where they assembled were the manifestations or
embodiments of the ideal and eternal Church. They waited
for God's Son to come from heaven and redeem them from this

present evil world ; and meanwhile their life was marktd by a
kind of enthusiasm, and enriched with various gifts and

ryrrcil. T/ir Chw h j' Fur.t '•;t.
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manifestations of aptitudes and powers, which they called

charismata, and which they referred to the operation of the

Spirit.

None were devoid of "gifts," though the gifts of some

w^re more striking than those of others ; and ail gifts were

inter ltd to be used for the service of the whole Body ; *hey

were given "for the perfecting of the saints unto the W( n of

ministering" (or service), that is, "for the building up of the

Body of Christ" (Eph. iv. 12). Every Christian was thus in

his degree a minister or servant of the rest. Those who had

(e.g.) the gift of prophecy freely exercised it : the rest " dis-

cerned," and recognizing the Spirit accepted the utterances of

the prophets as the inspired word of God and did their bidding

accordingly. But there were others whose " gifts " were rather

those of administration and government : and these gifts, too,

were recognized, and the work of administering was entrusted

to such. (Cf. I Cor. xii. 4-1 1 ; Rom. xii. 4-8.)

If we ask precisely where and how in the life of such a little

community the need would arise for something like a " regular
"

ministry as we understand the term to-day, must we not say

that it would arise almost at the very outset, and that quite

inevitably, in connexion with that which was the central and

characteristic action of their common worship ? If a Cup was

to be blessed and Bread broktn in common, clearly some one

individual must perform those actions on behalf of the Church

as a whole : and moreover, inasmuch as whoever did so was

virtually taking the place of the Lord and distributing the gifts

at His Table, inevitably he would tend, ipso /ado, to become

"chief man among the Brethren "
: that is to say, the celebrant

at the Eucharist,^ representing the Lord at His Table, would

be also, under Christ, the shepherd of the flock, and overseer

or " bishop " of the whole of its corporate life.

So long as he remained to labour among his converts th°

functions of presidency at the Eucharist and general oversight

of the flock would naturally be exercised by the Apostle or

Evangelist who had founded the local Church : when he moved

on to another sphere of missionary labour, it is natural to

suppose that he would designate one or more of his converts,

with the consent of the brethren, to have general charge of the

• It is not incimccivabic that originally tlicre may luvc been nothing in thiyy to

frtvent ant l"iiing Ciiristian from liischar^'ii^ thr iiit\ of prcsi.irncy at the Loin's

Table in case ot ncj ; but in piattice it is lairly clear that in ar.y given Churcii thr

celebrant in normal cases was always either the same individual or one of a imall ana

jj**;^;.. crauD of individua!'.
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community in his absence— as in practice every missionary,
of whatever "denomination," does to-day upon the mission-
field. We have here the origin of what we may call the
"local" ministry in the primitive Church,''as opposed to the
"general" ministry of Evangelists and Apostles.

It was in accordance with Jewish analogies and also with a
very natural symbolism that upon such local pastors the Apostle
or Evangelist should, before his departure, have laid his hands in
blessing, and prayed that they might be equipped by the Holy
Spirit with the gifts of wisdom and ghostly strength needed for
the exercise of their ministry : and in this we may discover the
germ of ordination.

The local pastors, thus appointed, came to be called bishops,
that is, those who exercised oversight. To assist them in their
work, and especially, it would seem, to distribute to the people
the eucharistic gifts after the Bishop had blessed or consecrated
them, certain "servants" of the Church {deacons) were
appointed ; the Bishops with the deacons, their assistants, thus
came to form the regular ministry in the local Christian
"Churches."

Apart from this nascent " clergy " those of the faithful who
possessed the gift of prophesying were, o" course, allowed to
use it in inspired preaching and exhortation for the edifving of
their brethren. Sometimes, no doubt, a Bishop possessed and
exercised the prophetic gift himself: this was, however, by no
means necessarily the case, although in virtue of his position
he would naturally teach, admonish, and exhort the several
members of his flock.

We have spoken thus far of " bishops " and " deacons "
:

the Church's traditional hierarchy, however, is not twofold,
but threefold : and the title presbyter, which has come to be
appropriated as the technical name for an order of ministers
intermediate between the episcopate and the diaconate, occurs
already in several passages of the New Testament writings.
It is necessary, therefore, to raise the question whether or not
its usage is already technical, whether, that is, we are already
confronted in New Testament times with a twofold or a three-
fold ministry.

The solution of this problem is by no means clear or
obvious. Various passages both in the New Testament and in
the sub-apostolic writings make it evident that bishops were,
or might be, also called presbyters. It has been too readily
assumed that this proposition may with equal truth be inverted.

rT,...:l _..;._ 1 .1 • ^^ . .

H
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u Itll qu'.te recciuly the majority of schoiars, <it least
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in this country, have regarded it as cst;iblished by Bishop

Lightfoot's celebrated Dissertation an the Christian Alinistry

(in the Appendix to his commentary on Philippians) 'hat the

terms "bishop" and "pr-sbyter" were oriizinally synonymous.

According to Lightfoot the local "churches" were governed

not by single pastors, but by colleges of "presbvter-bishops"

having joint authority. "Presbyter," he thought, was a

Jewish-Christian, and "bishop" a Gentile-Christian term for

one and the same official. The theory of an originally plural

episcopate he based upon the references to "bishops" in the

plural in Philipp. i. i, and Acts xx. 28 ; and with these

passages he compared Acts xi. 30, xiv. 23, xx. 17, where similar

reference is made to presbyters. Other passages of Scripture

are easily capable of being harmonized with this hypothesis,

and in the sub-apostolic literature the language of Clement ot

Rome and the references to "bisliops and deacons" in the

Didache may be interpreted as pointing in the same direc-

tion. The problem for Lightfoot was to account for the

rise of a "monarchical" out of a "collegiate" episcopate;

and this development he considered to have first taken

place in Asia Minor, where it is evidenced by the Epistles

of "^. Isrnatius.

in all this Lightfoot was virtually endorsing the conjecture

of S. Jerome, who wrote as a presbyter in the interests of his

own order to confute the arrogance of the Roman deacons, one

of whom had argued from the prior institution of the diaconate

(of which he took the appointment of the Seven in Acts vi.

1-6 to be the origin) that deacons ought to rake precedence

over presbyters, or at least that deacons and priests were on an

equality. In common with other scholars, Lightfoot accepted

on the' authority of S. Jerome and later writers (presumably

more or less dependent on S. Jerome) the statement that at

Alexandria down to the time of Heraclas and Dionysius (232-

265) the Bishop was chosen by the presbyters from amoiiu'

themselves without any special form of consecration ; and he

saw in this a survivalof the primitive system id one of the

leading churches of Christendom at a time when it had dis-

appeart'd everywhere else. There is, however, considerable

difficulty in this suggestion of a late survival at AltxanJria

of what, from the standpoint of Christendom at large, rnust

needs have been regarded in the third century as a seriou^

anomaly; and it has" been suggested with high probability bv

Mr. C' H. Turner that Terorne was misled by evidence which

t^iiic lu him from Ariai: .;;::r;e5, and had -= iiit-rriatc "rig:- •''•
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the attempt of "certain heretics" to discredit the episcopate of

Athanasius.i

It is probable that in a few localities tiiere ^ual at first

something like a " plural episcopate "
: so much may reasonably

be inferred from the evidence of Philippians and of Clement of

Rome. If the Bishop is originally the "celebrant" at the

Eucharist, it is not unintelligible that in populous cities, as the

Church grew in numbers and the Christians, finding themjclvcs

in possession of no one room or building large enough to

accommodate their entire community, were constrained by force

of circumstances to organize two or more eucharistic assemblies

side by side, the president or celebrant at each may have come

to be regarded as "bisliDp" in relation to his own flock.

The admission of a plural episcopate in certain localities,

however, is not the same thing as the admisiion of an identity

between bishops and presbvters ; and the latter theory is open

to very grave objections, and is to-day seriously challenged by

scholars of such standing as Sohm and Harnack.^

According to these writers we must distinguish between
" appointed presbyters " [KaQuna^kvot. Trptcr^vrcpoi) or " rulers

"

(>;yor/i£i'oi), who are probably to be idciititied with "bishops,"

and other n-ptir/SiTtpot or "elders who were not definitely

"appointed" to specific office. In several of our oldest

documents both witliin and without the New Testament

Canon {e.g. i Timothy v. 1, Titus ii. 2-6, Clem, ad Corinth.

i. 3, lii. 3, xxi. 6, etc.) we find a rough antithesis between ot

irptcr^uTtpoi and 01 vtoi or ot vtwrepot—the "older and

"younger" Christians— older and younger either in years or

more probably, perhaps, in the faith. Obviously it would be un-

desirable to advance a young convert to the Bishop's chair, though

he might quite well become the Church's servant or "deacon."

It has been suggested, therefore, with considerable plausibility,

that the Bishop was normally appointed out of the ranks of

the TTpia-fiiTfpoi., and the deacons from among the vt^rifK .

At the same time it is probable that the presbyter-., were

a rather more clearly-defined body than the vcwrtpoi. There
was for one thing the analogy of the Jewish synagogue with its

council of elders.' There was again the natural reverence for

' Turner, 7 hi Ori;am^,iti<^n of tie C/iwc/:, in the CamhriJge .McJiarvai H:stcT}\ vol. i.

• Hartijck, Ci,nritut:o : a :d Lazv i,f the Ch;r<k ; Sohm. Kir^htrrc.h:. A convfiuent

statement in English of the views utSohm will bt- found in Mr. W iltc Lowrit*"-* Cnurck

and it: Or^um-^t:cr., to which book I am grc.itly indebted e!peci:illy for the light

which it throws upon the influence of the Euch.-.rist on the form of the ministry.

' It IS this analoi'v which -s offn h'M to ctm«titute the real strenetli of l.'.;:itfoot'«

position. The astumption is n;auc tiiat the cariy Ciiurch ir.uit iiavc organized itscii

1^

}
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the old which exists in any well-ordered society—the patriarchal

principle, as we may call it ; in the ancient world this was even

stronger than it is to-day.

Moreover there was the analogy of the Last Supper in

connexion with the Eucharist. The Bishop corr*;sponded to

the Lord : who corresponded to the Apostles ? It would seem
that certain of the "seniors" of the flock were given the

privilege of irpunoKaOi^pla (cf. Hermas, Fis. iii. 7, Mand. xi.

12), or in other words the right to sit with the Bishop at

the Table of the Lord, as the Apostles had sat at the Last

Supper ; and that such privileged seniors thereby acquired what
may best be described as a semi-official status, and became the

Bishop's advisory council in matters of administration and

discipline.^ Out of their number a new Bishop was appointed

when the sec was vacated by death : doubtless in the Bishop's

absence one of their number was temporarily deputed to act in

his stead (cf. Ignatius, ad Smyrn. viii. :
" Let that be considered

a secure or valid Eucharist

—

fttfiaia (i\apuTTia—which is under

the Bishop or him to whom the Bishop entrusts it ").

As the Church in each city expanded in numbers, more
and more of the Bishop's functions came to be delegated in

this way to the Presbyters : when the faithful became too

numerous all to meet together in a single eucharistic assembly,

one or more of the presbyters would be deputed to act virtually

as what we should now call priests-in-charge of branch con-

gregatio s—an arrangement which very early came to be

more usual than the alternative expedient of having one or

more additional "bishops" independent or quasi-independent

of the first. The rule held probably in most localities from

the beginning—though we have found reason to suppose that

it was not at first quite universal—that there was in each city

only one " bishop," as originally there had been but one

congregation.*

on the model of the Synagogue. It ia, however, exceedingly unlikely that the early

Christian communities Jtiiberauly organized themselves "on the model oi "anything.

They did not evolve a ministry in order to resemble other religious communities,

whether Jewish or Pagan. They evolved a ministry because they needed one for

the orderly discharge of certain He-finite functions of a specifically Christi.in and

religious kind. The synagogue analogy can be allt'Wfd at most a secondary infiucnct-

on their development.
' Thii stage of development is perhnpa already reached by the time of the Pastoral

Epistlea. Cf. i Tim. v. 17, "Let the presbyters that rule welt be counted worthy

of double honour, especially those who labour in the word and in teaching." It is

not clear whether these presbyters wh 'ruled" and "taught" were "Bishops," or

whrtiier they were only members of tli^ Bishop's "council."
* An alternative view is that originally the faithful met in imiU groups ("house-
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By the deputing of presbyters to act for the Bishop the

original congregational episcopate was transformed and ex-

panded into a diocesan episcopate in our modern sense of the

words—though of course the ancient diocese was small and
manageable. The presbyters, from having been as it were
semi-official counsellors and advisers of the Bishop, eventually

developed into a separate and distinct grade in the hierarchy

of ministers, intruded between the Bishop .nd the people, and
cutting ofF the Bishop from immediate person; 1 contact (except

at rare intervals) with large portions of his flock. At some
stage of this development—in Asia Minor, probably before

the time of S. Ignatius—a specific ordination to the presbyteratc

was introduced, that is to say, the presbyterate became a

definitely "appointed" office and no longer merely a quasi-

official status.

The deacons meanwhile continued to be the personal sub-

ordinates and immediate attendants of the Bishop : in later

times the chief of the deacons, or Archdeacon, who came to be
known as the Bishop's " eye " (ocuius episcopi\ or, as we might
say in more modern metaphor, his " right hand man," frequently

became his successor in the see. In large and important
dioceses, especially at Rome, the deacons as forming the
Bishop's immediate entourage became exceedingly arrogant, and
claimed equality with or superiority over the presbyters. We
have already referred to the fact that it was this claim which
S. Jerome was concerned to refute in his attempt to prove
that presbyters were in origin and essence identical with
Bishops.

With the above sketch of the probable course of develop-
ment such pieces of evidence as have come down to us from
sub-apostolic times are in general harmony. The Didache
shows us the local ministry of bishops and deacons still

depende. . or quasi-dependent upon the "general" ministry of
itinerant Apostles, Prophets, or Evangelists to which it owed its

origin. It appears to be laid down that an "Apostle" on his

arrival should normally celebrate the Eucharist (cf. Didache^
xi. 3
—" Let every apostle who comes to you be racived us the

Z-sr^/"), and " prophets " are allowed liberty in giving thanks
"as much as they desire" {Didache, x. 6) : they are to be the

churthft") to hold a common meal which wa> at once A^-ipe and Kjch:iri5t, and
that the president of each hou»e-church wa« a "Bishop." When the Kucharist wai
separated from the Agapr, an attempt wa« made to mass togctlicr all tlic 1,\ licvcrs
(or a common t'acharist, and the one Eucharist brought with it as i corollary the
•injlc Bishop.

i.
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recipients of "tithes and ofFcrings" like the Jewish high priests

of old {Ditiachf, xiii.)—perhaps rather in trust for the poor than

for their own use, for they are to have " the ways of the Lord "

and to be ascetic in their personal life. Still, the local

ministers (bishops and deacons) are not to be despised : "they

also perform unto you the service of the prophets and teachers.

Therefore despise them not : for they are your honourable

men along with the prophets and teachers" {Didache, xv.).

There are, moreover, hints of "false prophets" or "Christ-

traffickers" who endeavoured to take advantage of the

gullibility of the local Christian communities by claiming

hospitality and maintenance to which they were not entitled.

It is clear that in spite of the predominant position accorded in

the Didache to the members of the " general " ministry, actual

respect for them is flagging and their decline is imminent.

We hear nothing of them in later writings, and their dis-

appearance presumably left the local ministry in a position of

virtual independence.

In the West our earliest witness is that of Clement of Rome,

who wrote about a.d. 96 on behalf of the Roman Church to

rebuke the Church in Corinth for having deposed from their

functions certain persons who had "offered the gifts of the

bishop's office unblameably " (Clem, ad Cor. xliv.)—a proceeding

which Clement appears elsewhere in his Epistle to regard as

part of a general sedition of "young" against " elders." " Pres-

byters," "bishops," and "deacons" are all mentioned by

Clement, but little light is thrown on their respective functions.

The most that can be said is that there appear to be indications

of a plural episcopate at Corinth, and that what is said about

presbyters is consistent with the theory of the relation of pres-

byters to bishops set forth above. It is interesting to notice

that the L-ssential and characteristic function of the episcopate

is discovered to consist in the "offering of the gifts" [wpwr-

ifiifxiv TO. &wpn) at the Eucharist.^

When ail is said, it is Ignatius {circa a.d. iio) who gives

us the clearest picture which we possess of the ministry in

sub-apostolic times. In the churches of Asia Minor with which

he was familiar the threefold hierarchy is plainly established,

and the svstem of Church government implied may be described

as that of congregational monepiscopacy.

The language of S. Ignatius with regard to the ministry

has appeared to many commentators to be almost blasphemous.

1 The ldi;guage of Clement witli regard to the appointment ol minijtert ii dii-
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"We ought to look upon the B--hcp," he writes, "as upon the
Lord Himself (ad Ephes. vi.) ; and asjain he speaks of "the
Bishop presiding after the likeness of God, and the presbvters
after the likeness of the council of the Apostles, with the
deacons also, who are most dear to me, having been entrusted
with the diaconate 1 of Jesus Christ " [ad Magna, vi.) It has
not been recognized that this language becomes intelligible
only when we realize that Ignatius has the picture of the
eucharistic assembly in his mind.

The early Christians were accustomed to meet in whichever
of their private houses afforded the largest space. " It is now
the general opinion that the well-known tvpe of Church build-
ing which emerged in the time of Constantine (the so-called
basilica) was derived from the peristyle of the better class of
Greek dwelling, or—what comes to the same thing—the peri-
style-atrium of the Roman hou' -." « The " sanctuary " of the
Church (corresponding to the tahlinum of the dwellinc-house)
was "usually semicircular in plan, raised a few steps above
the floor of the nave, and roofed by a half dome—hence called
x^^ apsis. At the back of the apse was the cathedra of the
bishop

:
and on either side of this, following the curve of the

wall, a bench for the presbyters.3 In front of them (that is
between the clergy and the congregation) was the Holy Table'
About this the deacons stood, as the original character of their
office required.

Such at least was the later arrangement of the basilica, and
the language of Ignatius is explained if we suppose that rouchlv
the sanie arrangement already obtained in the house-churches
of his day. It is practically a literal reproduction of the con-
ditions of the Last Supper ; we mav illustrate it by Leonardo
da Vinci s well-known picture.* The Bishop is compared to
"ur Lord or to God, precisely because he sat in th- Lord's
seat

;
the presbyters to the Apostles, because thev flanked the

Bishop on either side like the Apostles in the Upper Room.

(4™-:^;:):"'""' ''' '• '"'"• "'• '^-" "' "'"""• >-" - ^^ ••>• > ' "..,h

rvJ {;r'i?',.ri'^T''V'''''';
O^^""'^"'"^''.
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pr -'tnl-n'.'
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The deacons were the ministers who carried the eucharistic

gifts from the Holy Table to the people.

Ignatius rightly or wrongly regards this arrangement as

universal. He speaks of Bishops as being "settled in the

farthest parrs of the earth" {ad Ephes. 111.). Enormous stress

is laid upon the importance of preserving unity : no euchanst

ought to be celebrated except by the Bishop or by some one-

doubtless a presbyter-to whom the Bishop had delegated it

:

and the faithful are urgently enjoined to render due obedience

to the Bishop and presbyters.

It is unnecessary to pursue further a survey of early evidence,

because no one questions the fact that a threefold ministry

more or less after the Ignatian model is shortly afterwards

apparent throughout Christendom. The attempt h,. been

made in this section to bridge over the gap between Ignatius

and the New Testament, and to explain how and why it was

that the Church wherever it was established came naturaliv

and inevitably to organize itself in the precise way in which

it did.

li

B. The Mode of Appointment to Ministerial

Office and the Idea of Apostoi-ic Succession

The foregoing discussion should have made it clear that the

evidence for the form and functions of the ministry in the

primitive Church, although scanty and in many respects

ambiiruous is yet capable of being made the basis of a selt-

consistent and' intelligible theory. With regard, however, to

the form and manner of ministerial appointment and the sense,

it' any in which what is called Apostoiicil Succession mav

legitimately be asserted as a literal fact of history, the evidence

is almost, if not quite, non-existent.

It has already been laid down as a probable supposition that

the fint "local*' ministers (bishops and deacons) were in most

cases appointed in each place by the member or member, ot

the "general" ministry of itinerant Apostles or Evangelists to

whose preaching the local community owed its existence.

We have seen, however, that the itinerant or general

ministry eventually dis-ippeared, and that the result was thr

virtual independence of the local "clen_ry." In the utter absence

of any evidence to the contrary it i^ impossible to rule out the

supposition that in not a few places the loca commun.ti.>

at this stage of their lieveiupiiKnt may have both api-ri;.
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and also ordained or set apart their own clergy. The local

Bishops, advised by their council of presbyters and ministerially

assisted by their deacons, fulfilled the functions of pastoral

oversight and governance in the Churches : and it is at least

probable that when the Bishop died the local presbytery, with
the consent of the people, elected a new one from among their

own number and ordained him with laying on of hands. (Cf.
I Tim. iv. 14.)

It is noteworthy that the Didache contains the injunction,
addressed apparently without qualification to the community
at large, " Appoint for yourselves bishops and deacons worthy
of the Lord " {Didache, xv.) : the Epistles of Ignatius, though
implying clearly a threefold ministry of bishops, presbyters, and
deacons, each several grade of which is evidentlv already a
definite otiice to which there was presumably some specific
form ot appointment, throw no light upon the question of
what that form of appointment was : ' while the evidence of
Clement of Rome, to which appeal is commonly made as con-
clusive, breaks down at the essential point.

The views of Clement would not in any case necessarily
represent more than the local tradition and custom of the
Church in Rome : but apart from this it is worth while
asking precisely what that local tradition and custom as inter-
preted by S. Clement was. Bishops and deacons, he tells us,

were originally appointed by Apostles, and since tiieir dav
they have been appointed by " men of repute " («AAdyt/*ot avS^es^
"with the consent of the whole Church." The appointment
is for life, and consequently it is irregular to depose a duiy-
ippointed ministry. The Apostles, he considers, had foreseen
I hat there would be hkely to be disputes over "the dignity of
:hc function of oversight," * and it was on that very "account
rhat they had in the beginning made definite appointments.
The l5ishops were originally from the Apostles as the Apostles
were from Christ and Christ from God.

Clement's letter is thus clear evidence that in his view :

—

yi) All things should be done decently and in order—as is

,)iain from the orderliness of Nature and from the analogy of
the Old Testament hierarchy.

(.M The episcopate is an office held for life, and the
'leposition of duly -appointed bishops who have " blamelessly
otl'crcd the gifts" is unjust and a sin acjainst charitv.

'1

' I lu' silrncc <il Ia:n.itun is here >.

portince which hr .ittiichci in pcm-r.il to ,

' <>£ to" dniuaro! t^s iiriaKOvri^.

i:illy -i;;iiitic:inl in viev

lie Bishijp's ut'icr.
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(c) Originally bishops and deacons were appointed by

Apostles.

(d) The Episcopal office is to be a permanent one in the

Church, and the Apostles intended it to be such. In this sense,

therefore, ther'.- is and must necessarily be a "succession " ot

bishops from them.

His letter throws, however, no clear light at all upon the

mode of appointment to the episcopate, the forms (if any) of

ordination, or the question who was or might be the minister

of ordination. The phrase "men of repute" is far too vague

to admit of any certain inferences being drawn from it.

The possibility, therefore, that in many parts of Christendom

durinu: the first half of the second century the local communities

may have been ecclesiastically independent cannot be excluded

on historical grounds, though it is improbable that such local

independence was of long continuance.

It should be remembered that no Christian community in

early times ever regarded itself as an isolated unit, but always

as the expression or manifestation in a particular place of the

" people of God," that is, the Church. Liability to common
persecution, brotherly intercourse, mutual intercessions, the

frequent exchange of correspondence and of hospitality, together

with the general duty which each community recognized ot

building up its neighbours in the faith, prevented the isolation

of the several local Churches from being more than relative

and partial. Upon matters of such moment as the appoint-

ment of clergy it would be natural that where possible (now

that the "apostles and prophets" were gone) they shoulil

consult one another ; representatives of neighbouring Churches

would be present and assist at the election and ordination of

new ministers.

The so-called ApostjUi Cnurch Order—one of the two

early sources distinguished bv Harnaclc as lying behind the

Apostolic Canons (the Apostolic Canons in their present form date

from about a.d. 341)—contains the provision that "in the

case where there are only a few men and less than twelve

persons in a single locality who are competent to vote at the

election of a Bishop, a letter must be sent to one of the

neighbouring Churches where there is one well established, in

order that three selected men may come from there and

carefully examine the one who is worthy, etc." (This surely

illustrates the words of Clement of Rome about the appoint-

ment of Bishops since the Apostles' time by " men of rejiute.")

Later it came to be the rule that these delegates from neiuh-
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bouring Churches must themsclve|ibe Bishops. The fourth
Canon of the Synod of Nicaea provides that the new Bishop
must be consecrated by at least three neighbouring Bishops

—

the system still in vogue—and thus the local ministry was
linked on with, and commissioned by the representatives of,

the ministry of the Church Universal.

Not the local community in its independence, but the
whole assemblage of Christian people dispersed throughout the
world, was the manifestation visibly upon earth of that "people
of God " whose citizenship was in heaven. The local

ministries were no longer merely local, but ecumenical in

sanction and commission. It was in a sense a return to the
original state of affairs, except that the ecumenical and local

ministries were now one and the same ; the unordained
ministry of men charismaticaily gifted had died out, and all

ministry had become " institutional " in type. Of course we
must not fall into the mistake of regarding the institutional

and the " charismatic " ideas as mutually exclusive. Ordina-
tion was itself understood to convey a "charisma" or fjift of
grace for the discharge of ministerial function : but hence-
forward no man, however charismaticaily gifted, might discharge
ministerial functions except he had been formally commissioned
to do so through ordination.

A final word must be said about the idea of succession from
the Apostles. We have found something like it already in the
Epistle of Clement of Rome. In addition we have certain lists

of the Bishops of particular sees—notably that of Rome

—

which purport to have been kept from the earliest times.
Thirdly there are certain well-known statements of Irenaeus,
w'ho speaks of Bishops as possessing a charisma veritatis in

virtue of their office, and appeals to the existence of an un-
broken tradition of Christian doctrine, himded down through
the successive occupants of those sees wnich claimed to be "of

Apostolic foundation, as the guarantee of orthodoxy.
It is to be observed, however, that such a claim in itstli

tells us nothing as to the mode of the appointment, ordination,
or consecration of the Bishops in question, and consequently
throws no additional light upon our problem. The successive
presidents of a modern college at either of our universities are
the depositaries of what we may call a continuous college
tradition, in spite of the fact that they are not inducted into
office by the heads of other colleges. This mav appear a frivolous
analogy, but it is intended to bring out the point that Irenaeus'
iangudj^c, while emphasizing the importance of an apostolic
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tradition of doctrine, tells# nothing as to ^i^^er the existence

or the non-existence of an Apostolical Succe^.on of Bishops

from the beginning, in the sense in which those words have

been commonly understood.

Conclusion

Summing up the entire discussion we tnay say :—

(a) Therl is clear evidence that from the beginning of the

Church in her specifically Christian character, there has existed

in each locality rdefinitely-appoimed minister or ministers to

whom was entrusted under normal conditions the "steward-

Thip
" of the sacramental " mysteries "

; and from the first it is

probable that such ministers have been appomted by laying o,>

°*^

w"This ministry appears to have very early assumed the

form of a bishop, presbyters, and deacons to each eucharist.c

assembly. The modern diocese is virtually an expansion of the

primitive congregation by means of the delegation to presbyter,

of functions originally episcopal. ... • , ,

(r) It is probable that originally local ministers were appointed

by Apostles, Prophets, or Evangelists

;

But on the other hand :

—

(d) It cannot be shown that in the sub-apostrhc age there

was not, at least in some localities, a stage of congregational

I^deiJ^ndency due to the isolation of local communities from

one Tnother and the lack of any provincial organization

U) Apostolical Succession in the literal sense cannot there-

fore be asserted as more than an historical possibihty :
uno

"
mTnJ'defence of the principle for which the idea of

Apostolical Succession stands must be based "P<'"
«^her than

strictly historical grounds. An attempt to defend the princ.pe

Independently of any appeal to history has been made in Part II,

of the foregoing Essay.

Christian , . . ^, l

Organization of the Early Christian Church.
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GOD AND the: ABSOLUTE

In these days, we have small excuse tor forgetting th;u

religion is more than creed and reality richer than

thought. It is equally important to remember that

religious devotion is directed towards an Object, and

cannot continue unless that Object is believed to be

real. In most of the higher religions, the object ot

devotion is One God, believed to be ruler, if not

creator, of all men and of the world in which they live.

Relicrion is therefore bound up with certain behets

about the nature of things,' and hence must always

settle accounts wi^h the body of beliefs about the world

which men derive from other sources. In other words,

Religion must make terms with Philosophy ;
for

Philosophy is only the most careful and accurate

formulation of those beliefs. Truth is one, from

» Ct e- C I Webb I'rtlcrr, ,n the Rcl»7n, of God and Man, pp. lo, 142-;.

..Rell.i.,:. 'involves a kind of apprehension or awareness who-e object 1. .l«a>-.

how t-r. in .uch a ,en.c the whole of reality, or at lean the heart »",! centre ..

eality, that it i, in the long run impcible for Religion to remam contented, a, tb

e i con,ciou..s, can. with an object which i. merely ,.-. object, -thout pl.c,

it ,0 to «av, in the centre of thirR., and relat.ng to .t everything m Uself and .n ..

;,vironmen , and hence commuting the religion, man to what the German, ca.l

?yZr.Hhauln^ corresDonHent to his religion." "The rel,.,„u. sent.n.ent ,s .

ent m;nt forin object which i, regarded a. not merely it, "bjcct but a, .omeho«

,ffid mental or ultimate real.tv." Mr. Webb adm,,, '^at th„ a.t sta^m-

hn a Daradoxic;.! air in vi.w of -he apparent variety ot objects of worship, but he

m imuin, that ,t i-, es,entially true. •• I. there not - n the fi"t in cur .ntiin^u

toward, the obiect of worship something which f"'"V''^=- fi"/;""'!^' '^;/,' "
j

except by something which is im.igined as holdmg in itsdf thai myster, or se.rU

which, a^he worshipper's horizon widens, we come at last to realize is the my,t, ,)

426
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whatever source it is derived. "To tell a thinking

man that he need not interpret to his reason what

religion tells him of God is like saying to him, ' Be

religious if you will, but you neec' not let your religion

influence your conduct.' " '

This has always been so. From St. Paul and the

writer of the Fourth Gospei to the framers of the

oecumenical creeds, Christian theology was formulated

in the language, and in some relation to the problems,

of the philosophy of the time. And the elaboration

of the grounds in reason on which it rests, and of the

consequences which may be deduced trom it, was

accomplished by the Schoolmen in terms of the

Scholastic Philosophy. In our own time the same work

has yet to be done.

But the most salient fact in the present situation

is the breakdown of the traditional basis. We have

to remember that the collapse of mediaev;i!ism which

we associate for most purj^oses with the Renaissance

and Reformation is, in the special sphere of " Natural

Theology," delayed till the time of Kant. Descartes

and Locke changed much ; but in this sphere they

mostly retained the demonstrative methods of the

Schoolmen. Each thought it possible to give a demon-

strative proof of the existence of God, analogous to the

proof of a geometrical proposition. But these have

now little or no living influence. " That vast literature

of proofs of God's existence drawn from the order of

nature, which a century ago seemed so overwhelmingly

convincing, to-day does little more than gather dust in

libraries, f()r the simple reason that our generation has

ceased to believe in the kind of God it art^ued for.

Whatever sort of being God may be, we hi-'U: to-day

that he is nevermore that mere external inventor of

'contrivances' intended to make manifest his 'glory,

in which our great-grandfathers took such satisfaction." *

* /. jfcy Moore in Lux MwiJi. p. 8y.

i
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In this rejection there is a tone of assurance which

implies the possession of a clear and positive view ot

the nature of the world. This assurance is not without

justification. When Mr. Blatchford of the Clarion

began his hostile examination of the Christian religion

with a chapter entitled, " What I can and what I

cannot believe," his intellectual arrogance was generally

and rightly condemned. But had he written "we"
instead of *' I," he would have been putting forward

a canon which, though undoubtedly subject to abuse,

is, in some degree, both legitimate and necessary. It

implies the assumption that the opinion of modern
times is worth more than that of antiquity. But if we
believe in intellectual development, we must admit an

element of truth in such a position.

Certainly Securus judical orbis terrarum ; but this

maxim can only help us if interpreted by a theory of
Evolution. It does not proclaim a democracy of
opinion, to which all times and places are alike. That
way lies chaos. Thus the apologist appeals in favour
of the religious view of the world to the casemus gentium.

But the sceptic retorts that the unanimity is only verbal,

not real. The believer in Jehovah is a witness against

Baal, and the believer in Baal is a witness against

Jehovah. The same diversity prevails in the sphere

of reasoned argument. " There is not a single prcxif

of natural theology of which the negative has not been
maintained as vigorously as the affirmative."* The
edge of this scepticism can only be turned by the

familiar conception of Development. \i different and
inconsistent religious beliefs are viewed, not as on a

level with one another, but as different stages in the

development of one thing, it is possible to reduce the
material to some sort of order. The history of religions

will present a picture, not simply of chaos, but of
" order dawning on chaos." In that case, the meaning
of the whole process is to be sought in its maturest

'-" r " -'j~ ; i^. p' 'i.
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products. The " heirs of all the ages " can pronounce
some decisions with an authority which was impossible
for their ancestors. Error is long-lived, but it is not
eternal ; and with the progress of thought some errors
cease even to be plausible. Fetichism and ancestor-
worship no longer challenge our serious consideration.

This consensus of opinion is felt when we consider
the nature of God. It defines and limits our problem.
God, if there be a God, must at least be a Spirit, and
the God of the whole earth. '• The only Deity we can
believe in, nay, we might say the only Deity we can
disbelieve in, or seriously deny, is a universal God, a
spiritual principle manifested in all nature and all

history."^ "Whatever else 'God' means, it means
the highest we can think of—something in which all

that we love and adore in human beings and nature
exists without any alloy." *

V lat then is the present situation.? In modern
times we have acquired a great body of new knowledge
of the physical world and of human nature. Every-
where this has transformed men's conception of the
universe ; and the new outlook has found its way
somewhat tardily into metaphysics. Hence it is that
theological systems constructed in an older age have
little reality for the modern mind. And modern
apologists seem to be fighting a rearguard action,
because they are always trying to adapt to new ideas
an intellectual scheme which really depends on a quite
different set of presuppositions.

The old religion then needs a new theology. We
need it not merely for defensive purposes, but for our
own fuller understanding of the truth. It is not merely
that the preacher of the G.ispel must have the i^ift of
tongues

; and that, as he would not speak to Parthians
or Medes in Aramaic, but in their own tongue, so
he must speak to modern men, not in terms of the

' E, Ciiril, Tie ErUution of Reiser., p. 6j.
'' R. L. Ncltleship, Rtm^.ns. ;. loc

i )
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philosophy of the Middle Ages, but in terms of the

philosophy of our own day. But further, if we believe

in Development, we shall hold that the theology which

incorporates the knowledge of the twentieth century

will be not merely different from, but better than, the

theology of the thirteenth, just as it in turn will be

absorbed in the fuller theology of later ages. " The

work which Aquinas did for the Church of his day—

the fusion of the highest speculative thought of the

time with its profoundest spiritual convictions, the

reconciliation of the new truths of the present with the

kernel of truth embodied in the traditional creed—is a

task which will have to be done again and again so

long as the human mind remains progressive, and

religion remains a vital force with it. . . . But in one

respect the work of Aquinas is built on the solid

foundation on which all such efforts must repose—the

grand conviction that religion is rational, and that

reason is divine, and that all knowledge and all truth

must be capable of harmonious adjustment.''*

We are now at a time of transition. Ihe modern

theologian has a rich quarry for his working, but its

capacities for serving his purpose are as yet largely

unexplored. We do not at present know how much

of the new thought can be absorbed, and how far it

will enrich or modify the old ; nor, on the other hand,

how far the old will correct or even reject the various

elements of modern thought. So/vitur ambulando. h

is a time for intelkctual ventures, necessarily tentative.

The present Essay is an attempt, conceived on these

lines, to consider some of the problems which confront

modern theologians when ihey wish to formulate the

central belief in (iod in the light of modern philosophy.

It may be worth while to define the particular

problem of this Kssav a little more closely. In then-

view of the Being and Nature of God, religion and philo-

sophy attack the same problem from ditierent angles,

I R^hHall, Thi UniTfiiHn of Eur- p, ;n /« MMU .lg!t< vol. i. p. %(>-.

^"^r
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and move along different lines. Religion starts with a

private and particular relation between the worshipper

and his god. It gradually grows in perception of

the necessary purity, unity, and universulity of God.'

Philosophy starts with the conception of the universe

or the whole of reality. It gradually grows, as I

should hold, towards a more spiritual interpretation

of the nature of that reality. " Philosophy demands

unity, whether personal or impersonal ; Religion de-

mands a personal object, be that object one or many.""

They have travelled so far on converging lines, but

they have not yet met. The God of Philosophy is not

yet the God of Religion. To the one, unity and

universality are cardinal ; to the other, personality.

The philosopher speaks of "The Absolute"; the

religious man speaks of "God." The question for us

is—Will the lines meet .' In the process of further

development, will the convergence continue till the two
conceptions are fused ? or is there some essential

difference between the two, which must always prevent

identification ?

The Essay is divided into three parts. In the first

part, I shall consider how far an argument for the

existence of God and a positive conception of His
nature can be derived from modern philosophical

thought. In the second part, I shall state some of the

principal objections to the acceptance of the results of

Part One as :in adequ:ite basis for Christian Theism.

In the third part, 1 shall make such suggestions as I am
able towards bridging the gulf between the conclusions

of Part One and of Part Two.'
' The dfvelopnirrt of the Jewish cnncrption n( Go'i. within the Old Tf5i:i:;,f nt

:r<ini the worship of a uierelv tribal deity to true Monothei*ni is jn insl tiict- of ihi«.

* Aubrey Moore in I.ux Mu:Ji, p. 64.
"

i liere is hardly a hue tliat ii .)rigitiit in the following Kss.iv ; .ini ':.y borrow-
ings are too numerous to admit ol detaiic-i aciinowledgmcnt. There jre, houever,
tA-o rrcnt bonivs which 1 h.ave u""d «o con!;tantly triat I shoui-i \^i*h to express mv
grat;*... If tor them. These art* Dr. Bosanquet'i rec- nt Gif^ori Lectures, Tie Priv^if-'e

ij It.u li.lujUry j;,/ P'jlue. and Mr. C. C
J.

Wibh's P' I't'ti 1- t'.e Rt'urhri ifC-d
a-.i Man. Of" i ours;-. Ur. Ho^aiijuet and Ntr. Webb are m ni \v:iv r*^; insible for

.^nv cm iitiea iini whl* h I ny\\ have bt'en betrayed, either in m\ endeavour to i-e

.iil.ri'1 li'itMlt^il i.tliuir plO)>rl iv l'> Ull'icl-iaiUi 4110 io at>Ml« ii' <r ^..illvC^HIUit-.

H
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PART ONE

I. Inadequacy of the so-called "Proofs"

The conclusions of the demonstrative school are

now unconvincing, because the demonstrative method,

considered as a method of reaching first principles, is

vicious. I have not space to work this out in detail,

and to do so would be to " slay the slain." But it is

easy to illustrate the unsoundness of some of the old

arguments. Thus the most common "demonstrative"

proof of the existence of God was the Cosmological

Proof. This was an argument from the world as a

procession of linked events, each one the effect of sonic

previous cause, to the necessity of some " First Cause
"

of the whole series which is really originative, and is

itself the effect of no previous cause. In the Cartesian

form of the argument, this Cause must contain in itself

perfection at least equal to all the perfection found in

any of the effects.

If Mary is so beautiful,

What must her Maker be ?

He that made the eye, shall he not see ?

This " proof" suffers from obvious defects :

—

(i) In the fn-m of an argument to a " First Cause
"

in time, it may be represented as merely expressing the

inability of the human mind to go on thinking back-

wards indefinitely. But the point at which it stops is

purely arbitrary. No positive argument can fairly be

based on this incapacity.

(2) With Descartes at least the argument was

circular. It obviously assumes, as an unconditional

necessity, the principle that everything that is derives

its existence and its essence from something else, and

that the nature of the "cause" must be sufficient t<

iccount for the natiire of the vffl-ct. This principk

if-
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itself is, to Descartes, a self-evident intuition. But,
when pressed as to his certainty that the human mind
does not deceive itself, and that it has a right to trust
its intuitions, he falls back on his trust in the goodness
of God, who would not condemn his creatures to error.
That is to say, the assumption of the validity of the
intuition presupposes certain beliefs about the ultimate
nature of the universe, and about the place of man
and of human reason in the universe, and cannot there-
fore be fairly used to justify those beliefs.

(3) This is an argument from the Finite to the
Infinite, or from what holds good in experience to
what transcends experience. There is more in the
conclusion than can be got out of the premisses. The
superstructure is too big for the foundations.'

This last objection suggests the flaw that is fatal
to all demonstrative reasoning about ultimate reality.
The thinker is himself a part of Reality, and can never
get outside it to bee it as a whole. Hence he must
either describe it in purely negative terms, in which
case he really says nothing ; or he must describe the
whole in terms of the parts, in which case there is

always a margin of error in his statement. It is im-
possible for Him in whom "we live and move and

' Tht TelMlogical and Ontological Proof, arc, equally with the Co.moloi:ic.il
now d„cre.lited. Thus the TeU-ological Proof is at best a supplement to the others'
It only suggest, an architect or sculptor shaping n, ,:, rial which he does not make'
not a crrator, .n<i still less an infinite bring. And Us popul.ir appeal, whici. „rp.-ndi
argelv on apparent a.l.u>tation .ind design in Nature, has been greatly wc.keneH
H the Uarwmian m.i.tcnce on Natural Selection as a cause in evolution The
Ontological Proof hat nevrr been popular. The very i,ka of G.w, it urge, is the
laea ot an absolutely perfect bein.,. But existence is a perfecti,.n and its a'bs.ncewou.d be an imperfection. It loUows, therefore, from the very notion of God that

,"
'""'' ^^".' /"""» ./•'•« 'his argument ,i.-„nies the very leap from thnuKhl to

.ality which >B in question. It we think of Co.., we must ihmk of Him as existing ;
tJ'Jt it .loe« not follow that He riali\ txnts.

I am not suggesting that these a'rgunu-nts cannot be state.l in a way which freesthem trom the obvious ob|.ai.>n.. I think they can; an.l I would refer to MrWeis (cp.ct pp. 159.18S) I.r • very illuminating exposition of the truth that".rtno each of them. But the process .if purilicalion involves a very radical
ir.in.i„rmati.m, and it may be doubted wheiher, for purfoui cf trfuUr exto^uun. the
trur aric,rn..nts .ire not rather obscured than clarified by a laborious tracing of their
ancestiy. I bell, ve that the .ubstance of what remain, of the traditional '• Proofs "
alter i treatment like Mr. Webb', will be found in wh-t follows.

2 F
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have our being " to be comprised in the conclusion of

a syllogism. Not only did the application of this

method actually fail ; it was bound to fail, for the

method was itself a false one.

II. The Modern "Critical" Method

Modern Idealism ' has abandoned the old a priori

demonstrative methods. Though not in the restricted

sense of Mill and Spencer, it is a true " philosophy of

experience." In what sense this is so may best be

made clear by an analogy. It is sometimes disputed

whether Aristotle's procedure in his Ethics is in-

ductive or deductive : it is, in fact, a mixture of the

two He did not approach the problems of Ethics with

ready-made ideas of Right and Wron^, Good and Evil.

He started by an examination and comparison of the

moral ideas and practices which he found actually

existing in the Greek society of his day. He asked

how men did actually behave and think about behaviour.

But his aim was to discover in this mass of moral

experience and half-instinctive moral judgment certain

central constitutive principles on which the rationality

of particular judgments depended. In the same way

the modern idealist starts by the examination of the

actual conscious experience of ordinary men. He asks

how and on what grounds they actually distinguish

truth from falsehood. Thus Kant asked the question :

" How is Experience possible ? " If it should prove on

analysis—as Kant thought it did—that certain funda-

' I uic the term • lucali.m " in iht widett po.jible »tn.e at ipplying to the

whole line of great philoiopheri from Plato and Ar..tr.tle downwar.is, who hut

,„igne.l a pre-eminrnt place m tir .on.titution of ihf ix.ver.c ,., the things th;,l

are not .een rather than to the things that arc .een. Many per.oni will h..M .i.:.t

the type of philcophv-latdy known at " Absolutism -wl.:ch I 'ry to .
tp,,,,n,|

below, is only one of many competitor, to the succession of the great ,d< i»t. ,
I

the past, and that it i. one which recent ,lev. ;
,

nienti have made old-l,. h,;..-J

an.i out of date. Nevertheless, m spite <>! the fashion of the moment 1 bnrve

that it is. philosophically, the .ounlest, and therefore tie one of which Clir.iiJQ

theology ha. leallj I., t-ke accour.t. Cf. brlow, p. i^', N"f- '•- ''"' •'«'•
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mental principles are so embedded in the structure of
conscious experience that only by the assumption of
their truth can experience be made rational or intelligible

at all, then these principles are not only true but
necessary ; they not only are but they must be. Ths
is what Kant meant by his " Transcendental Deduction
of the Categories."

Our starting-point, then, is ordinary experience.
What criterion do we actually use when we distinguish
fact from fancy, truth from error, waking from
dreaming ? Why docs any one say : " 1 must have
dreamt that " ? The answer is that we reject as fiction
or as dream whatever will not fit in or cohere or form
one rational whole with our ordinary waking experience.
Thus men of the Victorian era disbelieved in witchcraft
or " possession," because these seemed to *' contradict

"

the facts of science, and so could not be fitted in or
placed in any niche within their rational experience.
With a wider experience, men of the twentieth century
are perhaps less ready simply to reject the tales of more
credulous ages as fables, b'^cause there is more in their
experience with which these tales, if taken as true,
would cohere. We are sometimes in doubt whether
certain experiences which we seem to remember belong
to the world of actual waking reality or were part of
our dreams. We finally place in the categor) of
dreams certain weird and discontinuous experiences, in
which persons w>-om we know act "out of character,"
personal identity i; blurred (for one man suddenly turns
into another), or we see persons whom, in our waking
moments, we know to be dead or in distant parts of
the world. Here we use the same criterion. We
receive nothing as real which will in no way cohere
with the rest of our experience.

If this is typical, certain conclusions follow :

—

(i) Doubt implies a background of certainty.
Scepticism or agnosticism is an irrational attitude except
Within a limited sphere. It iS true that illusion is

i.l

'II
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frequent. Both our senses and our reasoning faculties

are fallible. We are continually finding that " things

are not what they seem." Yet we cannot make the

fact of error the basis of our philosophy. Dreams can

only be known as dreams against a background of

waking reality : they are a fractional part of experience

condemned in the light of the whole.* To ask whether

the whole of experience is a dream is to ask a meaning-

less question. Those who would throw doubt on the

whole of our knowledge because of the imperfection of

our faculties' really refute themselves. For it is by

the use of, and by trust in, these same faculties that

they reach their sceptical conclusion. We only doubt

or reject the immediate witness of our sense-perceptions

because of our trust in human reason as exhibited in

the sciences. To the ordinary eye, to-day just as much

as before the time of Copernicus, the sun seems to go

round the earth. We reject the apparent evidence of

our own eyes because of our trust in human reason as

exemplified {a) in the science of Astronomy, which

teaches us that only the opposite hypothesis can account

for the facts, (^) iA the science of Optics, which shows

how much of what we seem to see directly is really due

to inference, and hence how the mistake has arisen.

Moreover, ev^n if it is said that we may doubt all

existing theories because of their internal imperfections

and their failure to hold together, without having any

theory of our own to put in their place, v.'hat is this

but to affirm that the real world certainly is coherent

and harmonious ?
• .•

(2) This principle holds good not only in ordinary

life but in regard to the deepest issues of philosophy.

For philosophy is only common sense, applied to the

> If like Uu Maurirr-8 Pttcr Ibbttion, we haH a Hrr.tn-lite a» continuous jn.

cohrrcnt, in 'pile of intrrruption., a. our waking l.fc, we sioulJ have no reason t»

""Vt: :: :;^l:;?d b;"^"^itle of an artier h, Mr. H. G. Well, in M.nJ, enu, «

» Cf. E'jiay V. p. 21$.

1 f '.
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highest and widest problems : it is vital to it to establish

its continuity with the experience of the ordinary man.
The only test of a theory of the universe is that it

should make the facts of the world intelligible, and that
philosophy is the truest which makes most sense. In
the language of Logic, each philosophical theory is an
hypothesis, and the only kind of proof of which it is

susceptible is verification. The question is always
Does it work.^ It professes to explain. Does it

explain ?

This procedure is seen also when we reject a theory.
" You endeavour to refute your opponent by showing
that his error carries some other error with it, that this

second error carries still another, and that ultimately his

whole rational experience is imperilled bv his clinging to
his false idea. You give him the highwayman's choice

—

' Your error or your intellectual life.' ' Deny this,'

we say, 'and nothing remains, for behind this, nay
incorporated with it and implicated in its fate, is the
whole system of your associated thoughts.' " '

It is important to insist that this procedure is true
to life. It represents the living action of the mind.
In concrete issues, which touch life at many points, it is

only a multitude of converging considerations which
produces real conviction. As Mr. Chesterton reminds
us in his Orthodoxy, a man is partially convinced of a
thing when he has thought of an argument and has
tound that something proves his conclusion ; but he is

really convinced only when he finds that everything
proves it. A man may be silenced by an argument
which he cannot answer, but he is only convinced and
converted when his position is not merely refuted but
absorbed. When Lord Morley said, "We will not
refute Christianity, we will explain it," he proclaimed a
true ideal of method. So what is labelled " dream "

is

not merely rejected ; it is explained and given a real,

though lowly, place in experience. Thus the Protestant

' «/ /".''(. • la' t\ r ami /Jrc-Tir-.-r^.
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urges against the Catholic that he hiuisclf accepts in the

region of spirit those truths which the Catholic expresses

in a bodily and external way. The Catholic, on the

other hand, urges against the Protestant that he himself

gives ample scope for the individual devotion which the

Protestant values, whil' doin^ justice to the social

nature and interdependence of men which the Protestant

ignores. Both use more directly "offensive" argument

;

but it is only on grounds such as these that conversions

are made.

III. This Method implies that Absolute Rem ity

IS Knowable and that Thoroughgoing

Agnosticism is Untenable

(i) Agnosticism is common.—Agnosticism is to-da\

widely diffused, not so much as an explicit creed but

rather as a temper of mind. There is a widespread

.'uspicion that the region of reality to which religious

beliefs refer is beyond our ken. Hence such beliefs are

unverifiable : it is unprofitable to build on them.

This attitude is not due merely to the hardness of

men's hearts or to mental sloth, though both of these

contribute to it ; but rather to two more respectable

causes :

—

{a) The "note" of post-mediaeval as contrasted with

mediaeval thought is humility. The great advance

of scientific knowledge and, more particularly, the

Copernican theory impress the imagination with the

contrast between the vastness of the universe and the

littleness of man. This naturally results in a growing

distrust of the power of human faculties to comprehcr ;

the mighty and inscrutable world. And the moral ti r

the sensible man is that he should accept his limitations

and "cultivate his own garden." "The proper study

of mankind is man," .tnd only that corner of the
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universe of which he has direct daily experience and
which constantly affects his well-being. This frame of

mind is clearly voiced by Locke. He hopes "to pre-

vail with the busy mind of man to be mtjre cautious in

meddling with things exceeding its comprehension ; to

stoj when it is at the utmost extent of its tether ; and
to sit down in a quiet ignorance of those things which
upon examination are found to be beyond the reach of

our capacities." ' It is then of the first importance to

discriminate between the verifiable and the unverifiable,

the natural and the supernatural, the experienced and
the transcendent ; and to confine our attention and
energies to the former. " Were the capacities of our
understandings well considered, the extent of our know-
ledge once discovered, and the horizon found which sets

the bounds between the enlightened and the dark parts

of things, between what is and what is not com-
prehensil)le by us, men would perhaps with less scruple

acquiesce in the avowed ignorance of the one, and
employ their thoughts and discourse with more satisfac-

tion in the other."
'^

(i>) The other reason that moves men strongly towards
agnosticism about ultimate reality is the age-long failure

of philosophers to arrive at any agreement. In this, as

in other matters, men would probably defer to the

expert, if only the experts were agreed. But " when
doctors disagree," how is the layman to decide ? And,
like Kant, he is painfully impressed by the contrast

between the continual recurrence of the same disputes

within the ranks of the philosophers and the assured

achievements of the phy^i^al sciences. The theologians,

indeed, sometimes speak dogmatii illy enough ; but

then they do not appear to be impartial, for they set

out to prove a foregone con lusion; and, if their

^ A'j J .ncernirg Human L n.r raanJtng ^Fraier's ition\ vol. i. p. 28.

' Locke, 0^. (;'/. i. pp. 31-3^. In the ninct«::th cr ury Darwinitni gavp
a ntw imprtus to this trn^ifncy j tor It jccrntuiitrd sti. rurther the a^c and
vaitnc?* of the physical uni\cr«e anH its in^iepcndence and cart^ieisncsi of human
curpuie?.
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reasonings are closely investigated, their agreement turns

out to be much more apparent than real.'

Myself when young Jid eagcr'y frequent

Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument

About it and about : but evermore

Ca'.ne out by the same door wherein I went.

Leslie Stephen makes powerful use of this difficulty

in (lis Agnostic s Apology :
' State any one proposition

in which ail philosophers agree, and I will admit it to

be true ; or any one that has a manifest balance of

authority, and I will agree that it is probable. But so

long as every philosopher ''atly contradicts the principles

of his predecessors, why affect certainty .? " In face of

such facts, it is suggested, the only way of escape from

pure scepticism is to recognize frankly the iiiexora'^le

limits of our reasoning powers, and to restrict our

mental activities within the frontiers of experience. In

short, we must abandon all "Ontology," ind confine

ourselves to the phenomenal sphert : over-ambition has

been the cause of our intellectual barrenness. On such

a view, Comte would be right in holc'ing that the

future progress of the human race depends on the-

abandonment of the trackless wastes of Religion and

Metaphysics in favour of the sure path of Science.

(2) But it cannot survive critkism.—Agnosticism,

though common, is untenable." For

{a) It is, in the long run, psychologically im-

possible.

{b) It is self-contradictory.

{a) It is futile to advise the human intellect to

" fling away ambition." Whatever may be the case

with most of us at some times and with a few men at

all times, the human race cannot permanently restrain

itself from pursuing such " obstinate questionings,"

however clearly their vanity may seem to be demon-

' Thus Mansrl and, in lome moodi, Newman proviilj lomc of the ttrongc t

arguments for AgnoBticiam.
^ i fiiB aUlciiitiU \i to 50"? rxtrr.t quaiinc^ orio'.v, p. ^4;.
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A

stratcd. As Henry Sidgwick said, the man in men will

never consent to this abandonment. No one has stated

this more strongly than Hume himself. " 'Tis almost
impossible for the mind of man to rest, like those of
beasts, in that narrow circle of objects which are the
subject of d^." conversation and action." Questions

" Where am I, or what .'' From
\r .,y existence, and to what

. i

'

hose favour shall I court,
' ^ What beings surround

fluence, or who have any
'\'am expellas furca, t.imen

- f uure is such that we cannot
I: w .. -r we may desire to do so.

(^) ^'

-

>
1' j|)heres as " knovvable " and

*' unknow. ''.• '^^'^u'^^ i.-cientific. And to assert the
"existence

'

. K> fi cy which is nevertheless

"unkhowabie .0 ^v^ uil into hopeless contradiction.

For to establish a " frontier " implies some knowledge
of a "Beyond." To deny this— as I think Mr.
Chesterton somewhere puts it— is as though one were
to say, "Since all my faculties are totally confined to
my own garden, I cannot tell whether the roses next
door are in flower." In fact, no line of demarcation
can be drawn between metaphysics and common life.

Every moment of our waking life we are making the
most t imendous metaphysical assumptions.^ We are

ccntinual'

what ca

conditio

and w'

me,

infii.

usq I

avc :
!

' Hume, .i Trtariie o/Hun.^^ Nature, Book I. rt i •'
. § vii.

" If philosophy iicait mtrrly with whjt is remi. -t might bf rtason-hle for tht-
jveragc man to treat phil.isort.ica! quc=tio:is with ui' .cm. But phiiosopliy iieals

j|<o with what is vtry near
j and it is not poisibli- to avoid taking sides philoso-

phicriUy. Our fortuPc< are Ixiund up with the truth of certain phi!o<ophical
c 'ntentions and with .h' untruth of others. Thus a possible philosophical theory
!< S,.lipsism liie theor- hat I am the only reality and that everybody ami
lurvthing rise only rxiit, 'il^e dream-criatures, in my head; but men, generally,
«ljke the whole of their practical lives on the existence of other men and things.
S), again, most science and a great deal of life consists in asking the question. Why.'
Vet the rationality of the question and the poisibility of an answer depend on the
assumption that the ultimate structure of things is such that everything must have
a cause. Finally, the rati ^nality of all life Heprada on ti.e a.jumption that our
tacultifs are. ir. general, iiustwortliy ; vet to mi<iie th'« rssi.mptiim is to takr sides
in philosophy.
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therefore committed, whether we like it or not, to a

metaphysical venture. The agnostic does not escape

metaphysical assumptions ; but his assumptions are

particularly deadly, for he is unconscious of them and

refuses to think about them : he is, in effect, a

dangerous obscurantist. As Mr. Bradley puts it,* he

allows us—for he cannot help himself—to think about

these matters but not to think strictly : which is

absurd. Certainty, then, must be a relative term ; and

none of the certainties of common life are independent

of metaphysical beliefs.

But it may be said : Are you not misconceiving

the true purport of your argument ? You want to

invest your metaphysical principles with all the certainty

of everyday facts ; but what you are really doing is to

evaporate the certainties of common sense and to

assimilate them to the shadow-world of metaphysics.

If you succeed in proving that there is no half-way

house between metaphysical dogmatism and pure

scepticism, it may be you will force us all to become

sceptics.

Such an objection is natural but baseless. For pure

scepticism is, as we have already seen, self-contradictory.

To say that Reality is unknowable is itself a claim to

know Reality ; for the only sufficient ground for such

an assertion would be a knowledge that the positive

character of Reality is incompatible with its being

known. And even to assert failure is to imply sonu

positive notion of what success would be. But in our

assertion of a philosophical method, we have already

covered this point.'^ It is only in virtue of a general

trust in our faculties that wc can criticize or condemn

any of their particular deliverances. Without a positive'

criterion of truth we cannot think at ail. And to

raise the question of the relation of thought as a whole

to Reality is futile ; for it is thought itself which nujst

* .-1' n -rj-'^e am.! /?u/.(v. p. ;.

- V r alovf, ^1. 4 \f^
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decide the question. Thought is not only the prisoner

at the bar, but also the judge and the jury.

(3) The positive basis of such criticism.—We not

only can see as a fact that Agnosticism is irrational :

we can to some extent understand why it should
be so. Agnosticism is irrational because the universe

is, by necessity of thought, a "Cosmos," a rational

system, all the parts of which are related to one
another, and are governed by one set of principles.

The phrase "necessity of thought" must be under-
stood in the light of what we have said above. The
universe is necessarily a Cosmos, because, on reflection,

we find that we have assumed, and do assume, that it is

so in all our thinking. This does not, of course, mean
that the assumption was explicit and conscious ; but
only that we now see that its denial would invalidate

all our previous results, and reduce to chaos the world
of the modest agnostic no less than the world of the

transcendentalist. We now see that it is logically

involved in what we have always assumed, and cannot
be logically denied without its following that we have
been wrong all along. So we use the muscles in

walking, and depend on respiration and the circulation

of the blood \-\ every moment of our physical life,

though normally unconscious of the fact. So again,

though it is probably only the man who has had some
education in Logic who ever formulates to himself the

abstract Law of Coitradiction—("it is impossible for

the same thing at once to bt and not be")—vet we
all are Msing it ail our lives ; and any doubt cast on
its validity would threaten the whole results of our
waking thought, and conscquent-jy our sanity.

i he tact that, in all our thinking, we are working
with the assumption that the universe is a rational

system, may be illustrated from the special case of our
use ot the tonception of cause and eftcit. It is the
presupposition of inductive logic that, when two things
are related as cause and etRet, thcv an: necessarily

I
;

1;

ii
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connected, and -.vhere one is the other must be : it is on

this that it bases all generalizations. But many modern

philosophers f.re inclined to distinguish the actual re-

lation of cause and effect in the real world from the

logical reiuiion of ground and consequence. The latter

siiggests a theoretical ideal to which the former rarely

comes up. A true ground would contain everything

necessary and nothing superfluous to the production of

the consequence ; and the necessity which links ground

and consequence would be so thoroughgoing that com-

plete knowledge of the ground would include know-

ledge of the consequence. A real cause, in any sense

in which we practically use the term, is generally only

an incomplete logical ground : it does not contain

everything necessary and nothing superfluous to tht-

production of the efl^ect. On the other hand, the

complete logical relation does not hold between con-

crete things or events, where we hardly ever get a

" pure case," but only between qualities, which arc

never found in isolation, ami can only be separated by

abstraction. The hypothetical judgment (if A is B, it

is C) would be the true type of the logical relation or

ground and consequence ; and scientitic laws, when

.ipplied to concrete things, should, on this view, be

expressed hypothetically, and qualified by an " as such
"

or "so fur as" ; e.i^. though the circumteience of tlie

circle is in a fixed ratio to the diameter, which mathe-

maticians symbolize by the (ireek Icf -t tt, this ratio

does not hold absolutely of any given pint pot, but onlv

"in so far as" it approxinuites to a p>.'rtect round.

Hut the Inpothetical judgment itself hus ;i ground \r

concrete realitv ; .md this grouml is the whole system

within which the hvpothesi^; holds. " If a picturr

me.iHiire^ ^) foot by "" tool, it cannot be hung in a

spill e on the wall measuring 5 foot by 6 toot." Here

the true "ground" 0! the ju'tmient 1^ the actual

nature of '-va«.e as a s\st. ni, witb.in whu", rhe judgniciu

is true. ' It' the Soat in t'n- rii'lu fo-e;_'rovuHl of th'-
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picture were erased, the judgment of the distances

would become confused." Here the ground of judg-
ment is the nature of the picture as an aesthetic whole.

But it is only relatively that space or the picture as

a work of art are wholes in themselves. We can

make judgments about each of them considered as

members of a wider system. And, in the last resorr.

the universe, which is the only completed system, is the

true ground of every hypothetical judgment. The
much-quoted "flower in a crannied wall " would then

represent the ideal of knowledge.'

This conception at once dictates and limits agnosti-

cism, and that is the reason for this digression. Wc
have not absolute knowledge ; we are not as (rods

,

and any philosophy vvhich suggests the contrarv is at

once convicted of unreality and untruth to life. Bur
all knowledge short of absolute knowledge is imperfect.

What we know always implies a more to be known.
And, because all reality is in thoroughgoing relation,

what we know is always hable to be niodiried iiv what
we know not yet.-' But such agnosticism is ^ery

different from the agnostici.sm of Leslie Stephen.

There is here no distinction of spheres ; no impassable

frontier or bound.iry-line. The: unknown is not the

unknowable. On the contrary, it is continuous with,

and in vital rL-Jatioii to, the known. " For knowledt'c
the only unknowahle is the unintelligible or contra-

dictory, and to suppose that real existence is unin-
telligible or contr.iviictory is to belie the nature of

knowledge."* Realitv may be in part unknown; but
it cannot be incompatible with the nature of knowiedtie.

' The »"li<t,iTicc I.I tile i.iJt r ir.isr,i|in 1 uk .! .ilnin I bu(i|., i , ;, |!
, IJ.njn.T t'-i

/.»,(•.., .»!. I. yv: 2s- It.

- <'t. Li.cki. V n. )-, itti rln : rf.it p. Ills anil \»hii-';.. h | niiv '.i !iv. ..t

lhi« iiiiiirniii.u" Iriicturr nt i!,. , ,in-r-i-, nir.. inr .mphi »i ki;..w, L.ivr -mli :i tr.n-

niili. n .iiM .Ii- .i-piifMc" in l!i.-;r i::l|.jrm-j ;, i
: r..(icratinr- III' ui'iin ii' tin r, llul

|n;!.lp tl'in : in tfli t.ir tn.i:.-ii>'t wniil.l i iit on ijuiti- mi r t uc. .irlii ^im-c to
lir hK.ii iiu-\ .itr. il m.ihi- cmr '•: tlir nt.ini or ri ,it bo.iics iii. nii'rcheiml'iy n :ii.,lr

(rim .)« thuui-i if.\*i' fi be IT '111 vr :\\ it dort,"
' 1. M. Firn-.h. i.^/Vii I'r.U. p:,. ^i. 1:4.
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Professor A. E. Taylor well compares our partial

ignorance of Reality to t!ie proverbi;(l dcceitfulness of

the human heart. We are largely .gnorant of our-

selves. But between knower and known there is no

unbridgeable gulf, and so there is no limit to the

possibility of knowledge.

Our doubts, then, as well as our certainties, our

questions as well as our answers, the limits as well as

the positive extent of our knowledge, all presuppose

that the Universe is a Cosmos, and that Absolute

Reality is not a mere Beyond, nor again a mere Sub-

stratum, beneath but different from all finite realities,

but a rational system whose character is the ground

of, and is in part revealed in, all finite reality and all

actual experience.

IV. Absolute Reality is most truly conceived

IN Terms of Mind or Spirit

So far we have tried to vindicate our right to think

of the Absolute Reality, in which we live and move and

have our being, as a "Cosmos" and as the "regulative"

principle of all our knowledge, " the master-light ot

all our seeing." But this, it may be felt, docs not carry

us very far, and is, indeed, little more than a platitude.

What it really imports us to know is the positive

char.icter of Reality and its relation to human life and

human interests. And it may be suggested that, by our

own method, we have debarred ourselves from giving to

this question not merely the answer vvc desire but any

answer at all. The light by virtue of which we sec

cannot itself he seen. We cannot characterize the

Whole except in terms of the parts. But such predi-

cates must ot necessity be inadequate to, and mis-

represent, the Whole. Knowie.lge in such terms will

be ' appearance" and not " reality."

To this we may fairly reply that

—

(l) Wc do right and not wrong to characteri.'c
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Reality in positive c«rms, provided we use
the best available.

(2) As between different descnj.' ^>ns, .ve are already
committed to the principle that Jit- truest is

that which explains most, which makes the
whole body of our knowledge most coherent.
" The fuller is the more real."

(3) Applying this criterion, we should »ay tmt
descriptions in terms of life are truer tha'

merely mechanical descriptions, and descri'>

tions in terms of Mind or Spirit are truer than
those that are mtrely on the level of biology.

(
I ) The position we have now reached has, admitted! v,

a positive and a negative side. We can have some
knowledge of Reality, but all the terms which we can
apply to it are crude and fall short. The question is :

Do we do more service to truth by emphasizing the
positive or the negative aspect ? I believe we convey
more truth to our own minds and to those of others
by making the best positive assertion we can ccmpass
than by restricting ourselves to barren negations. The
homeliest analogies are the most helpful If we want
to take the truest attitude towards a kind of knowledge
that is at present beyond our grasp ; if, that is, we
wart to shape our thought in the form which, though
inevitably crude, will carry us farthest towards a fuller

apprehension and leave us least to unlearn when we
reach it

; we should consider the way in which we deal
with minds capable (nily of an inferior kind of knowledge
to our own. We can see that the theological concep-
tions of the child or the savage are crude and material-
istic as compared with our own. Hut we rightly
continue, in our intercourse with them, to use symbols
and images which they will understand in a more literal

sense than we. We do not merely sav, "
I leaven

IS not a place. It is not in space at all.' It is like
nothing that you can conceive." We continue to use
the old childish language, because we hope that by doing
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so wc shall suggest a conception of Heaven which

corresponds in their intellectual " world " to the fuller

conception in ours. Wc shall thus convey some truth

and the best that they are capable of receiving.

Whereas, if we restrict ourselves to negations, wc

shall convey nothing at all.

Of course this method is liable to abuse. It 's

wrong just so far as we continue to use cruder conccji-

tions where better ones are available. We do well to

bear in mind the limitations of our " categories " and to

be constantly criticizing them. There is always room

for an element of agnosticism, provided it is subordinate.

But when we have decided which among the categories

we have is the best, we convey more truth by affirming

it than by simply saying that the truth transcends all

our conceptions. To tell a blind man that scarlet is

like the sound of a trumpet is no doubt on the verge of

meaninglessness. The gulf between sound and sight is

so great that the analogy is all but useless. Yet even

here, I think, we feel that it is worth while. J fortiori

we do right in theology in persevering with our best

concepti(jns, until we can improve them. If, for instance,

it should appear that a description of the Absolute in

terms of personality is the truest open to us, we shall

not be deterred from it by the general consideration

that, like all possible descriptions, it contains an element

of metaphor. .

(2) The real problem, then, is to arrange our diftercni:

categories in an order of truth; or to decide which

amon^ the finite realities known to us in experience

can least inadequately represent Reality as a whole.

Such a scale of degrees of truth is posMble. " Because

no approximation is more than approximately the truth,

it by no means follows that all are equally wide of tli-:

mark." ' And the title of an early I'.ssay by Profess, r

I'ringle-Pattison, Vlnlosophy as Criluism of Categories,

happily describes the true task of the thinker.

' A. E. Taylor, The EUmtnti if Mc-^f-.n'<-, P- }!*•
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But we arc already committed to a principle of
discrimination. Coherence, we have said, is the test of
truth : that philosophy is the truest which explains the
most. If then, as we hold, the universe is a system
which is the ground and explanation of everything in

it, then, as between finite realities, we shall agree with
Mr. Bradley that the fuller (i.e. the more inclusive and
self-explanatory) is the more real, and that a description
of the Whole in such terms is the least inadequate.
We can easily see why this should be so ; for the

whole Universe, we hold, is a Cosmos. Hence, while
everything finite is, in more or less degree, determined
and explained by what is beyond itself, the Universe is

a self-contained whole. It holds in itself the answer
to all the questions that can possibly be asked about it.

It, and it alone, is a perfect individual.

But, if so, it will be best understood in the light of
those finite realities whose nature approximates most
closely to its own. In other words, individuality is the
criterion by which we may estimate the comparative
truth of diflferent conceptions of the universe. For
Reality is completely individual, and the more in-

dividual is the more real.

(3) The task of philosophy would then be to arrange
the different kinds of things we know in experience in

a logical order* or rank, according to their different
degrees of fulness and individuality. This was done
in the most complete and ambitious way by Hegel

;

and, though we may not accept his system in detail, the
broad principle remains that, as we turn our attention
from inorganic matter to living organism and from
this to self-conscious and self-directing mind, we are on
an ascending scale of individuality and concreteness.

In illustration of this principle. Professor A. E.
1 aylor •' takes the instances of a cluster of mass-particles,
a machine, a living organism, and a human mind engaged

rhii will not nrccMjriiy ciTicsfinM in Ihe thrunolotical cir.;rr of iir \-l,ipnifni.
'* l.^mmtt i' Mn.ifliyii.i, book h. chap. iii.

2 G
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in the conscious systematic pursuit of truth. All tnese

constitute individual wholes, but they do so in different

degrees. To understand how they came to be what

they are and the cause of the changes that take place

within them, we have, with the earlier of these, to go

much more outside them ; the further we get, the more

do we find the answer to such questions wtthm the

subject about which the questions are asked. Thus

the mass-particles are very much the same, whether

m or out of this particular cluster ; the fact that they

form a collection is more or less accidental to their

nature. But the changes in an organism are to some

extent due to the needs of the organism. There is a

sense in which the organism may be said to dictate its

own detail to a much greater degree than the cluster or

even the machine. When we come to the stage of

mind or spirit, this is much more true still. There is

less in the character of a thinking man than in the

character of a plant that is simply determined by the

accident of environment. And within the sphere of

spiritual existence itself this feature is increasingly

prominent, as we turn our attention from lower to

higher, from the more rudimentary to the more

developed.

There are two sides to this criterion which tend to

coincide, though, at our level of experience, they do

not coincide absolutely. On the one hand, the higher

includes more. In a real sense there is more in a man

than in a mountain. This is illustrated by the hci

that, in order to understand him, we have to invoke

the aid of so many more sciences. There is not only a

physical and a chemical, but also a biological, a psycho-

logical, and an ethical side to his being. On the other

hand, what there is of him is also more highly orgat.izei

There is much less that is irrelevant : the character of

the whole much more dictites its own detail. He is

more of a unity, more uf a microcosm, more ot an

imperium in impe'rio ; and so he is more of a.i individual
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It takes more to explain him; but the explanation,
when we get it, is more of an explanation.

The nature of thi" distinction between different
degrees of truth may be made more clear by an
analogy from the region of spiritual experience, that
has often been used for this purpose. An aesthetic
whole, such as Hamlet^ is expressed in language, and the
language is subject to the rules of grammar. It would
be possible to write an account of the play from a
purely grammatical point of view ; and the account
would be true so ht as it went, even if not very
illuminating. But if we want really to understand
Hamlet, we are carried enormously nearer to our goal by
a criticism such as we find in Professor A. C. Bradley's
Shakespearean Tragedy, which is chiefly in terms of
meanings and motives. The suggestion of our argu-
ment then would be that even physical nature is most
truly understood as being part of a spiritual order ; and
that a merely physical explanation of the universe is

abstract and inadequate in the same sort of way as a
merely grammatical explanation of Hamlet.
On these lines, a man is more individual, and

therefore more like the Absolute, than a watch. A
watch is explained mainly by its relation to human
purposes

; a man is explained more by the statement of
what sort of fellow he is. And our argument may seem
to suggest that a mountain, when fully understood, is

to be assimilated in this respect t6 a watch. But, at
this point, we shall probably take alarm. A watch is

an artificial object, made by a human watchmaker for
the use of a human purchaser. But this is nrcciselv
the difference between artificial and natural objects.
^Vc cannot, now, easily believe that the fruits of the
earth were made by a divine artificer simpiv for the use
of human beings ; still less that God made the Matter-
hern simply for the enjoyment of mountaineers.

But the view we are advocating is not the old-
fashioned teleology which made Nature simply the

il^
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plaything or the servant of Man ; but only that the

highest we know m ourselves is a clue to the deepest

nature of all reality. Whether this is sound or not, it

is not anthropomorphic * in the old objectionable sense.

We are not trying to reduce Nature to a dependency of

Man, but saying that the deepest character of both is

akin ; and that, though the interpretation of the

physicist is true for certain purposes and within certain

limits, such an interpretation as the poet Wordsworth's

carries us nearer to ultimate truth.* It is not necessary

to hold that the whole universe centres round, aiid

depends on, members of the zoological genus homo, in

order to affirm with Mr. Bradley that "Outside of

spirit there is not and there cannot be any reality, and

the more that anything is spiritual, so much the more

is it veritably real."
*

The great obstacle to our reception of such a view

lies in our obsession by certain inveterate prejudices,

which all the great philosophies carry us beyond. We

tend to think of the universe as primarily spatial ;
and

we picture Space as a sort of gigantic box, with the

human race, like a colony of insects, occupying a tiny

corner inside it. And, whatever the qualities of the

insects, the box is what it is, independently of them. Or

we picture Time as a line, stretching infinitely in either

direction ; and all spiritual experience as comprised in

human history, which occupies only a small section of

the line. And, in this wav, we get a totally inadequate

conception of reality. We think of it as that which

occupies space and can be tested by the senses of sight

and touch. Or, at a slightly more advanced stage, we

'
1 would luggMt that thf fault of "anthropomorphism " liM, not to much r.

loritftling the littltneaa of man in compariaon with the immen.ity of the plu! -J

univerae. ai in taking our average eipcrience rather than our highcjt for i tlur t:

the nature of nmate rraiity.

• We are not lo much saying that Nature i> tlie creature of Man, ai (hit » i.

ii derpett in n.inelve. i. al.o deepeat in Nature. It doet not t.)llow tint ;.,t

Matterhorn, as -eparate r,>tity, has " a soul "
; hut only that it is not mdejovicntlv

real, and that its reality coniiiti in iti mcmbcrahip of a world of which the i'-tyc^'

niture i« spiritual.

• .1/>/>taramt and RitUty, p. 551.
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think of it as a series of events in Time. And so we
make a sharp division : everything is either real or

unreal, according as it has or has not occurred in Time,
and there is no room for degrees of reality.

But we need to realize that this is simply prejudice.

It has the authority neither of general exf>erience nor

of the philosopher, (a) It is, according to Dr. Bosan-

quet's important distinction," " common sense theory
"

not "common sense." Our first theorizings are very

much poorer than our actual experience ; and it may
need a genuine seer to discover the true philosophy of

common sense. So here. Nature—the woods and the

flowers, the rr.inbow and the sunset—is to naturalist,

poet and painter very much more than a mere colloca-

tion of atoms or whatever may be the purely physical

account of it. That account represents the experience

of the average man as little as does Mr. Gradgrind in

Dickens's Hard 'limes, who dismisses everything but

pure selfishness and materialism in human life as senti-

ment and moonshine.* (l>) All the great thinkers,

though disagreeing in much, carry us beyond this first

unrcflective formulation of experience. We have ample
authority for the assertion that it is only low-grade

realities of which physical tests can be the main tests

or reveal the essence. Of such things, indeed, appear-

ance in space and time may be the chief test, for they

contain little more. But the higher we get, the less

relevant do these become ; and it is not quantity but

q'lality, not extent in space or time so much as intensity

and spirituality,^ vhich are the criteria of reality.*

' ln.i:i t iualtty and i'alur, p. liii,

' Not thai the physic. I jccount i« i:nirue ; but it it to far from the wholr truth
1: Jt. if taken at the whole, it bet imr» rrlativriy untrue.

The term "spiritual" it ge rnetinies used in a narrower, and more (irhnilely

fieti«l:(.. tense than here. At thi- H.tge of ouf argument, at least, we should not be
ji:itih-ji! in using it wit!» this meaning. Heic "the more spiriti.;ii " means simply
that which, hjving a psychical ^iiie. is tht- more lievelop'd anti in-iividual.

* For philosophical statements of the argument of this teition, tee Bradley,

.'ff-ejrtti. t •inti Realiry, ch.ipt. ««iv and ««vi. (pp. 486-499), and Taylor, Eltmtnn tf
Miiapiyiiii, book ii. chap. lii.
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Objections to this View

IX

Though there is a certain weight of philosophical

authority behind this sort of argument, there can be no

doubt that it sticks in the throat of the ordinary man.

Not only docs the result seem too good to be true, but

the argument, by which it is established, seems too

glib to be sound. It is only candid to admit that it

leaves on our minds t »e impression of a conjuring

trick, a feat of logical legerdemain. Hence, even if

we see no flaw in the argument, we are apt not to be

really moved by it ; but rather to feel of it, as Hume

felt of Berkeley's argument, that "it admits of no

refutation and produces no conviction."

It is difficult, if not impossible, to allay such a

suspicion by argument. I believe that it is strongest

at a first hearing, and that the more the reasoning is

studied, the less does the impression of trickery remain,

It is impossible within the limits of this essay to discuss

the question properly. But it may be worth while to

try to make the nature and the bearing of the argument

a little clearer by considering two of the most obvious

objections.

(i) It will be felt that our whole procedure is

anthropomorphic ; and that we are guilty of a " pro-

vincialism " in trying to interpret the Universe as a

whole from the st idpoint of our own corner of it.

We may be pointed to the temper of Spinoza as

exhibiting that detachment and power to rise above

a personal point of view, which is essential to the

apprehension of truth, and which is in sharp contrast

to our glorification of what is human.

Thus, if intelligibility is to he our criterion of what

is real, it is natural, it may be said, that an interpretation

of Reality as Mind, after the analogy of the thinking

subject, should appear the truest. But nothing is more

deeply rooted in men's minds, and nothing is more

:1

,1' '.

I
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continually attested in experience through surprise and

disappointment, than the contrast between fact and

what we think about fact. Thought is one thing and

Reality is another. What right have we to assume a

priori that the nature of the world is what would suit

our purposes best either in practice or in speculation }

A world of which Mind was the heart would be the

easiest for Mind to comprehend. But does it therefore

follow that the real world has this character ?

It is worth while to formulate this difficulty,

because we all feel it. But it involves a misappre-

hension of the argument which it criticizes. It rests

on assumptions :

{a) of which the history of philosophy shows the

futility,

{b) which we have already set aside as misleading,

(c) of which the origin and fallacy can be detected

and exposed.

{a) The great English thinkers of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries tried to work with the

distinction between "reality" and "the work of the

mind." This ended with Hume in Scepticism, and

the distinction broke down. In their effort to use

it, they found themselves more and more forced to

attrib'ite everything that we ordinarily think real to

the work of the mind ; while " the real " became

more and more remote till it finally vanished altogether.

{b) The antithesis is one which, in our rejection of

agnosticism, we have deliberately set aside. If our

method is sound, the ordinary distinction between fact

and fan-y is relative ; for it arises within experience.

It is true that the Absolute has not the same kind of

reality as a stone or any other finite thing : it has not

a particular place in space and time. But this is only

because it is the presupposition of all other realities
;

and their reality consists in relation to it. Error, no

doubt, is a fact of experience : it actually does occur.

But if it is argued from this that we can never be sure

'M&tit 'B:.^i<^lis£Eiivi^ .r£:::miv/M.'MB'rr^-^

'

life
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of anything as we must always allow for the abstract

possibility of error, the inference is unsound. All

thought is prima facie an apprehension of reality. And
though some thought may be doubted or even labelled

as error, it is not possible with clear understanding of

the issue to doubt that the totality of things is a

rational system ; for it is only the assumption of this

that gives meaning either to certainty or to doubt about

the existence of finite reals.

Whateve. then we are forced to think by the very

constitution of the mind, is true of reality. The
"laws of thought" are laws of reality.^ There is

no alternative. " Reality " means this or it means

nothing.

(f) The antithesis arises from the fallacious notion

that " thought " is an idiosyncrasy, a part of the psycho-

logic.\l furniture of an individual mind. Thought, it

is said, begins at home ; the immediate data of thought

are our own ideas ; the question of their correspondence

or non-correspondence with any reality beyond ourselves

is a matter to be settled by subsequent inference. If

this were true, " necessities of thought " would no*' be

a certain guide to the nature of reality, for I have a

well-grounded sense of " my " littleness and a consequent

distrust of " my " intellectual competence.

But it is false. It rests on a double confusion :

—

(i.) There is a confusion between two different

aspects of " idea." An idea is really complex. It is

at once an act of awareness and a content of which we

are aware, a process and an object of thought. It is

active and passive ; a thinking and a thought. Now
to say, with Locke, that all our knowledge begins with

ideas, is to say something ambiguous. If it means

merely that we cannot apprehend anything without a

movement, as it were, of our mental machinery, it is true.

' This ni.iy sound fanciful, but the ordinary man really agrees with it. He doe«

not think of the proposition 2x2 = 4 3' being merely a way in which men ure

psycholr^ically impelled to think. He hclievei that twice two h four.

^/•.''•^fe"-
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If it means that that about which we think must be
intelligible, or capable of being thought about, it is

again true. But it is apt to mean something which is

different from either of these and which is not true
;

namely, that the immediate objects of our knowledge
are "subjective states" as distinct from real objects

outside us. The second aspect of idea—the passive

object of thought—is first isolated, and then it is

invested with qualities which only belong to the first

aspect, i.e. it is treated as being a part of the individual

thinker. The nature of the fallacy may be made clear

by an analogy. "It arises, perhaps, from a confus'on
between the standpoint of one person perceiving objects

and that of another person watching the image on his

retina while he is perceiving objects. The watcher
drifts into the notion that this image is the object that

his companion perceives."^ Owing to this confusion
between the instrument and the object of thought, the
latter is invested with a limitation and a subjectivity

that do not properly belong to it.

(ii.) Another, but very nearly related, confusion is

the confusion between experience and " my experience."
A " note " of modern thought is its determination to

criticize all assumptions and to get back to the bedrock
of actual experience. "Experience is the beginning
and the end of philosophy. . . . This does not mean
that we beg the question of philosophy, that we assume
what we ought to prove and exclude a sceptical result.

We merely state what is the matter in question. All
questions must be answered, all doubts resolved, out of
experience itself, as within experience the questions and
the doubts arise."- Experience then is the datum
which we must assume and cannot go behind. Now
resolute criticism is always good, unless it is half-

hearted ; but for an arbitrary mixture of criticism and
uncritical assumption there is nothing to be said. And

' .\. C. Pigou, The Prchlem ofTiehn., p. 6.
- W. Richmond, Ptrwnnlilt <-» a PiiloiotMcal Prinat/e. do. i-c.
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yet we are guilty of this if wc suppose that this

insistence on actuality and on real experience as the

basis of thought necessarily involves "subjectivism."

If I say that to begin with experience means to begin

with "my experience," I am at once making an

enormous assumption and am sophisticating experience

by reading into it the confused and uncritical conception

of " myself" with which I ordinarily operate.

Even if, on an analysis of experience similar to

Kant's, it should turn out that all experience involves a

conscious centre by which it is experienced, it is quite

unscientific to identify at once this centre with the

historical individual, whom the biographer and the

historian commemorate, who is limited to a particular

corner of space, and whose days are only threescore

years and ten. Whatever the conclusions of philosophy,

we must not tamper with its premisses in this way.

And yet it is as a result of some such misreading of

premisses that philosophy comes to wear a sceptical or

agnostic appearance.

Something like this confusion was the chief defect of

Descartes and his English successors. They all started

from the point of view of the isolated individual. And

the inner logic of the whole movement from Descartes

to Kant was the gradual getting rid of this assumption

as its implications became clearer. Few thinkers would

to-day care to commit themselves to most of the details

of the Kantian system ; but it remains the permanent

merit of Kant that he refused to look at thought or

knowledge purely from the psychological end ; and that

he insisted that in thought there is something of a

universal character, which lifts the individual thinker, so

far as he is true to its laws, above the limitations of his

private corner and enables him to become, in some

measure, a spectator of all time and all existence. It is

the old pre-Kantian fallacy, in a more or less concealed

form, which is really at the root of the prejudice against

the acceptance of the canons of thought as a sure
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guide to reality ; and we may fairly speak of it as
" exploded." *

(2) There is another difficulty, arising out of our
method. " Suppose," it may be said, *' that we accept

your whole argument at its face-value, how much does it

amount to ? You have argued that our first principles

are just hypotheses which work, and that the only kind

of proof to which they are susceptible is verification.

And, on those lines, you suggest that the conception of

the universe as an intelligible system, best described in

terms of mind or spirit, is that which best fits the facts

and explains most ; and hence that you are justified in

assuming its truth. But even if we admit the cogenc"
of your argument, you seem to us to be in danger cr

overestimating your results. A working hypothesis is

not a certainty ; and it is always liable to be displaced

by an hypothesis which works better still. Both Logic
and the analogy of the Sciences suggest the expediency

of a certain healthy scepticism."

(a) Logicians warn us that verification is not proof
The discovery of a fact inconsistent with our hypothesis

would indeed be a sign of error ; and the knowledge
that a wide range of facts is consistent with our theory

makes no doubt in favour of its truth. But though
inconsistency is a mark of error, consistency is not an
absolute guarantee of truth. Indeed, logicians have

formally classed among the fallacies* the confusion of

verification and proof.

(^) The Sciences get at their widest generalizations

in just this way. But it is notorious that precisely

these widest principles are most liable to change. The
physicist appears to the layman to be always inventing

' A distinctive feature of Modernism in theology i> its appeal to religious
" experience." It it widely distrusted because it seems in this to do away with
objective fact, to maice the psychology of individuals the ultimate court of appeal in

all religious issues, and to make religion a matter of nice feelings rather than of our
relation to the Power behind the universe. This distrust is justified, just so far aa

the Modernist makes the confusion here suggested between "experience" and "my
experience."

' The "Fallacy of the Consequent." Cf. Jo4eph, htrcduciim to Lsgic, p. 555.
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new hypotheses as to the ultimate constitution of matter.

But the science of physics survives such changes with-

out difficulty. Even so enormous a revolution as the

change from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican system of

astronomy is not incompatible with a real contmuity m
the science. This analogy then would be unfavourable

to any claim for axiomatic certainty on behalf of philo-

sophical first principles arrived at by our method. In

fine, a working hypothesis may claim a provisional

acceptance. But we shall not stake much on it ; it will

have no martyrs.

The reality then of the Absolute and its interpretation

in terms of mind are, it is suggested, merely convenient

"assumptions" or "postulates." The sting of this

suggestion lies in the word " merely." For the use of

this term implies a contrast with some superior kind of

certainty, to which our knowledge of the Absolute does

not attain. But this is an illusion. That "assumption"

on which all other beliefs depend is not a mere assump-

tion. Its certainty is at least equal to any other certainty

in the world ; and therefore, since pure scepticism is

irrational, is the highest conceivable certainty. Our

method is more living and more elastic than the old

demonstrative method ; but its fundamental principles

are not less certain.

Hence the analogy of the Sciences is misleading.

Even the greatest scientific changes leave us with one

identical world, though we now see certain aspects of it

to be different from what we previously thought. But

to deny the systematic character of the Universe as the

one absolute ground of all that is, or its determination

by such laws as are inherent, not in the psychology of

an individual thinker, but in the very nature of thought

itself, would be—if we understood what we were doing—

to di'ssolve the whole world in destruction and chaos,

and to put an end to all continuous mental life and

sanity.
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V. The Absolute is Good

For religion it is not enough to prove that the world
is a Cosmos ; it will not be satisfied unless that Cosmos
is of a character which justifies an attitude of worship.

Is the Absolute properly to be called God r Is it such

as to vindicate our notions of moral and religious

values ? This is the real issue between the religious

man and " the fool who says in his heart, ' There is no
God.'

"

A. The Argument from the nature of moral experience.

—We have so far argued that whatever is necessary

to the validity of experience is eo ipso true ; and that the

existence of the Absolute is in this way necessary. In

the same way, it is suggested, the goodness of the

Absolute is necessary to the validity of moral experience.

The association of morality and religion is for us tradi-

tional. Religious beliefs, we have probably been taught,

are the source of the binding force of moral obligations.

Hence it may easily appear that we cannot abandon the

beliefs without relaxing the obligations.

Yet we now learn from anthropologists that morality

and religion were surprisingly independent in their early

developments. And to-day our "Ethical Societies"

witness to a renewed tendency to assert the independence
of morality from all scientific, religious and philosophical

beliefs about the ultimate nature of the universe. Thus
it is argued (o) that, in the nature of the case, " good

"

and " real " are quite different and disconnected predi-

cates
; (/9) that a morality which is independent of

metaphysics is morally the highest ; and that goodness
shines brightest when it is quite independent of reward
and even when the whole universe conspires to crush it.

This protest embodies a real nobility of temper.
And yet it is directed mainly against a caricature

;

though one for which some of those who would connect
morality and theology are largely responsible. Thus

."l>itfi-'>C ^'yji^xx
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the optimistic view of reality has been maintained on

false grounds, and, more particularly, in two senses

which I should wish to disavow before stating what

seems to me the real strength of the argument.

(a) Hardly any one would now support the naked

position of Locke and Paley, that morality is only

binding as being the command of an authority which

can punish resistance. Such a view was stated in its

baldest terms by Locke :
" The true ground of morality

can only be the will and law of a God who sees men

in the dark, has in His hands rewards and punishments,

and power enough to call to account the proudest

offender." * Such a position is rightly condemned in

the name of morality itself. God's will can be morally

binding on men only because God wills the good, not

because He is a supremely powerful being.

(b) There is another argument, which is certainly

on a very different level to the last, and which y-t, I

confess, is to me unconvincing. It is said that the sense

of obligation which characterizes conscience implies man s

responsibility to a personal Author of the moral law,

for law implies a lawgiver. This line of argument, it

seems to me, has been undermined by the spread of

democracy. To men's minds to-day, neither the origin

nor the validity of human laws implies a monarchical

lawgiver. We look upon laws as deriving authority

not merely from a sovereign but from the consent of the

general body of those whom they arc to direct. Ancient

fancy thought that the source of the laws of Athens

or Sparta could only have been an individual legislator,

a Solon or Lycurgus. To us, this is mere mythology.

Now Morality implies a standard or ideal of life.

And the true argument from moral experience is not

that this ideal needs an external certificate or guarantee,

hut that in its intrinsic nature as moral ideal there is

implied an optimistic view of the character of ultimate

reality. A moral ideal claims to be more than a matter

' Euaj eaicirning Human Undirtundmg, voL i. p. 70.

•^
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of private taste. But the very meaning of this claim

to validity is the assumption that the ideal is grounded
in the deepest nature of things.

If I ask, "Why should I be moral?" I do not

necessarily want to be pointed to rewards attached to

goodness by a deus ex machina ; but I do want to be

assured that the nature of the universe is not such as

to make the pursuit of morality mere vanity. As Kant
argued with force, " Ought implies can." A true ideal

must be realizable : an obligation, to be binding, must
admit of fulfilment, otherwise morality would be
self-contradictory. Again, I may ask what is the

content of the good ? Is the moral ideal self-realiza-

tion, or do self-sacrifice and asceticism enter into it.?

If they have some place, how far are they to be

cultivated ? It is impossible to answer such questions

except by reference to some positive convictions as to

the true nature of man and his relation to the universe

in which he has his being. An ideal to be true even
as an ideal must be founded on reality. *' Man cannot
permanently live on fictions."

'

Moreover, a tacit appeal to reality is, in the end, the

standard of our moral judgments. It is true that we
often admire and commend the rebel. We admire
Prometheus' defiance of Zeus, Mill's defiance of the

God of popular Calvinism, Huxley's call to man to

withstand the cosmic process. But what is the differ-

ence between these rebels and the anarchist, who rebels

against all social institutions and all restraint on the

gratification of impulse, or the suicide who rebels against

life itself ? Is it not just this,—that, where we commend
the rebel, we believe him to be appealing to a deeper

and more enduring, though more intangible, reality

behind the tyrant of heaven and the process of the

physical world .?

The moral consciousness not only demands a certain

backing of fact if it is not to be stultified, but it makes
> Cf. Eisay I. p. iz.

'€!Ti
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a draft which can only be honoured by reality in its

most ultimate and absolute form. This is shown by

the " infinite " character of the moral demand, which

mordists have so often noted, as in the case of Carlyle's

"shoeblack," who would require for the permanent

satisfaction of his soul nothing less than "God's

infinite universe altogether to himself." And—though

this is perhaps more debatable—it may be doubted

whether moral experience does not postulate a certain

kinship bet-veen man and tiie heart of the universe

such as is expressed in the old pictorial sayings, " God

made man in His own image," and " Be ye holy as I am

holy."

in any case, some such claim does seem to be made.

There appears to be a disinterested demand on the part

of goodness it'-.cif that the universe should justify it,

that the stars in their courses should fight for righteous-

ness. This demand has nothing in common with the

desire for personal reward. It is a quite impersonal

feeling. " How completely the dignity and glory of

the world depend on our finding this moral colouring

in the ultimate background of all being is nobly

expressed in the words of Socrates, * If the rulere

of the universe do not prefer the just man to the

unjust, it is better to die than to live.' " ^ In fine, men

naturally reject the notion of an evil universe as

incredible ;
" witness the attempts to overcome ' the

problem of evil,' the mystery of pain. There is no

problem of good."

"

B. Objections.—Even if it be admitted that moral

experience seems to postulate the goodness of ^he

Absolute, it may still be felt that such a postulate does

not settle the question of fact. Morality may lose its

speculative justification unless the Universe is moral,

but that does not prove it to be so.

(i) In fact, the experience of pain, sin and death

1 Martineau, T\f>ti of Ethical Theory, vol. ii. p. 105.

^ James, Prir.aflei of Psychology, p. 3 1 1.
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seems to contradict any such postulate. Is there not,
we may feel, something paradoxical, in making the very
experience of these things itself an evidence for the
view that they arc not ultimate or permanent ? To
make the experience of disappointment itself an argu-
ment against the possibility that the universe, when
fully understood, may turn out to be disappointing is,

we may feel, audacious but hardly common sense. Does
it amount to more than a childish refusal to face the
facts .'' Our experience is in fact chequered and parti-

coloured ; is it not the part of courage and sincerity to
accept it for what it ^.s ? (We all know the natural

instinct to refuse to listen to bad news : " It can't be
so ; I won't believe it," we say ; but it is so none the
less.) We cannot regard the mere fact that we wish
for reassurance as oeing itself the reassurance required.
In short, an a priori theory that the universe must be
good does not fit the facts ; its very boldness condemns
it. Even if optimism were a possible conclusion, even
if we could come to hope that " at last, far off, at last

to all" the imiverse should be revealed as good, so
sweeping a judgment cannot be a starting-point.

(2) It is true that we have made satisfaction of the
mind the test of truth. But if it is argued that the
notion of an incompletely good Universe fails to satisfy

the mind and is therefore untrue, we may naturally

suspect the argument of some looseness of thought.
Terms s-ich as "incoherence," "unintelligible,"
" problem " sound plausible, but are they not used in

more than one sense ? We ought, it may be said, to
distinguish intellectual from practical satisfaction. The
Universe must necessarily be rational and intelligible,

but it need not therefore be the sort of universe we
should like. In this connection, the illustration has
been used of a physician's diagnosis of an incurable
disease. In discovering the cause of his patient's

symptoms he gains intellectual satisfaction, and the
fact that the diagnosis explains the symptoms is an

2 H

''l:^^2^,??.i7•rH'^-Vj{*^L•i
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evidence of its truth ;
yet it completely frustrates his

practical aim, which is to cure the patient. So it is, it

may be, with the theory of the universe. That U

should explain the facts of the world is a test of its

truth, but not that it should explain them as being of

such a nature as to further our purposes.

(3) As a general principle it may be felt that argu-

ments from desires are inadmissible. They commit the

fault of arguing from a corner of the universe to the

whole, and this is a provincialism. The savage's con-

ception of God is compounded of his hopes and fears,

and should be a warning to the civilized thinker against

the same mistr'. . As thinker or rational being, a man

may be abie to rise above h;s individuality and to attain

an impartial position, but he only does this, and he only

thinks truly, in so far as he frees himself from private

prejudices an' idiosyncrasies. His desires belong to

that particular psychological constitution from which

he is to free himself. Why should he assume that the

universe is constructed to meet his own particular needs

and likings any more than an insect's ? Perhaps it may

be with human morality, in relation to the Universe, as

it was with the starving man in the old story who stole

a loaf of bread. " II faut vivre," he pleaded ;
" je n'en

vois pas la n^cessiti," replied the magistrate.

So runs my dream : but what am I ?

An infant crying in the night.

An infant crying for the light.

And with no language but a cry.

C. A familiar line of reply.—To these difficulties

there is a familiar line of reply. It is said that to

preach such an intellectual asceticism is to condemn the

actual thinking of mankind, in general, by reference to

some impossible rationalistic ideal, which vanishes before

a more exact analysis of the complex processes of actual

thought. The appeal is from the schools to real lite,

from a bloodk-ps academic criticism to the beliefs of the
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millions. We all know the special danger of academic
minds ; their proneness to a one-sided development of
criticism with a corresponding atrophy of the con-
structive powers. A morbid fear of error is apt to
produce a mind and character of which Hamlet is the
supreme type in literature, and which is unable to make
either practical or theoretical decisions. The suggestion
is that the negative tendency of such arguments as those
of the preceding Section are due to a hyper-criticism

of this kind.

Thus James insists that men do, in fact, assume that

reality must be such as to satisfy their wider and more
permanent needs. He appeals in support of this to a

sort of survival of the fittest. Outside the study and
in the stress of real life, no pessimism can maintain its

ground. Men will not in the long run accept any
philosophy which runs counter to their dearest desires,

and which would put a check on the realization of
their practical purposes. Thus neither Solipsism nor
Materialism, for both of which there is much to be
said in theory, have «ver gained even the serious

attention of the mass of men. But the more optimistic

views are justified by the historical fact that it is those

who hold them who make the most of life. " If we
survey the field of history and ask what feature all

great periods of revival, of expansion of the human
mind, display in common, we shall find, I think, simply
this, that each and all of them has said to the human
being : the inmost nature of the reality is congenial

to the powers you possess."

'

' ]imn, Princifles of Psycliolig\-,'u. p. 314. The whole of chapter ni. i» full of
asaertions of the influence of the will and the emotions on our actual beliefs. ** \
nameless UnhtimlUhktit comes over us at the thought of there being nothing eternrl
in niir final purposes, in the objects of those loves and aspirations which are our
ocrpf-t energies. The monstrously lop-sided equation of the universe nnd its inc-u-rr,

which we postulate as the ideal of cognition, is perfectly paralleled by the no less lop-

lideii equation of the universe and the ii»er. We demand in it a c/iaracitr for which
our emi^tions and active propensities shall be a match. Snail as we are, minute as
is the point by which the Cosmos impinges upon each one rf us. eich one desires to
l'''l th.it his reaction at that point is congruous with the deniands of the vast whole;
th.it he balances the latter, so to speak, and is able to do what it expects of him. But
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:

Hence, it is suggested, a refusal to accept all beliefs

for which formal logical proof cannot be adduced is a

mistake. We should rather begin from the other end,

and take those concrete beliefs of which we are most

certain and then analyse the way in which we arrived

at them. The methods by which such beliefs are

actually reached are much more complex and subtle

than our ordinary canons allow ; but it is the canons

which need revision. The method by which real assent

is reached is described by Newman. The mind, he

holds, "passes from point to point, gaining one by

some indication ; another on a probability ; then

availing itself of an association; then falling back

on some received law, next seizing on testimony;

then committing itself to some popular impression,

or some inward instinct, or some obscure memory;

and thus it makes progress not unlike a clamberer

on a steep cliff, who, by quick eye, prompt hand,

and firm foot, ascenas how he knows not himself, by

personal endowments and by practice rather than by

rule." • This really amounts to a defence of democracy

in thinking. We can no more, it is suggested, go

behind the actual procedure of the mind in dealing

with moral issues than we can go behind its procedure

when we find it, in all thought, taking contradiction

to be a test of error and conceivability a mark of

truth.

Intellectual objections will be met with a tu quoque.

If exact logical proof is to be demanded, not only the

conclusions of the theologian but all beliefs, including

those of the scientist, will be condemned. Mr. Ealtour

takes this line in The Foundations of Belief. All know-

ledge, he holds, and not merely the optimistic conception

at his abilitie* to " do " lie wholly in the line of hii natural propensitiet, a« he rn;o\i

reaction with luch emotions as fortitude, hope, rapture, admiration, carncstnesi ana

the like, and as he very unwillingly reacts with fear, disgust, despair or douw, J

philosophy which should legitimate only emotions of the latter lort would be sure to

leave the mind a prey to discontent and cravings.

* Vnir-tnity Sermons^ XIU.
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of the universe, is based on non-rational foundations.

Everywhere the working cause of belief is "Authority"

;

by which seems to be meant a kind of inherited instinct,

much stimulated by common social life. There would
then be no reason for treating the beliefs of religion

about the character of the universe with less respect

than those of science.

D. Further objections.—A defence of theistic belief

on these lines is always open to the objection that it is

beside the mark. It may be true that we have a

natural propensity to believe in that which we should

like, but it does not follow that this natural propensity

is a guide to truth. An analysis of belief such as is

given by Ne vman or James, however penetrating, is,

it may be felt, at best a matter of psychology, not of

logic. It gives us a " grammar of assent " but not a

criterion of truth, and it would apply not only to true

beliefs but to all beliefs which are actually held. Leslie

Stephen inakes this objection to Newman. Newman
only gives us, he says, " a theory of the methods by
which men are convinced, not of the methods by which
doctrines are proved ; and an account of the assumptions

upon which creeds in fact rest, rather than an account

of the marks by which we may recognize the verified

assumptions entitled to be regarded as established

truths." * The real problem, on the other hand, " is

concerned, not with what certain persons do, as a matter

of fact, believe, but with what is really true, and,

therefore, ought to be believed. The fact that, under

the immediate spell of an experience, men are forced

psychologically to adopt a particular theoretic conclusion

is not a proof of that conclusion so cogent that it can

be proclaimed a priori irrefutable by any conceivable

objections." *

Further, if this line of defence is pressed to its

c. i|;i

Leslie Stephen, -'/n .'J^rostic'i Af>ology^ p. 209.
^ A. C. I'igou, Thi Pi'.h'rn of Titiirn, p. 48. Of. Bradley, Affearunce and Reality,
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logical conclusion, the result would be favourable not

to orthodoxy but to scepticism ; and apologists who

use such weapons are often warned that they are

handling a two-edged sword and, indeed, incur some

suspic. -n of controversial dishonesty. It is no doubt

conceivable that there may be a final contradiction

between what we see to be true, when we use our

reasoning faculties, and what we are impelled to believe

by an irresistible non-rational instinct as soon as we

cease to reason ;
just as Hume admitted that, as soon

as he left his study, he found himself at once accepting

the common beliefs of other men, which nevertheless,

as a philosopher, he thought he had proved to be

mistaken. But if all beliefs depend in this way on

fortuitous circumstances connected with the likes and

d'slikes of individuals, that is only to say that we have

no means of distinguishing truth from falsehood, and,

if so, it would be mere hypocrisy to contemplate the

possibility of a " Natural Theology." In ordinary life

a belief which is shown to be congenial to the moral

and emotional needs of the believer is so far discredited,

because we have found a reason why it should have

come to be believed even if it were not true. We
always suspect an " interested party." " To assign the

conditions of a belief is often to prove its error. If we

show that belief in a criminal's fault is associated with

dislike of his pen )n, the verdict of a jury loses its

force."
^

Lastly, the pra tical moral which such apologists

preach, it will be felt, is execrable. William James

has well shown how, in a case such as the suggestion

of witchcraft where men's instincts of revulsion are

aroused, the very vividness of their sensations compels

belief But this is the most fertile source of superstition

and error. To advise us to trust such instincts is the

worst kind of obscurantism. It is deliberately to take

prejudice for a guide. The way to truth is through

I Leilie Stephen, ip. cit. p. 225,
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keeping our minds clear of such disturbing influences.

Aristotle long ago warned us in deciding questions of

conduct to beware especially of pleasure. The very

fact that we have a natural wish to do what is pleasant

with a clear conscience should cause us rather to

suspect our judgment when it is in favour of such a

course. James himself, who asserts that "every ex-

citing thought in the natural man carries its own
credence with it," goes on to say that " the greatest

proof that a man is sui compos is his ability to suspend

belief in the presence of an emotionally exciting idea.

To give ^his power is the highest result of education
;

in untutored minds the power does not exist." And
Leslie Stephen commends to us Locke's famous canon :

"There is one unerring mark by which a man may
know whether he is a lover of truth in earnest, viz.

the not entertpining any proposition with greater

assurance than the proofs it is built on will warrant."

'

E. Final reasons for asserting the goodness of the

' A most moving illuitration of the possibility of dissociating truth from the

object! of the most sacred longings is to be found in the poignant passage at the

end of Romanes' Candid Examination of Theiim (p. 114): ** Sc far as the ruination of

individual happiness is concerned, no one can have a more lively perception than

myself of the possibly disastrous tendency of my work. So far as I am individually

concerned, the result of this analysis has been to show thr.t, whether I regard the

problem of Theism on the lower plane of strictly relative probability, or on the

higher plane of purely formal considerations, it equally becomes my obvious duty to

stifle all belief of the kind which I conceive to be the noblest, and to discipline my
intellect with regard to this matter into an attitude of the purest scepticism. .And

forasmuch as I am far from being able to agree with those who affirm that the

twilight doctrine of the * new faith * is a desirable substitute for the waning

splendour of 'the old, I am not ashamed to confess that vvith this virtual

negation of God, the universe to me has lost its soul of loveliness ; and although

from henceforth the precept to 'work while it is day' will doubtless but gain an

intensified force from the terribly intensified meaning of the words that 'the night

Cometh when no man can work,' yet when at times I think, as think at times I

must, of the appalling contrast between the hallowed glory of that creed which once

was mine, and the lonely mystery of existence as now I find it,—at such times I

shall ever feel it impossible to avoid the sharpe't pang of which my nature is

susceptible. For whether it is due to my intelligfnce not being suthciently

advanced to meet the requirements of the age, or whether it is due to the memory
nf tI;o''e sacred associations wliich to me at least were the sweetest that life has

given, I cannot but feel that for me and for others who think as I do, there ia a

dreadful truth in those words of Hamilton—Philosophy having bee <• a nudUation,

•lot lUL-rcly of death, but of annihilation, the precept kn:xu rhyit^f has becom-

transformed into the terrific oracle tti C)Miipus

—

'
' Mayest thou ne'er know the truth of what thou art

! '"
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Absolute in spite of all objections.—We have already

argued that the intellect does not normally work in

abstraction from will and emotion, and that it is, in

fact, a natural tendency of the human mind to assume

that the Absolute must conform to the ideal of human
character as well as to the ideal of human thought.

But we have to face the difficulty that this fact is not

allowed to be evidence for the validity of any such

process. We have not only to show that we have

such and such intuitions, but that we have good reason

for trusting them.

Now we have already had to face a similar question

in regard to the validity of any of our thought. In

the development of mind, the first stage is credulity

and the second scepticism. But any philosophy that

wc can accept must, as we have seen, combine these

two ; yet in such a way that the element of scepticism

is secondary. Though error does actually occur, we

nevertheless believe it possible to distinguish between

truth and error, between what is merely individual and

subjective and what belongs to the necessary constitu-

tion of the mind and is therefore objective. But some

philosophers, who uphold this general conception of the

relation between thought and reality, would yet argue

that our mental demand for goodness in the Absolute is

not necessarily sound, on the ground that it is depart-

mental, arising only from one province of experience,

and so may be modified and corrected by wider

considerations, while its rejection will not imperil

Experience as a whole ; and that it is not in fact

sound, on the ground that we fall into contrad'ctions

when we try to think of the Absolute in such terms.

I do not think that this modified scepticism is itself

tenable, for I believe that the isolation of the pure

intellect which it postulates is a vicious abstraction.

(i) Pure thought is not the best instrument for the

apprehension of all kinds of truth.—It is suggested that

to take account of our moral and emotional needs is to
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import prejudice into the search for truth. Against
this an ideal of intellectual asceticism is held up to us.

The intellect works best, we are told, when most
thoroughly disentangled from the other functions of
our being. But when such a demand is made, it

becomes important to notice that this is not equally
true everywhere. An abstract science, such as Mathe-
matics, may be best pursued by an abstract method, but
when it is knowledge of persons that is in question and
of the concrete issues which arise out of personal
relations, another method is required. For true know-
ledge of a person nof only intellectual discernment but
emotional affinity and power of sympathy are necessary.
This is admittedly true even in historical judgments ; it

is still more clearly true when we are dealing with
living persons.

God be thanked, the meanest of His creatures
Boasts two sou!-sidcs, one to face the world with.
One to show a woman when he loves her.

Love is here not a hindrance to, but a necessary condi-
tion of, knowledge. The best judge will not be he
who is most completely remote from the common
passions of human nature.

In dealing with moral problems, purely intellectual
beings, such as the Martians in Mr. Wells's fVar of the
Worlds, would be completely at a loss. "There has
been, suppose, dishonesty in a boys' or girls' school.
There are difficult questions of evidence as to facts
and the interpretation of facts and the interpretation of
character to unravel. You need ready wit and keenness
of intellectual discernment. But intellect, however
keen, which is intellect only, intellect which is not the
intellect of a moral consciousnesSy will not disentangle
aright—will not even understand—the most crucial
parts of the evidence. Parts of the evidence there
may be which it will discern perfectly. But the most
determining evidence of all will be in a region to which
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it has no access, in a subject matter of which it has no

knowledge and upon which (so to speak) its utmost

keenness of edge cannot bite at all. Why was A close

to the scene of the theft at that moment ? Why was

the money found in B's pocket ? Why did this child

blush, or tremble, or hesitate? Why was that one

pale ? or another so voluble and self-possessed ? Every

one of these things may have been the direct result of

innocence or the direct proof of guilt. VVhat is the

moral value of a blush or a tremor, a hesitancy or a

readiness to explain? The keenest intellect of the

mere reason could not measure or answer at all." * The

possession of certain moral qualities is a condition of

knowledge even in philosophy. Indeed, it is impossible

to exaggerate the need of super-eminent truthfulness in

the thmker's search for the truth about life. There

are so many subtle temptations to partisanship, and to

slight exaggeration for the sake of effect, that only an

unusual degree of the moral quality of single-mindedness

can keep the thinker straight.

There are, then, some cases at least, and notably

questions about persons and their character, in which

knowledge is only possible as one aspect of a relation

between persons which is more th?,n mere knowledge,

and this no doubt is what St. Paul meant by " faith."

But if so, to rule out a priori from the philosopher's

quest of the truth about the whole universe all

influence of faculties other than pure intellect is to beg

the question. If the deepest being of the universe

were of a nature akin to the personal, the concrete

would be better than the abstract mode of apprehension.

It might indeed be the only possible method. We can-

not afFord, therefore, to assume beforehand that it must

lead to error rather than to truth ; for to do so would

be arbitrarilv to foreclose the whole question, and to

rule out in advance the whole theistic line of thouaht.

(2) The moral and emotional demands of our nature

> R. C. Moberly, Rmiob and Rc!:gion, p. 30.
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need, no more than the intellectual, be merely a personalfad
of the individual.—It was suggested that to give way to
such demands in our interpretation of the universe was to
quit the position of impartiality and to judge the whole
world from the standpoint of a particular corner of it

;

and thinkers like Mr. Bradley ^ and Professor Taylor

»

support this view by emphasizing the difficulties and
contradictions into which we are led, when we try to
take the moral or religious conception of the world as
ultimate. But the case is no different here than with
the pure reason. In each case, error is not only
possible, but is a frequent fact of experience. In each
case, a charge of anthropomorphism may be, and is,

founded on the fact of error. But, here as there, we
may rightly refuse to take the fact of error as the
corner-stone of our philosophy ; here as there, the
practical difficulty of disentangling truth from error
does not carry with it a belief in the speculative
impossibility of such a distinction. In each case, the
idiosyncrasies of the individual mind may lead the.
thinker astray, but, in the one case as in the other, we
may believe that it is possible to eliminate what is

merely idiosyncrasy and to leave something which is

universal and objective.

(3) The judgments of the mass of men may be rational,
though they are not reasoned.—Tht intellectual critic is too
ready to despise the argument from authority, i.e. from
the actual thinking of the majority of ordinary men.
The popular antithesis between instinct or authority on
the one hand and reason on the other is misleading,' It
obscures the true relation between the philosopher and
other men. The philosopher is really related to his
fellows just as the artist is. He is one who can express,
rather more than others, what most men obscurely feel'
and what they recognize when the genius expresses it for

' Apfiaratue and Riality, th. xxv.

J^
The Probitm (,J Co7-Mct, passim. But Professor Tavlor has v.viit it clear that

Inii docs not rcorescnt his nresent viru-

.-.-i.'A .
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them. The artist appeals to men's sense of the beauty

that is in the world ; in the same way, the philosopher

appeals to men's sense of the reason that is in the world.

And with the philosopher as with the artist, the

superiority of the expert to the mass of men is only

relative. He can only express himself a little better

than others. He pursues an ideal that eludes him.

" The sight never beheld it, nor has the hand expressed

it. It is an ideal residing in the breast of the artist,

which he is always labouring to impart and which he

dies at last without imparting." *

It does not follow from this, as the obscurantist

would hold, that clearness and directness of thought

are unimportant. Their absence is really a mark of

imperfection, and the genius is just he who, in some

measure, gets beyond this stage. The evil of not

thinking out first principles is frequently manifest even

in politics, where opportunism is sometimes preached

as " the one thing needful " ; it is more dangerous still

in religion. But it does follow that what is unmeta-

physical in form is not eo ipso valueless. We need not

accept Dr. McTaggart's pessimistic conclusion ("No
man is justified in a religious attitude except as a result

of metaphysical study"). The philosopher, like the

artist, depends on, and makes his appeal to, the corporate

consciousness of his time. It is a great mistake to

ignore or minimize the continuity between this conscious-

ness and his own more scientific expression: "that

which is unreasoned is not always irrational."* To
sacrifice richness of material to clearness of expression

is the besetting sin of the student, whether freethinker

or religious apologist. It is not much more rational in

theology than in politics to rule out all opinion which

is not metaphysical in form.

Here, as in the metaphysical examination of

experience with which we began, there is a sense

1 Joshua Rrynolds, quoted by Palgrave in The Go/dm Treasury.

« Av-hrru M.-.r.re -n Lux Mar.d:. 5. 6?.
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in which we cannot go behind the common conscious-
ness of mankind. We can analyse it ; but, when
analysed, it is authoritative ; and there is no reason
for attaching less importance to moral experience than
to any other kind. Hence Optimism is ultimately a
philosophical necessity. The faith that evil is some-
how* "appearance" is of one piece with that trust

in our faculties which alone enables us to reason at

all. Reality must be the source and justification of
our most general moral concepts as well as of our
intellectual axioms. If Reality is to be rational, it must
also be good.*

VI. The Bearing of the whole Argument
UPON Religion

So far our discussi'^n has been abstract and remote
from the concrete .ious life. It may be worth

> I am of course aware that, the uie of the word » lomehow," I am ihrlvlng
loitie of the biggest of all quettions. But I itrongly hold that we cannot
than thii ; while to My more with any confidence would require a whole t.

and, posiibly, more of the knowledge which prophet! and kinga have desired tlu
seems at present to be granted to mortal man. Cf. Essays V. pp. 219 ff., VI. pp. 294
(footnote) and 298, and below, pp. 514-515.

' We are arguing that Reality must be such as to sati y all sidet "' our nsf,.'.,
not only the intellect in isolation. There is of course a danger, on the other hand,
that we may too hurriedly assume that our ideas of what is right must be the law
of the universe. We are arguing for a concrete, as opposed to an abstract, criterion,
and must, therefore, be careful not to fall from one abstraction to anotlicr. There
is a sense in which " Morality " is less than the whole of life. So far, it would be
only one province in the kingdom of the spirit, and it would be a usurpation for it to
claim absolute control o\er the whole.

Th' practical noral then would be twofold. It is not only that we must consult
our ideas of value to gain knowledge of what is real ; we must also consult our
knowledge of reality to gain knowledge of what is good. We may not only have to
modify our ideas of reality, to make them correspond to the demands of goodness ; we
may also have to modify our ideas of goodness, to make them correspond tJ the
nature of things. We need the warning of the late Prof. Wallace : " Let us not
be in a hurry to suppose that a discovery of the harmony of the universe, its

rationality and Tightness, will reconcile it with our aspirations or our ethical needs,
at least unless we first make our ethical needs and our aspirations righteous."
No one has cmphasiied this mere than Mr. Bradley. Yet it is he who asserts

that, "Higher, truer, more beautiful, better, more real—these, on the whole, count
in the universe as they count for us. . . . For, on the whole, higher means for us a
greater amount of the one Reality, outside of which all appearance is absolutely
nothing" {ep. cir. p. 550). Our ultimate conceptions of value, then, like our more
purely theoretic axioms, are part of the self-revelation of the Absolute pulsir.j
within us.
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while, in a fragmentary way and on only one or

two points, to indicate its relation to the religious

consciousness.

(i) The mode of approach.—We have argued that

the Absolute is the necessary presupposition of all

experience. And we claim that the argument is not

open to the objection urged against the old Demonstra-

tive " proofs,' that they put more into the conclusion

than is to be found in the premisses ; for we do not

attempt to build upon the experience of the finite as

upon a firm foundation. It is not what the finite is,

but rather what it is not, that drives us to accept no

description of Reality as true except the fullest. No
doubt, on reflection, we see that this means that a

sense of the Absolute was inherent in experience from

the beginning ; and it is for that reason that a rational

being can never stop in his quest for Reality until he

finds a conception of it which gives complete intellectual

satisfaction. He has not grasped Reality, until he has

found that which is all-embracing and all-explaining.

Now such a process of thought is parallel to the

familiar road by which the soul attains its consciousness

of God. Again and again, men have turned to God,

because of the felt emptiness and inadequacy of all

finite objects ; ex umbris et imaginibus in veritatem.

It' goodness lead him not, yet weariness

May toss him to My breast.

It is the experience " Inquietum est cor nostrum donee

reijuiescat in te " which leads up to the confession

" Fecisti nos ad te^ Domine." So far, then, the philo-

sophical argument finds confirmation in the familiar

nature of religious experience.

(2) The conception of God.—{a) Necessity.—If God is

conceived on the lines of the Absolute of modern

philosophy. His existence is in the highest degree

certain and necessary. He is not a " possible " or

" probable " God ; not " a powerful spiritual being,"
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e:;isting somewhere in Space and Time ; not one among
objects but the presupposition of all objects

; not a
tjod but t/ie God. This would correspond to that
absoluteness of certainty in the religious consciousness,
which has received classical expression in Emily Bronte's
" Last Lines."

O God within my breast,

Almighty, ever-present Deity,
Lite that in me has rest

As I, undying life, have power in thee.

If earth and man were gone,
And suns and universes ceased to be.
And thou wert left alone,

Every existence would cgist in thee.

(^) Umversa/ity.—Wt are led to a conception of
God, not as one who is here and not there, but as one
who IS everywhere. This harmonizes with the view of
Religion as not being a special department,— nor
''religious experience " a specific kind of experience —
but rather a certain organization of the whole of life
It IS not then to be thought of as parallel to aesthetic
or scientific experience, but as properly inclusive of
these It is "the expre sion of our ultimate attitude
to the universe," "the summed up meaning and
purport of our whole consciousness of things."'

(0 Intimacy.—Our rejection of agnosticism was
largely based en a refusal to think of the Absolute as
being related to experience merely as background,
underlying substance, etc., and as being essentially
complete in independence of all finite beings and finite
experience. The true conception of the Absolute we
held, was rather as a Being of which things finite' are
real and essential, though partial, expressiors. Trans-
lated into religious terms, this suggests that he relation
of God to the World and to Man is no. one-sided
He IS not complete apart from them. He is essentially

' Cf. Ess.iy II. p. 61.
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self-manifesting, and Revelation is not arbitrary, but a

necessity of His nature.^ Thus the Christian doctrine

of the Logos is considered by idealistic philosophers a

great advance upon abstract monotheism. The ideal

of thought would be to " see all things in God."

Note to Part One

Perhaps this is the place to noti' i an objection which will

inevitably be felt by many. "You ace writing," I shall be

told, "in a book which professes to deal with the modern

situation. And your special part is to consider the relation of

contemporary philosophy to the Christian doctrine of God.

But what you have given us, as an analysis of the better mind

of modern philosophy, is not really modern at all : it is simply

Hegel and water. This might have done duty twenty-five

years ago, at the time when Lux Mundi was written, and

when the influence of T. H. Green still dominated the

English Universities. But you are now hopelessly out of date.

Much has happened since then. There is one vigorous school

which draws its inspiration from William James, and which

totally rejecli the first principles of Neo-Hegelianism. Less

revolutionary, but perhaps for that very reason more important

to the theologian, is the line of thinkers of which Eucken in

Germany, and Professors J. Ward and Pringle-Pattison in

England and Scotland, are distinguished representatives. This

school draws more from Lotze than from Hegel, lays special

stress on Will in its cor.ceptio.i, both of human personality

and of the "absolute Being, and defends individuality against

the concep ion of an all-devouring Absolute. And—most

important of all—France possesses in Prof. Bergbon a great

original genius, who, whether we agree with him or not, is in

the centre of the philosophic firmament. It would help us

much more to have a critical account of the relation of the

Bergsonian philosophy to Theism than to have yet another

academic exercise on your Arell-worn theme."

To some sli^jht extent, the contentions of the second of

these schools will come under review in what follows, though

hmits of space forbid any real philosophic criticism. With

regard to James and Bergson, I can only state a personal'

> Sec below, Part Three, pp. 50^-^1 2.

- 1 am hiTc speaking for myself .ilonc. The other contributors to this Volume

•re not committeo to the same view.
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conviction that they are moving on bye-paths,i while it is the
great idealistic thinkers and their disciples who are on the
high road of philosophic progress. Hence it seems to me
that It IS with the type of philosophy known as "Absolutism "

that the theologian has really to reckon. It is from this that
he has most to learn

; and from this that, when he is forced to
differ, he will differ with most searching of heart.
No doubt the dogmatic expression of an unfasiiionable

opinion, by a writer who has no status which would entitle
his opinion to any value at ill, is a very unsatisfactory sub-
stitute for reasoned argument. But an Essay is not a complete
philosophic treatise, and it is impossible to 'make it into one.
It IS impossible, for reasons of space, to attempt a controversial"
treatment of alternative philosophies. (For a critical examina-
tion of many of the positions both of James and of Bcrsjson, I

would refer to Dr. Hosanquet's recent (Jifford Lectures, The
Principle of Individuality and Falue.) But I believe that I
can be of most service by examining that type of philosophy
which seems to me to be the truest.

PART TWO

When the type of philosophy sketched above i. put
forward as giving an intellectual basis for the Christian
religion, it often fails to satisfy the .-eligious man.
It seems at once to prove too much and too little for
his purpose. And, in particular, it seems to com-
promise, if not to destroy, the personality both of God
and of man ; and the existence of a personal God and
of human persons, with the possibility ox persona!
relations between them, seems to be an absolute
condition at least of the Western type of religion.

I. It proves too much

This philosophy appears to be too optimistic in its

' Of cour'o 1 do not sugt'iit tli:.l there is mt/img new to be learnt from these
liiinker". Wi^unm isjuntifim ol all tier chilorcn.

'

2 I
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beliefs as to the intelligibility and the goodness of the

world in which we find ourselves.

(
I
) The tone of this philosophy is toe ambitious to be

congenial to the religious mind.—Another sort of language

is more congenial to the religious mind. Human
knowledge, as we feel in our saner moments, occupies

a position intermediate between omniscience and

nescience. " Probability is the guide of life." We
h:ive knowledge enough for practical purposes—"to
show us which side to take." But we cannot expect

to reach demonstrative certainty or necessary truth.

" We have but faith, we cannot kno v." The humbler
method of analogical argument is le only one open to

us. Here we are not as gods ; we " see through a

glass darkly." " It is only a very small part of reality

that we know. . . . The task of our philosophy is not

vast and cosmic, but modest and terrestrial." ' This

sort of language seems to ring truer, just because its

promises are less extravagant.

This intellectual modesty seems to consort better

with the humility of true religion. There is something

in " gnosticism," whether theological or philosophical,

which jars on our sense of reverence. " Some theo-

logians," says Leslie Stephen, "define the nature of

God Almighty with an accuracy from which modest

naturalists would shrink in describing the genesis of a

blackbeetle." We instinctively contrast this with the

spirit of our typically English theologians ; with

Church who said :
" It was the saying of an old Grc ck in

the very dawn of thought that men would meet with

many surprises when they were dead. Perhaps one

will he tlie recollection that, when we were here, we
thought the ways of Almighty God so easv to aro;iie

about ;
" "^ and with Hooker :

" Dangerous it were

for the feeble brain of r»ian to wade far into the doinj?

of the Most High ; whom although to know be lllc,

> Lotze, M:,-ro.:.m:a (E.T.), ii. pp. -15, 718.
* Z./'c- and Ltrttrs. a. 33S.
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and joy to make mention of his name
; yet our soundest

knowledge is to know that we kno'v him not as he is
neither can know him

; and our safest eloquence con-
cerning him is our silence, when we confess without
confession that his glory is inexplicable, his greatness
above our capacity and reach. He is abovefand we
upon earth

; therefore it behoveth our words to be
wary and tew." '

To such a temper of mind, knowledge in the
Jorm of a comprehensive system of philosophy will
be unexpected and improbable. Such knowledge
as we may hope for is more likely to take the form of
aphorisms.

(2) Its high claims defeat their own <?«</.— This
philosophy purports to be necessary truth. But it has
had Its say and failed to convince, a fatal confession in
regard to a " necessary " system. It has never met
with any real accept e outside academic circles ; and
even with.n those o..,es, it is hr from being the last
word. In short, the argument from authority is against
It

:
for Christian theologians to build on it would be

too precarious. " In spite of the confident tone and
high claims of the Transcendentalist, he (i.e. the
theologian) hears too little volume of voice on their
side to feel a call upon himself to abandon better-
ti-ovidcn ways of Theism."''

(3) It ignores 01 makes light of the fact of evil as it
appears to the religious consciousness.— VKis^Kxlo^uy^hy
.eems to treat evil as unreal, as being merely a phantom

^
U-a., of EccUua^t.^a. I'.aiy (Kvcryman's Library Kdition), i. p. ,50.

pr. Scott Holland'. Romans, Lecture oa BUhop Butler: " Wi h u t„o a. fcrl..m, he metaphyseal stop . ort. Metaphy.ic, '„c in suspense. Tie vi Z x

a 'o;[;r Vr '""
r"

'^' ^ood traditior, can be heard crv'ng in the n, ht to enno he But no one l„ten,
; and thev alone underhand each other, an.i carry on..t!,fu ly m a fny knot, the h.noric ..bate on the existence of th. Absolute Le.hen, hol, on to the.r high fa,,!,. Some ..y their cause ^,11 .e-emerge t"anno

o;™!;r.:;;rpui!:rc^r':::;ht.;r"^^ - -^ -'^ "-- --->- '^°'

•But the V,.,on i, n,a vet. An.,, in the n.eantinie, we are engaged ,n a debate
r. 'he lower pla:.-. W- .,:,. ,c,ent,.ic. We arc psycholog.cal. w/are enu„ ,c 1W- are pragmatic.

, . . 0„r e.uire thought „ concentrate. „n Exnerience "
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due to the partial knowledge and limited views of

finite minds.

All partial evil universal good.

All discord harincny not understood.

And this is because it is essentially Hellenic not

Hebraic in spirit, and so is inclined to purchase

aesthetic completeness at the cost of firmness of grasp

on mjoral facts. This of itself makes it a philosophy

of the study. It may do for the class-room or the

cloister, but never for the market-place. Whereas

what we need is a philosophy by which we can live.

And such a philosophy must " build broad on the roots

of things," and not only be valid in " hours of insight

"

but also on "d.. of gloom," not only "on the

Sundays of speculation " but also " on the weekdays of

ordinary thought.' *

(4) By its very claim to completeness, it unduly contracts

the world.—This philosophy appears to claim, that in the

terrestrial world of science and of history it can see the

embodiment of the world-spirit. By this satisfaction

V .th the world of ordinary experience it contracts our

horizons, and leaves no room for the apocalyptic

element in religion. To Christian thought, the true

centre of the universe has always been in an " other
"

and unseen world, where the wrongs and anomalies of

this present life are righted, and which is the sphere of

the future of the human race. Terrestrial history, on

the other hand, deals with only a fragment of the re;i!

spiritual world. " Alles vergangliche ist nur ein Gleich-

niss." The Church Militant is only a minor outpost

of the Church Expectant and Triumphant.'^

' Cf. Hume, En^uin- (^tlby-Biggir'8 e .iion), p. loi : "These enl:irgc-i vu-as

may, for a moment, please the imagmattun of a 8[>eculative man who i^ pluceii

in ease ami security, but neither can they dwell with constancy in his min'i, even

though undisturK'i jy the ennitions of pain or passion j much less can they n-.aintai:

their ground when attacked by such powerful antai'onists." A very great thinker,

when recently visiting Oxford, startled his hearers during a philosophic discu<sion

by saying, with an emphasis rare and refreshing in academic surroundings, "Tl.r

unreality of Kvil ? It's rubbish 1 ruhhish ' I wish it were true, but it isn't."

» Cf. Essay Vll. pp. 54.2-347.
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II. It proves too little

(i) // is wanting tn true idealism.~TKn philosophy
purports to be an idealism

; to hold, with Plato, that
the good IS the real, that right is might, and that
matter is not opaque to spirit but is only "the livina
garment of the Godhead." But such a view is am-
biguous. It should mean that, in spite of appearances
.acts really correspond to our highest ideals. But, in
face of the apparent unreality of any such assertion, it
too easily comes to mean, that we fit our ideals to the
facts and drop whatever the facts do not seem to bear
out. Thus we cease to see visions or to dream dreams :

we do not conquer the world, but are conquered by itA towering idealism soon lapses into the positivism
which holds that " whatever is, is right." So we have
heard that Hegel, the father of modern idealistic philo-
sophers, was apt in pr?-tice to confuse the kingdom of
Heaven with the kingdom of Prussia. So Mr. Bradleym his early work ^ which most nearly represents the
same school, sums up the content of the moral law in
the expression—a little reminiscent of unprogressive
conservatism—"My Station and its Duties"; and
announces that, « to wish to be better than the world
IS to be already on the threshold of immorality."

(2) // is empty.—Our type of philosophy is often
held, in William James's- phrase, to be "thin " and not
"thick

; t.e. to have little practical value for the
moral and religious life. It is not so much untrue, as
truism or platitude. The religious view of the world,
\vhether true or not, is at least intelligible and important.'
But the philosophical view here expounded might be
accepted as it stands, without making much difference •

It leaves us cold. Even if it is admitted to be vaguely
optimistic and spiritualistic, and to be, on the whole,
;'on the side of the angels " in its view of the world'
It yet carries us a very little way. If this is all that

* Ethical Siujifi^ r>, tfirt^
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philosophy can do for us, we arc apt to feel that

Tolstoy is justified in his assertion ot its futility :
" By

a long and intricate route of scientific philosophy, they

are brought to the simple position accepted by every

Russian peasant—even by those who are illiterate

—

ihai one must live for ones soul, and that, in order to

live, one must know what to do and what not to do

for that purpose."

'

Hence results a certain irritation on the part of the

plain man who is seeking a speculative justification ut

religion. He feels that he is being put off with words,

that the philosophers teach, as the Scribes, without

the directness and authority of the true prophet, and

that plain issues are being burked. Is there a God.'

Fhat is, to him, the vital question. When, in answer,

he is invited to contemplate the " Absolute " of pliilo-

sophy, he does not know what to make of it. "God,'

he may say, " I know, and No-God I know ; but

what art thou ?
" *

(3) In any case, it is only for the few.—At best this

view is difficult to grasp. An intricate philosophical

argument, not really intelligible except to the philo-

sopher, is represented as being of the essence of

intelligent religious belief. Hence we provide no

justification for the religious belief of the plain man.

This is to substitute philosophy for religion ; to open

up a gulf between exoteric and esoteric Christianity
;

and so to disfranchise the vast majority of Christians.

But such a step is sharply opposed to the genius oi

Christianity which has always been democratic :
" 1

thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

because thou hast hid these things from the wise and

the prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes."

^ ill a pogthumoua fragment in the Hi6ifert your':a/, April 191 1.

There is a subt'n-ty that over-reaches itself. Our tadiciaiu are new all tor

outflanking maniruvrt-s as against front. il attacks. Rut victories gained ii;. ti.-r

methods are sometimes more apparent than real. Some critics of Lord Robnti'

march to Pretoria wouid say that the failure to light a pitched battle, though

anuarentlv sivine a bloodless victory, really meant the prolonKint; of the war.
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And here again men will revolt. "We have heard,"
they will say, " that narrow is the way and strait 'is

the gate
; but we have never heard that it is only the

wise and the learned that shall walk therein."

in. It leaves no Room for Human Personality

The " Absolute " of philosophy is the all-inclusive
and the all-pervading. It is reached by way of the
unreality and insufficiency of all finite things, none of
which, including finite personality, can have independent
existence. But in thus depreciating human persotraiity,
we are putting forward a view, it may be held, which is

(a) untrue to experience, (i>) incompatible with morality,
(c) incompatible with religion.

(a) It is untrue to experience, because in the
experience of each of us, consciousness of self is

absolutely fundamental. If, indeed, we analyse the self
into a number of separate faculties—reason, will, and
feeling—each of these may appear incomplete and be
considered as a mere emanation from the Absolute.
But what is fundamental in our experience of self is no
one of these, but rather a selfhood, an immediate self-
existence, the fact of being a centre of experience, to
which all these are related as adjectives to a noui , as
attributes to a "ubstance. And this is not so readily to
be explained away.

(i^) To merge human personality in the Infinite and
to make its seeming independence an illusion appears
incompatible with moral responsibility. And a religion
which is not based on morality is not the n-ligion for
us. Indeed, as the development of religion has been
stc-^idily towards a growing moralization, to 'loosen our
grasp now on the moral element in religion, would be
to abandon the slow gains of ages. Such i world-view
might possibly accord with a religion of oriental quietism,
which pre.'irheR merely a dreamy, sclf-forgettliig con-
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templation. It will not accord with a religion of action,

which seeks to build the walls of Jerusalem.

(c) Religion is essentially a relation of wills. It

implies such a conception of the human and the divine

as that there can, in a real sense, be co-operation between

them. If the religious consciousness and religious

experience are to be more than " appearance," human
persons, even though created by God, must, when

created, have some independence.

You know what I mean : God's all, man's nought :

But also God, whose pleasure brought

Man into being, stands away

As it were a handbreadth off, to give

Room for the newly-made to live,

And look at him from a place apart,

And use his gifts of brain and hear:

Given, indeed, but to keep for ever.

" Our wills are ours to make them thine." But, as

it has been said, unless they are really ours, there is no

meaning or value in the surrender.

For all this our philosophy, in its insistence on

speculative completeness, appears to leave no room.

It would so identify God with the whole universe, as to

leave nothing in the universe, not even man, the power

to enter into real relations with God. In our effort to

magnify God, we are decrying man. And this meets

with an appropriate nemesis. For we can only reach

our conception of divine personality, by analogy from

our experience of personality in ourselves. And if the

latter is denied, the former will not long survive. It

real personality is not allowed to man, it will soon cease

to be predicated of God. And this, as we shall see, is

what actually happens.

IV. It leaves no Room for Divine Personality

If our philosophy is put forward as a proof of

Theism, it seems to commit the fallacy, known as

41^^
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Ignoratio Elenchi ; for, if it proves anything, it proves
not Theism but Pantheism. It proves only an im-
personal Whole of things, animated at best by a spiritual
principle or law, but not controlled and directed by a
living God. The religious apologist who trusts to this

weapon of defence is playing with fire.*

This, we shall be told, is recognized by the clearer
thinkers of our own school, who see that the logic of
our argument involves a frank abandonment of Theism
in the old sense. Thus Dr. Bosanquet explicitly rejects
" the entire doctrine of theism in the Kantian sense, as
in/olving a personal creator and governor of the world."'
And Mr. Bradlev « classes orthodox theology with " our
commonplace materialism " as implying the mutilation
of our nature. Both "vanish like ghosts before the
daylight of free sceptical enquiry." It mav seem strange
to class William James with Dr. Bosanquet and Mr.
Bradley in this connection. But he claims that, on this

point, the monistic idealism which he rejects and the
pluralistic spiritualism which he advocates are at one

;

and that both are alike incompatible with the older
orthodoxy. " The older monarchical theism is obsolete
or obsolescent. The place of the divine in the world
must be more organic and intimate. An external
creator and his institutions may still be verbally con-
fessed at church in formulas that linger by their mere
inertia, but the life is out of them, we avoid dvelling
on them, the sincere heart of us is elsewhere." * On
this showing, the Absolute has room for religion, just
as it has room for art and science. But none of these,
in the enH. represents it fully. Theology is picture-
thinking anJ must be transcended. ReHgion, as with

' This result ii due to ju.t tl:at tratul'ormation of the old "proofs" which w?
thought necessary to make them valiti. Descartes thought that he was demonstrat-
ing the existence of the God of n.ntemporary thi-oh./y. But (he inner logic of his
philosophy resulted in its dev>;iopment into the sytcm of Spinoza; and the absolute
Substance of Spinoza is qoite incompatiii!e with the personal God of Christianity.

' THePrincitltcflriiifiJ^.aihYar.iyjinr.j. 156.
' ^pptaranct and Reutity, Introduction, p. 5.
* A Pluraliitic Vnii-trse, p. :c.
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Hegel, must give place to Philosophy. If the familiar

language of religion is kept, it will only be by way vf

accommodation to the popular mind ; and such language
would be conscious parable or allegory for the modern
philosopher as much as for Plato.

It is then the Absolutists of the " Left " who arc

alive to the meaning of their own system. Those of
the " Right " are only muddied. They attempt to

make the best of two worlds at once ; but there is a

fatal ambiguity in their position, as James points out
in a critique of Emerson. " The Universe (according

to Emerson) has a divine soul of order, which soul is

moral, being also tiie soul within the soul of man.
But whether this soul of the universe be a mere quality

like the eye's brilliancy or the skin's softness, or

whether it be a self-conscious life like the eye's seeing

or the skin's feeling, is a decision that never unmistakably
appears in Emerson's pages." * In this ambiguity there

lurks a real danger of dishonesty. And the theologians

have sometimes got a bad name on this score. They
are suspected of using a philosophy so far as it is contro-

versially useful, without any fempt to understand it

seriously and to follow out its implications to the bitter

end.

This attack comes not from the orthodox, but from
the unorthodox camp. But very manv orthodox
thinkers agree that it is justiiied ; and, for that reason,

they decline to make our type of philosophy the basis

of their apologetics. Absolutism, they hold, sweeps
away ideas which are vital to religion.

(<0 Absolutism may lead to a fuller understanding

of divine immanence, but it leaves no room for the

transcendence of God, which is equally important to

religion. The necessity of the world and of man to

God, in the sense in which it is asserted, is incompatible

with a truly religious conception. Absolutism teaches

that it is meaningless to look for an existence of God
^ yarietits of li.r!;jTSf.ui Fyperifnre ^ n. w^
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"in Himself," apart from His manifestation in the
world and in man. But the instinct of worship is
always to hold that God has an existence of His own
ot which we know lirtle or nothing; and that He is
what He IS, apart from human or earthly history. It is
the manward side of God that is revealed in Christ, but
this is only one aspect of His nature. He is infinitely
more and greater than what is revealed or known of
Him. In short, Absolutism has overshot the mark in
Its wholesale rejection of agnosticism; and has, in
consequence, idenrified God with the Universe It
invites us to " worship Nature, not the God of Nature "

;and It leaves us no God, nor any place for Him, but
only Nature itself, rather fancifully conceived.

»

(i>) We miss the emphasis on Will and Activity
which IS so characteristic of the religious conception of
God Thus the history of Jewish religion is a history
of the development of consciousness of God. And if
we take the result of that development, which we find
in the greater prophets and in some of the psalms, as
classical, we shall recognize that the God of religion is
conceived as World-Creator and W^orld-Ruler much
more than as either the ^^hole of things, or a Rational
Principle pervading the universe, or a Universal Mind
contemplating it. We confess in church a God who
IS "Maker of heaven and earth"; but we cannot
integllibily apply such an expression to the Absolute of
philosophy. Yet this recognition of God as Creator is

essential. The religious consciousness is never content
with an ^impersonal "Strength and Stay upholding all
creation "

;
it demands something much "more living and

concrete.

But here is the linger of God, a flash of the will that can
Existent bcliiiul all laws, that ir.ade them and, lo, they arc.

Cf. (--'Wrcott, Of. at. p. 4,, '• Engli.hm-n will not be rra.lv to acq„i-,-,cc when
tl».y arc tol.l that they mu-t not think „f God .. having Hi, own exi.tence Hi,own character, ll.s own majesty and glory, over and .-.bove all that can be s«n orknown.
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So also James points out that we are not part of the

God of Christian theology, as we are supposed to be ot

the Absolute of philosophy. " He and we stand outside

of each other, just as the devil, the saints, and the angels

stand outside of both of us."* Anything else would
be incompatible with the religious conception of God
as creating, " taking sides " in moral issues, standing in a

personr elation towards men. In fact, James asserts

that he can conceive of nothing more different from the

Absolute than the God of David or Isaiah.

Here then is a chasm which is not to be bridged
and which cannot be covered by vague phases. " O
living will that shalt endure " could not possibly be an

address to the Absolute. We are apt to use words to

gloss over the differences of things. But, as Aubrey
Moore epigrammatically puts it, " The motto of Oxford
University Dominus Illuminatio Mea altogether changes
its meaning if we read it Illuminatio Dominus Mem." ^

(f) Religion, it may be said, does not demand a

God who is the same everywhere, who is never here

and not there, who never does anytliing in particular,

nc'cr . erpcsc"; at the difficult minute. It demands
miracle and intervention in the older sense ; in lact.

what William James distinguishes as " crass " from
" refined " supernaturalism. Theology may make too

great sacrifices, in order to achieve philosophic " respect-

ability."

All these objections may be summed up under one
head ; namely, that our philosophy explains away the

personality of God. Its God is not merely, as we have

always thought, the centre, but the whole of reality
;

not a person, but the inclusive unity of all persons anu
things. It may be described as supra-personal,—if we
can derive any comfort from the word " supra "

; but

a person it certainly is not. In short, the Absolute is

not God at all, but rather, as it were, " the peace of

God which passeth all understanding," a sort of mystical

' A riuraUtric Univeru, p. 110. Lux MunJi, p. 83.
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unky in which the identity and individuality of Godand all other persons are lost. And if personality is

m the arch of kru.vvledge, but He is no longer, except
as a metaphor, ' Our Father which is in Hea?en!' " '

^

But here no compromise is possible. Doubtless
by ms,st,ng on the Transcendence of God, rel.non
escapes the danger of an undue anthropomorphism.
Ye God must be so tar like men, that He can havedealmgs with ^hem and they with Him. Such a
personal relationship is the lifeblood of religion

; and
|t implies real personality on both sides. We cannotm the end view the Object of religion as Principle orLaw or Force or Substance or System, but only asLiving Person. \Vc speak of the Absolute as "

It " •

we speak of God as " He." Which is the truer ?
Masculine or neuter ? This is a difference which can
be glossed over in words, for the philosopher some-nmes uses concrete, the theologian abstract, terms.
But, in fact, the issue is vital. And a belief in the
personality of God, a belief that the use of the
masculine pronoun is not a mere accommodation to
sentiment but literally truer, is the arncu/us sianns vel
caJentis ecaestae.

The Hnes then can never meet. If the last step
mvolves dropping the assertion of the personality ofGod, Christian theology can never take it : for "

in
this consists the whole difference between a religion
purified and a religion destroyed." Any philoso'phv
on which Christianity can build must be more frankly
anthropocentnc. We must be ready to be more
venturesome. The effort to retain theoretic certainty
has resulted in our letting go everything that religion
holds most dear. °

' Auurcj Moore, Lux Mundi, ^ 65.
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PART THREE

I. The Difficulties raised in Part Two R'^r

LARGELY ON A CONCEPTION OF PERSONAL \

WHICH IS NOT BORNE OUT BY EXPERIENCE

Our problem is now clear. We have to satisfy

ourselves that we are not betraying our own cause.

Our purpose is to justify the claim of moral an.l

religious experier.je to a pre-eminent and determinins^

place in the experience of the race as a whole. Bu*:,

it is suggested, we are really giving away the cause

we should defend. For we are abandoning what is

most characteristic ana important in the experience

of religious men ; and this in deference to the supposed

demands of a priori philosophical theory. We lea »;

no room, it is said, for the personality either of God or

of ma 1 ; and, without these, all moral and religious

experience would be stultified.

This amounts to an appeal to experience, and

particularly to " religious " experience. We answer

by accepting the challenge. And we must try to

show, noi only that the philosophy to which we

adhere iocs not explain away actual experience, but

that e/perience positively demands it. l"he contrary

opinion rests on a double mistake. On the one hand,

it is supposed that personality, as we know it in human
experience, is something clear, fixed and intelligible;

and so a standard by which we must judge the

legitimacy of the ascription of the term to GoJ.

And this is untrue. The modern development of a

philosophy of personality has been valuable ; but it

may be doubted whether it has not been, by •^n\\\

slifi;htly exaggerated. "Personality" is sometime-

treated as thor'.^h it were a maa;ic kev to unlocic

all
'

n'S, a test to be applied unthinkingly to all

thir in neaven and earth. It has thus tended to
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become a formula which dispenses with thought ratherthan a real illummation. And modern thinkers areaptwthout much justification, to adopt a patronising
attitude to the Greeks who did not possess^o cl^ r fconception of human nature. On the other hand a^.rp d:stmction between Self and Nor-S.lt is assumed

sVr^fiSlit.^^'^^"^^
^^P-^--- And this also, a

These mistakes are due to tno causes •—
(1) I he crudeness and inaciequacv of the intellectual

categories by which we commonly interpret
experience. '

(2) The direction of insufficient attention to the
higher types of experience and to what consti-

r T^ U difference between higher and lower.
(i) M:snuerpre,ino, of expenc-::, through inadequate

C^xT~~^ ^«^....v..-, ^^'e have beconfc accu.to'me
to d,st,ngu.sh in anything between kernel and huskbetween an element that is permanent, essential amiindividual and an element that is changing, accid nt"

such sharp division is of universal application. Wehalf unconscious V, bring this distinction with us to theunderstanding ot personality. We assume that, hehiiui
al particular qualities .nd functions of soul, beh dwill, reason and emotion, behina all a man's ntc £and relations to others, behind all that changes and^^rovvs, there is something fixed, stable and' tatif

ill tend to be treated as external and coniparativeW
accidental to his essence. And selfhood is^ssumea
to consist just in this inner core of being which iimpervious to all external influence.'

Such an assumption, if its implications are madeclear, produces grave difficulties. Fhis luav W sea, in

-;a„..,...,4,,j::rrs::f-';u!p:^jt;x^^^
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some advocates of Free Will, who distinguish sharply

between self and character, and thereby make all moral

growth external to the real self. But the assumption

is in itself baseless : it embodies the old fallacy into

which, as we have suggested, the agnostic falls in his

conception of the universe. A better philosophy is

tending to replace the conception of Substance by that

of Activity, and to conceive things dynamically rather

than statically. What anything is consists in what it

does. So also there is no " soul-substance " apart from

soul-life. And soul-life consists always in action and

reaction with environment. The soul lives by what it

feeds on. The self cannot be isolated from its interests,

its relations to the world and to men. These are its lite.

{i>) Possession}— The Western mind is obsessed

with the idea of property and ownership. The mischief

which this obsession has done in the field of social

ethics is beginning to be generally recognized : we are

aware that the mind which runs only in the groove ot

" Proputty, proputty, proputty !
" has a narrow and

impoverished view of life. But it is less generally

recognized that the mischief has extended to philosophy

and psychology ; and yet this extension has actually

occurred. Just as we are reluctant to recognize that

any material thing is res nullius, so for experience, by

analogy, we look for an owner. Thus man has a

character and a religion, "just as he 'has' an edition

of Plato in his library, a Morris paper in his drawing-

room, and an ornamental knocker on his front-door."
'

From this mental tendency two sharp distinctions

result. On the one hand, the proprietor is quite

distinct from his property. Accordingly, we think ot

God as the "proprietor" of the world, and so as

entirely separate frorr it. On the other hand, the

dominance of private ownership in our civilization leads

> The following settiuii is almost entirely o;i5cil on an e«say entitled "ll"

I'niv.TJC us Plii.osopher." in Mr. Ij^k*' The Alchemy cf Thought.

• laiks. -r .If. p. 9'
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to ;« pluralism ••
in philosophy. We insist on nod^tmction more strongly than on the distinctionbetween meum ^nd tuum. Round his soul, as roundh:s estate, the Englishman sets up a ring-fence wkhanotKe-board "Trespa..ers will be Kosecuted.^ Somgramed ,s this mental habit in us that it is only by aneffort that we reahze how strange it must appear to anmpartid observer And yet reflection 'n^kes thi

w^nV -li
Pf^'I^^^Phy which emanates from thewell-turnished st.d.es of Britain, and proclaims at he

perplexity to those whose fee-simple in the worldextends only to a lorn-cloth and a beggar's bowl "^

of 1 c 'i-?'"
""^ '^'' P'"'-^'"'^'" "" °"'- conceptionof personality ,s aggravated bv the legal associationof the word persona. By "person" we are ant tomean, primarily, a subject of rights and duties like aproperty-owner and rate-payer.^ Now the legal rela-tions of men are very external. Though thty unitemen they also hold them at arm's length from oneanother: they touch life at i^^v points.^ ButTleS

relations are far from being the highest or most centfaof human experiences, man must be conceived as morehan "a person " Or, it we retain the word, we mustbe careful to slough off its legal associations anrto
transcend their limits.

But the concept of "possession" has only to bemade exphat, to lose all plausibility as ser,ou.:v applied
to the phibsophy of personality. This is made clearby Mr. Jacks " According to them (the philosophers^man has a plac. ,n Nature

; he has a relation to theUniverse and to God
; he /;.. duties to his neighbour

and to himself^
; he has an end to accomplish

; he has
experience in all its varieties

; \.^ has right impulses andvrong
;
he /;.„ uu...iduality which he is told to guard

est It be taken from him ; he /;.. virtues of which
hostile powers would 'rob' him; he has vices which

2 K
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he had better get rid of ; he has an ego which is his

very own ; he has a soul which he may sell—and so on

through a veritable auctioneer'^ catalogue of man's

effects. But who is the owner of these job-lots ? He
is behind the scenes ; but if you seek him there you

will not find him. When you think you have got him,

he turns instantly into one of his own possessions. It

helps us not a whit to refer us to a higher self : for this

higher self also turns out to be something man has.

Who, then, is Man? Is he the selfless owner of

himself .? We flounder in a realm of nonsense, trying

once more to cook the hare we cannot catch."

'

(c) Materialism.—We are familiar in children and

savages with a level of thought inferior to our own,

which perhaps can only conceive of its gods as visil)le

and tangible, because it is aware of no other form of

reality- We can see clearly the crudity and fallacy of

this. And yet, if we reflect, we may see cause to

suspect that, in our ordinary conception of ourselves

and of our relation to other men and things, we have

fallen, in our degree, into the same type of error.

When we try to understand the nature of personality

—

what it is to be a self—we are apt to picture to our-

selves the relation of self and not-self in experience as

equivalent to that of one solid body in space to another.

Such bodies are mutually exclusive ; they cannot occupy

the same portion of space at the same moment. \Ve

think of the relation of self and not-self after this

analogy ; for, on one side of our nature, we are bodily

and have bodily attributes. But we do not really be-

lieve that this side of our nature is exhaustive or even

central. And to transfer such a conception to the self

as it is in knowledge, will and afi^ection is a piece of the

crudest picture-thinking."''

' C/'. cit. pp. 93-94'
^ Thr natur, ut" this filLicy is illustrKcd by tlic mctaphyBlcal tiifficultii ot t .t

problem of knowledge. Mctaphysiciam now insist that the relation ot" knower and

object known cannot be treated—as too often in the past—as though it wen- one ol

lilt itlali.^rji between thiSoS k-o-.vn whi- ' il:r::5"':vrt ire •-+]»•:« •-" knr-wlf.-.j.-.
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.

We do not avoid the fallacy of materialism by

Though popular thought has got beyond pure physical
materialism, and distinguishes clearlv soul from body
It has not t present escaped th-- Kind of error. It

stance which has spiritual qualities, but which is itself

'rrituJw" 'k'
^"^''" "'''^^ '^ ^-' I'k^ "ht

spiruual .t who seems to think of the soul as a sort
ot ghost, something with quasi-physical attributes
but much more subtle and impalpable than matter. '

of . fi V ^''^"'f'"'' P'-^J"^^"^ lead to the ascriptionof a fix.ty and exclusiveness to personality which is un-
warranted. If we discard them and try to see things asthey are, we must admit that human personality, at weknow It in ourselves or in others, is an en cma aprob^m .o be solved rather than a'n obviousX to

to- whvt ''J""
°^ contradictions, of suggestions

to which no achievement corresponds. Is self-con-
sciousness a mark of personality ? Undoubtedly it isAnd yet how httle we know ourselves ! and how full'
of surprises to us our own hearts arc I So very little of
the sum-total of me is consciously active at any givenmoment; during the greater part of hfe my mind is
nine-tenths asleep. True self- consciousness wouldseem to necessitate .t least that prasp of the whole
history and character of one's own life, which thedrowning man is popularly supposed to have. But
ordinarily, memory extends to the merest fraction ofour lives. Is purposiveness a mark of personality ?

Again we should naturally answer Yes. And vet that
confusion and contradiction of purposes, which Aristotle
called a>cpaaia and Si. Paul " the body of this death,"

Wr cannot prnp-rly unHrr<; mi.I the « .cilic rrlation ,>r k .wlrZ^hTTth- n,„„r. of relation, ,,.n..r.ny. For the knuwl, ig-.-rH.' iL ,

" """"^ '"

.n..»t b<- un.ler,.oo,l by cl,.,e in,Pecti>,n nut bv anal, ,•;,.. Mr Wr'h.,'^
,'"

'

t hat the older i.lealist,, such a, T H. Grce. wer,- rca
'

.'
. ,n ,1

^ '
°"'

their insi.trnr, th„ ,k. .„,.• u; . , ' .

^^^' '•'-mg the tame p,„nt in

cann.t properly be treated a, merely oneof the ^i:i.!u7Z:'::;21r'"'''""'"
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is the most common phenomenon in experience.

Further, the human person is very imperfectly in-

dividual. To understand him, w- have to go outside

him ; he is not self-explanatory. " Personality that

lives only under material conditions in a world of dving,

personality whose existence and origin are alike wholly

independent of its own thought and will, and which

only by degrees discovers a little as to the conditions

of its own being—whatever rank it may hold in re-

lation to other present phenomena—is plainly a most

limited and imperfect form of personality."
'

Yet this very criticism of personality as we know it

in experience shows that, in spite of present imperfection,

we have some positive idea of what personality should

be. As always, consciousness of imperfection itself

carries us, in a sense, beyond the imperfection. Thus

Wallace, while insisting on the incoherence of personal

experience—"Even in the recesses of his own being,

he seems to meet with a strange, dark substance which

is in him, but is not he "—notes also that the ideal of

personality here implied is " the thorough appropriation

of every particle that is mine by the full reality of me."'

Though we know personality, like the Venus of Milo,

only in an imperfect form, we can yet to some extent

reconstruct the true design. And the ideal to which

experience points would seem to be not negative

but positive, not the hard, impervious, exclusive atom,

but coherence, individuality, organization, power. To
be at unity within oneself would be the climax ot

personality.

From this combination of actual imperfection with

hints of something better, there results a paradox.

" "to be ourselves, we must be more than ourselves."

Hence the conception of personality is far from bein^;

a simple one. It is a term of changing and growing

meaning. And this is due not to shiftiness on the

' R. c. Moberly. PrchU*tii anj Prin^ipUt^ pp. 8-9.

' Letiuret and Enayt^ p. i.'o.
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part of the philosopher, but to the nature of the
case.

(2) Insufficient attention to the higher types of experience.—The value of the appeal to experience will' depend
partiv on the kind of experiences which are selected for
examinat-on. And the chief place should undoubtedly
be given to the higher experiences. We should take
as our standard " what a man recognizes as of value
when his lik is fullest and his soul at its highest stretch

"

We may no doubt be asked how we know what is
" highest." And in a complete metaphvsic this would
need demonstration. But, for practiLal purposes
there is sufficient agreement as to what is higher and
lower, at least among those who are sufficiently
interested in Christianity to " wish it true." And if
we concentrate our attention principally on what most
men will agree are our best moments, the criticism that
personality, human or divine, involves an exclusiveness
a separation of self and not-self, for which we leave no
room, becomes less and less plausible.

All our reasonings on this subject must be based on
the twin facts—that all our experience of personality is

experience of exceedingly imperfect personality, and
that, nevertheless, we have experience of different
degrees of imperfection. And as we get higher, the
barrier between self and not-self seems to become' les^
Increase of unity and power, we find, goes with increase
m expansiveness. As T. H. Green and others have
impressed on us of late years, man is a social animal.
The individual only comes to his full stature bv playing
his part in society and in the world. "The times
when one feels that one is most truly oneself are just
those in which one feels that the consciousness of one's
own individuality is most absolutely swallowed up,
whether in sympathy with nature, or in the bringing to
birth of truth, or in enthusiasm for other men." ' Thus
the secret of life is self-giving. " He that loseth his

» ivettlcship, Rtma-m. i. p. 5^ ; al.o (,ii,itrH in Essny Vl. p. ;:-, footnote.
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life shall save it." All successful life, as Dr. Bosanquet

reminds us, is one in logical structure with self-sacrifice.

A certain self-transccndet .e is thus a " note " of all our

higher experiences ; and the boundary-line between self

and not-self is continually shifting.

But for our fullest enlightenment, we should go to

the highest of all social experiences, namely love. We
are apt to think of love as an intermittent psychical

activity of a permanent self, and as thus being less real

than the individuals whom it unites. But, in the

highest examples, the balance is reversed. The love

is something which inspires, sustains, and moulds the

personality of the lovers. This antithesis is suggested

by the titles of two of Browning's poems—" Love in a

Life," and " Life in a Love."

Here there is, no doubt, still distinction between the

lovers, but the distinction is subordinate to the unity.

It is not a sense of contrast, so much as the feeling of

unity and reconciliation, which is dominant in conscious-

ness. No doubt it is only the few in actual experience

who ever attain these heights ; and the power of sym-

pathy, even in the best of men, is so contracted, that it is

only towards one or two that such intensity of feeling is

ever experienced. Yet, ideally, there is no limit. We
do not want to be merely fanciful ; but there is no

finality in our present experience, and at least some of

the religious geniuses seem to point us beyond.

Some recent thinkers have insisted that self-realiza-

tion and self-sacrifice do not always coincide- in life.

And we mav perhaps agree that philanthropy is not the

road for all men. There is I'eed in the kingdom of

heaven for a Goethe as well as a St. Francis. But a

certain self-transcendence is characteristic also of the

higher artistic experiences. "You scarcely recognize your-

self when, for the moment, Shakespeare or Beethoven

has laid his spell upon you." '

The same principle holds good when we turn to the

' Boiunquet, f>. cit. p. ?'>o.
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more specifically " religious " experience of conscious
relation to God. It is important to notice this, because
the criticisms whi^h we stated in Part Two, claimed to
be based largely on this. But the supposed need of
separation between God and man is hardly borne out
by experience. Between one man and another there
may indeed be some place for exclusiveness and reserve.

Anything like hypnotism we resent as an intolerable
intrusion by another into our inner sanctuary : ''Setrelum
meum mihiy Such a creation and domination of one
person by another, as is suggested in the relations between
the Jesuit and John Inglesant in Shorthouse's novel,
we feel to be something of an outrage on the dignity
of personality. Even here it is probable that we are
much more likely to go wrong by erecting too many
barriers than too few. But, in any case, such barriers

cannot be imported into religion. Whatever may be
the case in morals, in religion there is no room for

Aristotle's /^67aXoi/ft;;)(09. The notion that the relation

of man to God should be like the relation of a feudal
vassal to his overlord, that "the high contracting
parties " should treat on terms of mutual respect, is

utterly alien to genuine religious experience.

On the contrary, we tind that the language of
indwelling is natural to the saint. " I live

; yet not I,

but Christ liveth in me." No doubt there is here

an element of metaphor. But the metaphor stands for

something. It is futile to criticize such metaphors by
purely external a priori considerations, unless we are

sure that we are including that which such language
was meant to express.' Of course, such experience is

' Cf. Webb, pp. 2^0-251. -'It is ni)i, I venture to think, ili.ise who with earnest
intention use sucii hiiiguage as ' Goil in us and we in Him' that are guilty of a mis-
use of spatial motaphor, but rather those who, instead ot scelcing t!ie meaning of such
an expression in some real expericnci', which they who use it arc intending to
describe, proceed on purely general, or what Aristotle would have called merely
dialectical grounds, and st.irting from tfie general notion of spatial i:>clusion, go on to
contend that u:ie consciousness cannot include another consciousness, and that there
is no more to be said. This ij surely no proper criticism of language used, not for

the sake of talking, but to express a real experience. At this rate one woul.i have to
dismiss the reality of the musicnl experiences denoted by such phrases as 'thrilling,'
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comparatively rare ; but so are the highest achieve-

ments of saintliness. On the general principles which

should guide our relation to genius, as laid down in

Essay II., we should, so far as we ourselves do not

share the experience of the saint, be prepared to accept

it as due to a further development of what we know in

our own experience.

Hence ^a) our argument is not, that, because man is a

person, therefore the Absolute also is a person. It would

be almost as true to state the exact opposite, and to say

that, because man is not, therefore the Absolute must

be a person. We argue, with Lotze, from the paradoxes

of human experience to a superhuman experience, in

which is the full fruition of the p°rconality we know, with-

out its contradictions. Nothing short of the Absolute

would have the coherence and comprehensiveness neces-

sary to the ideal of personality. Human personality,

then, is not the standard which we follow when we apply

the term to the Absolute. It is incapable of being so,

for it is always growing towards a goal which is never

reached. Yet the direction in which it lies is clear.

So far is it from being impossible for the Absolute to

be personal, that it is rather true th;^t nothing else could

be fully personal.^

(b) The sharp antithesis of self and not-self, on
which the objection to the attribution of personality

to the Absolute rests, tends to diminish as we get

higher in the range of spiritual experience. Growth in

excellence and in spiritual life consists largely in a losing

• pfictrating,' 'stirring,' 'mo\i.ii;,' because the instruments do ni)t get inside our
3kin, ni)r their noise shove us out of our seats. But su'^ely there is a genuine cxferi-

encr which these phrases are used to describe ; and if we 3i'< i.c:v the manipulation

of musical instruments can do these things, the answer would be, ' In the way in

which all who are musical know that they do.'
"

^ Some may prefer to say that the Abs-jlute U <upra-personal, on the ground that

\\r can never get sufficiently away from the legal associations of " personality." Thev
will then say, with Wallace, that "the truth of personalit) is subordinate to the trutii

of spirituality." The question here is one of terminology, and no great issue depends

on it. But it will only be legitimate to decline to assert the personality of the Ab-
solute, o 1 the ground that i» is so much more th.m personal, if we reco,;iM/e th.it man
also, in his degree, is already more than a per?on.
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of Vri/^'?,' a getting away from impenetrable individuality
I he theory that personality is impervious is here a
hmdrance

; for growth in grace is growth away from
separatencss. But if separateness decreases with increasem the living personal relation to God, which is what the
religious consciousnc.s really clings to, it can hardly oe
vital to that relation.

It is sometimes said that the language of union with
God, used by and of the saint, is only " moral," not
"ontological." This distinction really depends on a
half-hearted idealism of the kind we have alreadv
rejected in Part One. But in any case, the objectoV
cannot have it both ways. We are considering the
objection to " ahsolwtism," which bases the necessitv
of separation on moral and religious interests. The
objector is basing a metaphysical argument on moral
experience. Our reply has been, that these interests are
not sacrificed, but rather secured, by "absolutism," and
the objector must no. run away from the tribunal which
he has himself set up. In view of the fact that the
objector appeals to experience against logical theory, it
is important to insist that religious experience, when
unsophisticated, tells in the opposite direction. It is
not the absolutist here who has to put a forced inter-
pretation on the facts. It is not personality, but a false
conception of ts nature, which is inconsistent with our
type of philosophy.

The belief in a God who is less than the Absolute
IS unsatisfactory, not onlv from the point of view of
philosophy,^ but also from the point of view of religion
l^or the religious consciousness demands, in the objer^ of
Its worship, both a stability and a certainty that a.c to
be found in nothing short of the Absolute. It is not

- John Caircl points out that the conccpti,.,, of a transcrndent God .oM with ametaphys.c, m wh.ch thou:,ht ha. acce,, only ,0 ,h. out.T rn ,ti.,n, of thm," m-t to.hnr^,nn„ nature and ccnti.l being. And such a nu-taplnsic we havf 'a^r'ady

i.
i
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satisfied with a god who is merely a great deal bigger

and stronger and better than ourselves, an indefinitely

magnified man. For we cannot, in the end, rest with

this. Such a conception is incvit.ibly followed by the

asconception cf a "twilight of the uods

anthropomorphic ruler of the Greek or Latin pantheon

was dwarfed by an impersonal Fate in the background.

The religious consciousness seeks to find peace bv

unitini,' itself with the absolutely abiding :
it needs the

assurance that " underneath are the everlasting arms."

Acrain, it is satisfied with nothing less than absolute

certainty in its object. It is true that we begin with

religion' as a psychological experience of ours. k

satisfies a want of ourSy like electric light and other

resources of civilization. And we think of theologies

as being theoretic hypotheses to account for this

experience of want, this is the stage represented by

the following quotations which William James > makes

from Professor Leuba and from W. Bender: "Not

God, but life, more life, a larger, richer, more satisfy-

ing life, is, in the last analysis, the end of religion."

" Not the question about God, and not the inquiry into

the origin and purpose of the world is religion, but the

question about Man. All religious views of the world

are anthropocentric." But this is only true of a low

level of religious development. There is nothing

hypothetical about the object of the genuinely religious

consciousness. Religion cannot for a moment endure

the thought of " a probable God." God is not a more

or less justifiable inference from religions experience ;

religious experience is directly awareness of God. 1 his

way of putting it is the truer to the experience itselt.

So a^ain prayer begins as anthropocentric—" Give u^

what" we want." But it is very imperfectly religious,

until it has become theocentric—" Thy Will be done.""

2 The an,«^r to the v^'-'^. "We would that Thou shoul.lcst do for u, whatio.

^wr wr .hall dMire." i% "Can ye drink cf the cup that I <ir.nk of
>

Mark «.

15. 5S.
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The development then of the relit-ious consciousness is.
in this, in tune with philosophy.'

Ihe religious man t-.ccu^ for his satisfaction, to feel
himself completely and perfectly the instrument of (,od
I he trequcnt prejudice against the admission of this and
the refusal to go I'eyond the language of "co-operation"
with God are largely due to the characteristic En<dish
liking for compromise, which, in another direction,
prefers rhc average respectable churchgoer to the saint.
I own that this attitude reminds me unpleas uitly of the
attitude of the cautious lover to his mistress :

'•Tis but dcce-u to profess oneself beneath her.
Still one iuu<iC not be too much in earnest cither.

The truly religious frame of mind is always theo-
centric, not anthropocentric. Not the fact that we have
need of God, but the fact that God has need of us, is

ultimate to the religious consciousness.

II. This Conclusion is Strencthened by Atten-
tion TO specifically Christian Ideas

,(0 Spirituality of God.—Growth in religious appre-
hension may not unfairly be said to consist in an
•ncreasing grasp of the truth that "God is a Spirit."
But, it so, our popular theology is clearly defective.
And perhaps this is becau'^e it is too Judaic, and too
oblivious of the fact that Christianity was not merely
superimposed on a Jewish fouiuhition, but involved a
radical transmutation of Jewish beliefs. In particular,
it transformed the whole conception of ti.e Divine.*

May not the popidar demand for a transcendent
God be partly a relic of the materialistic imagery of
Jewish thinking? The popular insistence on God as
Creator and Moral Governor rather than as indwelling

' Cf. the ari;ijmfnt against tht " psychol.igical" Mrw of riDsrier.cc in Part Onr
pp. 4?4-4i9.

* St.- Essav V.
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spirit is due to a feeling that anything else is derogatory

to His reality and greatness. But it is very dangerous

to trust this sort of feeling. The hostility of the Jews

to Jesus was due largely to the fact that they insisted

on judging His teaching and claims by their antecedent

ideas of the majesty and dignity of God. Are we not

in danger of making the same mistake ? This side of

Judaism was developed by Mahomet. The Mahom-

niedan thinks of God, so far as he thinks of Him
positively at all, as a sort of Oriental potentate, " the

Sultan of Heaven." But he so emphasizes the separa-

tion of God from man and the unapproachableness

of God as to seem to deny Him all positive attributes.

Whatever idea your mind comes at

1 tell you flat

God is not that.'

But Christianity is on this point sharply at issue

with Mahommedanism. "The veil is rent away which

in days of ignorance hid God and made Him an

unknown God ; clad Him in thick darkness and terrors

of the mount, saw Him invisible in excess of light,

heard Him whispering indistinctly in the separate

events of history—a factor incalculable, mysterious,

awful." *

(2) The Trinity.—No part of Christian theology

means less to the man in the street than the doctrine

of the Trinity. And yet it clearly corresponds to a

philosophical necessity. Personality, as we know it,

is marked by a consciousness of self and not-self in

partial relation ; and the ideal of personality should

include this relation in its completeness. But when

the theologian suggests to the philosopher, that orthodox

Christianity possesses in the doctrine of the Trinity

what he (the philosopher) is looking for, the philosopher

is rather irritated than conciliated. He feels that soiiie-

J Rhyme quoted ai current in Egypt by W. H.
J.

Gairdner, Tht ReprMch c,<

lilam, p. 1^1,
^ Wallace, Ltiiurti and Eitay, p. 50.
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thing, which bears a superficial resemblance to what he
wants, is being flung at him unintelligently without any
real appreciation of his problem. And no one has yet
succeeded in formulating a Christian metaphysic, based
on orthodox Trinitarianism, which this age can accept.
And yet, though it is just here that we are most out of
our depth, and that anything we can say must be specially
tentative, there are certain positive truths which we seem
to see.

Thus the doctrine arises historically out of reflection
on the Incarnation and Atonement, and should be
understood in the light of them. Very much of the
best thought of our time is agreed in insisting that the
Incarnation and Atonement are in no sense accidental,
but are vital to the perfection, and therefore to the
being, of God.' Dr. Du Bose is voicing a widespread
feeling in the following fine passage :

" It is only in
Christ that God not merely manifests what He is, but
in His activity and self-expression through creation
kcomes what He is. . . . We speak of the incredible
self-lowering or self-emptying of God in becoming
man or in undergoing the death of the cross. Is tne
act in which love becomes perfect a contradiction or a
compromise of the divine nature ? Is God not God or
least God in the moment in which He is most love ? . . .

Where before Christ, or where now otherwise than in
Christ and in the cross of the divine suffering together
with and for man, where in all the story of the universe
was or is love so love, or God so God ?

" "^ But the
difficulty is that, at first sight, the Incarnation and
Atonement seem to be merely partial and temporary
episodes in the life of God : it seems as though time
was when they were not. The Christian doctrine of
the Trinity therefore, by projecting these relations of
God to Man into the eternal being of the Absolute,
is meeting a real religious need.

» This view ij also rxp-ssc.i in E»Myi V. and VI. in thii volumt.
• TAe Goipel in tit Ofiftli, pp. 265, 27Z-171.
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We have said * that a belief in the divinity of Christ

is necessary to the Christian scheme of salvation. The

life and death of Jesus Christ can only become the

rulino: force in the lives of all men, if they are a real

expression of the character of the Godhead, and if the

life of God is really implicated in them. Now Christian

theology does not shrink from the startling assertion

that Jesus lives in the life of the Church, and that the

life of human fellowship and love at its highest is the

life of God on earth. It is by partaking fully in this

common life, that men may become partakers in the

divine life and " put on immortality "
; and nothing

short of this is truly human. It is self-surrender to

the common good which is self-surrender to God :

duty to our neighbour and duty to God are, in essence,

indistinguishable. This seems strange and paradoxical.

But it is familiar to the highest religious experience. " If

a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a

liar." "God is love; and he that dwelleth in love,

dwelleth in God, and God in him." * But the apparent

strangeness is due partly to that superstition about

personality which we have tried to combat, and which

can only see, in the artist's self-expression through the

products of his mind, something outside him. And, to

the Christian, God is Love. He is more than a person,

for He is tripersonal. And this has come to be

perceived through reflection on His presence in the

Church and His identity with the life of humanity.

Further, the belief that the Incarnation and the

Atonement are permanent elements in the life of God
is necessary, not only to the efficacy of the Christian

religion, but to the vindication of God. World-history

is not something at which God looks on as a spectator

or which He directs from above, but something in

which He genuinely partakes. It is sometimes suggested

that Creation, Incarnation, and Atonement spring from

' In Esiay VI. pp, 314-315, 321-3IZ.
» John !v. 16. io.
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the will rather than the nature of God. If this means
that there is anything arbitrary about them, and that,
if they had not been, God could still have been God,
we must unhesitatingly reject the suggestion.^ " With
reverence be it said, the very being and blessedness of
God arc implicated in the existence, the perfection, the
salvation of finite souls." '

If Man is bound to God, a?id only comes to himself
by throwing himself on God, this relation must be
grounded in the very nature of God Himself. And is

not this asserted in the doctrine of the Trinity .? The
true life of man, the Christian holds, consists in filial

love of God ; and belief in the divinity of God the
Son implies that filial love is a quality of God Himself
We are always in danger of leaving out of our concep-
tion of God i, jme of the most precious things in human
experience, in deference to some false idea of divine
dignity. Thus it is only with difficulty that we can
persuade ourselves to think of God as loving men with
the particularity with which one man loves another.
Such love seems too small a thing for the attention of
God. But we should by now have learnt to distrust
our canons of greatness. The waters of Jordan may
have properties of greater value than those of Abana
and Pharphar. To deny love to God is to belittle

Him : it is to make man superior to God.*
In the same way, if religious experience is the

highest thing in the life of man, we must not make
this foreign to the life and experience of God Himself.*

' But 8CC the rfC'inciliation of " nature " jiirt " will " in Kssay V. pp. 24-.24S.
' John Caird, Tht Fundamental IJtat vf Chrutianity, p. 155.
" Cf. Essay V. p. 251.
* Cf. Browning'* Snul

:

I refrain lest I worst
E'en the Giver in one gift. Behold I could love if I durst.

» The opposite view would nuke God incapable of iharini- in some of the best
things in human lifr

; as th- pouular hymn deprive* the angeii of the rxpericncc of
redemption :

A song which fvcii angrls can never, never "ing
;

They know not Christ .is Saviour, but wnrshiii I Cm as Kinif.
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God Himself must be religious ; and this is implied by

the doctrine of the Trinity, which means that God can

" know God." r /- J
The " hard saying "—that the love of man for God

is part of the love wherewith God loves Himself—

would then contain a profound truth. The union of

God and man is necessary to the full reality of either.

Christian theism differs from other theism largely by

its emphasis on immanence ; and this is not nearly

enough realized.

III. This View is not «' Pantheistic
"

At this point, we may probably fto considerable

uneasiness. Our argument so far seems to be, that the

intellectual foundations of religion should be stated

rather as the philosopher than as the man of religion is

accustomed to state them ; that this is really borne out

by experience and even—or, perhaps, most of all—by

religious experience ; that, in short, popular theology

has a good deal to learn from philosophy, and that

philosophy takes us nearer than the accepted theology

to a true expression of the religious consciousness.

But if so, we shall have to meet two grave difficulties.

(i) It will be said that our conclusion, even if true,

is certainly revolutionary ; and that, disguise it as we

may, it is Pantheism not Theism. And, though

Pantheism may take a Christian form, there is really

something pagan and aristocratic about it. It certainly

does away with the individual, personal God of ordinary

religion. But if Christianity, when it comes to full

consciousness of its own meaning and implications,

becomes pantheistic, at least let us have the fact clearly

stated and emphasized and not glossed over !

(2) We have claimed to base our argument on

experience. But it may be said that the experience on

which we have drawn is too partial ; and that we have

^j-eated mysticism as th.Jgh it were the true norm of
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spiritual exceUence, whereas it is reaUy a one-sided and
specialized development. Hence we have travelled in
our search for evidence away altogether from our
concrete world of buying and selling, of loving and
suffering, of ordinary human life and human interests

;away from will and character, and from the Western
world of striving and achieving, to the quietism of the
shadowy East

;

' away above all from the historical
development of religion and of Christianity, with which
the rest of this volume deals, and which we are pro-
fessing to justify. Thus the mystic and the saint are
not identical. And even about the term "saint"
there is something a little hectic and sickly. The
average man agrees with V/illiam James in treating
' saintliness " as an abnormal development of particular
excellences, admirable in many ways, but with distinct
limitations, and far from being a model which all men
should imitate.

These difficulties are formidable, but not final. Wc
need not be too much afraid of labels. If we are
accused of " pantheism " we need not be in too great
a hurry to exculpate ourselves, but should rather ask
what exactly are the objectionable features of pantheism.
These appear to be, a tendency to antinomianism and
the fact that it springs from a partial and one-sided
experience. But it is necessary to distinguish. It is
true of some mysticisms and some monisms that they
leave out much and reduce all human interests and
human distinctions to illusion. But this is not true of
all. There is a mysticism which is not specialized, but
is that to which all our higher experiences point. In
the fine words of Mr. McTaggart : "A mysticism
which ignored the claims of the^ understanding would
no doubt be doomed. None ever went about to break
logic but in the end logic broke him. But there is a
mysticism which starts from the standpoint of the
understandirfT and only transcends that standpoint, in

i! ^

I?m ntuiutv u no; .1 European rclijjion in ori,.in.
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To tran-
so far as it shows itself not to be ultimate,

scend the lower is not to ignore it."

'

The vital question then is not, " Is our conclusion

mystical and ' pantheistic '
?
" but " Is it continuous with

ordinary life and ordinary morality? Does the

optimism, which we proclaim, in fact make the issue of

goodness and evil unreal ? Does the union of man

witli God, which is the centre of our philosophy, in fact

make human selfhood unreal?" The appeal here is

to actual experience. The philosophy which we are

advocating admittedly rests on some experience, though

the value of that experience is questioned. And, in

expe-ience, it is where the sense of union with God is

greatest that individuality is strongest. It is where the

sense of redemption is so strong as to break out into the

address, O felix culpa quae talem et tantum meruit habere

Redemptorem, that the practical antipathy to sin is

greatest. If it is only by the way of repentance that sin

itself becomes an element in good, the danger of

antinomianism is unreal.* To Pantheism, in the

objectionable sense, all specific finitudc and a^l moral

distinctions are lost. But this is not so, on our view.

For, first, our contention is, that the kind of experience

on which we are building is central and not specialized,

that it is not merely one path of ascent, but the upland

to which all such paths lead. And, secondly, experience

seems to show that the seeming contradictions in such

a view are not to be pressed. For it is the man who is

most wholly possessed by God who is the man of

richest and most effective individuality ; and it is the

saint, in whom the experience of redemption is the

centre of bliss, who is actually the least sinful of

1 Studiti in Hegelian Comd'.gy, p. 291.

• Cf.Wcbli,o/..f;/. pp. 2-4-17 S- "The condition of <Ho«i>i.iin5 rf;>«Bf«n«; cxcfpt

where thrre is repent.incc, sin i» n >t .lone away. Now repentance excludes the

.nntinomian attitude whicli rei;.ir.i« sin as no sin. It presupposes a realization ol itJ

character as sin. ... A man could not be at once in the attitude ot making light of

sin hy treatinj; it as the proper and inevitable means to something better, and in the

attitude of cnndemnhig sin as sin must be condemned in any repentance which coula

:.,;.... !._ j-.-,r.>;v.=i;f== kv %ihirh the :;r. i: liken away." Cf, »l«o Essay VI.
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men. Development is continuous

; the later <;frn« A^not reverse the earlier
; nothing th;tTs of vle?t thelower stages is simply lost at the higher.We arc here involved in the wider issue of theproper relation of philosophy to common inse On

ense "%M '^' P^'^^^^P^y '""^t start from commonsense. Unless it can establish its continuity with the

;.\u u- P *^^ ^^''"""^ *° 'io this sufficiently thatIS the chief weakness of the philosophies generallv ascompared with the religions.^ But, becau^^Tt Lsstart from common sense, it does not follow thrmust end there. The conclusions of sciences to theultimate nature of the physical universe carry us vjyfar indeed from first appearances
; but we accept thembecause the scientist is able to demonstrate the cominuSof his concUis.ons with ordinary sense-experience To

Sorptfon fn ?^H^^-^
°' ""^ g-t Cystic "aboutabsorption in God is very remote from pooularexperience, ,s not to say that it may not be of supreme

philosophical importance. Our Jacob's ladder mustle

lltlJT^ °" "'''' '"^ '' ""^y '^'^ ^° ^he heaven

IV. This Philosophy is not Inconsistent with
Orthodox Christianity

Our sincerity and consistency may be questioned
from the other side

; from the camp, not of\hc theo
ogians, but of the philosophers. We have followed
the general Ime of thought of Dr. Bosanquet and Mr
Bradley. Does not this really carry us altogcthe;
beyond orthodox theology, as in the opinion of these
distingmshed thmkers it certainly does? Thus Dr
Bosanquet finds room in his system for Christianity as
• a great world-experience," one of the highest, higher

ifiC ituuvc, p. 435,

if I
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and truer than mere morality, but partial and inadequate

in various assignable ways. Christian theology is, from

this point of view, a piece of anthropomorphic picture-

thinking. The Absolute is something bigger and

wider than any personal or quasi-personal God, some-

thing more like Swinburne's " Hertha :

I am that which began ;

Out of me the years roll ;

Out of me God and man ;

I am equal and whole.

God changes, and man. and the form of them bodily ;
I m the soul.

Christian optimism, with its " heaven " in the future,

is too naive, too much like a fairy story The true

optimism is of sterner stuff, and is from a human point

of view more austere ; having more of the spirit of the

great Shakespearean tragedies, promising no " happy

endings." but only leaving us with the feeling, "nothing

is here for tears." j •» „.

. If this is the conclusion of the masters, does it not

imply a want of intellectual courage on our part to stop

short of it? Will not a future generation look on a

position such as ours as we look on the "harmonics

of Genesis and Science which abounded in the maga-

zines of the '"seventies" and "'eighties ? Are we

not attempting an insecure combination of thought and

sentiment, and refusing to face fully the logic of our

own argument ? And should we not do better boldly

to face the facts, even if it means moving far from our

moorings and putting out to the open sea.? There is

a spiritual cowardice which begins to count the cost ot

truth and takes refuge in a very subtle insincerity. It

is difficult to be si re that one has sufficiently discounted

the influence of a particular tradition and environment.

For such reasons as these, the professed Christian hardly

gets a hearing in the world of philosophy ;
and the

esoteric Christian is rather a humbug.
here, for the issue is not

It is =nffic«lt to argue
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so much a matter of logic ' as of the estimate of
relative values and proportions in experience. For
this IS the way in which we arrive at the premisses
of our philosophy. What is wanted here is judicial
capacity as distinct from dialectical acuteness ; the
power, as Dr. Bosanquet says, to grasp the "higher
obvious" and put the central things in the centre,
or, as he finely calls it, the "penetrative imagination."'
It is m this region that we have to meet our philo-
sophical critics; and we cannot hope to argue and
convince, but only to indicate the grounds on which
we believe it possible with honesty to adopt a different
view from theirs.

(a) Our view gives a more central place in experience
to Religion.—We look on Christianity not as " a great
world-experience," but as the great world-experience

;

the leaven with expansive power to leaven the whole
lump. The message of Christianity is the supremacy
of love

;
and this is confirmed by a philosophical

examination of experience.

For life with all it yields of joy or woe
Is just our chance o' the prize of learning love.

This is not only the secret of human life, but the clue
to the inner meaning of the whole universe.
We give, then, more place to humanity and to

human interests in the Absolute, because we give to
religion—and to Christianity—a more inclusive and
interpretative position in world-experience.

{h) fVe wish to insist more on the difference in truth of
different categories and the superiority of the highest. The
fetish of size contributes to a negative result. We
need to insist on the importance of quality as against
quantity, and (in Mr. lllingworth's words) of " spiritual
intensity against material immensity." We must inter-

' I do not in the lca»t nicsn to i^ucstion Dr. liosanqiirt's vitvv {op. at. chap. \\\i.\
that the judgmfnt of values Is in thr last rciort a ratii)n.il iuriirmtnt. BiJt the
.lenient of reason is here deeply imbedded and not i-a.ily producible lor contrnversiM
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pret the Whole in terms of the highest thing in it

rather than insist on its quasi-spatial vastness. Other-

wise, we inevitably use a lower category where we might

use a higher.

For the loving worm within its clod

Were diviner than a loveless God
Amid all his worlds, I will dare to sav.

The measure of anthropomorphism in the Christian

doctrine of Incarnation is on the line of the philo-

sophical development from Spinoza to Hegel and of

the increase of readiness to see perfection in what is

determinate and, in that sense, limited.

(c) IVe can emphasize the continuity between popular

and " esoteric " theology, because we are aware of develop-

ment within experience.—If the greatness of the gulf

between the finite and the Infinite is urged against

us—as when Mr, Bradley says, " For me a person is

finite or is meaningless"'—we may reassure ourselves by

the recollection that we are familiar in experience with

growth in inclusiveness and in identity with others ;

and that this, so far from being inconsistent with the

individuality and richness which is characteristic of

personality, actually tends to keep pace with it.*

{d) The recognition of an element of metaphor in all

theology need not debar it from a philosophical status.—
We must admit that there is an element of picture-

thinking in all theology. We have to use symbols or

metaphors in which a more advanced intelligence would

no doubt see crudities. But this admission is robbed of

its sting, if it is not suggested that the philosopher is

initiated into something better. Until we have better

categories at our disposal it is idle to throw stones. If,

then, it is said that the Absolute contains self-conscious

beings, but is not itself a self-conscious being, we shall

' Jppearance and Reality (inJ Edition), p. 532.

' Cr. Rosanquet, :/. .>. p. 223. " It \i facile hut dangerous, limply to drop the

lii^her characters ol experience, nhcn we endeavour to conceive the Absolute. It it

3 more tr',;!l .vorthv plan to in"irate, if possible, the line of their transmutation."
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reply that this is to think too exclusively in spatial
terms. It would only be sound, if we could find a
unity which was higher than the unity of self-conscious-
ness. "Man, once descried, imprints for ever his
presence on all lifeless things." We must not relapse
to a lower level of thought.
We shall, then, scarcely be content with the language

of Dr. Inge : "The God of religion is not the Absolute,
but the highest form under which the Absolute can
manifest Himself to finite creatures in various stages of
imperfection,"' We shall prefer to say with Mr. Webb

:

" God is more (not less) than the Absolute in so far as
in religion I know (or at least feel) the Absolute to be
in this respect—worshipfulness—more than by itself the
abstract term Absolute expresses." -

We must expect to be told that, in the view here
taken, we are attempting to combine inconsistencies, and
so are showing a want of intellectual grasp. But such
logic is too narrow for life, in which we are continually
finding that the truth can only be expressed in the form
of paradoxes. Thus Knowledge, on the one hand, as
recent philosophers have insisted, is in its very nature
an awareness of an object which is independent of the
act of awareness ; on the other hand, when knowledge
of the universe is in question, the knowing must make
a difference to the object known, for the universe
includes the knowing mind and its knowledge and
would be incomplete without it. In Choice again, as
Green and other moralists have insisted, there must be a
disinterested desire for the object apart from any effect

that it is to produce on the chooser ; otherwise, as with
the mere pleasure-seeker, the efl^ect is not forthcoming.
And yet, as Green also points out, to "choose" an
object is to conceive of it as in some way tending to the
personal good or satisfaction of the chooser. Thus, in

love, the object of desire is at once the loved one and
communion with him.

* Perianal Idtalan: ar.a Xlyiticitm. p. 1 3. ^ Of. cii. p. :i:4.
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So, when wc come to Religion, the object of worship

is at once God as transcendent—as real and complete in

Himself; and the union of man with God, without

which, in the last resort, God Himseif is incomplete.

This is suggested by Dr. Inge: "D.iring a philosophical

discussion not long ago, one of the speakers observed,

'
I could not worship what is part of myself; to which

the other replied, • And I could not worship what is

not part of myself'"' The paradoxes of Christian

morals are familiar. And Mr. Webb reminds us that

the chief characteristic of the Christian attitude to Sin

is the combination of an insistence on the need of

repentance, which by itself might appear morbid, with

an optimistic assurance of forgiveness, which by itself

mignt appear immoral.

These paradoxes, by their presence at all points of

the compass, support one another. No doubt the

contradictions are not ultimate; but, at our level of

thought, the inclusion of an element of contradiction

seems to be a sign of reality and of largeness of view

rather than of error. A criticism, then, which merely

points to superficial contradictions, is adapted to the

schools rather than to real life.*

But, at thi-! point, we may again feel uneasy. " Is

not " we may be asked, " your contrast of logic and

life simply a cheap appeal ad populum ? At least, if

you adopt this line, do not pretend to offer a philo-

sophical defence of religion ! You cannot eat your cake

and have it ; use logic up to a point, and then, when

it becomes a nuisance, dismiss it ; assume the truth of

the Law of Contradiction as long as you are refuting

rival theories, and treat it as obsolete when it seems

likely to be used against your own view. Does not

honesty demand that you should define your terms, and

' Conlinr, l'erit.!t:t, p. f>l.

» This ^icpeal to life is thr nrrvr of the whoir .ii.ilfctic process in the Hegelian

iviten The mind i» Hriven on. through c- adictions, from one cat.gory to

another, becau-e real exrerienc- is al«.iy» proving itself too i^rgc lo be contained in
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that, if, for instance, you arc going to discuss personality
you should use the term in a clear and consistent sense
all through ? When it becomes clear that personality,
as wc ordmanly understand it, is not attributable to
(jod, you must not turn round and say :

' When we
speak of divine "personalis ," we must be understood to
use the term m a Pirlcwickian sense.' Our hearts
warm to J. S. Mill, when he rejects any such conjuring
and proclaims

:
' I will call no being " good " who il

not what ! mean when 1 apply the term to my fellow-
creatures. You may, indeed, save yourselves from
refutation by such manoeuvres ; but only because honest
men will retire from the argument. But when theo-
logians indulge in this kind of apologetics, they are
viewed by persons of the type of Leslie Stephen with a
certain robust contempt."

Here, again, we must admit that theologians have
sometimes given cause for complaint. But the edge of
the accusation is partly turned if we recognize that
there is an element of paradox in all experience, and
that it is not merely invented ad hoc by the slippery
theologian. And wc can but appeal to experience, and
ask which is the farthest from truth in other walks of
life, the Paradox or the Dilemma .? It always sounds
plausible to demand a plain answer (yes or no) to a
plain question. Yet the dilemma is the familiar device
of bullying counsel with a bad case. " The plain man
and the practical judge expect a plain answer, yes or no,
to a plain question. But the investigator and the
criminologist have learned that plain questions and
plain answers are only possible for those of hurried and
blunted senses, guilty and not guilty are terms of a
limited province and are conditioned in their applica-
tion by a social convention."' Hence it is just dislike
of mere verbiage and determination to see things as
they are which should carry us bevond such sharp
antinomies.
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Under these circumstances, it is natural to demand a

criterion ; as when Henry Sidgwick remarked that he

had never been able to distinguish between those con-

tradictions which were a mark of error, and those which

were supposed to be a sign of the higher truth. But it

is not possible to give any clear answer to this natural

demand : it is impossible to lay down any a prion

criterion. We can only appeal to "the penetrative

imagination" as exercised upon the individual case.

And here the contradictions with which we are dealing

are contradictions which have been actually, to some

extent, transcended in actual experience.

We have raised a very ambitious problem ;
and our

suaeestions towards a solution are, at the best, frag-

mentary and unsatisfying. The reader can hard'v

avoid feeling this, for the writer himself feels

strongly. Yet we need not therefore end on a pessi-

mistic note. , , .

(0 It is of the greatest importance, for truth s saKe,

to understate rather than to overstate the results of

argument ; and we should not b«- too much disappointed,

if we end with questions rather than with answers tor

it is half the battle to ask the rpht questions More-

over, as was suggested in the Introduction to this Lssay,

the present situation is transitional. We can only

expect, therefore, tentative results, and to present some-

thing of the nature of " an interim report."

(2) Though in Part Three there is nothing like a

complete answer to the difficulties raised in Parts One

and Two, I believe that the suggestions towards an

answer rest on a sufficiently secure basis to give a real

intellectual support to the religious life. We have tried

to vindicate our right to hold a position, which from

opposite sides, is denounced as an inconsistent and im-

possible compromise. Hence we have been obhged, in

Part Three, to defend ourselves on two sides at once.

To the religious critic, who argues that, though the
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personality of God is vital to religion, the Absolute
IS plainly impersonal, we have said :

" Revise your
conception of personality ! The conception on which
your difficulty is based is intellectually crude, and is not
borne out by the highest religious experience." To
the philosopher, who says that our reasoned formulation
of experience should be carried to its logical conclusion,
and that, if this is done, religion will be left behind, we
have ventured to reply: "Pay greater attention to
the experience of the religious man ; it may be that
you will find that the answer to its riddles, and to
all the riddles of life, is to be learned, not by leaving
this particular experience on one side, but by pushing
further and further into its heart."

If we are dissatisfied with this conclusion, may it not
be partly because we are inclined to ask more of philo-
sophy than it can possibly give, and so to underrate what
may be really gained ? Philosophy can offer no pocket-
answer to infidelity. It cannot outrun experience, or
put into experience what is not as yet there. It cannot
make an irreligious man religious. The task of philo-
sophy is to enable us to make coherent and intelligible
to ourselves such experience, religious or otherwise,
as we have. To say that you cannot make men religious
by logical argument is about as true and about as false
as It IS to say that you cannot make them moral by
Act of Parliament. In each case, it is possible to
remove some difficulties, and so to contribute a little
to the desired result. F'urthermorc, it cannot be
fairly expected that philosophy, working in abstraction,
should construct ex vacuo the whole of Christian belief
What it may do, is to provide a framework, into which
the religion of the Incarnation fits, and which that
religion welds together.

Such being the siate of the case, it may be that some
will feel that we have talked too glibly of "develop-
ment," and have taken up too patronising an attitude
towards the theolngy of the saints. Our rcolv to

I !

:piy
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these is that, if, in any points, we would develop or

modify the theology of the saints, it is only by a more

consistent appeal to the implications of their own

religious experience. The understanding of that ex-

perience is the whole task of the theologian. The

experience itself is the foundation from which all our

theorizings start and the tribunal by which, in their

turn, our theories must themselves be judged.
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All who try to moyld into new forms of expression the
elements of tlie spiritual life must end with a sense of
failure. What they cast into the crucible is so precious,
and what comes out of it is so disappointing.

The writers of this book have tried to find ways of
saying to the men of their own time what they believe
and why they believe it. They are convinced that it

was right to try, that they have done their best, and
that they have not succeeded. The expression of faith
in- words can never be accomplished ; only life can
express it. The Word must become flesh 'if it is to
redeem the world

; it is the Life which is the Light of
men.

The kingdom of (iod is not yet come ; the world-
rulers of this darkness have not fallen. The dumb
need of the heathen world is still unsatisfied

; the
nations, whose citizens profess allegiance to Christ, show
but few traces of His Spirit's influence either in their
own condition or in their dealings with one another.

Jesus of Nazareth claimed that He was the Founder
of the kingdom of God. That claim will never be
admitted as a conseqn.cnce of r mm however

S»7
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cogent ; it will be admitted when men again see His

followers conquering the world for Him by His own

methods in the power of His Spirit.

O that the armies indeed were arrayed ! O joy of the onset !

Sound, thou Trumpet of God, come forth. Great Cause, to

array us.

King and leader appear, thy soldiers sorrowing seek Thee.

So we arc tempted to exclaim, as we see men's hearts

failing them for fear and for looking after those things

which are coming on the earth. But it is at such times

that we are bidden to look up, for our redemption

draweth nigh.

And indeed the hour is come ; already the armies are

arrayed ; the battle is begun. For all the world is in

transformation. Europe and America seethe with

social movement; India toils in the birth-pangs of

an unknown future
;

Japan has leapt to the van of

civilisation ; China is awake from age-long sleep and

plunging into new life. Even the Dark Continent is

astir as Mohammedanism surges across it. Now is the

opportunity and the test of faith ; and even now in the

vision of faith the Captain of the Armies of Salvation

goes forth conquering and to conquer.
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CHRISTU.^ FUTURUS. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d. net.

r/MES.—** A. I.-\t>orious and fasLinatintj discussion on many thiiif^s—prayer, the avcii.:

life, inspiration, demonology. war, and the hke. It-i effect is not only t^ i^iitmilate ihou^hi
but to excite obedience and to spread sincerity."

ABSENTE REO. Crown Svo. Os. 6d. net

RECOR D.^^* This is a book tt: ht. read and puinterei' over. . . . K very page has a
th >ught-arrc:itniK sentence, and its spirit i> as excellent .t^ as style is lu^id."

VOLUNTAS DEI. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d. net.

SPECTATOR.—'' It is our auth- r's pleasure tDset us thinking and to leave us thinking.'

THE PRACTirK OF CHRISTIAN'TV. Crown Svo.

5s. 6*1. net.

ATI/ KN.'El'M.-'" \\. i-> a wcll-considf^rcd exanun iiimi ..f fhri^t v ttuLljinx, r...t as it

appears in e^ clrsia-stical cunlessiom, hut as it tiears up. n mkji.iI piubleins ; ,,iid ii is at oU' e a
criticism ar.J a 'hallenu*-."'

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF HEALl H. A Hand
book on th'.- Relation ut lio'lily Ikalth to .Spiritual nml .M.na! IK-uiii

Crown 8vo. 2s. net.
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